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PREFACE

ED-MEDIA 94. World Conference on Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia is the second international conference on this subject sponsored by the Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE). It is also a continuation in the series of International Conferences on Computer Assisted Learning (ICCAL), held for the first time in 1987 in Calgary and then held three more times in Dallas, Hagen (Germany), and Wolfville (Canada). However, ED-MEDIA is not only a continuation of ICCAL and broadens its scope considerably by including all aspects of educational multimedia.

The first ED-MEDIA conference held in 1993 in Orlando, Florida, served as an excellent multi-disciplinary forum for the dissemination of information on the research, development, and applications in all areas related to multimedia/hypermedia in education across all disciplines and levels of education. By again enlarging the scope and by adding weight to distance education and artificial intelligence in education, ED-MEDIA 94 is even more attractive and is establishing the series as a must for everyone who wants to obtain an overview of the field and its most recent developments. This is especially so since although the essence of ED-MEDIA is a collection of carefully selected submitted papers. ED-MEDIA 94 also includes thirteen tutorials and workshops, six keynote speeches by leading industrial and academic personalities, eight invited lectures, panel discussions, and an exhibit.

This proceedings volume contains the papers selected by the Program Committee for the conference and the invited lectures presented by distinguished scholars in the field. The papers cover a wide range of topics including artificial intelligence, authoring, distance education, navigation, learning by doing, language learning, media in education, pedagogical issues, hypermedia systems, hypermedia applications, small dedicated applications, improving classroom teaching, interactive learning environments, novel applications approaches and ideas, and computer supported cooperative work.

ED-MEDIA 94 occurs at a time when public and research attention focus on the concept of information highways, the integration of computer and TV technology, the advent of worldwide hypermedia networks, CD-ROM technology, and many more exciting technological developments that will have considerable impact on the future of learning and teaching. One of the roles of the conference is thus to provide a glimpse into the possible forms of this future both in terms of work that is now in the labs and the visions of the leading workers in these fields. The proceedings in your hands summarize the results presented at the conference. As is always the case, however, proceedings can reflect a conference concerned with the role and potential of educational multimedia and hypermedia only imperfectly. We hope, however, that reading of the written form of the presentations and examination of the program will provide a picture of the broad spectrum of topics covered in Vancouver and stimulate you to attend next year’s conference in Graz, Austria, personally.

The co-chairs of the Program Committee express their thanks to all those who contributed to the success of this conference. In the first place, we thank the keynote and invited speakers, authors of presented papers, developers who demonstrated their results, exhibitors, and panelists. In this context, we also thank the authors of papers that could not be accepted this time because of the very large number of submissions. Finally, the members of the Program Committee have undertaken the difficult task of refereeing the more than 400 papers submitted for the conference, and we are grateful to them for the time that they put into reading the submissions and evaluating them.

Special thanks are owed to AACE and its staff, in particular to Dr. Gary Marks, as well as Dr. Hermann Maurer, the creative force behind ICCAL and ED-MEDIA conferences. Without their help, ED-MEDIA 94 would not have been possible.
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Abstract: Multi-media is developing fast due to the convergence of different media (text, data, graphics, video, audio) into a common digital platform. However, there is another convergence that is also important: the convergence of telecommunications, television and computing. Parallel to these technical convergences is another set of developments in work and leisure that is opening up new markets for education and training, and which requires the creation of new institutional models. This paper explores the instructional and organizational implications of these developments.

Note: this paper is the summary of a multi-media presentation; most of the detail supporting this paper is in the presentation.

The technical and economic revolution

Multi-media in education has been seen by many primarily as an extension of computer-based learning. This is understandable, as some of the main constraints on computer-based learning have been the high cost of incorporating good graphics and video materials, and the restricted sensory stimulation for learners from screen-based text. The addition of high quality graphics, audio, and video to text, and more powerful editing and authoring software, provide a major enhancement of computer-based learning. The costs of hardware and the cost of producing multi-media materials are also dropping rapidly. 'Stand-alone' computer-based learning will become even more powerful as artificial intelligence and virtual reality develop. However, while 'stand-alone' applications of multi-media will continue to be important in education, a much more significant development will be the application of high-speed multi-media networks for educational purposes.

As well as the convergence of different media within a common computer platform, we are also seeing the convergence of the previously separate technologies and industries of computing, telecommunications and television. For instance, in April of this year, Stentor, an alliance of Canadian telephone companies, announced an $8 billion, 10 year initiative, called BEACON, that will bring broadband, multi-media services to 80%-90% of all homes and businesses in Canada by the year 2004. The social and educational impact of this convergence, and the speed with which it will be implemented, will be revolutionary and deeply challenging to established educational institutions.

At the same time as this technological revolution (and partly because of it), the needs of the workforce are also rapidly changing. In 1993, 78% of all jobs in the USA were in service industries, and the trend is likely to continue (Economist, 1994). Microsoft's annual revenues are greater than Sony's and Honda's combined, but they employ 100 times fewer workers. Most new jobs are being created in Canada by companies with less than 20 workers; indeed, the trend to both self-employment and working from home is likely to grow (StatsCan, 1992).

The wealth of nations will depend increasingly on knowledge-based, high-tech industries, in the areas of bio-technology, environmental products and services, computer software, financial services, and entertainment (particularly film and television). Furthermore, these are highly competitive, global industries. Keeping even a few months ahead of the competition, in terms of innovation and knowledge, are critical to survival, as is the quality of product and service. This means that education and training, not just in the pre-work years, but throughout a lifetime, are essential elements of a successful workforce. However, if every worker currently in the workforce was sent back to college for three months training every five years, we would have to double the post-secondary education system in Canada. In practice, of
course, the political trend is to reduce or limit public expenditure, to make schools and colleges more cost-effective, to take greater numbers for less cost.

Multi-media and modern telecommunications do offer an opportunity to meet these lifelong learning needs of the work-force in a cost-effective manner. This will not happen though without thinking very differently about how education and training will be organized, in order to serve the needs of the work-force.

Learning in the 21st century

Modern learning theory sees learning as an individual quest for meaning and relevance. Once learning moves beyond the recall of facts, principles or correct procedures, and into the area of creativity, problem-solving, analysis, or evaluation (the very skills needed in the work-place in a knowledge-based economy - see Conference Board of Canada, 1991), learners need inter-personal communication, the opportunity to question, challenge and discuss. Learning is as much a social as an individual activity. However, for someone working in a small company, the nearest person with similar interests and expertise may be somewhere on the other side of the country, particularly in leading-edge technologies, and particularly in Canada.

Work and learning will be inseparable. Most learning will be informal and lifelong. It is not difficult to build a convincing portrait of learning at the work-place. We can envisage a computer software designer or television animation artist, called Sue, probably working from home, needing information on a certain technique or approach, or advice on how best to create a certain effect. From previous experience and contacts, or on the advice of a colleague, she has the name of someone half-way across the country (Wayne). From her work-station, Sue calls Wayne, talks about the problem, and Wayne loads up some software which he 'shares' with Sue via the network. Sue asks a few questions, tries a couple of things online while Wayne watches and comments, then downloads the software. Sue and Wayne are both registered with an educational institution that has been set up to enable the exchange of commercially sensitive material for learning purposes. Sue's work-station has automatically displayed the cost per minute of consulting Wayne, and the cost of rights for downloading the software. However, Sue was also able to give Wayne some information, and this is charged back to Wayne's account. Sue now not only has the software she needs, but also can contact Wayne (on a chargeable basis) any time she has a problem with the software. The learning context has been established. Note it is fragmented, on demand, and charged at cost.

Learners will interact with their desk-top or portable workstations in a variety of ways, determined by the nature of the learning task, and their preferred style of learning in the work situation. These preferred styles will vary considerably, both within a single person, depending on the task, and, for the same task, between different individuals.

The learning context will need to encompass the following:

- working alone, interacting with learning material (which may be available locally or remotely);
- working collaboratively (and in an equal relationship) with fellow workers at different remote sites, either synchronously or asynchronously: both these modes are likely to be multi-media;
- as an 'apprentice' or 'student', working with a more experienced worker, supervisor, or instructor;
- as an instructor, supervisor or more experienced colleague for other less experienced colleagues.

The same person may find themselves in each of these roles within a single working day. Learners will also need to be able to work from home, or from a work-site, or while in transit. They will need the following:

- access to information (searching, downloading) from multiple sources in multiple formats
- selection, storage and re-ordering/re-creation of information
- direct communication with instructors, colleagues, and other learners
- incorporation of accessed/re-worked material into work documents
- sharing and manipulation of information/documents/projects with others.

Learners will need to access, combine, create and transmit audio, video, text, and data as necessary.
Figure 1: A networked educational multi-media system
If we take this as the design requirement, there is then a need to build systems that support this form of learning, both for formal and informal learning. I give my own personal 'vision' of how such a system would provide the kind of educational experiences I would like to see. This is summarized in Figure 1, above.

### The work-station

Arguments about whether access to the information highway will be through a personal computer or a 'converter' on a television set miss the point. The work-station of the future will be a multi-purpose machine, probably in modular form, including input (voice, pen, keyboard, gestures) and display (screen, sound, printer) devices, telecommunications, computing and television. It will be at least in part portable.

Key features will be the interface between the user, the tools available to the learner within the workstation, and a range of remote services, both educational and non-educational, that can be accessed remotely via the work-station.

### The interface

Design work has already begun on building interfaces for the information highway. The Virtual Interactive Environment for Workgroups (VIEW) is one such system currently in the initial stages of development in Canada by MPR Teltech, the Open Learning Agency, Simon Fraser University, Science World (British Columbia), the British Columbia Educational Technology Centre, and Stentor. The VIEW system will provide tools for creating and using 'multimedia conferences', and for enabling users to engage in individual and collaborative group activities using information from diverse sources and in a variety of media formats, operating either in synchronous or asynchronous modes (Teles and Laks, 1993).

In essence, when learners switch on their work-station, there is a window with a choice of services. One of the choices (others may be films, home shopping, financial services, messages, etc.) will be education and training. When the learner chooses education and training, VIEW will provide a new window, with a choice of educational services, and a choice of a range of software tools to facilitate the learning and communication process. Thus learners will be able to search, access and download information from a variety of sources in a variety of media formats. An example of how this will work is given in the presentation.

### The tools

A critical element are the software tools available in the work-station. As well as tools for communication, management and storage of information, there will also be tools that assist in searching, accessing and compressing information, in analysing accessed data for relevance, in 'grouping' appropriate types of information, and tools for importing different types of media-based information, editing, and exporting them. These tools will need to be intuitively simple to use.

### The educational institution

What will make or break such a system will be the creation of new organizational structures for educational institutions to provide the administrative and educational support for lifelong learners.

### Roles for 'electronic' educational institutions

The critical roles of an 'electronic' educational institution built to meet the learning needs of the 21st century will be as follows:

- to provide information on education and training needs and opportunities
- to provide quality control
- to provide accreditation, through independent assessment of learning
- to develop coherent curricula, where appropriate
• to provide the service that will make the use of communications to import and export multi-media learning materials easy and user-friendly
• to network learners and instructors
• to create high quality educational multi-media materials in an easily accessible form
• to conduct research into education and training needs
• to apply new technologies, as they develop, to education and training, and to evaluate their use.

Note though that many of the instructors or tutors that are used will not 'belong' or work for the educational institution; many will be independent contractors, or working full-time in a knowledge-based industry, or working for another educational institution. Nor will learners necessarily be 'registered' with that institution, in the sense of taking all or any courses. The institution is primarily a facilitator of learning. In the example of Sue and Wayne, all the educational institution may do is bill, and collect and deliver payment, regarding fees and royalties, to and from Sue and Wayne, the owners of the software, and possibly the telecoms companies (plus a service charge). In other cases, it may offer a full program to groups of students with its own instructors and multi-media materials, leading to its own credential. In others, it will be like a multi-media reference library, with learners just accessing the information they need. It will be quite a commercial organization, collecting fees for many of its services, where this is appropriate.

The internal multi-media network infrastructure

The heart of this service is the internal multi-media network infrastructure, that allows the institution to access, create and deliver educational multi-media services in a variety of formats and a variety of modes. The Open Learning Agency is developing an integrated information management approach that will include both administrative and instructional systems. Basically, learning materials can be accessed, created and stored digitally in any format (video, audio, text, graphics, or any combination). Course designers can access this material electronically, re-edit and re-create learning materials, store and export this learning material in a variety of ways (print, CD-ROM, or down-loaded to local work-stations), depending on the learners' needs. The system will allow for the tracking of materials and services, the on-line payment of fees and charges for services, and student or client record-keeping (including grades and credentials), as well as providing management information on finances and learner activities. This infrastructure is connected through the information highway to multi-media servers or switches. More details of the Agency's plans for its internal multi-media network infrastructure are given in the presentation.

Implications for learning

While schools, colleges and universities will still have reason to provide campus-based learning to groups of learners over set terms or semesters, for social and for some instructional reasons, a great deal of learning will take place outside of this context. Full-time students will in any case soon be a minority in Canadian universities and colleges (63% of all college enrolments in British Columbia were part-time in 1992/93 - B.C. Ministry of Skills, Labour and Training, 1993). Even for full-time students, it will be difficult to categorize them as either 'campus-based' or 'distance education' students within a few years. They will be accessing information and communicating with their instructors, other students, and other subject experts outside their own institution, through multi-media telecommunications, from home and the workplace. Furthermore, multi-media telecommunications will allow them to do this whenever they want, in small chunks as well as in whole courses or programs of study, thus making learning more flexible and accessible, to all ages of learners, and not just young people in the formal system. Learners will also have a much wider choice of sources of learning, being able to access expertise from anywhere in the world.

As important as the context of learning will be the approaches to learning and instruction. Multi-media telecommunications will allow learners and subject experts to engage in dialogue, questioning, and exploration of a wide range of alternative approaches, as well as the sharing and joint working of multi-media documents. Programs and instruction can be tailored to the needs of each individual. Multi-media telecommunications can also encourage collaborative approaches to learning. Learning will often occur without the direct intervention of a 'formal' instructor, through the use of peers and people working in a job.
but who have expertise. Most important of all, as they learn through multi-media telecommunications, people will use the same tools and develop the same skills that will be an essential part of their work and leisure activities. 'Stand-alone' multi-media applications will still have an important role to play, especially where learners need to work through carefully a disciplined set of principles and ideas, or need a great deal of practice and experiment to fully understand a subject of study. Their use will increase if learners are given the opportunity to re-work and re-create their own multi-media applications, as projects or for the purposes of assessment. However, stand-alone applications will be a specialized and relatively limited use of multi-media within a much richer learning environment, that will include two-way communication and the transporting of multi-media materials between learners, and between the learner and a mentor. (More details of the different curricula approaches made possible through multi-media telecommunications are given in the presentation - see also Bates, 1993).

Conclusion

This vision for a system is not a utopia, nor even many years away. The wideband highways are at this moment being constructed, and should be in place within 10 years. Multi-media switches, using ATM technology, are now being built. Interfaces to the information highway, and software tools to facilitate multi-media learning, are being designed. The software for handling multi-media communications is being developed by companies such as Oracle.

However, the most difficult part of the system to put in place will be an appropriate educational infrastructure to support the kind of learning needed in the 21st century. The provision of appropriate education and training services to run on the information highway is critical; there is no automatic guarantee that people will use the information highway to an extent that justifies the cost of investment, if services are not provided that meet people's needs. Unfortunately, existing educational institutions were created to meet the needs of a society that are fast disappearing. We need new educational organizations that can exploit the information highway to meet the needs of the 21st century. Economic development will depend as much on the success of creating and supporting such organizations, as on establishing the technological infrastructure. It is critical to get this right because there is no doubt that those countries that harness the power of multi-media communications for education and training purposes will be the economic powerhouses of the 21st century.
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Abstract: Computer graphics has been driven by the desire to generate real-time imagery subject to constraints imposed by the human visual system. Modern workstations employ special-purpose hardware and software in a "graphics pipeline" to satisfy these constraints. We expect that the next generation of hardware and software may meet the requirements of the human visual system and that subsequent generations will vastly exceed them. Multimedia faces the same challenges, but only for pre-existing imagery because image generation takes place outside the multimedia workstation. It will be interesting to see what becomes of computer graphics when off-the-shelf systems have full multimedia capability and when standard computing engines render imagery faster than real-time. A dedicated pipeline for graphics will be redundant for all but the most demanding applications; imagery available today only on expensive systems will be supported by standard components. This talk will review the technical obstacles to achieving this vision and the impact that we can expect to see in educational uses of computer graphics after the research challenges we face today are met.

Many of the revolutions that have swept the world of computing have promised to usher in a new era in education. None have. There's a reason for this, but it's one educators don't like. The reason is that education is not an end in itself and thus education never leads in the adoption of new technology. Computers are in schools now because the world (and this means the business world) uses computers, so students have to be trained in the use of computers in order to function in the business world. Despite many noble efforts by the education community, realistically it is hard to point to any significant impact of computers in education other than small, isolated successes that are often the result of substantial investments of time, money and good will on the part of educators and the computing community.

A particularly good example of this phenomenon is computer graphics. Who could doubt the potential for enhancing a curriculum by using interactive graphics to not only bring a possibly dull subject to life but to add 3-D realism and maybe even a glimpse of virtual reality thrown in for good measure? But it rarely happens. The reasons, as we all know, are two-fold.

The first reason that computer graphics has not had a major impact in education is that despite the many advances that have been made in the field of computer graphics, it remains a fact that very few professionals in any field have access to 3-D graphics workstations and, while a great many people use 2-D computer graphics, the computers generally available to schools do not support the functionality necessary to run many of the applications representative of the state-of-the-art in computer graphics. With time, this may change. Costs are coming down, so as computer graphics comes to have a greater impact on everyday life we might expect, just as typewriters found their way into schools when typing became a part of everyday life in the business world, so too will computer graphics be part of the curriculum once it is adopted in the workplace. (Eventually even electric typewriters made it into the classroom.)

The second reason that computer graphics has not had a major impact in education is less likely to be resolved so easily. This reason is related to the difficulties associated with developing and maintaining courseware. To continue the analogy with typewriters, we can observe that by putting a typewriter into a classroom students are instantly enabled to use the typewriter with perhaps only the need of an introductory text
on typing skills. No other expenditure is required. An educator trained in typing can probably do a credible job of bringing beginners to an intermediate level of typing skill. There is an immediate payoff. Students are then able to type the papers they write for school (helping both them and their teachers) and they gain a practical skill for their future life in the world of business.

Not so with computers. Courseware is often quite different from the programs used in business (unlike typewriters, which are used identically in schools and in business). And courseware costs a lot to develop, test and maintain. Courseware that utilizes computer graphics is often much harder to write than normal courseware. Ironically, the advent of GUIs (graphical user interfaces), which were invented to make computers more accessible to non-programmers, make the programming of user interfaces much more difficult than it ever was before and thus, to a large extent, make good courseware even more difficult to produce.

Multimedia is the latest darling of the computing community that many predict will change the way that education is done. Why should we believe this will happen any more for multimedia than it did for computer graphics or for the many other areas of computer science that did not, in the end, have an impact on education?

The remainder of this talk will address this question by first discussing the relationship between computer graphics and multimedia and then by pointing out the differences that are likely to be significant factors leading to the ultimate success of multimedia as an educational tool where computer graphics and others have demonstrably failed. Chief among these is the distinction that will be drawn between multimedia as a means for communication and computer graphics as a means for computation.

A (Very) Brief History of Computer Graphics

For three decades research in computer graphics has had as one of its main concerns the development of hardware and software to accelerate the so-called "graphics pipeline" that supports interactive real-time display of computer-generated imagery (Foley, et al., 1990, section 18.3). Many architectural advances were made to facilitate high-performance 2-D and 3-D graphics applications in specialized domains (Akeley & Jermoluk, 1988; Haeberli & Akeley, 1990). About a decade ago this effort merged with mainstream computing when 2-D and 3-D graphics workstations became the platforms of choice even for applications that often were not primarily graphical in nature but which took advantage of features common to graphics workstations to enhance productivity (IEEE, 1985; IEEE, 1988). Today most components of the graphics pipeline are available as standard features or modest upgrades in common computing environments and the distinctions between personal computers, graphics workstations and traditional mainframe computers have become blurred.

Many of the performance limitations that currently exist for high-quality graphics workstations are related to human perception (screen resolution, color resolution, refresh rate, and update rate). These are about to become non-issues during the next decade when the multimedia revolution eliminates most of the remaining distinctions between interactive real-time graphics and "normal" computing. Every computer will be accessed as a multimedia workstation because almost all user interfaces will employ some aspect of multimedia. When this happens, computer graphics research will become a very specialized area concerned with rather arcane aspects of modeling and rendering whose solutions will be achieved primarily with cleverer, more accurate algorithms that require more computing power, rather than with new architectural breakthroughs.

The graphics pipeline will be replaced with a ubiquitous "multimedia pipeline" that will eliminate the distinctions between real-time and pre-computed imagery, between local and remote imagery, and between real and synthetic imagery.

The Perceptual Bottleneck

We are small factors of two away from meeting most of our goals for computer graphics displays if we simply look at the level of performance currently available and compare it to the strictest requirements we expect to encounter in typical applications. For the most part, these requirements are based on properties of the human visual system that are studied in psychology and related fields. Many of the limitations are discussed in detail in a recent survey article on virtual reality (Ellis, 1991). We will quickly review the ones that relate to multimedia.

Deering has commented on the deficiencies in spatial resolution for current head-mounted displays by pointing out that if this were our regular vision, we would be legally blind (Deering, 1992). But for normal
display monitors, the situation is much better. Screen resolution ranges from roughly $512 \times 512$ for anyone who cares to invest in a graphics board for a PC to almost $2K \times 2K$ resolution for high performance workstations. One sees predictions of $4K \times 4K$ and even $8K \times 8K$, but it seems that most applications will not be limited by the spatial resolution of a display once another one or two factors of two are achieved in the number of pixels per inch on a screen. Dreams of larger screens will always be with us, but there is a practical limit to the physical size of the screens we expect to use on an everyday basis.

Chromatic resolution is, roughly speaking, the number of bits per pixel used to represent color information. On low-end machines, 8 bits per pixel is still not standard, but this is changing. Even a few years ago it was rare on a PC but it is now becoming more common. Frame buffers have had 24 bits per pixel (8 each for red, green and blue) for many years with 10 and even 12 bits per pixel not uncommon. Certainly 64 bits per pixel (16 each for red, green, blue and an alpha or opacity channel) is adequate given the properties of the human visual system (Levinthal & Porter, 1985), and 128 bits (32 bits per channel) seems overly generous. So again we are within one or two factors of two from the ultimate chromatic resolution we might imagine as being necessary.

Temporal resolution comes in two forms: refresh rate, the number of times per second that a CRT screen is painted, and update rate, the number of times per second that the image being painted is modified (Baecker, 1979). A rule of thumb is that refresh must be above 40 times per second (television is either 60 or 50, depending on whether you live in North America or not, and film is 48 except for a few special projection systems). Lighting conditions and other environmental factors may increase the required update rate to perhaps 120 times per second, but even assuming 240 times per second (which might be necessary for stereo displays), the "one or two factors of two" assumption applies here as well.

In the flight simulator community, the required update rate is generally assumed to be 10-20 times per second (television is 30, film is 24, and Saturday morning cartoons are 15 or less). In virtual reality, head-coupled displays may have somewhat stricter requirements (Deering, 1992; Ellis, 1991). But at worst the update rate needs to be the same as the refresh rate, but the two are solving different problems (refresh rate governs persistence of vision, whereas update rate provides an illusion of continuous motion) and hence there is a distinction.

The fact that all of the performance figures for actual displays are not too different from the upper bounds that are cited above is not coincidence. Most of the current numbers exist because they are a good compromise between image realism and economic realism. So which ones are likely to change most rapidly?

HDTV is about to double or triple the spatial resolution of consumer video products. This will no doubt impact workstation displays, at least by reducing costs (due to economies of scale) and perhaps by increasing resolution as well.

Chromatic resolution is really an issue of more bits of storage (and transmission bandwidth) per pixel plus the costs of digital-to-analog converters (DACs). Consumer televisions are not yet digital. So they don't have DACs. When they are digital, we can expect to see prices drop a lot for DACs and no doubt we will see higher resolution ones at affordable prices. Today, 8-bit DACs are standard computer components and 10-bit and 12-bit DACs are used for high-performance systems.

Refresh rate is likely to be tied strongly to consumer video. So the one or two factors of two may be quite a while in coming. But if the often-predicted shift away from CRTs finally does take place, whatever replaces CRTs (liquid crystal displays?) may provide higher refresh rates and more spatial resolution too.

Update rate is mostly a question of memory, transmission bandwidth and computing power. It will increase almost automatically with the general advance of computing technology.

All of these powers of two compound to maybe a factor of 50 to 100 increase in performance. This is a lot, but it is small compared to the computer industry achieved over a typical decade. Moreover, once the limitations are overcome, they are likely to be entirely over-run (at least those achieved through raw computing power) because the technological advances are being driven by other forces that will not be satisfied.

Something that is important for multimedia, where images are generated separately from when they are displayed, but not for computer graphics, is compression. Computer graphics is often not networked because the real-time requirements for image generation are more easily met when there is a tight coupling, through the graphics pipeline, of the data structures representing the underlying model and the final representation of the
image as a raster array of pixels.

Some early line drawing systems did explore the separation of modeling and rendering across a local network, with transmission bandwidth being the limiting factor that determined the distribution of function between the modeler and the renderer (van Dam, Stabler, & Harrington, 1974). The "wheel of re-incarnation" is a phenomenon in computer graphics that happens because we need to generate the images close to where we view them and we need to use special purpose hardware (Myer & Sutherland, 1968): as display processors increase in complexity there is a tendency to split the work and distribute it across some communication channel between a main processor and a satellite processor, then the satellite processor is made more powerful to gain performance until it is itself a critical resource, and so another processor is spawned off (thus completing another circuit around the wheel). Until recently, network transmission bandwidth was inadequate for this division of labor with raster images. Higher-speed networks and better image compression algorithms are starting to tip the balance again in favor of distributed systems.

Where does this leave computer graphics? With many of the hardware problems close to being solved and the promise of widespread multimedia applications likely to bring costs down, will there be any difference between computer graphics and multimedia? I think so. Moreover, I think the difference is significant and one that will in the end relegate computer graphics to the back seat.

The Multimedia Pipeline

The much touted Information Superhighway is a mechanism for transmitting multimedia data via universally accessible networks. There are few applications that will require the bandwidth being planned for unless they are using accessing multimedia documents. So we can expect to see a situation that already exists for many high-end multimedia users. Typical workstations will both send and receive highly compressed imagery over a network utilizing specialized components designed to support multimedia applications.

If the workstation is generating imagery, there will need to be a data path that starts where the traditional graphics pipeline started (with a data structure describing a scene to be rendered, usually a dynamic scene whose content and viewing parameters change with time) and ending up on the network feeding the compressed representation of the rendered scene to other workstations or archival storage servers. Similarly there will need to be a data path that accepts compressed imagery from the network and puts it onto the screen for when the workstation is displaying imagery.

Why go to the trouble of compressing, transmitting, and decompressing the image? Why not send the description of the scene and let the remote workstation generate the image? After all, we argued above that future workstations will be able to generate imagery faster than real-time for most applications. The answer is that the scene description will be bigger than the image! We noted above that current image sizes of 1K x 1K x 24 bits are within striking distance of what we may need in the future. Yet scene descriptions grow without bound and, much worse, they are idiosyncratic in terms of the primitives they support and the auxiliary information they require (textures, bi-directional reflection functions, etc.). Standardization is hopeless at this time and for the foreseeable future. But raster images, even with arcane compression schemes, are easily described and, at least in principle, easily translated into various formats.

Example: PostScript is the standard way to ship text and images, regardless of how they were produced. Multimedia formats can be expected to play this same role, hiding many of the details behind how an image was produced. A related point is that PostScript delays the final binding of an image to the physical device on which it will be displayed (or printed), but much of the "value" of the program that prepared the image is added before it is translated into PostScript. Future multimedia servers may in fact be selling not the images (or streams of images) they produce, but the technology that produced them, much like Hollywood sells the movies that go on to video casettes for home viewing.

What will we do with all of the multimedia images that arrive over the network? We'll paste them into windows. Which means we will need to integrate hardware and software support for common windowing operations into the multimedia pipeline. Compositing functions will be common place; every workstation will have the equivalent of a video special effects box.

So why will we need to have a graphics pipeline any more? Just compute the images ahead of time (like maybe 1/240 of a second before you need them), compress them using high-speed circuitry designed for the
task, move them to secondary memory (to save precious main memory), then fetch them all back when they are needed (1/240 of a second later), decompress them, and finally paste them onto the screen blended with whatever else is being looked at. Sound wasteful? Sure. But the hardware will be (almost) free and otherwise idle, so why not use it. And it will be cheaper than specialized graphics hardware because that will have a very limited market compared to multimedia hardware.

So we again ask, where is computer graphics in all of this? There will certainly remain problems at the frontier of computer graphics. There will always be imagery that is difficult to produce and research will be needed to determine the best techniques. But this will be of little concern to the average user. A second comparison will illustrate this point.

Example: Numerical analysis is not concerned at all with the design of floating point processors, just the standards employed in the representation and the conventions for exception handling and rounding. Instead numerical analysis concentrates on the fundamental algorithms. It has largely returned to its roots in mathematics, leaving the hardware details to computer architects whose concern is mostly speed and not accuracy. Computer graphics will be the same, concentrating on algorithmic aspects of imagery and ignoring many of the hardware details that have previously dominated many of the discussions of new techniques.

Whither Computer Graphics?

Hermann Maurer has argued convincingly that multimedia fills a void resulting from what he calls “the missing organ” (Maurer, 1992). Humans have a highly developed vision system, but little or no facility for creating imagery without technical aids. This is in significant contrast to sound, where humans have relatively equal facility for producing and hearing sounds as a means of communication among themselves.

Some of you probably grew up in the 50s and the 60s as did I. In the U.S., at least, Life Magazine played an interesting role in education. Whatever you thought of it, Life was a ubiquitous source of imagery. The pictures that Life provided were cut-and-pasted onto the classroom bulletin board of every classroom I was in until high school. The pictures arrived in the mail every week. Multiple copies, as many as you wanted. If you needed more, you could just ask a neighbor or a friend; lots of people had subscriptions and garages and attics provided a treasure trove of back issues. The pictures were almost literally free, so there was never any problem cutting them up and using them whenever imagery was needed. And there was almost always a large collection of imagery available, so long as you had access to the “archive.”

The promise of multimedia is a return to that Golden Age. We have had electronic cut-and-paste of still images for quite some time now, but not a lot of access to the images. Networking promises to solve this (for a price — but the price will be small once it works) and to provide access to moving imagery. This will largely eliminate the distinction between real-time imagery and pre-computer imagery; all images will be pre-computed even if only just a little before they are viewed. The distinction between local and remote imagery will be lost; all images will go through the same multimedia pipeline just as if they came across a network. And compression techniques will wipe out the distinction between real and synthetic imagery; the two will be indistinguishable and many images will in fact be a blend of the two.

So where will this leave computer graphics?

It will still be there, but mostly as a producer of imagery on the network and as a tool for augmenting imagery obtained from other sources, both to customize it (to enhance its relevance) and to re-style it (to improve its fit with other images). Indeed, future multimedia systems, like existing text processing systems, will concentrate as much on style as on content (Beach & Stone, 1985).

The irony may well be that the very phenomenon that knocks computer graphics from its throne as the hottest thing in computing, that relegates computer graphics to a relatively isolated area of computer science research, will also be the force that finally brings the long-awaited promise of interactive graphics to education.

The power of multimedia lies in its ability to provide a powerful authoring tool that lets us appropriate imagery for the purpose of communication. Unlike computer graphics, which lets us create imagery, multimedia allows us to manipulate imagery. There is a world of difference. While creating imagery sounds like a good idea at first, anyone who actually does it realizes that it is very time consuming even with the best tools. If our goal is communication, we are better off using existing imagery to communicate our ideas or, if that fails, modifying existing imagery to our needs.
At roughly the same time there were two important advances made in the field of computing: Ivan Sutherland’s PhD thesis Sketchpad, which set much of the research agenda for computer graphics for a number of decades (Sutherland, 1965), and Doug Englebart’s NLS (oN-Line System), which set much of the research agenda for multimedia and hypermedia for a number of decades (Englebart & English, 1968). Of the two, I think that Englebart, and the earlier vision of Vannevar Bush (1945), will be the more important for education and humanity in general simply because computer graphics is in the end just a set of technical tools for producing imagery whereas multimedia is a set of tools for using imagery.
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Abstract: Safari is a cooperative project involving universities, industrial partners and government. It aims at developing various architectures for industrial training, with different levels of complexity. The distinguishing features of the Safari environment are that (a) an attempt is made to represent knowledge at two levels: at the physical level corresponding to a simulated device, and the plan level; (b) tutoring is based on four instructional modes: demonstration, exploration, coaching and critiquing; (c) within every mode the development of progressively more complex prototypes is foreseen, and tutoring in every mode involves the two levels of knowledge representation.

Creating tutoring systems remains difficult for various reasons: the different components of their architecture are not stabilized, the structure and type of knowledge to be used are of different granularity and complex to handle, and they require multiple expertise which is difficult to integrate [Fath et al. 1990, Lesgold et al. 1992].

The utility of tutoring systems having more or less intelligent capabilities is obvious. Most intelligent tutoring systems have been designed for academic domains such as mathematics, physics and computer programming. Although we do not lack teachers in such domains, there is still a well-known need for improving the quality of teaching in universities and colleges. However, there is an even more urgent need for computerizing industrial training. In today’s global industrial competition, the skills required from workers are rapidly changing with the shifting technological environment, and employees must acquire new know-hows in limited time. The problem is compounded by a permanent lack of qualified instructors. For this reason, the research undertaken in the Safari project is focused on developing a tool set for the rapid construction of various tutors for industrial training.

Safari is a project under the auspices of Synergie, a programme sponsored by the Ministry of Technology and Science of the Government of Québec. The main objectives of Synergie are (1) to enhance cooperative research and development between universities and industry, (2) to accelerate the product development cycle, (3) to facilitate the transfer of knowledge between research establishments and industry, and (4) to educate highly qualified professionals in the domain. Safari involves four Québec universities, two industrial partners and a government agency. The industrial partners are Virtual Prototypes Inc., providing a software package VAPS and Novasys Inc., a consulting firm specialized in the AI and training domains. VAPS (Virtual Applications Prototyping System) is a high-quality commercial interface-building and simulation system, used in many areas (such as industrial design and evaluation of airline cockpits).

The Safari team includes seven professors conducting research on a part-time basis: C. Frasson (project leader), G. Gauthier, J. Gecsei, G. Imbeau, M. Kaltenbach, S. Lajoie and B. Lefebvre; about 20 M.Sc and Ph.D students, two full-time programmers and several engineers provided by the industrial partners. The project time frame spans 4 years (1993-96).
Building reasonable tutoring components

The main objective of Safari is to develop a methodology and an environment for the creation of tutoring systems to be used in professional training. The focus is on teaching mostly procedural knowledge concerning the operation of devices such as medical instruments, manufacturing robots, consumer appliances, control instruments, aeronautical instruments, etc.

The basic idea is to add a tutoring component on the top of device models (microworlds) built in VAPS. This permits the use of models written in VAPS (*virtual instruments*), instead of the real devices, for training and practice. Thus the expensive machinery can be kept for its actual purpose and damages from incorrect manipulations during learning can be prevented. Safari can be seen as a value-adding component attached to the VAPS package, making it into an integrated toolkit for the creation of device models together with a corresponding computerized training course on how to operate the device. Since a large base of VAPS device models are already available, these can be conveniently used to validate the Safari approach.

In order to remain within the bounds of practicality, we limited a priori the target applications to devices which have the following characteristics:

- They permit the definition of a set of clearly distinguishable interaction procedures (e.g. through control panels, switches).
- The device functions are decomposable into a number of well-defined tasks, each task corresponding to a meaningful operation in terms of the device's main purpose.

These characteristics exclude very complex equipment such as nuclear reactors (although parts of it may be covered) and devices whose operation requires hard to enumerate, "look-and-feel" actions such as handling certain manufacturing machines, or performing surgery.

Tutoring systems created in the Safari environment will be capable of:

- tutoring workers in an industry (factory, hospital) through real tasks recreated on device models using the VAPS software,
- constructing models of individual users, reflecting the user's reasoning style and level of knowledge,
- dispensing individualized and adaptive tutoring based on the user model,
- diagnosing the actions of a trainee when asked to perform a task on the virtual instrument, and
- composing an entire curriculum for teaching the operation of the device, taking into account the learner's expertise and style of learning.

Some distinguishing features of Safari are that

- it involves contractual cooperation between the industrial and university partners who are committed to a binding schedule including the development of commercially viable products,
- the proposed methodology is applicable to a large class of devices and domains, not only to a single device type,
- it is based on an existing software package VAPS, and
- it enhances learning by using multiple representations of knowledge, and by encouraging the learner to pass between them.

We do not aim exclusively at deeply intelligent tutoring; this would be somewhat unrealistic, given the limited success and the problems such systems have even within narrow application domains. Instead, Safari provides a combination of some existing tutoring approaches to build easily and rapidly a tutoring system for a given device.

A realistic training sequence

Throughout the project time frame we use the following functional paradigm. In Safari, tutoring functions (modes) are based on the observation that the natural cycle in which most people acquire a given skill is by first observing someone's demonstration of the skill, then freely experimenting with the device in question (given the availability of the device, and that such experimenting is not hazardous), then executing precise tasks (assignments) in terms of the device functionalities under the guidance of an expert, and finally by describing the learned skill in an abstract form (which can be used as a basis for a critical examination by an expert, or for communicating to other people).
Somewhat simplifying, in our approach this translates into four distinct tutoring modes: demonstration, free exploration, coaching and critiquing. These modes are presented to the learner through an interface which is similar in all modes, and which displays two major windows: the Device Window showing the simulated device, and the Plan Window showing an abstract representation of a task called task graph. In this arrangement the learning process involves two related views of the learning space, encouraging the learner to develop his knowledge simultaneously on the concrete and abstract level. This method has its origin in the "PIF" approach to tutoring, described in [Frasson et al. 1992]. PIF supports three interrelated "worlds" (i.e. levels of representation): the Physical, Intentional and Functional. In Safari we retained the P and I worlds, corresponding to the Device and Plan windows.

In demonstration mode, the student can observe the execution of various tasks applicable to the device, somewhat like a videotaped demonstration. However, in Safari the demonstration is based on the VAPS model, executing automatically a task graph (TG) which had been edited by a human expert. A demonstration scenario is a TG augmented by hypermedia comments and explanations attached to certain elements of the TG. The student can navigate in the scenario by stopping, repeating, jumping to an arbitrary point (i.e. by clicking on an action in the TG), and by asking for hypermedia explanations. However, he cannot interact directly with the simulated device, only with the scenario. As the demonstration progresses, actions in the TG are highlighted along with the corresponding simulated manipulations of the device (such as operating the controls).

The purpose of exploration mode is to permit direct interaction with the microworld (virtual device). Here the learner is allowed to freely experiment with the device, to observe the consequences of his actions in a realistic environment, but without the inconveniences of experimenting with the real device [Fath et al. 1990]. The system may attempt to determine which task the learner is trying to execute; in this case the TG of the conjectured task is gradually displayed in the task window according to the learner's progress in manipulating the device. Exploration can also be done within the context of a given task; then the student is allowed to interact with either window, with automatic highlighting of the corresponding actions in the other window.

In coaching mode the student is asked by the system to perform a given task or to solve a given problem scenario (=sequence of tasks) by interacting only with the Device Window. Initially the correct TG is hidden; it is gradually revealed as the learner's solution is being built. The process is supervised by a coaching component, essentially analyzing the difference between the correct solution(s) from the knowledge base and the learner's construction, and generating appropriate coaching interventions.

The fourth tutoring mode is critiquing, where the learner has to prove his knowledge by constructing a solution in the form of a TG for a given problem. The learner can "experiment" in the device window as in exploration mode, and build the solution in the Task Window. In this way he is encouraged to pass frequently between alternative representations in the two windows; in other words, the student has to prove not only that he can correctly execute a task, but also that he understands (to a certain degree, of course) what he is doing. By requesting the student to construct a TG, he is effectively asked to express his knowledge in an abstract form. When the proposed solution is complete, a critiquing component (similar to the coach) will comment on the solution.

At any time during work in the above tutoring modes, the student can ask for help (non-contextual) or contextual advice.

**Evolution**

As shown in Figure 1, the four tutoring modes are considered as evolving in time from minimal versions to more sophisticated. In this way we can keep the project consistent over a period of time, and by producing a series of prototypes of increasing complexity we can exploit the experience learned on the way. We firmly believe that a well functioning complex system can be created only by evolving through simpler versions. The evolution of prototypes can be roughly divided in three phases according to the complexity of the knowledge structures involved. In the following, we briefly characterize these phases.
**Phase 1:** In Phase 1, task graphs are equivalent to flowcharts containing two kinds of nodes: Action (A) and Observation (O) nodes [Mittal et al. 1988]. Actions are operations to be executed by the user, Observations serve as decision points where the following action depends on some observable behavior of the device. There is one TG per task, and all tasks can be clearly distinguished. The knowledge base consists of the set of corresponding TGs. A demonstration is a pre-recorded manipulation of the VAPS virtual device; in exploration mode the student can interact freely with the model. Coaching and critiquing are based on overlay-like comparisons of the student's input and the correct TG from the knowledge base. Even so, some nontrivial comments can be generated such as "Your solution is almost correct, except that you inversed actions A and B."

**Phase 2:** Here, we will take into account some factors that make the model of Phase 1 overly simplistic. First, in many cases there is more than one way to accomplish a task. These ways may be equivalent, or can have different attributes in terms of efficiency, cost, etc. We have to deal with this multiplicity in terms of efficient knowledge base representation and retrieval mechanisms. Second, the VAPS-based virtual device may be insufficient for efficient coaching and critiquing interventions which may need, for example, causal explanations. To achieve this we will introduce a *cognitive model* of the device, complementary to the lower level VAPS model. In Phase 2, the internal representation of knowledge (tasks, cognitive device model) will be based on concepts and relations integrated in an object structure. A simple student model (overlay) will permit to individualize tutoring interactions.
Phase 3: Here, tutoring will involve other types of device knowledge, such as structural, functional and maintenance. In further experimenting with the coaching and critiquing modes, we will emphasize the idea of having the learner gradually create and refine his knowledge simultaneously on two levels (instead of just showing a task and asking him to prove his knowledge). The student model will permit to infer the student's reasoning from his actions and adapt the coaching interventions accordingly. We will attempt to make certain types of knowledge transferable to new situations [Wielinga et al. 1992]. Figure 2 shows the main functional blocks of the Safari system.

![Diagram of Safari system](image)

**Figure. 2. Safari functional architecture.**

Each component will gain in complexity in successive phases. The architecture is organized in a way that makes it possible to implement a layered development of the components. Each component contains a base to which a more complex module can be attached. Prototype implementation is under way on Sun and Silicon Graphics workstations. The two main programming languages used are VAPS (used for the virtual device and the demonstration editor) and Smalltalk (used for the other components).

**Implementation: example**

One of the first devices used for Safari prototyping is from the medical domain: the Flo-Gard® 6201 Volumetric infusion pump fabricated by Baxter Healthcare Corporation. The device, used mostly in emergency rooms, can deliver a variety of fluids over a broad range of infusion rates. The rates can be programmed in different ways, such as over a fixed period of time, or with constant rate until a given volume has been reached, or as a sequence of infusion programs. The machine can control two independent simultaneous infusion processes. During an infusion, a number of special events can occur, such as lack of fluid in the reservoir, or an air bubble in the infusion tube. The trainees (health technicians and nurses) have to learn the basic operating procedures, as well as to handle special events. The Device Window on the left of Fig. 3 shows the front panel of the pump, as simulated in VAPS.
A cognitive analysis of the learning situation resulted in some 20 tasks which are expressed as task graphs. Related tasks are regrouped in curriculum issues; these were in turn classified according to their degree of difficulty (novice, intermediate, advanced). The righthand side of Fig. 3 contains a scenario editor used for creating a demonstration of a given task. This type of demonstration consists of actions (pre-recorded manipulations of the virtual device, represented by trace-footstep icons), and written and spoken comments (pre-recorded files represented by appropriate icons). The editor permits to arrange the icons in a desired presentation sequence. When an action is being replayed, the corresponding manipulations of the device controls (switches, keys) are visualized by the hand icon moving to the appropriate places, and by highlighting the activated controls.

Figure 3. Infusion pump demonstration scenario editor.
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Abstract

The British Open University is a world leader in distance education and a range of media has been used successfully in its teaching programme. The University has been looking at ways of creating integrated multimedia learning environments for students for a number of years. The growth of the University's Home Computing Programme and advances in multimedia technology will make these types of environments a reality for Open University students before the end of the decade. A number of projects have already addressed the technical issues and several new projects have been undertaken to look at the potential of multimedia in distance education. One particular development planned for completion in 1994 will result in a multimedia learning environment built around Homer's epic poems and their archaeological contexts.

Introduction

The Open University delivers distance education to over 200,000 students each year. At the heart of most courses is a set of specially-written textbooks or workbooks. Additional material may also include special equipment lent to the student for practical work, audio and videocassettes and computer software. Many courses include radio and television programmes on the national BBC networks. The University offers students a regionally based teaching and counselling support system through its thirteen regional centres. Some courses include one-week residential schools which are usually held in the summer months at other universities or conference centres in the United Kingdom. There are also shorter residential schools, part-week and weekend for other courses.

The University has been a multimedia institution since its inception and in addition to vast amounts of printed materials, currently ships to students in a single year: over 34,000 special equipment kits, around one million audiocassettes, over 100,000 videocassettes and over 350,000 computer disks. As in most other higher education institutions, there has been a rapid growth in the use of the personal computer as a teaching media in Open University courses. A Home Computing Programme was launched in 1988 which required students taking certain courses, to provide their own access to PC compatible machines meeting a minimum specification. This programme now includes 18 courses and supports over 20,000 students. While the current minimum specification does not fully support new multimedia technologies, it is being upgraded for all new courses from 1995. This new minimum specification will support these technologies and will also include a communications facility. It is important to note that the issue of student access to computing equipment is a fundamental problem associated with the introduction of computer-based teaching to distance education courses.

The University’s Residential School Programme currently offers computing activities to over 40,000 students and in 1994, over 900 computers will be installed for student use. These schools allow the
University to set up computer laboratories more common to traditional universities. They are often used as a test-bed for new technologies and activities based on interactive videodisc systems and CD-ROM have been available to students for a number of years.

Non-Integrated Multimedia in Distance Education

Every Open University course is produced by a multi-disciplinary team and depending on the choice of teaching media, normally includes Academics, Software Designers, Graphics Designers, Editors, BBC Producers and Educational Technologists. All course material is considered by the team and a number of drafts of printed material, versions of software and scripts for audio and video material are produced.

While it is true to say that the Open University is a multimedia institution, the integration of different media types on most courses takes place through print-based material. Students are provided with printed course guides and a study calendar which recommends a weekly schedule. In a course which provides a wide range of media, the logistics of home-based study have to be taken into account in developing these course guides. Many students have spouses and children and are unlikely to have a study area equipped with a computer, video and audio equipment. So their use of the different media has to be planned around their family's activities and in many cases, the real integration of the media takes place in the student's head.

Early attempts to overcome these difficulties involved the use of audiocassettes to assist the student's study of particular printed material. This idea was extended to computer-based activities in 1988 when a course in computational mathematics developed a number of teaching packages. Each package was intended to reinforce specific teaching points and was accompanied by an audiocassette, whose commentary was scripted to match the software. The packages were produced jointly by Academics in the Faculty of Mathematics and Computing, BBC Producers and Software Designers from the University's Educational Software Group.

The Integration Process

While the University continues to develop computer-based activities for use at residential schools which exploit multimedia technologies, new projects are underway to develop integrated learning environments and establish their effectiveness, particularly in home-based study.

Project Choice

As in most higher education institutions, the Open University is committed to a specific programme of course development in a climate of fierce competition. A proposal to produce a course based on new multimedia teaching material would not be favourably received at this time, given the student access issue and the uncertainty over the quality of a course of this kind. It is more appropriate to find an existing course which lends itself to an integrated multimedia approach and establish that a multimedia presentation enhances the student's learning experience.

The course A295 Homer: Poetry and Society which was first presented in 1993 was chosen because from the outset, it was conceived as a highly integrated course in which video, audio and print would work together in a complimentary way. This format lends itself to a technology that permits immediate access to any of these media at a single source. The course contains a number of areas that are difficult to teach using non-integrated media, for example; showing students how to use and learn from archaeological site plans or searching the texts of the poems in a structured way.
The Project

The ‘Homer Project’ is based on some of the material from the course A295 Homer: Poetry and Society. The course as a whole consists of the following components:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set Books</strong></td>
<td>Homer's <em>Iliad</em> and <em>Odyssey</em> and a commentary text for each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Essays</strong></td>
<td>15 essays from <em>Homer: Readings and Images</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video</strong></td>
<td>2 x 120 minute videocassettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audio</strong></td>
<td>4 x 90 minute and 1 x 60 minute audiocassettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning Guides</strong></td>
<td>5 printed guides which contain all the pedagogical apparatus relating to and integrating the above items.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The project involves converting the material associated with Learning Guide Two into a multimedia presentation. This material consists of about 750,000 words of text, 96 minutes of audio and 100 minutes of video.

The aim of the project is to test and report on the success of multimedia as a humanities distance-teaching medium; to identify practically its limitations both in terms of its production and presentation; and to assess the ways the medium works with traditional media. The project will provide basic information for the University as it plans for the introduction of multimedia technologies into its next generation of courses.

The Production Team

The ‘Homer Project’ has brought together a multi-disciplinary development team which is based around members of the original course team. The two BBC Producers and BBC Graphics Designer produced the audio visual material in the course and the Academic Consultant was a key academic member of the course team. The project is being managed by the University's Educational Software Manager and a Senior Software Designer and Software Designer are responsible for software design and implementation. The original course Editor has been seconded to the project for a year and is contributing both academically and editorially. An Educational Technologist from the University's Institute of Educational Technology is making a major contribution to the pedagogical design of the material and is responsible for developmental testing and evaluation.

The team operates in a similar fashion to a traditional Open University course team, with all members contributing to and commenting on all aspects of the project. A major difference however is that the Producers and Graphics Designer are playing a much more central role in the design process than they normally would in a non-integrated multimedia course.

The Teaching Strategy

The basic principle argued for in the project and taught in the existing course, is that the *Iliad* cannot be fully understood and appreciated without considering the relationship between the poem and its possible material contexts provided by examination of archaeological sites, by looking at landscape, topographical details and so on.

The project team decided to develop two strands, one based on the archaeology and the other based on the literature. These strands are interwoven throughout a central spine or study route through the course material. The BBC Producers, in consultation with the Academic Consultant were responsible for developing all of the archaeological based teaching material, while the Editor and academic consultant concentrated on the literary based material.

The study route consists of six weeks of study and each week has a number of investigations to be undertaken by the students. Each weeks' study concludes with a recapitulation of the main teaching
points and a target milestone in the student's understanding of the material. Each investigation draws on a range of multimedia materials which are described below. The study route is intended to encourage a guided discovery form of study rather than one based on dialogue, which is the more traditional computer assisted learning approach. It is hoped that this induces in students a sense of being in control of the learning process, rather than waiting to be told what to do next.

Producing the Integrated Learning Environment

A learning environment has been designed which allows the student to progress along a prescribed study route on a weekly basis. While all of the multimedia teaching materials are integrated into the study route, they can also be accessed by the student independently, with their own user interface. These materials are categorized as follows:

- **Poems:** The complete text of the *Iliad* and the *Odyssey*
- **Library:** A number of essays and companion texts to the *Iliad* and the *Odyssey*
- **Sites:** A number of site plans and audio visual material associated with Troy and Mycenae
- **Skills:** Activities to improve archaeological and literary skills
- **Museum:** A number of photographs of relevant artifacts held in museums and audio visual material linking them to Troy and Mycenae
- **A-Z:** A chronological table relevant to the period covered in the poems

All text material can be accessed with full text retrieval tools and students have access to a notebook facility. This allows them to make notes and link these to specific quotes from the text material. Within the investigations there are textual discussions with hyperlinks to the poems.

Extensive use has been made of stills with audio commentaries and this has significantly reduced the amount of video necessary to make specific teaching points. The concept of a “vision bite”, where use is made of very short video sequences is not compatible with a non-integrated multimedia presentation, but quite possible when the media becomes fully integrated.

Following the University's student computing model, the learning environment runs under Microsoft Windows. While most educational software developed for Open University students uses software tools developed in-house and written in C++, these tools do not yet offer full multimedia support. Given the time scales imposed on the project, it was decided to use commercial tools and development work was carried out using Asymetrix TOOLBOOK and Microsoft Multimedia Viewer 2.0.

The delivery platform is a high specification PC compatible with 16-bit multimedia audio card, Intel ActionMedia II delivery board and dual speed CD-ROM drives. Video files are stored in Intel’s Indeo Video format and although the software will run without the ActionMedia delivery boards installed, they are desirable to achieve the highest possible video quality.

Copyright

All of the material currently used by students in the course has been cleared for copyright in its present form. Putting the same material into a different format has meant that all of the copyright clearances have had to be renegotiated. While in many cases this has just had a cash cost associated with it, some holders of copyright have refused to grant clearance. The University is fortunate to have a Rights Department to deal with this problem, but it is an issue which will continue to be fundamental to the development of multimedia educational materials.
Developmental Testing

As each component of the learning environment is completed, individuals interested in the material have been used to test it. This testing takes place with the Educational Technologist in attendance and feedback is provided to the software developers or to the project team, if fundamental design questions are raised.

The completed multimedia material is being distributed to about 20 students who have already taken the course. They are being selected to cover a range of study success and being asked to restudy the material in Learning Guide Two, using the multimedia materials. The course team do not wish to see the multimedia parts of the course developmentally tested for credit at the outset. If the initial developmental testing indicates that students will not be disadvantaged, then a developmental testing programme for credit may be built around the multimedia elements of the entire course.

The University's Institute of Educational Technology will be carrying out a project evaluation after students complete the study period. The Educational Technologists acknowledge that it is not clear how one assesses the relative educational effectiveness of a non-integrated and integrated multimedia presentation of the same material. They hope that through this project, guidelines may emerge for future courses.

Conclusions

The Open University has recognised the difficulties that a number of its course teams face in presenting their courses through non-integrated multimedia learning environments. Projects such as the one described in this paper are intended to establish that integrated multimedia learning environments will considerably enhance the learning experience of students in distance education. Some 20,000 students are currently studying courses which require them to have access to a personal computer. From 1996, a considerable number of students will have computers which support multimedia applications and they will quite reasonably expect the University to provide them with integrated multimedia teaching materials.

The integration of multimedia learning environments into a specific course is labour intensive and while this paper is being written before the report on the 'Homer Project' is complete, it is already clear that such developments are going to be very expensive in the short term. We can only hope that once these developments become a normal part of the University's course production process, integrated multimedia will offer benefits to the institution as well as its students.
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VIRTUAL CLASSROOM PLUS VIDEO: TECHNOLOGY FOR EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE:

Starr Roxanne Hiltz and Murray Turoff
New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark NJ 07102 US

ABSTRACT: The Virtual Classroom™ is a teaching and learning environment constructed in software, which supports collaborative learning among students who participate at times and places of their choosing, through computer networks. This paper describes some of the authors' experiences utilizing Computer Mediated Communications structured to create a Virtual Classroom (VC). A project which is creating an entire degree program, the B.A. in Information Systems, via mixed mode delivery, (VC combined with video), is then described.

Computer-mediated communication systems (CMCS), especially when enhanced to create what we refer to as a Virtual Classroom™ can make significant improvements in both access to and the quality of education. Currently over 80 programs worldwide are known to be offering courses partially or completely via CMC (See, for example, Harasim, 1990; Harasim, Hiltz, Teles & Turoff, 1994; Hiltz, 1986, 1994; Mason & Kaye, 1989; McCreary & VanDoren, 1987; Paulsen & Rekkedal, 1990; Rice & Case, 1983; Weedman, 1991; Welsch, 1982). The sophistication and flexibility of software structures for supporting distance education vary widely, from simple electronic mail systems to conferencing systems that have been specially enhanced to support classroom-like experiences, particularly group discussions and joint projects.

Generically, the Virtual Classroom is a teaching and learning environment located within a computer-mediated communication system. Rather than being built of steel and concrete, it consists of a set of group communication and work "spaces" and facilities that are constructed in software. Thus it is a "virtual" facility for interaction among the members of a class, rather than a physical space. Specifically, the Virtual Classroom™ is NJIT's trademarked name for a version of its Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES2) with special software structures designed to support collaborative learning. Participation is generally asynchronous; that is, the Virtual Classroom participants may dial in at any time around the clock, and from any location in the world accessible by a reliable telephone system. The fact that the educational process is asynchronous means each student may engage in more reflective thinking before having to answer or discuss issues. Some of the Virtual Classroom facilities and their traditional classroom analogies are summarized in Figure 1. For example, interaction in the form of "electures" (electronic lectures) and plenary discussions takes place in a main "class conference," which is like the classroom or lecture hall. For special activities such as a debate or small group work, other conferences can be established (like moving from a lecture hall to breakout rooms). Private conversations, the equivalent of hallway conversations or office hours, take place via "messages."

Note that messaging and conferencing serve very different objectives. Trying to hold group discussions and develop a shared database of the discussion is impossible in a message system, and cluttering up conferences with a lot of transitory material better sent in messages interferes with the flow of the discussion. Being able to utilize a key word index for finding material such as assignments in the conference and having a way of organizing the discussion threads are extremely critical to the use of the conference transcript as a database.

The special features added to a basic CMC to support collaborative assignments have been integrated into EIES 2, as "Activities," which are executable programs attached to an ordinary conference comment. Rather than automatically receiving everything that has been entered by any participant, as with comments, participants choose to do the activities only when they are ready, and explicitly give a command. A record is kept of done and undone activities for each conference member, and a review choice helps users to keep track of what they have accomplished.
Figure 1
Communication Structures in the Virtual and Traditional Classrooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer Facility</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
<th>Physical Analogy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private Conferences</td>
<td>Class Discussions &amp; Lectures</td>
<td>Classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student working groups</td>
<td>Study Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student Lounges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Conferences</td>
<td>Teacher Lounges</td>
<td>Coffee Houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared material (document data bases)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>Student to student</td>
<td>Office hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher to student</td>
<td>&quot;Hallway&quot; conversations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transitory material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notebooks and personal files</td>
<td>Composition facilities</td>
<td>Work book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership Status</td>
<td>Who has read and done what assignments (tracking)</td>
<td>Visual Presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary File Attachments to Comments</td>
<td>Diagrams, Spread sheets, etc.</td>
<td>Sharing of PC software results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous Signatures</td>
<td>Encouraging Self-disclosure and experimentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presenting mistakes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Game and role playing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership Directory</td>
<td>Finding members by common interests</td>
<td>Clubs, interest group formulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACTIVITIES:
- Question/Response: Forces independent thinking and active participation
- Selection: Manage distribution of unique assignments
- Document: Self selection of pieces and parts of long document
- Exam: Time controlled question set
- Gradebook: Access to student grade record
- Voting: Voting for lists of alternatives

While students may access only their own records of done and undone activities, the instructor can review the Activities status of any of the students. The instructor can require activities to be done in certain sequences and declare whether they are required or optional. Activity types include:

* **QUESTION/RESPONSE**, which is the most frequently used. One or more questions for response by other conference members are contained in the main conference comment. Each person MUST ANSWER BEFORE SEEING THE RESPONSES OF OTHERS. This is very important for making sure that each person can independently think through and enter his or her own ideas, without being influenced by responses made by others. Alternatively the author may set it up so that participants cannot see other responses even after they answer, until the author "opens" the responses for viewing. This might be done for an essay-type quiz, for example.

* The electronic **GRADEBOOK** allows students to see not only their own grades and averages at any time, but also averages for the class as a whole. When grades are added, notifications are automatically sent to the members to alert them to the availability of new grades.
Collaborative Learning

Collaborative learning is defined as a learning process that emphasizes group or cooperative efforts among faculty and students. It stresses active participation and interaction on the part of both students and instructors. Knowledge is viewed as a social construct, and therefore the educational process is facilitated by social interaction in an environment that facilitates peer interaction, evaluation and cooperation (Bruffee, 1986; Johnson, 1981; Johnson & Johnson, 1975).

The Virtual Classroom is an environment that facilitates collaborative learning — among students, between students and instructors, among teachers, and between a class and wider academic and nonacademic communities. It also supports independent learning and generative, active learning techniques that are self-paced by each participant. For distance education students, the increased ability to be in constant communication with other learners is obvious. But even for campus-based courses, the technology provides a means for a rich, collaborative learning environment that exceeds the traditional classroom in its ability to "connect" students and course materials on a round-the-clock basis.

An example of a collaborative learning strategy applied in the VC that is included in most courses is the "seminar" type of interchange in which the students become the teachers. Individuals or small groups of students are responsible for making a selection of a topic (usually from a list provided by the instructor as a Selection Activity); reading material not assigned to the rest of the class; preparing a written summary for the class of the most important ideas in the material; and leading a discussion on the topic or material for which they are responsible (usually via a Response Activity).

Seminar-style presentations and discussions are thus an example of a collaborative learning activity that is often difficult in the Traditional Classroom (TC), but which tends to work very well in the Virtual Classroom environment, even with fairly large classes of undergraduates. Other examples of collaborative learning strategy in the VC include debates, group projects, case study discussions, simulation and role-playing exercises, sharing of solutions to homework problems and/or answers to review questions for exams; and collaborative composition of essays, stories, or research plans.

Modes of Use of the Virtual Classroom

CMC technology can be utilized in many different modes to support education and training:

* As an adjunct to a regular face-to-face course in order to improve the communications between the students and the instructor, as well as to improve the communications among the students.
* As a mechanism for providing communications in a remote course where the students receive the lectures via video (by direct broadcast or by recorded tapes).
* As a total means of delivery, without any other communication mode.

In general, the more the course is oriented to teaching basic skills (such as deriving mathematical proofs), the more the lecture is needed in some form as an efficient means of delivering illustrations of skills. However, the more the course involves pragmatics, such as interpretations of case studies, the more valuable is the CMC mode of delivery. CMC is the ideal technology for extending the ability of students to discuss material and to work in collaborative groups as an integral part of the learning process. It is also the ideal technology for extending education or training to those segments of the population that have difficulty in taking the time to attend face to face sessions. Our initial studies (Hiltz, 1993) showed that mastery of course material in a variety of online courses was equal to or better than that in traditional courses, and subjective satisfaction was higher. However, for totally online courses, it is recommended that students be at the sophomore level or higher, or be screened to exclude freshmen with poor study skills.

Some of the courses incorporating video for "lectures" use standard public television courses, such as "Discovering Psychology," produced by PBS. Most video segments are filmed by NJIT in its "candid classroom" and then distributed to remote students on videotape, or via broadcast on a cable channel or satellite. In all video variations, the Virtual Classroom is used for all assignments and additional discussions.
Initial experiments with the mix of Video for "lecture" type material and VC for discussion and collaborative assignments worked so well that we proposed to deliver an entire degree program this way, and were fortunate enough to receive funding from the Alfred Sloan Foundation that has enabled us to do this.

**Virtual Classroom + Video: The Degree Program**

This project will develop, offer, and assess the effectiveness of an undergraduate major in Information Systems delivered via Virtual Classroom plus video, to attain five objectives:

- Faster progress towards the undergraduate degree, by facilitating self-paced learning and solving major educational logistics problems;
- Improved quality of learning through the increased collaborative learning and faculty-student interaction facilitated by computer conferencing;
- Increased access to educational opportunities for working adults or those trying to re-enter the work force, particularly women;
- Formative and summative evaluation of the effectiveness of this media mix used in different ways, for attaining the above objectives;
- Dissemination of the successful techniques and materials to other institutions.

**Access: Overcoming Logistical Problems**

The majority of NJIT's students are "first generation" college students, who must work while attending school and who commute rather than live on campus. They are faced with overcrowded classes with sections that fill up early and then become closed (due to budget cuts that laid off staff and raised class sizes). They are also faced with degree programs that because of their technological nature, have extensive sequences of courses that build on one another and must be taken in order. If a student is closed out of a course one semester or must withdraw, he or she might lose a whole semester waiting for another opportunity to take this course which is a pre-requisite for subsequent courses.

In addition, many of the courses are offered more slowly than would be possible for the better prepared or more motivated students to proceed. The "mass lectures" that have emerged as a result of budget cuts tend to slow down to the pace of the "lowest common denominator" and frustrate the better students. Both video and VC allow "fast forward" and "replay" self-pacing.

By using a combination of video (tape and/or broadcast) plus Virtual Classroom to deliver courses, students may more easily fit them into busy lives as employees and family members as well as students. Since the vast majority of NJIT students work 20 hours a week or more, and many work 40 hours a week or more (in order to pay their own educational expenses and/or to help support their families) it is very difficult for them to fit courses they need to graduate into their schedules. By offering distance education sections, scheduling difficulties can be alleviated. Students can graduate in fewer calendar years because they can more easily fit in all the courses they want.

In addition to the asynchronous nature of the VC helping to overcome course enrollment and completion difficulties, we are trying several innovations that may better facilitate self-pacing and improved rates of progress towards the degree, while maintaining or enhancing quality. These innovations include double courses offered during the same semester, independent study opportunities during the summer, and "late start" courses.

Many of the courses in the CIS majors form a series of prerequisites and must be taken in order. For example, the calculus prerequisites must be taken before the first introductory course (113), which must be taken before 114; which serves as a pre-requisite to more advanced courses. Students can lose many semesters trying to get through this rigid sequence of courses, one at a time, meanwhile being closed out of some of the courses in the sequence some semesters.

We have redesigned three sets of courses in this series of prerequisites as integrated "double courses" in the same semester. Students will be able to register, for instance, for 113 and 114 in the same semester. They cover 113 at twice the normal pace, devoting twice the normal number of hours to this task. By the middle of the semester, some of these "fast track" students may decide that they need a full semester after all; they will drop into a slower paced group online. Those who can learn at the accelerated pace will complete the first course in the first half of the semester, and then go on to take the follow on course (e.g.,...
The participating faculty members coordinate their efforts to provide a "seamless transition" between the two courses. We expect that many students will be able to learn at the increased pace because of the intensive interaction and the support available online. Every time students successfully complete a double course, they can conceivably cut an entire semester off of the number of semesters needed to finish their degree program.

**Evaluation**

We are using a "multi-method" approach, collecting both subjective and behavioral data, and employing both quantitative and qualitative analysis, including:

* Subjective assessments by faculty and students (based on questionnaires, interviews, and case reports by faculty). Both students and faculty must perceive benefits to this media mix in order for them to continue to select it and thus for the project to be a success in the long run.
* Quantitative/behavioral measures. These include:
  * System use: To be gathered by system monitor and automated statistical analysis routines
  * Time to Degree: We will establish baseline measures of the time currently needed to complete degree programs, by entering freshmen and by transfers full and part time, in the CIS degree programs. Four, five and six years after the project is implemented, we will examine and report data on semesters from first full time enrollment to graduation for freshmen, correlating this with number of Video plus Virtual Classroom sections of courses enrolled in.
  * Access for disadvantaged students: We will examine characteristics of students who opt to take various numbers of VC plus video courses, as compared to students registered in traditional sections, to determine if a higher proportion of women, disabled, and minority or otherwise disadvantaged students enroll in the experimental delivery mode courses.
  * Quality measures: We will compare course grades for students in experimental sections with the distribution of grades for the same course offered by the same instructor via other media.
  * Repeat customers: We will examine the proportion of first-time enrollees in Video & VC courses, who are not graduating seniors and who choose to take a second or/or subsequent courses via this media mix, as a behavioral measure of satisfaction.

**Looking to the Future**

When most students have multi-media work stations, the awkward logistics of tape distribution or student recording of broadcasts will probably be supplanted with CD-ROM based digitized video modules. However, for the short term, the VC + video mix seems to work well for a wide variety of courses.

A development of great import is the tying together of the world's computerized information resources, and their accessibility to students and instructors through such networks as Internet, which links most colleges and universities. This means that students can access the equivalent of the world's libraries of information in computerized form, in doing research for papers or projects. In order to make the wealth of information navigable, it is being organized in many cases into a "Hypertext" format. An example of such a system is the "World Wide Web," which is now incorporated as part of the facilities of the Virtual Classroom on EIES 2. This provides access to the Internet Gopher world wide information services, including the ability to search databases on many campuses connected to the Internet.

The future of this technology is tied to overcoming some of the difficulties related to the current situation of budget cutting and increased course loads for faculty in higher education. The first difficulty is the initial burden placed upon instructors to completely rethink the nature of their courses and adapt their teaching to a facilitative role. It is also necessary to provide some training for faculty on how to utilize collaborative learning approaches. There is also an initial workload in terms of creating materials in electronic form that is quite large the first time one teaches utilizing this medium. Faculty may be far slower to change and adopt this technology than students; therefore, one has to consider the incentives to do so in the particular educational institution.

In the comprehensive NJIT studies of undergraduate courses (Hiltz, 1994), one key generalization was that good students often do much better in the Virtual Classroom, while poor students may do worse. As a result, the average performance is usually the same as face-to-face classes. For graduate students, there is usually a much smaller proportion of students who do not have good study habits and the self-
discipline to do their studies without face-to-face supervision. In a distance education situation it is quite easy for students to put off their participation to a point where it becomes impossible to catch up with the class. The instructor must be provided, in the computer environment, with the tools to track the progress of the students and detect problems early on.

There is no comparison with other modes of delivery of distance education in terms of the ability of CMC technology to allow students to work together in groups and to become a student body with respect to the program of study as a whole. Those of us who hold that this peer group reinforcement is very necessary to creating an outstanding educational process see no other cost effective alternative to computer based conferencing. It is possible with this technology, not just to provide courses, but to establish a learning community and a "virtual university" with all the facilities necessary to make that a reality.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present an open hybrid system for facial animation. It encapsulates a considerable amount of information regarding facial models, movements, expressions, emotions and speech. The complex description of facial animation can be handled better by assigning multiple input accessories. These input accessories may be a simple script or a multi-input musical keyboard or a gesture dialogue from the DataGlove or some other type of interactive physical or virtual device. Integration of all means of control offers flexibility and freedom to the animator. The scope of such an open system is tremendous. Virtual worlds would be desolate indeed without things like synthetic faces that we can relate to and understand.

Introduction

In the context of real-time multimedia animation systems, the relationship between a real person (the user) and virtual humans should be emphasized. With the existence of graphics workstations able to display complex scenes containing several thousands polygons at interactive speed, and with the advent of such new interactive devices as the Spaceball, EyePhone, and DataGlove, it is possible to create computer-generated characters based on a full 3D interaction metaphor in which the specifications of deformations or motion are given in real-time. True interaction between the animator and the actor requires a two-way communication: not only may the animator interact to give commands to the actor but the actor is also able to answer him. Finally, we may aspire to a virtual reality where synthetic actors participate fully: real dialog between the animator and the actor. The animator may now enter in the synthetic world that he/she has created, admire it, modify it and truly perceive it. Finally, computer-generated human beings should be present and active in the synthetic world. They should be the synthetic actors playing their unique role in the theater representing the scene to be simulated.

The face is a small part of a human, but it plays an essential role in communication. People look at faces for clues to emotions or even to read lips. It is a particular challenge to imitate these few details. In this paper, we present an open hybrid system for facial animation. It encapsulates a considerable amount of information regarding facial models, movements, expressions, emotions and speech. The complex description of facial animation can be handled better by assigning multiple input accessories. These input accessories may be a simple script or a multi-input musical keyboard or a gesture dialogue from the DataGlove or some other type of interactive physical or virtual device. Integration of all means of control offers flexibility and freedom to the animator.

Facial Animation

Because the human face plays the most important role for identification and communication, realistic construction and animation of the face is of immense interest in the research of human animation. The ultimate goal of this research would be to model exactly the human facial anatomy and movements to satisfy both structural and functional aspects. However, this involves the concurrent solution of many problems. The human face is a very irregular structure, which varies from person to person. The problem is further compounded with its interior details such as muscles, bones and tissues, and the motion which involves complex interactions and deformations of different facial features. Although all movements may be rendered by muscles, the direct use of a muscle-based model is very difficult. The complexity of the model and our poor knowledge of anatomy makes
the results somewhat unpredictable. This suggests that more abstract entities should be defined in order to create a system that can be easily manipulated. A multi-layered approach (Kalra et al. 1991) is convenient for this. In order to manipulate abstract entities like our representation of the human face (phonemes, words, expressions, emotions), we propose to decompose the problem into several layers. The high level layers are the most abstract and specify "what to do", the low level layers describe "how to do". Each level is seen as an independent layer with its own input and output.

There are presently three main types of facial animation systems in terms of driving mechanism or animation control. One type of systems uses a script or command language for specifying the animation (Kalra et al. 1991; Kaneko et al. 1992; Magnenat Thalmann et al. 1988; Pelachaud et al. 1991). These systems are simple but non-interactive and thus are not very appropriate for real time animation. In addition, fine-tuning an animation is difficult when merely editing the script, as there exists a non-trivial relation between textual description and animation results. Recently several authors have proposed new facial animation techniques which are based on the information derived from human performances. The information extracted is used for controlling the facial animation. These performance driven techniques provide a very realistic rendering and motion of the face. Williams (1990) used a texture map based technique with points on the surface of the real face. Mase and Pentland (1990) apply optical flow and principal direction analysis for lip reading. Terzopoulos and Waters (1991) reported on techniques for estimating face muscle contraction parameters from video sequences. Kuribara and Arai (1991) introduced a new transformation method for modeling and animating the face using photographs of an individual face. Waters and Terzopoulos (1991) modeled and animated faces using scanned data obtained from a radial laser scanner. Saji et al. (1992) introduced a new method called "Lighting Switch Photometry" to extract 3D shapes from the moving human face. Kato et al (1992) use isodensity maps for the description and the synthesis of facial expressions. However, these techniques do not process the information extraction in real-time. Real-time facial animation driven by an interactive input device was reported by DeGraf (1989), but the external control on animation is very limited when used in isolation. Though it provides high accuracy for timings, it is extremely difficult to edit. Systems driven by speech (Lewis 1992; Hill et al. 1988) are focused in lip-synchronization and speech decomposition into phonemes. These are adequate when animation involves only speech. What would in fact be more desirable, is a system which can encapsulate different kinds of animation specifications and control mechanisms. Such a system would meet the needs of the animator for almost every situation by giving access to the different means of control. The tracking of a live video sequence may provide the basic sequence of a synthetic animation, textual data may produce speech with audio feedback, a hand gesture may govern the gesture motion of the head and eyes, and so on. Here, our attempt is to present how the information from different sources can be related and controlled to give a sequence of animation. As there does not exist what one can refer to as the 'best' framework for motion control for facial animation, this suggests having an open system where one can try several possibilities and choose the one which is subjectively the 'best.'

In order to gain flexibility and modularity in the execution of the system we need a high degree of interaction. We present some of the advanced input accessories which provide natural interaction and thus intuitive control. 3D interaction is already quite popular for many applications, and here we integrate some of the novel paradigms to experiment in the context of controlling facial animation. Possibilities for control with different interactive situations are examined; e.g. gesture dialogue using a DataGlove and musical streams from a MIDI-keyboard. We believe that it is more important to provide a wide range of interaction components than to enforce a particular style of interface. One of the interactive systems for facial expressions presented by deGraf (1989) contains the philosophy of using various puppet interfaces to drive facial animation, however, it seems to have hard wiring of devices for manipulations, which restricts flexibility and interchangeability of different device components. Figure 1 shows an example of facial expression.

A Multimedia Architecture For Facial Expressions

Facial movements rely on perception-driven behaviors. Cognitively, these can be understood as externalization or manifestation of verbal or non-verbal communication agents on a face. These agents activate certain channels of a face associatively which in turn triggers the relevant muscles and which eventually deforms the face. In a computational model, such a behavior can be interpreted as translating behavioral or cerebral activity into a set of functional units which embody the necessary activity-information. The resulting actions are then combined in a sequence of discrete actions which when applied cause the necessary movements on the face. In our system we model such a behavior by separating facial animation into three major components, namely face
model, animation controls and composer. The face model primarily describes the geometric structure of the face, deformation controller and muscle actions. The model receives streams of actions to perform. These actions are decomposed into the required muscle actions and a new instance of the face is derived for each frame.

Fig.1. Facial expression

The animation controls specify animation characteristics (Magnenat Thalmann and Thalmann 1991). A facial animation system needs to incorporate adequate knowledge about its static and dynamic environments to enable animators to control its execution with (maybe) predefined, yet flexible set of commands. The system's structure therefore should embed such a know-how in a natural way. In order to satisfy this need, our system employs hierarchical structure and modular design.

Animation Control and Input Accessories

As the system considers the specification of different input components separately from the animation, we can try various ways of controlling the animation. Also, various input components can be used at the same time. Such an approach provides a platform where we can experiment with new methods of control. This analysis may allow us to identify the kind of access we may require for defining and controlling varying levels of abstractions for computational animation models in virtual environments. These accessing components may demand different kinds of interaction which may establish the need for experimentation with several types of devices. As no single mode of control can give completeness, such a test-bed environment can evaluate what device can be used for which means of control. Possibility of composing and mixing different types of controls enhances the reconfigurability of the system. This also allows cooperative group tasks for animation, where more than one person can control the animation in real time. We present here four types of input accessories we have tried. All have some advantages and disadvantages. As there could be simultaneous use of different types at the same time we can overcome some of the disadvantages.
Script-based animation

Script is a standard method of specifying animation consisting of different types of entities. It is like a special language using a few key words for specific operations. Most automated facial animation systems employ this approach.

In our system a language HLSS (High Level Script Scheduler) (Kalra et al. 1991) is used to specify the synchronization in terms of an action and its duration. From action dependence, the starting and the ending times of an action can be deduced. The general format of specifying an action is as follows: while <duration> do <action>. The duration of an action can be a default duration, a relative percentage of the default duration, an absolute duration in seconds, or deduced from other actions preceding or succeeding the present action. The starting time of each action can be specified in different ways, for example, sequentially or parallel using the normal concepts of "fork" and "end" employed in scheduling problems.

One of the major advantages of such an input accessory is that it is in text form. Users can very conveniently change it by editing a text file. On the other hand, being non-interactive it is not possible to change certain parameters while the script is running. Therefore, it is not very suitable for real time animation. It is more useful for background animation.

Animation control through MIDI-Keyboard

MIDI-keyboards can be another type of source for controlling the animation. The keyboard has a number of keys enabling us to associate several parameters with the keys. Activation of each key gives two kinds of information: initial velocity with which the key is hit and the pressure variation. System G0, a real-time, video animation system uses Korg M1 keyboard to move different parts of the mask of a face. However, the system has special purpose processing hardware to perform the animation.

In our system, this device can be used as direct manipulator for MPAs, each key may be assigned to an MPA and the initial velocity of the key may be attached to its intensity. This type of control is at a rather low level. Higher level control can also be obtained by assigning the keys to expressions and phonemes. Fig 5 shows a sequence of facial animation using the key presses of the MIDI-keyboard. Here, some of the expressions and phonemes have been associated with particular keys of the keyboard, the intensity of the expression or phoneme is governed by the velocity of the key hit. The duration of an expression can be determined by the duration for which the key is pressed. That means an expression starts with the intensity corresponding to the velocity of the key hit and continues until the key is released. At present, the pressure variation of the key hit is not being used, however, we intend to include it to modulate the intensity of an expression during its execution. Sound output from MIDI can provide the needful feedback at the execution of an action. At expression level, it may reflect its intensity. It may be interesting to use array of keys to control a single emotion, here, the mapping of keys would be with the included expression instances or channels, for example, an emotion containing eye, head and mouth motion, each may be associated with a set of keys respectively.

The advantage of such a device is that it provides a number of keys which can be assigned individually to the motion parameters. This gives simultaneous control on many parameters. But at the same time it demands hardwiring of the meaning of desirable action with a particular key. Each time a modification or an extension in the control method will require reconfiguration of the meaning of keys. Also, one-dimensional arrangement of keys in the keyboard forces a certain type of order in the manner of control. For music the ordering is with respect to frequency. However, it is not evident how to arrange facial expressions in a one-dimensional fashion, consequently this constrains the use of the device in its natural form.

Postures and Gestures Dialogue

The type of control presented in the previous section is directly dependent on the physical structure of the device used: the mapping between a user's actions and animation controls is obtained by associating a meaning to the various key presses. This device dependency is a factor that limits the animator's expressiveness.

The use of devices which simply sense user's motions, and the use of adaptive pattern recognition can overcome these problems. This gives more freedom to the animator and allows the definition of the mapping between sensor measurements and interpretations to be more complex. Hand gesture recognition is a domain
where these techniques can be used. The use of hand-gestures can provide non-verbal cues for a natural human-computer interaction.

In our system, we use posture recognition on data obtained from the DataGlove to obtain categorical and parametric information to drive facial animation. In the ensuing sections we present briefly the posture recognition technique, its continuous classification and application to facial animation control.

Once a posture is recognized, parametric information can be extracted from the location of hand and how it moves. This information can then be used to drive the facial animation. The type of posture as the categorical information can be associated with a type of action performed by the face. We experimented with two types of controls: direct control at the expression level and higher level control at the emotion level.

The recognition technique here is based on multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) (Rumelhart et al. 1986), a type of artificial neural network which is potentially able to approximate any real function (Cybenko 1989).

One of the main disadvantages using gesture dialogue as a control means for facial animation is the poor precision offered by the DataGlove. This prohibits the use of this device for fine-tuning. However, for global action manipulation, this provides a natural means of nonverbal communication and interaction method. For duration control of emotion, it is better to associate it with the duration of the gesture itself so as to establish a temporal correspondence between animator’s action and the action executed.

Live Video Digitizing and Human Performances

Another approach consists of recording a real human face using a video input like the Live Video Digitizer and extracting from the image the information necessary to generate similar facial expressions on a synthetic face. The problem with this approach is that the image analysis is not easy to perform in real-time. Our recognition method is based on snakes as introduced by Terzopoulos and Waters (1991). A snake is a dynamic deformable 2D contour in the x-y plane. A discrete snake is a set of nodes with time varying positions. The nodes are coupled by internal forces making the snake acting like a series of springs resisting compression and a thin wire resisting bending. To create an interactive discrete snake, nodal masses are set to zero and the expression forces are introduced into the equations of motion for dynamic node/spring system. Terzopoulos and Waters make it responsive to a force field derived from the image. They express the force field which influences the snake’s shape and motion through a time-varying potential function. To compute the potential, they apply a discrete smoothing filter consisting of 4-neighbor local averaging of the pixel intensities allowed by the application of a discrete approximation.

Our approach is different from Terzopoulos-Waters approach because we need to analyze the emotion in real-time. Instead of using a filter which globally transforms the image into a planar force field, we apply the filter in the neighborhood of the nodes of the snake. We only use a snake for the mouth; the rest of the information (jaw, eyebrows, eyes) is obtained by fast image-processing techniques.

Implementation

The System is written in C with the interface built on top of the Fifth Dimension Toolkit (Turner et al. 1990). The various input components are independent processes running on UNIX workstations. The communication between the processes is done through sockets in stream mode (sequenced two-way communication based on byte streams) using the Internet protocol. Figure 1 shows the components of a proposed system where each component is a different 3D device or a media. The input components communicate with the central process through inter process communication (IPC). A command IPC-server starts the server on the machine, the command is executed. The server basically accepts and distributes messages to all its clients. The output of each component is further processed by IPC-filter to get the desired mapping between the IPC outgoing messages of each components to the incoming action streams to the central process. The central process basically composes the IPC messages coming from different sources and produces the relevant stream of actions (MPAs) to be performed by the face model. Sensory feedback can be provided to users by different means, e.g. real time animation serves as the visual feedback, MIDI output may provide audio feedback and a text output may provide the final animation sequence script. IPC protocol allows the flexibility of developing each component individually and then hook up with the main process.
Fig. 2. Proposed system with multimedia components for facial animation control.
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1 Introduction

Unlike traditional authoring, multimedia authoring involves making hard choices, forecasting technological evolution and adapting to software and hardware technology changes. It is, perhaps, an unstable field of endeavor for an academic to be in. Yet, it is important that academics are, in fact, part of this process. This paper discusses some of the common threads shared by three dissimilar cases of multimedia authoring which we have experimented with, that of multimedia conference proceedings, multimedia courseware development and multimedia information kiosks. We consider these applications from an academic point of view and review the benefits and pitfalls of academic development while sharing points of hard-learned wisdom. We draw on experiences from some of the projects run at the Dartmouth Experimental Visualization Laboratory (DEVlab), where we have been developing different types of multimedia applications.

A multimedia document (or application) can be anything from an electronic book to an interactive course, from an interactive slide presentation to a multimedia newspaper or an orientation tool, from an interactive auto manual to a clinical record. Multimedia authoring systems come in many forms, depending on the different applications that drive them. Applications range widely and include: office documents, conference proceedings, information kiosks, professional brochures, course materials, virtual reality museum presentations and others yet to be discovered.

1.1 Multimedia Systems and Tools

The greatest challenge in using multimedia authoring tools is that of automating the process of integration and organization. The effective integration of software programs that enable a user to "experience" a concept through several modes and media (such as text, audio, video, simulation, graphics, visualization, animation, slides, pictures, images, etc.), is still a state of art, rather than science. Multimedia authoring has not reached a stage where we can prove that learning, for example, is more effective than with traditional teaching methods.

Just as multimedia authoring systems vary, so do the users of these systems. New applications lead to the emergence of new users who can range from graphic artists to computer science graduate students learning computational biology principles, or from healthcare professionals being trained on a new machine to history students preparing presentations. One desirable feature behind all these applications is interactivity. Interactivity places the user (or learner) in control of the system; the user manipulates the media forms present through different possible modes of interaction. Interactivity may also mean that it is possible for multiple authors and or users to collaborate.

An easy classification of multimedia authoring systems can be based on three primary platforms: (1) the IBM PC compatibles (DOS, Microsoft Windows or OS/2), (2) the Macintosh, and (3) the UNIX workstation (SUN, DEC, SGI). In addition, the Power PC promises to provide an appropriate platform once it is released and gains acceptance. For an educator, the widest audience can be found in the IBM...
PC platform today. In 1991, the Multimedia Personal Computer (MPC) consortium defined a minimum specification for an MPC. On the other hand, the Apple Macintosh, with its QuickTime capabilities has offered exceptional ways of integrating time-based media. UNIX workstations have the problem of dissemination to overcome still, since not all end-users own a SUN, or a DEC or an SGI.

Because of local expertise and resources, our projects at Dartmouth have been primarily designed on the Macintosh. In order to make these projects available on other platforms (typically a PC), we redevelop using related tools (e.g., ToolBook on the PC as a replacement for HyperCard on the Macintosh). Keeping in mind that disseminations is one of the main bottlenecks in making a system highly usable, we have also adopted CD-ROM technology. CD-ROM technology provides large random access storage at low cost, which makes possible the "fancy," typically space consuming, features such as audio, motion video, and interactive animations, which drive the market for such products. Furthermore, CD-ROM devices are relatively cheap, almost absolutely conform to a single standard, and are highly popular, especially in academic circles. The reason for this popularity is portability. A CD represents a mini digital library in one's pocket. A CD also consumes little of a user's limited disk resources, which is quite important in the academic world.

2 Steps in the Production of Multimedia Documents

Before we proceed with describing three cases of multimedia authoring, we take a brief look at the tasks involved in a multimedia production effort. We can divide them as follows:

(a) **Requirements definition:** This task involves assessment (cost, time framework, resources available), definition of user profile, prioritization of desirable facilities included in the application and based on the preceding two factors, evaluation of dissemination platform choices and estimation of the evaluation, production and dissemination costs. This task also involves market analysis (rarely done in academic circles -- for example, how easy is it to sell a proceedings in parallel computation in a bookstore that does not have the facilities to demo it?).

(b) **Software tool search.** The second task is that of researching a wide range of software that matches with the platforms chosen in (a), and identifying all the specialized tools to integrate. The choice of a particular authoring system (or configuration of authoring systems and translation tools) for a particular application is critical to success. This is a complex and very time-consuming process that can evolve during production. For example, one may compromise and trade off one feature for another due to the changes in the constraints of an application or other technological changes.

(c) **Content research, media orchestration and design integration phase.** The material must be researched, organized, assimilated, written, and a script produced which, like a theater play, orchestrates the appearance and activation of various components and media at designated times. Since, in a hypermedia environment, the user may have alternate options of exploration, this must be taken into account. This stage involves a cyclical process of editing, evaluating, editing, expanding, evaluating, etc. The content (domain) and the users of this content are two driving forces that determine the type of user interface, the trade-off between its sophistication and ease of use, simplicity and power. For example, the built-in support facilities for sound and video or for creating interactive animations, are major factors in making the system more usable and yet more complex.

(d) **Programming, integration, evaluation, and stepwise refinement.** The programming of the application is done in a "build a little, test a little" mode. This task involves putting a group of programmers together (mostly students), training them, coordinating them and supervising the progress. This process is problematic in most academic environments, due to low cost student programming which takes second place to course work, etc. It is important to also have available a separate focus group of users (faculty/students) who evaluate individual components of the product and provide feedback during production.

(e) **Product Distribution and update maintenance of the software.** This task usually falls into the hands of the production manager (usually a faculty) and the publisher.
3 Case 1: Interactive Conference Proceedings

So, the question is, "Why use/create multimedia proceedings?" The first reason is that, instead of a volume of scientific papers, a simulation of the actual conference is beneficial in giving additional insight into the complex topics presented in a short scientific presentation at a conference. Preserving the presentation is (a) educational in seeing how the written material is encapsulated in a short talk; (b) educational in teaching how to give a scientific presentation; (c) a cost effective way of attending a conference (or having your students do) without leaving home. In fact, multimedia proceedings can serve as the new way of interviewing candidates for academic positions, or simply getting to know who are the key researchers in a field and how they relate the materials in their paper to their previous results.

Another important reason is interactivity: one can insert facilities for annotation, placing bookmarks, searching for a reference, being able to print a whole paper without copying page by page the conference proceedings, being able to synthesize new documents out of two or more papers, or even being able to create slides for a lecture. The possibilities are endless, not to mention the ability to create digital library archives out of such multimedia documents. We have incorporated many of these facilities in our interactive multimedia conference proceedings, and this process has been presented in another talk in this conference.

3.1 Experiences with Proceedings from a Parallel Computation Workshop

We have obtained the materials of our multimedia proceedings from presentations and tutorials during an annual summer institute that takes place at Dartmouth and is called DAGS, (The Dartmouth Institute for Advanced Graduate Studies in Parallel Computation). Every year, DAGS emphasizes a particular aspect of parallel computation and includes invited talks, panel discussions, as well as introductory tutorials for young researchers and presentations of new research.

The DAGS '92 proceedings were on the Practical Implementation of Parallel Algorithms and Machines and are published as a CD-ROM by Springer-Verlag. This CD includes both the actual papers in hypertext format and the talks in multimedia (with video and sound as well) format. The CD also provides many other features, including search mechanisms, provisions for users to annotate individual slides and sections of the paper, user-defined "paths" through the proceedings, and bookmarks that allow one to quickly return to a particular part of the proceedings. These first two features make it very easy for teachers to provide guides to the material.

What is fundamentally different about these proceedings, as opposed to, say, the CD-ROM proceedings produced for the ACM'93 multimedia conference, is the fact that we produced them after the conference was over, rather than hand them to the participants at the time. This had the advantage of the time element: we were able to re-process materials and involve the authors more actively. In fact, for DAGS'93 we plan to also include the participation of some of the organizers of the symposium as well as profiles of some of the invited speakers and the participants of the "school" that followed the symposium.

The theme of DAGS'93 was "Parallel I/O and Databases", a very important topic in the construction of efficient parallel machines. The 1993 proceedings will be quite different from DAGS'92: it will not only be for two platforms, the Mac and the PC/Windows, but also have more features that enable someone to feel as if she were at the conference itself. For example, while the slides in the DAGS '92 proceedings were mostly static, the DAGS '93 slides will include animated pointers so as to better replicate the talk. In addition to scientific talks presenting new results, the DAGS '93 proceedings will also contain tutorials on parallel programming, a separate school activity that followed the symposium. We hope that this will expand the role of the DAGS'93 proceedings as a teaching tool as well. An abstract screen dump is shown in Figure 1.
3.2 New Roles of Editors, Authors and Publishers in Multimedia Publishing

We see five primary players interacting in the publishing world: authors, editors, publishers, marketers, consumers. We will concentrate on the first three. In the world of multimedia publishing, these roles have obtained new dynamics and the relationships are continuously changing. Traditionally, the biggest task has been upon the author. A new complication with multimedia publishing is that there is not just one author but many authors, including multiple secondary-authors, i.e., content-knowledgeable programmers who implement creatively the script of the primary author (or even design the script based on the materials in a traditional text). Furthermore, we do not just have the editing of text but the need to orchestrate a whole set of media other than text, based on content. In addition to the multiple media and authors, there are options for the user to read/interact/experience the system.

In the traditional world of publishing, there isn't usually a person to manage all these processes since the publisher's role has now become that of an involved "reviewer" as well as market assessor, who comments on what needs to be changed. One cannot simply "transfer" the traditional publishing roles to the multimedia publishing arena. Here, product coordination needs a so-called production manager whose task is to coordinate the author(s), the system, the programmers, and the publisher.

In terms of editors, while in traditional publishing authors provide text and editors provide layout, formatting, and other constraints, while in multimedia publishing, editors may undertake a greater responsibility in the production, depending on technical expertise. An editor must, for example, have an understanding of what it takes to present/orchestrate the multimedia data in a correct format. In fact, both editors and authors are of a new technical breed whose communication includes content and implementation.
The role of the multimedia author is now split, depending on the level of involvement; there may be a script-type of author, working with programmer-authors or programmer-editors. Authors now face new submission requirements, even if their task is to provide a script to a programmer. They must understand the system well in order to ensure successful and timely production of a given application and they may be required, for example, to provide fully formatted text to their publishers. In producing the next year’s proceedings, DAGS ’94 (theme: Parallel Programming Environments and Problem Solving Environments), we will give each author tools to develop their talks in such a way that we can easily add it to the proceedings without extensive work on our part. For DAGS ’94, we hope to convince the authors to:

- “chunk” their text, adding links and making clear the relation between their slides and the corresponding full-text paper, and between the paper and the references
- make the relation between the material in the paper and the material in the talk explicit;
- build or describe their own links to other multimedia documents in the proceedings.

In producing conference proceedings, one needs to overcome the diversity of software tools available and the resistance on the part of authors to use certain tools to create graphs or slides for their presentation. To automate the process, it is important to be always aware of new tools that emerge which allow the translation of software into each other and the integration and interaction of software from different platforms. These tools are essential for making a system portable, extensible, and disseminable.

4 Case 2: Authoring Multimedia Courseware

Unlike conference proceedings which present front-line research issues (such as, in our case, topics in parallel computing), multimedia courseware presents a different challenge: how to compact knowledge of a possibly complex nature, and present it in an aesthetic, simple, interactive way to novices that motivates learning. We will now discuss our experiences with authoring multimedia modules for a course to teach parallel computing to freshmen and sophomores, a project funded by the National Science Foundation and the New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education.

In this project, one of the questions has been how to effectively harness visualization and multimedia technology in order to achieve fast and pleasant learning. Our hypothesis has been that the content (syllabus) drives the design and production of such a course. Furthermore, we believe that an important criterion in the process of integration of the various materials and media is asking the question, “which is the best way to present this concept,” as opposed to, “I have this video clip of x,y and this animation of x,z: how and where do I fit them into my application?” In other words, we advocate a minimalist approach which, while it aims at presentation richness, stays focused on the content to be covered and avoids “information clutter.” Our aim is to make this course available widely, to computer science faculty and students nation-wide who may have diverse equipment resources.

4.1 Teaching Parallel Computing to Novices

The course is being designed to allow the student to develop fundamentally new ways of thinking, new ways of organizing and viewing real-time data and, most importantly, new ways to learn and practice computing for parallel solutions and in parallel instructional environments. Given that parallelism is harder to comprehend and teach (concurrency and asynchrony are two of the main difficulties in visualizing parallel processes), it is quite a challenge to present such materials to novices. Nonetheless, we believe that parallelism should be at the heart of the computer science curriculum and that it is the future of computing and computer science. The successful introduction to thinking in terms of parallel execution early will result in our eventually rebuilding our curriculum and providing a national model for other schools to do the same.
This course will be novel in two ways. The first novelty is the introduction of this material before algorithms and data structures have been completely introduced, as we currently conceive them in a sequential setting. Unlike courses which "add-on" two or three parallel laboratory components to an existing data structures course, we will concentrate on developing a course which is cohesive and guarantees unity. To our knowledge, this has not been done before. The second novelty of our course is the use of visualization with minimal "informational clutter", hypermedia-induced disorientation, or exposure to unnecessary details concerning parallel machine implementations and parallel languages. We believe that a complex web of information can overwhelm the novice student and it is best to keep each interactive module separate and centered on a particular topic and example. This allows the students to focus on the material at hand, and not lose themselves in an overwhelming array of information. It also allows us to gradually add new concepts as the course progresses (so that students don't accidentally skip to the last topic and become so confused that they give up).

Algorithm visualization plays an important role in the authoring of multimedia courseware for computer science. One problem is, however, that algorithm visualization is quite different from traditional, scientific visualization. While most fields are grounded in real objects, Computer science algorithms involve abstractions which lack concrete representation; learning how the visual objects correspond to the abstract objects of an algorithm represents an additional concept for the novice student.

Course production planning involves, therefore, a choice of what to include and how to present it effectively, in a way that motivates a parallel solution. Secondly, it involves a careful review and prototype development of a shell and a graphical user interface, which should be consistent throughout the course, easy to use, cost effective, easy to port to other environments, easy to extend, and easy to maintain. Since we have divorced the programming skills that the author-user needs to have from the skills that the end-user needs to have to experience the course, neither student nor teacher need to know the authoring programming language to use the course.

As a primarily laboratory-based course, it will involve the students in parallel programming using interactive visualization tools and integrated multimedia facilities. Multimedia tools will be used for cooperative work, student-teacher communication, homework production, course management, solution dissemination and faculty presentation. The course will be composed of eleven multimedia modules to represent ten weeks of a laboratory-based course. The first module provides a self-contained interactive guide for the user to practice with and to "preview" the remaining modules.

We have decided to de-emphasize the mechanical aspects of parallel computation, (e.g., programming implementation details, interconnection protocols, parallel performance issues such as load balancing), and put more emphasis on the intellectual (algorithmic) impact of parallel computation. Unlike courses which present topics in the form of a series of "smart" projects, we aim to produce a novel and integrated intellectual view of data structures. We achieve this by concentrating on the concepts of parallel computing, rather than on a series of parallel languages and systems that, like a black box, produce an answer fast but provide no understanding of the underlying principles. We visualize the data to show how processors are applied to data, thus focusing on the algorithms.

5 Kiosks—Interactive Multimedia Brochures

One of our initial forays into the world of multimedia authoring has been the development of an interactive guide (kiosk) to computer science at Dartmouth. This kiosk includes descriptions of the computer science courses offered at Dartmouth (text); short statements by the faculty members that describe their research interests and reasons for being at Dartmouth (audio and video); a map of Sudikoff Laboratory, our new research center (graphics); and a variety of other materials in many formats. The kiosk includes links between the various sections so that one may, for example, jump from a course to the professor teaching the course, to the map of the building with the professor's office highlighted.
The kiosk project required us, more than the other two projects, to examine the management aspects of the multimedia authoring experience. We had to decide which materials to include; hire undergraduates to work on the project; build a timetable; obtain or construct the need materials; convert them to digital format; decide upon an overall interface to provide so that novices can easily navigate through the various types of information; coordinate material collection (e.g., videotaping of the faculty) and put it all together. Note that the kiosk is not a static application: because the department does not remain stable (courses are added and removed, teaching assignments change, faculty members arrive and leave), the kiosk needs to be updated regularly. This feature is less obvious in the two previous applications described above.

Because of our success with the Computer Science kiosk, we have since been involved in the development of other kiosks, ranging from a guide to computing services at Dartmouth to an orientation tool for new employees at Dartmouth, to a counselor-kiosk for premedical students. We recently began to develop WisKit, an interactive tool to attract women and minorities to the field of Computer Science.

With the help of six first year students funded by Dartmouth's Women in Science Program (WISP) and the New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education (NECUSE), we are experimenting with the development of this very different kiosk: (a) the students have had no previous expertise in multimedia authoring; (b) while the information included in the other Kiosks could be described and obtained in advance of the authoring, the WisKit requires much more gradual development; we learn more about the material as we progress (in part, because the young women developing the WisKit discover and suggest it), and therefore find new things to incorporate. This project suggests a "build a little, test a little" development paradigm in multimedia publishing. A group of three senior upper classmen are assisting with the training of the first year students. and we are investigating a network interface to other kiosks within Dartmouth.

6 Commonalities and Lessons Learned

While proceedings, brochures, and teaching materials fall into quite different domains, we found that the preparation of interactive multimedia documents for each of these domains shared many problems and solutions. We employed a similar process going from basic idea to final product in each situation. All have a short expected delivery time and therefore require authoring tools that allow us to meet that schedule.

Proceedings are expected to disseminate current information and should be made available as soon after the conference is held as is possible. Delays can occur from inappropriate materials (e.g., due to faulty videotaping; back-up videotaping person is recommended), digitizing, editing, scanning, OCR, and formatting. Delays can also occur due to the features one chooses to include (for example, we felt that we should include an extensive network of links and, while, creating links does not take an inordinate amount of time, determining links does).

Another delay may occur due to unexpected editing needs. For example, we expected to be able to use the audio and scanned slides with few changes. The audio required significant editing (removing noise and interjections, amplification, and more). Although the slides were readable at full size (approximately 640x480 pixels), when reduced to a size compatible with CD bandwidth requirements (280x312 pixels), they were virtually unreadable and, in most cases, had to be partially or completely retyped. While we have tried to get around some of these problems in the DAGS '93 proceedings by requiring authors to submit materials in electronic form, we have found that many of these problems still recur even when all the files are available in electronic form because it is difficult (and often impossible) to convert from one format to another. Thus, the solution to automating the production still remains unsolved.
One major area of difficulty is the lack of standardized cross-platform tools. While we appreciate the differences between the Unix, PC, and Macintosh environments, it should be possible to develop presentations that are available in all three, or at least the two mass market personal computer environments, without a complex and manually assisted translation process. Though presentation tools exist that provide this basic capability, such a product does not currently exist in the authoring world.

Another issue of concern is the lack of sophisticated text manipulation capabilities in most multimedia software systems. Yes, motion video and sound are impressive, and powerful graphics help represent information more compactly, but both the course project and the conference proceedings require delivery of a large amount of text. The proceedings add powerful presentations to the basic backbone of the presented papers. However, we have found basic text capabilities such as the presentation of highly formatted documents, search engines, automatic keyword indexing, and cross references between documents to be sorely lacking. Hence, we have to build such tools either entirely manually or using scripting languages. This is surprising since so many multimedia presentations contain large amounts of text (encyclopedias, book and document collections).

It has been hard to evaluate the results in the different applications described. One difficulty is due to the fact that the criteria used are not standard and change with the application, the domain, and the type of user who is doing the evaluation. "Learning effectiveness" is a very hard thing to assess and it remains an open question as to how multimedia-based teaching compares to traditional methods in this respect. The constraints of the university environment had a major impact on the way we developed these documents and our success in doing so. Since a great deal depends on available funding for the student programmers and since these projects are very time consuming, it is extremely hard for a single faculty to develop an application as described above without a large amount of faculty release time and/or student assistants. One possibility is that the university will view this development as infrastructure, rather than as writing a book, and provide facilities for linking to other such resources on campus electronically. This is already happening, to an extent, at Dartmouth.

Among the lessons we have learned is that many of our problems could have been avoided if we had begun with a better idea of what the end product should be like and what form the sources should take to ease development. Furthermore, understanding better our limitations on time and programmer resources, would have helped us make more conservative decisions. Finally, to meet deadline and quality measures, as in all projects, it is essential to keep tight control on the project and to meet with the project team regularly (preferably weekly).
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For over three decades innumerable attempts have been made to support training, teaching and lecturing processes using computers. Despite the huge amounts of funding, energy and enthusiasm that have been poured into such undertakings, results have often been less than expected. This is true if one looks at stand-alone CAI applications of most varieties of client-server approaches within LANs such as COSTOC described in [Huber 1989], is true of many simulation and intelligent tutoring systems, and also applies to numerous attempts employing high-tech teleteaching.

The advent of sophisticated computer based multi-media systems alone does not change this situation dramatically; however, networked variants thereof and new ways of looking at the whole multi-media communication process are starting to provide new scenarios and might well result in the long awaited breakthrough ([Maurer 1992], [Carlson 1992], [Lennon 1994a]).

In this talk, we show how modern hypermedia systems such as Hyper-G [Kappe 1993] can be used as a basic platform for effective multi-media delivery of lectures if backed up by a library of reference material ([Calude 1994], [Maurer 1994]). Expanding on ideas presented in [Lennon 1994b], we explain how a lecture based on material drawn from a fileserver, modified in real-time if necessary and multi-cast to student workstations not only provides a most satisfying teaching environment but that—using a number of additional features—it at the same time solves long open problems of courseware authoring, student-teacher and student-student interaction, and the use of CAI material and high-quality distance teaching. As a most surprising aspect, we claim that courseware authoring “on the fly” is starting to become almost a reality.

We contend that such systems can be built with moderate effort today. We report on the issues involved and on progress made in implementing such systems, thus demonstrating that our ideas are indeed more than “vapour-ware”.

If the above sounds too good to be true you better come to the presentation so that we can try to convince you of the feasibility of all important issues involved!
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Abstract. It is argued in this extended abstract that educational technology and artificial intelligence are natural partners in the development of environments to support human learning. Moreover, artificial intelligence techniques are useable now in practical systems. To illustrate this, several working systems that use artificial intelligence and that have been developed in the ARIES Laboratory are discussed.

It is sometimes assumed that the key to supporting learners is to provide them with a "flashy" interactive discovery environment that has fancy graphics, lots of colour, sound, sturm und drang. This is contrasted to "stodgy" old "computer assisted instruction" (CAI) systems that march the learner lockstep through a pre-programmed instructional sequence. I would like to argue that neither the flashy discovery environment nor the stodgy old CAI system will stimulate learning in the long term. The key to motivating a learner for the long haul is to provide him or her with a rich learning environment that

- supports the learner's development at the deep cognitive levels;
- allows the learner choice in setting goals (within the context of the domain);
- responds to the learner's changing needs;
- helps the learner to focus on a task or goal that is particularly relevant;
- knows the domain and ways of learning the domain;
- communicates with the learner in ways natural to the learner.

The essential point is to combine learner control with deep support. The learner is neither left on his or her own, as in the flashy discovery environments, nor dictated to as in the stodgy CAI approaches.

Designing systems with these characteristics is the long term goal of research in intelligent tutoring systems (ITS). Unfortunately, building each of these characteristics into a system is extremely difficult. Each requires the use of techniques from artificial intelligence (AI), including knowledge representation (if the system is to "know" the domain), diagnosis and user modelling (if it is to "understand" learner behaviour), planning (if it is to help the learner focus on relevant goals or tasks), machine learning (if it is to understand various ways of learning about the domain), and natural language understanding (if the system is to communicate with the learner on his or her own terms).

There have been two main criticisms of the ITS agenda:

- ITS is following the wrong star; it is trying to replicate the human teacher, rather than using computing technology in ways more natural to the technology;
- the AI techniques upon which ITS depends are not well enough developed to be used in actual systems.

Neither criticism is fully justified. There is nothing explicitly in the ITS agenda that necessitates replicating the functions of a teacher. In fact, the word "tutoring" in "intelligent tutoring systems" is meant to indicate flexible notions of supporting learning, as a tutor does, rather than directing learning, as a teacher does. Even if the goal is to enhance a discovery environment it is necessary to employ many of the same AI techniques that would be needed to replicate a teacher. Thus, the functionality and interface of a discovery environment could be tailored
to meet the individual needs of a learner through user/learner modelling. The discovery environment could provide knowledge-based help and/or advice using natural language. Tasks to work on could be suggested based on an instructional plan being kept within the discovery environment.

The second criticism seems more justified. Many ITSs have indeed had to drastically narrow their domain or restrict the learner in order to keep within the capabilities of the system. The AI problems are not nearly solved. However, this doesn't mean that AI can't be gainfully employed to provide "value-added" to a learning environment, even without fully solving all of the AI problems. This is particularly true if clever ways are found to offload from the learning environment the need to be fully responsible for all possible behaviour patterns of the learner. As Self (1990) discusses, such offloading can either be on to the learner or onto a human facilitator working in symbiosis with the learning environment.

Much of our research in the ARIES Laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan is aimed directly at the second criticism. We have been explicitly exploring how AI techniques can be used in real systems to be deployed with actual human learners. This has required us to take a variety of approaches. We have refined and extended the AI techniques themselves, as in our work on granularity for diagnosis (the SCENT project (Mc Calla, Greer, and the SCENT Research Team, 1990) or our work on instructional planning (carried out in collaboration with Darwyn Peachey and Barbara Wasson and reported on in (Mc Calla, 1992)). We have been able to make clever use of existing AI techniques (as in the VCR Tutor (Mark and Greer, 1991)). We have carried out basic research into AI issues (as in our work on belief revision for student modelling (Huang, Mc Calla, Greer, and Neufeld, 1991)). We have been able to find applications suited to a particular AI technique (as in our learning by teaching system that exercises machine learning techniques (Srinivas, Greer, and Mc Calla, 1991)). It has even proven possible to take advantage of the social context of a particular learning situation in order to create a robust learning environment (as in the G.E.N.I.U.S. program advising system (Mc Calla and Murtagh, 1991)).

In this talk I will discuss several of these systems, showing how AI can be practically employed now to enhance the capabilities of real systems for real world use. The systems I will present have all been implemented and tested with human subjects.

In particular, the SCENT advisor will be discussed, and I will show how the granularity-based representations (Mc Calla, Greer, Barrie, Pospisil, 1992) we have developed in the ARIES Laboratory can be used to provide robust diagnosis in a wide variety of problem solving domains. SCENT also comes equipped with the AROMA knowledge engineering environment which makes the development of a new application much easier than it would be otherwise. SCENT has been tested in the domain of LISP recursion in a couple of studies, one of which involved linking the system to another ARIES system, the scaffolding environment PETAL (Bhuiyan, Greer, and Mc Calla, 1992), in order to provide a distance learning capability. This study is reported on elsewhere in this conference.

I will also present the learning by teaching system (Srinivas, Greer, and Mc Calla, 1991). In learning by teaching the system inverts the usual instructional paradigm. The system acts as an inquisitive learner, thus stimulating the human learner to refine and extend his or her knowledge. Learning by teaching is still a prototype system, but does make clever use of machine learning techniques from AI in a way that does not require these techniques to have cognitive fidelity. Moreover, the system is very robust, working in any fact-based or taxonomic domain without needing any a priori specialized tuning.

The next system, G.E.N.I.U.S. (Mc Calla and Murtagh, 1991), takes advantage of the credibility invested in a programming advisor by human learners in order to provide "ignorance-based" advice on programming errors. G.E.N.I.U.S. uses a discrimination net to provide standard stimulus-response answers to questions from the learner. The result is a remarkably robust system that is relatively easy to engineer, although in its present form only partially successful in its effect on learners.

Finally, the VCR Tutor (Mark and Greer, 1991) will be presented. The VCR Tutor provides help to learners on how to program a video cassette recorder. But, it's main goal has been to show that a knowledge-based approach actually enhances learning. To this end four different versions of the VCR Tutor, ranging from a knowledge-based version to an environment that merely provides opportunities for exploration without feedback, were tested with 20 subjects each. This large-scale empirical study showed a clear positive relationship between the
knowledge-based approaches and the capabilities of the human subjects in programming the VCR, as demonstrated in a post test. His study shows that AI indeed can provide value-added to a learning environment.

The general lesson of this talk is that far from being diverse research endeavours, AI and educational technology can interact in a natural synergy to the mutual benefit of both.
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Abstract: For an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) to earn its 'I', it must be able to (a) accurately diagnose students' knowledge structures, skills, and/or learning styles using principles, rather than pre-programmed responses, to decide what to do next, and then (b) adapt instruction accordingly. While some maintain that remediation actually comprises the "T" in intelligent tutoring systems, my position is that the two components (diagnosis and remediation), working in concert, make up the intelligence in an ITS. A framework for developing and assessing student models is presented, followed by a description of an attempt to apply the framework in the development of a student model incorporated within a non-intelligent computer tutor. The two systems (with and without a student model) will be compared in terms of learning outcome and efficiency measures.

Jeremy (age 10) arrives at his math lab where he sits in front of a computer that is going to help him learn to solve algebra word problems. Today's focus is on those troublesome distance-rate-time problems. After stating his name, the computer accesses Jeremy's records, flagging his relevant strengths and weaknesses (i.e., not only his higher-level aptitudes from his computerized school records, but also the low-level rules that he's acquired and not yet acquired in this module). Beginning with an animated review of concepts and skills that he learned the day before, the computer generates a problem which is just a little bit beyond his grasp. The system then works out the correct solution to the problem, along with some alternative solutions that Jeremy is likely to come up with based on its student model of him. In fact, he incorrectly solves the problem like the tutor predicted. As part of its student model of him, the computer "knows" to instruct Jeremy with an emphasis on a graphical representation of the problem to clarify the discrepancy between the correct and incorrect solutions and facilitate the formation of a functional mental model (conceptual knowledge). Thus, the tutor presents two animated trains appearing on opposite sides of the screen, and converging at a point almost in the middle of the screen. They travel at different rates of speed. The problem statement stays up at the top of the screen, and the tutor points out, as it periodically pauses the simulation, what elements should be attended to and when. After Jeremy states that he understands the mapping between the explicated conceptual knowledge, the appropriate equation, and the relevant parts of the word problem, the computer presents an isomorphic word problem. This time he solves it correctly, without any supplemental graphics. The computer allows him to play around with some trains, missiles and boats on his own for a while to test his emerging understanding. He views his "score" of curricular elements acquired, and instruction and learning continue.

The above scenario could describe events in a class-lab 15 to 50 years from now, or just remain a figment of our imaginations. To achieve this future, we need to conduct more systematic research on student modeling, focusing on increased system flexibility and diagnostic accuracy. We also need to adopt some framework and formalism for a more precise specification of models. All this presumes that the student model is the correct focus for developing more intelligent tutoring systems, so we additionally need controlled evaluations testing which modeling techniques are better for which kinds of domains, and even whether or not a student model, in general, is worth the research and development costs.

The ability to diagnose student errors and tailor remediation based on the diagnosis represents the critical difference between intelligent and merely clever computer-assisted instruction. The working definition of computer-tutor intelligence that I'll be using in this paper is that a system must behave intelligently, not actually be intelligent, like a human. Specifically, an intelligent system must be able to accurately diagnose students'
knowledge structures, skills, and/or learning styles using principles, rather than pre-programmed responses, to decide what to do next, and then adapt instruction accordingly (Shute & Psotka, in press).

Generic Intelligent Tutoring System

A student learns from an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) primarily by solving problems--ones that are appropriately selected or tailor-made, and that serve as good learning experiences for that student. The system starts by assessing what the student already knows. This is called the student model. The system concurrently must consider what the student needs to learn, embodied in the curriculum (or domain expert) as instructional goals. Finally, the system must decide what curriculum element (unit of instruction) ought to be instructed next, and how it shall be presented. This is achieved by the inherent teaching strategy, or tutor, in communication with the student model. From all of these considerations, the system selects or generates a problem, then either works out a solution to the problem (via the domain expert), or retrieves a prepared solution. The tutor then compares its solution, in real-time, to the one the student has prepared and performs a diagnosis based on differences between the two. Feedback is offered by the ITS based on issues such as how long it's been since feedback was last provided, whether the student already received some particular advice, what the student's strengths and weaknesses are, and so on. After this, the program updates the student model (the dynamic record of what the student knows and doesn't know). Following these updating activities, the entire cycle is repeated, starting with selecting or generating a new problem.

Not all ITS include these components, and the problem-test-feedback cycle does not adequately characterize all systems. However, this generic depiction does describe many current ITS. Alternative implementations exist, representing philosophical as well as practical differences in their design. For example, the standard approach to building a student model involves representing emerging knowledge and skills of the learner. The computer responds to updated observations with a modified curriculum that is minutely adjusted. This may be called a microadaptive approach to modeling, where instruction is very much dependent on individual response histories. An alternative, macroadaptive approach involves assessing incoming knowledge and skills, either instead of, or in addition to, emerging knowledge and skills. This enables the curriculum to adapt to both persistent and/or momentary performance information as well as their interaction (see Shute, 1993a, 1993b). I'll now present a student modeling framework designed to aid in the development and comparison of different modeling techniques by providing a standard formalism.

A Framework for Student Modeling

Dillenbourg and Self (1992) outlined a two-dimensional framework and notation for student modeling. Their vertical dimension distinguishes among learner behavior, behavioral knowledge, and conceptual knowledge. This is crossed by the second dimension reflecting the representation of that knowledge--by the learner, the system, and the system's representation of the learner. I modified the framework slightly (see Figure 1) to represent specific knowledge and skill types required during the learning process (i.e., symbolic knowledge, SK; procedural skill, PS; and conceptual knowledge, CK), rather than overt behaviors. The horizontal axis remains basically the same (i.e., learner's representation of the knowledge or skill, L; the system's representation of the learner's knowledge, S/L; and the system's/expert's representation of the knowledge or skill, S). This modified framework reflects the standard microadaptive approach to student modeling.

I also included in the framework a fourth element on the vertical axis reflecting cognitive process measures (or aptitudes). This was added to accommodate individual differences among learners (for macroadaptation), as well as differential cognitive requirements of problems or tasks. Finally, although not shown in the figure, I incorporated a correlated time dimension because, as learning progresses, cognitive demands on the individual vary. For example, working-memory capacity and associative learning skills play an important role early in the learning process in determining the degree of new knowledge and skill acquisition. But over time, these become less important, and other cognitive factors (e.g., perceptual-motor speed) gain importance.
Let’s see how this works. Suppose you were developing a computer program to teach statistical topics, and you were at the part of the curriculum instructing the computation of a measure of central tendency—the MEAN. Your system begins by introducing relevant symbolic knowledge (e.g., $\Sigma, X, N, \Sigma X/N$), then requiring learners to solve problems to demonstrate their acquisition of this new knowledge. Differences between the learner’s and the system’s representation (or understanding) of the knowledge would show up as errors on specific problems, such as failing to recognize the denominator ($N$) as being a part of the final formula (see bottom section of Figure 1, above). Next, the system directs students to apply their new knowledge by actually computing the MEAN from a set of data (procedural skill). Disparities between the learner’s actual solution process (and product) and the system’s representation of the correct procedure would be apparent in procedural bugs. Finally, learners are taught (and induce), the conceptual knowledge that the MEAN represents the arithmetic average of a set of data, and how that relates to other measures of central tendency (e.g., the location of the MEAN in relation to the MEDIAN and MODE in a skewed distribution). Discrepancies between the learner’s and system’s conceptual representations (or mental models) can reflect fundamental misconceptions.

Another variable believed to influence the probability that a learner will get a specific problem correct or incorrect involves the match between a learner’s aptitude ($L_{\text{Apt}}$) and the cognitive requirements of a specific task ($S_{\text{Apt}}$). That is, if the working memory demands/requirements for task X were high (e.g., introduction of a new curricular element requiring the integration of diverse knowledge), and the learner’s actual working-memory capacity was low, the predicted probability of success would be low. Cognitive process measures (aptitudes) can easily be assessed. For example, the Cognitive Abilities Measurement (CAM) battery of computerized tests (Kyllonen, Woltz, Christal, Shute, Tirre, and Chaiken, 1990) measures six different aptitudes (i.e., working-memory capacity, inductive reasoning skills, information processing speed, associative learning skills, procedural learning skills, and general knowledge) in each of three domains (quantitative, verbal, and spatial). The battery has been widely-tested and validated, and individual tests can be extracted for different purposes. For instance, if you were teaching a three-dimensional navigational task and wanted to know an individual’s spatial aptitude, you could select certain tests for administration (e.g., tests measuring spatial working memory). Differences between the learners actual aptitude ($L_{\text{Apt}}$) and the system’s representation of the learner’s aptitude ($S/L_{\text{Apt}}$), denotes the construct validity of the aptitude measure (e.g., CAM test validity). Moreover, discrepancies between the system’s
representation of the learner's aptitude ($S_{L\text{AP}}$) and the system's aptitude requirements ($S_{\text{AP}'}$) indicate what kind of remediation is required (e.g., decomposing the current task into more manageable units for a learner diagnosed as having low working-memory capacity).

This general framework also allows for extensions. For instance, the learner's representation of his/her own knowledge (e.g., $L_{L\text{CK}}$) would denote metacognitive awareness of his or her underlying knowledge structure. I'll now use this framework as a basis for discussing student modeling within a single tutor that attempts to teach a variety of knowledge types to different learners.

**A Real-World Attempt to Add Intelligence to a Computer Tutor**

**Non-Intelligent Version of Stat Lady**

*Stat Lady* (SL) consists of an experiential learning environment and a curriculum that teaches statistical concepts and skills (e.g., DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS). The curriculum is presented in a relatively fixed order to all learners. The curriculum focused on in this paper was built on a hierarchy of simple to more complex concepts and skills, and consists of three 2-hour modules: (a) data organization and plotting, (b) measures of central tendency, and (c) measures of variability. In addition to student problem solving within the three modules, and the provision of specific feedback, the system also allows learners to engage in elective "extracurricular" activities, such as viewing the on-line Dictionary and Formula Bank, playing around in the Number Factory, or using the Grab-a-Graph features.

The non-intelligent version of SL is often clever, but not intelligent in the classical sense (see working definition, above). The type of pedagogy embedded in the system may be called "near mastery learning." That is, relevant concepts and rules are presented, then SL poses various problems for students to solve in order to demonstrate comprehension of the curricular elements. If a learner continues to get a problem wrong, SL provides three levels of feedback, progressively more explicit. For any particular problem, if the student fails to solve it correctly after three attempts, he or she is given the correct answer. The system thus presumes that the learner has actually acquired that concept or skill after explicitly being told. But this could be an erroneous presumption, with problems arising later on when a student tries to learn higher-level skills that have only partially-learned subskills as components. *As the twig is bent, so grows the tree.*

Suppose that two students, Tonya and Nancy, have advanced to the "Measures of Central Tendency" module. Specifically, they are beginning the section concerning the computation of the MEAN. Stat Lady begins this topic by identifying the MEAN as the most commonly used measure of Central Tendency, and as being synonymous with the average—a term familiar to most students. After presenting these broad conceptual strokes, Stat Lady quickly illustrates the concepts with a real-life example (e.g., computing an average grade in Biology class from a group of test scores).

Tonya and Nancy then must obtain some test scores from the Number Factory (an activity that's considered analogous to data collection), and Stat Lady walks them through the process of building the formula for the MEAN. Even though they're only in the earliest stages of learning this new concept, Stat Lady constantly challenges her students to think for themselves by drawing on bits and pieces of relevant information covered in a previous section of the tutor. For instance, rather than simply giving Tonya and Nancy the formula for the MEAN, she tests their symbolic knowledge (SK) and associative learning abilities by asking them to use a menu of options to create the notation that stands for summing scores in a sample ($\Sigma X$). They'd worked with these two symbols before, but never conjointly. Right away, we see some individual differences in learning—Nancy has no problem with the task just described. She enters the correct answer on her first attempt, is congratulated with positive auditory and textual feedback, and moves directly on to actually summing her scores (i.e., a test of procedural skill, PS). Tonya, on the other hand, is struggling. She enters a series of incorrect responses, each of which is followed by the increasingly explicit feedback (and encouragement) mentioned above. Stat Lady finally gives Tonya the answer and tells her to go back and enter it, and then Tonya is advanced to the "Computation of the Sum" exercise.

While both students eventually proceed through the identification of "N" as the denominator of the formula, determination of the actual sample size, and the computation of the MEAN of the obtained test scores, an examination of their performance histories reveals two very different stories. Nancy is successful time and again, and even computes the MEAN correctly on her first attempt. Stat Lady congratulates her and she moves on to solve
colorful problem sets, applying the formula she's just created. In contrast, Tonya has a rough time of it. She never seems to catch on and has to be given the answer to everything except the actual sample size (N), a concept she remembered from the "Data Organization and Plotting" module.

Even a quick illustration such as this makes the inherent problem apparent. Although it seems safe to assume that Nancy has a firm understanding of the MEAN (symbolic knowledge and procedural skill), the same can't be said for poor Tonya. It's possible that, at some point during, or after, the presentation of the full formula, all of the puzzle pieces coalesce for Tonya and she actually acquires the desired knowledge and skill, but there's no firm proof that this ever happened. Ideally, all students would walk away from a tutor having demonstrated the knowledge level that Nancy evidenced. How can Stat Lady be modified to yield more guarantees of successful knowledge and skill acquisition?

Intelligent Version of Stat Lady

The first step in rendering Stat Lady intelligent was to perform an extensive cognitive task analysis of the curriculum, employing two subject-matter experts for reliability. This yielded more than 250 curricular elements that were classified into: symbolic knowledge, procedural skills, and conceptual knowledge. Next, these elements were arranged in a hierarchy, relating higher-level knowledge and skills to one another and to successively lower-level knowledge and skills. In the example above concerning the acquisition of symbolic knowledge of the MEAN, correctly specifying the formula presumes familiarity with (if not complete comprehension of) four lower-level SK curricular elements: the summation notation (Σ), variable values (X), total sample size (N), and the way in which these components are combined (ΣX/N). A more conceptual understanding of this concept requires comprehension of frequency distributions, learned earlier, as well as realizing that the MEAN represents one of three measures of central tendency, all related to one another. Moving up the hierarchy, the MEAN also relates to issues of variability, where computing or understanding standard deviation is dependent on successful acquisition of the MEAN (SK, PS, and CK). Unfortunately, the size limitations of this paper make it impossible to depict the entire network.

The intelligent version of Stat Lady (ISL) includes a student model. Actually, there are three student models, one each for SK, PS, and CK, but I'll just refer to them collectively as "student model" because they apply the same basic updating heuristics. The student model is represented by a directed graph with values associated with each node/element showing the mastery level of each student. The edges of the graph represent prerequisite knowledge and skills. This is called an "inheritance hierarchy" where different elements are shown along with their "children" or component parts.

Initial values for the model are obtained from students' performance on a comprehensive pretest designed to assess incoming knowledge of all curriculum elements resulting from the cognitive task analysis. Based on the assessment of pretest performance, subjects are then placed into the appropriate part of the curriculum (macroadaptation). For instance, if a learner correctly answered all items relating to frequency distributions, proportions, percentages, MEAN, MEDIAN, and MODE, those items would all receive a "1" in the preliminary student model. If he or she failed all items relating to variance, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, those values would retain their initialized values of "0" and that individual would start the tutor at the section of the curriculum containing the lowest level of curricular element containing a value of "0."

Fuzzy student modeling variables may be associated with each curricular element. Values assigned to these variables range from 0 to 1 representing knowledge states, from "most likely unknown" to "most likely known" (see Derry & Hawkes, 1993; Lesgold, Eggan, Kaiz, & Rao, 1992). The preliminary student model, instantiated with binary (0/1) data from the pretest performance, is then continuously updated during the course of learning—at the conclusion of each problem solving endeavor. Updating (i.e., upgrading and downgrading values) occurs first at the lowest levels (e.g., individual components), then is propagated up the hierarchy. A student is moved on to the next appropriate unit of instruction upon exceeding a student-model value of .89, the mastery criterion for each curricular element.

Following placement in the curriculum from pretest assessment, Stat Lady introduces the current topic, and students proceed to solve related problems. The student can correctly solve the problem on his/her first try, or incorrectly solve it. As described above, SL has three levels of feedback for incorrect responses, thus a person can receive 0, 1, 2, or 3 hints for a given problem. The probability of successful acquisition of that problem is simply defined as: (1 - (misses/3)) * Pretest constant (see Figure 2). The Pretest constant is: if correct, multiply by .91; if
incorrect, multiply by .89. Learners therefore won't be advanced if they are not quite successful (< .9). These two differential weights (.91, .89) are used because, if a learner correctly solves an item on the pretest and is also correct on her first attempt during problem solution, the evidence suggests that she knows the item and can be advanced given the above-threshold value \((1 - 0/3) \times .91 = .91\). This is slightly higher than the case where a person misses a particular item on the pretest, but solves the problem correctly without any hints \((1 - 0/3) \times .89 = .82\) during the tutor. In the latter case, the learner does not advance to the next unit of instruction because it's easier to solve a problem following some instruction compared to initially coming up with an answer on one's own, as required in the pretest. Beginning values for the eight different conditions are shown below.

### Problem Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretest Performance</th>
<th>Number of Misses (Number of Hints)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Student Model of One Curricular Element Following a Problem-Solving Episode

For values less than .9, the system presents a fresh problem, and, depending on the learner's performance, the new value is combined with the old to yield a composite success score. To illustrate, suppose Nancy failed all pretest items relating to curriculum element X. When placed in the curriculum to learn about X, she required one hint before successfully solving the problem. Her initial student model value would be: .59 (i.e., \((1 - 1/3) \times .89\)). Another problem is presented, and this time she gets it correct without any assistance, so her new score is 1 \((1 - 0/3 = 1)\) (Note: the pretest function only enters into the equation with the first problem solving episode). The combined success score at this point updates to: \((1 + .59)/2 = .8\). While close, this value is still slightly below criterion performance. Thus a third problem is presented, and Nancy completes the problem effortlessly (with no hints). The combined score now reaches threshold \((.8 + 1)/2 = .9\), and Nancy begins the next topic. In contrast, a learner beginning with a value of 0 would require a minimum of 4 fresh problems before advancement, providing he or she was successful on each of those (i.e., start at 0, then update to .5, .75, .88, .94). Slower students may take even more problems, carefully tailored to fit the specifically-diagnosed deficits or misconceptions.

These values are also propagated up the inheritance hierarchy to provide preliminary estimates for complex curricular elements that contain element X as a component knowledge or skill. As mentioned, the STANDARD DEVIATION requires an understanding of the MEAN in addition to an understanding about distributions, deviations from the MEAN, sum of squares, and so forth. The current student-model value for MEAN, then, becomes part of the preliminary value for the standard deviation, along with other information, such as pretest performance data, complexity of the curricular element, and additional information concerning the learner's aptitude (the last two have not yet been implemented). A curricular element's difficulty or complexity may be based on indicators such as the number of required elements and operators, expert ratings of difficulty, and empirically-determined indices of element difficulty. The learner's aptitude may be assessed via the CAM battery, mentioned earlier.

The student model is visible to the student in the form of an on-line Report Card, presented as a bar graph showing the level of mastery the system believes the student has achieved (i.e., S/L SK, S/L PS, S/L CK). The Report Card represents concepts and skills at a global level (e.g., SK of the MEAN, PS in computing the MEAN), then is further decomposable into individual elements (e.g., success on E, N, X, S/X/N). Additional records are maintained on students' usage of the elective tools, referred to earlier (e.g., number of times they accessed the online Dictionary). This information is inspectable as well, and eventually will work its way into the formal student model. That is, a person who supplements his/her tutorial instruction by engaging in self-initiated reading of the
hypertext Dictionary, for instance, is probably more successful in knowledge and skill acquisition (compared to passive learners) given their active, motivated learning behaviors.

Discussion

There is a large cost associated with incorporating a student model into a tutoring system. This raises two important questions: (1) How much, and what kind of, information about a learner is required to adequately diagnose knowledge and skill acquisition and subsequently tailor instruction to the learner's needs? (2) What is the payoff of increasing a system's adaptability? Sleeman (1987) has argued that "... if one takes seriously the findings of the ATI work of Cronbach and Snow (1977), it would appear that there is little likelihood of producing instruction that is uniquely individualized" (p. 242). The key word in this statement is "uniquely." An exhaustive characterization of a learner would probably not warrant the effort and expense in terms of increases in final outcome. But the empirical question remains: How much is enough? In other words, does inclusion of a student model in a tutor enhance overall learning outcome or efficiency? There is equivocal evidence in the literature concerning these issues. In some cases, researchers have reported no advantage of error remediation in relation to learning outcome (e.g., Bunderson & Olsen, 1983; Sleeman, Kelly, Martinak, Ward & Moore, 1989), whereas in others, some advantage has been reported for more personalized remediation (e.g., Anderson, 1993; Shute, 1993a, 1993b; Swan, 1983). Another question asks whether the student model is even the right framework around which to build good learning systems. Derry and Lajoie (1993) presented several reasons why the student modeling paradigm is problematic. Among the more compelling reasons cited were that: (a) In complex domains, the student model cannot specify all possible solution paths, nor determine all possible "buggy" behaviors, (b) Reflection and diagnosis should be performed by the student, not the tutor, and (c) Model-tracing is only applicable to procedural learning, but the focus should be on critical thinking and problem solving. The approach to student modeling taken in this paper does not attempt to delineate all possible solution paths or buggy behaviors. Rather, the information about curriculum elements, derived from the cognitive task analysis and arranged in an inheritance hierarchy, provides a basis for inferences about what knowledge and skills have been acquired and to what degree. Furthermore, this approach models not only procedural skill acquisition, but also symbolic and conceptual knowledge acquisition.

Another contribution of this approach is the inclusion of aptitude in the equation as a predictor of subsequent learning. That is, ATI research provides information about initial states of learners that can be applied in macroadaptive instruction (e.g., selection of Jeremy's graphics emphasis in the opening scenario, or location in the curriculum that a learner should be placed to maximize instructional efficiency). Subsequently, microadaptive instruction can be used as a response to particular actions (e.g., selection of the next small unit of instruction to be presented based on a specific response history). Initial states may be characterized by an aptitude profile, then microadaptive instructional systems can focus on strengths, circumvent weaknesses, or highlight deficits to be remediated.

The two versions of Stat Lady, described herein, provide the basis for an experiment testing the degree to which inclusion of a student model may (a) enhance learning outcome measures, and/or (b) improve learning efficiency. Approximately 400 subjects will be run in an upcoming experiment (August, 1994) testing the efficacy of this student modeling approach. Subjects will be randomly assigned to one of the two versions of Stat Lady (intelligent vs. non-intelligent). An on-line pretest will be administered, students will proceed through their respective tutors, and then a posttest will be given. We will be looking at pretest to posttest changes in scores, learning rates (the systems are both self-paced), as well as any aptitude by treatment interactions. Finally, this study will provide the basis for a cost-benefit analysis and some preliminary answers to burning questions about the worth of student modeling.
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Abstract: Computers as meta media are now evolving from augmentation media vehicles to meme media vehicles. While an augmentation media system provides a seamlessly integrated environment of various tools and documents, meme media system provides further functions to edit and distribute tools and documents. Documents and tools on meme media can easily replicate themselves, recombine themselves, and are naturally selected by their environment, namely the society of their authors and users. Their accumulation in their users' community will form a meme pool, which will bring rapid evolution of documents and tools. The IntelligentPad architecture provides a standard framework called a pad that works as a meme medium. When applied to microworlds, it will bring more flexibility to the environments, and more opportunities of creative thinking to their users.

Media for Creations and Evolutions

Today's personal computers are considered as augmentation media that provide us with various tools for entertainment and thought. They provide tools to augment our capabilities. However, augmentation alone can not stimulate our creativity. Creativity requires new media different from augmentation media. What kind of media can stimulate creativity? This question has been motivating the IntelligentPad research project in Hokkaido University since 1987. Creation yields evolution, and no other than evolution can activate further new creation. Biological evolution is based on genes. We require similar genetic media both for the cultural and technological evolution of creative works on computers, and for the educational evolution of their users' creativity. Such media should be able to replicate themselves, to recombine themselves, and to be naturally selected by their environment. They may be called meme media since they carry what R. Dawkins called "memes" (Dawkins, 1976). Their environment here means the society of their producers and consumers, namely, authors and users. M. Stefik pointed out in 1986 the importance of understanding and building an interactive knowledge medium that embodies the characteristics of memes (Stefik, 1987).

Children playing with the toy blocks Lego easily create various types of vehicles, towns, and amusement parks. As G. Tarde, a French sociologist in the 19th century, thought, creations start from imitations in a broad sense (Clark, 1969). Lego has been keeping to provide new customers with various new construction kits for vehicles, towns and amusement parks so that they can learn construction patterns through their playing experiences with these kits. After the imitating stage, they gradually become able to recombine partial imitations of different originals, or further to add their original patterns to these recombinations. The standard connection interface of Lego blocks allows arbitrary combinations of various blocks from different construction kits. Thus, the world of Lego blocks rapidly expands and evolves themselves. Creation and evolution require such meme media that make both the decomposition of existing objects and the composition of new ones as easy, as direct, and as instantaneous tasks as the editing of documents.

While personal computers have dramatically simplified the editing of multimedia documents, they can not yet allow us to easily edit existing tools to create new tools. The IntelligentPad system architecture that has been developed at Hokkaido University for these 7 years uniformly
represents both documents and tools as pads, i.e., reactive media objects that look like paper sheets on the display screen (Tanaka and Imataki, 1989; Tanaka, 1989, 1991; Tanaka et al., 1992). Pads work as meme media for the editing, the replication, and the natural selection of various types of documents and tools.

**Intelligent Pad as Meme Media**

A pad in the IntelligentPad consists of a display object and a model object. Its display object defines both its view on the display screen and its reaction to user events, while its model object defines its internal state and behavior. Wide varieties of intellectual resources can be represented as pads. Among them are multimedia documents, system utilities, application programs, and user environments. Among system utilities are E-mail utilities, file utilities, and database utilities.

In an IntelligentPad system, you can easily compose any document or any tool by directly pasting some pads on top of another. Such a paste operation simultaneously defines both the layout of its components in the composed pad and the functional linkage among component pads. Composite pads are also simply referred to as pads. When the distinction is necessary, pads that are not composite pads are referred to as primitive pads. You may use paste operations in arbitrary ways, for example, to overlay multiple translucent pads of the same size, or to arrange multiple pads on the same base pad. Users can easily replicate any pads, paste pads on another, and peel a pad off a composite pad. These operations can be equally applied to both any primitive pads and any composite pads.

Figure 1 (a) shows a bookshelf and books that are all constructed by pasting various primitive pads. The open book defined as a composite pad shows a text with a scroll bar on the left page and a map of Japan with several bar meters on the right page. This scroll bar pad and these bar meter pads actually share the same function that detects the mouse location and sends the underlying pad a value between 0 and 1 depending on the detected relative location. Therefore, you may replace the scroll bar with a copy of these bar meters (Figure 1 (b)). When you paste a bar meter on the text pad, you have to connect this bar meter to the text-scrolling function of the underlying text pad. You can specify this connection just by selecting the scroll slot from the list of slots defined by the text pad.

The application-linkage interface of each pad is defined as a list of slots. Each slot can be accessed either by a set message set <slot_name> value or by a gimme message gimme <slot_name>. Each of these two messages invokes the respective procedure attached to the slot. Each slot may have two attached procedures, prociset and procigimme. The default for prociset stores the parameter value into the slot register, while the default for procigimme returns the slot register value. Its slots and attached procedures define the internal mechanism of each pad. They are defined by its developer.

When a pad P2 is pasted on another pad P1, the IntelligentPad constructs a linkage between them. This defines a dependency from P1 to P2. The pad P2 becomes a subpad of P1, while P1...
becomes the master pad of \( P_2 \). No pad may have more than one master pad. If \( P_1 \) has more than one slot, we have to select one of them to associate it with \( P_2 \). This selection can be specified on a connection sheet. The selected slot name is stored in a standard slot of the subpad \( P_2 \) named \textit{connectslot}. A subpad can send either \texttt{set \textup{connectslot} <value>} or \texttt{gimme \textup{connectslot}} message to its master, while the master pad, when its state is changed, can send some of its subpads an \texttt{update} message without any parameter to propagate an update event. The up arrow before \textit{connectslot} means that the slot name stored in \textit{connectslot} becomes the real parameter.

IntelligentPad allows us to disable some of these messages, which can be specified on the connection sheet. The two messages \texttt{set s} and \texttt{gimme s} sent to a pad \( P \) are forwarded to its master pad if \( P \) does not have the slot \( s \).

Besides the three standard messages, any pad can send some standard messages for geometrical operations to its master as well as to its subpads. Among them are move, copy, delete, hide, show, open, close, resize, and paste messages. The set of these standard messages defines a standard interface between pads.

Figure 2 (a) shows other pages of the same book. Pulleys and springs on the right page are animated by transparent pads. By pasting these pads together, you can easily connect animated springs and pulleys. Two pads pasted together automatically readjust the location of their animated parts so that these parts may work as if they are directly connected. These springs and pulleys constitute a construction set for a microworld (Papert, 1980), where a learner can not only play with a given set of objects, but also decompose these objects and recombine their components to create new objects.

Any pads accept copy and shared-copy requests. Shared copies of the same pad share the same state, i.e., the same model object. The state of a composite pad is defined as the state of the base pad. Shared copies, however, cannot share a user event applied to one of them unless it only changes the shared state. A user event may change the pad view without changing its state. For example, it may change only the location of a component pad in a composite pad. Hence, we require an event sharing mechanism as an independent primitive function. In the IntelligentPad architecture, every independent function should be implemented as an independent pad so that its generic function may be applicable to any pads. The pad on the right of the pulley-and-spring pad in Figure 2 (a) works as such an event-sharing pad. We call it a FieldPad since it represents the field of user events. In Figure 2 (b), the pulley-and-spring pad is pasted on the enlarged FieldPad, and the whole pad is duplicated. The two copies share every user event applied to it.
In Figure 2(b), a campus map of our university is pulled out of the bookshelf. It has pictures of several persons at different sites. Each picture is actually a pad clipped into that shape. This clipping facility is also provided as a pad called a MaskPad. When a pad is pasted on a MaskPad, it is clipped into the shape of this MaskPad. Each picture pad on the campus map can transport any pad to an a priori specified IP address. If you want to send one of the shared copies in Figure 2(b) to one of the persons in the campus map, you can just drag this copy to the picture of this person and drop it there. The copy is automatically sent to the workstation of that person. Shared copies distributed over a network can still keep sharing the same state.

From Object-Oriented Architectures to Media-Based Architectures

Current computers treat various types of intellectual resources. Among them are multimedia documents, system utilities, application systems, and user environments. Unless they can provide a dedicated functional linkage between any pair of these different types of resources, they fail to integrate these resources (Figure 3(a)). By a functional linkage is meant not only a data communication linkage but also an application linkage through message exchanges. Different pairs require different types of linkages. If there are n different types, we require \( O(n^2) \) different types of linkages. This is the essential difficulty of open integration systems that are open to the future addition of new intellectual resource types.

The IntelligentPad architecture solved this problem by separating media from their contents, and standardizing the logical structure and the interface of the media. Media of a certain type in general play their most important role in providing a uniform access protocol for various types of intellectual resources. Books are the most typical example. They have a long history for the development of their common structure starting with a front cover, followed by contents, then a body with hundreds of pages, indices, and then ending with a rear cover. Books are organized in this way to provide their readers with a uniform access protocol. While media of the same kind share the same organization structure, they can contain different structures of information as their contents. The same idea was adopted by the IntelligentPad architecture. Each primitive pad consists of its shell and its content. Its shell defines its standard media structure and interface. It is up to the developer of each pad how the contents is implemented in the standard shell. While the IntelligentPad is based on an object-oriented architecture, it further restricts its architecture. Therefore, we call such architectures media-based architectures to distinguish them from conventional object-oriented architectures (Figure 3(b)).

In a media-based architecture, only one type of functional linkages is used to connect any pair of shells (Figure 3(b)). In the IntelligentPad, each shell has an arbitrary number of jacks called slots. It also has a single pin-plug to connect itself to one of the slots of another shell. The shell architecture and the standard linkage facility are provided by the kernel of the IntelligentPad systems. Neither users nor pad developers have to worry about them.

Pad Synthesis as the Application Linkage through the Embedding

Interapplication communication mechanisms provided by various graphical environments can be classified into the following 4 categories; (1) Cut-and-Paste, (2) Drag-and-Drop, (3) Object Linking, and (4) Embedding. The first two may require no explanations. Object Linking adopts graphical links to interrelate two different application objects. Embedding adopts a document-oriented model. In a document-oriented model, a compound document created by a client application may contain various component objects linked to different server applications.
The embedding mechanisms are further classified into two categories; (1) Widget Embedding, and (2) Media Embedding (Figure 4). In the widget embedding, the link between a component and a server application is not fixed, and hence it needs to be defined by the object linking mechanism. Besides, a single server application can be differently linked to more than one components. The NeXT's InterfaceBuilder falls into this category. In media embedding, the link between a component and a server application is fixed and never changes wherever this component is embedded. This fixed pair defines a media object. Besides, in media embedding, the embedding of a media object into another media object defines an application linkage between these two media objects. The IntelligentPad architecture adopts the media embedding mechanism. Suppose you make a copy of the object with some embedded objects. In the widget embedding, this copy cannot inherit its original's relations to the server applications and hence loses the original function. In the media embedding, however, this copy inherits its original function.

Only the media-embedding mechanism enables us to edit tools to define new functions as if we edit compound documents.

A Pad Pool as a Meme Pool and Its Search

The IntelligentPad architecture aims at the exchange and the distribution of pads across different platforms, which enables its users society to form an open market of pads. Some pads will be priced, and others will be free. Each user can easily import any pad from an open market into his own environment through networks or via off-line storage media. He may decompose this imported pad, paste its arbitrary subcomponent on top of another owned in his environment, and create a new pad. This new pad can be again published into the market.

No more than 10,000 programmers, each capable of developing only three primitive pads in a year, can add 30,000 new primitive pads every year to a pile of pads in the society. If 50,000,000 people access the pad pool in the society, and if each of them edits pads to create 5 new composite pads every year, we can expect the increase of 250,000,000 pads every year in the pad pool. These pads are genes for the computers and the networks in our society. Pads can be recombined like genes. An addition of a new pad into a composite pad works as mutation. The accumulation of pads in a market forms a gene pool. Useful pads are more widely distributed by the users replicating them for their own use. This is a natural selection mechanism. Pads work as memes. The pad pool shared by our society works as a meme pool, and promises rapid evolution of various types of intellectual resources represented by pads.

Such a society will not face the so-called software crisis. Instead, it will face new kinds of problems. “How can we rapidly distribute among users the intellectual resources they want?” “How can users search the expanding shared pool of intellectual resources for what they need?” These are exactly the same questions we have now in our consumer culture flooded with various consumer products. Users and intellectual resources respectively correspond to consumers and consumer goods. Meme media will bring us consumer societies and consumer cultures of intellectual resources, which requires new services for the distribution, management and retrieval of intellectual resources.

The IntelligentPad architecture provides four kinds of access methods: (1) a visual catalog of pads for browsing, (2) hypermedia networks for navigation, and both (3) form bases and (4) pad bases for quantified retrieval of pads. Any pads can be managed by these four search methods.
This means that we can even store and retrieve CSCW environments constructed with a FieldPad, CAI environments, or computer games, both constructed with a StagePad, as well as documents, charts, tables, and ordinary desk work tools. A stagePad is used to simulate a sequence of user tasks using multiple pads. Form bases cannot meet our needs to manage all types of pads. IntelligentPad provides the PadBasePad to meet such needs. A pad base is a database in which stored records are all pads. In our daily conversation, we specify what we want by its name if we know the name. Otherwise, we partially specify it either by its category, by its substructure, by its context, or by some combination of these. We may describe fish as things in water. This specifies its context. We may describe a calculator as a thing with more than 10 buttons and a digital display. This specifies its substructure. Pad bases allow us to specify the pads we want by any of these different methods.

Remarks on CAI Applications of IntelligentPad

The IntelligentPad architecture works as a meta tool. It provides tool developers with a standard pad framework to program each tool component as a pad, a large library of pads, and an open environment to export and import various pads to and from other IntelligentPad environments. When applied to microworlds (Papert, 1980), it can provide not only tools and objects that their users can easily combine, but also their construction kits, which enable the users to customize or to decompose the given tools and objects, or further to invent new tools and objects. Besides, a user can easily expand his microworld by importing new tools and objects from any other different microworlds.

The IntelligentPad architecture also provides a powerful mechanism called a proxy pad. A proxy pad works as an interface to an external object such as a simulation program running on either the same machine or the different machine connected by a network, a database system, a computer-controlled device like a VCR, a computer controlled measurement tool, or an industrial plant. Proxy pads enable the microworlds to assimilate external objects, especially objects in the users' real world.

The IntelligentPad will surely work as a meta tool for the development of what Ferguson called "exploratory environments" (Ferguson, 1992).

The IntelligentPad architecture is now implemented in several languages. The Smalltalk 80 version provides more than 400 primitive pads. The SmalltalkAgents version allows concurrent operations of pads. It has made the Macintosh windows and the Toolbox resources work as pads. These two versions are already available. A new version developed in Interviews and C++ will also become available this June.
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Abstract: This paper presents the main issues concerning the design and development of GRACILE, a collaborative intelligent learning environment in the domain of Japanese language patterns and expressions. We present an environment designed to allow learning goals communication, learning activities negotiation, and collaboration between learners. From a group of student models, a potential development level is represented for each learner together with her/his group-based knowledge frontier, which is defined with respect to the knowledge of other learners and the more complex language patterns containing basic patterns which the system believes have already been internalized by the student.

The environment provides the learners with a toolbox for dialogue construction, including dictionaries. A set of dialogue agents, whose capabilities are the construction and appropriate use of language patterns and expressions in different dialogue situations, may also be requested for help. During sentence construction, learners can be assisted by other learners.

Introduction

Japanese language students in Japan face communication problems concerning the appropriate use of language in specific situations, as well as in the comprehension and production of written Japanese. This problem is especially relevant due to the increasing number of people studying Japanese. Nevertheless, research projects on the development of Japanese language learning software for foreigners are few (Hayashi & Yano, 1992; Kusanagi, 1992). CALL systems concerning both grammatical and social aspects of language use are still uncommon (Chanier & Renié, 1993).

Current research on intelligent collaborative systems proposes learning environments that facilitate learning through collaboration. The design of learning environments where students can learn more efficiently and effectively, sharing their knowledge, authority and responsibility in the learning process has been proposed (Chung, 1991). Distant Open Learning systems are approaching the development of systems for the social construction of shared knowledge (Clement, Vieville & Vilers, 1992). Recently, the concept of ICLS (Intelligent Collaborative Learning Systems) (McManus, 1993) appeared, referring to the approach based on the conjunction of ITS and CSCW (Computer Supported Collaborative Work) technologies.

Collaborative Learning by Dialogue Construction

It is considered that the interaction with a second language in its written form represents input from which the learners can discover grammatical regularities more easily than in its spoken form (Krashen & Terrel, 1983; Carrol, 1986). Grammar and writing are important to help the learner rise to a higher level of speech development (Vygotsky, 1986). In second language learning research, there is evidence that techniques which lead to creative language use are more appropriate (Carrol, 1986), and it is also accepted that learning environments should provide situations where the learners understand the usage of knowledge through activity. Since the learner who is involved in the authentic activity of writing needs a real audience, this should be provided by the other learners in a collaborative environment (Pacey, 1990). We are of the opinion that by
constructing a dialogue together with GRACILE, the learners are able to comprehend and construct sentences, thereby discovering language grammar regularities and understanding the relation between Japanese language patterns/expressions and the situations where they are appropriately used.

**Open Student Models**
- Internalized Patterns and Expressions
- Patterns and Expressions Used with the Help of Other Learners
- Patterns and Expressions Used with the Help of the System
- Inappropriately Used Patterns and Expressions

**Mediator**
- Group-based Knowledge Frontier Generation
- Task Proposal
- Learners Performance Communication
- Goals and Tasks Communication and Negotiation
- Dialogue Construction Toolbox
- Dialogue Discussion and Evaluation

**Domain Knowledge Model**
- Patterns Integration
- DSF Classes
- Texts for Explanations
- Dialogue Situated Functions (DSFs)
- Dictionaries
- Appropriate Patterns
- Conjugation Knowledge Model
- Appropriate Expressions

**GRACILE**

We believe the learning of Japanese language patterns and expressions can be more effective as a social activity, where learners play the roles of writers and readers; constructing sentences for a common dialogue, helping each other, and negotiating the domain knowledge to be practiced and its appropriate use. GRACILE's main component is the Mediator, an intelligent agent that cooperates with each learner, generating the respective student's group-based knowledge frontier, which represents the knowledge that can be integrated from knowledge acquired by the learner and which has been used by other members of the learning group. The concept of group-based knowledge frontier thus represents the students learning and collaboration opportunities. In this way, each Mediator moderates the negotiation and coordination of the student's learning activities. The architecture of GRACILE is presented in figure 1.

**Modeling the Domain Knowledge**

**Dialogue Situated Functions**

A dialogue, as a sequence of sentences, can also be considered as a sequence of accomplished communication goals. Each language pattern and expression has a communicative function that corresponds to a particular communication goal. We call these functions *dialogue situated functions* (hereafter referred to as DSFs), since they appear in a situation of a dialogue. Communication goals are then expressed in terms of DSFs such as "affirmative request", "ask for attention", "show agreement", "apologize", etc. Figure 2 presents an example of a dialogue constructed as a sequence of DSFs expressed by sentences constructed from language patterns and expressions. The domain knowledge is organized by relating the knowledge representation of language patterns and expressions to the corresponding DSFs where appropriately used. Based on the results of a questionnaire to foreigners studying Japanese, we have determined a set of DSFs considered to be representative of the communication goals for a Japanese language student. These DSFs are organized into classes which facilitates their management by the system and the learner.
A language pattern is a template representing a general structure for a sentence that includes verb conjugation forms, particles and other grammatical elements. Learning a language pattern implies first understanding the pattern, then producing sentences using it, and finally internalizing the pattern, thereby establishing it as a habit (Alfonso, 1989). Utterances which do not obey general patterns are called expressions. As in the case of language patterns, expressions are also grouped into DSFs where they can be appropriately used. For example, in the case of the DSF "show agreement" we have hai, wakarimashita (I understand) and naruhodou (I see). Domain knowledge is distributed between dialogue agents, each one representing the different use of language patterns and expressions by Japanese of different gender, age and relative social status.

By providing a pedagogical orientation to our knowledge domain representation, we may relate language patterns through the concept of integration. We define integration as the relation between complex patterns which contain one or more basic patterns in their structure (see figure 3). Due to the evidence that language structures are learned in a certain order (Krashen & Terrel, 1983; Carrol, 1986), we consider this integration relation necessary, because it guides the Mediator in the direction of the learner’s possible knowledge development.

Student Modeling

Open Student Models

Student models in collaborative learning environments should be open (Self, 1992). For the purpose of establishing a complete communication of goals, needs, and capabilities of the learning group, all student models are freely accessible to the learner at any time with the Learners Performance Communication module. In this way the learners can locate their level with regard to the others (Clement, Vieville & Vilers, 1992). This is relevant for the goal communication process in collaborative learning and curriculum knowledge negotiation (Moyse & Elsom-Cook, 1992; McCalla & Wasson, 1992). In GRACILE, the learner can notice to whom s/he can ask for or provide help while practicing on a specific language pattern or expression.

The Actual and Potential Development Levels

In GRACILE, student models are represented based on the concept of zone of proximal development, defined as the distance between the actual level of development of the learner and her/his potential development level (Vygotsky, 1978). The potential development level represents the knowledge the learner can reach with the assistance of more experienced peers or a teacher. The student model represents the learner’s actual development level by a set of patterns and expressions which appear in correct sentences constructed by the learner, without any help from the system or other colleagues. This is the knowledge the system believes has been internalized.
by the learner. On the other hand, the learner's potential development level is represented by the set of patterns and expressions used in the construction of correct sentences with the assistance from the student's colleagues or from the system. In Vygotsky's terms, internalization occurs when an interpersonal process, at the social level, is transformed into an intrapersonal process, at the individual level (Vygotsky, 1978). We consider that a learner internalizes a language pattern or an expression when this knowledge serves her/his current needs and when it has been already used. We believe that internalization only occurs in the case of knowledge that is within the learner's potential development level (Vygotsky, 1986) and appears in some particular context (Krashen & Terrel, 1983; Carrol, 1986). In addition to the actual and potential development levels representation, the student model contains the set of inappropriately used expressions and patterns, representing the student's needs.

The Mediator

Negotiation of the Learning Activities

Negotiation of learning activities is done between the Mediator and the students following the steps below:

step 1.- The Mediator proposes the subsequent knowledge it believes would be more effectively learned by each member of the group, considering the possible collaboration, based on each student's actual and potential development levels. This learner's group-based knowledge frontier representation, together with the learner's goals, provide the negotiation position of the Mediator.

step 2.- Via the Learners Performance and the Goals and Task Communication and Negotiation modules, learners have free access to the actual development level, needs and goals of other learners, and can locate their own goals with respect to the learning group's. Then, they make explicit their learning goals. The learners also negotiate the role to play in the dialogue, indicating gender, age, and relative social status.

step 3.- Based on the learning group's goals and the learner's group-based knowledge frontier, the Mediator proposes a set of tasks to the student, concerning the construction of sentences for specific DSFs.

step 4.- Learners may accept or refuse the tasks proposed to them.

The Group-based Knowledge Frontier

There is considerable evidence that certain language structures tend to be learned before others (Carrol, 1980) and are acquired in a predictable order (Krashen & Terrel, 1983). Once the student has learned how to use some simple patterns, s/he may then learn more complex patterns which contain the known basic ones more efficiently. Since the learning group members are part of a social entity with similar Japanese language experience, the knowledge that is already used by some learners in the group is necessary for group membership and collaboration and may also be more easily learned by the others. The first task for the Mediator is to determine a representation of that knowledge which can be learned more easily, enhance the learner's progress and provide better collaboration possibilities. As mentioned above, we call this set of patterns and expressions the group-based knowledge frontier (see figure 4). Previous work on ITS proposed modeling of knowledge evolution, as was the case with the term "knowledge frontier" appearing in WURSOR (Goldstein, 1982). In GRACILE, we represent the group-based knowledge frontier by the union of two sets: the learner's potential development level and the complex patterns that can be integrated by those basic patterns which the system believes have already been internalized by the learner. The intersection of these sets is called candidate knowledge for relevant collaboration. A degree of usability, popularity, relevance and feasibility is assigned, according to the patterns' integration relations and their use by the group.

Interacting with GRACILE

Learners Performance and Goals Communication

The Learners Performance Communication module of the Mediator allows the student free access to open student models which represent the group members' actual development level, thereby allowing the learners to locate their own level in relation with the others'. Each learner is encouraged to realize who can help her/him or who can be helped. This is an important issue for the process of goals selection and collaboration.
Learners can explicitly express their goals either as delivery goals or content goals (McCalla & Wasson, 1992). Delivery goals refer to the challenge of constructing an appropriate sentence for a specific DSF, where the learner wants to know and practice how to express her/himself properly. A learner expresses a content goal when s/he wants to know about the usage of a language pattern or an expression that s/he has already noticed, and decides to practice it in a situation where appropriate. The learner can also refuse or accept the task proposed to her/him by the Mediator, during the negotiation of the learning activities of dialogue construction.

Sentence Construction

Learners put their knowledge into practice during the construction of sentences with the aid of a dialogue agent assigned to them and/or the other learners, if necessary. During dialogue construction, the learner works directly with nouns and verbs to construct her/his own sentences. The learning environment is designed to provide the student with Japanese-English dictionaries for nouns, verbs and adjectives written in Kanji and Hiragana. More than 850 Japanese verbs and 80 adjectives can be automatically conjugated by a dialogue agent, whose request input can be a verb or an adjective in English with the selection of the desired conjugation features. The request can be also a conjugated verb or a sentence in Japanese, based on a language pattern or an expression. In this case, the dialogue agent presents the appropriate DSF and the pattern or expression meaning in English, together with the verbal and adjectival conjugation features. Assistance from the dialogue agent is registered into the learner's student model, and represents the learner's current needs concerning the construction and use of language patterns and expressions.

Sentence Collaborative Discussion and Evaluation

The knowledge about language patterns, expressions and their appropriate use in a DSF is provided by the dialogue agent, when it receives a request from the learners in order to determine the correctness and the appropriateness of the constructed sentences. The learner may also ask another learner about the appropriate construction and use of a pattern or expression. In this way, the students play both the role of learner as newcomer and as experienced peer. The respective dialogue agent makes an analysis of the constructed sentence, manipulating its knowledge representation of the patterns and expressions according to its age, gender and status. Then the dialogue agent determines whether the sentence is grammatically correct and appropriate to the specific dialogue situation. A constructed sentence, as a part of a shared dialogue, should be accepted by all members and be either discussed or rejected. In the latter case, other learners can assist and propose modifications. The sentence
evaluation is expressed in terms of the assistance from other learners or the dialogue agent corresponding to the role the student is playing in the dialogue, which in turn determines if that knowledge has still not been internalized by the learner. After the construction and evaluation of a sentence, the Mediator updates the respective learner's student model. Figure 5 presents the interaction with GRACILE's learning environment in general terms.

Conclusions

We have presented the configuration and the characteristics of GRACILE, a collaborative intelligent learning environment for learning Japanese language patterns and expressions, where learners write sentences together in situations where the domain knowledge is appropriately used. In order to adapt itself to the goals and needs of the learners, the Mediator proposes a set of tasks to the student in terms of dialogue situated functions, based on the knowledge the Mediator considers the student may integrate next and on what it believes has been already internalized by the student and the other members of the learning group. This group-based knowledge frontier is important since it represents the possible collaboration from other peers in the scope of the evolution of the learner's knowledge. We believe that GRACILE is a learning environment that will help Japanese language students develop their reading and writing skills faster, allowing them to become more productive in their communication of Japanese. GRACILE is being developed in Prolog for a network of Macintosh computers.
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Abstract: The 'Hypermedia for Teaching' project is a European collaborative venture designed to produce a hypermedia learning package that is published on compact disc read-only-memory (CD-ROM). Two versions of the package are to be developed. One of these is intended to be used on a multimedia personal computer (MPC) while the other is to be used in conjunction with commercially available CD-I (compact disc - interactive) equipment. The MPC version of the package is currently being developed and the CD-I version is being designed. This paper describes the Hypermedia for Teaching project and its current status. It also discusses the logistics and problems of running a large multi-national hypermedia project.

INTRODUCTION

The 'Hypermedia for Teaching' project is a three year research and development project that is funded by the European Community (EC) within its COMETT framework. The project involves a consortium consisting of twelve partners. The partners involved in the project are based in the following countries: Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The project base is at the University of Barcelona although project meetings are hosted, in turn, by other member countries. The working language for the project is English.

The major objective of the project is to create a collection of hypermedia documents (published on CD-ROM) that can act as an informative and authoritative source of material on hypermedia techniques and their potential uses within a number of different application domains. As well as being of a multi-national nature the project is also required to be multi-lingual in that the materials that are developed must be published (on CD-ROM) in six of the languages of the EC.

The collection of hypermedia documents that is produced will be published on conventional CD-ROM in the first instance -for delivery using a MPC (Jamsa, 1993). Subsequently, they will also be published on optical disc in CD-I format for delivery using a Philips CDI-205 CD Interactive Player. This is a relatively low-cost CD-I delivery platform intended for the consumer market. The reason for publishing the hypermedia documents in two formats is to explore the problems involved in creating hypermedia documents for delivery on multi-platform environments. Currently, no real standards exist -although the EC ESPRIT project OSMOSE (Open Standards for Multimedia Optical Storage Environments) is exploring the problems of defining a common publishing format (DELTA, 1991).

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This section of the paper briefly describes the Hypermedia for Teaching Project and the progress it has made since its inception in June 1991. The description is organised into four sections: system architecture; implementation notes; CD-ROM prototype production; and problem areas.
System Architecture

Even though the physical implementations of the two CD-ROM discs described above will be different (as will their end-user interfaces) the basic conceptual architecture (and content) of the two CD products will be very similar. The basic common architecture of the two systems is illustrated schematically in figure 1.

This diagram depicts the three-level structure that makes up the complete 'Hypermedia for Teaching' system. The topmost (Contents) level provides the generic control mechanism for the system - through which users gain access to all the other embedded modules and system functions. Beneath this, at the second level, are the various component modules themselves which together make up the overall system. At the third level is the collection of electronic documents that are used as building blocks in order to construct the higher level modules from which the system is built.

The Contents module (see Figure 1) provides the only way by which users can enter the application - even though they might leave from any of the lower level modules once they have gained entry to the system. As well as acting as an overall control and coordination facility, the Contents module provides four other basic functions. First, it provides an optional ‘orientation’ facility for new users of the system. Second, it embeds a simple user model (based upon two dimensions - type of user and the language that he/she speaks): this can be used to tailor subsequent end-user interaction with the lower-level modules. Third, it provides a toolset of generic functions that users might find useful during their interactive sessions with the system. Fourth, it makes available an extensive multimedia help facility (at the generic system level) about such topics as: how to navigate through the system, facts and figures about the CD-ROM itself, details about the project and its participant groups, and so on.

As mentioned above, one of the major functions of the Contents module is to enable users to access any of the second level modules that make up the application. This is accomplished using a mouse-based dialogue by ‘clicking’ on one of the reactive buttons that make up a two-page menu facility. The modules at this level of the structure (see Figure 1) are organised into two basic categories. First, a collection of 'Common Core' modules: and second, a series of 'Application' modules. The Common Core modules (of which there are seven) each deal (in a generic way) with a particular aspect of hypermedia theory, design or practice. Similarly, each of the Application modules deals (in an application oriented way) with the use of the hypermedia methods within a particular application domain - such as banking, project management, language teaching, and so on. The complete set of Common Core and Application modules used in the project is listed in table 1.

The electronic documents that exist at the bottom level of the structure shown in figure 1 make up the basic building blocks of the overall system. This collection of documents can be interlinked in various ways to form the Common Core and Applications modules that exist at level two. The electronic documents residing at level three can be classified according to two basic dimensions. First, whether they are of a linear or a non-linear format. Second, whether or not they have a simple of compound structure. Simple documents are ones which do not embed any other document whereas compound documents embed one or more other (linear or non-linear) documents within them. The embedding of documents one within another can take place in either of two ways - directly or indirectly. Direct embedding involves importing one document into the body of another. Indirect embedding involves dynamic linking to other external documents which are therefore not themselves part of the original document’s structure. Obviously, there are advantages and disadvantages to each of these approaches.
### Table 1
Component Modules of 'Hypermedia for Teaching'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Topic Treated</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Topic Treated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC0</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC1</td>
<td>Basic Concepts</td>
<td>AP2</td>
<td>Company Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC2</td>
<td>History of Hypertext</td>
<td>AP3</td>
<td>Foreign Language Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC3</td>
<td>Creating Hypertext</td>
<td>AP4</td>
<td>Project Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC4</td>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>AP5</td>
<td>Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC5</td>
<td>Hypermedia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC6</td>
<td>Teaching and Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of the way in which embedding can take place is illustrated schematically in Figure 2 which shows the range of different documents involved in the creation of Common Core Module 0 (Introduction). This is one of the largest modules in the 'Hypermedia for Teaching' system and is designed to provide users (having no prior experience of hypermedia) with an introduction to this topic. The main hypermedia document that makes up this module is composed from three basic types of entity: a body; a set of supporting external files (containing text, sound, pictures and video material); and the collection of directly/indirectly embedded documents that it uses.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.** Document types involved in Common Core Module 0
As can be seen from the bottom level of the structure shown in Figure 1, the document body that makes up each hypermedia document is organised in the form of a simple electronic book structure (Barker, 1991). That is, the documents from which the application is composed are regarded as being collections of reactive multimedia and/or hypermedia pages of information upon which are defined various types of operation (such as 'next page', 'previous page', and so on). The operations that are available within any given module will depend upon the types of tool that a particular module needs in order to fulfil its requirements within the overall application.

Implementation Notes

The implementation language chosen for the project was ToolBook (Barker, 1993a). The use of this environment for the implementation of the 'Hypermedia for Teaching' system enabled us to use an object-oriented approach to the design and development of the overall application. We found that simple book and page structures, backgrounds, fields, graphic objects and groups could easily be created using the basic set of tools provided by the ToolBook system. However, some of the more sophisticated object properties and attributes had to be created and controlled using programming techniques. These involved having to generate scripts using the OpenScript programming facility. We also found that most of the simple things that we wanted to do could be easily achieved using the basic ToolBook development environment (Version 1.53) but many of the more complex operations (involving digital sound, animation and motion video) required the use of the multimedia extensions.

The Contents module was implemented as a simple ToolBook book containing just three pages: an introductory page and two menu pages. Each menu page contained two sets of reactive buttons. These were organised into two basic types: local buttons and link buttons. Local buttons could be used to initiate local functions such as page turning, invocation of help facilities, exiting, and so on. In contrast, link buttons were used to invoke the other ToolBook books that existed at the second level of the modular structure illustrated in Figure 1. An important component of the Contents module is its multimedia help facility. This is capable of providing help and advice in the form of screen-based text and/or audio narrations. The latter are stored as pre-recorded digital sound files (in WAV format) which are sent (as needed) to the Sound Blaster audio card that is embedded within the host MPC that is being used to deliver the application.

With one exception, all of the Common Core and Application modules were implemented as individual books which were later incorporated and integrated into the complete 'Hypermedia for Teaching' system. In most cases one particular project partner took the responsibility for developing at least one (but sometimes two) of the level two modules. The only exception to this implementation strategy was associated with the Project Management module which, for 'political' reasons was implemented in IconAuthor and subsequently integrated into ToolBook using dynamic linking and object linking and embedding techniques (Jamsa, 1993).

From the point of view of creating hypermedia documents the ToolBook environment undoubtedly provided an exceptionally easy system to use. For example, it was very easy to create new books, backgrounds and pages: and then add text fields, graphical objects, sound effects and reactive buttons to these pages. Buttons were also simple to create (using the button tool) and their reactive properties could then easily be defined by the ToolBook scripting facility. Graphical objects could be created (or imported) and then made reactive by 'pasting' invisible buttons over those areas that were to exhibit reactivity. These reactive areas could then be linked to other pages, to other documents or to other processes. Special effects (visual and audio) could also be created through the design and implementation of appropriate scripts. It was also relatively easy to create reactive words and phrases within text - and then link these up to other pages or objects within the same screen or another book.

Obviously, text handling facilities played an important role with respect to page creation for the hypermedia documents that were used. Invariably, this involved importing text from other applications such as desk-top publishing systems and word-processing packages. In general, no major difficulties were encountered although some minor editing of imported text was usually necessary. We found that two of the most useful features of the ToolBook system (in the context of text handling) were its scrollable text fields and its text searching facilities. The use of scrollable text fields meant that large volumes of hypertext material could be accessed through a relatively small fixed screen area. However, some care had to be taken in following up links from and back to pages containing scrollable fields - in order to avoid loss of context. This problem was overcome by writing a simple script that could 'remember' the context of a scrollable field when one of its embedded hotwords was selected. The ToolBook text searching facility provided a useful mechanism by which end-users could search through hypermedia documents in order to locate particular sections of text that might be of special interest to them.
CD-ROM Prototype Production

The creation of a CD-ROM prototype disc involves a number of fairly well-defined stages (Barker, 1993a). Within this project the four main stages were: local testing and emulation; data transportation; building a disc image on magnetic disc; and transferring the disc image cross to a recordable compact disc using either a single session or a multi-session CD recording unit. Each of these stages is briefly discussed below.

Each project partner was given the responsibility for ensuring that the material submitted for publication was free from errors and coherently organised. In order to realise these objectives it was necessary to use local emulation facilities in order to simulate the behaviour of the modules when committed to compact disc. In many cases this emulation phase involved building the anticipated module structure into re-writable magneto-optical disc storage. In cases where this was not available, hard disc storage had to be used instead.

It was agreed that one project partner (the University of Barcelona) would be responsible for collecting together the modules produced by the different project partners. Various methods of data transportation were therefore used to transfer modules to the Spanish group. In general, three basic techniques were used: tape streamer; exchangeable hard disc units; and conventional 3.5 inch floppy discs containing compressed files that could be decompressed on arrival in Barcelona. Electronic mail facilities were considered but not all partners had access to this type of resource.

At the University of Barcelona all of the materials that were submitted by the project partners had to be extracted from their transportation media and stored in a standard, uniform and appropriately structured way within the host PC that was used to build the CD disc image that would subsequently be transferred to the actual compact disc. Prior to constructing the CD disc image any minor editorial changes (textual, graphical or aesthetic) that were necessary to achieve overall consistency were undertaken.

Once the CD disc image had been created it was transferred across to the CD-ROM recording system (a Philips CDD-521GN Desktop CD-Recorder System) that was attached to the PC that was used for system building. Two basic approaches can be used: single session and multiple session. The first of these involves transferring all of the disc image across to the CD in one single transfer session. The second involves building the CD incrementally over several independent recording sessions. Although our equipment was capable of performing multi-session transfers, we transferred our disc image in one single transfer session.

Problem Areas

Obviously, in a multi-national project such as this one, which involves so many different partners, a number of problem areas will invariably arise. We conclude this section of the paper by summarising some of the difficulties that arose during the project and how they were overcome. For the purpose of the following discussion the problem areas that were encountered are organised into three broad classes: end-user interface design; production issues; and resource implications.

Some of the most interesting problems that we had to resolve were created by end-user interface design issues (Bartolome, 1992). The problems encountered here involved having to decide upon: when to use icons and when to use textual descriptions for control functions; the text fonts and point sizes to be used; the types, style, size and positions of buttons; what tools and facilities should be provided for end-users; when and where to use menu entries and buttons (in situations where a choice was available); and the levels of help that should be provided by the system. All of these problems were eventually resolved after much (often heated) discussion and debate.

Overall, the production of scripts, modules and the CD-ROM proceeded fairly smoothly. However, a number of obstacles did have to be overcome. Three of the most important of these related to: consistency of treatment (with respect to the level and scope of subject matter); consistency of style (that is, ensuring that different modules produced by different partners all had the same style of presentation and a consistent end-user interface); and programming efficiency - partners varied widely with respect to their knowledge of and expertise with ToolBook and OpenScript. Again, these problems were not too difficult to overcome as a result of the free interchange of technical programming knowledge, the creation of an editorial advisory team (whose responsibility was to check the quality of scripts prior to their implementation) and the appointment of a quality assurance officer (who was based at the University of Porto in Portugal).

As is the case with virtually all technology-based projects, the problems arising as a result of limited resources were probably some of the most difficult to overcome. There was a fixed amount of financial resource (in
terms of ECUs) available for the production of the 'Hypermedia for Teaching' discs. This had to cover the costs of equipment, development, translation between European languages, travel and project meetings. Fixed sums were therefore allocated to each one of these expenditure headings. Undoubtedly, the mechanism for dividing up the budget available for module development created one of the most difficult problems to sort out. In the end it was decided that all modules should be allocated equal funding. Obviously, in some cases this created problems with respect to the 'natural closure' of a module and hence its overall size.

Obviously, some problems still remain to be resolved. Two of the most important of these relate to the translation of the overall system into the six selected European languages and the logistics of creating and distributing a multi-lingual system such as this. These problems will be resolved in due course. Despite the problems that have been encountered in this project, overall, it has made good progress and will undoubtedly be successfully completed.

CONCLUSION

Electronic documents are playing an increasingly important role as a mechanism of communication within a wide range of different contexts such as business, commerce, education, consumer services, and so on. In the past most electronic documents contained just text or text augmented with simple images. However, the advent of multimedia and hypermedia technologies (involving the combined use of text, sound, animation and motion video) now means that many more different types of electronic document can be created (Martin, 1990; Barker, 1993b; Richards, 1993). Hypermedia documents are particularly interesting because of the potentially high communication bandwidth that they are able to make available. Of course, such documents are much more difficult to prepare and disseminate (compared with conventional electronic documents) because they can involve many more communication modalities.

Of course, a major problem associated with the creation of hypermedia documents is the problem of closure. That is, trying to draw reasonable and relatively natural boundaries around the content domain of such documents. Because of the principle of inter-relatedness (which states that in theory, 'everything is related to everything else'). creating natural closure in hypermedia documents is much more difficult than doing so in conventional documents. It is therefore very difficult to answer the basic question 'Is a hypermedia document ever complete?'

Another important problem associated with the use and sharing of hypermedia documents (particularly when they are intended for international use) is the difficulties associated with their translation into other languages. We have found that considerable difficulties can arise - even when they are all produced in a common base language (such as English) and then translated into other target languages.

Our experience in this project with MPC and CD-I design and production leads us to believe that a significant problem that will have to be faced in the near future is the problem of agreeing upon a common publication format and delivery platform for hypermedia documents. At present no real internationally agreed upon standards exist in this area -although some groups are actively working on this issue. However, until such standards have been decided upon and implemented it will prove very difficult to exchange hypermedia documents and deliver them on different delivery platforms unless some form of mark-up language (like SGML) is used.
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Abstract: In this paper, we present the first stage of the HyTuS project (Hypermedia Tutoring System). This project originated by the Alliance Française Institute is a cooperation between University and professional partners (Alliance Française is a training institute supplying French courses in France (for foreigners) and abroad. It is composed of more than 2000 centres all over the world). The aim of the project is to provide a hypermedia CD-ROM-based environment for learning French according to the Alliance Française educational programs. In this paper, we have studied the problem related with its distribution. The aim is to provide the learners with specific views (WEBs) of the CD-ROM database. Two aspects are considered: the first one, purely pedagogical, tackles the need to focus a learning session to a restricted number of topics. The second one is a technical problem: some training centres are still based on traditional teaching methods and are not well-fitted out with high quality computers. Consequently, some of them cannot put into practice CD-ROM-based training sessions. The solution is to provide them with a magnetic disk containing particular sub-sets of the educational hypermedia CD-ROM version.

Aims and framework of the HyTuS project

The first stage of the project was initiated by a profitable team-work in which pedagogues and teachers' needs and dreams were confronted to computer scientists' reality (costs, calendars,...).

It was decided to focus the prototype to the second level morpho-syntax aspects of the Alliance Française institute learning program. Taking into account the diversity of learners (age, nationality, curriculum,...) was one of the major French Institute requirements. Fortunately, this problem was yet well resolved (at least theoretically) in A.P.I. works (Beltran, 1991; Beltran, 1992; Beltran, 1993), ...

Defining Educational Hypermedia sessions

The hypermedia is designed to be adapted to several pedagogical aims and contexts (several strategies related with the second level of the learning program are implemented). The CD-ROM covers several months of traditional training, but learning sessions have to be short and focussed on topics defined by both learners and instructors. Consequently, we have to manage this fragmentation, providing the learner with sharply defined views of the knowledge base (or 'WEBs', according to the hypermedia literature).

- Virtual (or logical) partitions: a pedagogical requirement

The WEB structuring of knowledge is a classical mean which aims to avoid getting lost in a hypermedia document, particularly when they are used for CAL purposes (Richards & Mühlhäuser, 1993). But, the definition of navigation strategies and user models is not enough in the CAI context of our architecture (Hypermedia-based tutoring system). The web definition must be still stronger because a HyTuS web has to be organized according to particular pedagogical aims (not only navigation contexts): revision of concepts, overview, detailed presentation, exercises, knowledge checking,... Each pedagogical strategy implies a particular behaviour of the supervision system, that is to say a particular web management. On the other hand, new constraints impose the creation of physical partitions.
Physical partitions: a technical and organizational requirement

The CD-ROM solution seems to be the best support for data storage and distribution. However, some Alliance Française training centres are isolated and poorly equipped (with personal computers of several capabilities). So the tele-teaching architectures proposed in numerous works (TeleTeaching, 1993; Applica, 1993), (network-based and often requiring expensive devices) are unsuited for our problem. This has led us to study the distribution of hypermedia webs (particular views) using more traditional supports, such as removable hard disks (e.g. SyQuest) or floppy disk packages. Later on, we shall describe the web extraction mechanism.

The WEB specification (see figure 1)

The model we propose (Beltran, 1993), constitutes an extension of a widely accepted hypertext reference model: the DEXTER model (Halaz & Swartz, 1990; Safe, 1990). The educational hypermedia CD-ROM is composed of hypermedia knowledge (information, links, ...) plus, the textual representation (DEXTER formal description of the hypermedia document: (a) in fig.1). This description, or a copy (a'), is used by the 'WEB specification tool' in order to define the WEB corresponding to the parameters stated by the instructor (b): learner profile, pedagogical aims, characteristics of the target computer(s), ... A dialogue with the instructor allows him to refine the WEB to be produced. Next, from both the WEB specification document (c) and the hypermedia database, the extraction tool builds a physical partition, satisfactory from both pedagogical and technical points of view (d).

Three possible configurations

• Each computer of the training centre is connected to a CD-ROM device (directly or by network): at the beginning of a learning session, the learner chooses among a set of WEB specifications prepared by the instructor. The WEB is automatically computed by the extraction tool at navigation time.
• The majority of training computers is not connected to a CD-ROM device: in spite of this, the instructor can specify the WEB (only the formal representation is needed). Next, if a computer of the centre can read a CD-ROM (local or remote device), the WEB is built and stored on a magnetic support. To be used by the learners, the WEB should be installed on the target computers.
• In the case where no CD-ROM device is available, the instructor sends the web specification document to a centre having CD-ROM devices. The WEB is built and returned to the instructor.

This process allows poorly equipped centres to provide the learners with adapted learning programs (e.g. presentation of the first month topic courses, revision of sequence 1, exercises and complements of modules 4 and 5, ...).
The on-going HyTuS prototype: the Hyperdocument structure

Organization of knowledge (figure 2)

Structuring knowledge in Hypermedia sequences, composed of several modules allows, at the upper level a topical navigation. Moreover, this organization suits the WEB specification.

The learning program is composed of several sequences; each of them is focused on a particular problem (such as the negation: 'ne .. pas') and contains modules which treat a particular aspect of the sequence main subject (for example: a module to learn sentences including 'ne pas...'; another where 'ne' and 'pas' are separated with only a verb; ...). Several types of multimedia Hypermedia-organized exercises are proposed; complements can be consulted.

According to the strategy stated by the instructor or the learner, the hypergraph of the module is dynamically computed. The evaluation of the learner interaction within a module depends also on the HyTuS strategy. Links to or from other modules of the same sequence are managed by the HyTuS pilot.

The Hypermedia Tutoring System allows the user (instructor or learner) to decide which strategy will be used during the session. Several parameters can modify the supervision of the learner interaction with a module, the paths within a module, the linkage of sequences, ... A set of relevant supervision parameters has been decided by the pedagogues of the Alliance Française Institute.

A tool for HyTuS behavior specification is now being developed and allows to set the following supervision settings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 points if answer is found, 0 if not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depending on the number of possible answers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to complements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only if the point average &gt; 'x'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module browsing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overview (x% of exercises)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner choice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exit module (link to another module)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If point average &gt; 'x' and 'y' % of exercises are done</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After each exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After each module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After each sequence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exit sequence (to another sequence or end)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If point av. &gt; 'x' and 'y' % of modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to learner errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error treatment (link between sequences)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do not take into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take into account but continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treat immediately &amp; go back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treat immediately &amp; don't go back</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence and module calling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>According to priority list(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to learner errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence and module priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructor list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predefined lists depending on the learner language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking into account the CAI components of the educational hyperdocument

In this purpose, the MACT model (Péninou & Gouardères 1993a; Péninou & Gouardères 1993b), designed to knowledge base management in ICAI systems, seems particularly suited. This model is based on the notion of pedagogical primitive (also refereed in Woolf, 1991; Van Marcke, 1992; Major & Reichgelt, 1992). MACT defines four components:

- an Object base representing the system reasoning context (curriculum, available pedagogical styles, learner interaction, ...).
- a Task base representing high level functions of the system. Each task represents a pedagogical primitive and takes into account a system pedagogical function or a system pedagogical objective. A task defines the set of shared objects and describes the identifiers of needed tasks, considering a specific context. Several agents are associated to a task.
- an Agent base, in which each agent is designed to perform its associated task in a specific context. This context is determined by 'pre' and 'post' condition attributes defined for each agent.
- a run-time engine which runs MACT specifications, manages the object base sharing and the selection of agents in order to realize a task (by checking 'pre' conditions and selecting agents). This mechanism can be compared with the functioning of the GTE system (Generic Tutoring Environment, (Van Marcke, 1992)).
This model, adapted to our needs, allows the definition of pedagogical contexts within an educational hypermedia document. It is also a good support for the extraction of coherent pedagogical WEBs. Let us now present the external structure of the HyTuS Hyperdocument being developed.

The Task / Agent internal structure of the Hypermedia Tutoring System

The Hypermedia specification (based on the DEXTER model, extended using the MACT formalism) constitutes a standard description of both hypermedia information and supervision components. The pedagogical primitives tasks allow the representation of pedagogical aims related to a specific use of the hyperdocument.

![Diagram of the tasks/agents internal structure](image)

**Figure 2.** The tasks/agents internal structure

This representation involves the three levels of the educational hypermedia: the hyperdocument, the supervision system and the CAI components (see figure 2).

- A task, named 'Module Task' is linked to each module of the hyperdocument (a). Agents, named 'Module Agents' attached to this task describe the module management in a specific context. Each agent is owner of a list containing the Static Links (classical links: SL) and another containing the Pedagogical Links (supervised dynamic links: PL) defined for the module. These two lists allow the system to know which information is needed when the module is activated, according to particular supervision parameters (exercise notation, exit module parameters, access to complements, module browsing, answer analysis, error treatment).

- A task, named 'Sequence Task' is associated to each sequence of the hyperdocument (b). In the same way, agents named 'Sequence Agents' are associated to this task. A list of 'Needed Modules' (NM), addressing the modules able to be activated is associated to each Sequence Agent. These agents define the sequence management with regard to the parameters stated by the instructor, i.e. the system behaviour settings (access to complements, sequence browsing, e.g. sequence parameters, answer analysis and error treatment).

- Finally, the HyTuS pilot is represented by the 'General Task' (c), its agents, named Pilot Agents define the parameters related to the supervision context: error treatment, sequence or module priority and calling, ... A list of 'Needed Sequences' (NS) addressing the sequences able to be activated is associated to each Pilot Agent.

The object base contains: data related to the supervision parameters, objects shared by both the Pilots Agents and the user interface management system (event-based system).

The agents connected to each task are in charge of one or several combinations of the supervision parameters. The activation of an agent (controlled by the attributes named 'pre' and 'post' conditions) depends on the values of both: the hypermedia/ supervision system shared objects and the supervision parameters.
Specifying WEBS

A Web specification consists in delimiting particular hypermedia knowledge with regard to: • the possibility to install the Web on a target computer, • the satisfaction of the constraints stated by the instructor related both to the information content and the interaction supervision. Extractions are made thanks to queries based on the DEXTER representation extended with the pedagogical oriented MACT overlay. We propose a step by step approach, resumed by the figure 3.

Topic / Subtopic Selection (DW : Domain Web) From a topic browser and a table of contents presenting the hypermedia units (sequences and modules), a first set of queries defines a Domain Web (DW). This DW is only content satisfactory in regard of the instructor specifications.

Supervision Parameters Setting & Task / Agents Extraction (PW : Pedagogical Web) Each DW supervision task is analysed: according to the supervision parameters, only relevant agents (for pedagogical management) are selected (module agents, sequence agents and pilot agents having relevant activation ‘pre’ conditions). From the selected Module agents and their lists of links (SL and PL lists), a PW Web is generated.

Topic / Pedagogical Completeness checking (DPW : Domain Pedagogical Web) DW and PW do not always strictly overlap (PW units may not belong to DW, or reciprocally). In order to obtain the resulting DPW, a compromise between DW and PW must be found (feed-back to the two previous steps). At this stage, selected domain information is linked to the selected control agents.

Technological Requirements & Improvements (DPTW : Domain Pedagogical Technological Web) From the DPW and the extended DEXTER representation, the Web size estimation is made and compared with the target computer capabilities. Adaptations can be achieved (modifying pictures and movies quality, sound definition, ...) in order to fit the computer characteristics. The resulting WEB is analysed from a technological point of view.

When the Specification DPTW matches a Good pedagogical / technological Compromise, the web is found. Else, if DPTW characteristics do not match the instructor requirements, a feedback to the previous steps is needed (the resulting web will be truncated or extended).

Satisfaction Criteria The final Web size can be reduced according to several points of view: • only few sequences are needed (those refereed in the selected pilot agents NS lists), • only few modules are chosen (those refereed in the selected sequence agents NM lists), • concerning the selected modules, only few agents are needed, so, only few units of hypermedia information (SL and PL lists of the module agents) are associated to the final web, • size of information can be tailored to technological requirements.

Figure 3. DPTW specification and physical WEB production

Extraction tool
The extraction is made from the DPTW specification: hypermedia units and their supervision tasks have to be isolated:
• Information data is copied from the CD-ROM database,
• Links between the hypermedia units are copied (DW),
• Modules, Sequences and Pilot Agents are reorganized (DPW),
• Needed pedagogical and static links are copied (SL and PL lists), related information is stored,
• The object base is reduced to contain the only needed supervision parameters, and the necessary hypermedia information addressed by the selected agents.
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Then the program, based on the target computer educational hypermedia management system and the MACT engine is produced.

**Results and Prospects**

In this paper, we have anticipated the second project stage, studying the theoretical and practical problems related to the educational hypermedia distribution. The WEB specification and extraction mechanisms are presented as a necessary solution from a technical point of view, but we also have focussed on the very interesting aspects involved from the pedagogical point of view. The first WEB specification and extraction experiments from an extended DEXTER formalism have been satisfying, although they have underlined the necessity to have heuristics allowing to help the instructor during the specification process. Other heuristics dedicated to the WEB optimization regarding to the target site constraints (e.g. screen or memory capabilities) are needed. In conclusion, from this first practical experience, we expect to make the theoretical model evolve, and we hope to draw a framework for optimizing the educational hyperdocument WEB specification... This study can also stands as a basis for structuring CAI/ICA systems from which satisfactory and coherent parts can be extracted and run. But a great part of work is still to be done.
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Abstract: Students, teachers and authors need to access multimedia documents over heterogenous networks. Quality of Service (QoS) is a major consideration for instructional use. A Distributed Multimedia Database (DMD) was developed to answer these needs, allowing negotiation of QoS. The DMD has been connected to an Integrated Learning Environment, and a scenario has been designed for Computer Supported Collaborative Learning activities using DMD. The Distributed Jigsaw scenario was implemented and tested. Accessing multimedia documents over heterogenous networks can benefit students and authors. Facilities for QoS negotiation is critical for instructional use.

Students, teachers and courseware authors need to access multimedia documents that are located on different sites at a distance. How can they have access to these documents over heterogenous networks? What are the limitations and potential of different network configurations for instructional use? To answer these questions, a simple version of a distributed multimedia database (DMD) was developed providing remote access to audio, video, image and textual materials distributed over a number of sites. This DMD works over heterogeneous networks and it includes facilities for negotiating the Quality of Service. It has been tested in order to establish its practicability for instructional use. The connection with an Integrated Learning System has been done for direct access in a situation involving the creation of multimedia documents in an instructional context. A more elaborate scenario involving the use of DMD in a collaborative learning situation, called Distributed Jigsaw, has been implemented.

Needs for Instructional Use

Accessing multimedia documents distributed on different sites, among which some are at a distance, is a situation faced by students, teachers, and courseware authors. Students have as an assignment to make a search and report, or to create a multimedia document. Teachers look for material to present to their students, to prepare an assignment or an exam. Courseware authors need to screen large amounts of multimedia documents, select some of them, and edit them to produce instructional material.

Educational institutions, schools, colleges and universities, and often industries, do not have access to sophisticated infrastructures; they need technological solutions that respond to their types of activities, and that are flexible enough to take into account minimal infrastructures as well as more performing ones. The solution described below includes the design of a distributed multimedia database open to heterogenous network configurations; it states the potential and the limits for instructional use.

Database design and network configuration

Since no distributed multimedia database management system is readily available for the Apple Macintosh environment, a simple distributed multimedia database (DMD) was developed and implemented...
as a distributed multimedia file system augmented by some search capabilities. DMD provides for basic remote access to multimedia files as required for instructional use, and can also be used as a testbed for experimenting with QoS problems.

**Network context**

High-speed communication facilities suitable for distributed multimedia applications are gradually becoming available. However, due to technical and budgetary constraints, networks currently available for experimenting are *heterogeneous*, consisting of different transmission lines and protocols. This is particularly true in situations where the network topology is fixed in advance. The direct consequence is that the quality of connection between different pairs of workstations is generally different; this in turn affects the conditions of access to remote multimedia files distributed over the workstations.

Two sites at the Université de Montréal and Téléuniversité campuses were interconnected, each site having a number of workstations. The network configuration consists of a low-speed line between the campuses (modems @14.4 Kbaud/sec, yielding speeds up to 32 Kbits/sec), connecting two LANs (ethernet), one on each campus.

**Database**

DMD is built upon two components: Apple Remote Access (ARA), and the Alias mechanism of OS 7.1. ARA permits access to the directories of a remote machine through a telephone line. Each workstation holds in local mass storage a number of audio and video files (in Quicktime format), as well as textual and PICT files. The purpose of DMD is to give access to all files in the system to all workstations. Ideally, access should be *transparent*: that is, when accessing a file the user should not know whether it resides in the workstation's storage or if it has to be imported from a remote site. All files in DMD are maintained in a *global directory* (GD); each workstation holds a copy of the GD (Fig. 1). In addition, each workstation has a *local directory* of DMD files residing in that workstation. A file which does not reside in a workstation WS is represented as an *alias* (i.e. a pointer to the original file containing its filename, volume and network address) in WS's version of GD. A semi-automatic update procedure is used to keep the GD updated when files are added or deleted at workstations. The update takes place every time the application program is entered. For each file F, the GD entry contains the following attributes: a) name of the home workstation and the alias of the local name of F; b) title; c) type, i.e video, audio, image, or text; d) capacity and length, for audio, video, and language when applicable; e) owner; f) descriptors or keywords featuring the contents.

**Quality of service**

The efficient handling of time-dependent multimedia information such as audio and video in distributed systems requires considerable network and computing resources. The term Quality of Service (QoS) refers collectively to the specifications of these resources for a given type of service, and to the mechanisms through which the resources can be allocated. For example, to support video connections, throughput must be maintained continuously for acceptable video playback, and jitter (the variation of transit delay) must not exceed a certain maximum for digitized audio to be intelligible. Depending on the encoding used, audio and video data can tolerate a certain percentage of packet loss and bit errors. Some of these QoS requirements are contradictory and difficult to achieve simultaneously. For example, error control through retransmission causes additional transit delays and increased jitter. In addition to the communication of time-dependent information, control information sent between system components, such as real-time messages, is also subject to QoS constraints. In fact, QoS can be thought of as the set of all parameters characterizing a given distributed environment, including the range of available QoS parameters, and the facilities to negotiate them. For these reasons, QoS is becoming a central issue in distributed multimedia system design, as in the proposed Quality of Service Architecture (Campbell & al., 1993) which offers an integrated framework for QoS specification and resource control over all architectural layers of a system. QoS is also being incorporated in high-speed communication protocols such as XTP (Miloucheva & Rebensburg, 1993).
A fundamental aspect of dealing with QoS is the set of interfaces through which desired levels of QoS can be requested and negotiated. They collectively allow end-to-end QoS negotiation from the user level down to the network layer. Traditionally, QoS was applied to certain features of network services, as in the transport layer, without any possible control by users. However, user control seems desirable in multimedia applications where the QoS has direct effects on the user’s perception of the application, and where the system may not be able to correctly determine the user’s preferences. For example, when multimedia documents are to be retrieved from remote sites, the image and video components might be displayed at high resolution, but at the price of some delay and additional cost. Alternatively, lower resolution and/or smaller displays size would be available faster and at lower cost. The DMD interface provides user control depending on the available network speed, as discussed in the next section.

**DMD interface**

The file system is implemented on Macintoshes in HyperCard, and the user interface consists of the following main component windows: a) a global catalog named GC, showing the list of all files available in DMD; b) attributes of the selected files; c) file display showing the retrieved file; d) audio and video control panel.

Two search modes are available, corresponding to two types of interface screen arrangements, not including another interface used for entering new files and modifying the attributes of the existing files.

The Direct search mode allows the user to make a selection from the GC. The attributes of the selected file are automatically displayed for inspection, but the file is not requested for access.

The Attribute search mode allows formulation of Boolean queries with the values of some file attributes, e.g. type, language, content descriptors. As the result of a query, a subset of the GC is generated with the files satisfying the query. A selection can then be made, as in the Direct search mode.

Accessing the selected file is done by calling the program module *network component* (NC), whose purpose is to maintain information on the underlying communication network. In the present case, it consists of a (fixed) matrix showing the available data rates between each pair of workstations in the network.
system. In more complex situations, NC would contain additional QoS data, which might be variable in time. Conditions of accessing (e.g. waiting time) the desired file are determined through combined information from NC and GC, with three possible options:

1. The file is available locally on the user's workstation WS.
2. The file is on a workstation linked to WS through ethernet.
3. The file is on a workstation linked to WS through a 14.4 kbaud modem.

The negotiation process is the following: the user is first informed about the address of the file and the expected waiting time; she is then offered a choice as to the possible actions. In the case of video files, the choices include to view the video file directly from the source (in cases 1 and 2), to download the file to WS (cases 1, 2, 3), or to download pre-selected sections of the file, or its iconic or textual representation (case 3). Downloading entire video and audio files in Quicktime format is a very time-consuming process in case 3; that can be done off-line. This situation may rapidly change with the availability of new codecs. With more powerful equipment, real time viewing of video material through low speed telephone lines becomes possible.

Testing the system for instructional use

A series of tests has been conducted in order to establish quality of service by the DMD and its practicability for using it in learning or authoring situations. Results show that:

1) search and browsing through the DMD are effective and offer good quality,
2) importation of MM documents requires long delays that make it necessary for users to plan either overnight downloading (teachers or authors), or other learning activities during downloading time,
3) imported documents show a relative degradation of quality of image and sound; students and teachers may find it acceptable; courseware authors will use them for tests and need a better quality for a final production.

Connecting the DMD with an Integrated Learning System

HYPERGUIDE is an Integrated Learning System (ILS) that provides distance education students with the structure and the objectives of a course, its contents, its document base, and a guidance throughout the learning activities (Bergeron, 1993; Paquette, Bergeron & Bourdeau, 1993). HYPERGUIDE includes integrated communication facilities for students to communicate with their tutor and with other students, and to exchange files over regular phone lines. The DMD has been directly connected to the HYPERGUIDE in such a way that when the student is to make a search, the system asks her if she wants to make a search in the local base or in the distributed one. Further, selected documents from external sources such as DMD can be imported to the database. The integration of Hyperguide and DMD required the implementation of control buttons to invoke DMD, to import selected files and to return to the Hyperguide application. The Apple Events mechanism has been used in programming these functionalities. Moreover, the user interface of the DMD has been adapted to be consistent with the HYPERGUIDE interface, and a management mechanism has been developed to take in charge the documents imported from the DMD in order to integrate them into the resident document base.

Using the DMD in a distance course

HYPERGUIDE is the ILS used in a course entitled "Introduction to Training" at Télé-université. In this course, students are given a classification task where they have to make a search in a document base and compose a structured multimedia document based on the results of their search. These materials (files) include written descriptions, diagrams, spoken explanations, video clips showing particular work situations, etc. Only a small number of files are appropriate in a given situation, and the student's competence is judged from her ability to select the appropriate files. This activity, in order to be meaningful, requires a large file system with a variety of available and reusable materials coming from various sources. Hence the need for the distributed file system described above. In the present form of the course, video documents are analog, and distributed to students through the Télé-université TV channel as well as on videocassettes. For the purpose of this project, the video documents relevant to the classification task have been digitized and made available to the DMD as Quicktime movies.
The classification task is done by students who work at a distance as a team; they access the DMD, import MM documents, exchange files over a telephone network, compose their own MM document, and finally send it to their tutor. A scenario for this teamwork has been elaborated based on the Jigsaw model [Slavin, 1986], in which subtasks of a problem are first assigned to teams of students; when the subtasks are mastered, the teams redistribute so that every new team contains an "expert" for each subtask. Every new team must then find a solution to the posed problem, and finally the solutions are compared and discussed among the teams. This method, proved to be efficient in the teaching of various subjects, was transferred to a Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) situation. The resulting scenario, called Distributed Jigsaw (DJ), is designed to support distant cooperative learning; it is rich in opportunities for cooperation and reciprocal teaching, with the following six events (Fig. 2):

1. Problem definition and identification of subtasks, normally part of the course instructions.
2. Forming distributed teams and assigning subtasks to the team members by teleconferencing
3. Individual study within teams. Each member becomes an "expert" on a subtask by searching for materials and composing a multimedia document.
4. Teleconference of the "experts" by subtask; here the students compare and elaborate their results together with the members of other teams working on the same subject, leading to modifications in their documents.
5. Return to the original teams; members present their knowledge and documents to the team.
6. Synthesis of results within each team, composition of the solution, i.e. a complex document.

Figure 2. The Distributed Jigsaw scenario
Conclusions and future work

This first experience shows that the availability of high-speed transmission facilities, enabling real-time access to multimedia files, is not essential. The adverse effect of offline access to such files through slow lines can be minimized through proper work organization (e.g. overnight downloading) and through proper use of resources (e.g. freeing the computer during the waiting time). Students, teachers and courseware authors can benefit from accessing MM documents using a low-speed communication infrastructure. The opportunity given to users for negotiating QoS is essential.

A second phase of this project aims at testing the system and experimenting the scenario on a high-speed broadband type of link high speed link between two distant sites, the cities of Montréal and Québec (300 km). The DMD will be implemented under a Windows environment for this purpose. The design of CSCL activities and of the software to support them will be studied in the light of Salomon's reflections (Salomon, 1992).
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Multimedia Training Systems for the Elderly and the Impaired
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Abstract: The paper describes work recently completed on a European Project which has aimed to use multimedia to help intellectually impaired or elderly people to learn to use Information Technology (IT) at work and in everyday life situations. The objective has been to facilitate the learning of those skills which are needed in order to interact effectively with IT. The target learners are those who, because of their special needs, might otherwise be barred from gaining access to services and potential employment involving the use of IT.

The project described in this paper has created a prototype multimedia learning environment which takes account of the needs of intellectually impaired people and assists potential courseware authors in creating multimedia courses for such users. A model of intellectual impairment has been produced which analyses the needs of the target learner-users. Also a taxonomy of IT situations and a model of access needs are provided which analyse those skills needed to cope with Information Technology in the variety of situations that arise in everyday life and employment. Two prototype pieces of courseware have been produced using the multimedia courseware production environment. The first deals with the task of obtaining cash from an Automated Teller Machine. In the second, the learner-user is taught how to find a book in a library using a computer-based catalogue.

A distinguishing feature of the project is the provision, not simply of a multimedia authoring system, but of a predefined pedagogic model of the system and the provision of support for the author-user in the form of guidance in instructional strategies. In particular 13 "teaching utilities" are identified and these will be discussed in the present paper. In the prototype, these utilities are exemplified as a set of reusable multimedia modules from which a courseware designer is free to select during the creation of a teaching-learning package. The prototype courseware runs under DOS and Windows 3.1 on a 386 or 486 IBM-compatible machine with a touch screen and a video card linked to a laserdisc player.

1. Introduction

It is estimated that, because of improved living conditions and better health care, by the year 2020 there will be between 60 and 80 million citizens in the European Community. One in four of us will be over 60. Disability is associated with increasing age and 70% of the disabled are over 60. Access to Information Technology can help this category of people live independent lives.

The TIDE programme is an initiative of the European Community (EC) to make Information Technology more accessible to disabled and elderly people. Proposals were invited under this scheme from consortia based within the EC with the proviso that at least two European Community countries must be represented. One such contract was won by a consortium involving partners in the UK and the Irish Republic. The project was known as ACT-IT: Application of Computer based systems to Training in IT. The partners were London Guildhall University (formerly City of London Polytechnic) and Interactive Multimedia Systems, Dublin, with sub contracting partners (See acknowledgements).

This paper outlines the work of the ACT-IT project and highlights certain aspects of it. A fundamental aim of the ACT-IT project has been to facilitate access to Information Technology systems by users who by virtue of their special needs, their background or their environment are in some way inhibited from using such systems.
We are all aware of typical reactions to IT devices in which, for example, a 10 year old boy will quickly jump in and feel at home operating a new system (say, a programmable video recorder or home computer) while his 65 year old grandparent has an inertia, perhaps even a fear, which inhibits involvement. Moreover, a sizeable proportion of the population has some special need based on physical or mental impairment which prevents them accessing Information Technology effectively. The physical impairment of being wheel-chair bound may prevent certain users reaching up high enough to access some cash dispensing machines. Intellectual impairment may reduce the capacity of some users to understand and use such devices successfully. There are many people in the lower mental ability ranges who can be helped in their everyday lives and in their potential employment opportunities if they can learn to use IT systems effectively.

2. Support for the Multimedia Courseware Author

In the introduction we have briefly described the target courseware user, but what of the courseware author? Many demands are placed on courseware authors and some of these have been identified by Inwood (1992):

* A detailed knowledge of the domain to be taught
* A knowledge of the group of learners and their needs
* A teaching strategy
* A knowledge of interface design
* A teaching style, and aesthetic and creative abilities.

The ACT-IT project assists the author in all of these areas. It provides resource management aids and gives on-line advice in areas where the author’s skills may be deficient. This support is sometimes paper based, but powerful computer based tools and methods are supplied. The advice is based on the model of impairment and of the capabilities of the target user.

In particular a teaching strategy is available for the author to use. A delicate balance is maintained throughout so that the author’s creativity is respected and not stifled; on the other hand help and advice is available on demand. Indeed sometimes it will appear on the screen spontaneously.

2.1 The Taxonomy of IT Situations

It may generally be assumed that courseware authors are familiar with the subject area on which they are seeking to create a course. However they may be multimedia specialists and not subject specialists. Moreover they may not be aware of the potential for reusability inherent in individual elements of the courseware they are creating. The ACT-IT system therefore provides a taxonomy of IT-situations and a model of access needs which analyses the skills needed for various IT-related activities. One courseware module may be used in teaching about several IT devices and one environment (eg a library) may require the teaching of many devices.

2.2 The Model of Access Needs and the Model of Impairment

There has been strong psychological theoretic input into the ACT-IT project. The needs of learners seeking to master a wide variety of IT tasks is analysed. This covers reading age and IQ levels required in relation to the overall load on the learner.

Potential trouble spots in teaching situations are identified where excessive loads may be placed on learners because of their particular impairment levels with regard to the following:

* Verbal comprehension
* Memory
* Arousal
* Processing Speed
* Perception
* Attention
* Perceptual Organisation
* Freedom from Distractibility
* Domain specificity
The model of access needs provides a standard load table for any part of a course which indicates, on a six point scale, what demands are placed, in each of the above areas, on a standard learner (e.g. "high"..."low"..."extremely low"). A model of impairment provides, for a particular learner, an impairment profile which will be a six point score with regard to their ability/impairment level for each of the above areas. For each of these areas ACT-IT has devised a set of guidelines to help the author and the delivery system take account of the target learner's potential intellectual strengths and weaknesses.

2.3 Pedagogic Strategies

Examples of pedagogic strategies are available from the authors. Space does not permit inclusion of an example here.

2.4 Design Support Tools

These include the teaching utilities which will be outlined in section 3 of this paper.

2.5 Courseware Production Facilities

The multimedia courseware author is provided with a WIMP interface. A palette of tools is available and authors can manipulate courseware flow templates on screen. Authors may, depending on their response to an initial enquiry about their level of experience, either start with a blank screen, with a standard design in "time line" notation or with a semi-built design (for the moderately competent). In each case authors select tools by icon and position them with the mouse.

Screen templates are supplied, based on good user-interface principles. Authors are free to create their own templates and store them in personal libraries for future use.

2.6 Prototype Courseware

As well as providing production facilities, ACT-IT has provided two demonstration courseware packages. One aims to encourage elderly and impaired bank customers to use cash dispensing machines. The other illustrates how the author can create a course using a set of multimedia building blocks provided. The course is concerned with encouraging library users to use the LIBERTAS computer-based catalogue system to obtain library services. The target user group is the same as described before, namely the impaired and elderly. This prototype illustrates how the author may make selections concerning the use of the teaching utilities discussed in the following section.

3. Teaching Utilities

It is not possible here to give more than a brief introduction to all the work that has been done by the project on the 13 teaching utilities which it has identified. Within the ACT-IT deliverables, there is provided, for each teaching utility, a formal definition, a list of guidelines to aid the course author in the use of that teaching utility and the development of media sequences for use with it, and an indication of the kind of control of the utility that the user should be given. The basis for each teaching utility in research and practice is also provided.

In the rest of this section, space only permits a few comments on each teaching utility. A few samples only are provided of references to the literature. For a full discussion, reference should be made to the ACT-IT project final report.

3.1 Attention-grabber

Every good lecture, sermon, TV programme or film must begin with something that grabs the attention of listeners or viewers. Such audiences are always free to walk out or switch off but at least they are in some sense initially 'captive'. In the multimedia context addressed by ACT-IT, the potential user's interest must first be captured: the system may be running in a public place such as a library or bank lobby. Users passing
by may not have come with the intention of using the system. So, the purpose of the attention-grabber is to capture attention and encourage potential users to interact with the technology.

Courseware authors should be provided with a library of multimedia attention-grabbers for possible use. Typical examples would include exploding fireworks on screen accompanied by suitable rousing music.

3.2 Personal Tutor

Given the resistance that our target users may have to educational technology, this teaching utility offers them the choice of a human face to guide them throughout the courseware. Such surrogate tutors will talk to the user in a normal human way. They will typically appear on screen at the beginning, giving a welcome. They will help to motivate the learner and introduce the course structure. They may appear later in small windows, or by voice with still images only, to introduce segments of the course, or to provide help where needed.

Ideally the learners should be able to choose their personal tutor from a selection representing different age-groups, races, sexes and cultures.

3.3 Application Context

This provides the learner with motivation for learning a particular skill by showing a situation in which it is desirable to possess it. For example, one might display a long queue at a railway station ticket office with an automatic ticket machine not being used as a train arrives. (British Rail have recently introduced on the spot fines for boarding a train without a ticket, a queue at the booking office being no excuse!)

This teaching utility sets the scene for the target learner and should be made to relate to his or her culture and experience. It is essential that learners find personal meaning and relevance as they experience multimedia courseware. Emotional and motivational appeal is greatly increased when video and sound are used, according to Ambron (1990).

3.4 Peer Group Modelling

The purpose of this utility is to encourage learners to feel more confident by showing members of their peer group succeeding in using an IT-system. These role modelling situations encourage learners to learn by imitating the successes of others and avoiding their mistakes.

As mentioned in 3.3 above, audio-video sequences are recommended but if storage capacity is limited, sequences of still images may be used for this teaching utility.

3.5 Simulation

The simulation is a well established component of technology based education and training. The learner has the benefit of rehearsing actions in an environment that is safe and non-threatening from the point of view of health and safety and also data security.

Users of simulations can acquire skills in domains where the real-life situation would require large amounts of time and or money to set up. Moreover users may learn by making errors in isolation from their real consequences, before using the actual IT device.

3.6 Action Replay

The facility for the learner to replay any courseware sequence should be made available by the multimedia author. This is particularly relevant after using the following teaching utilities: personal tutor, peer group modelling, application context and simulation. Further, the user should be allowed to freeze and unfreeze any part of a sequence as it is replayed.

Repetition is generally regarded as highly important in imparting both declarative and procedural knowledge. Case et al. (1986) have emphasised the necessity of recapitulation in remedial teaching. The acquisition of motor skills, for example those required to operate a mouse or Concept Keyboard, makes heavy demands on repetition.
3.7 Notebook

Note taking in lectures has been a traditional component of learning for generations of students. The multimedia environment extends this idea. This teaching utility provides another opportunity for placing the learner in control. The user can define any multimedia item (e.g., a clip of video or a piece of text or music) and store it, with or without personal annotations, in his or her own multimedia notebook. To review the notebook later will obviously be valuable.

Cognitive research into note taking (for example by Suritsky & Hughes (1991) and Bretzing et al. (1987) has indicated that taking and reviewing personal notes leads to better retention of material.

3.8 Assessment

Every course needs a method of assessment and multimedia packages are no exception. Computers have been widely used for assessment and so much has been written that the subject can hardly be opened in this short paper. Suffice it to say that the mundane kind of drill and practice activities that characterised early work on CAL should be avoided. Multimedia opportunities should be exploited carefully with due regard to good human factors practice. Sensitivity should be exercised with regard to setting targets for individual users with special needs.

3.9 Reward

An important element of feedback to the learner is some form of reward which acknowledges and reinforces correct responses, effort and improvement.

Use of the Personal Tutor teaching utility is particularly appropriate for delivering rewards. The learner's personally chosen tutor can appear from time to time to give encouragement, either by means of a video clip in a window or by voice only (possibly accompanied by a still image in a window).

Just as the personal tutor is chosen by the learner, so too should be the form of reward. This will depend on the age and ability or impairment level of the learner.

Words of encouragement may be delivered verbally or textually or a points system (preferably animated in some way) should be used. A cartoon figure could replace the human personal tutor. Ideally rewards should be presented in a variety of forms which take account of the learner's impairment; they should never be patronising.

3.10 Analogue Task Map

This teaching utility tells the learner where they are in relation to the course as a whole. It also provides a navigation facility: "Where have I been?" "What have I covered?" "What shall I do next?"

The map could be in the form of a hierarchy diagram of the course, highlighting the units accomplished. In a simple case it might simply be in the form of a thermometer-type linear indicator.

As with all teaching utilities the author has the choice of what forms of the utility to offer the learner or indeed whether to offer the facility at all. In this case, the learner may be provided with the option of opening and closing a map-window at any stage in the course by clicking on a relevant icon.

3.11 Choice

Fundamental to any learner-centred courseware is the concept of user choice. This teaching utility provides the learner with the opportunity to make selections.

Important choices to be offered to the learner include those concerning control over the human-computer interface. Such choices, offered at the beginning of a course would include choice of personal tutor.

Other choices relate to choice of route through the course. Clearly this teaching utility will be used in conjunction with others such as assessment and the analogue task map.
3.12 Tea Break

In industrial relations, it has long been recognised by management as well as trade unions, that greater productivity is achieved if workers are kept happy, comfortable and refreshed by periodic tea-breaks. This teaching utility provides an interlude within a teaching-learning situation so that the learner may enjoy mental refreshment by doing something completely different for a while. Overall performance over a long period will be improved if regular breaks are taken. The frequency and length of the tea-breaks should be carefully controlled by the author.

3.13 Personal Assistant

As with the Personal Tutor, the learner should be presented, at the beginning of the course, with a choice of Personal Assistant. This may take the form of a person (age, sex and race of the user's choice) or a cartoon character or robot. Certain tasks within a course may be too repetitive, tedious, difficult or time-consuming for the learner to carry out. Frustration or anxiety on the learner's part may be alleviated if the author allows delegation to the personal assistant under controlled conditions.

4. Conclusion

It has only been possible in this short paper to outline some of the main features of the ACT-IT project and to spend a little longer on one aspect, namely the teaching utilities. Justice has hardly been done to the project; the written documentation of which, alone, runs to several volumes. It is hoped that further papers and books, based on the ACT-IT approach to multimedia training, will appear soon.
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Abstract: This study examines the multi-modal synthesis of source examples in student compositions. Multimedia is used to present on-screen text and video information on Chinese superstitions and traditions and then to prompt subjects to write. The research compares the number and kinds of examples students produce in their writing. Kind refers to the source of influence, either audio/video or the written transcript of that audio/video. The results demonstrated that the audio/video mode of presentation provides a significantly richer resource for detail than on-screen text for student compositions in the immediate task, but the audio/video resource does not sustain influence in the delayed composition task. These results provide support for the argument that implementation of multimedia in composition instruction merits greater attention to task as well as to the interpretation and analysis of audio/video material if the rich audio/video resource potential multimedia makes available is to be useful in composition instruction.

Introduction and Problem Statement

As multimedia delivery systems for instruction have proliferated, they have found their way into writing intensive courses. The designs as well as the assumptions underlying the goals of integrating multimedia into education vary widely, but almost all suggest, at least in those courses where the outcome of instruction depends upon student writing, that multimedia, and particularly audio/video sources, have influenced that writing. The nature of that influence, however, has not been examined. Meanwhile, popular consensus points repeatedly and suspiciously toward the trend away from the primacy of print. As Maxson contends, "The influences of MTV exert more influence on student text than does the academy" (1993).

Maxson's contention is not unfounded. Ninety-eight percent of American households own a television (Gates, 1993). As Gates observes, "It's MTV more than Montaigne, Viacom more than Voltaire" (Gates, 1993, p. 116). Much television research tends to support both the dominance of audio/video media consumption, and suspicions toward audio/video media's influence upon learning. Contrary to the more positive assumptions underlying multimedia's rapid development and implementation in the classroom, extensive consumption of visual media beyond a threshold of only ten hours per week begins to correlate with weak language skills, a correlation that is pronounced at viewing of over thirty hours per week (Potter, 1987). Graber (1990) has found that we learn very little from watching television news. Meanwhile, our apparent growing reliance upon visual media continues, encouraged by the availability and increasing ease of video manipulations with instantly digitized graphic capabilities now migrating into mainstream word processing programs. The decline of the primacy of the age of print, as McLuhan (1969) forecast, appears to be further accelerated by advanced memory compression and on-line-video libraries, not to mention the implications of the rapid development and decreasing cost of hand-held camcorders, video boards, scanners, speech fluid word-processors and even virtual reality. All of these breakthroughs portend at least the transformation if not the demise of composition skills as we have known them.

In spite of the perceived dangers of audio/video as it is represented by television, theories and limited studies claim that multimedia can be used to improve beginning student reading, writing, and general literacy skills beyond the scope of conventional instructional methodologies. The work of DiPardo and DiPardo (1990), Slatin (1990), Bransford et al. (1990) implicitly and overtly counter that media design can be used to encourage
and improve the academic performance of students. For instance, Bransford's work argues that there is "more to notice" (1990, p. 124) in visuals than in text. Bransford argues that we can improve the academic performance of those students who tend to rely more on visuals, if, as Graber (1990) also cautions, the visuals are appropriately stimulating and adequately mediated. Still, even the enthusiastic multimedia practitioners acknowledge the difficulty involved in verifying their theories. As John Slatin says, multimedia technologies and writing instruction will require "both a new practice and a new rhetoric, a new body of theory" (1990).

Source Tracking

As multimedia provides an opportunity to mediate visuals, so source synthesis may provide one useful operationalization of multimedia influence upon composition. Research in writing from sources preceding multimedia technologies reflects that need to explore source synthesis, or the sources writers draw upon when they compose. After all, expert writers, research has established, process, select, organize and connect source texts (Hayes et al., 1992; Spivey, 1992). As Spivey notes in her introduction to "Discourse Synthesis: Creating Texts from Texts" (1992), although students who worked from the same texts "produced texts that had some commonalties in content as well as in overall organizational patterns, the writers varied in how they chunked the material, how much material they selected as relevant, and how they connected the material for the reader" (p. 469). Spivey maintains that such "discourse synthesis" is "characterized by its selectivity and its integrativeness" (p. 469). Such selection or choice is particularly important, Spivey maintains, because it must also be integrated to "provide coherence to material from diverse sources and perspectives" (p. 469). This "meaning construction," she argues, "includes both production and comprehension" (p. 470). Though Spivey's work deals exclusively with text, multimedia technologies make the need to explore discourse synthesis more acute.

Concrete Detail

Since multimedia provides an image rich environment, imagery suggests a natural focus for source investigation. After all, the use of images in text has itself held a kind of primacy predating electronic media: "A picture is worth a thousand words." This aphorism has been held as truth even, ironically, in text. As Richard Ohmann observes, citing E. D. Hirsch, Jr. and his "accumulated wisdom of the handbooks," There are only two "maxims" that appear out of a dozen in every major handbook-- "Use definite, specific, concrete language" (1988, p. 353). Ohmann pursues these maxims in detail and into three additional popular handbooks that treat the issue extensively and cite the need to use specific details as a way to "avoid abstract writing" (p. 354) and to make writing "richer, more 'vivid,' and more 'intense'" (p. 357). Does multimedia imagery directly influence the transformation of that imagery by students into their own texts? Is what we view as writers as accessible as what we read. The following study was designed to explore multimedia discourse synthesis to begin to assess the influence of multimedia, and specifically audio/video influence upon student writing.

Methodology

The writing assignments examined in this study were designed to reflect a common academic writing task in which students are first asked to read a sample of professional writing and then to write a response to that reading. In this study, however, in addition to exposing subjects to text, full motion laser audio/video was also used as source material for subjects before they were asked to write. The primary dependent measure in both the immediate and the delayed composition tasks was details used in subject's writing and, specifically, the source of that detail as it could be traced to the mode of the message, either the text mode or the audio/video mode presented in the multimedia environment. Secondary dependent measures included recall and time on source.

Forty subjects from Washington State University participated in the study. Four treatments were sequenced to control for message mode and order. Each of the four treatments began with an introductory excerpt from Kingston's "No Name Woman," the subject matter for the second assigned written part of the study. Following the text excerpt from the Kingston source text, each treatment presented one of two possible audio/video supplements on Chinese traditions and superstitions and one of two possible on-screen text transcript supplements on Chinese traditions and superstitions. The text supplements were transcribed from the narrative of the video/narration supplements. The audio/video screens included controls for subjects to pause and review material in order to parallel the recursive nature of reading.
Apparatus, Materials, Stimulus and Facilities

Hardware:
The computer used to present the multimedia treatments was a Macintosh IIci. The laser video player used was a Pioneer 8000 laser disc player. The video and narration were presented using a 19" Mitsubishi color television.

Source Material:
The laser program used as text supplement was the National Geographic\textsuperscript{TM} video, "Portrait of a Hong Kong Family." The program was selected based upon its depiction of themes parallel to those developed in the Kingston essay--superstition and traditions in China and their impact upon sex roles. The program was easily edited and re purposed to support and augment the themes in Kingston's essay/story.

Maxine Hong Kingston's essay/story, "No Name Woman" is excerpted from her novel of the same name in a textbook, \textit{Writing About the World}.

Multimedia Design:
HyperCard\textsuperscript{TM} and The Voyager Video Stack\textsuperscript{TM} were used to create a linear stack, sequencing the screens subjects saw in each treatment from the first to the last without options. This design was selected because issues of multimedia navigation might have created distracting variables for the purposes of this study, though navigation issues, including providing the subject with control of the mode of delivery, certainly suggest future research. The last of the screens subjects viewed instructed them to write about Chinese tradition and superstition. The prompt encouraged subjects to use concrete examples and to write about a page and half.

Procedures

When subjects finished the multimedia program, they were prompted to describe what they had seen, heard, and read. When they finished, they were presented with the assignment to read the Kingston story/essay, and they scheduled a time to return and write again about the reading. Within a week, each subject returned to write about the influence of superstition and tradition on the role of women China.

Rating subject compositions required two-steps. First, two raters identified details. The cross check reliability was .79. The second step of the rating procedure determined source mode distribution. Two additional source raters maintained a reliability of .95.

In addition, following the composition task subjects completed a multiple choice recall test to control for recall variables. A post hoc written debriefing was conducted to further illuminate the findings.

Results

Immediate Composition Detail Synthesis
Both message order of source mode presentation and recall were eliminated as a significant variables. It was therefore possible to collapse across order to increase the statistical power. (Instead of analyzing ten cases in each treatment, it was possible to statistically examine forty cases by each mode.) After collapsing across order, the design for subsequent analyses was a 2 (mode) x 2 (message) mixed subjects design.

The mean for detail in subjects' writing traceable to the audio/video source was 15.9. The mean for detail traceable to text was 5.1 ($F(1,39) = 51.67, p<.0001$). The multimedia audio/video source significantly dominated the text source as an influence in the production of detail in subjects' writing. (See figure 1.)

![Figure 1. Immediate Composition Source Detail by Mode](image-url)
Delayed Composition Detail Synthesis

In the delayed composition task, there was no traceable evidence of the multimedia source, either audio/video or text. Since there was zero variance in either the on-screen text or the audio/video variables, a t-test was used to test the main effect of treatment mode to detail production. The effect is significant (t-value = 10.848, p<.0001). The means for detail traceable to the Kingston source text at 16 was significantly higher than the means for audio/video or on-screen text—both of which were 0. (See Figure 2).

The dominant influence of the audio/video in the immediate composition task, in spite of the sequence of presentation, supports the contention that multimedia and particularly audio/video "mini-cases" can be rich in information or detail (Spiro and Nix, 1992; Bransford, 1992) and that "the visual material was more 'potent'" than text (Martin & Ditcham, 1987, p. 10). At least during the immediate composition task, students were more than three times as likely to use detail presented on the television screen than they were to use detail presented as text on a computer screen.

Contrary to the audio/video dominance in the immediate composition task, however, the delayed composition task shows no evidence of multimedia influence--audio/video or text. The potential use of audio/video established earlier in this study was supplanted entirely by source text dominance. All of the traceable detail used in the delayed composition task was synthesized from either personal experience (X=6) or the Kingston story, "No Name Woman" (X=16). Since both time on source and recall were controlled for, this finding poses a number of interesting questions for further research.

Perhaps the sequence of the design, a design in which students read the Kingston text after experiencing the multimedia treatment, results in recency effects that wash any recall of the multimedia sources. However, the complete absence of traceable multimedia influence coupled with the debriefing explanations substantially subordinate or even eliminate recency or other related effects. If the traceable multimedia sources were diminished in the delayed composition task, recency might provide an important explanation. But the few subjects who do refer to the tendency to write about the most recent stimulus tend to qualify their explanations in ways that suggest that it is not an inability to recall multimedia sources that influenced subjects' composition decisions. For instance, in post experimental debriefings, one subject, who described the delayed composition aspect of the experiment as "a typical [freshman English] assignment...one that requires time and recollection of facts," said: "It never occurred to me to use the information from the previous day in the essay I wrote today. I tend to focus more on the task at hand and what's given to me in regards to the task. It's really strange to me that I didn't even think to use the previous information I received." Several additional debriefing comments corroborated this student's observation.

It may be, of course, that the absence of multimedia source influence simply reflects that the prompt was not specifically clear in suggesting the possibility for using multimedia source material. Grimes explains conflicting findings in his work by pointing to "the nature... of the task itself and experimenter instructions..." (in press, p. 42). But the assignment did clearly prompt for descriptive detail of Chinese superstition and tradition, stating: "Discuss in as much detail as you can..." In other words, more than simply a failure of the assignment to sufficiently prompt students to draw upon the multimedia sources, it seems more likely that
subjects for some reason do not perceive the "typical" composition assignment as a task that might accommodate material from previously presented multimedia sources.

Perhaps, the contrary findings between the immediate and delayed composition tasks may best be understood by considering the following debriefing response. The subject explains: "I consciously and purposefully drew only upon specific and general examples set up by the reading. Unconsciously, I think the video lent background and insight into my writing. . . . The video gave me a background on the importance of such superstition, but I don't think that it caused me to analyze it any further. In writing the essay, I think I felt obligated or bound to writing about the text."

First of all, notice again that the subject reports memory for the video source. Secondly, though, notice that the subject reports a perception of the task in which he feels "obligated or bound to writing about the text." One post hoc emerging finding, in other words, was that task representation was instrumental in influencing the kind of information student subjects developed in the delayed composition task. In this case, though, like the subject who felt "obligated" to write exclusively about the text, the perception of the assigned task prohibited the transfer of the previously presented multimedia material--text screen or audio/video. Task, as Flower and Hayes (1988) define it, involves the mental representations that shape our goals, our concept of audience, and the construction of a text itself: "People only solve the problem they give themselves to solve" (p. 93). The "image of one's rhetorical problem . . . " (1988, p. 93) as Flower and Hayes contend, has been significantly influenced by the relationship of previous academic experience, multimedia or otherwise, to the delayed composition task, in this case a task whose representation has been shaped by much more than just the message mode. As one subject reports, "In my writing. . . I want to hit everything relevant to what I think one wants from my writing" (Italics mine). Who the subject here regards as audience is not clear, but who or what it is often elicits a sense of obligation that significantly shapes student writing and the synthesis of detail in a way that significantly favors the most recently encountered traditional text.

The findings in the delayed composition study reported here, then, suggest the need to regard task as more than simply an artifact of message mode. Nonetheless, there is also reason to explore the relationship of message mode to the perception of task and not to dismiss it as insignificant. For instance, consider again the subject who said, "The video gave me a background on the importance of such superstition, but I don't think that it caused me to analyze it any further. . . ." . . . Ironically, it seems prudent not to completely disregard the message mode itself, in this case the "image" of the video. Is there, perhaps, an aspect of the video mode that elicits a resistance in subjects to "analyze" the video information "any further," something inherent in the audio/video message mode that reshapes, or fails to shape, "the image of one's rhetorical problem"?

Within the context of this study there is substantial fodder for speculation relative to multimedia implementation and multimedia discourse synthesis. As Spiro et al contend: "A fundamental tenet of all recent theories of comprehension, problem solving, and decision making is that success in such cognitive arenas depends on the activation and appropriate application of relevant preexisting knowledge" (1986, p. 177). Surely it is reasonable to include composition and multimedia discourse synthesis as aspects of "comprehension," "problem solving" and cognitive "decision making." Consequently, it may be wise in future research to consider both the conceptualization of task as well as the conceptual transfer of mode specific "relevant preexisting knowledge" in terms of "appropriate application" constraints.

Study of discourse synthesis writing as Spivey (1992) practices and advocates, and multimedia source synthesis, as Palumbo and Prater (1993) predict, are valuable approaches toward understanding the composition process. The findings in this study may begin to be useful in putting together the inscrutable puzzle of that process and in the design and delivery of multimedia environments. Clearly audio/video information provides a rich source of detail that is available to writers during the composing process. But it appears equally important to understand that there is nothing magical about multimedia sources that will inform the traditional textual analysis without more control of the implementation of the multimedia than this study, a study based largely upon current academic practices, afforded.

Finally, and extending from the previous point, even if the transfer of discreet detailed information from multimedia environments can be harnessed, there is no evidence that quantity of detail alone will improve student writing. In other words, the detail dominance of the audio/video mode apparent in the immediate composition task does not necessarily correlate with higher quality writing. In that sense, as critics fear, new media harbors as much threat as promise if it is not re-purposed toward more cognitively complex tasks that include transfer and analysis. The point to point digital nature of audio/video sources, or the "Being There" effects of audio/video sources, provide a great deal of potential for education as well as entertainment, but the pitfalls loom large.

More than simply the mode of the message, it remains the implementation or mediation of the media that seems to really matter. It is a complex task. It will continue to require teachers.
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Abstract: We review three different approaches to teaching introductory programming: the incremental approach, the sub-language approach, and the mini-language approach. The paper analyzes all three approaches, providing a brief history of each and describing an example of a programming environment supporting this approach. At the end, we summarize the results obtained up to date.

There have been many efforts to develop special methodologies, languages and tools for supporting the initial steps in programming education. A number of special programming environments for novices were designed. In this review we analyze these attempts and summarize the experiences. The review is intended for both the practitioners who are interested in applying effective ways of teaching introductory programming, and researchers who work in the field of programming instruction and learning.

We outline three different approaches to teaching introductory programming. We call them the incremental approach, the sub-language approach, and the mini-language approach. The paper analyzes all three approaches, providing a brief history of each and describing an example of a programming environment supporting this approach. At the end, we summarize the results obtained up to date and discuss directions for further research and development.

The Incremental Approach

The first attempts to overcome the problems of teaching introductory programming use the approach that we call the incremental approach to teaching a programming language. This approach was first time described for a wide audience by Holt et al (1977) for the case of teaching PL/1 and reapplied and extended independently by several authors including Holt's group and others (Holt & Hume 1980; Atwood & Regener 1981; Ballman 1981; Tomek, Muldner & Khan, 1985).

In the incremental approach, the language being taught is presented as a sequence of language subsets. Typically, each subset introduces new programming language constructs while retaining all the constructs of the preceding subsets. Each subset is complete, i.e., it is precisely defined and can be learned or implemented without the following subsets. The whole programming language is then learned...
by examining progressively larger subsets. At each stage the new constructs and elements of a current subset are introduced to the student and then the new knowledge is mastered by solving a number of programming problems. This permits greater concentration on each set of new language operators and control structures.

Since each subset forms a complete sublanguage, a language processor can be specially constructed to support the learning of each subset. The first idea of Holt et al. (1977) was to take advantage of current subset restrictions to improve error handling and error message generation. Later it was suggested (Ballman, 1981; Tomek, Muldner & Khan, 1985) to combine the advantages of the incremental approach and program visualization. Program visualization is important for novices to more easily understand the semantics of a programming language construct. The problem with this principle is that many aspects of program execution can be visualized, and this requires a lot of screen space and overloads the student's working memory. It also creates implementation problems. Implementing visualization using the incremental approach makes it possible to focus the attention of the student on the new features that are being introduced in the current language subset. This helps to avoid screen overload and student working memory overload and simplifies the design of visualization.

As many language subsets as desired can be specified in order to provide advanced error handling and space for detailed visualization. For example, the incremental approach was suggested for teaching Pascal by Holt and Hume (1980) who divided the language into 8 subsets, Tomek, Muldner and Khan (1985) divided the same language into 10 subsets, and Atwood and Regener (1981) divided the language into 15 subsets. One of the most developed applications of the incremental approach is the PMS system described in the next subsection.

PMS - a system to make learning Pascal easier

PMS (Pascal Made Simple) was developed to help students of computer science understand the semantics of standard Pascal constructs (Tomek, Muldner & Khan, 1985; Tomek & Muldner, 1986). The package was designed in the first half of the 1980's for IBM PC computers and the implementation reflected the limitations of this machine - its small memory and minimal graphics capabilities. The package provided programming environments for ten languages, each of them a subset of Pascal designed to illustrate some aspects of the language in an optimal way. (Hardware limitations made it impossible to make consecutive sublanguages full subsets of preceding subsets.) The individual languages included MINI (primitive data types, I/O, assignment, basic file i/o, control structures), NUMBERS (illustrating real and integer arithmetic and their limitations), TYPES (enumerated types and arrays), RECORDS (records and arrays), VARIANTS (records with variants), SETS, BINARY (binary files), STRINGS, PROCEDURES (procedures and functions), and POINTERS (dynamic data objects and pointers).

Each language has its special display tailored to the aspects of Pascal that it was designed to illustrate, but all shared the same structure to ensure consistency of user interface which was considered very important for novice computer users. In particular, each minilanguage screen consists of a menu line at the top of the screen, a source code window and a data window occupying most of the screen, and an output window on the bottom. Each language features a screen oriented syntax driven editor and an interpreter. The screen editor is capable of intercepting errors as soon as the user types them and starts a new line so as to minimize user frustration with syntax errors and divert their attention from dealing with them and focusing on syntactic details. The editor produces intermediate code executed by the interpreter in either step-by-step or block fashion. The interpreter highlights programming constructs in the source code as they are being executed and the effect is simultaneously shown in the data window.

To illustrate the approach taken by PMS to visualize programming concepts, figure 1 shows a program demonstrating the concept of pointers: the data window shows pointers as simulated memory 'addresses' obtained as randomly generated integers.

PMS was used for several years in an introductory Pascal course with about 100 students each year, in weekly 2 hour labs compulsory for all students. The students were asked to execute a series of prewritten programs demonstrating essential concepts, and to write and execute their own programs under supervision. According to both students and instructors, the experience with PMS was very positive and the look 'into the machine' as PMS was executing programs considerably helped students understand the meaning of data types, data structures, pointers, operation of procedures and functions, recursion (PROCEDURES feature a simulated stack), and other concepts. The main reason why PMS
PROGRAM Pointers;
VAR p1, p2: "CHAR;
c: CHAR;
BEGIN
  WRITE('Enter a character');
  READLN(c);
  NEW(p1);
  p1 := c;
  NEW(p2);
  WRITE ('Enter a character');
  READLN(p2);
  WRITELN('Characters ',p1,p2);
  {Now exchange}
  c := p2; p2 := c;
  WRITELN('Exchanged: ',p2);
END.

Enter a character: Q
Enter a character: q
Exchanged: Qq

Figure 1: Example of a POINTERS program depicting pointers as simulated memory addresses. Note the I/O window at the bottom showing the only text that the user would normally see on the screen when executing the program in a regular programming environment.

was eventually abandoned was that it did not have enough facilities to support new features of the Borland Pascal taught in the program such as Units and graphics, and there were no resources to update it.

The mini-language approach

The idea of the mini-language approach is to design a small and simple language to support the first steps in learning programming. In most of the existing mini-languages a student learns what programming is by studying how to control an actor, which can be a turtle, a robot or any other active entity, acting in a microworld. Although an actor can be a physical device, the student usually deals with a program model of such a device and observes the behavior of the executive on a screen. A special miniature programming language is used to control the actor. The language includes small set of commands that the actor can perform, and a set of value-returning queries and control structures. Most mini-languages include all basic control structures (conditional execution, looping, recursion, etc.) and a mechanism for creating some kind of sub-program.

The development of the mini-language approach was seriously influenced by turtle graphics of Logo (Papert, 1980). Logo was not designed especially for the purpose of teaching programming but the “turtle subset” appears to be a good tool for introducing programming to novices and it provides genuine insight into problem solving with a computer. Note that unlike most of the actors of mini-languages described below, the turtle of Logo is “blind”, it can’t check its microworld. The “turtle subset” also does not support such classic control structures as Pascal-like if and while.

The first and still the most popular mini-language Karel the Robot was designed by Richard Pattis for university students taking their introductory programming course (Pattis, 1982). Karel contains all important Pascal-like control structures and teaches the basic concepts of the notions of sequential execution, procedural abstraction, conditional execution, and repetition. The overhead of full high level programming languages is reduced as there are no variables, types or expressions in Karel. The actor, robot Karel, performs tasks in a world that consists of intersection streets and avenues, walls, and beepers. Karel can also carry some beepers in his “bag”. The main actions of Karel are move, turnleft, pickbeeper, and putbeeper. A set of 18 predicates allows Karel to check the state of his microworld. For example,
Karel can determine the presence of nearby walls, if there are any beepers in his bag or at his location, and the direction he is facing. By writing programs that cause Karel to perform carefully selected tasks, students gain experience with the fundamentals while using a pleasant and persuasive metaphor.

Among other mini-languages designed in the beginning of eighties independently of Karel we should mention Josef the Robot (Tomek 1982, 1983), Wayfarer (Kouchnirenko & Lebedev, 1988), and Turingal (Brusilovsky, 1991).

Karel Genie, the mini-language programming environment

Karel Genie is a novice programming environment specifically designed for the Karel mini-language. Karel Genie is a member of the Macintosh based Genie family of structure editor based programming environments developed at Carnegie Mellon University. To support the novice programmer, the Karel Genie provides a set of specially designed tools, which include a structure editor, a program decomposition view for both looking at and editing programs, and a runtime system with advanced visualization tools. The Karel Genie is an integrated programming environment. Editing the program, executing the program and taking a high level view of the call structure are all presented within a single user-interface, allowing students to move from one activity to another with little cognitive overhead.

The details of precise syntax are not a burden for the user of Karel Genie because it is a structure editor. Maximum support is provided to the novice programmer since program construction can be conducted entirely through menu interaction. Every syntactically legal program transformation and only syntactically legal program transformations appear as alternatives in the popular Macintosh pull-down and pop-up menus. As novices develop expertise they begin to exploit Karel Genie's text edit features. The granularity of text edits is kept small and errors tend to be rare and trivial to repair.

Procedural abstraction is especially supported by the Karel Genie graphical program design tool. Students decompose a problem into simpler sub-problems by dragging the mouse from the program root. The environment invites the student to name a new-instruction. (Karel's sub-programs are called new-instructions.) If the new-instruction is not already defined, the Karel Genie builds a new-instruction shell with its name inserted at the correct point. Whether the instruction is new or not, a call to the sub-program is inserted appropriately.

Karel Genie is highly visual and successfully uses multiple representations. This is clearly illustrated in Karel Genie's runtime system. From the point of view of the novice this is not a separate system, but simply an extension of the same environment in which the program was written. Code is highlighted as it is executed. At the moment a “move” is executed in the code window, a Karel icon moves in the world. Selection, repetition, and recursion are similarly visually reinforced. This is extremely valuable in teaching basic concepts as well as in introducing powerful and “advanced” concepts such as loop invariance. The runtime environment also has a visual call stack. This makes procedure invocation and return clear. Coupling this with the fact that Karel programs can be single stepped and run either forward or backward, students who are taught properly in the Karel Genie are using procedures in appropriate ways from as early as the second day of class!

The Karel Genie has been in use in secondary schools and universities throughout the US for nearly ten years. In addition to CMU it has been used in computer science classes at Harvard University, New York University, Stanford University, Swarthmore College, Ohio State and a number of other institutions.

The sub-language approach

The idea of the sublanguage approach is to design a special starting subset of the full language containing several easily visualizable operations. Such a subset can support the first steps of learning programming and helps later in introducing more complex programming concepts. The sub-language approach is quite similar to the mini-language approach, but differs from it in one important feature. While the mini-language approach uses a special miniature language with its own commands and control structures, the sub-language approach provides only a set of commands and queries as an extension of some “big” programming language. These commands and queries are used in combination with standard control structures of the “big” language. The sub-language approach was also influenced by the turtle graphics of Logo. A set of four “turtle” commands of Logo provides the first example of a sub-language. The success of Logo in general and turtle graphics in particular stimulated further research and resulted
in several successful attempts to install turtle graphics commands into general-purpose programming languages as PL/I, Pascal Basic, and Smalltalk.

A well less known experience in designing sub-languages has been accumulated in Russia. Russian researchers Zvenigorodsky and Kouchnirenko extended the ideas of Logo turtle and developed a more formal and broader concept of an executive which can be applied in both the mini-language approach and the sub-language approach. The executive consists of an actor (the executive itself) working in a microworld and a small set of commands and value returning queries that the actor can perform. The concept of an executive makes possible the use of several executives within the same programming language. One of the first Russian languages for teaching programming - Robik (Zvenigorodsky, 1982) contains a mechanism for an easy change of executives providing a way to work with different sublanguages within a language. A number of executives can be developed within Robik with their own microworlds, commands and queries. Another approach was developed in the Moscow State University by Kouchnirenko (Kouchnirenko & Lebedev, 1988). This approach and the supporting programming environment is described in the following section.

KuMir - a programming environment with zero response time

Since 1985, learning programming became a part of the high school program in USSR. In the first school textbook, academician Andrew Ershow introduced a simple ALGOL-like language (later nicknamed as E-language, in honor of A. Ershow). The first programming environment for the E-language called E-practicum and it’s last version called KuMir are distributed widely in Soviet schools and universities. Several different executives were designed and used in several implementations of E-practicum and KuMir (billg, landrower, builder, etc). The current school textbook (Kouchnirenko, 1990, 1991, 1993) which has been distributed in some 5.6 millions of copies is based on an improved version of E-language. This textbook introduces the basic concepts of programming by a problem approach. Posing problems to control two executives Robot and Drawer, the textbook naturally introduces such concepts as subprogram, parameter, loop n times, while and if constructs, integer and real variables, arrays, etc.

KuMir is an example of so-called zero response time programming environments. It is an integrated system combining a text editor with a zero-response-time incremental compiler and an unsophisticated source-level debugger. The proper name for such a system is “editor-compiler”: while you are typing your program the compiler is working on it, so the program is ready for execution anytime and without any delay. For the first time such kind a system, namely the well-known Cornell program synthesizer, was introduced in (Teitelbaum, 1981). KuMir was developed to reduce the time wasted by teachers and students because of trivial technical problems. The main features of KuMir are as follows.

- All statically detectable errors are found while editing.
- User’s and compiler’s “domains of influence” are strictly separated. The user may modify source text in the text’s window without any restrictions. The only thing the compiler may do is to write messages in the message window. The user may react immediately or postpone the reaction. Thus, the user may transform a program from one correct state to another correct state passing through intermediate incorrect states ignoring all messages.
- Diagnostic messages appear as soon as possible without any special user intervention. Messages appear in all places associated with the error and vanish as soon as the source of the error is eliminated.
- KuMir uses the metaphor of “marginal notes” to attach system messages to the text of the program. The screen is divided into two windows: the left window contains program text, the right window (the “margin”) is used for diagnostic messages by the compiler and the debugger. The diagnostic message appears near the line it refers to. While tracing the program, the values of the evaluated expressions are shown in the margins. This visualization feature can be used by beginners to write and debug small programs without input/output commands.

A special feature of KuMir is the possibility of using several executives simultaneously. From a software engineering point of view, the executive in KuMir is a package containing several procedures and functions. External executives can be loaded dynamically. After loading a package, the executive
self-integrates into the language: the names of its procedures become visible and KuMir statically checks type correspondence of their parameters. New executives can be designed directly in E-language itself, thus making it possible for the users of the environment to design executives according their own needs. The mechanism of executives substantially extends the range of interesting but solvable problems. Many interesting programs can be divided into two parts: a small header, providing user interface, and a huge package containing tens of procedures doing all the work. If such a package has implemented as an executive, then to design such a program and get some interesting result, the student has to implement only the header itself. For example, to implement a graphical editor over an appropriate executive, the student will usually have to write only 50-80 lines.

Wide experience proved that KuMir, equipped with Robot, Drawer, and other executives is a good tool for the programming courses for 12-16 years old school students. During the last three years KuMir was also used at the Department of Mathematics at Moscow State University to allow students to solve a lot of simple problems quickly: during the first term, the students spend about 20 hours to solve 90 problems on programming, calculus and algebra.

What we can learn from the presented experience

In the above sections, we have described three approaches to teaching programming for novices and presented some experience with these approaches. The three approaches were developed independently and constitute different strategies to make learning programming easier. However, the environments of all three share several similar features stemming from the same goal: to overcome the beginners' problems of learning programming. The analysis of these similarities can provide some good ideas about how to teach programming to novices and how a novice programming environment should be constructed. We distill three lessons from experience:

- Teaching programming should start from a small, simple language subset. Small size and simplicity protect novices from cognitive overload. New features are sensibly added to a well understood base, rather than overwhelming the novice.

- Execution should visually reveal the semantics of language constructs and, where possible, elucidate principles of program structure and execution. Visual queues enable the novice to understand semantics of introduced constructs, protecting them from developing misconceptions. Visibility provides a feedback for exploratory learning and problem solving.

- Concepts need to be embedded in rich contexts. Visual metaphors make it easier to develop interesting problems for important concepts. Problems that achieve visible and meaningful results aid concept mastery by reinforcing with problem solving activities. Newly learned concepts should be immediately applied to solving meaningful attractive problems.

Another important lesson is that selecting the best approach is not enough for successful teaching of programming. Even with the right approach, learning programming should be supported by a good programming environment. Such an environment should keep both the microworlds and the student program visible on the screen. The program should typically be executed one instruction at a time, while the interpreter highlights programming constructs in the source code as they are being executed and the effect is simultaneously shown in the microworld. For the mini-language and visible subset approaches, the interpreter should also provide visualisation for those concepts of the language that are not visualized by the microworld. Important features include visualization of variables and the stack of subroutine calls. Such an interpreter supports both understanding of programming constructs and program debugging. The environment should also provide a structure editor, to increase student productivity, and enable the student to concentrate on the more important parts of problem-solving. The structure editor protects the student from making most syntax errors and provides immediate diagnostics for the remaining ones. Providing menus or hot keys, the structure editor also solves the contradiction between the requirements to enter the constructs easily and giving them meaningful names.

Two other important points to discuss are the areas of applicability of the three approaches and main differences between them. The main distinction between the three approaches is whether the approach uses a special executive or special visualization as in the mini-language and sub-language approaches,
or regular language operations visualized by the environment as in later implementations of incremental approach. The advantages of the first two approaches are in attractiveness and additional motivation which are provided by a well-designed visible executive. Programming problems applied to the actor in a microworld are usually more attractive and meaningful for the students. Sometimes these problems look as a puzzle rather than a 'serious' programming task and the problem-solving activity becomes a kind of a game. We think that if the novices being taught are well-motivated computer science students then an executive or a special visible subset are not vitally required, but even here they can help students in their first programming lessons. For younger students and for those who learn programming as a part of some computer literacy course or on their own, the application of a motivating executive is very important for the success of learning. The younger the students are the more attractive the executive should be.

The second distinguishing point is whether an executive or a visualization subset is used as a part of a bigger language such as Logo or Pascal as in the sub-language approach, or whether a special miniature language is designed to control the executive. We think that the sublanguage approach is better when the student's direct goal is to learn a particular big language. The student can learn most of the control structures and operators of the language more easily with the help of the visible subset. However, if the goal in not to learn a particular language but to learn the principles of problem solving by programming which can later be followed by learning a "real" language, the mini-language approach is better. Mini-languages can provide a sound basis for systematic problem solving for people who will program only to customize their spreadsheet, database, or CAD package, or another application program. Mini-languages open a door to new educational opportunities. Regardless of the student's eventual penetration into programming and regardless of the age of the student there is a positive residue of the study of a mini-language.

Other paradigms

In conclusion, we should mention that this paper discusses only the approaches related with teaching procedural paradigm languages. The lessons learned are, however, important for teaching other programming paradigms as well. Let us see, for example, what has been done in supporting object oriented programming which is becoming more and more popular. The most famous example of an object-oriented programming language is probably Smalltalk (Goldberg & Kay, 1977), for which one of the main motivations was to transport programming closer to the human perspective of the world. However, even though Smalltalk was often advertised as a programming language very suitable for teaching programming, it appears quite difficult for novices (Singley & Carol, 1990). Special object-oriented mini-languages (Fenton & Beck, 1989; Sallman, 1992) as well as an analog of a "visible extension" of Smalltalk (Borne, 1991) were suggested to provide an "easy introduction" to object-oriented programming. The concept of a special environment with extended visualization is also important for the object-oriented approach. A good example of how such an environment can be designed to support the first steps of learning Smalltalk is presented in (Böcker & Herczeg, 1990). Another language and environment that should be mentioned in this context is Prograph (Cox, 1989). Prograph - standing for programming in graphics - is a general purpose object oriented programming language currently running on Macintosh computers. Prograph's interface is purely graphical and supports visual execution. The language has been used to teach high school students.
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Abstract: This paper describes a computerized environment for teaching the conceptual patterns of critical literacy. While the full implementation of the software covers both reading and writing, this paper covers only the writing aspects of R-WISE (Reading and Writing in a Supportive Environment). The project is part of a seven-year Air Force effort -- the Fundamental Skills Training project -- to transition advanced computer-aided instruction to the public school sector. This paper gives an overview of the approach the tutor uses, its underpinnings in cognitive and textual theories, and the results of a pilot study completed in 1993.

Background and Purpose

The national attention focused on the "literacy crisis" addresses a significant and real problem in contemporary America -- the alarming increase in numbers of people who simply cannot read. However, deficiencies in composition arc just as noteworthy. Most adolescent learners write only on a minimal level of acceptability. Furthermore, their inadequacy is not necessarily a result of poor spelling, vocabulary, grammar, verbal fluency, syntax, paragraphing, or other such production skills. Bereiter and Scardamalia call the form of writing practiced by inexperienced writers knowledge telling (1987). For these two noted researchers, knowledge telling is characterized by (1) a simple task execution involving only limited planning and minimal mental engagement, (2) production methods adapted from oral abilities, (3) organizational patterns based on free-association or simple narration, (4) development that contains large chunks of irrelevant information or elaborations based on simple descriptions, and (5) an egocentric perspective. The antithesis, knowledge transformation, as practiced by good writers, is characterized by (1) guided planning and situational diagnostics, (2) rich mental representations of text possibilities for a wide range of scenarios, and (3) a robust "executive control program" for allocating mental resources and for handling the tremendous cognitive load of verbal composition.

Computers and the Teaching of Writing

The notion of using computers to facilitate the teaching of writing has been around for quite some time (Bangert-Drowns, 1993). In general, one can see two broad trends in the early efforts: (1) research into whether or not word processing alters composing, and (2) various forms of parsers and natural language processing for detecting flaws in text (such as the many separate programs in the Writer's Workbench®). Both efforts have produced only limited results because both technologies -- at their roots -- are intended to enhance productivity rather than facilitate cognition. In short, they are just not the type of tool -- as
delineated by Gavriel Salomon (1993) — to produce a lasting gain in performance, once the tool has been removed.

R-WISE encourages students to practice composition in a computer-mediated environment, where the specially-designed software acts as a procedural facilitator. This term is used by Vygotsky (1978) to explain the cognitive mentoring and developmental dynamics that occur between master and apprentice and between peers during collaboration. Salomon (1988) and Zellermayer (1991), among others, uses the term to suggest that the computer can serve as a peripheral brain for the fledgling student and provide the scaffolding that allows the novice to practice the more robust problem-solving behaviors of an expert. R-WISE serves as a cognition facilitator for critical thinking by:

- Easing demands on short-term memory and helping to focus attention on strategically important aspects of writing;
- Guiding the inculcation and self-initiation of higher-order processes (metacognition) which the novice writer is unlikely to activate without prompting;
- Explicitly modeling strategic intellectual processes so that the fledgling student avoids what Collins & Gentner (1980) have termed "downsliding," or becoming increasingly entangled in lower and lower levels of mental actions, finally concentrating all mental energy on such things as spelling, grammar, and sentence construction to the exclusion of larger concerns in the process.

Software Components

R-WISE consists of a suite of computerized "tools" to aid ninth-graders in learning the art of prose composition. We selected the tools based on (1) their potential to represent components of the writing process as a visual algorithm and (2) their ability to model robust expert behaviors for the student. A simple model for the composing process that has gained wide acceptability in pedagogy depicts writing as having three central phases or stages: (1) Prewriting or invention, (2) Writing or drafting, and (3) Revision or editing. The three components showcased in this paper mirror this partitioning of the process.

- **Cubing (Prewriting)** — Information is not knowledge, just as understanding the content of a piece of prose is not equivalent to understanding and using the concepts presented in a text. This tool -- based on a graphical representation of complex mental operations -- helps the student to draw inferences and to elaborate on the basic concepts being developed in a piece of emergent text.
- **Idea Board (Drafting)** — This tool mediates a major cognitive shift in the writing process -- from the macro structures of thought to the micro structures of socially accepted, connected prose. Using a visual algorithm, the tool models robust, expert behaviors for writing a first draft. By foregrounding activities at appropriate times and relegating others to less prominence, the tool teaches the student to manage the cognitive load of composition.
- **Revision** — This tool helps the student to "re-see" a completed draft. Editing, as fostered in this tool, refers to substantial changes, such as improving style, adding to or subtracting from the content, rearranging parts, or completely re-writing. These more global, deep-structured editing acts are associated with higher-order cognitive skills (e.g., discerning patterns in bodies of information, exercising judgment, analysis, synthesis).

Instructional Approach

R-WISE uses a hybrid paradigm for interactive instruction. Part of the guidance comes from adaptive tutoring using traditional AI formalisms and part of the teaching comes from the powers of reification (or representing complex processes as manipulable objects on the computer screen). Tools (1) accommodate deficiencies and thereby reduce frustration for a weak writer, (2) emulate some of the crucial functionality of paper copy, (3) enrich the environment and thereby sustain motivation, and (4) model robust behaviors. While each of the three tutors being considered concentrates on a specific cluster of skills, all three have a unified method for delivering this layered instruction and a canonical architecture for the software and the interfaces. Figure 1 guides the discussion for the next six subheadings.
Setting Goals: (Area 1 of Figure 1) Using a knowledge-telling approach, the novice writer views composition as if it were a straight-forward exercise in generating ideas through association. For the expert, however, having an explicit, stable set of goals fosters a kind of filtering activity that focuses the mental task from the outset.

Each of the three cognitive tools handles this concretizing of goals in a slightly different manner. In Cubing, the tool selects from a collection of 9 possible readers and 9 possible reasons to write, (e.g., write a persuasive piece for a reader who is an expert in the subject matter). The student is then given this combination as a rhetorical situation. Idea Board asks the student to pick from a list the most applicable response to each of four questions that identify the purpose, the audience, the text form, and anticipated difficulties. Revision asks the student to set "sliders" to indicate three dimensions of the reader and three dimensions of the writer.

![Figure 1: System overview of hybrid tutoring capabilities](image)

Not only does this exercise help the novice student focus on an area where she is weak, this preliminary work "sets" the parameters of the adaptive tutor. Each writing environment now has a "frame" or backplane of conditions against which further actions can be evaluated during the remainder of the session on the tool. (If the student changes goals, the frame is also updated.) Table A gives the number of combinations (or rhetorical situations) tracked by each of the tools. Clearly, the repertoire is rich, and becomes even richer as these preliminary combinations are conjoined with additional data points drawn from the student's subsequent activities as the writing progresses.

**Table A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOOL</th>
<th>CONDITIONS</th>
<th>COMBINATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cubing</td>
<td>Reader Profiles (9)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aims or Purposes (9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea Board</td>
<td>Purpose (5)</td>
<td>1,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audience (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Form (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulties (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revision</td>
<td>Reader's Age (3)</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reader's Knowledge (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reader's Attitude (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Writer's Distance (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Writer's Tone (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Writer's Purpose (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Visual Algorithms: (Area 2 of Figure 1) The second way in which R-WISE teaches is to reify complex and potentially covert mental operations. Where possible, the interfaces of R-WISE represent visual organizers for specific intellectual processes. As explained by J. H. Clarke (1991, pp. 526-7), "... [from the standpoint of cognitive theory, graphic frames mimic aspects of semantic memory structures or schemata, that learning theorists believe organize the mind." For example, "Idea Map," an early workspace in Idea Board that encourages structured brainstorming by presenting the student with a visualization of mental manipulations. Given the premise that most of the clients for R-WISE probably have learning preferences that are concrete/visual rather than abstract/language, we provide "objects" for obscure mental actions. Similar to "webbing" -- a paper-and-pencil technique used in the writing classroom -- this thinking frame prods the student to cluster ideas into proto-paragraphs. Working with the "Idea Map" helps the student to recognize and to take control of the intellectual processes foundational to composing.

Diagnosis and Repair: (Area 3 of Figure 1) Writing is a complex, multi-dimensional activity analogous to a contingency management problem. Only in working through candidate solutions does the nature of the problem become fixed, or even definable. Rather than working in a linear fashion through the model of PLAN - PREWRITE - DRAFT - EDIT, good writers use an opportunistic approach. They constantly measure the emerging text against a set of expectations, while at the same time recognizing and capitalizing on serendipitous gains, weaving these "discovered" possibilities into a new rendition of the overall plan and product. Unfortunately, text production strategies for novice writers are frail and one-dimensional; such impoverished capabilities do not lend themselves to interruptions or re-assessments. As evidenced by Bereiter and Scardamalia's research into the writing process for novices, little evidence can be found that weak writers can participate in self-cueing or self-monitoring activities while engaging in a production of text (1987). In fact, the very act of breaking out of their one-dimensional, stream-of-consciousness mode jeopardizes the continued production of text. Diagnosis-and-Repair is an evaluation loop that partners with the student to reduce the cognitive load and that encourages the student to enter into an assessment episode. This loop -- essentially modeled after Bereiter and Scardamalia's well-researched CDO (COMPARE, DIAGNOSE, OPERATE) sequence (1987) -- takes a very sophisticated, open-ended problem and parcs it down to a manageable set of options for the inexperienced writer.

Clearly, the lists of options are a form of embedded instruction, and the student probably will come away from extended exposure to any of the three tutors with better content knowledge about what can go wrong at various stages of composition. However, we feel that the more important lesson the student learns is an enriched self-regulatory capacity so that she can move out of the text production mode into a higher-level cognitive activity without disrupting the whole composing process. This ability to suspend operations on one level and to focus mental energies on another is characteristic of the experienced writer (Hayes and Flower, 1980).

Adaptive Advice: (Area 4 in Figure 1) In the metacognitive stage (diagnosis and repair), the machine partners with the student to develop the sensitivity and awareness necessary to know what is wrong with a prose performance and how to improve the result. Yet, because the diagnostic is performed by the student, there is a potential for a mis-judgment. Additionally, if the system is to serve as an intelligent "guide" or "coach," the tool should have a feedback loop to indicate the "reasonableness" of the course of action the student is pursuing, baselined against some known set of criteria.

Adaptive advice adjusts its statements based on an "intelligent" assessment of the situation -- meaning that the software compares the manipulation the student is working on with the conditions of the frame and determines how "correct" these actions are given the circumstances. The resultant prompts help the student to learn the more subtle aspects of adaptation to audience and purpose. They also help the student to stay on the right track and avoid the frustration of writing text that is later deemed to be inadequate to the task. Cubing, Idea Board, and Revision contain advice that is germane to the focus of the tool. For example, Cubing -- whose domain is prewriting or the invention phase of writing -- prods the student to generate ideas. Revision, on the other hand, contains advice to aid in the assessment of such things as coherence, introductory and concluding paragraphs, whole-paper arrangement, paragraph structures, and effectiveness of individual sentences.

For all the intelligent tools, adaptive help is generated through a kind of triangulation, based on the rhetorical situation (frame) and the moves made by the student in the microworld or visual workspace. Monitoring the combination of rhetorical situation and place in the writing process creates a rich
representation for accessing instructional statements. Table B shows the number of instructional situations captured in each tool. Because of the large numbers in the current version of R-WISE, we have implemented a pruning algorithm that weighs the various elements going into the instructional situation and generates a manageable set of instructional statements. For example, the student (having written a topic sentence for a paragraph of factual detail intended for an audience at a distance from the writer, younger than the writer, and less knowledgeable than the writer) might be prompted to consider whether or not the advanced organizer is adequate for the purpose and the audience.

### Table B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOOL</th>
<th>FRAME COMBINATIONS</th>
<th>DIAGNOSTIC CHOICES</th>
<th>INSTRUCTIONAL SITUATIONS</th>
<th>ADVICE STATEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cubing</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1,458</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea Board</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22,680</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revision</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19,683</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Just in Time Tutoring:** (Area 5 in Figure 1) While designing R-WISE, we carefully planned how to integrate the tutor into a year-long ninth-grade curriculum. As currently fielded, the tutor takes up about 20-25% of the course. The production skills necessary for writing (e.g., topic sentences, paragraph patterns, conclusions and introductions, and other rhetoric fundamentals) are taught in the classroom, not on the computer. This is a deliberate decision. To act as an accelerator, the computer has to support the process of literacy. Interrupting the process to teach the enabling skills (1) mixes levels, styles, and purposes of instruction, (2) creates breaks in the train of thought from which the student cannot recover, and (3) results in a fairly unexciting electronic workbook.

While production skills and metacognitive skills are not interchangeable, they are correlated in that they must occur simultaneously in expert behaviors. After diagnosing a problem and getting a repair, the student may still be at a loss as to what to do. Recognizing that students may need reminders of materials covered in class, we have embedded a CBT component in R-WISE which provides "hints" upon request. This instruction (similar to a high-end form of context-sensitive help) is analogous to a job aid in that it gives a synoptic overview of concepts presented in class. Its purpose is to serve as a reminder or a refocusing prompt for the student rather than a full-blown instructional component. All three tools have a just-in-time-tutoring (JITT) module for each diagnostic choice they present. Each unit is terse and highly visual, representing fundamentals of composition with conceptual maps and pseudo-animations.

**Pilot Study and Future Plans**

A pilot version of R-WISE was field-tested during academic year 1992-1993. A San Antonio, Texas, high school with a population of approximately 650 ninth-graders used various components of the system over a nine-month period. In working with this Beta-test site, we were interested in a variety of research questions, including issues of design and user acceptance. We used several instruments to measure learning outcome, but only the results of the writing sample are presented here.

A second high school, within the same district and demographically similar to our pilot site, was selected as a control. Two equivalent writing prompts were devised, and one was given in January as a pre-test; the other was given in May as a post-test. We devised a rubric for holistically scoring the papers on a 1 to 6 scale and then had the approximately 2,200 samples professionally evaluated. The standard procedure of having two readers examine each paper was used. Inter-rater reliability was .79. The differences in means on pre-test and post-test for both control and treatment were deemed statistically significant using t-tests and are given in Figure 2. We are encouraged by the approximately 7% gain accomplished by the treatment group, but are cautious in our interpretations given that the software was in a beta version during
the pilot study. A more finished version of R-WISE is now being used by nine test sites in five different states. We hope to get even more of an effect from this production version of the software.

Figure 2: Mean scores for control and treatment on pre and post tests
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Abstract: The paper reviews two of the UK's national programmes to promote the use of computer-based teaching throughout higher education. In the first phase (1985-9) of the Computers in Teaching Initiative (CTI), a suite of 139 individual software-production projects generally failed to meet expectations. In 1989 CTI became a network of subject-based centres with a remit to promote the use of information technology (IT) within specific academic disciplines. Following wholesale changes in the national organisation of higher education in 1991, the UK government sought to double the number of students in higher education. A new programme of courseware development was initiated, the Teaching and Learning Technology Programme (TLTP): 75 projects are currently being funded, involving both single academic institutions and consortia. In examining the effects of these initiatives it is concluded that, while computer-based learning (CBL) has pedagogical benefits, there are many factors which hinder its adoption by university teachers.

The development of innovative teaching and learning materials in higher education within the UK invariably assumes an increased role for information technology (IT). The Computers in Teaching Initiative (CTI) and the Teaching and Learning Technology Programme (TLTP) have national remits to promote the use of IT in university teaching. This paper reviews the progress of the three distinct approaches that have been followed:

(1) CTI Phase I: largely concerned with software production;
(2) CTI Phase II: subject-based centres within academic disciplines; and
(3) TLTP


It was generally accepted throughout the 1970s that computers were being under-used in teaching in UK universities. As a result central funds were earmarked to provide more computing resources for use by undergraduates, typically hardware in the form of multi-access minicomputers. In the bidding process which followed science and engineering were particularly favoured. However, the rapid introduction of microcomputers in the 1980s changed the nature of academic requirements somewhat, as did the realisation that very little effort was being focused on utilising the general educational potential of computers for teaching. Although computer-based learning (CBL) was beginning to emerge, very little suitable software was developed.

Overall responsibility for computers within higher education in the UK was vested in the Computer Board for Universities and Research Councils (CBURC) which immediately saw the need to develop not only software but also support materials for teaching purposes. Through a new initiative, CTI, funds were made available to develop and produce the resources needed throughout higher education. CTI's main aim was to promote computer-based learning and training. This would involve (a) assessing the pedagogical potential of IT; (b) promoting increased awareness of the potential benefits of IT for university teachers, students and administrators; (c) assessing needs throughout higher education; and (d) producing and implementing educational software. Clearly the focus had shifted from hardware to software. Organisational and logistical issues were also considered important issues, as were techniques and standards for evaluating software. Funds were disbursed through a competitive bidding process. Although the overt objective was to provide for more software development, the underlying ethos was concerned with influencing the ways in which students were taught and engendering a more receptive environment for CBL. By 1987 some 139 projects had been approved from a total of 700 bids received and at least one project was awarded in each university (Table 1). Most projects were centred within individual university departments with a focus on undergraduate teaching. A total of £9.5m was...
made available centrally, with possibly double that amount being contributed by the universities in terms of staff time, space and facilities, and other resources.

Despite high expectations that the projects’ software products would be widely disseminated throughout tertiary education some major difficulties quickly emerged. No attempt was made to standardise hardware platforms and about half of the software was developed on equipment that rapidly became obsolete. There were also other impediments to the intended widespread take-up and portability of the materials throughout disciplines; materials developed in one department were often considered "inappropriate" elsewhere, a phenomenon which became known as the "not-invented here" syndrome. With very few exceptions, most of the software products were used solely within the departments in which they were developed. Although the poor level of inter-departmental portability was obviously very disappointing, there were some successes and much was learned from the exercise. Reports on CTI Phase one were produced by Gardner (1988) and Gershuny and Slater (1989).

### Table 1

Distribution, by main academic discipline, of projects and funds in CTI Phase 1 (from Gershuny and Slater, 1989)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Discipline</th>
<th>Number of Projects</th>
<th>Mean Funds per Project UK £ 000s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics/Statistics</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing/Logic</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Sciences</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine/Biology</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture/Geography/Geology</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences/Humanities</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law/Business Studies</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient/Modern Languages</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Combinations</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALL DISCIPLINES</strong></td>
<td><strong>139</strong></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL FUNDING £9.5m</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) CTI Phase 2, 1989-93: Subject-based Centres

The second phase of the initiative was intended to consolidate the successful aspects of the first phase and address areas that required further attention. A more solid infrastructure was to be secured within subject-specific academic domains by providing human support for CBI rather than more software. Competitive bids were again invited and funding was provided to establish 21 subject-based centres throughout the university sector. The subjects covered some 95% of undergraduate teaching areas and a coordinating body, the CTI Support Service (CTISS), was also established. Each centre had the task of promoting the use of CBI in teaching within its individual academic constituency, but was not permitted to undertake software development. Following minor adjustments the initiative now incorporates CTTSS and the 20 centres shown in Table 2.

Average annual running costs of each centre are about £40,000 and host institutions also contribute facilities and additional support. Typical staffing comprises a director, coordinator and secretary. Total funding for the second phase has been of the order of about £1m annually, considerably less than for CTI Phase one.

Although the centres' activities vary according to the nature and needs of their disciplines, they all perform an essential core. These include dissemination via print and electronic media of information about good practice in CBI, reviews of software, conferences, workshops and seminars, visits to departments, academic papers, and an advisory service, all available gratis throughout the UK university network.
Collectively the centres have been very productive. In the academic year 1992/3, the centres produced 18 subject-based courseware/resource guides averaging 156 pages each. Some 66 Journals and Newsletters were published, and over 6,000 screens of information were posted on academic bulletin-boards maintained by NISS (National Information on Software and Services) and other agencies; 225 software products were reviewed; 23 electronic mail discussion/information lists were set up; 246 departmental visits were conducted, and over 30,500 individual enquiries were dealt with (CTISS, 1994, 5-7).

CTI's second phase has generally been regarded as very successful, bearing in mind the original terms of reference. The centres have been very active and productive, but it has to be recognised that they were never resourced sufficiently to bring about a widespread cultural change in the way university teaching was carried out. The human element which the CTI Centres have provided has proved an indispensable form of support without which CBL would remain isolated and perhaps solely the preserve of technology enthusiasts. The need to provide and implement support mechanisms of this type has been widely acknowledged at many levels of the university community, particularly at the "grass roots" department level, and an external audit by French et al (1991) commended the centres on both their performance and cost-effectiveness. General reports on the CTI have been produced by Darby (1991; 1992), and Robinson (1992) has reviewed progress within one of the centres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Centre</th>
<th>Host University</th>
<th>Subject Centre</th>
<th>Host University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accountancy, Finance &amp; Management</td>
<td>East Anglia</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Warwick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>Library &amp; Information Studies</td>
<td>Loughborough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>Mathematics &amp; Statistics</td>
<td>Birmingham &amp; Glasgow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing</td>
<td>Ulster</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>Bristol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td>Modern Languages (with Classics)</td>
<td>Hull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>London (QMWC)</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Lancaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography, Geology, Meteorology</td>
<td>Leicester</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Surrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Glasgow</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Services</td>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>Sociology, Politics &amp; the Policy</td>
<td>Stirling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Use Studies</td>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>Textual Studies</td>
<td>Oxford &amp; Bath</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CTI model for promoting the use of IT in teaching and learning has attracted great interest in other countries, although little of this interest has yet been translated into action. Through its Council for Renewal of Undergraduate Education, the Swedish government has recently funded a discipline-based initiative based on the UK CTI model. Exchange visits between UK and Swedish CTI staff took place in 1992 and 1993, and a report on this cooperative venture was published recently (Martin, Darby and Kjölleström, 1994). The Republic of Ireland has also recently established a similar organisation. Some 200 academic institutions subscribe to CFI services, and there are many examples of individual CTI Centres having developed informal international associations.

By providing infrastructural support, evaluating courseware and identifying and propagating good practice in its adoption, the CTI Centres have continued their role of enabling a more rapid and comprehensive penetration of CBL into the mainstream of university teaching and learning. However, it was recognised that for fundamental change to occur, CBL had to be integrated into the teaching curriculum on a widespread basis.
The Context of Current Courseware Development

A continued lack of suitable courseware within academic disciplines remained the most pressing need. As a result the CTI recommended that a second programme of courseware development be instituted (Darby, 1991). This recommendation was accepted, but the academic context was radically revised following a major restructuring of organisation of higher education which took place in 1993.

Prior to 1993 the higher education community comprised (a) universities which could award degrees in their own right; (b) polytechnics, which were somewhat more vocationally orientated and whose degrees were validated by the UK Council for National Academic Awards; and (c) other tertiary colleges and institutes. Universities were funded by the Universities Funding Council (UFC) and other institutions were funded by the Polytechnics and Colleges Funding Council (PCFC). On 1 April 1993 the so-called "binary-divide" between universities and polytechnics was removed, thereby allowing polytechnics to assume full university status. Thus the number of universities increased from 48 to 115. The UFC and PCFC were replaced by four bodies: separate Higher Education Funding Councils (HEFCs) for each of England, Scotland and Wales, with the Department of Education for Northern Ireland taking responsibility for higher education in that province.

In advance of this major reorganisation the UK government in 1991 initiated policies to increase access to higher education and to double the number of students by the year 2000. However, this was to be brought about without a commensurate increase in university resources, which effectively remained static. As a result information technology was perceived by some senior figures in higher education as a means of delivering cost-effective education for increased numbers of students.

(3) The Teaching and Learning Technology Programme

In the 1980s, courseware had been developed piecemeal and the absence of a national strategy for its development and lack of generally-accepted standards made it difficult to integrate such material into existing courses. There was a clear need for courseware that conformed to acceptable standards of design, flexibility, delivery and pedagogy. It was recognised that courseware of this kind is most likely to be produced by nationally-funded consortia of academics collaborating across institutional or departmental boundaries. This strategy was embodied within TLTP which was announced in April 1992. It had a budget of £15m, and would run for a three year period beginning September 1992.

Its objectives were similar to those of the first phase of CTI in that it would support a series of projects each producing courseware for teaching in a variety of disciplines. Bids were invited from both subject-based and institutional consortia as well as individual institutions who could show that materials they produced would be widely adopted (UFC, 1992). In the first phase some 42 projects were approved, bids for 12 of which were coordinated by CTI Centres. The majority of the other 30 were institutional bids. Polytechnics were excluded from participating in the first year because they were not, at that time, funded through UFC: they were allowed to join in the programme in subsequent years however, following removal of the binary divide.

The projects had a wide geographical and disciplinary spread although bids from the natural sciences and engineering outnumbered those from the humanities and social science. The overall character of TLTP projects is also reminiscent of the first phase of CTI. The focus on consortia was intended to minimise the adverse effects of a tradition of local autonomy in curriculum design and delivery which might, despite strong financial control by the central funding body, frustrate the intentions of the initiative that collaboration within disciplines should lead to widespread adoption of the courseware that is developed.

In April 1993 the HEFCs for England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland jointly invited more bids for a second round of TLTP projects with the explicit aim of making teaching and learning more productive and efficient by harnessing modern technology. By the 4 July 1993 deadline 384 bids, for a total of almost £50m had been submitted. Of these, 33 projects were funded, and £3m was committed for the first of three years. In this second phase two CTI Centres, History and Geography, were successful in securing funds: both of them had large consortia of departments within their respective academic communities. As with the first phase of TLTP, the overall aim was to fund the development of transferable, cost-efficient, quality teaching and learning resources which, inter alia, facilitate flexible learning strategies, improve course delivery, and make better use of staff time. Productivity gains had to be quantified and attention paid to the issue of common standards of authoring environments. The expectation at the time that the new universities (former polytechnics) would be particularly favoured (as they had been excluded in phase 1) proved unfounded. Similarly, an expectation that priority would be given to projects which integrated access to centralised resources, such as data archives and information services, was not matched by the actual allocation of funds. Again science and technology were favoured.
An example of a TLTP project

Finally, by way of illustration, we provide details of the TLTP project with which, as Co-Director and Coordinator, we are closely involved. The project was one of the 33 successful bids under phase II of the TLTP, and commenced in September 1993. It is jointly led by the CTI Centre for Geography and the Division of Geography at Coventry University and involves a consortium of 75 university departments of geography throughout the UK. Resources secured amount to approximately half a million pounds sterling over a three-year period.

The aims of the project, named Geography-CAL, are to specify, develop, test and deliver a library of 21 high-quality transportable CBL modules and other support material intended to facilitate an efficient and effective teaching and learning environment for core topics, concepts and techniques in introductory undergraduate geography courses. Geography, as one of the broadest academic disciplines, draws on material from the natural, physical and earth sciences, the social sciences and the humanities in examining the relationships between people and their environment. Emphasis on analyzing the spatial and temporal patterns of phenomena has meant that graphical skills are fundamental requirements for all its students. Computers are an ideal medium for graphical representation, data analysis and simulation in teaching geography.

The project comprises three main stages: (i) an assessment of academic needs and a review of existing courseware; (ii) development and testing of courseware modules; (iii) an evaluation of the effectiveness and use of modules in the consortium's member institutions. An effective learning environment involves (a) selecting topics, concepts and techniques in which presentation of material by computer is superior to conventional methods of delivery; (b) adopting an interactive problem-orientated approach to learning, which will help develop students' enthusiasm and involvement; (c) developing quality, user-friendly courseware which combines multimedia elements of text, graphics, images, animations, simulations; and (d) formative assessment exercises.

Academic expert panels for each of the modules provide a detailed specification which is then passed to a team of three programmers who will produce the module using authoring software. Because IBM-compatible PCs running under Microsoft Windows represents the most common hardware platform in UK geography departments, Asymetrix' Toolbook was selected as the most suitable authoring system.

We envisage that acceptability of the material to university teachers will be enhanced by (a) actively involving potential users in the selection of topics, concepts and techniques and in the development, testing and evaluation of the CAL modules: a programme of workshops for consortium members is being organised from an early stage of the project; (b) circulating a regular newsletter reporting progress on the project; (c) designing each courseware unit around a discrete topic, concept or technique, so as to lend itself to being used independently or in connection with other units; (d) including automated assessment procedures; (e) producing flexible teaching materials suitable for first-year students who have not previously studied geography, whilst allowing those with some previous study of the subject to investigate topics in greater depth; (f) ensuring transportability of courseware by using a common authoring standard; (g) enabling teachers to customise the software to reflect local needs and interests; and (h) providing a staff training and support programme to help potential users to integrate the courseware into their teaching.

Together these mechanisms should increase the feeling of "ownership" of the courseware by potential users and encourage its widespread adoption. The primary efficiency gain will be the saving of time spent in tutorials, practical and fieldwork exercises and assessment; the CAL modules will also replace and complement some formal lecture material.

The project will also be sensitive to the fact that many students will not have an extensive background in geography, many will not initially be well disposed to IT, and that there are gender and other social issues which affect the learning environment. Many courseware modules will typically combine units that link theory with data-handling and other practical exercises to promote the understanding of a clearly-defined set of concepts. In addition to developing new materials, the project will endeavour to integrate existing resources produced under CTI phase I, many of which remain largely undeveloped or unfocused for current needs. Cooperative links have also been agreed and established with various TLTP phase I projects to ensure compatibility of standards and associated integration issues.

Because the project aims to involve virtually all the nation's geography departments, very high efficiency gains are achievable within a short time of the project's completion. First-year teaching — inclusive of lectures, practical classes and tutorials — in some 100 departments involves more than 65,000 hours of staff time annually. If only half of the departments adopt only half of the planned materials, a considerable 4,000 teaching hours could be saved. At a notional £35 per hour this represents £140,000; it is a significant annual return on the investment in the consortium and much higher returns are realistically achievable. Efficiency gains will be focused on several key areas: reduction of routine low-level tasks by production of self-directed learning...
facilities; minimising repetitive teaching; development of more efficient evaluation procedures; development of student self-assessment procedures; enhanced access to on-line data-sets for teaching purposes; reduction of time spent on producing learning-support materials; more efficient systems for monitoring student progress; more efficient systems of course administration.

As the project has only just begun it is currently too early to assess a measure of success. Our centralised approach — panels of academics passing specifications to professional programmers — is, however, a considered response to the experiences of earlier projects. It was adjudged preferable to the alternative, distributed approach in which individual academics acquire sufficient authoring skills to undertake module production themselves.

Options for the Future

It seems clear that the most appropriate basis for ensuring the widespread implementation of IT-based approaches to teaching and learning in higher education in the UK involves a synergistic and complementary relationship between CTI and TLTP. Following a review of CTI performance in early 1994, the UK HEFCs have all agreed to continue funding the initiative until at least 1999, albeit with some redefinition of roles still to be completed. It is expected that CTI will continue to provide the infrastructure necessary for the successful dissemination of TLTP materials. The traditional focus on support for individual members of academic departments has already been extended by the large increase in subject constituencies following removal of the binary divide. Now CTI is being asked to establish closer links with institutional managements. With the continuing confidence of the HEFCs and the relative security of a prolonged period of funding, the use of CTI to promote IT in higher education is now founded on a far firmer footing than hitherto.

Conclusion

The events and issues described in this paper encompass a series of attempts to establish CBL as a mainstream activity within UK universities. Several of these attempts proved less successful than had initially been anticipated. However, many lessons have been learned throughout the process and it now seems that a successful strategy is now at hand. The key to the successful implementation of computer-based learning clearly entails the integration of hardware, software and "liveware" within a sound and supportive educational environment. This requires change within our institutions that is as much cultural as technological. It is too early to gauge the extent to which TLTP will succeed in achieving its aims. However, it is now accepted that CTI and TLTP are complementary, and indeed both now report to the same advisory group within the Funding Councils. The CTI experience has shown that for any CBL resource to be taken seriously enough to be incorporated into the curriculum it must offer the prospect of being useable for a sufficient length of time to justify the investment of effort involved in its production. It is also clear that effective production of courseware needs collaboration at as many levels as possible: individual, departmental, institutional, discipline, national and even international.

Note: Further information about CTI can be obtained from CTISS, University of Oxford Computing Centre, 13 Banbury Road, Oxford, OX2 6PN, UK. Fax: +44 865 273 275; Email: ctiss@vax.ox.ac.uk
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Abstract: Vocabulary used to describe things that are "hyper" is very confusing. This paper discusses four factors which contribute to the confusion. In addition, a set of standardized definitions is proposed. They include: (a) (sequential) text: documents presenting text to be used in a sequential manner, (b) hypertext: documents presenting text to be used in a nonsequential and/or sequential manner, (c) multimedia: documents presenting media to be used in a sequential manner, and (d) hypermedia: documents presenting media to be used in a nonsequential and/or sequential manner. The establishment of these definitions is based on three characteristics of documents: (a) linearity, (b) modality, and (c) singularity. The three characteristics reflect the use of the terms "hyper," "medium," and "multi" respectively. Examples and comparisons of different types of documents are discussed.

The field of hypertext/hypermedia has a communication problem. The vocabulary used to define things that are "hyper" is both confusing and ill-defined. At least four factors contribute to this confusion. They are: (a) similar ideas are described using different terms; (b) the same term is used to describe different ideas; (c) "hyperdocuments" are often confused with electronic documents; and (d) there is inconsistency among definitions of "hypervocabulary". Discussions of each of the factors are presented below.

First, the same idea is often described using different terms. For example, Field (1990) introduced an inexpensive approach to using hypermedia in regular classrooms. In her article, she used the terms "hyperdocuments" and "interactive multimedia" interchangeably and without defining them. It reads as if multimedia and hypermedia are identical. Similarly, Smith and Westhoff (1992) described the Taliesin Project as a "multimedia project" which includes a "hypermedia delivery system" as the underlying host. They did not, however, clarify the distinction between the terms. Neglecting to provide comparisons among similar terms usually leaves meaning open to interpretation.

Second, even though people sometimes use the same terms, quite often they are referring to different ideas. For example, Conklin (1987) and Marmion (1990) defined hypertext as consisting of nodes of text and links among the nodes. Links are logical connections among nodes. Horney (1991), expanded this node-and-link metaphor a step further. Based on Nelson's (1987) definition, he suggested that hypertext not only includes nodes and links, but also presents information in a way that users are free to choose what to read next. He argued that a key element of hypertext is freedom of choice. Clearly, Horney's use of the term "hypertext" is somewhat different from that of Conklin or Marmion.

Third, people tend to confuse "hyperdocuments" with electronic documents. For example, Bonest (1991) suggested that one of the disadvantages of hypertext is the problem of "tunnel vision;" i.e., readers' vision is limited by the size of the computer screen. However, this is true only if the hypertext system is presented through a computer. Some researchers (e.g., Chen, 1989; Marmion, 1990) have argued that hypertext can also exist on paper. Including tunnel vision as one of the disadvantages of "hyperdocuments" seems to be an overgeneralization.

Fourth, the relationships among definitions of the vocabulary are often inconsistent. For example, Woodhead (1991) suggests that hypertext is a subset of hypermedia, which is a subset of interactive multimedia. He restricted the use of hypertext for text-based documents only. However, later in his book the term multimedia is used to describe documents involving more than one medium. If this is true, how can hypertext...
be a subset of multimedia? They should be two distinct sets, because hypertext, by Woodhead's definition, includes only one medium, text.

In short, there is a communication problem in this field. I strongly feel the need to propose a set of standardized definitions. In this paper, I define four of the most commonly used terms: (sequential) text, hypertext, hypermedia, and multimedia. By defining these terms, making comparisons among them, and providing real world examples, I hope that we can establish a common ground on which to stand and from which we may communicate more effectively and efficiently.

The Proposed Definitions

The proposed definitions are listed below. Detailed discussion and examples will be presented in succeeding sections. Note that I am using the words "sequential" and "linear" interchangeably. The term "sequential text" is the same as the term "text" in the context of "hypervocabulary."

(Sequential) Text: documents presenting text to be used in a sequential manner.

Hypertext: documents presenting text to be used in a nonsequential and/or sequential manner.

Multimedia: documents presenting media to be used in a sequential manner.

Hypermedia: documents presenting media to be used in a nonsequential and/or sequential manner.

Here, I dedicate the definitions of "hypervocabulary" to describing types of documents. These definitions do not include the programs or systems which hold or produce the documents. Nor do they refer to constructs such as nonlinearity or to the manner in which the documents are used. When referring to these systems, I will use "hypertext systems" or "multimedia systems." When referring to constructs, I will use the "idea" or "concept" of hypermedia. Therefore, "hypertext documents" means the same as "hypertext" based on the proposed definitions. Furthermore, the word "document" is taken as a token which means any container of information. A document can be either electronic or nonelectronic.

Additionally, I would like to distinguish between an author's intention and the user's reading strategies. It is the author's intention, not the user's, which determines the characteristics (e.g., linear or nonlinear) of a document. Any document can be linear or nonlinear, if the definitions are based on the reader's use. For example, a naive reader might decide to read an encyclopedia from the first page to the last, even though the encyclopedia was originally designed to be read nonlinearly. Similarly, an expert reader usually reads a book nonlinearly by referring back and forth among different pages, even though a book was usually written to be read linearly. To avoid unnecessary confusion, the proposed definitions are based on how documents are designed to be read, but not how users read. More discussions will be presented later.

Linearity, Modality and Singularity

To discuss the proposed definitions, I have chosen to start from describing three characteristics of documents: linearity, modality, and singularity. The three characteristics are meant to reflect ideas of "hyper," "medium," and "multi" respectively. Their relationships are shown in Figure 1.

Linearity indicates whether or not a document is organized in a linear manner. Conventional books, for example, were written with the expectation that readers read them in a linear manner. Mystery books, in particular, do not expect readers to read the ending first (although many of them do). It is expected that readers will enjoy guessing the ending by reading the books linearly. On the other hand, a dictionary, is designed to be read nonlinearly. The definition of each word in a dictionary can be considered a node. Although these nodes are in an alphabetical order, users of a dictionary do not read the definitions in an alphabetic, i.e. linear, order. Users of a dictionary look up words by going directly to a particular page at the appropriate spot in the alphabet. They do not read the dictionary from the beginning to the end. Furthermore, when encountering an unfamiliar word in a definition, users often go to the page that defines the unfamiliar word. An experienced dictionary user usually jumps back and forth among several pages to check the meaning of different words. In this case, a dictionary is designed to be used nonlinearly, and the actual links are constructed by the reader in real time.

Modality characterizes the type of media included in a document. For example, a document of sounds has a different modality from a document of graphics. A document with video has a different modality from a document without video. As will be discussed later, modality, in this proposal, is used to distinguish documents with text from documents without text.

Singularity describes the number of media involved in a document. If a document includes only one medium, it is singular. If more than one medium (at least two) is included in a document, it is not singular. Thus, singularity can be used to describe the distinction between text and multimedia. Text includes only one medium, whereas multimedia implies the involvement of mixed media such as sounds and pictures.
Among these three characteristics, the concept of linearity is the most controversial. When defining the terms hypertext and hypermedia, people tend to emphasize their nonlinearity, giving the impression that nonlinearity is the only characteristic of "hyperdocuments." In fact, "hyperdocuments" include nonlinear as well as linear characteristics. This is very clearly indicated by Nelson (1987), when he says that "hypertext can include sequential text, and is thus the most general form of writing" (p. 0/3). In other words, hypertext is the union of linear text and nonlinear text.

![Figure 1. Linearity, modality and singularity characteristics of documents](image)

A good example of this relationship is provided in the book *Literary Machines* (Nelson, 1987). *Literary Machines* is organized into one Chapter Zero, several Chapters One, one Chapter Two, several Chapters Three, several Chapters Four, and several Chapters Five. Nelson suggests that the reader read Chapter Zero and one of the Chapters One, and then Chapter Two, the heart of the book. "Because Chapter Two is long and sequential, its parts are numbered. Other sections of this book are not numbered because they are not, in principle, sequential" (p. 0/3). Nelson suggests that the reader then read one of the closing chapters. Chapters Four and Chapters Five are particularly nonsequential; readers are encouraged to read in whatever order they prefer. Readers are also encouraged to read the book several times, taking a different path each time. *Literary Machines* exemplifies both the linear and nonlinear characteristics of hypertext, and provides a concrete example that hypertext is a superset of sequential text.

In the same way that hypertext is the most general form of writing, hypermedia can be considered the most general form of media. That is, hypermedia can include sequential media and nonsequential media. In other words, hypermedia is the union of linear media and nonlinear media. Because the linguistic structure of the word "multimedia" does not imply the possession of nonlinear characteristics, it is best used to describe linear media only. Therefore, multimedia is a subset of hypermedia.

A Closer Examination

Using the characteristics of linearity, modality and singularity, eight types of documents can be derived. They include: (a) nonlinear nontextual medium, (b) linear textual medium, (c) linear media without text, (d) nonlinear textual medium, (e) nonlinear media without text, (f) linear media with text, (g) nonlinear media with text, and (h) linear nontextual medium. Their relationships are illustrated in Figure 2.

*Area A* is nonlinear nontextual medium. For example, the program "Inigo Gets Out" (Goodenough, 1987) is a pictorial story presented in a nonlinear manner. The main character "Inigo" of the story is a cat. The reader plays the role of Inigo and decides what to go next throughout the journey of its adventure. The reader can literally read the story several times without repeating the same path. "Inigo Gets Out" is nonlinear and nontextual, and singular, involving only the medium of picture. There is currently no accepted term for a document with these characteristics. To be consistent, the term "hypermedium" is a possible descriptor.

*Area B* is linear textual medium. As mentioned above, a mystery book involves only the text medium and is presented in a linear fashion. It is textual and singular. Therefore, it falls into this area. A document with these characteristics should be called "text."
Area C is linear media without text. Although most existing documents involve text, there are some that do not have text in them. For example, a video tape program usually involves sounds and moving pictures. But the users (audiences) normally only access it in a sequential manner, playing it from the beginning to the end. It is linear and not singular. No text is involved. A document with these characteristics should be called "multimedia."

Figure 2. Eight types of documents derived from the three characteristics

Area D is nonlinear textual medium. Again, as mentioned above, a dictionary is nonlinear and is mainly textual. Only one single medium, text, is involved. A document with these characteristics should be called "hypertext."

Area E is nonlinear media without text. For example, when a video program is divided into segments and is put on a laserdisc, it becomes accessible by the user in a nonsequential manner. The user can choose which segment and which order of video clips to examine. No text is involved. It is nonlinear and not singular (includes both motion pictures and sounds). A document with these characteristics should be called "hypermedia."

Area F is linear media with text. When watching a foreign movie, we may need the text captions to understand the film. A captioned film is still linear, but is not singular. It now includes text. A document with these characteristics should also be called "multimedia."

Area G is nonlinear media with text. For example, a CD-ROM encyclopedia falls into this category. An electronic encyclopedia usually has text, sounds and pictures. It can be accessed in many possible orders. One of the media involved is text. Therefore, it is nonlinear, not singular and involving text. A document with these characteristics should also be called "hypermedia."

Area H is linear nontextual medium. An audio type, for example, falls into this area. Music recorded in a type is to be listened linearly. It involves only one single medium, sound and it is nontextual. There is currently no accepted term for a document with these characteristics. To be consistent, the term "monomedium" is a possible descriptor.

Table 1 summarizes characteristics and examples of different types of documents.

Summary

In summary, based on the above discussion, the proposed definitions for a "hypervocabulary" convey the following statements:

- Text, hypertext, hypermedia, and multimedia are types of documents.
- Hypertext and hypermedia exist in both electronic and other media forms.
- Hypertext is a superset of text.
- Hypermedia is a superset of multimedia.
- Text and multimedia are two distinct sets.
- Hypermedia and hypertext are two distinct sets.

The relationships among text, hypertext, multimedia and hypermedia can be represented in Figure 3. A simplified version of this figure is shown in Figure 4.

One of the things I like about the proposed definitions is that now we are ready to invent new terms without adding confusion to "hypervocabulary." The relationships presented in Figure 2 apply to different media.
Theoretically, we shall have "hypersound," "hypervideo," "hyperpicture," and so on. Any combination of the above (including hypertext) will make a document hypermedia. How to draw the relationships among these terms, as a general strategy used by many textbooks, will be left as an exercise for the readers.

Table 1. Summary of types of documents in Figure 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Textual</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Vocabulary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Nonlinear nontextual medium</td>
<td>&quot;Inigo Gets Out&quot;</td>
<td>Hypermedium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Linear textual medium</td>
<td>Mystery books</td>
<td>Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Linear media without text</td>
<td>Video without text caption</td>
<td>Multimedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Nonlinear textual medium</td>
<td>Dictionaries</td>
<td>Hypertext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Nonlinear media without text</td>
<td>Laserdiscs of sounds and pictures</td>
<td>Hypermedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Linear media with text</td>
<td>Video with text caption</td>
<td>Multimedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Nonlinear media with text</td>
<td>CD-ROM encyclopedia</td>
<td>Hypermedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Linear nontextual medium</td>
<td>Audio tapes</td>
<td>Monomedium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Relationships among text, hypertext, multimedia and hypermedia

Figure 4. A simplified version of Figure 3
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Abstract: Academic conferences are a long-standing and effective form of multimedia communication. Conference participants can transmit and receive information through sight, speech, gesture, text and touch. This same-time, same-place communication is sufficiently valuable to justify large investments in time and travel funds. Printed conference proceedings and session videotapes are attempts to recapture the value of a live conference, but they are limited by a fragmented and inefficient approach to the problem. We addressed this problem in the multimedia proceedings of the DAGS'92 conference. The recently published CD-ROM delivers text, graphic, audio, and video information as an integrated whole, with extensive provisions for random access and hypermedia linking. We believe that this project provides a model for future conference publications and highlights some of the research issues that must be resolved before similar publications can be quickly and inexpensively produced.

Introduction

Academic conferences are a long-standing and effective form of multimedia communication. Conference participants can transmit and receive information through sight, speech, gesture, text and touch. This same-time, same-place communication is sufficiently valuable to justify large investments in time and travel funds. Traditional printed conference proceedings and session videotapes are attempts to recapture the value of a live conference, but they are limited by a fragmented and inefficient approach to the problem. Video and audio tapes require as much time as the recorded events, while printed proceedings can not convey the dynamic nature of a conference. But more importantly, they are not integrated with each other.

In preparing the DAGS'92 Multimedia Conference Proceedings we aimed to address these shortcomings, and therefore deliver more of the value of an academic conference to our audience.
Recently, conference organizers have realized the endless possibilities that the multimedia productions can have, and some first efforts on multimedia proceedings have already been published (Rada, 1993; MacSciTech, 1992). Even though these are efforts to the right direction, we believe that they fall short of the multimedia abilities.

The DAGS'92 CD-ROM (Gloor, Makedon & Matthews, 1993) delivers text, graphic, audio, and video information as an integrated whole, with extensive provisions for random access and hypermedia linking. We believe that this project provides a model for future conference publications and highlights some of the research issues that must be resolved before similar publications can be quickly and inexpensively produced. The experience gained from this effort will be applied not only to multimedia conference proceedings of the future, but also to multimedia textbooks and learning environments. We view this as the strongest point of our experiment and research, and a direction that should be pursued further.

Background

In June 1992 Dartmouth College hosted the first annual Dartmouth Institute for Advanced Graduate Studies (DAGS) symposium, on the topic of "Issues and Obstacles in the Practical Implementation of Parallel Algorithms and the Use of Parallel Machines." The symposium program consisted of eight talks by invited speakers plus thirteen contributed talks, presenting a total of twenty-two papers (one invited talk spanned two papers). Since the topic is considered the central problem in the area of parallel computation today, it was the intention of the organizers to make the results as widely available and accessible as possible to the parallel computing research and teaching communities. In addition to the usual printed Proceedings (Johnson, Makedon & Metaxas, 1992), it was decided to publish multimedia proceedings that would capture as much as possible of the conference atmosphere.

Description of the System

The multimedia proceedings on CD-ROM we produced delivers the twenty-two papers in hypertext integrated with the eight invited talks in Apple's QuickTime movies. Hypermedia links and random-access are used extensively in this integration.

![Figure 1: The Talks interface.](image-url)
The CD-ROM includes: A navigation shell that facilitates hierarchical navigation in hyperspace, hypertext of the papers presented, movies of the invited speaker delivering the conference talks along with their slides being marked during the talk, hyperlinks connecting relevant parts of the proceedings, and bibliography. In the future, it would be nice to include animations of some of the algorithms presented. Furthermore, the system is extendible in the sense that the user is able to create his/her own hyperlinks among objects that he/she deems relevant, do search on keywords and keep notes on the documents.

Programming Parallel Algorithms
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In the past 20 years there have been a huge number of algorithms designed for parallel computers, most of which have been designed for one of the variants of the Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM) model. Unfortunately there has been limited progress in getting practical implementations of the algorithms on any real parallel machine. Although discrepancies between the PRAM model and actual implementations of parallel machines (particularly as regards communication costs) has

In a typical session, a user using our system could first get a quick overview of the contents of the CD-ROM. Then he/she could follow a talk on a particular topic that seems interesting, by watching the movies of the slides and of the speaker in separate windows. The user could also get an overview of the talk by using the pop-up menu containing the section titles of the talk, or by skimming through the slides. If, at some particular point, the speaker mentions a theorem without proof, as is often the case in conferences, the user of our system could jump into the hypertext to read the omitted theorem proof in detail. Then, he/she could go back to the talk, continue reading the hypertext bringing on the screen several windows containing relevant information, or do a search on some keyword to find out who else mentioned this keyword during the conference. Assuming that the search brought up several candidate sections of papers, the user could jump into the new paper and continue reading from there, or even jump into the video movie of the second speaker and see how the material was presented during that talk. In every place, the user could make his/her own remarks on the subject being read and keep them for later examination or for filling in the background gaps.

There is considerable flexibility built in our system; evaluating which parts are crucial and should be kept and enhanced, and which could be dispensed without affecting the overall performance of the multimedia proceedings, is part of future research and evaluation.

Development Stages

The first step in producing the multimedia proceedings was to collect the raw material. The speakers' presentations were videotaped, their overhead slides were copied, and their papers were collected. To
make the synchronization easier, we used two videocameras for the videotaping; one focusing on the speaker and one on the projected slides. It turned out that the second was by far the most useful. After the collection, all these materials were converted to digital form for computer-based processing. Due to the space constraints of CD-ROM, our intended delivery medium, we decided to deliver only the eight invited talks in a full audio/visual form.

Despite the huge storage provided by the Compact Disk technology we knew that we could not fit even the eight one-and-a-half hour video tracks on a CD-ROM. Therefore we decided to display a one-minute video loop of each speaker. This was certainly the right decision because little valuable information was lost this way; it turns out that a minute of video is sufficient to convey a sense of a speaker's appearance and mannerisms, while at the same time is less distracting to the person studying the talk. Furthermore, breaking the synchronization between the audio and video tracks allowed us to edit the audio without introducing video skipping. Editing both the audio and the video data of the speakers, in a way that preserves synchronization and smooth transition between edited frames, seems as a formidable task which we did not have the tools to undertake.

The audio track of each talk was digitized and then edited to remove pauses and noise words such as "umm"s and "ahh"s. The edited talks were roughly half as long as the originals, and much more listenable. To improve the quality, we amplified most of them using a commercial sound processing application.

The overhead slides were scanned and edited for clarity and contrast; they were also made smaller to fit in the appropriate window of the interface program. One of the problems we encountered in this process was the fact that, after diminution, the slides that were poorly handwritten had low readability. So, some of the slides had to be retyped.

Then, using the original videotapes as guides, we synchronized the slides to the edited audio tracks using a commercial video editor. The resulting "movie" reproduces the most important features of a talk, the speaker's words and slides, and preserves their temporal connection. These "movies" were indexed to allow random access to a list of primary topics, and to allow more sensitive linking between the papers and the talks.

The video loops were digitized with a low-end video capture board and compressed to provide efficient playback from a CD-ROM. The loops were selected to have similar opening and closing frames, so that the loop transition would not be distracting to viewers. The loops were kept small to enhance playback performance and to keep the lack of synchronization between the speaker's lips and words from becoming a distraction.

Given the variety of the playback speeds of the commercial CD-ROM drivers available, some computer configurations will have a hard time displaying both the slides video and the speakers video loops on the screen at a comfortable speed. For that reason, we have given to the user the ability to stop the speaker video loop and replace it with a static color picture of the speaker.

The final, and by far the most time-consuming stage, was to prepare the twenty-two papers. Wanting to produce a truly hypermedia product and not to sacrifice its usability, we decided to present the papers in a hypertext form, using an advanced hypertext engine. We used the Gloor/Dynes hypertext system (Gloor, Dynes & Lee, 1993) that was developed at MIT for the CD-ROM version of the "Introduction to Algorithms" textbook (Cormen, Leiserson & Rivest, 1990) and is based on Apple's HyperCard software.

We first broke the twenty-two papers into hypertext "nodes," and assigned each node a "node level" that reflected its degree of generality. For example, all the abstracts of the papers are on level 1. This way, a user can quickly become familiar with the themes of the presented papers by visiting all the first level nodes of the Proceedings. This "chunking" process was handled manually by computer scientists with expertise in the subject area. It appears that one cannot automate this process unless the authors have written their papers following some carefully predefined specifications. We also tried to have authors provide chunking information, but the results were not sufficiently consistent from paper to paper, so in the end all chunking was performed at Dartmouth.
We, then, converted all the papers to HyperCard text. Every author provided postscript versions of the papers and half of them provided electronic versions in TeX or LaTeX format; the latter were converted to HyperCard form with homemade utilities and manual cleanup. Unfortunately, we could not use postscript files for the hypertext engine, so the remaining papers were scanned, processed by optical character recognition software, and then manually corrected. A great number of errors were introduced by the scanning and recognition process, and some pages were simply retyped. A number of text features required special treatment. HyperCard does not support subscripts or superscripts, so, special fonts were used in their place. Uncommon symbols were similarly provided by custom fonts. This still leaves out very complex equations, which were scanned and displayed as graphics using custom software.

Figures were scanned and edited for clarity. The text was manually marked to provide links to citations, tables, and figures. Each hyperlink in the text appear as bold-faced word. The system supports multiple windows containing scanned figures, tables, or bibliographic information. Finally, hyperlinks leading to referenced sections were introduced.

The final step was to integrate all these elements into a single user interface, and to test the resulting system. The interface was designed to be simple, usable and attractive. Extensive color graphics and on-line help facilities were built into the navigation shell. The system was tested on a number of machines with different capabilities and configurations. Special care was taken to optimize the transfer data ratio so it performs well on a variety of commercially available CD-ROMs.

Research Issues

The production of the DAGS'92 Multimedia Proceedings has confronted us with two subjects for future research. One is the question of how such projects can be assembled in a short period of time, with less manual labor. Even though, in the beginning, some production delays were caused by evaluation of the best alternative choice in problems we faced, the experience gained has resolved most of these problems and we now need to focus on the automation of the manual steps.

Some of the time-consuming steps, such as digitizing papers and slides, could be eliminated if the source material was available in electronic form. Removing pauses and noise words from audio sources automatically should also be possible, with sufficiently sophisticated techniques. We currently experiment with more advanced software that can help in that direction (Matthews, Gloor & Makedon, 1993).

Converting linear text to a hierarchy of hypertext nodes may be the most intractable problem; it is difficult to see how to replace the human expert, in the near term. It is clear that projects such as this will not be undertaken if they require the multiple man-years of labor we invested; so progress must be made in automating the process. We are currently working on a carefully specified list of rules and instructions that could help the authors divide an article in hypernodes. Ultimately, we hope that they would use this list in preparing the final version of the paper. This approach, if successful, will eliminate the most difficult problem of future productions.

The second subject for research concerns the effectiveness of the final result. We believe that the multimedia proceedings provide most of the content of live talks and linear papers, with the advantage of random access and hypertext linking. Of particular interest is using this technology in the production of hypermedia books. It is often the case that a good textbook author is also a good speaker; hypermedia textbooks, based on the results of our experiment, are expected to have positive impact on the writing of future textbooks. Further exploration of this is very important. But this proposition needs careful evaluation, and the cost/benefit of certain features (such as video loops and hypertext) needs to be scrutinized in order to justify the production resources they require.
Conclusions

We believe that the DAGS'92 Multimedia Proceedings is a step towards academic publications that more fully reproduce the experience of a live conference or classroom. Currently such publications are one of a kind, expensive to produce, and with clear but unmeasured advantages over their traditional counterparts. Our experience highlights these shortcomings, but also suggests that with further research improved systems can be built with less effort, and greater rewards.
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Abstract: In this paper, we assess the effectiveness of a multimedia program for reading authentic German texts in three areas. First, based on user evaluation of the visual interface design, we assessed the usability of the program with particular regard to user reaction to the multimedia components of the program. Secondly, we tracked learner behavior while using the program and recorded the types of multimedia links that were chosen. Thirdly, we assessed the effectiveness of the program for two levels of language learning: short-term recall of vocabulary items and overall reading comprehension. Based on answers to questionnaires, users felt overwhelmingly that seeing a photograph or movie helped reinforce learning but that the text and audio links were not as helpful. The user logs indicated that a greater proportion of picture and movie links were chosen than text links. The vocabulary tests show that vocabulary words were learned and recalled better when "defined" with picture or movie links than when only textual definitions were available.

Based on current research and theories of reading comprehension, in order for understanding and learning to take place, a reader must first activate prior knowledge, must then reorganize these existing knowledge structures or schemata, and then can link them to the new material to be learned (cf. Carlson 1990, Bernhardt 1991). Our multimedia program for the Macintosh computer aids in this process, first, by providing a contextualized overview or preview of each reading text in the form of a QuickTime movie clip, which is designed to activate in the learner's mind the text's global concepts. Second, by avoiding simple translations of unknown words and phrases in the text and instead providing other types of information in the form of hypermedia links, such as graphics (pictures), video (QT movies) and sound, in addition to the definitions of words, the learner is encouraged to infer the meaning of the word or phrase. These integrated types of information help readers formulate their own cognitive schemata, and research has shown that students learn more when they "make their own connections" rather than having connections made for them (or in this case, having translations given to them, cf. Hulstijn 1992). The interactive nature of the software allows learners to take an active role in the process, i.e. they can choose the type of information or media link that is most helpful to them. At the same time, the program provides individualized options and self-pacing ability, in order to accommodate different learning styles. In addition, increasing students' motivation to learn is the goal of any software but one which multimedia applications seem particularly successful at because they address multiple senses and thus reinforce learning.

Key Program Features of CyberBuch

CyberBuch is a multimedia program whose prime instructional goal is to improve the comprehension skills of students who are beginning to read authentic German texts. The metaphor of a library introduces the user to the program, and from there, the following key features are accessible:
1. Vorschau "Preview": This component is an advance organizer, a means of conveying global information about the text, activating top-down processing strategies of first understanding macro-level ideas before micro-level details.

2. Native Speaker Reading the Text ("Text-Movie Link"): Accompanying the written text is the option of hearing the text read by native speakers. Students may listen to the entire text or select any sentence they want to hear. They control the playback as one would a tape.

3. Multiple Media Links: Within the text, certain words are marked as "hotspots" or "hot text" and are linked to various kinds of information in the form of text, still graphics or videos. For each word, up to three different links are available. These "multiple media links" are accessed by dragging the word and dropping it on one of the three media icons. In addition to the media link selected, the word is also spoken as a default.

Effectiveness Testing

Researchers today have moved away from the traditional comparative research (medium A vs. medium B, CALL (computer-assisted language learning) vs. non-CALL). Rather, more descriptive and evaluative studies are being conducted, among other purposes, to acquire "new theoretical information about the psycholinguistic nature of language learning and the way in which a specific computer capability of delivering instruction--its coding elements--has been shown to affect or interact with the learning process (Pederson 1987). As Clark (1983) sums it up, "We have moved from asking which medium was a better teacher to a concern with which 'attributes' of media might combine with learner traits under different task conditions and performance demands to produce different kinds of learning."

The CyberBuch program was pilot-tested by 44 second-year German students at the University of California, Santa Barbara in November 1993. We tested three separate but related aspects of the program and its effectiveness: usability, learning behavior, effects on language learning.

1. Usability: We first assessed the usability of the program, with particular regard to the multimedia components of the program based on questionnaires students filled out after they had worked with the program for two 50-minute class periods. There were a total of 42 questions, ranging from ease of use of the program, to the clarity and effectiveness of the multimedia links, and the users' perceptions of their own learning styles. The most relevant questions for this paper involve student opinions of the various links and perceptions about how they learn best.

   Figure 1 shows that an overwhelming percentage (95% and 92%, respectively) agreed or strongly agreed that "The still images [picture links] clearly showed what the word means" and that "The movies clearly showed what the word means." The reactions to the statement "The German definitions [text links] for the word were clear and understandable" were mixed, with roughly a third (30%) agreeing or strongly agreeing, a third (32%) uncertain and a third (35%) disagreeing or strongly disagreeing. However, according to students' verbal and written comments beyond the questionnaire, this is due not to the type of link, i.e. textual, but rather to the difficulty of understanding definitions in German.

   Similarly, Figure 2 shows that an overwhelming percentage (95%) agreed or strongly agreed that "Seeing a photograph or movie [visual link] helped to reinforce learning." However, only about half (51%) agreed or strongly agreed that "Hearing the words spoken [audio link] helped to reinforce learning."

   Students were also asked to rank the different media links in order of which helped them to learn remember individual vocabulary words best, with 1 = helps most, 4 = helps least. The striking results are that nearly half
(43%) of the students ranked pictures as helping the most and the other half (46%) ranked movies as helping the most, while 51% ranked textual definitions as the third most helpful link and 68% ranked hearing the word spoken as the fourth most useful link (see Figures 3 and 4).

2. Learner Behavior: Secondly, we tracked learner behavior while they used the program, hypothesizing that the picture and movie links would appeal to students and they would choose such links to a greater degree than "typical" textual or definitional links. The logs recorded provide data about which links were chosen and which ones were not used at all for both days that the program was used.

After learners had used the program for two class periods, a "surprise" vocabulary test was given, consisting of 17 words. The words were selected to represent the different multimedia links: 6 of them had only text links (definitions in German), 5 had only picture + text links, 5 had only movie + text links, and 1 had all three links (picture + movie + text). It should be noted that the audio component was included by default with all of the links. In this paper, we are restricting ourselves to the log data from these 17 words (and excluding the other 59 words in the program with links).

The data show that when text links were available (17 words x 44 students = 748 available links), 38% of these links were chosen. While there were fewer available picture and movie links (6 x 44 = 264 for each type), they were chosen to a much greater degree, 58% and 74%, respectively.

Fig. 3. Ranking of most useful links

Fig. 4. Ranking of least useful links

Fig. 5. Distribution of text links chosen by individual students

Fig. 6. Distribution of picture links chosen by individual students
Figures 5-7 show the distribution of all the media links chosen by individual students, including multiple selection of a link. The arrows show the number (percentage) of available links for each type.

Fig. 7. Distribution of movie links chosen by individual students

In addition to tracking the chosen links for these 17 words, we asked learners on their vocabulary quizzes to specify which link they thought helped them learn the word. We then compared these “self-reported” data to the logs which recorded actual behavior and found a significant dependence between the type of link chosen and whether learners reported that that particular type of link was useful. For the text links, there was a negative relationship (Pearson $\chi^2 (1) = 51.67, p < 0.05$), i.e., when text links were chosen, students named a non-text link as being most helpful in 53% of the cases. In less than half of the cases (47%) a text link was found to be useful. On the other hand, for the picture and movie links, there was a positive relationship for both types of links between the actual choice of a link and reporting that it was useful. For picture links, Pearson $\chi^2 (1) = 20.26, p < 0.05$, i.e., when picture links were chosen, students reported that the picture link was helpful in 57% of the cases; for movie links, Pearson $\chi^2 (1) = 26.85, p < 0.05$, i.e., when movie links were chosen, students stated that the movie link was helpful in 74% of the cases.

3. Effects on Language Learning: Thirdly, we assessed the effectiveness of the program for two levels of language learning: short-term recall of vocabulary items and overall reading comprehension. We first wanted to determine whether there are any effects of the multimedia links on the learning of individual vocabulary words. A vocabulary test of 17 words, as described in Section 2. above, was administered to the students after they had used the program for two 50-minute class periods. Students were not forewarned that they would be tested, so they were not consciously trying to learn new words. The same test was administered after two weeks, again without telling the students that they would be re-tested. Results of both tests, showing the number of correct answers, are presented in Figure 8. Test words are further categorized as to the link which students reported as having helped them learn the word. It should be noted that of the possible number of answers to the vocabulary test (17 words x 44 students = 748), students made only 331 and 293 entries, respectively, on the two tests.

Fig. 8. Correct answers out of total number of entries on vocabulary tests
Statistical tests to determine the correlation between the multimedia links chosen for each word and whether the word was learned correctly did not prove significant (see Table 1). However, a positive relationship was found for all types of links which could be chosen. When text links were chosen for words which had such links available and an answer was given on the first vocabulary test, 77% of the words were learned correctly and only 23% of the answers were incorrect. When picture links were chosen for words which had picture links, 75% of the answers were correct, and similarly, for the words with movie links, 79% were correct.

Table 1. Correlation between media link chosen and vocabulary test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocabulary test result</th>
<th>Text chosen</th>
<th>Text not chosen</th>
<th>Picture chosen</th>
<th>Picture not chosen</th>
<th>Movie chosen</th>
<th>Movie not chosen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total wrong</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total right</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pet. wrong</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pet. right</td>
<td>39.9%</td>
<td>35.4%</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td>37.2%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=179</td>
<td>N=152</td>
<td>N=73</td>
<td>N=72</td>
<td>N=20</td>
<td>N=76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson $\chi^2$ (1) = 0.460, p = 0.497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson $\chi^2$ (1) = 1.115, p = 0.291</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson $\chi^2$ (1) = 0.144, p = 0.704</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Striking is the fact that in the second "surprise" vocabulary test two weeks later, almost the same total number of correct answers were given: 249 immediately after using the program for 2 days, and 235 two weeks later. Broken down by type of link, there is in fact a slight improvement in the percentages: of the words with text links, 83% of the answers given were correct; of the words with picture links, 90% were correct; of the words with movie links, 82% were correct.

A significant dependence was found between the self-reported data from the users when the text link was reported as most helpful in learning a word and whether the word was actually correct on the vocabulary test. The Pearson $\chi^2$ (1) = 3.89, p < 0.05, i.e., when students reported that a text link had been most useful for remembering a word, their answers on the vocabulary test for that word were correct in 68% of the cases.

In order to test overall reading comprehension, students were asked to write a "recall protocol" of the story. This technique of summarizing a text in one's native language is widely used in assessing reading comprehension in both first and second language acquisition. The hypothesis was that the QuickTime movie preview would provide students with a global meaning of the text and that the other features, such as the movie-text link, which allowed them to hear the entire text read by native speakers, would also contribute to understanding.

However, the pilot test results of the recall protocols showed very poor comprehension. These results can be attributed to two main factors: first, the actual content of the preview, while aesthetically appealing, was much too subtle, and second, there were some technical limitations. These limitations revolved around the fact that the movie (2:45 min.) was too large to load on each student's hard drive and therefore had to be shown to each class as a group at the beginning of the hour. Students were not able to watch the movie again, individually, whenever they chose to. In addition, no headphones were available to students, so whenever a student chose a link or played the entire narration of the text, everyone else in the room would hear it. This may have deterred students from using the text-movie link feature, and in fact, only a few ventured to use this feature at all.

The preview is currently being redone and subsequent testing of the assumption that only knowing the meaning of individual words does not imply or insure understanding of a text will be conducted. With a more explicit preview, the effects of multimedia information on the higher-level process of comprehension of the text as a whole can then be assessed.

Summary and Conclusions

In summary, in assessing the effectiveness of our multimedia software in improving reading comprehension, we first investigated the usability of the program in terms of clarity of the different links (text, picture, movie). Users found the text links (definitions in German) the least helpful, probably due to the
difficulties in understanding the German rather than to the type of link. On the other hand, picture and movie links were ranked as the most helpful types of links. (In the next testing phase, we will both improve the definitions in German as well as add a second “layer” of help, consisting of English descriptions or translations of the words or phrases.)

We then examined the data from the user logs to determine which links were chosen and whether there was a correlation between which links were actually chosen and which were reported to be most helpful. A statistically significant dependence was found for all three types of links. In the case of text links, there was a negative relationship: when a text link was chosen, users did not find this link helpful in more than 50% of the cases. However, in the case of picture and movie links, when either of these links was chosen, users did find the link helpful in 57% and 74% of the cases, respectively.

The data from the two vocabulary tests, administered immediately after the program had been used for two class periods and then again two weeks later, show, first of all, very little attrition of correct answers after the two week interval, and secondly, a positive, although not significant, correlation between the type of link chosen and whether the word was learned correctly. When text, picture or movie links were chosen for words which had such links available, high percentages of correct answers were given (77%, 75%, and 79%, respectively).

In conclusion, students showed a definite preference for the picture and movie links (over the textual and audio links), both in their responses on the questionnaires about which links were most helpful, as well as in terms of which links they actually chose when using the program. While the movies were found to be most useful, the QT movie was, compared to the physical clarity of the textual and picture links, of much lower quality. This suggests that although the quality of the links was uneven across types of links, the more important factor appears to be type of link.

In addition, this is supported by 1) the statistically significant positive dependence of chosen picture and movie links with students reporting that these two types of links were helpful, and 2) the statistically significant negative dependence when text links were chosen and students reported them as useful.

In terms of the effectiveness of the different types of links for learning vocabulary words, there was a positive, though not significant, relationship between type of link chosen and whether the word was learned correctly. A possible contributing factor which was not included in this analysis is the fact that the program allows multiple links to be chosen in any combination, and therefore attributing learning to a single type of link for each word may not be warranted. Future testing will address this issue.

While this pilot test only suggests that visual types of links or information may be preferable to textual links, future tests will examine the hypothesis that students with different learning styles, e.g. visual, auditory, or textual, prefer different media types of information. If this hypothesis is then confirmed, we could consider this to be strong support for the notion that multimedia systems bring a new dimension to educational software because they can be adapted to individual learning types.
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Abstract: The Computer Science Department at Monash University recently began presenting lectures using projection of a hypertext system running on a notebook computer as the primary medium. This paper presents a statistical analysis of student reactions to this approach, focusing on the effects, as perceived by the students, on retention and comprehension of material, lecturer performance and overall benefit of computer-mediated presentation (CMP). Student responses are found to be very positive, with strong correlations between scholastic ability (actual or self-perceived) and student approval of CMP. No significant variations in response are found between male and females, nor between native and non-native English speakers.

A Case Study in Lecture Presentation

Computer-mediated presentation has been discussed for over two decades now (Levien & Mosmann, 1972). Yet, despite the fact that traditional lecture media (that is, blackboards or overhead projectors) impose significant restrictions on the presenter (Penner, 1984; Guskey, 1988; Sharpe & Willshire, 1989), computer-based presentation systems have yet to make significant inroads into the lecture theatre (Dressel & Marcus, 1982).

During the 1993 teaching year the Computer Science Department at Monash University initiated a study to gauge the effectiveness of portable computers as a presentation medium. A hypertextual presentation system, HyperLecture (Conway, 1993a), was developed and used to present an introductory computer programming course at the 1st Year level. Both lecturer and students reacted favourably to the use of the computer as a presentation medium (Conway, 1993b), but no empirical evidence could be gathered until the completion of the course.

During the course review students were asked to complete an additional questionnaire, designed to assess quantitatively their reactions to the use of computer-mediated presentation. The questionnaire asked them to rate the use of the computer in terms of its effect on the lecturer's presentation style, whether it improved information transfer and/or retention, and their overall preference for computer-based or standard presentation techniques.

The findings supported the lecturer's opinion that computer mediated presentation had been better received than traditional lecturing techniques. However, some interesting discrepancies in student opinion were noticed when their responses were analysed according to scholastic ability, gender and native language.

The remainder of this section presents a brief overview of the presentation system used. The next section discusses some of the features of the survey and the motivation for particular questions. Sections 3 and 4 present an analysis and interpretation of the results of the study. The final section attempts to draw together the experience of the lecturer and the feedback of the class.

HyperLecture

HyperLecture is an Apple HyperCard stack designed to greatly facilitate the design, creation and presentation of linear and non-linear lecture materials. HyperLecture incorporates many features specifically aimed at minimizing the interference of the presentation medium on the presented message. A full summary of the capacities of HyperLecture is presented in (Conway, 1993a).

Significant features of the HyperLecture stack include:
- A simple gestural command interface, which avoids cluttering the screen with unnecessary controls.
- Optional automatic cross-referencing of materials into a hypertext.
- Multiple navigation modes, supporting linear, hierarchical and free-associative types of presentations.
- The capacity to quickly produce coordinated lecture handouts and summaries, either as electronic documents, reproductions of the actual presentation materials, or as a fully formatted summary document.
A simple plain-text input format. Input text is automatically formatted into a clear, readable, minimalist style, with optional embedded directives giving finer control over presentation format.

- An auxiliary stack which facilitates the presentation and explanation of programming code examples.
- The capacity to annotate materials textually and verbally for later student revision.
- The capacity to design and implement self-driving audio-visual tutorials using the lecture material.
- Audio assistance for visually impaired users.

Typically, a prepared HyperLecture stack is loaded onto a Macintosh PowerBook and is presented (using the screen mirroring facilities of the PowerBook) via an LCD projection panel on a standard overhead projector. Alternatively, the PowerBook may be plugged directly into a large screen display device.

The Questionnaire

A brief questionnaire was issued to 300 students taking the Introduction to Computing subject. Response to this questionnaire was anonymous but compulsory. The seven questions asked were:

1. Compared to other lecture series you have taken this semester, were the lecture materials presented as clearly using the computer?
2. Did the code demonstrations help you to understand the examples better?
3. Did the code demonstrations help you to remember the concepts presented better?
4. Would you have liked to take an electronic copy of the lecture material home for study and revision?
5. How do you think the use of the computer affected the lecturer's presentation style?
6. Do you prefer computer-based presentations or "traditional" presentations (e.g., overhead projector and/or blackboard?)
7. Overall, was the use of a computer to present the course of any benefit in helping you to understand the material presented?

For each question students were asked to select a numerical response from 0 to 10, indicating strongly negative response to strongly positive response respectively. They were also asked to furnish information regarding their previous academic achievement and their expectations. This information was requested to test whether (actual or perceived) academic ability was a factor of a students acceptance of computer mediated presentation. Gender differences were also examined.

Many of the students in the class come from countries where English is not the principle language. Such students often experience difficulty in understanding lecture materials, because of language barriers. Hence, native language (specifically, whether the student was a native speaker of English, the presentation language) was investigated as a third possible factor of student acceptance of CMP.

The Student Response

Figure 1 summarizes the overall student responses to the questionnaire whilst Figure 2 shows a breakdown of responses by gender and native language. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of responses to the two summary questions (questions 6 and 7) according to the actual and predicted scholastic achievement of students.

Observations and Commentary

General Observations

It is clear that neither native language nor gender is a significant factor in the response of the students to computer-mediated presentation of lecture materials. There is a small but consistent difference between the mean response of male and female students across all questions, with males responding 0.5 ratings (5%) more positively than females. This may be a genuine difference in perception or may be due to other factors (for example, gender-specific cultural attitudes towards Computer Science or gender-based attitudes to the presentation style of a male lecturer.)

There was no detectable difference (less than 1%) between the overall response between native English speakers and those whose first language is not English. This may be due to the high standard of English literacy amongst international students (a TOEFL score in excess of 575 is an entry requirement for the course.)

To evaluate the statistical variation of student response with scholastic performance, students were classified according to the letter grade of their results: A (100-85, or High Distinction), B (84-75, or Distinction), C (74-65, or Credit), D (64-50, or Pass), E (49-45, or Terminating Pass), F (44 and below, or Fail).

When marks achieved on a midsemester test were considered, there was found to be a strong correlation (81%) between letter grades and the average response of students achieving that grade. For the two summary questions
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(questions 6 and 7) this correlation was 93%. However, as indicated by the high standard deviation of the responses (2.2 ratings, averaged across all questions), the correlation between the letter grade and responses of individuals show negligible correlation (only 18%). This is reflected in Figure 3.

Analysis of the correlation between students' responses to CMP and their predictions of their final marks show very similar patterns Letter grade and average student response within that grade were correlated at 83% overall and at 89% for the summary questions. Correlation between grade and individual response was, once again, effectively uncorrelated (at 18%).

An interesting exception to the general pattern of high correlation between predicted letter grade and average reaction to CMP is in the response of students predicting an F grade. Averaged across all questions, students who believed they were going to fail exhibited an average response 7% (approximately three-quarters of a rating) higher than students who believed they would achieve a non-continuing pass. This pattern is reflected in the vee-shaped "tails" in the "Predicted final result" graphs of Figure 3.

Three possible explanations for this anomaly present themselves. This exception to the correlation between grade and response may be indicative of wishful thinking on the part of weaker students. Alternatively it may suggest that students predicting failure are an enthusiastic but pessimistic group within the population. Finally it may be that students who expect only a terminating pass have lost interest in the course or confidence in themselves and therefore their reactions to CMP expressing a negative attitude to their studies as a whole, rather than specific hostility to computer-based lecturing.

Nevertheless, it may be concluded that both students who perform better and students who are more confident are generally more positively disposed to CMP, but with large individual variations. Initially it was hypothesised that, given the similarity of statistical and individual response patterns, these two factors — performance and confidence — might be highly correlated. However, analysis reveals a correlation of only 36% within this population, suggesting instead that either ability or confidence suffices as a predictor of enthusiasm for CMP.

Student Response to Specific Questions

68% of students reported that the lecture materials were presented more clearly using the computer; 21% indicated that other lecture presentation methods were more clear. The average rating for presentation clarity was 6.6 out of 10. Males responded 9% more positively than females, with an average rating of 6.8.

Students who predicted a non-continuing pass (E grade) for the subject were the least positive group (the only group with a negative average.) Students predicting an A grade reported greatest positive response — a difference of nearly 4 ratings higher than the students predicting an E. This difference was largest margin between any two groups in any question. Students who expected a failing grade (F) were, on average, 1.5 ratings (16%) more positive than students expecting a non-continuing pass.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.33%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.67%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>2.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.33%</td>
<td>2.67%</td>
<td>3.33%</td>
<td>0.33%</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
<td>2.33%</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.33%</td>
<td>2.33%</td>
<td>3.67%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>2.00%</td>
<td>4.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.00%</td>
<td>7.67%</td>
<td>14.33%</td>
<td>7.33%</td>
<td>8.33%</td>
<td>8.33%</td>
<td>8.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.67%</td>
<td>12.33%</td>
<td>16.67%</td>
<td>2.67%</td>
<td>7.67%</td>
<td>3.67%</td>
<td>9.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.33%</td>
<td>21.67%</td>
<td>24.67%</td>
<td>7.67%</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
<td>12.67%</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
<td>16.67%</td>
<td>15.67%</td>
<td>16.33%</td>
<td>26.00%</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
<td>27.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.00%</td>
<td>17.33%</td>
<td>11.33%</td>
<td>17.33%</td>
<td>15.33%</td>
<td>12.67%</td>
<td>12.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.33%</td>
<td>15.00%</td>
<td>6.67%</td>
<td>47.33%</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
<td>34.67%</td>
<td>14.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Approximately 83% of students reported that the code demonstration software integrated into HyperLecture system helped them to understand the programming examples to some extent. 9% of students indicated that the software had some negative effect. Average response to this question was a rating of 7.23 out of 10.

As with question 1, students who expected to achieve grades of A or B reported significantly more positive perceptions (approximately 3 ratings) than students expecting a non-continuing pass. Again, students expecting to fail were noticeably more positive about the effects of CMP than those expecting an E.
Figure 3. Individual student responses to summary questions, by scholastic factors
Students were less convinced that the use of the code demonstration software aided their long-term recall of programming concepts, with 75% of students reporting some benefit. 11% of students suggested that the software had some negative effect on their recall. The average rating for this question was 6.65 out of 10. Despite the large number of neutral responses to this question, there was still solid correlation (86%) between predicted grade and average degree to which students predicting that grade believed that CMP had assisted their recall of material. However, at 42%, correlation between students’ actual grades and their individual response was very poor.

Students exhibited an overwhelmingly positive response when asked if they would have liked to take an electronic copy of the lecture material home for study and revision. 91% of students showed at least some inclination to do so and only 1% showed any disinclination. The average response to this question was 8.70 out of 10, the most positive rating for any question. No doubt this reflects the average student’s perennial enthusiasm for any educational resource.

Asked how they thought the use of a computer had affected the lecturer’s presentation style, 87% indicated some beneficial effect, with 5% indicating a detrimental effect. The average response was 7.65 out of 10. Both predicted and actual grades were clearly correlated as factors in student response (93% and 83% respectively.)

In response to question 6, 83% of students reported that they preferred computer-based presentations, whilst 9% indicated a preference for "traditional" presentations (for example, overhead projector and/or blackboard.) The average response was 7.82 out of 10. A greater percentage of males indicated preference for CMP, with average male responses being approximately 1 rating level (9%) higher than that of female students. In contrast, there was absolutely no variation by native language group (less than 0.2%).

The final question, which asked if the students believed that the use of CMP was of any benefit in helping them to understand lecture materials, was procedurally flawed in that it failed to allow students to indicate any detrimental effects. Nevertheless 82% of students indicated there at least some benefit, with an average response of 7.30 out of 10. Once again, student response was strongly correlated with both predicted and actual grades.

Conclusion

It is clear that, generally speaking, the students responded very positively to the use of computer-based hypermedia in the lecture theatre. Most particularly, students were extremely keen to interact directly with lecture materials and code examples, by taking copies of them home for their own use. There was a slightly more positive response by male, English-speaking students, but this is probably more a reflection of the gender of the lecturer and cultural attitudes to the lecture subject than suggestive of varying reactions to the technology.

Actual scholastic achievement was well correlated with statistical response to CMP, but showed negligible correlation on the individual level. There was also strong correlation between expected grade and average response for that grade, but again there was wide variation in individual responses.

Students generally reported that the computer-based lecture materials were presented more clearly than materials in standard lectures. It appears that CMP assisted their initial understanding of material more than subsequent recall, although a majority of students reported benefits in both areas. It is possible that this partial failure may have been overcome had students been able to gain direct access to the hypertext materials for revision purposes.

CMP was clearly more popular than standard lecture presentation techniques, although this may partially be indicative of the relative novelty of hypermedia in the lecture theatre. However a clear majority of students also indicated that they believed the use of CMP to have been of benefit to them.
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Abstract: Learning Network Design is a socially oriented methodology for construction of co-operative distance learning environments. The paper advances a social constructivist approach to learning in which learning and teaching are seen as a process of active communication, interpretation and negotiation; offers a view of information technology as a medium of constrained communication; and finally develops an approach to the design of co-operative learning environments.

Interaction over distance and/or time, in its modern sense of rapid exchange, implies the use of telematic media. These telematic media arrive with embedded design attitudes towards their utilisation. The paper will argue that the embedded engineering paradigms that accompany these technologies are inappropriate for the design and construction of interactive social environments and will propose an alternative process-oriented paradigm for the development of a design methodology more appropriate to co-operative distance learning environments.

This paradigm has two strands embedded within it seeing:

a. Learning as Co-ordinated Communication
b. Computer Technologies as Communication Tools

and offers a common communication-oriented basis from which to view both learning and information technology and from which to develop a theory-based and systematic approach to design.

Approaches to Design

The computing and telecommunications industries developed within a traditional engineering paradigm. This paradigm is linear and uni-directional. Products are specified, designed, manufactured and delivered. Once specified a product is deemed to have entered a production cycle and not subject to change. The focus is on the design of products within technical systems where the formal design methodologies assume that change is costly. These methodologies are constructed to ensure that specification is as complete as possible. Many of the comments by those at the receiving end of this approach show their disenchantment with these formal methods where 'systems designers' produce computing systems that have little relationship to the needs of the end users.

This engineering paradigm although applied to computing and information systems is totally inappropriate and unnecessary as the underlying technologies, unlike physically produced objects, are capable of being restructured on an ongoing basis. In the context of interaction over distance to some extent this move is already evident in the telecommunications sector with the development of INS (Intelligent Network Services) and the related concept of VPNs (Virtual Private Networks) which enable end users to construct, deconstruct and reconstruct multiple logical networks that then overlay actual physical telecommunications infrastructures.

An alternative paradigm is process rather than product oriented and advances that computing and information systems are socio-technical systems and, like 'soft' human systems are, capable of restructuring dynamically. The paradigm is therefore iterative and circular. It recognises that there is a specification or analysis phase and that is followed by design and system development, but argues that
none of these phases are closed or linear. In other words the user can, and should be, involved at all stages in the development cycle. In this world there is never any end product simply a stage in an ongoing development process. This is the background to the need to develop a formalised design methodology for the construction of co-operative learning environments. This paper now:
1. Advances a social constructivist approach to learning in which learning and teaching is seen as a process of active communication, interpretation and negotiation.
2. Develops a view of information technology as a medium of constrained communication
3. Finally offers an approach to the design of co-operative learning environments.

1. Learning as Co-ordinated Communication.

'There is no way, none, in which a human being could possibly master the world without the aid and assistance of others for, in fact, the world is others.' (Bruner in Wertsch 1985.) The reason for starting with this obvious statement is that most learning theories ignore this reality. In the many-to-many interactions enabled by the advanced learning technologies based on telematics this social dimension cannot be ignored. An approach to learning is required that can deal with both the social and individual dimensions of learning.

In overview only this section of the paper:
a. Stresses the process of communication, in particular:
i.) the importance of context; ii) the role of 'rules' as 'co-ordination tools'; iii) the purpose of 'role' in the co-ordination of communication;
b. Links the above analysis to communication-oriented approach to learning using the following Vgotskyian-influenced approach:
i. Learning requires, a) the necessary existing cognitive competence, b) the necessary conceptual 'bridge' between the new and the old,
ii. That this bridging process between new and old conceptual structures is an intrinsically social process whether for 'individuals' or for groups
iii. and that, in general, the 'tutor' is a key factor in enabling this 'bridging' or 'scaffolding' between the 'new' and the 'old' to take place to take place in learning.
iv. We therefore need to identify the elements that underlay the communication processes that enable learning
v. and develop an appropriate (collaborative) pedagogy for both individuals and groups in which learning can take place

And finally, to operationalise the approach with an emphasis on: i) the role of the tutor in learning; ii) implications for design and for collaboration

In summary, the approach to learning offered takes account of the potential openness in communication offered by the time and/or distant independent technologies of advanced co-operative learning technologies. It offers a socio-cognitive perspective on learning stressing the importance of:
1. Context
2. Co-ordination of action within a contextual framework
3. The active nature of learning
4. The role of the tutor
5. The role of other learners as a resource
(see Davies, 1992 for detailed exposition of above)

2. Computer Technologies as Communications Technologies

This section develops the theme that computer technologies are communication media and focuses on two linked areas:

i. The nature of interaction with computer technology
ii. The nature of integration of computer technology
in learning settings.

In particular it advances that:

1. Computer technologies are interactive communication technologies. They are however:
   a. technologies of 'constrained communication' (Petri, 1977), and
   b. general purpose non-context specific machines i.e. context-insensitive

2. The co-ordination of action is medium dependent and does not automatically transfer to computer-based systems.

   From this and in the context of the use of advanced computer technologies for learning collaboratively and otherwise we can immediately identify a list of areas for concern:
   a. The effect and role of the media used
   b. Nature of the 'constraints' in computer technology
   c. Problems of contextualising interaction
   d. Co-ordination of interaction in complex learning scenarios via telematic systems.

   Petri (1977) sees computers as, 'a general communication medium for strictly organised information flow' What is the nature of this strictly organised flow? As the surrogate interaction enabled by computers cannot control for external context it must constrain interaction in order to enable dialogue to occur at all. It does this by restricting the nature of allowable dialogue precisely.

   The problem with this constraint is that a number of different provider perspectives have to be accommodated to deliver any co-operative learning environment understandable by its users. In particular the important role of metacommunication in learning was outlined earlier. For the co-ordination of action these three linked elements were required: a. recognition of context, b. communication rules, c. assumption of role(s). However, computers as general purpose tools for interactive communication do not have a 'context' embedded within them. They are media of constrained communication. They do embody communication rules, but the rules are programmed by their designers. Since the machines themselves are unable to contextualise they require users to adapt to their embedded rules. They do this by having the role of 'surrogate partner' embedded within their programming. (Maass 1983). The computers' 'role' as a partner will however be limited to knowledge of the application running and to a generic context. All these points make current computer-based communication system a difficult medium for enabling co-operation.

   In summary for a computer-supported co-operative learning environment the following matrix can be developed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogue with Machine</th>
<th>Co-ordination</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine Controlled</td>
<td>Machine Controlled</td>
<td>Constrained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured by Context and Application</td>
<td>Open, but with media constraints to bandwidth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It now clear computer systems are communication technologies, but with a particular and limited set of interactive capabilities. The role of this section has not been to offer a set of learning methods, but rather to point out that these technologies are in fact communication media. They therefore need to be treated in design terms as any other communication media whilst at the same time recognising their important interactive capabilities and disadvantages. In this sense they are enabling in that they can act as a communication medium for co-ordinating interaction across time and distance. (Davies, 1992 for further details)

3. Learning Network Design

   Given the socio-cultural approach to learning with advanced interactive communication technologies advanced here - Computer-Supported Co-operative Learning (Davies, 1988) - what does this imply for the design of distance learning environments in the light of the comments above? O'Malley(1990) sees two main issues for the design of collaborative systems:
1. 'how to construct an environment in which learners can share representations and contribute equally to the joint activity'
2. 'how to design the appropriate representations and tools which will make it possible for learning to take place'

The focus is therefore on the design of collaborative communication media and tools for both its initial construction and end-user manipulation. This section offers a process approach to design and develops a methodology for the production of co-operative learning environments.

3.1 Designing With the User

The 'user' in technology-based learning systems is a problematic concept. Is it the learner, the tutor, the author, the course manager, the administrator, ...? In large scale telematics-based environments it is all these users. The point is that each of these 'users' has different perspectives on what is essentially an 'organisation'. This shared 'environment' can be sliced into a number of logical views depending on the viewpoint of the 'user'. It is therefore the role of the service provider and of Learning Network Design to accommodate these views by providing the design tools to enable their conceptualisation and ultimately their construction.

Learning Network Design is a design methodology developed from the 'soft systems' design methodology of Checkland and suitable for the design of 'loosely coupled systems'. Typically, these systems are human organisations: 'By 'methodology' I do not mean method...My sense of the word here is that the outcome of the research is not a method but a set of principles of method which in any particular situation have to be reduced to a method uniquely suitable to that particular situation.' Checkland (1979.) Learning Network Design methodology, when applied in a particular context, will give rise to a localised design method appropriate to that context. LND therefore, is not simply about the design of the technical components of learning systems it also concerns the total design of the learning environments AND the parameters to action within them.

The parameters to Learning Network Design are:

1. Methodology as Generic:
   Problems are often generic, but solutions are generally local. LND therefore, is a methodology rather than a method. It may spawn several actual methods that are 'situated' in the cultural sense (both in the wider national or regional sense and in a local sense in terms of say, an organisation)
2. Focused on Providing Solutions for Learning in Co-operative Situations
   To enable the process of learning in groups
3. Scalable
   Can handle a pair (tutor and student) or the organisational complexity of a major training provider with many thousands of students
4. Simple & Structured
   Consists of few elements and so able to be employed with course providers

Learning Network Design therefore is concerned with the design of 'virtual learning environments'. That is, of enabling the creation of the integrated communication and co-ordination structures and tools that will assist the learning process in time and/or distance learning environments. These are:

a. the system/infrastructural architecture ('context and communication structures')
b. tools for action inside the environment ('communication resources')

and project the views in this paper on computer technologies and the nature of learning.

Learning Network Design is a process rather than product approach to design with the following parameters:

- relevance with respect to setting
- 'quality' defined by looking from the user to the program - to assess programs 'relevance' or 'adequacy' with respect to a particular form of work
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people's competence defined in relation to their own professional practice - and their competence to be continually changing as part of a learning process - 'referent system' composed of 'human work, learning and communication' - so in process of continual change and modification.' Suchman (1988)

These issues are addressed within the multiple user perspectives enabled by Learning Network Design with the focus being on the design of communication structures to aid teaching and learning processes. In particular, the fostering of the social processes that will enable cognitive development.

3.2 Learning Network Design

The focus of LND is on the importance of communication in context. LND does not specify an exact specification, rather it provides the parameters for design 'with the user'. These parameters point to the importance of communication and the co-ordination of action at the levels of:

- Context
- Group
- Individual

and focused on:

- communication
- co-ordination of action
- role.

This gives the following generic grid for Learning Network Design:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Individual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Immanent</td>
<td>Structured</td>
<td>'Tool' Use within medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-ordination</td>
<td>Via embedded communication structures</td>
<td>Via dynamic structuring</td>
<td>Mental Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Embedded performatives</td>
<td>Logical Attribute</td>
<td>'Plans for Action'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This above matrix is the generic design framework for CSCL systems. Design methods should evolve in context from this framework. It can now be operationalised in the task oriented context of particular course requirements. For example it has been used as the basis for the construction of the 'Multimedia Teleschool' (Berlitz, 1993). This gives the following outline results for the design of a distance language course for delivery via CMCS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Individual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Constructed metaphor - 'Virtual Language School'</td>
<td>Closed Task-oriented groups</td>
<td>Written world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-ordination</td>
<td>CMCS Embedded Structures - 'Seminar Rooms'</td>
<td>Tutor Directed Learning Structures</td>
<td>Interaction in Learning Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roles</td>
<td>Tutor Learner Administrator</td>
<td>From Context and Group Maintenance</td>
<td>Dynamic role 'playout'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further detailed design will emanate from this matrix at the level of sub-context, sub-group and individual.

4. Conclusion

The approach offered in this paper has been to:
1. Offer a social constructivist pedagogy focused on the role of communication and its co-ordination
2. Argue that computer technologies are media of communication.
3. Develop a linked communication-oriented design methodology - Learning Network Design
In summary, Learning Network Design is a structure for design. As with for example, the design of any organisation, the actual design process should be implemented by those who commission (the users) and by those who advise and implement. The actual implementation is an iterative process of proposal, criticism and reproposal. Learning Network Design offers a framework for design for the realisation of advanced co-operative distance learning environments.
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Abstract: People find difficulty in performing syllogistic reasoning. This paper outlines some reasons for poor syllogistic reasoning. Representational systems (RSs) used in presenting and evaluating syllogisms can be distinguished in terms of attributes such as specificity, expressivity and abstraction. Graphical RSs have pedagogical potential because of their expressivity and specificity attributes. The paper looks at different graphical RSs for supporting syllogistic reasoning and describes them in terms of those distinguishing attributes. Secondly it makes claims about which should generate better learning outcomes as a result of the different degrees of these attributes. The talk will report findings of an empirical study relating outcomes from the use of these systems to the systems attributes.

1. Syllogistic Reasoning

Syllogistic reasoning, is the purest form of deduction, has been the study of cognitive scientists and philosophers for more than two thousand years since Aristotle [Aris36] and turns out, in certain cases, to be very difficult for human problem solvers to perform. A syllogism is made up of two premises that each contain a single quantifier, and a conclusion which relates the two end terms;

- Some philosophers are polymaths
- All polymaths are intelligent
- Therefore, some philosophers are intelligent

Premises and conclusions of syllogisms can be in one of four distinct moods:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premise Type</th>
<th>Mood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All A are B</td>
<td>affirmative universal (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some A are B</td>
<td>affirmative existential (I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No A are B</td>
<td>negative universal (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some A are not B</td>
<td>negative existential (O)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are four possible figures, which the premises of a syllogism can be written in. In each case, A and C are the end terms, (occurring in conclusions), and B is the middle term (occurring in both the premises). These figures are as follows;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure Type</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - B</td>
<td>B - A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - C</td>
<td>C - B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first two are asymmetrical because the middle term is located in different places in the two premises, and the second two are symmetrical because the middle term is located in the same position in both premises. Each premise can be in one of the four moods (A,E,I,O), and therefore there are 64 distinct forms in the premises. In fact according to more modern views of syllogistic reasoning there are 512 possible syllogisms, because, each pair of premises can be combined with eight possible conclusions, (four conclusions in the form A - C, and four of order C - A). This however does not alter the fact that
only 27 of these pairs are valid. Some combinations are very simple and others, people get no better than chance results of success.

1.1. Aspects of Human Performance in Syllogistic Reasoning

People find syllogistic reasoning hard, what is still a mystery is why people find some syllogisms so hard. There are a number of hypotheses to suggest an answer to this question and they fall under the broad categories outlined below.

"A theory of syllogistic performance should at the very least account for the relative difficulty of different forms of syllogism for the figural response bias, and for the nature of the erroneous responses, including those of the type, "no valid conclusion" (interrelating the end terms). The atmosphere effect can only account for some errors and not for those of the form "no valid conclusion". It is not intended to deal with the relative difficulty or with the figural effect. The conversion theories certainly account for some errors and for some aspects of the relative difficulty of syllogisms, but they cannot explain either the figural bias or the erroneous "no valid conclusion" responses. The Euler circle theories explain some aspects of relative difficulty, but not the figural bias" [Johns92].

The following sections show an overview of relevant theoretical positions with respect to these difficulties in syllogistic reasoning, it is not intended to be an exhaustive summary of the area, but an introduction to current and recent thinking in the area.

The Atmosphere Hypothesis: Woodworth and Sells [Wood35], connoted the term "atmosphere effect" which predicts the errors in performing syllogistic reasoning to be the result of global impression produced by the premises rather than on the basis of strict logical deduction. Atmosphere is defined in terms of two dimensions, quality and quantity. The quality refers to the premise being either affirmative or negative, the quantity of the premise refers to whether the statement is universal or particular. The orthogonal pairings of values subsumed under quality and quantity yield the four moods above (A, I, E, O). The atmosphere effect can then be stated, firstly referring to quality, that: "whenever the quality of at least one premise is negative, the quality of the most frequently accepted conclusion will be negative, when neither premise is negative, the conclusion will be affirmative" and the second principle, referring to quantity, states that; "whenever the quality of at least one premise is particular, the quantity of the most frequently accepted response will be particular; when neither premise is particular, the conclusion will be universal".

Illogical Conversion: Chapman and Chapman [Chap59], have a view on the difficulty of syllogistic reasoning which they called illogical conversion, this is discussed in [News90]. The principle refers to the acceptance of the converse of either an A or an O statement when logically this is not permissible, and where the premise pair has a logically valid conclusion in another figure. This principle accounts for the main errors in AA, AE, AI, IA, AO and OA pairs.

The effects of belief on syllogistic reasoning: Possibly the most pervasive, and in some ways easily countered group of problems with reasoning go under the heading of belief related. There are three principle ways in which beliefs could affect reasoning: (1) They may distort the interpretation of the premises. (2) They may influence the deductive process, biasing which conclusions are reached. And (3) They could be used to filter out unacceptable conclusions that are produced by the deductive process.

2. Representation of Syllogistic Reasoning

There are a number of representational systems which can be used for the support of learning and solving syllogistic reasoning problems. The larger context of this work has involved analysis of many different systems, including Venn [Venn94], Johnson Lairds mental models [John92], Eulers circles [Eule72], Stennings adapted Euler circles [Sten92(a)], Tarskis World [Barw90] and Lewis Carrolls "Game of Logic" [Dodg96]. There is space here only to describe four of these systems.
2.1. Venn Diagrams

Venn diagrams can be used to represent three term quantified deduction (syllogistic reasoning). Three overlapping circles are placed within a square which counts as the universe of discourse. Each of the circles represents one of the terms used in the syllogism. The Venn diagram is used during the process of validating the syllogism by taking each premise and shading out the area where there is no possibility of there being a member within that region, and by marking with a cross those areas where it is claimed that a member exists. If a premise states that a member exists within an ambiguous area, i.e. one where there is two possible areas, then the cross is placed on the line between the two areas.

![Figure 1 (a) Showing Venn diagram representation of the syllogism All B are A, Some B are C. Figure 1(b) Showing the partially specified individual Some As are Bs and either C or Not C.](image)

In Figure 1, the syllogism 'All B are A, Some B are C' is shown using the Venn RS. The Venn RS is capable of substantially more abstraction than Euler Circles. Venn's system is usually used with a notation for expressing disjunctions (either a chain of 'x's or placing symbols on borders). This means it can express partially specified individuals (things which are A and B and either C or not C), and so clearly has less 'specificity' [Sten93]. Figure 2 demonstrates exactly this partially specified individual using the second of the conventions for expressing disjunctions.

2.2. Euler Circles

Euler circles can be used to represent syllogisms. However there are at least two variants on the Euler circle system. The more traditional system, (see e.g. [Cera71]), is described here. In the next section, a more novel interpretation of Euler due to [Sten92] is given. In this traditional system the initial premises are given as the relation between two circles either separated, overlapping one contained with the other, the second contained within the first, or one identified with the other. These relations are known as the Gergonne relations. One of the interesting results of Euler circle RS is that they can give some indication as to the complexity of the syllogism [Cera71], that is, the possible A - C, C - A combinations. It is possible that people when presented with written or spoken syllogisms, believe there is only one diagrammatic representation and therefore one model which relates the premises. If then, when they have constructed a diagram they are unable to immediately read off the conclusion, subjects will have no reason to construct further diagrams. On this theory, subjects will fail when there is more than one Euler representation of the premises and where a conclusion derivable from the first diagram was not derivable from further diagrams which where not constructed.
In Figure 2 we see the possible Euler representations for the syllogism - All B are A, Some B are C. The reader will note that in (2), the universal quantification is restricted to the B - A relation. (2) is also the diagram with the "maximal number of regions". With the added convention of some shading in the region where there is certainly some membership, this diagram approaches the adapted system of the next section.

2.3. Stennings Euler circles

Although Stenning [Sten93c] insists his system is a more reasonable interpretation of the Euler system than e.g. [Cera71], and indeed the author is inclined to agree, it is useful to separate the two. Conventionally, the four possible premises (AIE0), could be represented by 5 possible circle configurations, (A by 2, I by 4, E by 3 and O by 1). Stennings system with its added conventions for interpretation has an exactly one to one mapping for the premise configurations to diagrams. There are therefore four diagrams and four premises where one premise is represented by one diagram only. Figure 5. shows the Stenning representation of the syllogism All B are A, Some B are C, Some C are A.

The important features of Stennings system are in the representation of each of the premises and the systematic combination of the premise pairs. So in terms of the premise representation, looking at the second premise in figure 3 (Some B are C), where in the Gergonne relations there would have been four possible diagrams, there is now only one. The added convention of the shading, indicating the existence of a member of that region, now allows for a much more simple representation. The difference can also be demonstrated by a linguistic comparison. Whereas the traditional Euler circles may have allowed for Some As are Some Bs, Some and indeed All As are All Bs, Some As are All Bs and lastly Some but only Some As are Some and only some Bs, the Stenning model permits only the last of these. In terms of specificity, Stennings system is far more specific, less abstract and equally expressive than its traditional counterpart. The traditional Euler system required that the solver created all possible combinations of all possible premise representations, and then to solve the syllogism the solver would have to propose a solution and check that it was consistent with all the resulting diagrams. The enormity of this task can be understood, when, in the case of the syllogism "Some A are B, Some B are C" 16 conclusion diagrams are generated. It is suspected that, although the Stenning systems is a much more simple system to understand and read conclusions from, the process of registration of the two premise diagrams is not so well adopted by the learner. This process is developed more fully in
Rather simplistically, the process begins with development of characteristic diagrams of each premise, these are given. Registration is a more complex process, the goal being to combine the middle terms circle with as many regions as possible relating the end terms. When this is complete it remains to observe the shaded areas from the component premises, if any of these remain non-intersected, and no more than one premise was negative then there is a valid conclusion. The formulation of the conclusion depends on the quantification of this non-intersected area.

2.4. Tarski's World (TW)

Written by Jon Barwise and Jon Etchemendy of Indiana and Stanford Universities respectively, TW is an interactive program designed to be used with the book "The language of First Order Logic" [Barw90]. The program is described by [Gold92], and basically supports an interpreted first order logic for a first order language with equality. The program has three components, a world module, a sentence module and a keyboard module, each in separate windows. The world module displays certain objects, (cubes, tetrahedra and dodecahedra) and certain relationships e.g. Large(x), Larger(a,b) and Leftof(c,d). Although the system is not designed either to teach or support syllogistic reasoning, it is possible to use TW to display states of a world and look at syllogistic inference.

![Figure 4. Showing Tarski's World Representation of blocks world.](image)

Materials have been developed which are to be used in association with TW, that help learners to see the relationship between the diagram and a syllogism. The important ideas which can be learned from TW are those associated with the contingency of truth upon the world. In TW where the world is very restricted this kind of message is quite easily presented. When a pair of premises are presented to a student, he may attempt to construct a conclusion. The relationship between the premise and the world is such that there are many worlds in which the premise may be true. If we say, for example, that \( \exists x (\text{Large}(x) \land \text{Tet}(x)) \), there may be one, two, three or however many large tetrahedra, there may be many cubes, no cubes, dodecahedron etc., in order for the premise to be true. The validity of a conclusion rests on it being impossible to generate a diagram in which the premises are true and the conclusion false. TW fills a further role, which is to show in a step-wise fashion, by the playing of the Hintikka game, the validity of any claim a student makes about the truth of a sentence.

3. Empirical Work

Empirical work is under way which will involve the construction of similar tasks which can all be performed using the systems outlined. The method will be to pre and posttest subjects with premises, and conclusions from ten selected prototypical syllogisms with non-linguistically biased predicates and
to ask subjects to validate conclusions. The test population will be sixth form 18 year old school pupils. The results will refer the learned outcomes to the attribute profiles of each of the representational systems as shown in table 1. (below). Item analysis will reveal the importance of each RS, and attributes of each system in terms the of the various groups of biases from the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressivity</th>
<th>TW</th>
<th>Euler</th>
<th>StennEuler</th>
<th>Venn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>High/Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naturalness</td>
<td>Med/Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Med</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>High/Low</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Med</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Showing qualities of representational systems for solving Syllogistic problems

The results will provide a profile of the most critical factors of the RSs for learning. It is likely that this attribute profile will be transferable to more ill-formed domains, and this will be the subject of later follow-up studies.
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Abstract: Understanding science and technology issues requires primarily a number of spatial abilities to comprehend the 3-dimensional structure of systems. Adequate spatial abilities have long been identified as a necessary mental tool for understanding science and technology phenomena. Multimedia technology has opened the door for a large variety of options that significantly enhance Intelligent Computer Aided Instruction (ICAI) in general and students’ spatial aptitude in particular. We have been utilizing a number of multimedia-supported visualization techniques in a studyware of human physiology. This paper presents these techniques using the Brain module as a case in point. The techniques include looking inside the brain, involving the student in exposing brain parts, viewing the brain from different aspects and linking structure with function.

Theoretical foundations of the teaching/learning process on one hand and recent advances in multimedia technology on the other hand, have made possible the creation of a learning environment that benefits from both. This is the basis for the analysis of an hyper-environment – shell – for Intelligent Computer Assisted Instruction (ICAI) development. Within this ICAI shell, science and technology studyware can be developed most efficiently, using state-of-the-art technology and science education methods (Dori, Dori & Yochim, 1992). The division of the learning environment and science or technology domain of study, into two components of a studyware opens the way for the development of a generic framework that supports studyware authoring. Such a framework, or “shell,” should enable the expert team, charged with the curriculum development, to concentrate on a sound presentation and teaching of the subject matter. At the same time, the shell is supposed to take care of putting the subject matter in the right educational context, relieving the developers from the burden of low level programming, such as graphic user interface and repetitive tasks.

We have adopted this approach in the development of the Human Physiology studyware. The idea of standardizing elements in the software under development, which eventually has turned into a framework for a shell definition, has evolved as the individual modules were being developed. The first module was The Endocrine System (Yochim & Dori 1993A). It already contained many of the principal elements that were later reused and improved in the subsequent modules: The Nervous System (Yochim & Dori 1993B) and The Digestive System (Yochim & Dori 1993C), but several important features were added. These include incorporating test barriers consisting of randomly selected sets of questions, as well as navigation and orientation aids.
Multimedia as a Means of Improving Spatial Ability

Multimedia is a key component of intelligent computer assisted instruction. It is a superb tool that enables the ICAI module domain expert developer to express and convey his/her knowledge about systems and their behavior. Grasping how systems’ components interact with each other in both the spatial and temporal domains is the key to understanding science and technology issues.

Spatial understanding of complex structures, as the ones that occur in biological systems, is an important cognitive ability, which involves 3-dimensional thinking. According to McGee (1979), spatial ability is the ability to mentally juxtapose, orient, manipulate, rotate, twist and invert pictorially presented objects. Linn & Peterson (1985) subdivide spatial abilities into three categories: (1) Spatial perception: the ability to determine spatial relationship with respect to the orientation of one’s own body. (2) Mental rotation: the ability to mentally rotate a two- or three-dimensional figure rapidly and accurately. (3) Spatial visualization: a problem solving ability of tasks involving multi-stage manipulations of spatially presented information. A significant number of studies (e.g., Small & Morton, 1983; Lord, 1985; and Ben Haim, Lappan & Houang, 1988) have shown that spatial skills can be improved through learning experiences. Linn & Peterson (1985) and Lord (1987) have found gender differences in spatial abilities which can be improved by meaningful interventions. Differences in spatial abilities have also been found between science majors and non-science, liberal arts counterparts, favoring science majors.

These findings point to the significance of spatial aptitude to all science disciplines. Science educators should therefore construct and reinforce spatial thinking and mental formation and manipulations of images in their students. This way they can reach their true potentials and be more scientifically oriented. Multimedia is an ideal tool for materializing these recommendations in science in general and for human physiology systems in particular. The integration of text with graphics has created a host of new opportunities of explaining and demonstrating complex systems’ structures and their relation to functions.

Looking Inside the Brain

We have taken advantage of the great variety of options offered by multimedia in the Human Physiology studyware discussed above. It comprises a series of modules for teaching and exploring different topics in human physiology. All the modules were developed using HyperCard on Macintosh computers. Each module can be used separately or in conjunction with the other modules, thus can be considered a separate volume – electronic book – in an electronic encyclopedia on human physiology. In this paper, we elected to concentrate on the Brain module as a case in point. From the opening screen it is possible to access directly different subjects included in the module without the need to go sequentially through them, thereby enabling quick access to any desired topic, assisted by on-line help. An even more elaborate access and navigation mechanism is provided by the map of Learning Path, shown in Figure 1. It is a tree structure of the three different levels of detail depth, and cognitive aptitude that the studyware encompasses.

The first level of the Brain module has three topics: Introduction, Sensory Input and Motor Output, and Processing the Signals. Each topic is accessible by clicking the mouse at the name of the topic. Each of the sub-topics in the second level of complexity is recorded next to a “radio button” pointed to by a gray arrow, such as The Somatic Senses in topic B. The sub-topics, too, are accessible by clicking at their buttons. Finally, the most detailed information appear in the subsections, which are the “leaves” of the subject tree hierarchy, and they are directly accessible as well. Taste, Vision, and Audition are examples of such “leaves” in the Somatic Senses sub-topic.

The problem of “getting lost” in the web of possible paths of complex multimedia documents of the order of magnitude of Human Physiology is well known to both users and developers of such environments. The Learning Path (LP) map is an invaluable tool for both orientation and navigation throughout the study session. Each card (screen) in the module is equipped with the button “Where Am I?,” which can be seen in each one of the following screen images. This button, when clicked, invokes this map and causes the appropriate topic, from which the student asked where he was, to blink repeatedly, until the
Fostering Mastery Learning Through Exposure of Brain Parts

Following a number of introductory cards, the student is already asked to actively participate in the process of exposing the brain parts. Each boldface word in the text of Figure 2, (such as brainstem, hypothalamus, and limbic system) when pointed to by the mouse (even without clicking) causes the exact location of the corresponding brain part to be marked on the brain drawn to the right. Simulating a brain dissection, which in reality is done only by medical students, if it is at all feasible, with multimedia becomes an easy task that can be performed repeatedly back and forth with no extra cost or effort. By clicking at the left hemisphere of the brain, as the student is instructed to do in another screen, the left hemisphere is removed, and using a visual effect built into HyperCard, the picture is dissolved into a new screen, exposing the brain's inner components.

Having exposed the inner brain's parts, by moving the cursor around the various parts, the name of each part shows up as the cursor enters its area and disappears as the cursor exits it. This is implemented by setting buttons or fields that respond to an "on mouseEnter" HyperTalk command. By providing this option, the student has as much time as he or she needs to explore the newly exposed parts. Moreover, by clicking on the back radio button, it is possible to return back to the first card and repeat the simulated hemisphere removal over and over again. This pattern of providing for the iteration of almost any significant visual operation, is used throughout the studyware. This mastery learning principle enables the student to iterate any dissection, rotation, or animation sequence, until he or she is satisfied with the level of spatial understanding of the 3-D structure of the parts being displayed and manipulated.

Animation: Viewing the Brain from Different Aspects

A student electing to deepen his spatial abilities can do so by viewing the brain structure by a series of moving pictures. The pictures appearing one after the other are arranged as a
movie, creating the illusion of a rotating brain that is viewed by the spectator from all the important angles. Four of the 12 pictures of this brain movie are presented in Figure 3. This movie goes on repeatedly until the student deliberately stops it.

![Brain Movie Diagram](image)

**Figure 2. Fostering the student's active involvement by identifying brain parts**

Movies of this nature enhance the first two of the three spatial abilities discussed above. Spatial perception, which is the ability to determine spatial relationship with respect to the orientation of one's own body, is obtained by the different viewing angles. Mental rotation, i.e., the ability to mentally rotate a two- or three-dimensional figure, is experienced by the student watching the brain movie. The student may, at any point along the movie, "freeze" it by simply moving the cursor away from the bottom area of the movie display area, and "unfreeze" it by moving the cursor to the same area. As long as the cursor is there and the mouse rests, the movie repeats itself. This utmost flexibility in movie control is accountable for obtaining high spatial understanding, as the student can stop the movie and advance it at any desired point to examine details that seem not to be clear enough.

**Linking Structure with Function: the Barrier Test**

The studyware offers the student a number of options to evaluate himself/herself. This is done through voluntary quizzes (Dori & Yochim, 1990) and mandatory tests. Before the student is allowed to advance from the introduction to the second topic, Sensory Input and Motor Output, the Brain module asks the student to try to pass a mandatory barrier test. The test is composed of a set of five questions chosen randomly by the program, ensuring that the same test is not administered to the same student more than once. This is done by keeping a record of the tests given to each student, who is required to identify himself/herself before the test is presented.

Figure 4 is a sample of a barrier test of the Organization and Brain Function sub-topic. It is aimed at testing the extent of meaningful learning the student obtained. The five problems presented in the test are covered by a field saying **Click here for question i**, with $i = 1, ..., 5$. In Figure 4, the student has already answered questions 1, 2, and 4. He scored 61% in question 2 and lower than a passing grade (set at 55%) in question 4. The low achievement in question 4 is responded by the studyware's advise to review the specific sub-topic **Surface Brain Structures**, as the question deals with this sub-topic. Question 5 has just been exposed but not yet answered. The questions are oriented towards several
Figure 3. Sample pictures of the brain structure movie

cognitive levels. Question 1 requires the identification of a single part (basal nuclei). Question 2 asks to identify three parts in the brain structure: hypothalamus, mammillary body, and fornix. Question 4 concerns understanding of the spatial brain structure; it calls for pointing at a major subdivision of the cerebrum. Correctly answering this requires that the student understands that the cerebrum consists of several major parts and there are four points that need to be pointed at. This question reflects the level of the third spatial ability, spatial visualization. It involves problem solving of tasks with manipulations of spatially presented information. Questions 3 and 5 requires comprehension of the relation between structure and function. Higher levels of problem solving abilities appear in the barrier tests before entering the third topic - Processing the Signals. When the student is done with answering the five questions, clicking on the grade button sends a message to the program to calculate the grade. A new screen is then opened, telling the student his/her grade. Having passed the test, the student is able to advance to the next topic. Otherwise, a list of sub-topics that need be reviewed shows up below the grade with buttons leading directly to each sub-topic. As can be seen, the system monitors the students' performance as expressed by their responses to problems posed to them and reacts accordingly. This is a first step in imitating the role of an exemplary teacher, who is expected not only to grade the test but, more importantly, provide the right directions for the appropriate remedial learning activity.

Summary

We have presented a multimedia-based studyware application, which serves as an evolving model for an ICAI shell. With the resulting study modules, students can engage in
enjoyable active learning and enhance their spatial abilities while the system monitors their responses and reacts accordingly.

The enabling technology of multimedia suits the non-linear nature of knowledge, which is so difficult to convey by books. The Brain module of the Human Physiology studyware has been presented as a case in point. It is our belief that the concepts and architecture proposed in this work will be further developed and take advantage of the synergy emanating from the fusion of modern educational theories and the opportunities offered by multimedia technology.

The buttons surrounding this figure of the brain point to different structures. Use them to answer the following questions.

**Correct**

Your score: 61%

Click here for question 3

Review SURFACE BRAIN STRUCTURES

Which structures filter and adjust almost all incoming and outgoing signals from the brain?

Click mouse in this box after you mark all the answers for EACH question.

Figure 5. A barrier test sample of the Organization and Brain Function sub-topic
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A– Nervous System: The Brain; B– The Endocrine System; C– The Digestive System.
Team Training Shell: a Groupware, Multimedia-Supported Application Generator
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Abstract

Since real-life situations of trauma training are practically not available, a proper substitute must take advantage of the most recent advents in multimedia and groupware technologies. Multimedia visualization is of particular importance in trauma training, as the crucial step of the patient's initial assessment is largely based on surface check. Using trauma team training as a case in point, our long-term goal is to design a domain-independent Team Training Shell (TTS)—a generic scheme for team training application generator. It is expected to enable the creation of training executables in any domain that involves the need for coordination among team members charged with a common mission. The design of the TTS architecture requires the integration of concepts and techniques from multimedia-supported human-machine interaction environment, groupware-based team collaboration, networking and distributed applications and databases. Our work is oriented towards obtaining synergy through integrating the benefits of groupware with multimedia. In this paper, we describe the background and considerations involved in the TTS design by using the trauma team training as a case in point.

Multimedia as a Supporting Technique

Most existing software systems support the interaction between the user and the system, but usually do not support interaction among users. We focus on the class of coordination systems, that allow individuals to view their actions, as well as the relevant actions of others, within the context of the overall goal. The main conceptual components of a coordinated groupware system are the following [3]: Shared context: A set of objects and actions performed on these objects that are visible to a set of users. View: A multimedia representation of some portion of a shared context. Role: A set of privileges and responsibilities attributed to an agent. Coordination management: A mechanism for coordinating simultaneous operations.

It is within the View component of that multimedia is heavily involved. The contribution of multimedia is especially important in the case of training systems, as these systems require human cooperative responses to simulated real-life situations displayed to them. Multimedia combines elements of motion and still video images, special effects, synthetic video, fast graphics and text with the interactive capabilities of a desktop workstation. Although most of the research in this area centers on individual multimedia applications that use stand-alone workstations, great potential for multimedia lies in the wide-spread development and use of distributed multimedia applications [1]. There is a number of existing experimental multimedia-based systems. Among them are EDUCOM [5], and IRIS Intermedia system [4]. Our work is oriented towards obtaining synergy through integrating the benefits of groupware with multimedia, while alleviating the burden of taking care of the complex management, control and coordination problems discussed above. The tool that we propose for this purpose
is the Team Training Shell (TTS). Before going into the details of the shell, we introduce the Object-Process Analysis (OPA) methodology that we use as a tool for designing the TTS.

**Object process Analysis**

The basic observation underlying the Object Process Analysis (OPA) [2] approach is that every thing in the universe of interest can be classified either as an object or as a process. The approach combines Object Oriented Analysis (OOA) to represent the static-structural aspects, and the Data Flow Diagram (DFD) to represent the dynamic-procedural aspects, into one integrated representation approach, Object-Process Diagram (OPD). Figure 1 is an OPD of a trauma center. A trauma center consists of three main objects: Staff, Equipment and Patient, depicted as rectangular boxes, and a Treatment process, shown as an ellipse. The object treated by the process is an unstable patient and the desired outcome is a stabilized patient.

As shown in the legend of Figure 1, an Object-Process link leads from objects to processes and vice versa, describing the input and output objects needed to maintain the process. Blank and solid disks terminating a line, denote instrument and agent links, respectively. An instrument link connects the object which is needed to carry out the process at which it points. Likewise, the agent link connects the object (usually person), which carries out the process at which it points. Solid and blank triangles denote the two basic structural relations whole-part and generalization-specialization, respectively.

**The Team Training Shell (TTS)**

The Team Training Shell (TTS) is a multimedia-supported framework for developing training modules for teams who work in coordination to achieve a common goal. The system in figure 2 consists of three main processes: Training Authoring, Training Execution and Evaluation. The main purpose of TTS is to transfer the Team from a base-level proficiency to an improved one.

The Team Training Authoring process is carried out by the Team Training Author, who has the Domain Knowledge and uses TTS with its Supporting Environment as the authoring instrument. In this authoring process, the domain expert generates an Executable Training Module which has a Training Scenario Tree. A node in this tree represents a decision point while each edge represents the relative weight assigned to the selected action.

The resulting Executable Training Module is used as input to the Team Training Execution process. This process is supervised by the Team Trainer, who is a domain expert that has Domain Knowledge. The Supporting Environment is an integrated server combining a Multimedia interface, a Communication unit, an extended Database management system and a...
Coordination management unit. It provides both the Authoring and the Execution processes with the appropriate tools. Among them is the multimedia tool kit, which allows selection of the suitable media combination, the activation time and duration. The Evaluation process provides ongoing follow-up facilities. Its important constituents are performance history logging, comparison with previous/standard results, and evaluation techniques.

**Multimedia in TTS**

A Team Training Shell, like many other shells, should hide the implementation details, providing the author with a convenient tool for creating the target application. The TTS architecture is based on a number of distributed workstations, one for each trainee, connected through a high-speed communication network. Each trainee sees and operates the system from his/her viewpoint. Concurrently, the trainer can show a global view of the whole system to each trainee or to all of them. The trainee is supposed to follow the scenario activated by the trainer and respond as s/he is expected.

A typical screen display comprises several independent views: The trainee view, the integrated general view, general common information view and a dialog-box for menu-driven interaction, through which the trainee performs the simulated actions and communicates with his peers. The trainee's view is extracted from the integrated view and can be manipulated by each trainee for himself. Normally, this view is used for showing the trainee a video clip that represents the simulated reality at that moment. A typical training team includes team members, one of whom is designated as the team head. A regular team member may look at his own view, which displays his role and past performance. The Team Head is the member who is in charge of the team and instructs the other team members. In the case of trauma treatment teams this is the chief physician. In a tank crew this is the tank commander, etc. The Team Head, like the trainer, has the option of looking at an integrated view of the session and the capability of monitoring and following each of the member's view at any time. He may also issue commands for session flow changing or problem solving.
The treatment process begins with an initial assessment. This is followed by the definition of the immediate problems causing the stabilization interference. It ends with an application of the appropriate treatment. The initial assessment is divided into the following check sequence: Airway, Breathing, Circulation and Disability (known as “ABCD”).

The problem addressed in this example is tension pneumothorax. The trainee should diagnose it from the description and data provided in the scenario.

Figure 3 is an “explosion” (procedural scaling-up) of the Treatment process described in figure 1, showing three sub-processes: Initial Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment.

A trauma patient is evaluated by the three attributes: Assessment (unassessed / assessed), Diagnosis (undiagnosed / diagnosed), and Stability (unstable / stable). Each attribute combination is a different status of the patient. The mission of the team can now be formulated as changing the patient status from (unassessed, undiagnosed, unstable) into (assessed, diagnosed, stable).

Figure 4 shows a set-up of a team consisting of a Trainer Physician and three trainees.
Physician, who is the Team Head, Nurse, and Anesthetist. Each of the four members is equipped with a workstation through which s/he sees the scene, communicates with the other team members, and performs the required activities.

Figure 5 depicts the layout of each trainee interaction screen. The main part of the screen is devoted to the trainee specific view. Another frame displays the team view which the trainer usually sees. A view usually displays a video movie representing the scenario as it proceeds. It constantly changes as the session proceeds, and can be controlled by the trainer. The trainee may ask to perform video operations such as switching the specific view with the team view and zooming part of the view. Another part displays the current monitor results, such as blood pressure, beep rate, breathing rate etc. The status bar is used for session orientation, it shows the current session stage, the time left and performance evaluation. In addition to the permanent display portions, the trainee may use a menu to see other trainees view, select and activate applicable operations, and display lab results and electronic images.

The training session begins with a video movie presenting a patient breathing spontaneously, but with a very high rate. The scenario is set so as to allow the physician to detect the patient's parameters by displaying the patient in various positions and angles and viewing the data displayed by the monitoring equipment. The trainer may slow or even stop the running scene and rewind the scenario if deemed necessary. Consultation among team members is enabled either by directly addressing each other or issuing a consultation request through the system.

In our example, the physician is expected to acquire the data concerning the patient's breathing rate. If he does so within the expected time frame, the system responds with the (exceptional high) value of 40 beats/minute. Otherwise, the patient's condition continues to deteriorate as the session proceeds. Using the knowledge of very high breathing rate, the physician is now expected to watch and, using audio capabilities, listen carefully to detect findings in breath sound, percussion, significant distention of neck veins and changes in the position of the trachea. Following this assessment process the physician is expected to obtain the following results: the patient has a diminished breath sound in the left side, left hyper-timpani, distention of neck veins, and opposite trachea position. The physician should be able to determine the problem. The number of possible attribute value combinations grows combinatorially. It makes the diagnosis process highly complicated. At any decision point the trainee has a number of possibilities from which he has to select and proceed. The score of each action determines whether the system allows the scenario to proceed or else prevents it while issuing an appropriate explanation. Normally there is one recommended option in the scenario tree. Some of the possible actions are completely wrong, as they lead to catastrophic results. The system or the trainer may prevent such actions from being selected by any trainee. Assuming the correct assessment has been selected, the physician determines the problem and
notifies the team of his diagnosis along with the treatment to be performed. Then, the physician asks the nurse to prepare the patient for a needle insertion to the chest. The nurse is supposed to perform a series of preparatory activities: undressing the patient, cleaning the chest, supply equipment, etc. This is done by selecting operations from a list of possible operations displayed through the menu bar, and applying them to the patient's body by pointing to the appropriate body location. Each applied operation that has a visual effect on the presentation is displayed, either by moving to the appropriate video frame or by combining a still picture with the video movie. After the patient is ready for the needle insertion, the physician selects the needle size from a displayed list or, points to the exact location and then inserts the needle. As a result of this treatment, the patient's condition is stabilized within the appropriate time span.

**Conclusion**

We have introduced the concept of Team Training Shell (TTS) and its components. Multimedia technology and coordination management are two key components of TTS. There are many theoretical and technological details in the supporting environment that may not yet be ripe for the required application we have described. A major obstacle is the lack of tools that support concurrent distributed multimedia display and control. To prove that the implementation of a team training executable is at all a feasible task, we expect, as a first stage, to accomplish the analysis, design, and implementation of a prototype that demonstrates the concept.
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Abstract: Recent advances in information technology have made feasible the development of intelligent computer assisted instruction study units. Analysis and design of such systems require the active involvement of a development team consisting of domain experts, educators and knowledge engineers. Science and technology teaching methodologies are frequently domain-independent. The important component that changes is the domain knowledge. This is the basis for the analysis and development of an Intelligent Computer Assisted Instruction (ICAI) shell. We apply an object-process analysis approach to analyze the shell, the users, the system’s modules and the relationships among them. The object-process diagram is used as a tool to visualize the relationships between objects and processes in the ICAI Shell. To exemplify some of the concepts, we provide a case study of a courseware development process of a CAI Polymer unit.

Theoretical foundations of the teaching/learning process on one hand and recent advances in multimedia technology on the other hand, have made possible the creation of a learning environment that benefits from both. Science and technology teaching methodologies are frequently domain-independent. The important component that changes is the domain knowledge. This is the basis for the analysis of a shell for Intelligent Computer Assisted Instruction (ICAI) development. The division of the learning environment and science or technology domain of study, into two distinct components of a studyware opens the way for the development of a generic framework that supports studyware authoring (Dori, Dori and Yochim, 1992). Such a framework, or "shell," should enable the expert team, charged with the curriculum development, to concentrate on a sound presentation and teaching of the subject matter. At the same time, the shell is supposed to take care of putting the subject matter in the right educational context, relieving the developers from the burden of low level programming such as graphic user interface and repetitive tasks. The approach of a shell architecture is coherent with the reusability principle of software engineering: rather than "reinventing the wheel," software development should capitalize on existing code modules that have been extensively tested and proven to be reliable and efficient. Applied to our objective, on top of all this, education principles embedded in the shell would ensure a good starting point for ICAI developers.

An ICAI shell is a very large development project. A project of this order of magnitude requires a well founded methodology of systems analysis, design and implementation. This work uses an object-process analysis (OPA) approach (Dori, Phillips and Haralick, 1994) to visualize and analyze the shell, the users, the system’s modules and the relationships among them. The OPA approach combines the object-oriented analysis (OOA) approach (Jacobson et al., 1992; Shlaer and Mellor, 1992), to represent the static-structural aspects, and the Data Flow Diagram (DFD) proposed by De Marco, (1978) and Yourdon and Constantine, (1978) to represent the dynamic-procedural aspects, into one integrated representation approach. The basic observation underlying the object process approach is that every thing can be classified as an object or as a process.
An Object-Process Diagram (OPD) is a diagram that depicts the classes within the system and the structural and procedural relations among them. The OPD uses a number of symbols, shown in the legend of Figure 1. One is the effect link, which leads from objects to processes and vice versa, describing the input and output objects needed to maintain the process. Another pair of symbols are blank and solid disks terminating a line, which denote instrument and agent links, respectively. An instrument link connects the object which is needed to carry out the process at which it points. The agent link connects the object (usually person), which carries out the process at which it points. Finally, the solid and blank triangles denote the two basic structural relations whole-part and generalization-specialization, respectively. The whole-part relation denotes aggregation of one or more classes to a higher-level class. The generalization-specialization (gen-spec, or “is-a” relation) denotes the specialization of a higher-level class.

The Student and the Teaching/Learning Process

The end user – the student – is modeled as an object affected by the teaching/learning process. Each student can be characterized by a set of attributes which, at a given point in time have a particular combination of attribute values. The major student’s attributes which are of interest for an educator are listed in Figure 1. The possible values for each such attribute are listed beside each attribute. Where applicable, they are arranged in an increasing order of advancement and/or sophistication. A student may, for example, have a concrete Cognitive Level, with Thinking Skill understand, with individual and hands-on Learning Needs, with book-style Learning Strategy, low Problem Solving ability, shallow Domain Knowledge, and Domain-Specific Misconceptions X and Z. This attribute value combination is one state in the state space. The state space is the collection of all the possible attribute value combinations a student may assume. The purpose of the Teaching/Learning process is to transfer a student from a state with a given attribute value combination to another state, in which the overall attribute value combination is higher. The most common improvement is expected to occur in the value of the Domain-Specific Knowledge, but, at least in the long run, Teaching/Learning process is expected to yield improvements in attributes such as Thinking Skills, Problem Solving Abilities and Learning...
Strategies. Figure 1 is an Object-Process Diagram (OPD), in which Student is the object, represented as a rectangle with a state-transition diagram at its upper compartment, consisting of two states, represented as rounded-corner rectangles, and with the list of attributes and their possible values at the lower compartment. The Teaching/Learning process, depicted as a bubble (ellipse), is shown changing the student’s state from lower to higher attribute value combination. With the above definition of the student’s states the Teaching/Learning process, we proceed to describe an overall concept of the ICAI Shell: it consists of the Student Module, the Expertise Module, and the Teaching/Learning Module.

**Figure 2. An OPD of the studyware authoring process and the resulting study unit**

**The Expertise Module Object within the ICAI Shell**

The Expertise Module object and the Studyware Authoring process class are shown in Figure 2. The Expertise Module consists of four objects: the Concept-Map Generator, the Multimedia Editor, the Table&Graph Handler, and the Problem Composer. The Concept-Map Generator is a tool for the process of Concept Mapping – a powerful means for the representation of knowledge at various levels of depth. It enables easy and reliable construction of concept maps that are linked to each other as described by Fisher (1990). Computerized concepts maps may enable navigation around the study unit and, possibly, to and from other study units. It also helps students in putting concepts in the right context, thereby organizing pieces of knowledge in a meaningful way. An advanced option of this generator can be its ability to draw Object Process Diagrams, such as the figures in this work. Thus, concept maps in the ICAI Shell environment use the notation and semantics of the object-process paradigm, yielding an enhanced version of concept maps. The Table&Graph Handler is an electronic spreadsheets that enables making tables and graphs...
and define constraints among table cells. It is used for Charting and produces Graphs and Tables. One example, described by Linn and Songer (1991), makes use of a similar tool for teaching thermodynamics for middle school students to help them construct more abstract and general scientific principles at a macroscopic level.

**Figure 3. The interaction between Student, Teacher, Study Unit and the ICAI Shell**

The Problem Composer is the fourth component of the Expertise Module. It has a variety of problem templates for various kinds of problems, such as push-button multiple choice combinations. It is used in the process of Problem Composition which results in Problems for the Problem Bank (Dori and Yochim, 1990). Each problem is characterized by the topics it is designed to test, the template used and the degree of difficulty. The Studyware Authoring process then consists of Concept Mapping, Multimedia Editing, Charting, and Problem Composition. The result of these processes is the Study Unit, which, in turn, consists of a Navigation Unit, a Multimedia Document, and a Problem Solving Unit. The Navigation Unit is responsible for orientation of the student in the web of screens so that he or she does not get lost and can always find out “where am I”.

The Multimedia Editor is a composite software component for multimedia document authoring. The Problem Solving Unit consists of a Problem Bank and Tests which are generated by randomly selecting problems with the appropriate attributes. Tests and quizzes are characterized as being either voluntary or mandatory. This mechanism ensures that the student does not browse aimlessly throughout the entire module and across modules before obtaining a minimal level of knowledge about the subject matter he has studied (Yochim and Dori, 1993). The Expertise module is one of the three modules of the ICAI Shell, the other two being the Teaching/Learning Module and the Student Module (see Figure 3). The Student Module contains a Student Attribute Catalog with the attributes and values, described in Figure 1. For each individual student, this module keeps record of Performance History and Attribute Values. The Recorder monitors and records students’ responses of interest, such as the order and duration of viewing cards, answers to quizzes and tests, etc. The Teaching/Learning Module is the heart of the ICAI Shell. It has an Instructional Knowledge Base with Teaching Methodologies and a Rule-Base for diagnosis of students’
attributes. It has a Controller and an Inference Engine that, based on the Student’s Performance History and current Performance, infers and updates the current Student’s Attribute values. These are used for the process of Study Control which is done by the Controller. It controls the learning pace, depth and abstraction level. The Student is engaged in the process of Teaching/Learning in which the Study Unit is the instrument and the human Teacher is the agent. Using data from the Student Module regarding present and past performance, the teacher also evaluates the student and advises for effective learning strategies.

![Object-Process Diagram of the Polymer Courseware Authoring](image)

Figure 4. An Object-Process Diagram of the Polymer Courseware Authoring

The Polymer Courseware Authoring: a Case in Point

To exemplify some of the concepts introduced in the previous sections, we provide an example of a complete courseware development process of a Computer Aided Instruction Polymer unit (Dori and Barnea, 1993). Figure 4 is an OPD of the CAI Polymer Unit development. The agent that authors the courseware is the expert team, which includes experts in the area of the chemistry of polymers and science education. The products (objects) of this process are the Student, Expertise, and Teaching/Learning Modules. As a preliminary activity, the expert team analyzed the Students’ Attributes and Teaching Methodologies relevant to the particular subject matter - the study of polymers. For example, a major learning need has been found to be understanding the properties of macromolecules that are related to their three-dimensional structure. Accordingly, one teaching methodology
was set to be 3D Molecular Modeling. The outcome of the Study Unit Development Process was the CAI Polymer Unit Prototype. The Prototype was used by an Experiment Group of Chemistry Teachers who took part in an in-service training aimed at both introducing the teachers to the Unit and obtaining feedback on the prototype. The Prototype Feedback, which was compiled from a series of (pre- and post-training) Questionnaires, Observations and Interviews, was used by the Expert Team for the process of Study Unit Improvement, which resulted the β-site CAI Polymer Unit version.

Students who major in chemistry were the Experiment Group for the β-site version, and the β-site Feedback obtained from them was the input to the Study Unit Completion. The end product – the CAI Polymer Unit – is the object used as an instrument for the Individualized Learning process by the Student. This process potentially changes the student’s attribute values from a lower to a higher combination.

Summary

We have presented an Object-Process analysis of a system for developing courseware. With the resulting study units, students can engage in active learning while the system monitors their responses and reacts accordingly, imitating the role of an exemplary teacher. This Object-Process analysis serves as an architecture for an Intelligent Computer Assisted Instruction Shell. It is based on a holistic view of the student as an object and the teaching/learning as a process that transforms him/her from a state of lower attribute value combination to a higher one. A key factor in this system is the enabling technology of multimedia, which opens the way for the creation of a multi-faceted learning environment and suits the non-linear nature of knowledge, which is so difficult to convey by books. A preliminary stage in the development of these concepts has been presented as a case in point by the CAI Polymer Unit Development Process. We believe that the concepts and architecture proposed here will be eventually materialized and take advantage of the synergy between the opportunities offered by modern educational theories and technological advances.
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Abstract: This paper presents HOED, a distributed hypermedia client-server system for educational resources. The aim of HOED is to provide a library facility for hyperdocuments [Engelbart, 1990]. Its main application domain is education. The HOED database not only holds the educational resources themselves, but also data describing characteristics of these resources. Distinctive features of the HOED server are the separation of data regarding content (nodes) and structure (links), and use of a Database Management System (DBMS) rather than files for data management. We will explain how we make use of the HOED infrastructure for the development of private study modules on basic computer science topics and for re-use of courseware components. We will also briefly compare our work with related research.

1 Introduction

The work presented here deals with a distributed hypermedia system [CACM 1994]. It is related to and influenced by numerous fields of computer science, including information retrieval, databases, Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) and Computer Aided Learning (CAL).

In [Duval & Olivie, 1993], we presented a distributed multimedia database and explained how it can be used to manage multimedia and hypermedia educational resources. We will describe here how our work has evolved since then into a client-server distributed hypermedia database, called HOED (sections 2).

The HOED server and its distinctive characteristics are discussed in section 3; the client environment is described in section 4. Two application areas are covered in section 5. After a comparison with related work in section 6, we conclude with a description of the current status and our plans for the future.

2 Architecture

The design of HOED is based on a client-server approach.

- The server takes care of data management and is itself distributed. A hypermedia database is responsible for management of the structural aspects. This hypermedia database is implemented on top of a multimedia database that takes care of content management, based on a mechanism that includes a type indicator (e.g. string, date, GIF image, etc.) with each multimedia value. Analogue and digital raw data stores offer physical storage facilities for the multimedia data.

- The client interacts with the end user or application program, initiates requests to the server, and displays the query results. In this way, the client hides details regarding the distributed nature of the server, the communication protocol and the database query language.

The design and implementation of the multimedia database and raw data stores has been covered in [Duval & Olivie, 1993]. The next section will present the server in more detail. Section 4 covers the client environment.
3 HOED Server

3.1 Data Model

The structural unit of data in HOED is the node. The primary function of a node is to contain multimedia content: text, computer software, audio or video streams, etc. In contrast, the primary function of a link is to contain structure (see also section 3.2).

An unlimited number of arbitrary (attribute,value) pairs can describe characteristics of nodes, links, or the participation of nodes in links. At any time, new (attribute,value) pairs can be added to the database. Some attributes are predefined, e.g. 'Type' that types nodes, links and participations of nodes in links. For particular types of these constructs, additional attributes can be predefined:

- We have e.g. defined a specific type of nodes for images on an analogue video disk about dentistry, produced at Bristol University (see also section 5). A predefined set of attributes describes the common properties of the material presented on these images: breed, sex, species, stain, etc.

- Specific types of links model specific types of spatio-temporal aggregation. 'Sequential aggregation' e.g. models a composite node as an ordered sequence of components.

3.2 Separation of Structure and Content

In conventional hypermedia systems (exemplified by e.g. Hypercard and Toolbook), content and structure are inextricably intertwined: links are embedded in document nodes. In HOED, links and nodes are separated for several reasons:

- Maintenance [Kappe, Maurer & Scherbakov, 1993] is accommodated by separation of structure and content. If e.g. a node is removed from the hypermedia database, then all links to the node that is being removed can also be removed, in order to avoid dangling references. This does not require a modification of any of the remaining nodes.

- Nodes and links can be created, modified and deleted independently: no conversion process is required to import new nodes, as the link information does not need to be imported into the document. This facilitates integration of separately developed tools: node editors e.g. don’t need to provide link editing facilities. A new node can readily be integrated in the overall hypermedia network: new links can be added to existing nodes, so that these refer to the new node, without requiring a modification to the actual content of these nodes. An important consequence is that read-only documents (e.g. stored on a CD-ROM) can be linked to and from.

- When links are embedded in nodes, it is very difficult to support a back-link capability that identifies the links to a node [Engelbart, 1990]. A search through all nodes in the universe in order to identify those that contain a link to the node in question will be very time consuming. Incorporation of the links to a node in that node itself requires an update of the node whenever a new link to it is created or an old link is deleted. When links are stored separately, then the hypermedia database can simply be searched for all links pointing to a particular node.

3.3 Data Management

Some systems that do separate structure and content rely directly on a file system for data management purposes [Wii, 1993]. Using a Data Base Management System (DBMS) for this purpose offers many advantages:

- The DBMS can take care of consistency, concurrency and access control, backup and recovery, data integrity and distribution.

- The query facility of the DBMS can be used to support:
  
  - query based access: This is especially relevant in a large scale networked hypermedia context, where navigation alone will no longer be appropriate if information overload is to be avoided [Duval & Olivié, 1992].
Intensional links [Kappe, Maurer & Scherbakov, 1993]: Conventional links list explicitly the identity of the target node(s) of a link. Intensional links are defined by a set of search conditions, and refer to all nodes satisfying the conditions at the time of evaluation. They are therefore dynamic, in the sense that they can refer to different sets of nodes at different moments in time.

Link filtering: Search criteria can be defined to identify those links that are relevant to a particular group of users, e.g. in terms of user profiles that indicate their areas of interest, their level of expertise, etc. This is especially relevant in an educational context: e.g. once a student has obtained a sufficient grade in a particular test, more and more of a global hypermedia structure of that domain may be revealed to him.

4 HOED Client

We envision different kinds of clients accessing the HOED server. Node editors support creation, modification or deletion of multimedia node content. Typical node editors include CAD tools, authoring systems, text editors, etc. Link editors can be used to create links between nodes. A browser enables end users to explore the HOED information space, following links between related nodes. A searcher enables developers to specify search constraints that identify the resources they are looking for. The constraints can be composed of arbitrary complex combinations of simple constraints, using the boolean connectors AND, OR and NOT.

We are currently developing two sets of client components:

- A first set of components is under development in Tcl/Tk [Ousterhout, 1990], a user interface management system available from Berkeley. Tcl/Tk provides facilities for communication between applications, so that the different client components will be able to exchange messages. As indicated by the bottom arrow in figure 1, the client components interact with the HOED server using SQL, the standard query language for interaction with an RDBMS.

![Gateway to the World-Wide Web](figure1.png)

Figure 1: Gateway to the World-Wide Web

- Because of the enormous amount of documents available through the WWW, its rapidly increasing popularity and the free distribution of WWW software (both on client and server side, for many different platforms), we are developing a second set of client components, based on forms stored on a World-Wide Web (WWW) server (see also section 6) that interacts with the HOED server through a gateway.

We rely on the Common Gateway Interface that defines a protocol for interaction between a WWW server and a non-WWW server. In this set-up, users access the HOED server through a WWW client (e.g. Mosaic or Cello) that interacts with the WWW server, using the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), as indicated on figure 1. The WWW server composes an SQL query for the HOED server, sends the query to that machine and presents to the end user the results that he receives. In this way, the WWW server is used as a "user interface server", as it holds the definition
of the forms that define the screen lay-out and functionality during interaction. The more basic hypermedia storage and retrieval facilities are provided by the HOED server.

5 Application Areas

5.1 Basic Computer Science Modules

Since September 1993, we have started the development of a modular private study course on basic computer science topics for university students that do not need an in depth education in this field [Olivié & Duval, 1993]. The modular design of the course enables us to take into account the diverse background of the students and the peculiarities of the curricula in different faculties of the university. The modules will be stored as collections of linked multimedia nodes in HOED. Access to the modules can proceed in different ways:

- A course manager is currently under development. This software component will support student evaluation and guidance. Pre-tests, based on intensional links (section 3.2) in terms of a student model, can refer a student to the most suited module.
- Bypassing the course manager, students can also navigate more freely through the learning resources in HOED, just as they can e.g. make use of the university library. This will enable them to explore the educational material, to pursue their own interests, or in order to find additional background material.
- A lecturer can retrieve (part of) a module from HOED in order to use it for demonstration purposes.

Both students and lecturers can access HOED over KULnet, the K.U.Leuven university computer network. Students are allowed to copy some of the educational material on floppy disk, so that they can use it on their own PC at home. This greatly increases availability of the resources for the students, the more so as a survey we carried out in 1993 among first year students in Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and Informatics showed that 82% of these students had access to a PC at home.

5.2 Re-Use of Courseware Components

In the CAPTIVE project ('89-'91) [Duval, 1992], aimed at 'Collaborative Authoring, Production and Transmission of Interactive Video for Education', we experimented with re-use of existing courseware components when developing new educational material. Video footage originally shot for a linear video e.g. was later on integrated in an interactive video. When trying to re-use existing resources, developers of new material face a number of problems. HOED provides at least a partial solution to three of these problems:
Developers need to be able to find out what is available and whether they can use it for their own purposes. For the latter question, different considerations relate to the technical characteristics of the existing resources, copyright and pricing issues, the content presented in a (component of a) module, etc. This search can be supported by the query and navigation tools covered in section 4.

Not only developers of new material can benefit from this facility: students or lecturers can also use it to access relevant material. In fact, providing this kind of access is the first aim of our collaboration with a team at Bristol University. In a first phase of this collaboration, ca. 250 images on a dentistry laser video disk have been described. The descriptions (including the location of the images on the disk) have been stored in the HOED server. When a relevant node has been identified, users can see the corresponding image, using a local tool for access to the video disk.

Once the relevant resources have been identified, they can easily be accessed, using the client/server communication protocol. Developers need not be aware of where the material is physically located. In order to further refine the results of a query search, the nodes retrieved from the server can be used as a starting point for local navigation. In order to explore related material.

Integration of existing resources is accommodated by the separation of node and link information: links can be created, modified and deleted independently. (see section 3.2).

The resulting mechanism for sharing of (parts of) nodes resembles Ted Nelson’s idea of transclusions, or virtual copies [Nelson, 1993]. As described by Nelson, a mechanism can be established to compensate an author with a relatively small fee, every time one of his nodes is accessed. This approach may solve at least partially the copyright issue that often complicates re-use of independently developed resources.

6 Related Work

HOED can be compared with a number of recent client-server systems for networked information management over the internet [Obraczka, Danzig, & Li, 1993]:

- **Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS)** provide full text searching functionality with relevance feedback, i.e. the user can indicate relevant documents in an intermediate result, and WAIS locates similar documents that are likely to be relevant as well.

- **Gopher** provides access to information through a hierarchical menu system. Selection of a menu entry causes a sub-menu or document to be retrieved and displayed.

- The **World-Wide Web (WWW)** is an attempt at creating a world wide hypermedia system of linked documents. Links cannot only point to documents, but also to internet services such as remote login or file transfer.

- **Hyper-G** [Kappe, Maurer & Scherbakov, 1993] is a research project at the University of Graz.

WAIS and Gopher belong to computing paradigms (full-text search and hierarchical menu access respectively) that are fundamentally different from the hypermedia approach. The main disadvantage of the WWW is that links are embedded in documents (see section 3.2. As mentioned in section 4, we do however use the WWW interactive forms facility to support a set of client components that access the HOED server through a gateway. Both the overall aim and design of Hyper-G are more similar to ours.

7 Current Status and Plans for the Future

At the time of writing (March 1994), development of the HOED server is well advanced: although still at a prototype stage, it is now operational. The original conceptual data schema (developed in the Enhanced Entity Relationship model) was translated into a corresponding relational database schema, which was implemented, using a commercially available RDBMS. We have also developed prototype client components, including a simple query facility that enables end users to retrieve information about nodes, based on (boolean combinations of) simple search constraints regarding the characteristics of nodes, links or the participation of the former in the latter. Our plans for the immediate future focus on:
As mentioned in section 5, we are working on different applications that will make use of the HOED environment. The development of basic computer science modules started in September 1993. Experiments for access to local resources, in collaboration with the university of Bristol, started in the summer of 1993. We are also further developing more client components.

We will integrate within the HOED server facilities for Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and collaborative learning. In a first phase, we will provide an annotation facility. Lecturers can use this facility to collaborate on course material and make their contributions accessible for lecturers and students in other institutions. Students will also be able to annotate their courses, e.g. as an aid while working through the material.

The HOED server currently supports the basic hypermedia data model (links, nodes and webs). We are investigating how more advanced data models [CACM 1994] can be supported on top of the current model. In fact, modeling hypermedia data is not a trivial matter, because of the complex structure and multimedia content of hypermedia objects. This is therefore an appropriate case study for different data modeling paradigms. We have not elaborated on this issue here, but this is one of the reasons why we originally became interested in the HOED project.

8 Conclusion

Distributed, large scale multi-user hypermedia environments provide many exciting challenges in the area of data modeling, user interface development, communication protocols, information retrieval, etc. We are often excited about the rapid developments in these fields and the new applications they lead to. The opportunity to experiment with novel ways to deliver education is much more than just a practical outcome of these technical developments. The prospect this offers for innovation of the educational practice is quite a powerful stimulus for continuing our efforts.
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This paper examines some of the key issues arising from the delivery of a management development course by distance education using traditional, multimedia and computer-based approaches. The research explores some of the critical decisions that need to be taken by educationalists involved in developing distance education, computer-based training, multimedia and hypermedia. The discussion focuses on the particular challenge of course development using these media where the course is fully or part distance or open learning in its form or method of delivery. The paper examines three key issues: What are the educational design issues that need to be addressed when developing distance education packages for the junior and middle manager? How can we improve the way in which we use computers, electronic mail and networks for communication and student support? What are the issues associated with the integration of multimedia and hypermedia systems into distance education for the middle manager? The paper concludes by critically examining specific futures that are advanced by different groups in education and training professionals.

Introduction

The development and effective delivery of Distance Management Education constitutes a significant challenge to traditional approaches to course development and course design. The parameters of the problems are defined by the complex and diverse character of the material being delivered, the contrasting and varying motivations and experience of the participating managers and the general difficulties involved in ensuring appropriate support to students who are physically dispersed from their peers, the course administration and teaching faculty.

A simple pedagogical strategy for meeting the needs of all the participants in this relationship can be elusive. The central task is to identify the teaching and learning design that can satisfy the needs of the managers who are recruited to our courses while ensuring the relevance of the methods of delivery and academic credibility. The rapidly evolving technologies of Multimedia and Hypermedia would seem to have a natural home within the established knowledge base that has developed in Distance Education. While the cliché of "the Media being the message" may seem familiar it is important that we analyse and evaluate the relevance of different media to the needs of our students. The process needs to consider the wider issues associated with the suitability of the media to the material being covered, the experience and motivations of the students, the approach and attitudes of the relevant Faculty and the learning support.

Development and Design of Open/Distance learning delivery systems

Open learning management development courses have an implicit assumption of being outcome orientated. The nature and purpose of the course is to change the managers ability and behaviour. In this sense the form and function of the course is strongly linked to the philosophy of competence and management development. The design of management development courses has changed dramatically as a result of a revolution in our expectation of what we hope to achieve in changing the attitudes, behaviour and performance of managers. The issue of how we define our educational objectives in has been the subject of much debate and criticism.
(Macdonald 1983; Rowntree, 1987, 1992; Marshall, 1991). The central issue for open learning management courses is that our objectives should reflect the development perspective of the individual within a framework of independence and autonomy. Boot and Hodgson (1987) provide a clear and relevant distinction between two models of learning. They identify the traditional model as being characterised by learning being a process of dissemination. The contemporary alternative to this view is of a model of learning exemplified by development. A number of authors have supported this distinction and supported the development model. Rowntree (1992) attempts to distinguish between to two distinct approaches. The contrast between the two approaches is presented in the table below (Table 1).

Table 1
Attributes and Approaches of the Dissemination and Development models of Management Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dissemination</th>
<th>Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus on the acquisition of facts and procedures</td>
<td>Focus on growth and empowerment of individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product and commodity oriented</td>
<td>Psychological/emotional process oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility and consumption focus</td>
<td>Needs and interests focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primarily teacher passes knowledge to learner</td>
<td>Two way process between teacher and learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munication dominant</td>
<td>Communication dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract and theory</td>
<td>Concrete and experiential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical, knowledge and task</td>
<td>Soft skills, and openness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The implication of adopting a developmental model for the design of open learning management development course is that existing course components need to be revised and restructured. Furthermore new approaches to management education and learning need to be adopted in order to address this new set of development objectives. This new approach also involves reconsidering our existing model of the learning process (Burgoyne & Stewart, 1991). The adoption of a developmental approach in open learning management development is actively linked with a number of major themes and theories now gaining acceptance in management education. Mumford identifies these themes as "action learning"; "the learning organisation" and "the competency approach". (Mumford, 1993).

The new approach to open learning management development involves the major exercise of restructuring all the components of existing courses. This process and the contrast between the old and new approach to management development can be demonstrated by a comparison between the old and new versions of one of the open learning management development programmes offered at Kingston University. Kingston Business School has delivered an Open Learning Diploma in Management Studies for nearly 10 years. The Diploma course is designed for junior and middle managers and is studied over a period of two years. The initial course recruited 100-150 managers each year. The philosophy and structure of this programme was redesigned and rewritten three years ago to reflect the adoption of a competence approach to management education and a developmental philosophy. During this process the author was involved in developing, evaluating and delivering more than 20 different management courses requiring in excess of 1000 hours of study. This portfolio embraces a comprehensive set of subject materials with a major emphasis on computer based and work related competence based assessment.

The new competence based open learning management development programme has clear benefits for the participating managers and the sponsoring organisation. The competence approach integrates the development process into the wider work environment of the individual. Work related assignments emphasise the personal needs of the individual and the improvement of performance. The flexibility of the competence approach using open learning study materials means that managers can concentrate on the development of a competence set that is relevant to the individual. The study materials, residential sessions, network groups are actively developed by the teachers and the learners in a partnership. The differences between the old and new approaches is presented in Table 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Philosophy</th>
<th>Old Course Structure &amp; Approach</th>
<th>New Course Structure &amp; Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manager expected to learn the Theory,</td>
<td>Manager develops and demonstrates knowledge and techniques of competence in the application of skills and management as an academic subject. tools of management.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissemination</td>
<td>Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Dissemination</td>
<td>Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant Managers</td>
<td>Emphasis upon academic experience and qualifications for entry</td>
<td>Emphasis on empowerment and growth within the context of current and future responsibility. Importance of &quot;openness&quot; in terms of accessibility and flexibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Materials</td>
<td>Structure associated with text book but with exercises and model answers. May involve &quot;commentary&quot;</td>
<td>High level of involvement and interaction. Work related activities and exercises. Skills and techniques form a matrix across different subject areas. The visual design and layout is an important issue to improve understand and motivation. The materials are updated and amended in a continuous process and in response to learner needs. Use just-in-time production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials</td>
<td>Structure associated with text book but with exercises and model answers. May involve &quot;commentary&quot;</td>
<td>High level of involvement and interaction. Work related activities and exercises. Skills and techniques form a matrix across different subject areas. The visual design and layout is an important issue to improve understand and motivation. The materials are updated and amended in a continuous process and in response to learner needs. Use just-in-time production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Methods</td>
<td>Examination and essay type assignments.</td>
<td>Work related assignments or case study. Wide variety of formats from executive reports to individual presentations. Philosophy of assessment being potentially applicable to the work environment. The central purpose of the assessment is to provide feedback and advice as well as performance evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Workshops</td>
<td>One week at the end of the course. Main themes revision and problem solving. Teacher lead revision</td>
<td>Weekend sessions phased throughout the programme. Designed to maintain regular contact and support. Wide range of activities workshops, group work, case study presentation. Flexible design to respond to learning needs of different groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Support</td>
<td>Telephone help lines to administration and to the specific subject tutors.</td>
<td>Network study groups of managers providing mutual support. Peripatetic tutors visiting network groups. Email contact to course team and plans for video-conferencing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Management qualification.</td>
<td>Qualification but emphasis on continuing development and learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The course extends the general philosophy of Open Learning into the design and development process, the key attributes of accessibility, flexibility and learner control remain the foundations of the course (Paul, 1990). A second measure of success is the very high completion rate within the set duration of the course. The course has the flexibility to enable managers to complete the programme over a period of five or more years. Even with this flexible provision typically 90% of the managers complete the course in the initial period of registration, the remainder will continue on the programme over a longer period of time. One of the major reasons for the success of this programme is the contribution of the support systems that have been developed for the course. These have had a profound effect on the experience and effectiveness of the programme.

Technologies and Systems for Supporting Managers

There has been a vigorous and active debate in management development circles focused on the selection and adoption of technology that can contribute to the effective and efficient management development course. The
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The effectiveness of management development courses typically depended upon the support system provided to the manager and the course faculty. The philosophy and function of the support system is central to its form and design. In earlier designs, the support system typically depended upon providing a substitute for the face-to-face tutorial. The hegemony of the traditional tutor system exemplified by the University tutorial modelled around the Oxford and Cambridge University was a fail-safe and crisis management approach to student learning and support. The telephone help line occupies a central position in most open learning management development courses. The help line should be a mechanism for recognising and responding to the individual learning needs of the managers on the course. The problem with this model is that in practice the help line acts as a compensation for inadequately designed study materials and/or a failure in the provision of adequate formal support structures within the overall course design.

Research involving a qualitative evaluation of the experience of managers following a course with support from telephone help lines identified a range of key problems with this approach. The problems fall into three categories: educational, contextual, and logistical. Educationally, the help line provides a highly constrained medium for the support of managers. Tutoring and supporting learners in complex, technical, and in some cases abstract concepts is not easily performed on the telephone. While individual ability and experience will engender different support needs, the study materials should be structured and designed to support the full range of experience and ability. In many cases, the help line was used as an ad hoc mechanism for students to compensate for weaknesses in the materials or administration.

The second problem associated with help lines was the context of the support. The help line was seen by the anxious or less able student as the means for providing a compromise solution to replace the intensity of support offered by the face-to-face contact of traditional learning systems. When real or imagined spectres presented themselves to the learners, the response was not to evaluate the issues or ideas and reformulate the problem but to pick up the phone and seek outside support and explanation, a ghost buster mentality. This approach links to the learning styles models discussed earlier (Boot & Hodgson, 1987), where open learning was seen in terms of dissemination with a consequent emphasis upon the learning being oriented towards facts, consumption of information, and a clear distinction between teacher and learner.

Finally, the logistics of ensuring help line contact between the manager and the course team was regarded as the main problem with help lines. The telephone is an immediate but an ephemeral medium. However, the support required may not be available or exist. The failure to achieve adequate response can lead to frustration and due to unfulfilled expectation a negative attitude to the management course. It can be argued that the answer phone goes some way towards reducing this problem but does not remove the problem of students being able to access the right person at the time of contact. This scope for failing to meet the expectations of the manager is apparent and a major cause of concern.

This experience and research into help lines lead to an explicit rejection of this approach in the current design of the management development programme. However, individuals and corporate clients tend to expect the provision of help lines as being a traditional component of this type of open learning course. The development and implementation of appropriate support systems has been a key feature of recent approaches to open learning management development. The central issue related to support is to reduce the managers need for support and increase the quality of response when support is required.

The foundations of this approach is to empower the managers on their course to accept responsibility for their own and their colleagues development. A learning contract is forged between groups of managers into network study groups. These network groups are given explicit responsibility for managing the learning process. The networks are required to meet regularly and to set and establish an appropriate mutual support system. This network is also used in the academic agenda of the course to provide the learning and assessment vehicle for several areas of the competence programme e.g., team membership, leadership, conflict management. The networks have reoriented the participating managers view of the management course. The need to seek support from each other has changed the experience of the course. The managers are now establishing and setting their own development needs and demonstrating and using their competence to support others. This approach allows the management course to fulfill a central philosophy of open learning that it should be an approach that enables independence and autonomy.
A second aspect of this approach is that groups are encouraged to provide a critical input into the study materials in a formal and structured process of communication between the teachers and the learners. A prerequisite for this approach is the technical ability to provide a rapid revision to the materials. This means having access to a resource of academics, designers, and editors who can implement revisions. Furthermore, a just-in-time approach to production is needed where materials are revised in real time. Recent developments in printing technology where traditional large volume/scale print runs are replaced with electronic publishing systems producing small print runs at an economic level is central to this approach. Thus, study materials evolve in an upwards cycle of quality improvement. The traditional cycle of three to five year development cycles and revision of materials is not relevant in this approach. The materials are relevant to the evolving needs and requirements of the managers.

The problem of ageing and relevance has been a particular issue for a number of open learning courses in academic areas that are changing rapidly e.g., information technology management. This approach means that the need for support is significantly reduced.

A central requirement and goal for effective manager support is that when it is required it is structured and of high quality. Individual differences between managers and groups may result in the need for additional support beyond that provided within the regular quarterly residential study weekends. The solution to this problem is to provide peripatetic tutor support that can be requested to attend meeting of the network group. This approach can be resource intensive and to be effective requires a large scale academic resource to draw upon. It is important to distinguish between this learner demand orientated support system and the more traditional approach in open learning of regular tutor meetings that are programmed throughout the duration of the course. The peripatetic network tutor approach provides the psychological support needed by the managers in the early stages of the course while it does not undermine the independence and autonomy of the learners. The managers are still clearly responsible for the learning and development process. The managers must evaluate their needs and formalise the request for academic support.

The experience of using this approach for the last three years has demonstrated that the support function would appear to be more a psychological need than actual. During this period, approximately 50 network groups have been formed on the management course (the approximation is related to the dynamic nature of the groups dividing and coalescing). Only two network groups have organised more than five tutor visits in one year. The remaining groups are evenly divided between groups that requested one or two meetings, and interestingly, groups who had no tutor contact. The extremely low level of utilisation of the tutor support came as a significant surprise to the author. One explanation is that awareness of the availability provided initial reassurance after which learning support was provided by the networks and the quarterly residential workshops. A further point was that the formality of organising meetings forced the managers to consider the scale, scope, and content of the support required, this process served to act as an opportunity to reflect on the perceived learning problem and in many cases resulted in the groups reconciling their difficulties. A final issue was the possibility that much of the activity generated by students using help lines is more to do with a psychological sense of isolation than problems that require academic or administrative support. The network groups deliver the psychological support thus removing the need for faculty involvement in managers support.

The current planning process for the provision of quality manager support systems is directed towards the implementation of two communication technologies to improve the administrative and academic support provided to managers. The evaluation and provision of electronic mail and teleconferencing into the learning support systems of the management programme is being planned and implemented. Electronic mail (Email) has been available to the corporate and academic communities for many years. Indeed, open learning courses have established an extended track record of learner support using email. The main factor inhibiting the wider adoption of this technology by management development courses has been the complexity of the communications protocols, the need to have some familiarity with operating systems running on different platforms and the relative crudity of the communications networks. In recent years the technology has become simpler, more manager friendly and faster. The strength of email is its administrative formality and structured format. Email has a number of advantages over the telephone as a technology for supporting open learning managers. Communications are date stamped, documented and can be easily filed/stored. The main strength of email is that it waits for a response or action, advises the sender of when the message has been read and allows easy and rapid reply.
The implications of the wider availability of teleconferencing or video-conferencing for open learning management is profound. The strength of the visual image as device for supporting learning, explanation and motivation is apparent if one examines some of the leading exponents of open learning education. The development of television and video based courseware has been innovative and a major source of innovation. Teleconferencing offers the promise of providing the benefits of flexible and interactive tutorial support at a distance and at a lower cost. The traditional use of closed or open circuit television to provide lecture sessions to widely dispersed groups of people has severe limitations as a medium for open learning. Video conferencing opens up access to high quality tutorial support, while still retaining the autonomy of the learners who can decide whether to participate or not. The current proposal is to proceed with the implementation and evaluation of a pilot project involving video-conferencing tutorial support of management development courses in the near future in association with British Telecommunications Plc. The contribution of the technological sophistication of ISDN (Integrated Digital Services Network) on video-conferencing and the accessibility of information for open learning is arguable the most important issue facing distance education initiatives as we approach the millennium.

Educational Media and Management development

The final theme of this paper is to evaluate the relevance and contribution of media selection upon the effectiveness of the open learning study materials. The choice of media is becoming one of the key decisions facing academics who are developing courseware. One guiding principle is that the process of selection is that the media selection should ensure that different stages of the learning process are enhanced and complemented by the use of the appropriate media. In recent years there has been a significant increase in the available technologies that can be used in open learning courseware. The foundations of open learning courseware is in the printed media. The development and design of open learning study packages has become an established discipline with its own accepted philosophy and methodologies. The printed media has been complemented by a long tradition of using film and video materials to support the printed material. In recent years alternative technologies have offered a new functionality to the learning and development media. These new technologies have their origins in computing and multimedia systems and include hypertext, computer based training (CBT), interactive video, etc.

The challenge for these technologies is to demonstrate superior performance to the traditional printed media. In the context of developing appropriate systems for producing effective management development course, a number of systems have been piloted on the programmes at Kingston Business School. The attitudes and experience of managers who have used different media on management development programmes provides a valuable insight into the perceived utility and functionality of these technologies. One of the challenges facing those who are charged with developing open learning courses is identifying systems that are superior to the traditional forms of media. The printed media have specific strengths and a flexibility as a media for open learning study packages. Printed open learning materials are flexible in terms of the ability of the manager to study, select and interact with the courseware. Printed material is a low cost delivery system that does not require expensive hardware or software. Manager can use the material and study where and when they have time. Finally, printed material can be physically annotated and amended by the manager.

From a pedagogical perspective the key attribute of the printed study materials is that they represent a logical and linear structured process for acquiring the knowledge skills associated with a management competence. The progression in management development is more difficult to manage than in other equivalent areas of open learning. The participants have a highly developed cognitive map of the structure and relationship between entities in the subject area. Each individual needs to select and sort from the available material within own specific pathway through this landscape. This makes the process of producing simple, logical and consistent designs for the material difficult if not impossible. Some would argue that this aspect of the problem lends itself to being specifically appropriate for the use of hypertext media that gives individuals the ability navigate around the material. This seems superficially attractive but it has a number of challenges.

Initial exposure to the concepts can be most beneficial if structured and ordered. The partnership between teacher and learner provides this inherent benefit. The current importance of the coaching analogy in management development also reflects this approach. The availability of a guide speeds the process of explorations into the terra incogniti of management education. It is in the later stages of consolidation, reflection and application that
our pathway through the knowledge base becomes more eclectic and individual. It is during this phase of development that the flexibility offered by hypertext can offer a unique medium of support in the management development process.

The problem arises when one tries to establish some priority or selectivity in these linkages. The traditional printed media has incredible flexibility and utility and it can support a wide variety of styles, images and materials. While it has obvious limits to the range of media it can support it can be scanned and searched very flexibly, thus from the point of view of the learner it is accessible. The strength of hypertext and similar media for management education is the scale and scope of the information they offer and the ability for learners to manage the process of exploration. This is particularly valuable when consolidating the learning or developing new chains of association.

The important issue for the effective development of hypertext materials is that links and chains should be established by the learners, not by a reproduction of the teachers or coaches mental map. The existing media of print, video and film are perfectly capable of providing a consistent and effective representation of the initial or preferred path to explanation and understanding. Hypertext systems can complement this by providing the optimal vehicle for consolidating, developing and exploring the knowledge base. Given this role it is critical that the chains and linkages between element of the knowledge base should be defined by the learners not the teachers. This means recording how learners navigate around the system and recording and documenting positive search or exploration patterns. The building process is equivalent to the learning behaviour of neural networks where via an iterative process configuration to the nodes and links in the network are developed from the training of the neural network.

Conclusions

The design of effective Open learning management development programmes is very difficult. Providing courses that can meet the needs of participants, corporate clients and academic institutions is in many senses a hard problem to reconcile. In relation to this debate three issues need to be addressed:

- The philosophical foundations of Open Learning need to be integrated into the structure and content of the course design and culture.
- Open learning management development courses need to have effective learning support networks that are student centred in their focus. The support should be directed towards the goals of openness, flexibility and learner control. The model of support proposed in this paper attempts to meet this specification.
- There is an important role for multi-media and hypertext systems in open learning management development programmes. It is important that we analyse the pedagogical role and function of these media and establish at what stage in the learning and development process they can provide the maximum contribution to the needs of the manager.
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Abstract: Electronic Classroom is an Australian developed software product(1) that provides a shared screen facility between two to six Apple Macintosh™ computers using standard telephone lines and modems. It provides an easy to learn icon based "paint" interface with point and click switching of control between sites. Used in conjunction with an additional voice line (loud speaking telephone) the software provides and easy to use, robust and relatively low cost audiographic teleconferencing system.

Electronic Classroom is already in use in distance education programs in every Australian state and mainland territory. Currently over 500 sites are being used to teach dozens of different subjects at all levels from primary school to university.

Evaluation studies have found that students using Electronic Classroom often felt involved in the learning process more than might be the case with "regular" classroom methods. They were able to clearly differentiate between different teachers and their respective teaching styles and preferred teachers who facilitated discussion rather than those who delivered a one-way address. For many Australian students the virtual classroom is already a reality.

History of Development

In Australia in 1987 the Victorian Ministry of Education pioneered the notion of linking clusters of remote schools via phone (voice), fax and computer. InterMac(2), a program produced by another Australian developer, was successfully used to prove the viability of teaching lessons using a shared computer screen. In late 1988 Robert Crago of Revelation Computing Pty Ltd, at that time the supplier of Timbuktu® and Timbuktu Remote®(3), recognised the need for a faster and simpler program that would provide a shared screen environment analogous to the classroom whiteboard. By early 1989 a prototype of Electronic Classroom had been built. Version 1.0 was commercially released in February 1990. Two years later and after some 14 minor upgrades, version 2.0 was released in July 1993. In September 1992 Electronic Classroom won a Merit award from the Australian Society for Educational Technology. The citation read "Electronic Classroom is the most effective tool for linking several remote classrooms under the control of a central tutor. It facilitates learning at a distance and encourages collaborative contact between participants. It offers interactive opportunities that would otherwise be denied to isolated students...." Further details of the history and development of Electronic Classroom are provided in Crago (1992) and the regular newsletter, Electronic Classroom Update, issued by Revelation Computing.

Design Characteristics

Much of the appeal and success of Electronic Classroom is derived from its ease of use in terms of both establishing and maintaining contact between remote sites and in conducting interactive lessons using pre-prepared screens.

(1) Electronic Classroom® was developed by Robert Crago of Revelation Computing Pty Ltd, P.O. Box 356, Zillmere, 4034, Queensland, Phone +61 7 2638891 Fax +61 7 2638871, AUSTR0141@applelink.apple.com
(2) InterMac is no longer under development.
(3) Timbuktu® and Timbuktu Remote® are designed as a screen sharing product for existing Macintosh™ applications and are best suited to local area network use.
Electronic Classroom adopts a teacher-student-whiteboard analogy. The site that initiates the dial up links (the teacher) handles all connection procedures. Student sites only require the modem to be turned on and the application to be opened. As part of the design philosophy, which stresses simplicity of use, a set of "paint" rather than "draw" tools are provided (Figure 1). The tool palette, much like an early version of MacPaint®, contains the usual display elements of text, lines, rectangles, ellipses plus a rubber. Fills, line shading and color options are available under the Paint menu. The result is a user friendly interface.

![Tool Palette Diagram](image)

**Figure 1** Top left hand corner of standard Electronic Classroom screen showing tool palette, Paint menu and superimposed Text menu.

Control of the shared screen is determined from the teacher's site with an audio signal (buzz) and flashing location lamp being used by a student site to indicate that they would like to take control of the screen - the electronic equivalent of a student raising their hand in the normal classroom setting.

Linking of three locations (the teacher plus two student sites) can be achieved by using both the modem and printer ports on one computer. To connect to an additional three sites, termed multipoint communication, it is necessary to install a Nubus card (4) with additional serial ports in one computer. The software will recognise any additional serial ports that are plugged in and will add their names to the end of the Set menu. The computer fitted with the multipoint card may be used as one of the lesson sites or simply set to act as a server with other sites dialling and connecting to it or vice versa. Teacher control may be initiated from any site.

At individual sites the number of students and the type of interaction expected may require either screen projection facilities, multiple screens and/or the "daisy chaining" of several keyboards. Likewise the hardware needed to handle the audio line needs to be appropriate to the size of the group at the individual sites.

(4) An example of a suitable board is the Hurder®-HIDS/HQS available for Creative Solutions Inc., 4701 Randolph Rd, Suite 12, Rockville, MD 20852 USA, phone 301-984-0262
The Features of Electronic Classroom V2

A major feature of all versions of Electronic Classroom is that they will run on any Apple Macintosh computer from the humble Mac Plus with its 9 inch monochrome screen through to any of the high end colour machines with screen sizes up to A3 size. The program is designed handle data transfer speeds at anything from 300 to 19,200 baud. However a connection at 2,400 baud is required for reasonable data transfer speed and 9,600 baud is preferred. The former speed is almost universally achievable on the current Australian PSTN and the latter frequently achievable. For training purposes computers can be linked directly using standard printer cables. All features of the program, except the dial up procedures, are available in this direct connection mode.

For any given link up all the computers involved must have the same setting for the parameters of screen size and baud rate and preferably screen colour (monochrome or colour). As any lesson is likely to use more than one screen of information and as multiple screens are held in RAM, knowing the memory available to each computer in the link up is crucial to session planning. The Configurations item under the Set menu gives details on each computer in any link up (Figure 2). In terms of cost and performance the ideal computer for the school environment is probably a Macintosh LC with 8MB of RAM, 14 inch colour screen and a 9,600 baud modem.

The features of Electronic Classroom were progressively improved with each minor upgrade of version 1. With the release of version 2 significant new features were added to the program and these included: remote CD-ROM access, Quicktimer™ and Photo CD support, improved screen sizing, the ability to inspect a remote machine’s physical configuration, software version number and memory size, the ability to extract text for PICT files and to print one or two screens per page. Additional features are already planned for future upgrades based on user feedback and hardware developments.

![Image of a computer screen showing the Set menu and superimposed Screen menu options with information under Configurations and Line Quality items.]

**Figure 2** Shows the left hand corner of the screen after the Teacher has connected with a site named Brisbane. The Set menu and superimposed Screen menu options are shown as well as the information available under the Configurations and Line Quality items. With two computers connected by their modem ports and a printer cable the line quality is 100%.
Establishing a lesson

If you are participating in a lesson at a student site all you need to do is switch on the computer and modem and start the application by double clicking on its icon. It will then check the state of the your serial ports for conformity with the configuration last used. For example, if the previous lesson was taught with a modem connected to the modem port, then the application will display an error if a modem cannot now be detected on the modem port. This alerts the user to possible equipment problems or perhaps the fact that the modem has simply not been turned on. With the application started and the equipment checked each site will be viewing a blank Untitled screen with a greyed out tool palette and at least one matching light grey status lamp (labelled M+P or P+P) visible.

A lesson can be initiated from any site by activating the Teacher item under the Set menu (Figure 1). This requires the entry of a password, the name of the teacher and the name of the lesson. The latter two items are transmitted to the other sites as the connections are established. The status lamps confirm a connection has been successfully established and indicate the first few letters of the remote site eg Bris for Brisbane in Figure 2.

Maintaining connections

As noisy or crossed telephone lines are still common in rural Australia the communications protocols built into Electronic Classroom detect such situations and continue to attempt of send information until it gets through. The status lamps and various dialogue boxes keep sites informed of the progress of information transfers.

Catering for different teaching and learning styles

Electronic Classroom can be used to cater for a range of teaching and learning styles. Firstly, it can be used to create all material during the actual lesson. Input can be via the keyboard, mouse or by cutting and pasting from the scrapbook or other files. New screens are created as required and both teacher and student can have input. Secondly, a number of screens can be prepared before the lesson and stored as one or more Lesson Notes files. Apart for the special Electronic Classroom Lesson Note file format, it is also possible to incorporate material from other files eg MacPaint® or PICT via the Open options under the File menu (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Top left hand corner of standard screen showing File menu and superimposed Edit menu. Note the wide range of Open ... commands including the Open Remote... facilities.
Who uses Electronic Classroom?

Electronic Classroom is already in use in distance education programs in all Australian States and mainland Territories. For many Australian students the 'Virtual Classroom' is already a reality. A selection of programs that use Electronic Classroom are briefly described below.

Primary schools

Some of the earliest and most successful projects are based in Victoria where the State Ministry of Education has established a support unit. Bendigo, a provincial city north of the Melbourne, is the hub of a distance education network that extends to hundreds of schools throughout the State. These schools work in clusters, for example, the King Valley Cluster of four small rural primary schools (children 5 to 12 years old) use audiographic sessions as part of their Italian language teaching program. Indeed the teaching of Languages Other Than English (LOTE) has received a major boost from the introduction of audiographics technology into classrooms. Workshops attracting over 40 teachers have been held in Bendigo to develop computer-based material for the teaching of Italian, French, German, Japanese and Chinese.

In Queensland a network of 120 primary schools are involved in a LOTE program where secondary language teachers take lessons with clusters of up to five primary schools simultaneously. In this example the technology brings specialist teaching into the primary classroom setting.

Secondary schools

In Queensland a major 'Telelearning' project has involved the linking 23 secondary schools to teach a range of subjects to students aged 12 to 17 years. An important feature of this project is that the lessons delivered using Electronic Classroom are not undertaken in addition to pre-packaged distance education courses but directly parallel the program being taught in traditional face-to-face classes. Teachers taking Telelearning lessons use their own classroom materials, which are only modified, where necessary, for electronic transmission. In metropolitan Brisbane, the capital of Queensland, links between secondary schools as little as 6 kilometres apart have allowed for expanded student subject choice.

Technical Colleges and Universities

In Victorian and Western Australia, Technical and Further Education Colleges already provide return-to-study and adult literacy programs and are trialing the teaching of accredited subjects.

At Southern Cross University sections of undergraduate degree courses are delivered from the Lismore campus to students at Open Learning Access Centres in Tweed Heads, Grafton and Port Macquarie. Postgraduate students enrolled in training and development courses have been involved in trial interstate links to share information on the last developments in industry responses to Commonwealth Government initiatives such as the Training Guarantee Act. The University has also trialed the teaching of short courses to industry and community groups. One such course involved motor vehicle repair firms and brought together a number of owner operators for training in accounting and costing techniques.

At Deakin University in Victoria the Faculty of Primary Teacher Education has linked preservice primary teacher education students on their Burwood campus with children in classrooms in the Castlemaine area. In the pilot program student teachers prepared and delivered weekly Electronic Classroom lessons on Indonesian language. During later teaching practicums the students lived in Castlemaine and taught the same children in the traditional classroom setting. Several other teacher training institutions are now considering training in audiographic technologies as part of their preservice programs.

Subjects taught

Across these various education sectors the subjects already taught using Electronic Classroom include: Accounting, Adult Literacy, Agriculture, Australian Studies, Botany, Chemistry, Chinese Computer Science, Economics, English, French, Geography, German, Graphic Communication, History, Human Development and Society, Indonesian, Information Technology, Italian, Japanese, Legal Studies, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, Physics, Politics, Photography, Psychology, Secretarial Studies, Shorthand, Small Business Management, Technology Studies, Training Methods... and this list is growing.
Evaluation studies

Gray and Grady (1993) report on the use of Electronic Classroom in twenty three high schools in the Queensland (Australia) education system. The authors undertook audiographics hookups with two schools and administered standard questions at the end of each semester. They found that a particular issue was the interrelationship of the development, largely by teachers in the field, to the bureaucratic structure of school administration. There was clearly an underestimation of the level of commitment to the program required by individual teachers and by administrative systems. They found that the methods used to train teachers in the use of the technology and the “theory” of distance education, by bringing in teachers for a week long course, was inappropriate. Training sessions should have been centred at the schools and been “hands on” from the outset.

The study found that students felt involved in the learning process more than might be the case with “regular” classroom methods, and that their capacity for self-learning and to express themselves was improved by the use of audiographics. At the same time, the “classroom” analogue and the scheduled class “meeting” ensured that the students did not require too great a leap from the reality of day to day school life.

Debreceny and Ellis (1994) report in detail on two case studies at the secondary and tertiary levels in programs administered in New South Wales, Australia. At the secondary level, the authors report on the Northern Border Senior Access (NBSA) program which is an initiative of the schools of the Northern Border region of the North-West of the state. It joins together the “central” schools of four remote townships to introduce a senior high school and are taught as a combined school and use a combination of local instruction, telematics and audiographics. The program particularly caters for students who for family financial reasons would otherwise be unable to undertake secondary studies as a boarder in a regional high school.

At the tertiary level Southern Cross University operates three Open Learning Access Centres (OLACs) in rural towns in Northern NSW. Units in the Bachelor of Business degree are offered in a variety of modes including the provision of traditional distance materials supplemented by OLAC visits and net tutorials through to units taught in “internal” mode via Electronic Classroom with the same materials, class exercises and assessment requirements as the “on-campus” students. Students found that the regular weekly contact via audiographics was preferable to the use of traditional distance materials. As adult learners they were clearly less comfortable in the use of the technology than their counterparts in the secondary system.

The findings of the case study, which was undertaken with a particular focus on the student, confirm many of the findings of Gray and O’Grady. Students were keenly aware that if it were not for audiographics their access to Years 11 and 12 could be denied. They were able to clearly differentiate between the teaching styles of the different teachers in the programme. They had a marked preference for those teachers who did just not talk whilst a screen was on display on the computer but drew the students into the discussion. They found, however, that the teachers were clearly better prepared for their audiographics periods than they were for the regular classroom sessions.

The students made a number of complaints on aspects of the technology in use. They were particularly frustrated at the time it took to hook the different schools up at the start of the lesson. It could take as long as 10 to 15 minutes to get hooked up and transfer all the screens at the start of the class. This was seen as being wasted time and restricted the amount of time that was then available for the class session. There were also problems with modem lines dropping during the class in perhaps one class in four and the time it took to transfer screens of information.

In general students were happy with the use of the technology. Some students thought that Electronic Classroom was very worthwhile with one student saying that audiographics was the “whole foundation for Year 11 and 12”. Other students found that “.. audiographics is just, you know, school. School is school.”.
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ABSTRACT: Multimedia educational software is often a glitzy version of old technology. This is not a new phenomena, early educational software fell into the same trap. Developers depended on the sexiness of the computer to make page-turning software more compelling. Some educational software has become better as developers began to ask, “In what ways can the computer facilitate learning, that were not possible before?” One answer to this question is: provide a simulated environment for the learner to interact with.

For multimedia to have an impact on learning we must ask a similar question, “In what ways can multimedia facilitate learning, that were not possible before?” One answer is what we call Case-Based Learn-by-doing Environments (CaBLE). The computer provides a simulated environment that allows the student to learn a task by doing the task. Multimedia stories and information helps connect what the learner is doing in the simulated world with events in the real world.

THE DARK AGES OF EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Traditional computer aided instruction often use the following paradigm: the learner reads some content and then is tested on his knowledge; if the learner fails the test, then the process is repeated.

In this paradigm, the technology is used to evaluate the learner’s test answers and to generate new lessons which may provide remedial information. Even given the best of implementations, this paradigm has the following problems:

1. the only motivation for reading the content is to pass the test;
2. the learner is exposed to the content often without an understanding of the context in which it would apply;
3. the approach emphasizes applying the right label to a concept, rather than the use of that concept in an appropriate situation.

A designer might attempt to augment this paradigm by delivering the initial content in a multimedia format, or presenting custom multimedia feedback for each wrong answer in the test. Although a multimedia version of the paradigm is more appealing, it will have the same basic flaws.
EXPLOITING COMPUTERS

Some designers have improved on this paradigm by utilizing the computer to create a simulated task environment for the student. Researchers have argued that the best way to learn how to do something is to try to do it and learn by your mistakes (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Laird, Rosenbloom, & Newell, 1986; Saxe, 1992; Schank & Jona, 1991; VanLehn, 1988). So instead of having learners simply read the content, learners take real life actions.

Simulated task environments broaden the types of training available. Actions in real life may be too expensive or dangerous for a student to attempt without the proper skills (i.e., flying a plane or disarming a bomb), but on a computer learners can actually learn by doing in these otherwise inaccessible task environments, (Govindaraj, 1988; Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo, & Eggn, 1991; Schauble, Glaser, Raghavan, & Reiner, 1991; Williams, Hollan, & Stevens, 1981).

Although simulations can make learning by doing an efficient instructional design, three factors limit the use of computer simulations in teaching:

1. good simulations are hard to build;
2. learners can flounder with just a simulation;
3. learners may not believe the simulation.

Building a good simulation in any but the most trivial domains is difficult. Whether you are simulating a physical system or a social system, allowing the user a wide range of actions and simulating the results of any combination of those actions requires a complete model of the domain.

Even if we could build a simulation with sufficient fidelity, it is difficult to learn from mistakes without some guidance (Kuhn, 1989; Schauble, et al., 1991). In particular, without guidance, learners who have flawed strategies may fail to successfully learn the skills targeted by the simulation. Without guidance, failure can only show you what not to do. It is often not obvious why you failed or what you should have done instead.

One solution to this floundering problem is the addition of a computer-based coach to watch over the learner's shoulder and advise (Burton & Brown, 1976; Goldstein, 1979). The coach, however, also requires a good model of the domain, plus a model of the learner. Even if we could model a learner's misunderstandings in a simulation, we still have the problem of generating a dialog to ameliorate those misunderstandings.

The last problem is that a student may not believe that a simulation is accurate. After all, even the best simulations are not a complete representation of reality. Multimedia technologies can link the simulation to real events.

EXPLOITING MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY

We have used multimedia to provide this link to reality in a model we call Case-Based Learn-by-doing Environments (CaBLE). In a CaBLE tutor, instead of the computer generating text based instruction, good story tellers, experts in the domain, tell their stories on video tape. These stories are then indexed to the kinds of failure for which they are relevant. This enables the system to react to the learner's failures as a good teacher might, by recalling a real and personal story containing the principles to be learned from the failure.

These stories make teaching through simulations more practical in three ways:
1. the simulation need only provide a context and motivation for the story, the stories make up for any lack of depth or fidelity in the simulation;
2. it is easier to index failures than to model the learner sufficiently to provide intelligent coaching;
3. it is easier to show a video than to generate instruction, and more compelling to the learner;

The interaction with a CaBLE tutor is illustrated in Figure 2. The test from Figure 1 is replaced in a CaBLE tutor with the simulation of a real-world task. There is no test in the conventional sense of the word, successfully completing the task is evidence of mastery. In addition, the order from figure 1 is reversed. The task comes first. The learner is exposed to background material only later, whenever he/she wants or needs it.

If the learner does not know what to do, he/she can ask questions that are answered either by information declarative information or a story. If the learner attempts the task but experiences some failure, the tutor will present a story. The tutor chooses a story that will either help the learner explain the failure,
or discover a strategy for avoiding the failure in the future, or both.

**MAKING IT REAL**

In a CABLE tutor, multimedia technology strengthens the connection between what is being taught, and reality. If a learner makes a mistake in a conventional tutoring system, and the system merely tells him that he has made a mistake, it will have little impact. The learner may not even believe that it was truly a mistake. Maybe the computer did not understand what he did.

![Figure 2. learner interaction with a CABLE Tutor](image)

If we wait for the mistake to lead to a failure within a simulated world, and then tell the learner that the mistake led to the failure, there is a better chance that the learner will see why it is a mistake. The learner will at least see why, in the tutor’s opinion, it is a mistake. He may still, however, doubt that the linkage between the mistake and the failure would occur in the real world.

In a CABLE tutor we go one step further. After the mistake has led to a failure in the simulated world, the system presents a video of a person describing a first person experience with a similar mistake, and the real-world failure that it led to. Although we could use text to tell the story, a video of a real expert provides the same information in a more credible format.

**CABLE PARTS**

A CABLE tutor utilizes the following components: a task simulator, an interface, a library of failures which can occur in the domain, a library of learner mistakes, a learner state map, a network of declarative knowledge and a library of stories.

**SIMULATION**

The simulation of the task indicates the probable results of any learner action, if that action had occurred in the real world. The CABLE tutor checks after each learner action to see if the mistake library recognizes that action as a mistake and to see if any resulting events are recognized by the failure library.

**INTERFACE**

The interface provides the learner with the means to take actions he/she might expect to be able to take in the actual task. In addition the interface communicates the results of the actions as determined by the simulation. The interface also contains generic question buttons that are interpreted by the current learner state to provide access to the knowledge network.

**FAILURE LIBRARY**

The failure library contains a list of events that would be considered failures in the domain (i.e., plane crashing or patient dying). Any time an event occurs in the simulation that matches one of these failure events the CABLE tutor will check to see what mistakes have occurred that could have led to that failure.

**MISTAKE LIBRARY**

The mistake library contains a list of the common errors made in the domain. For each mistake there is a set of conditions that would allow the CABLE tutor to recognize that the error occurred. In addition, each mistake is associated with a list of failures that could occur if the learner made the particular mistake. Each mistake is linked to appropriate stories and/or information in the knowledge network so that these can be offered to the learner after a failure.

**LEARNER STATE MAP**

The learner state map allows the CABLE tutor to recognize the context in which the learner asks a question. This allows the tutor to provide more relevant information in response to the question. The learner’s current location in the learner state map is updated when key interface actions occur and when key events occur in the simulation.

**KNOWLEDGE NETWORK**

The Knowledge Network contains the declarative knowledge the learner would have to have to be
successful at the task. When the learner asks a question, the CaBLE tutor will bring them to an appropriate piece of information in the network.

**STORY LIBRARY**

The story library contains explanations, positive examples and negative examples for the domain being taught. When a failure occurs, the CaBLE tutor finds and tells a relevant story.

![Figure 3: HeRMiT Opening Screen](image)

## AN EXAMPLE CABLE SYSTEM

HeRMiT is part of a business practices course designed to teach the principles of human resource management (HRM). The learner is asked to accomplish the following task (Bell & Feifer, 1992; Feifer & Hinrichs, 1992):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal</th>
<th>Bill Premo</th>
<th>Damian De Jesus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jerome Marshall</td>
<td>Shift Supervisor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr. Press Operator</td>
<td></td>
<td>Press Operator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You are the manager of the human resources department of the case company. You must make human resource decisions for the next four years, without destroying the company. To make your job easier, you will only make decisions for three employees. The computer will generalize your decisions to the rest of the staff.

You can monitor the health of the company by watching the productivity and morale meters. If either of these meters goes into the red, you will be fired.

Behind this task is a simple simulation of employees and how their attitude, competence and performance interact to affect the overall success of a company. The learner must make appropriate long-term decisions for each of three employees, as well as respond to ad hoc situations as they arise (see figure 3).

The learner opens an employee’s personnel file by clicking on their picture button on the main screen. The learner determines how the employee is doing by checking their static information, current attitude, competence or performance, paper trail, or history. They can also get more information as the result of initiating a formal evaluation or an informal “counseling” session. The learner takes action by changing the employee’s position, salary, status or scheduling training. When the learner decides that they have taken all appropriate actions for a given month, they click on the “advance 1 month” button.

### ASKING QUESTIONS

If the learner knows everything there is to know about HRM, he/she continues through the simulation rather quickly. If the learner lacks the basic principles, he/she can ask the tutor questions. The combination of the question button pressed and the learner’s current context, permits the tutor to show an appropriate piece of information (Jona, Bell, & Birnbaum, 1991). If the information shown raises further questions, the learner can press a follow-up question button.
UNDERSTANDING FAILURE

When the learner makes mistakes he/she receives the same response he/she would receive in the real world: productivity goes down or employees become unhappy. When an employee quits or the company goes bankrupt, the tutor helps the learner understand what actions led to the failure and why. The learner is first shown a list of mistake types that are possible causes for the failure (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Failure Dialog Box](image)

For each of these mistake types the learner can see:
- text information that explains why this type of mistake can be a cause of this failure;
- a video-taped story that provides a concrete example of this mistake type causing a similar failure.

SUMMARY

CaBLE tutors are designed to better exploit the potential of computers and multimedia technology. The computer is exploited to provide a task that is challenging and interesting. We have found little need for any extrinsic motivation to induce a learner to sit down and attempt the task presented in HeRMIiT. Further, once involved in the task, they will stay with it until they succeed.

But the above can also be said of most video games. In order to be successful in the task the student must know and/or learn whatever it is we want, to teach. The tasks are designed so that it is impossible to take random actions and successfully achieve the goal. The task is the test.

Hypermedia allows the learner who cannot accomplish the goal with their existing knowledge, to learn new knowledge. They learn only on demand, and only in a context in which the learning will be meaningful.

When a learner takes an action that leads to a failure, multimedia allows the learner to see a real person telling a real example of that mistake and its consequences.
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Abstract: Hypermedia technology offers new opportunities for developing earth science teaching materials. During the past three years, the U.S. Geological Survey has conducted a series of research and development projects to assess the effectiveness of hypermedia technology in providing innovative teaching products for middle school students. The goal of the research is to develop interactive computer software that is based primarily on the visualization of earth processes to facilitate learning. As a result of the research, the U.S. Geological Survey has developed two hypermedia products that serve as prototypes of electronic teaching tools. Interdisciplinary teams were formed to design, implement, and test the educational hypermedia software products. The participation of teachers and students in the design and testing phases was critical to the success of the project. Standardized testing procedures were developed during the course of the project to ensure software quality. The combination of manual and automated testing procedures were essential to the success of product development. Preliminary results of the educational hypermedia study indicate that more stringent quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the products are needed. Producing multimedia educational tools for minimally-configured computers continues to pose problems for incorporating high-resolution animation, imagery, video sequences, and sound. The next phase of research conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey will focus on migrating from presentation-oriented hypermedia systems toward interactive applications that empower students with the capability to create their own multimedia notebooks.

In 1991, the U.S. Geological Survey began a series of research and development projects to improve outreach to the pre-collegiate educational community. The goal of the outreach program is to develop a diverse approach to meeting the earth science information reeds of the education community. Three program goals are currently defined:

- Materials development (traditional printed teaching packets)
- Experimental computer software applications
- Student-teacher activities, such as workshops and geologic field trips.

The U.S. Geological Survey began the initial computer software project in 1991 to develop an earth science computer system based on hypermedia technology. The objective of the research and development project was to design and implement a hypermedia educational system aimed at middle school students. The project resulted in the production of a hypermedia system known as GeoMedia (Wiltshire & Powell, 1993, p. 96) that presented a mix of information on the water cycle, earthquakes, and understanding maps. Each of the three modules contains animations, illustrations, text, a glossary of terms, and a reading list. The application was designed for Apple® Macintosh® computers and developed using MacroMind® Director™ authoring software, which is produced by Macromedia, Inc.

1 Any use of trade, product, or firm names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Geological Survey.
Teacher Evaluations

GeoMedia was distributed on digital compact disc to earth science teachers in the United States. To date, approximately 1,700 discs have been distributed to educators willing to participate in the project by supplying evaluation comments. Each disc was accompanied by a reader response form that queried teachers on the following evaluation criteria:

- Was the material appropriate for grades 4–8?
- Did GeoMedia increase an interest in the earth sciences among students?
- How well did the application perform on your computer system?
- Was the system easy to use and was the supplied documentation helpful?

The project team created a database containing the responses prepared by recipients of the software. Preliminary analysis of the evaluation data show that five basic conclusions may be drawn:

- The material is appropriate for grades 4–8.
- The hypermedia presentation approach is appropriate for a wider range of grade levels than traditional textbooks.
- Student interest in the earth sciences was increased using GeoMedia.
- The performance was slow on Macintosh systems typically found in middle schools (Macintosh LC series).
- In spite of the limitations of system performance on minimally-configured Macintosh systems, students responded favorably to the hypermedia format.

The informal evaluation resulted in a low response by teachers (120 out of 1700 responded). The targeted response by the project team is 30 percent. Although only 7 percent of the teachers have responded to the evaluation form, some GeoMedia recipients have written to explain that the hypermedia system will be presented at teacher workshops conducted during the coming year. Another contributing factor to the low response may be that a self-addressed mailer was not included in the shipment with the digital compact disc and evaluation form. The project team plans to prepare follow-up correspondence to teachers coupled with the distribution of volume 2 in the series (GeoMedia2). In addition, the project team plans to confer with marketing research experts on how to improve the teacher evaluation questionnaire for the second volume of GeoMedia.

Scope of GeoMedia2

Favorable responses to GeoMedia from U.S. Geological Survey employees and the education community led to the development of a second hypermedia system on global environmental change. Again, the targeted academic level is middle school. The basic design metaphor of GeoMedia2 is patterned after the original system (Evans, 1993, p. 69). GeoMedia2 includes three modules on the carbon cycle, greenhouse effect, and monitoring environmental changes over time. The same graphical user interface is used with a few modifications based on teacher evaluations of GeoMedia (Figure 1). The modules each contain four sections: Animation, Elements, Glossary, and Further Reading. The Carbon Cycle module illustrates the movement of carbon through the environment and the effect of human interactions on the cycle. The Greenhouse Effect module explains a natural environmental process that traps heat in the lower part of the Earth's atmosphere to keep our planet warm enough to sustain life. In the Time & Change module, students learn about the geologic history of the Earth and the evolution of living organisms. GeoMedia2 focuses on the many changes that have occurred throughout the 4.5 billion history of the Earth in the physical, chemical, geological, and biological characteristics of the planet.
TOUR SELECTIONS

On a Journey

GeoMedia2 is a multimedia tour of science topics that explains changes to the environment around the world. Global changes in climate and evolution of life on Earth have occurred throughout the geologic history of the planet. Living organisms, including people, have a powerful effect on the environment. Learn more about the greenhouse effect and why the Earth's atmosphere is so important in sustaining life. You can explore these science topics (and more) by pointing and clicking with the computer mouse.

Select a Tour—First Page—

Figure 1. Computer screen from GeoMedia2 showing table of contents.

Development Issues

Once again an interdisciplinary project team was assembled with a mix of skills in writing, animation production, graphic design, and computer systems analysis to develop GeoMedia2 (Wiltshire & Ferrigno, 1993, p. 550). Scientists with expertise in global environmental change served as advisors to the project team. Teachers and students played a more active role in the conceptualization phase of the production of GeoMedia2.

A workshop was held at the National Science Teachers Association annual convention midway through the project to incorporate suggestions by teachers relating to subject coverage and system functionality. As a result of the workshop, the global change glossary was expanded to include pronunciations of terms. The third module contained in GeoMedia2 was significantly modified to include more information on geologic time scales and the relationship between environmental changes and species evolution.

Based on discussions with teachers regarding curriculum and subject coverage in GeoMedia2, the recommended academic level for this second volume was changed to grades 6-9. Unlike GeoMedia, which addresses well established earth science topics, the material presented in GeoMedia2 is inherently more complex. The information on topics, such as global warming and depletion of the ozone layer, is based on theories currently undergoing testing and analysis. The scientific debate surrounding issues related to global environmental changes contributed to the difficulty in translating theories to accurate material appropriate for the age group. The complexity of the topics also contributed to the longer length of the animations compared to the first volume of GeoMedia.

The underlying file structure of GeoMedia2 was modified to increase performance of the application. The animation and sound files were divided into many small files that load into memory at a more rapid rate. Hence, performance on minimally-configured computers is improved. A filename-naming convention was implemented to improve software development and to facilitate testing procedures. The project team also developed typographic standards to improve consistency in text-based navigation instructions.

Additional printing options from within the GeoMedia2 user interface were added in response to teacher evaluations requesting functionality improvements. The capability to print the GeoMedia2 User Guide and student reading lists from within the application was added, thus eliminating the need for the user to initiate printing from the desktop of the digital compact disc (Figure 1). Many of the evaluation responses indicated that teachers did not notice the user guide on the desktop of the digital compact disc. Some teachers...
confused the configuration information printed on the insert to the compact disc jewel case with the user guide. The option to print the reading lists from within GeoMedia2 was added to the Further Reading section of each module (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Computer screen from GeoMedia2 showing print option.](image)

Another user interface design issue related to problems with exiting the GeoMedia application. The original purposes of the GeoMedia application were for use in the U.S. Geological Survey Visitors Center in a kiosk and for presentations at outreach activities, such as Earth Day celebrations. The design team intentionally omitted an icon to represent the quit function to guard against students escaping from GeoMedia to the Macintosh desktop. Two keyboard sequences are available for exiting the application and are described in the user guide. Although the method for exiting the program was not changed for GeoMedia2, specific instructions on exiting the application were added to the printed material contained on the insert to the compact disc jewel case.

To further improve functionality, the project team investigated the QuickTime™ system extension for use in GeoMedia2 as a compression algorithm for video sequences and animations. QuickTime can also be used to compress large images, which reduces the amount of memory required to store and display images (Don, 1992, p. 52). Three factors that affected use of QuickTime in GeoMedia2 include: (1) the system extension is proprietary and must be obtained separately from the Macintosh operating system, (2) the system extension must be installed in the user’s configuration file (Macintosh System Folder), and (3) the image resolution and frame rate for video sequences and animations are low. Use of QuickTime in GeoMedia2 is restricted to two video sequences that show global climate models generated by supercomputers and digitized from a video tape. If the user does not have QuickTime installed, a still image appears instead of a video sequence. The optional display of video sequences offers flexibility when developing hypermedia applications for both low- and high-performance microcomputers. As noted above, replacing video sequences with still images or animated sequences ensures reliable performance on minimally-configured computers.

**Testing Procedures**

Extensive colleague reviews and functionality tests were required to ensure the scientific accuracy of the information and the reliability of the application. An advisory group of scientists from the U.S. Geological
Sarvey conducted colleague reviews of both GeoMedia applications to verify the accuracy of the information.

Teachers played a more prevalent role in the beta testing process of GeoMedia2 than for the first volume. In addition, a revised testing procedure was developed for GeoMedia2 to improve the ability to duplicate or trace errors, such as incorrect links. The original testing procedure was based on an outline of links found in the main screen for each module. This procedure was completely manual and marginally satisfactory for conducting reliable tests. For example, if an error such as an incorrect link was discovered, it was difficult to retrace the path taken through the application because no manual or automated procedure recorded this path.

Because of time constraints and limitations of the authoring system used for GeoMedia2, no automated testing procedures were developed. However, an improved testing document was developed to include a snapshot of each screen of the application. All navigation icons and links were represented in the testing document along with tables to represent paths through the information. The tables served as checklists for the technical project staff and teachers conducting the beta tests. The outline used for beta testing volume 1 of GeoMedia did not provide a formal mechanism for indicating text changes. Snapshots of each screen provided in the GeoMedia2 testing document allowed reviewers to easily note text changes. The expanded testing document provided an excellent method for correcting errors in the text and for consistently documenting software problems. The testing document continued to provide a marginally acceptable method for testing non-sequential navigation patterns. Hence, the testing procedure remained linear.

To thoroughly test the application in a non-linear method, an automated procedure is required. Using an automated approach for capturing navigation data provides an accurate report of the reviewer’s path through the information. The navigation data or audit trail can facilitate the testing and correction process (Beasley, 1992, p. 466).

**Future Plans**

The U.S. Geological Survey plans to continue assessing the effectiveness of hypermedia technology in teaching earth science concepts. Plans are in place for developing a third educational system that provides students with an interactive application that extends beyond a presentation format by empowering the student to create interpretations of the information. While GeoMedia has received favorable review comments, a need exists to develop a hypermedia system that enables students to navigate through a non-sequential arrangement of information and further participate in the creative process by authoring their own multimedia reports (Kinnaman, 1990, p. 46).

The proposed application will explain earth science processes within a geographically-referenced hypermedia system. Students will explore earth science topics by selecting geographic regions that are notable for extreme (unique) hydrologic or geologic conditions. The approach to the information will be by way of maps and satellite images instead of topics from a table of contents, as in GeoMedia.

**Summary**

As a result of a three-year study, the U.S. Geological Survey has developed two hypermedia products that serve as prototypes of electronic teaching tools. Interdisciplinary teams are needed for design and conceptualization of the products in addition to testing. The participation of teachers and students in the design and testing phases is also critical to the success of the project. Standardized testing procedures are required to ensure software quality. The combination of both manual and automated testing procedures is essential to the success of product development. Preliminary results of the educational hypermedia study indicate that more stringent quantitative and qualitative evaluations of the products are needed. Producing multimedia educational tools for minimally-configured computers continues to pose problems for incorporating high-resolution animation, imagery, video sequences, and sound. The U.S. Geological Survey plans to migrate from presentation-oriented hypermedia systems toward interactive applications that empower students with the capability to create their own multimedia notebooks.
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Abstract: A suite of networked computer tools within a pedagogical framework was designed to enhance earth science education at the high school level. These tools give students access to live satellite images, weather maps, and other scientific data dealing with the weather, and make it easy for students to make their own weather forecasts by creating high-quality weather maps. These tools are part of the Learning Through Collaborative Visualization (CoVis) project, an advanced technology research and development effort to explore the effects of giving high school students access to many of the same visualization and electronic communication tools used by scientists.

Science education in most contemporary high schools is far removed from the actual practice of science. Students are not given the opportunity to understand what comprises the real work of scientists and as a result are not attracted to science professions. School presents science as a series of known quantities. Student projects, when they exist, recreate answers to historical problems. By contrast, scientists spend most of their time researching questions for which there currently are no answers. In addition, scientists spend a significant amount of time communicating and collaborating with their peers. In this paper, we will describe an approach to studying meteorology that gives high school students access to the same tools and data used by professional and academic meteorologists to forecast and study the weather. This enterprise takes a holistic view of the classroom and its relation to the world outside. To this end, we link computer-based network tools for accessing and manipulating weather data with significant changes in pedagogy for teachers and students.

The Learning Through Collaborative Visualization (CoVis) project at Northwestern University is designed to reconceptualize and reconfigure high school science education. A primary goal of CoVis is to enable project-based approaches to science by using computer networks to put students in direct contact with practicing scientists and their scientific tools (Pea, 1993; Pea and Gomez, 1992). A major criticism of current science education (and education in general) is that it isolates students from the world of practice, teaching them decontextualized skills that they are unable to apply in appropriate settings (e.g. Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991). Traditionally, K-12 science education has consisted of teaching well-established facts. It bears little or no resemblance to the question-centered, collaborative practice of real scientists. CoVis is an attempt to transform science learning to better resemble the authentic practice of science. The CoVis tools for studying the weather are crafted to make this possible.

The CoVis Learning Environment

Weather As Subject Matter

Most people have some intuitions about weather. They talk about it in casual conversations with strangers. They stand out on their porch in their bathrobes for five minutes while deciding whether or not to wear a sweater or carry an umbrella. Although they listen to the television weather man, they know that even with all his maps and charts, he is often wrong.

Furthermore, there has been an increasing interest in weather at all levels of society, perhaps prompted by the dramatic weather events of the past two years. On the Internet, resources related to weather have long been popular. Two heavily used resources for on-line weather data are the “Weather Underground” at the University of
Michigan and the “Weather Machine” at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). The Weather Underground receives over 100,000 connections in an average week (Weather Underground, 1993), and the Weather Machine receives over 30,000 requests for information each day (Ramamurthy & Kemp, 1993).

By the time high school students begin to study weather, they have developed a naive sense of how to predict the weather. For the most part, they rely upon a combination of what they see when they look up at the sky and what the media tells them to expect that day. But what if they had access to the same weather data and images that the forecasters have? Imagine them looking at current on-line weather maps which can zoom in to show local weather patterns and zoom out to show all of North America. What if they had the ability to create their own satellite animations? Then imagine them using all this information and more to make their own predictions of what the weather will be like later today, tomorrow or even next week, creating their own maps and then comparing their predictions to what really happened. All of this is possible using a set of tools developed as part of the CoVis project. These tools are known as the Weather Visualizer and Weather Graphics Tool.

The Technological Setting for the CoVis Weather Tools

The CoVis project is currently working with two high schools in the Chicago area, providing them with technology and curriculum support (for a more detailed description of hardware in the CoVis classroom, see Note 1). Each CoVis computer is a Macintosh with a direct (TCP/IP) Internet connection, with standard Internet client software for electronic mail, Usenet news, FTP, and Gopher. Specialized visualization tools created by the CoVis research team take advantage of Internet connectivity to provide current weather data. The tools used by scientists, although powerful, are somewhat cumbersome for students to use. To facilitate student work, the CoVis team designed front-end software that assists students in making connections between the visualizations and the phenomena they represent (Gordin, Polman, & Pea in press).

Three specialized communication tools are provided to allow students located in different classrooms to work collaboratively on projects. The most significant tool in this respect is Cruiser, a desktop video telephone system developed at Bellcore (Fish, Kraut, Root, & Rice, 1993). Using this tool, students can hold joint project meetings across school sites. A commercial screen sharing tool from Farallon Computing called Timbuktu is used to allow students to work collaboratively on the same piece of computer software. The combination of desktop video teleconferencing and screen sharing software allows students to do synchronous collaboration and consultation with students at both schools, atmospheric scientists at UIUC, or museum and library staff at the Exploratorium in San Francisco, CA. Finally, a specialized “Collaboratory Notebook” was developed to allow for the recording of projects and the storage and retrieval of jointly created artifacts, such as weather maps (Edelson & O’Neill, 1993). Considered together, these communication tools expand the CoVis learning environment to encompass information resources, activities and colleagues far beyond the four physical walls of the classroom.

The Pedagogical Setting for the CoVis Weather Tools

Student use of the technological tools described in this article both enables and is enabled by the pedagogical context of the CoVis classroom. Science education as it currently exists in the United States removes the subject matter from real contexts. Even in-class science labs, which are intended to give students “hands on” experience, are frequently no more than cookbook procedures. The result is that students “learn little... about the conduct of science; [reinforcing] the idea that science is dull, procedural, and thoughtless” (Tinker, 1991). If we consider the traditional approach to science education as learning-before-doing or learning-outside-doing, then the best response is to design educational systems and supporting technologies that allow learning-in-doing (Pea, 1993).

Learning-in-doing in the classroom is best exemplified by the project method of doing science (Ruopp, Gal, Drayton, & Pfister, 1993). Implicit in the adoption of the project method is a view that learners need to discover and develop facts and skills for themselves, as opposed to having material “delivered” via lecture or other kinds of presentation. Another important assumption is that learning must be located in communities of practice. This is also reflected in writing and thinking on cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). What materials one chooses for learning is closely connected to notions of apprenticeship learning. For the CoVis project, we provide on-line access to scientific data and tools because we believe that these sources are more authentic than textbook information about science.

Finally, the role of the teacher must shift. Where previously the teacher was seen as a source of information, he or she now must become a source of support and guidance. Collins, et al. (1989) refer to this as a coaching role.
for the teacher. In considering the pedagogical bases of the CoVis classroom, it is important to remember that technology is not required to achieve this kind of classroom structure. Technology, however, enhances what can be accomplished in such a classroom and provides a lever to assist the teachers in changing their own approach to the classroom. Certainly, without the pedagogical changes made to the CoVis classroom, the uses for the technologies would not be as interesting or productive.

A Scenario for Studying Weather

How do high school students currently think about weather? Most people have a naive understanding of the weather, built up from their own life experience. High school students gain additional insight from media sources like the Weather Channel, the daily paper, or the nightly television news broadcast. In the CoVis project, we believe that these naive conceptions are an ideal place to begin the learning process. The tools we provide are designed to support and augment an inquiry curriculum where students learn to ask and answer their own questions about atmospheric science. Through such investigations the students are able to expand their knowledge and understanding of atmospheric phenomena beyond their localized daily experience of weather conditions. They incorporate explorations of larger weather patterns, the effect of geographic formations on weather, activity and conditions in the upper atmosphere, along with a more diverse number of atmospheric measurements, to create sophisticated mental models of how weather works. The following scenario describes each of the Weather Visualizer components as they might typically be used in the classroom.

Building From Naive Knowledge

The best starting point for an exploration of weather phenomena is the sky that a student sees outside his or her window. In one of the CoVis classrooms, the teacher asks his students to spend five minutes two times a day looking at the sky, and writing down what they observe in their journals. The students are instructed to record cloud cover and current weather conditions. Additionally, they are asked to make a prediction for what the weather will be like the next time they make an observation. Over a period of about two weeks, the students begin to form a reasonably accurate (though naive) predictive ability.

Observation-based forecasting of this kind is an ancient art dating back at least six-thousand years. During this time some rather accurate weather folklore or “weather wisdom” has developed (Lee, 1976). The CoVis teacher explains some of this folklore to his students, asking them to make use of it in their own predictions where appropriate. Students explore and compare their own predictions to those indicated by the weather lore. By viewing these comparisons in light of how the weather actually unfolds, the students are able to critique both their own and the weather lore’s predictive merits.

By its very nature, observation-based forecasting is useful only for short-term local predictions of small-scale phenomena. To understand weather patterns on a larger, more integrative scale, students must be able to collect and analyze weather data from outside their own personal experience. When the teacher feels that the students have formed their own beliefs about local weather prediction, he begins to expand their knowledge base of weather experience by introducing them to our Weather Visualizer.

The Weather Visualizer is a suite of tools that simplify access to information provided by the University of Illinois via its “Weather Machine.” That network resource provides a broad array of satellite images, weather maps, and specialized scientific visualizations of weather data to Internet users. Our Weather Visualizer makes access to those tools easier; it simplifies the Weather Machine’s interface; and it extends functionality in several significant ways designed to meet specific pedagogical needs.

The Weather Visualizer is a client/server technology that is increasingly common in university and industrial models of “distributed” computing. The tool itself resides on students’ Macintosh computers. When various commands are issued, the Macintosh sends an information request to a Sun workstation at Northwestern. If the machine at Northwestern contains the necessary information, it is sent back to the Macintosh where it is displayed. If, however, more or updated data is needed, Northwestern’s computer sends an information request to the Weather Machine at UIC. All of this network access takes place in the background, without any student intervention. The student is thus better able to focus on the task of thinking about the weather, instead of thinking about network access tools.
Changing Perspective With Satellite Images

The images most students choose to look at first are satellite images (see Figure 1). Using a push-button palette interface, the Weather Visualizer provides both visual and infrared satellite images of the United States as taken by the GOES-7 weather satellite in near-real time. These images are an ideal complement to student's own observations. The same clouds that the students observed from the ground are now seen from Earth orbit — an engaging shift in perspective.

![Image of satellite image from the Weather Visualizer with the palette used to generate current images.](image)

**Figure 1.** A satellite image from the Weather Visualizer with the palette used to generate current images.

The satellite images extend a student's view dramatically. Not only can they see the cloud cover above their current location, they can also see cloud cover over the rest of the nation. The infrared images allow students to gauge how high the cloud tops are, a good indicator of potential precipitation. If the student animates a series of images, those clouds can be set in motion.

Using the Weather Visualizer, students can make forecasts for areas beyond their own location. Large-scale weather patterns, such as mid-latitude cyclones, become apparent. Students begin tracking and making predictions about the formation and life cycle of these large-scale weather patterns. Though not apparent from local observations, they nonetheless affect local weather phenomena. Students compare the large-scale weather pattern predictions to their local weather data collection and prediction efforts and begin forming correlations between their local weather experience and the large-scale weather patterns.

Student-Customized Weather Maps

The information in a satellite image is a direct representation of atmospheric conditions. This directness, however, means that the students must make their own interpretations of what is visible in order to make predictions. There is no information present in the satellite image about precise temperatures, dew points, surface conditions, or wind speed and direction (although the last two could, in a rough fashion, be calculated from an animation). At this point the teacher continues to build on the student's naive understanding by introducing another representation that includes this additional information. WxMaps are specialized weather maps produced by software written at the University of Illinois. These maps are generated by a UNIX program using data from the National Weather Service called Domestic Data Plus (DD+). The UIUC software, although very powerful, has a difficult to use
command-line interface. The Weather Visualizer puts a graphical front end on this UNIX software, allowing students to construct their own WxMaps by checking off various options (see Figure 2).

![Image of Weather Visualizer interface]

**Figure 2.** A customized weather map with the palette used to generate current maps.

The WxMap images display a variety of conditions at each reporting National Weather Service station in North America, and interpolated data generated from all the stations (for a complete listing of variables provided by the WxMap software, see Note 2). Students can focus their observations by region or city, select the density of reporting stations, and zoom in or out on their area of focus. By default the WxMap tool displays current conditions, but data is available from the past forty-eight hour period.

The station information provided by WxMaps allows students to study weather data across the continent that are similar to what they are collecting at their own location. They can explore the relationship between large-scale weather patterns and local weather conditions at various points in North America. As they explore weather conditions in other locations, students consider the effects of local geographic formations on weather phenomena (e.g., lake effect snow in Chicago) on their predictions.

Moreover, the teacher asks the students to expand their thinking about weather from surface effects to patterns in the upper air. WxMaps are capable of showing upper air conditions, such as jet stream wind patterns, using data gathered by weather balloons released twice a day at each station. The teacher asks the students to compare these upper air maps to the surface maps so that they may begin to think of the atmosphere as a three-dimensional space. Through exploring this three-dimensional space, the students learn that patterns of atmospheric phenomena occur not only in horizontal directions, such as the general west-to-east movement of the jet-stream over the U.S., but also in vertical patterns such as rising and sinking masses of cold and hot air.
Making Personalized Maps with the Weather Graphics Tool

With the finer-grained data provided by the WxMap tool, students begin to make more detailed predictions of the weather. The CoVis teachers, seeking ways to support this prediction activity, requested a tool that would allow students to make maps representing their predictions. In response, the CoVis team developed the Weather Graphics Tool. This tool is actually a plug-in extension to Aldus SuperPaint 3.5, a widely used graphics tool for the Macintosh. Our plug-in provides SuperPaint with a palette containing "stamps" for all the weather symbols represented in WxMap. We also devised a number of blank maps for students to use, one map for each region plus national maps, half with and half without weather station names. These maps are stored as Macintosh stationery pads.

To use the Weather Graphics Tool, a student selects a base map and uses it to launch SuperPaint. Then, using the plug-in palette, students select various weather symbols and place them on the map. There is a special palette for constructing the standard station model (see Figure 3), which is then placed by clicking on the map like any of the other stamps. After constructing the weather map, the student can store it for later comparison to a map generated by WxMap. The ability to create maps using the Weather Graphics Tool is motivating to students because the maps they create are as professional looking as those generated by the WxMap software.

![Build a Weather Station](image_url)

*Figure 3. The palette used to generate a standard station model in the Weather Graphics Tool.*

In order to make such detailed predictions, the students must consider the relation of various atmospheric conditions and processes to future weather at any given time and location. To do so, they must begin to integrate the knowledge they have gained thus far, and like professional weather forecasters, make decisions about which weather indicators have more weight in any given weather scenario.

Teachers like the Weather Graphics Tool for the role it plays in prediction activities, but they also envision other uses for it. For example, it is very easy to create weather "scenarios" using the Weather Graphics tool and ask students to explain what they see. The tool allows teachers to easily create impossible scenarios, which require students to explain why a certain combination of phenomena could not exist in reality. Also, maps generated using the Weather Graphics Tool are easily added to students’ evaluation portfolios.

Advanced Interpretation — Six-Panel Images

As students learn how to make more accurate weather predictions, they are also learning more about the representational language of atmospheric science. This learning is driven by the higher-level goal of improving their forecasts, and thus happens in the background of the learning activities. For students who have mastered the interpretation of WxMaps, there is one more type of image available from UIUC. This image, commonly referred
to as a “Six Panel” image, displays six atmospheric variables mapped as color across a map of the United States. These six variables are temperature, dew point, pressure, wind direction, wind velocity, and moisture convergence (see Figure 4). The six panels represent a great deal of information presented in an efficient manner. As a result, they are difficult for novices to interpret. There are, however, direct benefits to investing the time to learn how to interpret the Six Panel image. Moisture convergence is a particularly useful variable, because it indicates where there are gathering “pools of moisture” in the atmosphere that could contribute to future precipitation.

Figure 4. A six-panel image showing temperature, dewpoint, pressure, wind direction and speed, and moisture.

Conclusion

When students have the ability to work and think with the same tools that scientists use, remarkable things can happen in the classroom. Topics that were previously dry become animated and exciting for students. Instead of memorizing the station model and its interpretation as facts to be repeated on a test, students put the station model to use in illustrating forecast maps that they construct using the Weather Graphics Tool. They can look at live satellite photos and animations for a unique perspective on the sky. WxMaps and Six Panel images make it possible to understand a broad array of reports from weather stations across the country. When tools such as these are used to build upon what they already know, students have a starting point for exploration that is internally motivating.

The combination of the CoVis weather tools and the pedagogical approach of the CoVis classroom links the learning of science more closely with the practice of science. Students in the CoVis classrooms learn more than science, they learn what it is like to do science. This is an important step on the path to making science education both more relevant and enjoyable.
Notes

(1) In the 1993-94 school year the CoVis project involves 282 students in twelve classes at two Chicago-area high schools. There are six teachers: four Earth Science, one Environmental Science, and one Science, Technology, & Society. Each classroom (one per school) is equipped with five Macintosh Quadra 700 computers with 8mb of RAM and 16 inch color monitors, one laser writer, and video projection equipment. Each Quadra has a Cruiser station next to it, composed of one 13 inch NTSC television monitor, microphone, speaker, and wide-angle NTSC television lens. There is one additional Quadra at each high school for students to access outside of their class hours. Internet and video network connections for both high schools are provided by primary-rate ISDN connections to Northwestern’s network backbone and the public-switched telephone network.

(2) The WxMap software reports the following variables: clouds, station names, temperature, dew point, pressure, wind velocity, wind direction, current weather conditions, visibility, radar, watches, fronts, isobars, isotherms, and isodrosotherms. Upper air analyses are available at 850, 700, 500, 300, and 200 hPa. Additionally, the WxMap software can display the Automated Radar Summary and the daily Severe Local Storms (SELS) log, both products of the National Weather Service.
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Abstract: This paper describes RaPiD, an assistant for the design of dental prostheses called removable partial dentures. The user manipulates icons directly to indicate the desired design solution to a given clinical situation. A developing design is represented as a logic database of components in a design; expert rules are applied as integrity constraints governing valid database transactions/design alterations. Contravention of design rules is presented to the user in a critiquing style. The critiquing strategies form the basis for the system’s use in undergraduate and graduate dental education.

The education of dental undergraduates includes instruction in the principles of the design of dental prostheses. The design process is a complex and difficult task, and the time available in the dental curriculum to impart the required knowledge is limited. If students were to have open access to a knowledge-based system for the design of prostheses, there could be important educational benefits. Such a system, RaPiD (Removable Partial Denture design using artificial intelligence), is now being developed by specialists in prosthetic dentistry and knowledge-based systems. RaPiD is usable both as a prescription system for dental practitioners and as a teaching system which can be configured for undergraduate and postgraduate use. RaPiD as a prescription system has already been described in the dental and AI literature (Hammond et al, 1993a and 1993b); this paper concentrates on its educational use, in particular on its critiquing strategies which guide a user through a design.

1. Removable partial dentures

A removable partial denture (RPD) is a denture provided for a patient who has some natural teeth remaining. It enables its wearer to chew food effectively, assists speech and helps to stabilise the remaining natural teeth; it may also enhance the patient’s appearance. An RPD comprises up to 40 components, the most important of which are as follows. The saddles carry the artificial teeth and fit over the area of the gum from which natural teeth are missing. Rests are metal extensions which transmit biting forces from saddles to the adjacent natural teeth. Clasps are flexible metal clips which grip natural teeth, making a denture secure during function. Finally, a major connector is a rigid metal bar or plate which unites the other components into a single prosthesis.

2. The motivation for the development of RaPiD

Designing a satisfactory RPD requires clinical training and experience. The dentist should carry out a detailed assessment of the patient and of models of the patient’s teeth and then draw a design to be sent to a dental technician as a prescription for the manufacture of the denture. However, general dental practitioners commonly delegate responsibility for design to technicians, whose training is inadequate to assess the clinical factors in a case. The resulting denture may fit poorly, and may even pose a threat to the patient’s remaining natural teeth. The reasons for this delegation of responsibility are not entirely clear, although limited design experience may be crucial (Basker et al, 1978 and 1991). One factor which motivated the development of RaPiD was the desire to build an educational tool that could enhance the training of dental students and practitioners. A general dental practitioner in the UK designs, on average, one RPD a month, while in dental schools students may have to produce only five or six RPD designs for patients throughout their undergraduate study (Holt et al, 1993). It is doubtful whether this frequency is sufficient to ensure adequate familiarity with good design principles, whether by students or by graduate dentists. Clearly a knowledge-based system which uses a graphical interface allowing the creation of new designs and alteration of existing ones, which incorporates all the principles governing correct design of RPDs and can detect and critique attempts to violate them, could be a powerful educational tool. The evidence is, then, that a system such as RaPiD will meet a genuine and pressing need.
3. Levels of operation of the system

RaPiD has two modes of operation, manual and automatic. The manual mode is designed for educational use while the automatic version is intended for dentists in practice. The manual version can be run at two levels of difficulty, "student" and "expert". In "student" mode a user who infringes a design rule is informed of the infringement immediately so that the system controls the user's progression through the design sequence towards an optimal solution. In "expert" mode the designer has a free hand: the design is developed by the user without any interference from the system and without any design infringements being signalled. However, on completion of the design the result is appraised by RaPiD, rules that have been broken are listed and alternative solutions displayed. In automatic mode the dentist enters key clinical information, after which the system takes over and completes the design. In all modes, editing of the final design is possible, and a graphical and textual summary of the result can be printed, as a record for the student, for evaluation, or as an instruction to a technician.

4. Designing with RaPiD

Software development has taken place on Macintosh computers, using an implementation of Prolog, MacProlog (Logic Programming Associates, Ltd, London), which provides powerful object-orientated graphics. A prominent feature of RaPiD is its graphical interface which utilises the window-based environment standard in Macintosh applications. Figure 1(a) depicts a design window at the beginning of a design session, with a palette of tools at the left and the design area, containing a dental arch, in the remainder of the window.

![Initial screen showing palette of tools (left) and design window with upper arch of teeth.](image)

Figure 1

A user begins a design by selecting the "forceps" tool (\(\text{\textcopyright} \)) and then clicking once on teeth icons to be made artificial, whereupon they become shaded. A double-click removes a tooth icon entirely when a tooth is to be missing and not replaced by an artificial tooth. The saddle-placement tool (\(\text{\textcopyright} \)) creates a saddle around the artificial teeth; another tool (\(\text{\textcopyright} \)) places rests on teeth for support of saddles. There are tools also for placing different types of clasps on retaining teeth. The major connector which joins all the components of a denture has to be drawn by the user, employing a mouse. Other tools include one for giving information about individual components, and an editing tool for changing the shape of components. A design can be printed, together with a written summary, for sending to a dental technician for manufacture. Figure 1(b) shows a completed design.

5. The use of critiquing

The student of RPD design needs to be made aware of any design errors immediately and to be challenged to modify the design correctly. RaPiD achieves this through a range of critiquing strategies which alert the user to an error, efficiently but as unobtrusively as possible. Three examples will illustrate the use of critiquing.

(i) Placing rests on supporting teeth. A saddle which is bounded at both ends by healthy natural teeth is supported by rests placed on the neighbouring teeth. However, with a free-end saddle, one bounded at only one end by natural teeth, this is impossible. Should the one supporting rest be placed on the neighbouring tooth mesially (at the end closer to the front of the mouth) or distally (towards the back)? Prosthetic specialists favour...
mesial placement. An attempt to place a rest distally therefore fails and a critiquing message is presented, specifying what is wrong with the proposed alteration and advising correction (Fig. 2(a)). As with other rules, if exceptional clinical circumstances make the rule inappropriate, it can be overridden by means of a function key.

(ii) Placing a gingivally-approaching clasp. A gingivally-approaching clasp is a type of clasp which reaches the undercut region of a tooth by passing from the saddle via the gingiva or gum. It is placed by drawing a line connecting the undercut on the gum area of a tooth with a point on the saddle to be clapsed. (In Figure 1(b) there is a gingivally-approaching clasp connecting the saddle which carries three artificial teeth with its neighbouring natural tooth.) The clasp which retains a saddle should be placed on the tooth adjoining the saddle. So if a user attempts to draw a clasp starting from any tooth which does not neighbour a saddle, the alteration immediately fails. An error message directs the user to place the clasp on a neighbouring tooth (Figure 2(b)).

![Figure 2](image_url)

(a) Incorrect placement of a rest: the user has attempted to place a rest distally; it should be placed mesially. (Mesial and distal locations not marked in actual design.)

(b) Incorrect placement of a gingivally-approaching clasp: the user has attempted to draw the path of the clasp starting from a tooth (marked with "X") which does not neighbour a saddle.

Critiquing messages

(iii) Drawing a major connector. A major connector should be added to a design only if all saddles are adequately supported by rests. In RaPiD, once the user has selected the connector-drawing tool and clicked on a point within a dental arch to commence drawing a connector, a check is made of all the saddles in the arch. If any saddle is inadequately supported, the user is immediately informed, and is required to remedy the deficient support.

Example (i) above follows a somewhat different pattern from (ii) and (iii). In (i), the user indicates a chosen point for placing a rest, and the design check comes into operation. In examples (ii) and (iii), on the other hand, the user's action is more complex and amounts to the completion of a process: in (ii) this is the drawing of a line linking the end-points of a gingivally-approaching clasp, in (iii) the drawing of the outline of a connector. In both (ii) and (iii) a user, having selected a tool, may immediately misuse it in such a way that it would be pointless to continue. RaPiD's intervention does not, then, have to wait for the user to complete the alteration: rather, the operation fails and a critique is issued straight away.

The two types of critiquing strategy considered so far are, then:

(1) A critique is issued only when the user has completed the proposed alteration; and
(2) A critique is issued immediately upon the user's radical misuse of a tool.

Three additional modes of critiquing can be usefully employed:

(3) Critiquing dynamically without negotiation with the user. This amounts to correcting the user's action automatically and dynamically. The user is not given any choice in the matter, nor informed that the attempted modification is being continuously corrected --- although this fact will be obvious from what happens (or fails to happen) in the graphic window. An example concerns the representation in RaPiD of a tooth's drifting along a dental arch following extraction of a neighbouring tooth. There is a tooth-drifting tool which can be employed to drag the icon of a tooth to a new location. But the tooth is movable only along the line of the arch of teeth.

(4) Critiquing requested by the user upon completion of a design session, or at certain other stages in the design process. Certain design rules, concerned with the overall balance of a design, are applicable only at the end of a design session, or at any rate when the user has finished placing all the major components of a denture. There are, for instance, rules determining whether a design ensures the retention of a denture during function. These rules involve some complicated geometrical reasoning, centred on the relation of the denture's axis of rotation to
the retaining elements. RaPiD will apply these rules only when the user has developed the design sufficiently.

(5) Optional critiquing, requested by the user who wishes to compare his design with that which would have been produced independently by the system. A user may complete a design without contravening any design rule, but it is unlikely that the design will be identical to that which the system would produce if operating in automatic mode. The user may, therefore, wish to compare his own design with one produced automatically. The sort of optional critiquing suggested here amounts to listing differences between the two designs. The user’s design can then be brought into line with that of RaPiD, if desired. (The fourth and fifth critiquing strategies have yet to be incorporated in the system; their addition will follow development of the automatic mode.)

Some examples of the different types of critiquing strategy are set out in Table 1 below. Note that the nature of a critique varies according to the type of error committed. Sometimes the fact that a mistake has been made will be so clear to the user that a simple beep will suffice. At other times a detailed message is necessary. When the third critiquing strategy (automatic, dynamic correction) is being followed, this will be obvious simply from the fact that what the user is trying to bring about fails to tally with what actually happens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alteration to design</th>
<th>Constraint to be applied</th>
<th>Critiquing strategy</th>
<th>Nature of critique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Placing rest on tooth</td>
<td>1. Rest is in correct mesial/distal position</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Detailed message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Tooth must not already carry a rest in the same position.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving tooth to new position</td>
<td>3. Tooth may be moved only to a point on the arch.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No message; correction is automatic and continuous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing a major connector</td>
<td>4. All saddles in arch are properly supported.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Detailed message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Connector does not cover &quot;forbidden&quot; areas (tongue in lower arch, soft palate in upper).</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Detailed message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing quality of design so far</td>
<td>6. All design rules appropriate for stage reached are adhered to.</td>
<td>4 and/or 5</td>
<td>Detailed message (or sequence of messages).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioning a clasp</td>
<td>7. Tooth is natural.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Beep.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Some examples of the different kinds of critiquing strategies.

6. The design representation employed in RaPiD

Following a recognised convention, a tooth is identified in terms of the quadrant to which it belongs (quadrants 1 and 2 constituting the upper arch of teeth and quadrants 3 and 4 constituting the lower), and its number (in the range 1-8) within its quadrant. A given tooth may have the status natural or artificial or missing. In RaPiD, the components of a design are represented as a logic database, and the statuses of teeth, in particular, are represented by facts of the general form “tooth_in_db(tooth(Quadrant,Number),Tooth,Status)” — where the variable Tooth is instantiated by the name of the graphical object representing a tooth. For example:

- tooth_in_db(tooth(1,8),tooth_18,missing).
- tooth_in_db(tooth(1,7),tooth_17,artificial).

The existence of components is represented in the database by facts such as “rest_in_db(rest1)”, “saddle_in_db(saddle1,[tooth(1,5),tooth(1,6)])”, “connector_in_db(upper,connector2,multibar,metal)”. These facts state, respectively, that rest1 is a rest, that saddle1 is a saddle carrying artificial teeth 5 and 6 in quadrant 1, and that connector2 is a metal multi-bar connector in the upper arch. There are also facts recording the relationships of components to one another: for example, “clasp_retains_saddle(claspl,saddle3)”.

A user’s manipulation of the iconic representation of a design is interpreted as an alteration or update of the design database. If, for example, the incisor tooth (1,1) is to be represented as artificial, the fact “tooth_in_db(tooth(1,1),tooth_11,natural)” is removed from the database and is replaced by the fact “tooth_in_db(tooth(1,1),tooth_11,artificial)”. Other design alterations present a more complex picture. If, for instance, a user attempts to place a rest on a tooth, the system surveys the state of the database and determines whether a rest in that position would have the function of supporting a saddle, or some other function such as ensuring the overall stability of the denture. In either case a fact of the form “rest_on_tooth_in_db(Rest,Tooth)” will be added to the database, whereas in the first case only, an additional fact of the form “rest_supports_saddle_in_db(Rest,Tooth,Saddle)” will also be added.

A RaPiD design is in the form of a deductive database and can be thought of as a set of clauses comprising both the facts relating to a given case and the design rules applicable to any case. Facts about the individual case are always atoms, while rules are expressed as extended Horn clauses (Kowalski, 1979), of the form
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where \( A \) is an atom and \( W \) is any expression (atomic, negative or conjunctive) of first-order logic. We could, for example, express as follows the rule that a rest supporting a free-end saddle should be placed on a tooth mesially:

\[
\text{rest_on_tooth}(\text{Rest}, \text{Tooth}, \text{mesial}) \leftarrow \\
\text{saddle_in_db}(\text{Saddle}, \text{Artificial_teeth_on_saddle}), \\
\text{tooth-associated_with_saddle}(\text{Tooth}, \text{Artificial_teeth_on_saddle}), \\
\text{type_of_saddle}(\text{Saddle}, \text{Artificial_teeth_on_saddle}, \text{free_end}).
\]

This deductive-database approach provides (1) a clear, unambiguous description of the components in a design and of their relationship to one another, (2) improved modularity for grouping design rules, and (3) a logically sound procedure for checking database updates. (For general theoretical accounts of the nature of a deductive database, see Sergot, 1991 and Das, 1992.) To test whether a design modification is acceptable, we check the proposed change against the design rules, expressed as integrity constraints, conditions which the database is required to satisfy. Many of the integrity constraints used in RaPiD are dynamic, that is, constraints governing the transition from one state of the database to another during an attempted update. As such they are applied as preconditions for allowing a proposed modification to succeed. If an attempted modification satisfies all its preconditions, it is accepted and the database is updated. If the input fails to satisfy even one of its preconditions it is rejected and the database remains as it was. For instance, it is a precondition for placing a rest on a tooth that the tooth is a natural one; it is a precondition of placing a saddle on an edentulous area that that area is not already covered by a saddle. Given a full range of preconditions, encompassing all the various types of input, we rely on a procedure assimilate in the style of Kowalski and Sergot (Kowalski, 1979; Sergot, 1991) to handle the incorporation of attempted alterations. If the preconditions for an alteration are satisfied, an update procedure is used to incorporate the alteration in the database; if one of the preconditions is not satisfied, the alteration will not succeed and the nature of the failed precondition will determine whether a message should be presented to the user, or whether there should be some other response such as a beep.

7. Evaluation of the system

RaPiD’s user-interface and its graphical capabilities have been extensively tested by the project team and also evaluated by a consultant dental prosthetist, a panel of dental practitioners and a number of dental technicians. Their comments have been recorded and relevant improvements incorporated into the software. This process of evaluation by users of RaPiD as a graphical tool is continuing and will recruit teachers and students in other UK dental schools and postgraduate centres. In addition, an assessment of the graphical quality of the designs produced by RaPiD has been completed. A series of designs produced manually by students under staff supervision was obtained. Each design was reproduced using RaPiD, and both versions were returned together with a questionnaire to the originating dental staff for comparative assessment. The results for the RaPiD versions of the design were highly favourable (Hammond et al, 1993b).

The design rules which are being incorporated into RaPiD are based, not on local preference, but on an extensive survey (now complete) of the literature. A detailed questionnaire has also been circulated to prosthetic specialists at all UK dental schools, aimed at gauging levels of acceptance of various design rules. The responses to this questionnaire of 10 specialists at the School of Dentistry in Birmingham have been recorded and analysed. The questionnaire is to be distributed to co-operating schools abroad.

An assessment of the educational effectiveness of RaPiD is planned, and will be undertaken in two stages:
(a) A project, undertaken in co-operation with the Faculty of Education, University of Birmingham, to measure any improvement in students' grasp of the design rules, and their ability to design a denture in accordance with the rules, resulting from the use of RaPiD. The project involves working with two groups of students in the Dental School who have completed their basic course in RPD design. One group will use a version ("expert" mode) of RaPiD in which the design rules are not applied to restrict users' actions in any way, although their achievement will be recorded through an error log of design rules contravened during the design process and by a design quality index of the finished design: the latter index is a measure of the compliance of the finished design with the established design rules. The other group will use RaPiD in "student" mode with design rules operative so that students are guided to an optimal solution; again an error log and quality design index will be obtained.
(b) 100 consecutive hand-drawn RPD designs for patients, produced by students without RaPiD’s assistance, have been collected. The compliance of these designs with the design rules is to be measured to produce a design quality index. The full "student" version of the system, once it has been completed, will be used to produce all
designs by students. A post-RaPiD design quality index will then be obtained and compared with the pre-RaPiD index to indicate the level of improvement within the school as a whole achieved by introducing the system.

8. Related work

Systems for RPD design have been described by Maeda et al. (1985 and 1987) Wicks and Pennell (1990) and Beaumont (Beaumont & Bianco, 1989; Beaumont, 1989). For some critical remarks about these systems, see Hammond et al, 1993b. The Kontest system (Jakstat et al, 1991) is concerned with undergraduate education; its effectiveness is, however, restricted because much data must at present be input at the keyboard. It has not been possible to appraise the Stelligraphhe system (J. Gaillard, Appolline Productions, Sainte-Usage, Louhans, France), now in commercial use, because public-domain descriptions of the software are not yet available.

9. Future work; concluding remarks

Expanding the range of design rules in RaPiD so that it becomes comprehensive is a current priority, as is the introduction of critiquing strategies (4) and (5) (see section 5 above), as well as completion of the automatic mode of programme. The programme of evaluation of all aspects of RaPiD is now being actively pursued. The extensive use and testing of RaPiD already carried out show it to be a versatile and robust knowledge-based system whose benefits in dental education will be widespread.
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Abstract: A HyperCard stack using digitized video to provide students of Russian with meaningful exercise in the use of verbal aspect and verbs of motion and position is described. Examples of traditional textbook exercises are presented and shown to provide inadequate practice in the use of these verbs. A new alternative is suggested: video without an audio track gives students pedagogically sound practice by allowing them to independently generate full sentences to describe what is happening in a scene, while making only minimal reference to their native language. Special aspects of the program, such as the variety and flexibility of the feedback available to students, are also discussed.

“Silent Movies” is a context-based program which gives students of Russian practice using verbal aspect and verbs of motion and position. The student’s task is to write full, grammatically accurate sentences in the target language to describe the images she sees. This sort of program fulfills the requirements for meaning-enhancing drills set forth by Chun and Brandl (1992). The video-without-audio approach was implemented because traditional textbook approaches to the Russian verb fall short: they often provide inadequate context for students to make a good judgement about which verb to use, encourage students to rely on problem-solving techniques which are of little use in real conversations, or indirectly cause confusion about the nature of the verbs. By contrast, “Silent Movies” encourages the student to use the target language without constant reference to the native language or to clues from the target language. A simple parsing mechanism analyses student input and pinpoints grammatical and conceptual errors therein. The student is provided with hints which will aid her in correcting her answer. In addition, the student is in control of this feedback, choosing the type and amount of it she sees.

In the past, video has been viewed almost exclusively as a tool to exercise or test listening comprehension. Students usually use such exercises by choosing answers from a multiple-choice list or filling in blanks. But images, without audio, are a valuable form of communication which can be used to prompt students into independently generating full sentences. It is this potential of video that “Silent Movies” exploits. In addition, the program demands very little in terms of computer resources: it requires only a Macintosh IICi (or better) computer with a hard drive, HyperCard and QuickTime.

Problems Presented by the Russian Verb

In order to understand how “Silent Movies” can benefit students in a way that traditional textbook and classroom exercises cannot, we must first understand the complexities of the Russian verb system. Below, I briefly describe the three types of verb oppositions which “Silent Movies” exercises: aspectual (imperfective/perfective), directionality (unidirectional/multidirectional), and movement (active/static).

Verbal aspect in Russian distinguishes between actions in process (imperfective) and completed actions (perfective) in the past and future tenses. The majority of Russian verbs are paired for aspect. Some examples of aspectual pairs: imperfective chitat’ ‘perform the action of reading’ and perfective prochitat’ ‘read completely’; imperfective pit’ ‘perform the action of drinking’ and perfective vypit’ ‘drink up, drink it all’.

When using verbs of motion, one must determine whether a unidirectional verb (indicating motion in one direction or motion occurring at the moment of speech) or a multidirectional verb (expressing motion with no particular goal, or a complete or round trip) is appropriate in a given situation. Examples of such unidirectional and multidirectional pairs are idti and xodit’ ‘go by foot’, exat’ and ezdit’ ‘go by vehicle’, nesti and nosit’ ‘carry’, vezti and vozit’ ‘convey by vehicle’.
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Verbs of position show both imperfective/perfective pairing as well as active/static oppositions. For example, the active aspectual pair *lozhit’s al lech* ‘lie down’ contrasts with the static aspectual pair *lezhat’ ipolezhat* ‘be in a lying position’, just as the active aspectual pair *vstavat’/vstat* ‘stand up’ is parallel to the static aspectual pair *stojat’/postojat* ‘be in a standing position’.

**Traditional Approaches to the Russian Verb**

Verbs are easily taught and exercised in the classroom, where a teacher can add appropriate context with body and object movement to facilitate student comprehension. Written homework, usually in the form of translation or fill-in exercises, however, cannot provide such easily understood context. Instead, it must provide context in the target language. Let us examine these textbook approaches in greater detail.

**Translation**

The translation approach is one of the most familiar and most criticized of exercise tools. The native language sentences are often stilted to hint at the proper translations into the target language. Examples (1) and (2) below come from Russian elementary and intermediate textbooks:

(1) "Olga went to the store, there bought a skirt, blouse and shoes and after that went to a movie."
   (Clark, 1983)

(2) "Today we studied physics and chemistry. We worked on problems all day, but we did not solve all the problems.” (Davis and Oprendek, 1973)

**Fill-ins**

In the fill-in exercise, students see sentences from which verbs are missing. Their task is to fill in the proper verb based on their understanding of one or two sentences of surrounding context. Cues are provided to help students fill in the correct word. Such cues are of two types: (1) a native language gloss of the desired word or (2) a choice of words in the target language. Target language cues may be in a dictionary form (in the case of verbs, the infinitive) or may already be properly inflected. Examples (3) through (6) illustrate this sort of exercise.

Native language cues:

(3) Ja obychno (go to bed) spat’ rano, no vchera ja (went to bed) ochen’ pozdno. (Davis & Oprendek, 1973)

(3’) ‘I usually go to bed early, but yesterday I went to bed very late.’

(4) Volodja (took off) shapku i sel za stol. (Clark, 1983)

(4’) ‘Volodya took off his fur cap and sat down at the table.’

Target language cues:

(5) Kuda tto rabochije (nesti/tashchin rojal’)? (Muravyova, 1986)

(5’) ‘Where are those workmen (carry, infinitive/lug, infinitive) that piano?’

(6) On segodnja (zabyval/zabyl) svoi knigi. (Davis & Oprendek, 1973)

(6’) ‘He (forgot, imperfective/forgot, perfective) his books today.’

Other fill-in exercises provide context in the form of an entire paragraph in the target language and may also use cues of the types described above. In example (7), the student is instructed to insert appropriately prefixed forms of the verb *idti* ‘go, walk’ into the blanks so that the entire paragraph will make sense.


(7’) ‘Yesterday we decided to go to the movies. We exited the house and set off along the street. While we were walking along the street, it began to rain. We decided to enter a store and wait a little while. Soon the rain stopped, we exited the store and set off further. After a few minutes we arrived at the theater. We bought tickets and entered the auditorium.’
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Picture-based Approaches

An approach where students describe the action depicted in static pictures can be used quite successfully in the classroom. Unfortunately, students working on them at home without guidance may not learn very much, since they will not see or understand their mistakes until they speak directly with an instructor. An example of such a picture-based exercise is found in Figure 1, below.

![Figure 1. An example of a picture-based exercise. (Muravyova, 1983.)](image)

Improving on the Traditional Approaches Using the Computer

We must find a better way for the student to get sufficient practice in the use of these verbs outside the classroom. I suggest that students need visual context and guided error correction to fully understand and use these forms properly. The computer coupled with digitized video is ideal for providing this opportunity.

Picture-based approaches are an improvement over translation and fill-in exercises for several reasons. First, they do not encourage students to translate from the native language into the target language. This is valuable, since successful language learners learn to think in the target language without going through the intermediary of the native language. Second, they avoid the artificiality of target-language clues which force the student to continually refer to a dictionary form as the basis for choosing a correct inflected form.

The approaches outlined above are still the best a paper textbook can provide for independent practice. But even when textbook exercises provide good and copious context, individual students may still perceive situations described in written narratives in a manner which the individual checking the homework did not expect. As a result, an answer is marked wrong because it does not agree with the instructor’s interpretation of the context, although it may be correct for the student’s interpretation of it. While such misunderstandings can be resolved immediately during in-class drills, written homework entails a time-lag; by the time students receive corrected homework back, they may not recall the rationales for the answers they gave, and thus gain very little from the corrections. And while it is obvious to instructors which verb form the context is aiming for (since they have so much experience with such exercises) it is often not at all obvious to the first- or second-year student. In other words, the student is forced to learn to read the contexts in an expected way instead of learning to use the verbs correctly. Furthermore, since this context is written in the target language, the student who is already struggling with the language will become further frustrated.

Another method students commonly use to guide them to the correct form is reference to a verb before or after the fill-in. For example, students learn that if they see a word relating to the frequency of an action (such as obychno ‘usually’, chasto ‘often’, redko ‘rarely’ or nikogda ‘never’) that they need to use the imperfective aspect of the verb to indicate a repeated or habitual action.

(8) Misha chasto (missed) lekcija, no Masha nikogda ne (missed) (Clark, 1983 (italics mine))
(8’) ‘Misha often missed classes, but Masha never did (miss classes).’
(9) On vseslo (sprashivat’/sprosit’) menja. (Davis & Oprendek, 1973 (italics mine))
(9’) ‘He always asks me.’

Another method students commonly use to guide them to the correct form is reference to a verb before or after the fill-in. For example, students learn that if actions are sequenced in time that they both take perfective verbs. Therefore, if the student understands the sentence well enough to see that the actions are sequenced, and that one verb in the sentence is in the perfective, she knows to use the perfective aspect of the verb to indicate a repeated or habitual action.

(10) My sushli s tramvaja i (transferred) na avtobus. (Clark, 1986 (italics mine))
(10’) ‘We got off (perfective) the tram and transferred onto a bus.’
(11) Rebonok (vkluchal/vkljuchil) televizor, i nachal smotret’. (Davis & Oprendek, 1973 (italics mine))
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While these sorts of devices help students to achieve well on exams, there is no guarantee that it aids their proficiency in the language.

How “Silent Movies” Works

What the Student Sees and Does

In this section I will briefly describe how “Silent Movies” works. Figure 2 shows the approximate appearance of the exercise screen to the student.

The student watches a mini-movie which lasts no longer than one minute. This gives her a sense of the story she will tell in her descriptive sentences. She may watch the entire movie whenever she likes throughout the exercise, but after she has watched it once, she is invited to watch the first of several scenes from the mini-movie. Similarly, the student may watch individual scenes as many times as she desires, but after the first showing, her attention is drawn towards a question of the type “What was happening?” or “What happened?” The question indicates the tense the student will use in her sentence; it is given in English so that it is not obvious which verbal aspect is necessary. In addition, the student sees the nouns and adjectives she will use in her sentence. This narrows the number of possible answers. In the mini-movie “Lost Dog”, for example, the first scene shows a policeman in a car driving down the road. Possible descriptions of this scene might be “The policeman was in the car” or “The policeman was driving along the road” or “Officer Ivanov was driving down the road in his car.” Since the cues given are ‘Milicioner/doroga’ (policeman/road) and the question is “What was happening?”, the student is directed towards the answer “The policeman was driving along the road.”

When typing in her answer, the student has several tasks to fulfill. The first and most important is selecting a verb to describe the action being performed, based on the context provided by the video. Of secondary importance is using the correct tense, person, gender and number in its conjugation and providing necessary prepositions and correct endings for adjectives or nouns. Thus, grammatical accuracy is required only after the communicative task of selecting the correct verb has been successfully completed.

The “Parser”

In order to allow the student to focus on meaning first and grammatical accuracy second, a certain amount of parsing is necessary. Each problem in the database contains several “codes” which provide information to the program about the correct answer. One code allows the program to identify the category (noun, verb, adjective,
preposition, etc.) of each word in the sentence, a second one indicates the cases (nominative, accusative, dative, etc.) of individual nouns and the tenses and aspects of the verbs, while a third code divides each word into stem and ending. The program can then use this information to isolate whether the student's error lies in the stem or ending and give hints to aid the student in correcting the problem.

Feedback

Research has shown that students appear to learn best when they have some control over the feedback they receive (Robinson, 1989). In “Silent Movies,” the student controls when she gets feedback and how detailed that feedback is. Two sorts of feedback are found in “Silent Movies”: error-correction and grammatical aid feedback.

Error-correction Feedback

“Silent Movies” provides three types of error-correction. The first type is a simple right/wrong response; this is the default, provided automatically when the student presses <return> after typing in an answer. The second level of error-correction highlights the first error found, whether it is an entire word or just a stem or an ending. The last type highlights the error and gives a hint about how to correct it. All three types of feedback are available to the student on demand after she has given one incorrect answer.

Grammatical Aid Feedback

As the student enters additional uniquely incorrect guesses, more explicit feedback becomes available to her. This feedback consists primarily of grammatical and lexical help.

The first type of grammatical aid feedback is a clarification in English of what is happening in the picture. It becomes available to the student after the first incorrect answer has been entered. There are two reasons why students might need this sort of help. First, since “Silent Movies” is not geared for use with any particular textbook, students may be unfamiliar with some of the vocabulary used in the cues. The English translation provides a contextualized gloss for these words. Second, sometimes the action in the video can be interpreted in more than one way. For example, in the “Lost Dog” mini-movie from “Silent Movies”, we see a dog in the foreground, while a police car pulls up and stops on the road behind the animal. This may present the student with a quandary: should she describe the position of the dog, or the motion of the car, or the motion of the car in relation to the position of the dog? The English translation can immediately clear up such ambiguities.

After two incorrect answers have been given, the student may choose to see which verb pair (imperfective/perfective, unidirectional/multidirectional, active/static) she must choose from. For example, if the video clip shows the policeman in the act of crossing a street, she must choose between the imperfective verb perexodit' or the perfective verb perejti to describe the motion.

Also available after two incorrect answers is feedback which tells the student which verb tense is required. In theory, the student should not need this help, if she has read the question carefully, but experience shows that students often forget what tense they are dealing with when they are concentrating on aspect and directionality.

After three incorrect answers, the student is given access to aspect or directionality help; that is, she can choose to be told whether to use a perfective or imperfective, unidirectional or multidirectional, active or static verb. So in the example given above, where the policeman is crossing the street, the student would be told that the imperfective choice (perexodit') was appropriate.

After four incorrect answers, the student can find out which prepositions the sentence requires, as well as what case forms the nouns and adjectives take.

Finally, after the student has made five attempts to discover the correct answer, she has the option of giving up, seeing the correct answer and going on to the next problem. It should be emphasized that students are not obliged to use any help at all—but if they want it, it is under their control.

Miscellaneous Features of “Silent Movies”

All student responses are collected and stored and the student is given the opportunity to review her incorrect answers at the end of the exercise. These responses may be reviewed by instructors as well, thereby enabling them to address common problems in class. In this way, the instructor does less homework correction, but still gets insight into how well students are learning and understanding.

The scoring used in “Silent Movies” is forgiving; if the student finally comes up with the right answer, she gets full credit no matter how many times she answered it incorrectly. These scores are easily collected, divided
into course sections and distributed to instructors.

The Future of “Silent Movies”

Initial informal testing of “Silent Movies” with second-year Russian students was encouraging. Strong students said they felt challenged, and weaker students were allowed to learn at their own pace and did not become discouraged or give up as soon as allowed. Formal tests will continue in the future and will include control groups working with traditional textbook approaches.

Not yet implemented, but arguably a good addition to “Silent Movies”, would be a grammar reference. Such an addition would be a good project for a graduate or advanced graduate student of Russian who has minimal computer experience as a good introduction to the use of HyperCard.

“Silent Movies” could be improved in one important way. The video it currently uses was taken from satellite television news broadcasts; as a result, only a limited selection of video clips was available to me as I developed the program. Ideally, scripted filming on location in Russia with actors would be done in order to concentrate on the most common problems students experience with Russian verbs. For instance, one would like to see negated actions (which take the imperfective) illustrated by scenes such as the following: a man enters a room, opens a window, takes a look out, and closes the window again (On otkryval okno). Such scenes would be contrasted with non-negated ones (taking the perfective) such this one: a man enters the room, opens the window, and leaves again without closing it (On otkryl okno). Scripted filming would also allow us to eliminate action occurring in the background which can distract the student from concentrating on the material relevant to the exercise.

The next stage of “Silent Movies” will involve designing a simple interface allowing instructors of Russian to use their own video clips and design exercises around them. It is hoped that funding will become available for this project in the near future.
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Abstract: An experiment that involved video conferencing technology with preschool children in a music instruction context. Video conferencing is a powerful communications medium, and may be used in creative interactive contexts. A detailed discussion of rehearsal procedures, technical broadcast information, instruction techniques, evaluation of instructional efficacy with objective tools, and interpretations of the data is provided. Whereas children's television programming—as especially in a music context—is essentially non-interactive, video conferencing provides educators a viable, interactive audio-video medium to deliver instruction in a variety of subject areas.

Introduction, purpose, and problems

Mass media are globally pervasive. We live in a global village (McLuhan & McLuhan, 1988) where through a massive network of satellites, telephone cables, optical cables, and microwaves electronic media have linked nations across continents. In most communications situations, the speed of the flow of information in the Digital Age outpaces our ability to assimilate, accommodate, and synthesize new information. As McLuhan (1964) hypothesized, new technologies constantly evolve, and in many cases envelope existing technologies. As a contemporary example, RISC processor technology, seems poised to replace CISC technology in desktop computers. The majority of people who participate in the work force are not “technoliterate,” and many seem oblivious to the notion that developments of the past decade in communications technology have led to a distinct change in the way humans process information. Even though we are in the midst of an information explosion of magnanimous proportions, education ministers, education policy makers, and politicians seem oblivious to the numerous technological developments that are emerging as we approach the 21st century.

Media define culture (Gouzouasis, 1993). All that we learn is assimilated through some communications medium—the human voice, print media, audio recordings, video recordings, radio, television, and computers. Indisputably, mass media—in the form of radio, television, motion pictures, telephones, and computer controlled information systems—are pervasive. Essentially, we are what we assimilate through media. In this day and age, instruction may be delivered both purposively and indirectly, and learning may take place both consciously and unconsciously (i.e., subliminally). In a contemporary example, whereas the much maligned “Barney” children’s television program is an example of purposive use of music material and conscious music making, “Sesame Street” is an example of how music can be relegated to background “noise” and a visual support role. In general, television programming and commercials use music as background information, usually as a sound effect, rather than foreground information. Inevitably, in multimedia, as in most hot media, visual information takes precedence over acoustic information (i.e., music). Subsequently, we seem to live in a visually stimulated, musically-illiterate society.

Videophones and video conferencing systems are a accessible reality. A videophone is a telephone with screen attached to its apparatus. Video conferencing technology involves the use of both video and telephone technologies. In the typical video conference, people use the audio to lecture and discuss issues, and the visuals are used to see participants and project a variety of diagrams and illustrations. Bell Atlantic is poised to promote videophones on a mass marketing level and currently sells them for approximately $2500. Recent mergers of large communications corporations will forever change the way that we communicate, both in everyday life and in educational settings.

Burtenshaw (1992, 1993a, 1993b) is a pioneer in the use of video conferencing technology in education. His experiments involve the successful use of video conferencing technology in a variety of music teaching contexts. Teaching segments in various instruments (oboe, violin, and trumpet), piano master classes, and a one-way early
childhood lecture-demonstration comprised his earliest projects (Burtenshaw, 1992). In the piano master classes, students were critiqued and given performance directions by master teachers, but the instructional techniques were limited range and flexibility, primarily because of the lack of familiarity (on the part of master teachers) with video conferencing’s interactive potential. Rather than fully-interactive sessions, where participants are able to immediately respond in an echoic (rote) or sequential manner to a teacher’s instructions, most video conferencing experiments involve the observation of teacher-student interactions in live teaching situations (MacKinnon & Scarr, 1992), lectures, and discussion sessions. It was from the perspective of expanding this relatively new medium to its ultimate application potential that the present study was undertaken.

With the intent of exploring mass media in education, the purpose of this study was to learn more about the use of video conferencing in a music learning environment. Specifically, the primary problem was to examine the efficacy of video conferencing in a rhythm instruction segment. Concomitant with the purpose, because no objective evaluation criteria have been developed for video conference sessions, the secondary problem was to develop objective evaluation techniques for video conferencing instructional sessions.

Methodology

Samples and sites

Eight children, ages 3 through 5, participated in the video conference broadcast from Australia. The children comprised an availability sample, and were included in the experiment based on their ability to attend the video conferencing studio in Sydney, Australia. The researcher received a list of the children’s names by fax and randomly assigned each child’s name to a two beat pattern on a list of eight patterns. Eight children, ages 3 through 5, participated in the video conference broadcast from Canada. The children were preschool students of the researcher, and were included in the experiment solely based on their ability to attend the video conferencing studio in downtown Vancouver, British Columbia. Two days before the video conference, the researcher faxed a list of the Vancouver children’s names to the music specialist in Sydney, Australia. Names were exchanged in this manner to facilitate instruction and to help make the children more familiar during the instructional segments. Also, each child on each continent wore large name tags to facilitate instruction. The session, which took place in the video conferencing studios of The Commonwealth of Learning in downtown Vancouver, was transmitted on Wednesday, May 19, 1993, from 4:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Vancouver time, and received on Thursday, May 20, 1993, from 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Sydney time.

Technical Information

The transmission used two standard telephone lines (analog information), converted by BC Telephone Company into 56kb lines (kilobits of digital information). That information was transmitted via CLI Codec (coder-decoder) and translated in Coffs’ Harbour, Australia into 64kb ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) information that was received by the PictureTel Codec in Sydney, Australia. The reason for the multipoint bridging (Vancouver to Coffs Harbour to Sydney) was that North American equipment uses a 56kb-line standard, while the international standard is 64kb lines. At the time of this experiment, there were no proprietary 64kb bridges, hence the translation from 56kb affected our video resolution, video movements, and audio-visual coordination. In essence, whereas the video information was transmitted at both ends in compressed 15 frame per second video, the translation bumped that resolution down to approximately 8 frames per second. In addition to the Vancouver-Sydney link, to allow other art and music educators to view and comment on the experiment, the signal was also transmitted to Armidale, Australia.

General Transmission Procedures

For the Vancouver transmission, two rehearsals were conducted prior to the instructional broadcast. During the first rehearsal which involved a live transmission to Sydney, the researcher determined that movement activities would need to be drastically limited because of the delay and resolution in the video signal. The researcher sang a children’s song to the technical engineer in Sydney, and attempted to teach the same song with the rote-phrase technique to the technical engineer. A gesture that is typically used by teachers to cue children to echo sing or chant (i.e., both hands on chest, teacher’s turn to sing; both hands extended to children, children’s turn to echo sing) in the rote-phrase technique did not seem to be affected by the resolution of the video signal, and it was decided that the gesture could be interpreted as an invitation for the children to respond to the Vancouver-based researcher’s chanting of rhythm patterns.
During the second rehearsal, the researcher's entire presentation was timed and the quality of a ten minute instructional video demonstration was evaluated by the video conference educational technician, a cameraman, and research panel participants. The instructional video included four segments: (1) diatonic stepwise tonal pattern singing instruction in major tonality, (2) diatonic arpeggiosed tonic and dominant tonal pattern singing instruction in major tonality, (3) four beat rhythm pattern chant instruction in duple meter, and (4) two beat rhythm pattern (performance on hand drum) instruction in duple meter. The researcher hoped that the children in Australia would watch parts of the video during the video conference broadcast and develop a sense of familiarity with the researcher through his work with the children on the videotape. In a sense, I thought it was possible to provide a model for the type of activity in which the children Sydney would participate. Since most children seem to be attracted to information transmitted by television, the researcher believed that viewing the children who performed music on the Vancouver videotape would establish a mood for the children in Sydney to work within this medium.

Instructional procedures: Transmission to Australia

To begin the entire broadcast, the group of children who were in the Vancouver studio sang a "Welcome Song" to the group in Sydney. The educational technician used the remote control touch screen module to turn on the videotape machine to broadcast the instructional demonstration. He muted the microphones on the participant's table, but neglected to mute the overhead studio microphones. That caused an echo effect in the Armidale studio, which made the videotape segment difficult to interpret in Armidale, Australia. At the end of the 10 minute video broadcast, the researcher was seen live on camera in Sydney, Australia. As he greeted each child individually, according to the list provided via fax, the Sydney studio video camera scanned the group. As the researcher gestured with his hands and arms, he chanted "My turn first then your turn." Each line of the rhyme "Pease Porridge Hot" was echo chanted, phrase-by-phrase, with words. The researcher repeated his gesture and repeated the previous directions. Next, each line of the rhyme "Pease Porridge Hot" was echo chanted, phrase-by-phrase, without words on the syllable "ba." "Ba" was used because it is considered an easy syllable to chant for very young children. Moving from a rhyme ("Pease Porridge Hot") with words to the same rhyme chanted with a consonant-vowel syllable ("ba") is deconstructivist in nature. Rhythm exists in speech patterns, but the fundamental nature of rhythm as an element of music is often overshadowed by words.

Immediately following the rhyme chanting activity, each Australian child was asked to echo chant a two beat rhythm pattern. Eight two beat rhythm patterns in duple meter (2 meter beats, quarter note represents the beat) were selected (one for each child) for instruction based on the notions that (1) from a Gestalt perspective, a one measure, two beat rhythm pattern is the smallest logical unit of music information that can impart a sense of meter, and that (2) for young children, two beat rhythm patterns seem easier to perceive and conceptualize, and easier to perform. The ability of Australian preschool children to chant a two beat rhythm pattern on the syllable "ba" was examined to determine interactive efficacy of video conferencing as a basic music teaching tool.

The music specialist in Sydney, Australia introduced herself with a "Hello Song" based on the melody of "The farmer in the dell." Two children in the Vancouver studio immediately recognized the song, and began singing along with the words to "The farmer in the dell." Next, the Australian researcher taught a segment on the concepts of high and low pitch direction through movement in song (i.e., children move entire body down when the pitch sounds low and up when the pitch sounds high). It should be noted that in and of itself, the concept of "direction" in the form of "high" and "low" direction is an adult imposed music construct, and young children are able to sing in tune and discriminate individual pitches and melodic patterns without such directional knowledge.

Evaluation of the transmission and rhythm pattern chanting segment

A questionnaire composed of 16, five-point, rating scales was used to evaluate the efficacy of the video conference transmission and the Vancouver teacher's rhythm pattern instruction (see Appendix A). Four independent raters—two music specialists who sat separately in the Vancouver (R1 and R2), the researcher (R3)(Vancouver), and a music specialist based in Sydney (R4)—were enlisted to judge the video conferencing session. A section for anecdotal comments was also provided to gather each rater's overall observations and general perceptions about the technology.
Results

Reliabilities of the rating scales

The interrater reliabilities for the pairwise rater comparisons are presented below (see Table 1).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rater 1 (R1)</th>
<th>Rater 2</th>
<th>Rater 3</th>
<th>Rater 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rater 1</td>
<td>.704</td>
<td>.573</td>
<td>.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater 2</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater 3</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rater 4</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, it can be seen that the level of agreement ($r^2$) between the Vancouver based raters, in terms of a perspective of what occurred during the video conference, was higher (R1-R2=49.5%; R1-R3=32.8%; R2-R3=50.4%) than the level of agreement between the Vancouver based raters and Australian rater (R1-R4=16.8%; R2-R4=24.9%; R3-R4=2.4%).

The efficacy of the teaching segments

As was demonstrated on the instructional videotape, it seems that children are able to focus on and perform rhythm patterns when they use simple, consonant-vowel (cv) syllable combinations (“ba”). Furthermore, with one exception, all of the children (8) in Sydney were able to accurately chant a rhythm pattern. Through the anecdotal comments on the questionnaire, it was determined by viewers in the Vancouver audience that the reason that the one child did not chant the pattern was due to shyness rather than her ability to actually perform the task.

The instruction transmitted from Australia was less successful. Children in the Vancouver studio were unable to perform the directional melodic task for two reasons. First, they were unfamiliar with the concepts of high and low, hence, the task was developmentally advanced. Second, they were unable to interpret the motions of the music specialist in Sydney because of the slow video resolution and because of the distant framing of the camera shot. Only when the Australian teacher invited the children in her studio to demonstrate the activity did the Vancouver children accurately perform the task.

Interpretations of the data

The studio setups in Vancouver and Sydney were quite different in their level of technological sophistication. The Vancouver studio had a centrally placed 40" monitor to view the incoming reception, a 20" monitor to view the transmission (placed to the left of the main monitor) and a 20" monitor to preview the transmission. All three monitors are in-wall units. Two video cameras were used to cover broadcast angles. The educational technologist used a touch screen Crestron Command Center to coordinate the audio and visual aspects of the session. A drawing of a yellow smiling face was placed next to the reception monitor to help focus the Vancouver children on the incoming transmission during their instructional sequence. The Sydney space had a 20" reception monitor for the Vancouver image and a 20" monitor for the Armidale video image. Both monitors were on movable carts. Essentially, whereas the Vancouver site is an enclosed studio, the Sydney site is an open, convertible space. The contrasting configurations and tools drastically affected rater perceptions. For example, responses on questions 3, 4, 5, and 6 (see Appendix A), where the video and audio signals were considered poor and severe by Rater 4 (Sydney), were considered average to excellent by Raters 1, 2, and 3 (Vancouver).

Essentially, the Australian rater (R4) believed that “the problems were not with actual teaching but with logistical problems at this (Sydney) end; volume was too low; linking three locations on two screens caused confusion—who should talk? who should we watch?; some of the words were indistinct; sound in and out
intermittently." In contrast, Rater 1 (Vancouver) commented that "the first beat of the children's echo-chant is cut off, however, there seems to be no problem in the communication and interaction between the children and the teacher; the use of video conferencing technology for interaction between teachers and students in other countries is meaningful and has much potential."

An unsolicited, in-studio Vancouver observer who is versed in the technology wrote that "the quality of picture was more than acceptable for an across the Pacific transmission, with some limited blurring of the image when there was rapid movement being a minor problem rather than a major distraction." He felt that "the two teaching staff involved use the video conferencing medium with poise and assurance." Finally, he believed that the experiment "was able to demonstrate that the technology exists for successful real time two way video and audio communication across the Pacific."

Conclusions

Even though video resolution quality is not optimal with two line transmissions, it is a cost effective communications technique and distance education tool. Because of its cost effectiveness, additional research should be conducted to explore its use in fully compatible ISDN (p X 64 to p X 64; 15fps video resolution) contexts, which are now available in North America.

Arguably, even in its most sophisticated forms, children's television programming is essentially non-interactive. Video conferencing enables educators to explore the interactive aspects of audio (i.e., music) in an audio-video context. To that end, researchers are encouraged explore the efficacy of this potent technology with a variety of teaching techniques and in a variety of music and non-music contexts.
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Appendix A

The following are a sample of the rating scale items used in the evaluation of the experiment.

1) The live visual signal was ________
   1  2  3  4  5
   poor average excellent

4) The teacher's non-verbal directions (gestures to the children inviting them to chant) seemed to be clearly interpreted by the children
   1  2  3  4  5
   poor average excellent

5) The delay on the visual signal was ________
   1  2  3  4  5
   severe average none at all
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6) The delay on the audio signal was ______

1 2 3 4 5
severe average none at all

9) Generally, the effect of the interaction of video/audio signal delay on the teacher’s presentation and communication of information with the children was the most dramatic effect on the sessions that involved children.

1 2 3 4 5
completely disagree strongly agree

10) The teacher’s verbal directions were clearly presented.

1 2 3 4 5
not at fairly well consistently all

12) The teacher’s verbal directions seemed to be clearly interpreted by the children.

1 2 3 4 5
not at fairly well consistently all

13) The teacher’s non-verbal directions (gestures to the children inviting them to chant) seemed to be clearly interpreted by the children.

1 2 3 4 5
poor average excellent

14) The delay in the video broadcast seemed to be the cause of a problem in the children’s echoing of the rhythm patterns.

1 2 3 4 5
on all patterns on most only on on very few not for any patterns
If possible, list the patterns which caused problems (refer to rhythm pattern list and write the number of the pattern).

15) The delay in the video broadcast seemed to be the cause a problem in an individual child’s echoing of the rhythm patterns.

1 2 3 4 5
on all patterns on most only on on very few not for any patterns
If possible, list the patterns for which there were problems (refer to pattern list and write the number of the pattern) for each child.

16) The delay in the video broadcast seemed to be the cause of a problem in the teacher’s sequencing of the rhythm patterns.

1 2 3 4 5
on all patterns on most only on on very few not for any patterns
If possible, list the patterns for which there were problems (refer to pattern list and write the number of the pattern) for each child.
An Authoring System for Creating Computer-Based Role-Performance Trainers
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Abstract: In this paper we will describe a multimedia authoring system called MOPed-II. Like other authoring systems, MOPed-II greatly reduces the time and expense of producing end-user applications by eliminating much of the programming effort they require. However, MOPed-II reflects an approach to authoring tools for educational multimedia which is rather different from most tools available on the commercial market. In this paper we argue in favor of this approach, which we call theory-rich authoring tools, and describe the success we have had with MOPed-II.

1. Introduction

The most common approach to authoring tools for multimedia applications is the general-purpose construction set, as exemplified by such commercial software programs as HyperCard, SuperCard, ToolBook, and Authorware. These tools are useful for building interface prototypes and simple applications. When used to build educational and training software, however, such tools leave it to individual tool users (that is, software developers) to structure the student's educational experience. The idea of using general-purpose (or theory-neutral) tools to build complex learning environments is predicated on the belief that tool users will be able to produce high-quality educational software if only they can be relieved of the programming burden. We believe that the task of designing as well as programming pedagogically effective software is a difficult challenge. Production of high-quality educational software requires more than technical achievement; it requires insight into what makes for an effective learning experience. Therefore, authoring tools for educational software should help developers design and build effective learning environments. We claim that theory-rich authoring tools which guide a developer in building a learning environment will help tool users build pedagogically sound software quickly and easily. In this paper we justify this claim and describe MOPed-II, a theory-rich authoring tool.

2. Why theory-rich authoring systems are needed

2.1 The importance of authoring tools

Computers have the potential to make great contributions to education and training, but that potential is difficult to realize. At its best, education and training software can, among other things, allow students to work on projects that would be infeasible without the help of computer simulation; provide individual feedback to the student at just the point when it is needed; and make a broad array of expertise and reference material easily accessible. Little such software is actually in use in the field, largely because of the size of the required software-development effort; an enormous amount of software will be required in order for the computer to make a noticeable impact, and high-quality software is expensive to produce. Thus there is an imposing economic barrier blocking the path from the laboratory to the classroom. Innovators may produce a few great pieces of software, but turning a few innovations into enough quality hours of instruction to account for a significant fraction of a curriculum remains a challenge. The problem is made particularly acute by the fact that high-quality educational software often requires technically challenging components such as complex interfaces, multimedia, and simulations.

----

1MOPed-II is based on an earlier authoring system called MOPed, developed by Enio Ohmaye (1992).
2.2 Theory-rich, not theory-neutral tools

We believe that a crucial step toward realizing the advantages that computer-based training can provide is to increase the number of people that can produce high-quality training software, via the development of authoring systems. But what form should those tools take? The tools currently available come in a variety of forms. Commercial drill-and-practice software tools can make it easy to construct a very narrow range of rigidly-structured learning environments, but those applications tend to be structured according to what is easy to implement on a computer rather than what makes for effective learning. Graphical user-interface tools are increasingly common; they provide the software developer with capabilities such as simple ways to put in graphics and buttons. But GUI tools solve only a portion of the software-building problem, and cause some other problems themselves. Johnson et al. (1993) describe several such problems, including that GUI tools require too much specialized programming skill and often enforce arbitrary forms of consistency (e.g., from Johnson et al., "everything is controlled via menus.") At their best, general-purpose tools are experts at managing computer objects. Educational software developers need tools which help manage pedagogy as well.

The goal of authoring tools for educational software should be to facilitate a clear conceptual mapping from the pedagogical objectives that an author wishes to achieve to an appropriate computer-based learning environment. General-purpose tools, particularly GUI tools, force software developers to attempt to map the conceptual components of their well-defined task to the physical components of a computer interface. This effectively takes the target audience of authoring tools, experts in teaching and in specific content areas, and forces them to act as novice computer programmers. The way to allow non-programmers to build good educational software is to give them tools that let them build software out of constructs they're familiar with, not to make them into pseudo-programmers. Authoring tools for educational and training software should take the form of special-purpose tools geared toward building specific classes of learning environments.

3. What types of theory-rich tools should we build?

3.1 Classifying educational software

At the Institute for the Learning Sciences, we have built a wide range of different types of educational software programs (brief descriptions of some of the Institute's software can be found in [Schank, 1991]), including systems for children (K-12) as well as for professional and military training. The tasks students must perform in our software are also quite varied. For example, some programs allow a student to create something new (e.g., CreAnimate, a biology tutor which lets students create their own animal—see Edelson, 1992), others let a student explore some subject area (e.g., Road Trip, a U.S. geography program which lets students simulate traveling across the country to reach destinations they've chosen—see Kass & Guralnick, 1991; Kass & McGee, 1992); still others have a more-specific task for the student, such as learning a foreign language (e.g., Dustin, a foreign-language tutor aimed at consultants who come to the United States for a training course—see Ohmaye, 1992).

Through our experience in building educational software, several classes of tasks have emerged as common—e.g., exploration tasks, artifact-construction tasks and "role-performance" tasks (defined below). In addition, pieces of software which teach different tasks within a particular class often share similarities in structure. We claim that the best way to construct authoring tools that encourage pedagogically appropriate design is to give them knowledge about task structures. We can then build theory-rich authoring tools for each structural class of educational software that we can identify. The tools' built-in knowledge about task structures helps them provide task-building guidance for software developers. In the remainder of this paper we will define one class of tasks and describe a tool we have built to build learning environments for tasks of that class.

3.2 Role-performance trainers: An example of educational software structure

We define role-performance tasks as tasks in which there is a fairly regular routine, such as operating a piece of equipment. At each point in a role-performance task, there is a correct next step (or small set of acceptable next steps) that the student should take. For example, the real-life task of working as a fast-food restaurant cashier and ringing up customers' orders on a customized cash register is a role-performance task. For each food item in a customer's order, there's a certain key sequence (or possibly a few options) for that item. A good order-ringer knows which keys correspond to which food items and can ring up orders quickly and accurately. Creative problem-solving is not the core job skill; understanding the procedure is. Role-performance tasks can come in large and more complex forms as well. The task of fielding customer complaint phone calls for a large water utility also has a regular routine, though it's harder than ringing up food orders. A customer service representative needs to learn which questions to ask a customer in order to diagnose the cause of the customer's water problem and recommend treatment. A good service representative understands an accepted set of common water problems, causes, and questions to ask a customer. So role-performance tasks involve learning a procedure of some sort, though it may have variations and options, and may be big.
Unfortunately, the procedural nature of role-performance tasks often causes people to try to teach them by rote. For example, one could try to teach cash-register skills by asking a student to memorize sequences of register buttons. Brown, Collins and Duguid's work on situated cognition (1989) showed that the activity during which knowledge is developed is an integral part of what is learned. Rote memorization separates knowledge from the real-life activity it is intended for. Instead, role-performance tasks are best taught by having the student practice the task and learn any required principles in context. Good role-performance trainers (RPTs) enable students to learn the task they are being trained to perform in an environment like the one in which they will actually perform it. Further, good RPTs guide students to understand how to perform the task.

3.3 Components of role-performance trainers

Building an authoring tool for a task class requires an analysis of what components the trainers for that class should have. Role-performance training breaks down into two primary components: practice and guidance. A good role-performance trainer includes a realistic simulation of the actual task for a student to practice on, along with tutoring to help the student understand his successes and (especially) his failures. The class of role-performance tasks includes two subcategories: theory-based role-performance tasks and convention-based role-performance tasks. All role-performance tasks represent procedures. In theory-based role-performance tasks, the correct steps in the task have some non-arbitrary reason for their correctness. A student who understands the underlying theory will be more successful at performing the task. For example, a water utility customer service representative who understands the causal model of how water reaches a customer's home is well-equipped to diagnose customers' water problems. In convention-based tasks, there is no deep theory behind how to perform the task. For example, a student need not go through a complex reasoning process in order to understand the positioning of buttons on a fast-food cash register. So a theory-based role-performance trainer might benefit from some components that a convention-based training system wouldn't need.

Role-performance trainers typically include the following components:

- **Simulation**: Since role-performance trainers allow students to learn by doing—that is, by practicing the task—a good RPT needs a realistic practice environment.
- **Failure Identification**: A role-performance trainer must guide the student in performing the task. When a student makes a mistake, the RPT needs to be able to explain the nature of the failure to the student as well as teach the student how to recover from the failure.
- **Scaffolding**: A role-performance training system must provide support, or scaffolding (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989), for a student who is performing a task. Scaffolding in a training system essentially means that the system performs or helps the student perform parts of the task that the student cannot.

Certain role-performance trainers also need the following additional components:

- **Many scenarios**: Most role-performance tasks have lots of variations. A guided practice environment for such a task is only useful if it provides lots of different scenarios for a student to practice on.
- **Socratic Tutoring**: Socratic dialogues help students understand the reasoning behind the steps of a procedure (Collins & Stevens, 1983). Training systems for theory-based role-performance tasks can especially benefit from a Socratic tutoring component.
- **Modeling**: It is often helpful for a student to learn how to perform a task in part by watching an expert do it (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989). This method is useful mainly for social types of tasks, such as speaking a foreign language (e.g., Ohmaye's [1992] foreign-language trainer, Dustin).

4. MOPed-II: An authoring system for role-performance trainers

MOPed-II is a theory-rich graphical authoring tool for building role-performance training systems. A software developer constructs a MOPed-II application out of conceptual components which represent tasks and subtasks that a student should perform. This is in contrast to general-purpose tools, whose program components are typically physical objects such as buttons or graphics. Rather than force software developers to try to convert content and teaching knowledge into a vocabulary of buttons and programming statements, MOPed-II lets them build the actual program using a vocabulary of task structures. MOPed-II's theory-rich structure guides non-programmers in building high-quality role-performance trainers quickly and easily.

4.1 A sample application built with MOPed-II

In order to understand how MOPed-II aids in building role-performance trainers, it is useful to consider an example. We have built a range of programs with MOPed-II, including a program which teaches foreign-born consultants how to speak English, and an application which teaches customer service representatives from a water utility how to diagnose and treat customers' water problems. Another program which we have built with MOPed-II teaches employees of a fast-food franchise to ring up customers' orders using the restaurant's special-purpose cash register. At the chain for whom this system was built, the job description of "cashier" includes only
events which transpire after the customer's food has been collected and packaged. The cashier's job is essentially to ring up the sale on the cash register and collect money from the customer.

A large portion of the screen in this sample application is taken up with a simulation of the cash register. Both the keyboard and register screen look and act like the real-life register. The student can take any of three different types of actions at any point in a session with the program:

* press a key on the register
* say something to a simulated customer (e.g., "That will be $8.75, please.")
* ask the on-line tutor a question

One area of the screen displays a picture of the food order along with (sometimes) a text description of the items in the order. Another screen region holds two performance meters ("speed" and "accuracy"), which provide the student with feedback. Other sections provide buttons for the student to talk to the customer or ask the tutor a question.

At the beginning of each scenario the student sees a video, in which the "server" (the employee whose job is to package the customer's order) tells the student what the customer has ordered, just as the servers tell the cashiers this information in real life. Figure 1 shows a portion of a transcript from a typical student interaction with the cashier role-performance trainer:

```
Server (in video): The customer has ordered a half chicken and a small drink.
Student: Presses "Now What?" button
Tutor: You need to ring up the half chicken and ring up the drink.
Student: Presses "How Do I Do That?" button
Tutor: To ring up the half chicken, you need to press the "HALF CHICKEN" key. It is the key you see flashing on the register now. [key flashes on screen]
Student: Presses HALF CHICKEN key [register screen shows half chicken rung up]
Student: Presses $1.19 DRINK key [register screen shows $1.19 drink rung up]
Tutor [intervenes]: You don't need to ring up the large drink.
Student: Presses "Why?" button
Tutor: You don't need to ring up the large drink because it's not the right size.
Student: Presses "Now What?" button
Tutor: You need to void out the last item.
Student: Presses "How Do I Do That?" button
Tutor: To void out the last item, you need to press the VOID key twice. It is the key you see flashing on the register now. [key flashes on screen]
```

Figure 1. Sample interaction with the cashier-training application.

The cashier training system runs students through a series of scenarios, each scenario including a different customer order for the student to ring up.

4.2 The structure of MOPed-II applications

Computer-based role-performance trainers can be decomposed into three layers: the interface layer (objects on the screen that the student sees and manipulates), the task environment layer (the engine processing a student's actions, including the simulation component), and the tutoring layer (including hints, suggestions, explanations, demonstrations). MOPed-II supports building of the task environment and tutoring layers along with communication with an interface layer.

A scenario is a series of tasks that a student must perform. Each MOPed-II training application is composed of a number of scenarios. Typically, each scenario is a variation on the standard task of an application. For example, in the cashier training system, the overall task is to ring up customers' orders, and each scenario involves a different customer. Scenarios are composed of subtasks. The main subtasks for the cashier application are ringing up the items on the cash register, collecting money from the customer, ringing up the money correctly and giving the customer change (if any). The details of how and when a student is asked to perform each task in a scenario may vary depending on the student's performance; for example, a student who has not rung up the items correctly cannot move on to the money-collection task.

4.3 Creating scenarios

To create a scenario, an author using MOPed-II describes the structure of the task associated with the scenario by selecting a task-structure class from an on-screen palette. MOPed-II includes a set of predefined general task
structures, called templates, which are common to role-performance tasks. One such structure is the "Unordered Steps" task template, which is used for tasks in which the student must perform certain steps, but not in any particular sequence (e.g., ring up the half chicken and ring up the drink in the example above). Each template provides a simple English-language form which lets the software developer fill out such information as the names of the steps in the task, English descriptions of the steps (for use by the tutor), and reasons why certain steps are correct or incorrect within the context of the particular task. Filling out this form yields a graphical task structure.

Each graphical task structure is composed of a sequence of actions. These actions come in four varieties:

- **output processing**: the system initiates some action upon their execution, such as show a video
- **input processing**: wait for input from the student before continuing processing
- **flow-of-control**: e.g., begin or end a task, branch based on some criteria
- **subtask**: move into another task or subtask

A developer need not utilize a template-generated task structure as-is. It is common for a developer to specialize the general predefined task structure for his own needs—e.g., providing special interface functionality. Figure 2 shows a typical task structure from the cashier training course described above. This structure represents the task from the example above in which the student's goal is to ring up the half chicken and ring up the drink. When a student has achieved that composite goal, the program goes on to the next task. If the student takes a wrong step, tutoring is provided (via a linked program called the Teaching Executive, written by Kemi Jona—see [Jona & Kass, 1993]), and the program enters the appropriate task for recovering from the error (e.g., the "void last item" task).

![Figure 2. Cashier training course task structure.](image)

So the general MOPed-II task-building process takes the following form: for each task, the developer chooses a general task structure template, fills out its English form, and (perhaps) specializes the task structure a bit more. Occasionally, MOPed-II applications might require a task structure which doesn't have a template. But building tasks from scratch is fairly simple, particularly when template-generated structures provide examples.

### 4.4 Generating tutoring

As mentioned above, tutoring in MOPed-II is controlled by a linked program called the Teaching Executive. The Teaching Executive provides an architecture for providing tutoring. Tutoring comes in two major forms: remediation (which requires failure identification)—telling a student he made a mistake and helping him understand why (possibly including Socratic tutoring); and support (scaffolding)—giving a student hints about what to do next, or demonstrating a step (possibly including modeling). Remediation and support can range from simple to complex, depending on the particulars of the task and steps the student needs help with. For example, a student who can't find the "Small Drink" key on a cash register simply needs to be shown where it is located, while a student who misdiagnoses a customer's water problem could benefit from a lengthier Socratic dialogue about the basis for his mistaken hypothesis. Most of the work needed to generate simple tutoring in a MOPed-II application is included in the task-building process. MOPed-II tasks include special structures which communicate with the Teaching Executive. The Executive itself houses modules which are called in a particular tutoring situation—e.g., the "Now What?" module, which is called when a student presses the "Now What?" button. More-complex tutoring forms such as Socratic dialogues are handled by separate, special-purpose
modules which are invoked by the Teaching Executive at the appropriate times. As with task structures, a set of
general Teaching Executive modules is provided. The application-builder chooses the modules he needs and fills
in a small amount of application-specific information.

5. Conclusion
In order for computers to have a significant impact on education and training, people need to produce a large
quantity of high-quality software. One way to generate lots of software is to expand the group of people
who can build it. We can do this by building tools to allow people other than computer programmers to build
software. In particular, we need tools for content experts and teachers to use. General-purpose authoring tools
such as GUI tools force content experts to map their knowledge of the task to a set of computer interface
objects—this turns out to be almost difficult as programming.

Instead, we need a set of theory-rich tools which are built especially for educational and training software, and
guide software developers in building pedagogically sound learning environments. We have built MOPed-II, a
theory-rich authoring system for role-performance trainers. We believe that theory-rich authoring tools are the
best way to help non-programmers build high-quality educational and training software.
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Interactive Video and Sign Language for Improving Literacy Skills of Deaf Students
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Abstract: Students who are deaf often have great difficulty in accessing written English. A "bilingual" approach to education may help deaf students improve their literacy skills. This paper explains work in progress regarding two projects supported by the United States Department of Education, which explore the potential of interactive video technology and sign language for improving reading comprehension and test-taking skills of deaf junior high and high school students. These projects feature: student access to one or more signed versions of English to help them understand any portion of the target text; a sign language dictionary of difficult words or phrases; instruction, questions, and corrective feedback provided in sign language as well as text. Use of the multimedia technology and sign language appear highly motivational to students. A number of factors seem to influence students' capacity to benefit from sign language helps.

PROBLEM

Despite dedication on the part of educators during the more than 150 years since educational programs for the deaf were established in this country, most deaf individuals are far behind their hearing peers in the acquisition of literacy and knowledge (COED, 1988; Moores, 1987; Moores & Sweet, 1990; Marschark, 1993). Research shows that average 18- to 19-year-old, severely to profoundly deaf students are reading no better than the average 9- to 10-year-old hearing students (Paul & Quigley, 1990). This fact is often a great surprise to those not acquainted with deafness; it is commonly assumed that individuals who are deaf should have no special difficulty in understanding written English, unless they are also visually impaired. Nevertheless, this lag is a harsh reality and presents a great barrier to academic and employment opportunities for deaf individuals.

Researchers have considered various explanations for the cause and nature of the difficulties that deaf readers encounter with English text. It has been diversely suggested that the focus of the problem lies in semantics or syntax, or in sentential level comprehension, or in discourse level interpretations of text (Moores, 1987; Paul & Quigley, 1990). Findings remain inconclusive at best, although it is safe to say that the problems and solutions are complex. At the heart of the matter is the reality that most deaf children begin school insufficiently grounded in rich early language and learning experiences (Martin, 1985) and are further set back during the school years by insufficient access to the language and culture of the educational system (Vernon & Andrews, 1990).

Thus, in summary, English most often is not fully accessible to deaf students as a first and/or primary language. Consequently, deaf students generally experience extreme challenges in mastering English literacy. These inadequate literacy skills contribute to poor performance on standardized tests and often limit opportunities for postsecondary education and for employment.

Possible Solutions

Fortunately, there may be solutions or partial solutions on the horizon. Among them are: (1) educational tools that utilize deaf students' competencies in sign language that may help build English skills; (2) advances in interactive video and computer technologies that provide new possibilities for teaching and...
learning; (3) bilingual-bicultural approaches that may allow the development of new techniques to enhance language-related thinking.

For those individuals who sign, it seems that access to sign via interactive videodisc technology might facilitate understanding of reading comprehension tasks, such as those which appear on standardized tests. Despite research that has examined the issue of sign comprehension by deaf persons of various backgrounds (Caccamise & Gustason, 1979; Caccamise, Hatfield & Brewer, 1979; Quigley & Paul, 1984; Johnson, Liddell & Erting, 1989; Bochner & Albertini, 1988), the data remain inconclusive. An important issue warranting further investigation concerns which kinds of signing to use in specific learning contexts.

PURPOSE

Under support from the U.S. Department of Education, Educational Testing Service is carrying out two projects that explore the use of interactive video technology and sign language as "levers" for improving the learning, performance, and diagnostic assessment of deaf individuals. It is hoped that these projects will help define, as well as improve, the kinds of accommodations that can and should be provided to deaf individuals in academic and professional testing and certification situations. The major research goals of the projects are as follows:

1. Explore the use of sign language and interactive video for improving English literacy and test-taking skills.
2. Observe how student characteristics, environmental influences (e.g., school language policy), and content variables (e.g., type of passage) may relate to students' preference for ASL or English-based sign (a version that adheres more closely to English word order).
3. Observe how each signed version assists comprehension.
4. Explore bilingual-bicultural approaches for enhancing language-related reasoning and the literacy that builds upon it.
5. Lay the groundwork for improved tools for instruction, assessment, and performance support.

Background

Prior to the two current projects, some of the concepts of the project were tried in a demonstration system in 1991. This proof-of-concept system uses sign language and interactive video. The main display of the application shows three "windows" -- one for scrollable passage text, one for the questions, and another for either of two sign language versions to be displayed in motion video. A variety of controls are available, mostly at the bottom of the screen, and are activated by mouse. In order to see a signed version of some English text, the student selects a portion of English text on the computer using the mouse and then selects either of two signed versions -- American Sign Language (ASL) or English-based sign. The system then displays a video of a person signing the material.

METHOD

The two new projects supported by the U.S. Department of Education build on the 1991 Demonstration System. These projects are aimed at deaf readers who are fairly proficient.

Hardware and Software

The system for both projects is based on a Macintosh platform. The system uses a Macintosh II-family computer, with a video graphics overlay card that allows full-motion color video from a Pioneer laserdisc player. The video is displayed in a resizable window on the computer screen. We are using the RasterOps 24STV video graphics overlay board and a Pioneer LDV-4200 laserdisc player. This and several other Pioneer player models allow one to jump to and begin playback of any section of the video in less than one second, making it easy to display any signed passage on demand. We are also using Quicktime movies for
selected portions of the system and may store that compressed video on CD-ROM. The application software is being developed using the SuperCard (Allegiant Corporation) authoring software.

The Projects

Project 1: Test Preparation

Project 1, "Sign Language and Videodisc for Test Preparation Materials for Deaf Secondary School Students" (Grant No. H133C20006-92), focuses on the issue of test preparation. The audience for this one-year project is deaf high school students. The project is intended to demonstrate the feasibility of using ASL and video technology to help students prepare for standardized tests, especially tests of reading comprehension. The system provides a total of about 30-45 minutes of interactive instruction plus an online sign language dictionary. Small-scale pilot testing was carried out in the fall of 1993.

Project 2: Tools and Techniques for Improving Literacy

Project 2, "Videodisc Technology and Sign Language for Improving Reading Skills of Deaf Middle School Students" (Grant No. H180G20021), focuses on a variety of issues related to the improvement of literacy skills in deaf students. This three-year project focuses on middle school students. This project has two major phases.

1. Phase 1. Phase 1, to be completed in the mid-1994, entails an experiment to learn more about (a) factors that affect the impact of sign language helps (i.e., accessible sign language versions) on student performance and (b) indications of student preference for the particular signed versions -- ASL and an English-based sign. Each subject performs two tasks. For each task the subject reads a reading comprehension passage and then, using sign language, retells the passage to a deaf signer. For one of the two tasks, the subject then re-reads the passage as necessary and answers four or five multiple choice questions without any access to sign language helps. For the other task, the subject rereads and answers the multiple-choice questions with full access to both ASL and English-based sign versions of both the passage and the questions. Thus, each student sees two reading sets (passages plus questions), one with no access to sign language and the other with access to both signed versions, thereby allowing us to estimate the performance benefit that might result from such access. In order to balance out possible order effects such as fatigue and practice, the experimental design is balanced for both (1) order of conditions and (b) order of sets. It is expected that 24-48 subjects will be involved in the experiment. This experiment is in progress currently and is expected to be completed by early summer 1994.

2. Phase 2. Phase 2 of Project 2 explores techniques and approaches for bilingual and bicultural education. This phase will build on the current systems but will also include: (a) student video-production projects utilizing acting, signing, and writing; (b) computer exercises in reading; and (c) an enhanced online dictionary.

The Challenge of Translation/Production

One of the most significant challenges of the projects is the process of translation/production. The terms "translation" and "production" are joined because we find that much of the translation and production need to occur together in the same sessions. The process of translating English text to ASL and English-based sign usually requires a team of several people, who represent expertise in the following areas:
Linguistic knowledge of both ASL and English.
- Native or near-native ASL competence
- Native or near-native English competence
- Acting skill and experience
- Video production with deaf actors
- Management and coordination

Although the actor and director can "draft" the translations prior to video recording, the translation cannot be readily or fully transcribed — rather the "practice shots" or "drafts" must be videotaped and critiqued. What seems to work well is for the director and actor to review the English source material independently, and then come together to negotiate the subtleties of an acceptable signed rendition of the material. We find that the camera person must be ready to capture the translation. Sometimes a "first draft" or "practice shot" turns out to be "perfect," so it is critical to be ready to record.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Although we are currently in the process of gathering data, we have made some tentative observations.

- The Motivational Impact of Interactive Video. Students expressed enthusiasm about working with computers, especially interactive video.
- The Motivational Impact of Sign Language. Students appreciate seeing examples of excellent signing. Most are children of hearing parents who do not have excellent signing skills. Most of their teachers are hearing and have only moderately good skills. To see educational content signed by deaf signers with excellent signing skills is highly motivating.
- Factors That May Affect the Benefit of Sign Language Helps. Preliminary impressions of student use of the technology suggest that there are a variety of skills and factors that may influence the amount of benefit to be initially derived from sign language helps. Some of these factors are as follows:

1. Sign Language Comprehension Skills of Students. Students appear to vary widely in their receptive skills in ASL and English-based sign; these skills would have a major impact on their ability to benefit from the sign language helps.

2. Level of Prior Language-Related Reasoning Experience. While the incidence of specific language disabilities may not be higher in the deaf population than in an otherwise comparable group of hearing students, deaf students — most of whom have hearing parents — may have had less experience in language-related reasoning and hence may perform less well on language-related tasks, even when sign language helps are available. (For this reason, the project plans to include assessment of students' sign communication proficiency and comprehension of passages presented in sign language.)

3. Prior Knowledge of the Topics. Students who are unfamiliar with the content in the reading comprehension passages may be unfamiliar not only with the English words and phrases but also their sign language equivalents or analogs.

4. Knowledge of the Operation of the Computer System. The usefulness of the sign language helps is obviously dependent on students' understanding of the operation of the computer system. Most students seem to have little if any problem with the operation of the system. However, early in the field testing it became apparent that at least one student did not make use of sign language versions of questions because she did not realize that help was available for questions just as it was for passages (although an online tutorial attempted to make that point clear). Subsequently, the deaf research team member who administered the field test stayed with the student for the start of this task to be sure that it was clear that such help was available.

5. Beliefs About the Usefulness or Appropriateness of Sign Language. The usefulness of sign language helps can be influenced by the student's beliefs about the usefulness or
appropriateness of sign language for particular purposes. For example, one student simply did not use the sign language helps at all because she did not believe that it was appropriate to use sign language in the context of a reading comprehension task. Furthermore, some students may have persistent preconceptions about the relative value of a particular version of sign language over another; this was one reason that we chose not to designate the two versions by the terms "ASL" and "English-based sign." We did not wish to have the results influenced by students' prior beliefs about various forms of signed communication.

CONCLUSIONS

The current projects appear to confirm the highly motivational impact of multimedia and of sign language materials for deaf students. The current stage of the research effort does not permit solid conclusions about other benefits of sign language helps on instruction, performance support, and assessment. However, it appears that a number of challenging factors must be addressed in any system designed to leverage students' sign language ability in order to improve their English literary skills. Through continued research, we hope to learn how to address those challenges so that some variation on this approach can become a high-yield application of multimedia and other computer technologies.
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Abstract: An investigation into high level event monitoring within the scope of a well-known multimedia application called HyperCard is carried out. An attempt is made to gather and process user's actions at a high level, enabling accurate and quantitative statistical analysis to be performed. This type of information is either very difficult or impossible to obtain through other methods.

Introduction

In the computer world today, monitor systems are a reasonably recent development. For the purposes of this paper, we shall define a monitor to be a system which automatically monitors usage of some activity and gathers statistics based on what it has observed. Monitor systems are useful tools in many areas. For instance public computer-based kiosk systems have been used which gather information on what the user did while using the system (Maurer, Sammer & Schneider 1993). The system they employed was automatic but only involved audio and video recordings of what users did, thus making analysis a tedious manual process. Monitor systems can give the authors of a program or system that is being monitored very accurate statistics on how their product is being used. From the resulting information, they can assess what aspects of a product need the most attention.

One reason monitor systems are rare is the ratio between the scope of the monitor (what sort of information it collects) and the type of information. The more you limit the scope of a monitor system (e.g., a system to monitor activity for a particular application) the easier it becomes to record usable information. However, the usefulness of such a specialised analysis tool is limited and in most cases infeasible. The most useful monitor system would be integrated with the Operating System (OS) itself, so that activity of every program running under the OS can be monitored. The main problem with this is that the only information the monitor system would obtain is information that is available to the system, which is usually very low level and of little general analytical value.

Currently the only way to find out how people are using a system is to have other people, cameras, or microphones observe the users, possibly having to record the data manually. This is problematic because of several reasons. One is that the mere fact that the observers are there will influence how the users behave, introducing unwanted biases. Another point is that this method is very costly, time consuming and accurate results can be very difficult to obtain. This is usually because of the distance between the data generator (the user) and the data gatherer (the observer). For example, a common approach is to ask the user at the end of the session to fill out a questionnaire or put down any comments they have about it. This approach will only yield general information, and will tend to be fairly inaccurate. A suitably designed computer monitor system will be able to retrieve the data directly from the source which will vastly improve the integrity of the data and will be able to catch much more useful information as well.

On the Macintosh Computer, there is a program called HyperCard which is a simple, easy to use multimedia system (Apple HyperCard, 1988). There is an abundance of programs (called stacks) created using HyperCard. The aim of this paper was to develop a simple HyperCard-based usage monitor which monitors Macintosh users as they run HyperCard stacks, and stores the resulting data away for later statistical analysis. In doing this, the scope of the monitor system is being limited to user activity that goes on within the HyperCard application while enabling us to easily catch high level information.
Overall Structure

A HyperCard stack is made up of objects arranged in a hierarchy. A stack owns a collection of backgrounds. Backgrounds own a collection of cards, and cards own a collection of fields and buttons. When a user does anything in HyperCard, messages are generated which are sent to these objects through a message passing hierarchy (for instance, clicking somewhere generates a mouseup message). Each object has a script, within which can be a series of message handlers which are executed when the appropriate message is sent to that object. Message handlers consist of a series of English-like instructions (HyperTalk) like "Get the first field / if it is empty then answer 'That field is empty.'"

![Diagram of HyperCard stack hierarchy]

1. User creates a HyperCard message (via mouse or keyboard or other input device)
2. Once the stack has handled it, it is passed on explicitly to the HyperCard Monitor
3. Whether or not the message is trapped by the Monitor, the event is then passed on to the HyperCard Application

**Figure 1.** How messages are caught by the HyperCard Monitor System

In this message handler, the message can be passed on further down the hierarchy for further processing. Handlers have to explicitly pass the message on if they want other objects further down the message hierarchy to get the message — it is considered good practice to pass the standard HyperCard messages on for other objects.

Our HyperCard monitor works by inserting itself in the HyperCard message-passing hierarchy (Figure 1) and sets up handlers for all the messages that are considered useful for data gathering. This requires that all messages the monitor handles are passed explicitly by the object that got the messages in the first place.

As many stacks do not actually pass these messages in all of their handlers, one thing that had to be done was create a utility which would modify a given stack to ensure that it would pass enough messages for our monitor to work since the monitor expects events to happen in a certain order (see Figure 2).
The Monitor System

There are many levels of statistical information that can be derived from the monitor data. One is analysis of a particular user for a particular work session. Another is head-to-head comparison of users over many sessions which involves more general statistical analysis. In systems like the proposed University Transaction, Information and Communication System (UTICS) (Schneider, 1993) which use fundamentally new interfaces between computers and humans, both head-to-head comparisons and overall statistical information is useful to assist in research when seeking to refine or remodel the interface.

Whatever data is analysed, there need to be clearly defined points which say when a user stops using the system and another user starts. This is a general problem and usually schemes like finishing a session after a predetermined period of inactivity are employed.

We defined the start of a session to be when the user starts up HyperCard (suitably modified so that it launches our monitor), when the user opens the monitor directly, opens a stack from the home stack, or finally when the user explicitly chooses to start a session using the monitor configuration. Most of the time it is usually one of the first two. Finishing a session is defined to occur when a user closes the monitor, quits HyperCard, goes back to the home stack, or explicitly chooses to finish the session using the monitor configuration.
HyperCard can be extended through the use of external code modules called XCMDs (pronounced 'x-commands') (Goodman, 1990). The XCMDs are usually written in C or Pascal and are useful to implement things HyperCard is lacking. The monitor is internally divided up into two levels: a series of 11 XCMDs to do all the low-level grind work, and a HyperCard stack called “HyperCard Monitor” with associated HyperTalk handlers to capture the data and call the low-level XCMDs. Implementing most of the monitor in external XCMDs helps to keep it portable to other environments and improves the speed of operation considerably.

10 of the 11 XCMDs control access to the runtime and static data structures that are created during a session. The XCMDs are optimised for speed and most operations are independent on the size of the stack. Those that are not, employ caching mechanisms to improve performance.

One important issue is that the XCMDs are called in a clearly defined order. Figure 3 shows the structure of the first 10 XCMDs by name and a matrix showing which XCMDs have to be called first in order to have well-defined results. The 11th XCMD is the ConvertScript XCMD which makes a script fully compatible with the monitor. The monitor has a section which calls the ConvertScript XCMD to convert a specified stack.

Findings

Whether or not the method of recording user activity employed in this system is a useful approach to monitor systems in general is a good question. There were many key features which made the HyperCard environment a very good basis for such a system, and one was the ability to very easily install methods which would catch events as they happened. What was even better was that the events were at a level which were regarded as most useful when monitoring user activity. From this, it is easy to see that a way that a more general monitor system for an OS could be developed is by letting the OS communicate to and from programs in a similarly high level way. Apple has developed a system-level scripting system called AppleScript (Apple: AppleScript, 1993) which plugs in on top of Apple's System 7 OS. AppleScript provides an interface available to all applications which lets applications send high level messages to each other. For instance "move the selected object 3 pixels to the left and 14 down", "get me information on the person called 'ianangley'", or "Get the contents of whatever the user selected".

Although the monitor system was implemented using a combination of HyperTalk scripts and XCMDs, many of the ideas and a lot of the code can be directly used in the more general implementation of a system-level monitor system, including concepts like the caching mechanisms, event data encoding, hierarchical data, and static data models. A system where records were kept of activity in each application, along with sub-records which kept track of windows in each application could be one approach. Another key feature an OS-based monitor system would have would be consistency, and clearly defined ways of performing activities. If there are clearly defined ways of doing things and they are done similarly in different situations, then the monitor system will be able to capitalise on this because it will be able to make assumptions. Assumed knowledge will help the system filter through irrelevant data and derive useful information from minimal data.

The idea of dynamic and static data could be applied as well — there are fixed attributes applications and to a lesser extent windows which can be stored once. In general, the content of application windows is
more flexible than the contents of a card or background, and so perhaps another approach to storing the information in a window would need to be developed. Apple has developed a database of ‘things that different types of applications can be told to do’ which has thousands of entries, in a hierarchical structure. When people want to extend a message, a class-like approach can be taken so that the message is still identified as a member of the superclass, but is still identifiably different.

Overall, we consider the HyperCard Monitor System to be very effective and many of the general concepts used for the system could easily be extended to OS level if such an OS provided a facility for generating and interpreting high level events of this nature. Performance on a Macintosh Quadra 700 was very good and the resulting data output was very compact — tests revealed about 50k of data per user per 1/2 hr which was several orders of magnitude better than initial prototypes.

One thing that was accepted when doing a monitor system in HyperCard is that there will be constraints and limitations imposed upon what, how and where the monitor can record data, and also to what level of detail and how quickly. There are several areas which could be investigated further to improve the performance and usefulness of the monitor system. Although HyperCard is inherently slow, the monitor’s overhead is quite low due to the use of XCMDs and could be improved even more. Most of the speed improvements could come from more clearly defined states, storing less data, storing data in a more compact form, and reducing disk access through caching. A costly process is writing the static data for a card to disk. Often people browse through cards in a stack quickly and so a memory cache of recently used card data could be very helpful.

Another time-consuming process is verifying whether or not a stack has already been seen. Currently this is an O(n) comparison of strings which can in themselves be quite long. This is done every time any of the XCMDs are called. If we could find another way of identifying stacks (perhaps with some simple HyperTalk code keeping information attached to a stack) then performance would improve that way too. In-depth analysis of the monitor’s output data could be used to ascertain what data turns out to be the most useful, thus discarding any relatively useless data and keeping the most relevant data more compactly.

A constraint enforced on the current version of the monitor system is that the monitor does not work well with stacks whose structure is altered. Specifically, cards, fields, or buttons added, deleted or sorted are unlikely to work because the runtime information is defined statically whenever a new stack is opened. To add support for addition and deletion of cards, fields, and buttons are non-trivial because of the implications of what a change in the ordering of the stack will do to the references in the data which has already been written to disk.

Some other miscellaneous and all together reasonable constraints are that the disk the monitor is on must be writeable and have enough disk space to accommodate the number of sessions intended to be run on it.
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Abstract: The Hypermedia Information System (HIS) is being developed under the auspices of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Office of Aviation Medicine's (AAM) Human Factors in Aviation Maintenance (HFAM) research program. The goal of the hypermedia project is to create new tools and methods for aviation-related information storage and retrieval. The HIS is currently undergoing transition from a proof-of-concept system to a fully functional system capable of supporting the instructional, maintenance, and safety inspection needs of the aviation industry. The next step is to increase its capabilities to support existing and emerging documentation standards.

Introduction

The aviation industry manages large quantities of documentation for many purposes, including training, research, maintenance, and safety inspection. These paper or microfiche documents include maintenance manuals, federal aviation regulations, and research reports. Timely and convenient access to these documents is important, but currently it can be quite cumbersome. For example, safety inspectors and aviation maintenance technicians must carry literally stacks of documents to the flightline when they inspect or repair an aircraft. Finding the desired information in these documents is not always easy and, therefore, not always accurate. Improvements in the way aviation personnel access this information will lead to more reliable and more cost-effective aircraft maintenance.

Toward this end, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Office of Aviation Medicine (AAM) Human Factors in Aviation Maintenance (HFAM) research program is studying the challenges associated with creating, accessing, and maintaining digital documentation using a Hypermedia Information System (HIS). This paper discusses the current state of the HIS, including its interface features, system design and development, and its integration into multiple tutoring and job aiding systems.

The Hypermedia Information System Features

Over the past several years, Galaxy Scientific has been using hypermedia technology to address the challenges of improving aviation information access. After surveying commercially available products, Galaxy developed its own set of tools that could be distributed to the aviation community. Initial efforts concentrated on demonstrating the feasibility of a hypermedia system for aviation. Team members designed a digital library system and implemented rudimentary tools for information storage. The bulk of the implementation effort focused on the information retrieval tools and the hypermedia reader interface.

Federal Aviation Administration research reports were used as a testbed for creating the digital library. The proof-of-concept hypermedia viewer (FAA/AAM & GSC, 1994) proved to be a flexible and powerful way for researchers to view hypermedia documents. The HIS can be used alone as a tool to access information, as well as integrated with training and job aiding systems (Johnson and Norton, 1992). Both the viewer and the library were distributed on compact disc, read-only memory (CD-ROM) to the aviation maintenance community in early 1993. As with many proof-of-concept systems, this one was geared toward a specific application area. The viewer interface was tailored to the FAA research reports, making its broad-scale applicability limited. During the last year, research has continued, with an eye toward making the tools more generic and functional.

The HIS reader interface maintains a book paradigm and consists of two distinct components: a navigation component and a viewing component. The navigation component combines the familiarity of
traditional book navigation, such as a table of contents, with the power of hypermedia searching. The viewing component allows the reader to read, print, and manipulate the various media that make up the library.

Navigation

A traditional paper book provides several methods for navigating such as a table of contents, an index, and simple page turning. Likewise, the HIS supports a variety of access paths into and within a document. Some readers seek specific topics of interest and demand a powerful method for browsing a complex document. For them, the hierarchical Outline Viewer and query capabilities are useful. Other readers seek quick reference to standard information. For them, Hot Links and Bookmarks provide mechanisms for quickly going to frequently referenced places in a document.

The Bookshelf. The first component of the HIS the reader encounters is the Bookshelf, as shown in Figure 1. The Bookshelf is a graphical depiction of the various libraries available to the reader. The reader chooses a library by selecting an icon. The Bookshelf icons can be customized for a specific application.

The Outline Viewer. Once a library has been chosen, the Outline Viewer appears, displaying the complete outline for that collection of documents. The outline is similar to a Table of Contents and consists of the Topics defined for the documents in the library. A hypermedia author specifies Topics within the original documents and assigns them a hierarchical order. After finding a Topic of interest, the reader selects it and the associated part of the document appears, as shown in Figure 2.
Hot Links. The HIS supports a variety of Hot Links a reader uses to navigate through the library. These include both inter- and intra-document links to text, links to graphics, Media Control Interface (MCI) supported media, definitions, and other executable programs. Hot Links are marked by a rectangular box surrounding red text (Figure 2).

Searching. One of the most powerful features of a hypermedia system is its ability to quickly locate specific words in large amounts of text without the reader having to scan each line of text. A reader performs a search by typing a query, as shown in Figure 3. The HIS then rapidly searches all documents in the library. When the search is complete, the HIS displays a list of the Topics satisfying the query, also shown in Figure 3. From that point, the reader can select one of the Topics for viewing. When the selected Topic's text is loaded, the search hits are highlighted, as shown in Figure 4. To see other search hits, the reader can scroll or use menu items.

The HIS supports four types of searching: term, wildcard, phrase, and Boolean. The term search is the simplest. This is a search for one specific term, such as aviation, that is not a stopword. A stopword occurs so frequently in the document that it is not important; examples include the and and. Every Topic containing the search term is listed in the Search Query Dialogue Box.

The wildcard search allows the reader to look for variations of a term, i.e. administrate, administration, administer. A term or partial term can be appended with either an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) wildcard. The asterisk represents zero or more characters, and the question mark represents zero characters or one character.
Phrase searching enables the reader to specify the order and adjacency of multiple search terms. For example, a phrase search for "federal aviation administration" will only display places where that exact phrase appears. The reader specifies a phrase search by placing quotes around the phrase to be searched.

Finally, the Boolean search combines any/all of the above types with Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT), as in "federal aviation administration" or faa not subchapter. In this example, the search would return a list of all Topics containing either the phrase federal aviation administration or the term faa, but which do not contain the term subchapter.

Bookmarks. It is sometimes desirable for a reader to mark a place in a document. The HIS provides a bookmarking capability, enabling a reader to create multiple Bookmarks for a document. When creating a Bookmark, the HIS uses the Topic currently being viewed as the Bookmark's target destination. To use a previously created Bookmark, the reader chooses one from the list of active Bookmarks. The Topic containing the Bookmark does not have to be in the current library; the HIS will automatically switch libraries, if necessary.

Viewing

The HIS provides three distinct tools for accessing the various media comprising a hypermedia library. The Document Viewer has multiple entry mechanisms -- the Outline Viewer, the Search Query Dialogue Box, Bookmarks, and Hot Links. The Graphics Viewer and Multimedia Viewer are accessible only through Hot Links.

The Document Viewer. The Document Viewer, shown in Figures 2 and 4, allows a reader to scroll through and read a hypermedia document, as well as to investigate search hits. Text formatting such as boldface, italics, underlining, and multiple font size and face, enables the on-line document to closely resemble an original.

The Graphics Viewer. The Graphics Viewer appears when the reader clicks on a Hot Word linked to a static graphics image. It is used to view and print graphics. Supported graphics formats include, among others, bitmap (BMP), encapsulated postscript (EPS), target image file format (TIFF), and Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG). This is a seamless incorporation; the Graphics Viewer determines the format of the graphic and displays it appropriately.

The Multimedia Viewer. More innovative types of media are now available for computer presentation, e.g. sound, video, animation, etc. The Multimedia Viewer accommodates such media, determining the type of media when the reader selects a Hot Link to a media source and playing it appropriately. The HIS currently supports all MCI-supported media, including animation, video, cd-audio, and audio-video interleave.

Information Storage

Because a hypermedia document is more than just a digital version of a paper document, it is necessary to transform the original to a form that contains information for the HIS. This information runs the gamut from basic text formatting, such as which font to use, to links to other documents, graphics, animation, and other software programs. This transformation process (information storage shown in Figure 5) employs a set of tools including editors, indexers, and database manipulators.

![Figure 5 Information Storage Process](image-url)
The first step in transforming a document is to create it or to open it in WordPerfect. This makes it possible to automatically take advantage of WordPerfect formatting such as boldface, italics, font, headers, etc. The author then adds Topic and Hot Link information to this document, using WordPerfect footnotes. The author also redlines any text which is to be designated a Hot Link in the viewer. This modified document is called a Marked-up Document. At this point, the marked-up document is ready to be indexed.

The Indexer is a two-pass tool. The first pass filters the WordPerfect document, translating it to ANSI text. The WordPerfect formatting information mentioned above is automatically translated into GML, a proprietary language developed by Galaxy, in the ANSI file. The footnote information the author added is also translated into GML. During the second pass, the Indexer parses the document and stores all information in a database. This is referred to as an Indexed Document in Figure 5. Each line of text is stored in the database, along with any GML formatting, Topic, and Hot Link information for that line. This makes document display and scrolling rapid and accurate. It also makes phrase searching precise. Each non-stopword in the document is also stored, along with its location in the document. This ensures quick, accurate term and wildcard searching. The database format is designed for optimal retrieval performance in large documents. A database storage mechanism increases speed in displaying a document, switching between documents, and searching. The database management system (DBMS) being used is Raima Corporation's Raima Data Manager which is compatible across PC, UNIX, Macintosh, and other platforms.

After a document is indexed, it must be structured. This step specifies the relative ordering, as well as hierarchical ordering, of all Topics the author defined in the WordPerfect document and results in the Structured Document. The author orders the Topics using the Outline Editor. The Outline Editor is similar to the Outline Viewer in the HIS reader interface; however, Topics are read-only in the Outline Viewer. In the Outline Editor, they are modifiable. Document structuring modifies the database. A collection of one or more structured documents forms a library to be viewed in the HIS.

HIS Applications

Now that the HIS has been described in detail, it is beneficial to how it has been used. As mentioned above, the driving force behind this project is the aviation industry. Aviation maintenance technicians, depending on their experience and maintenance role, estimate that as much as forty percent of their workday can be consumed with accessing technical information, usually spanning many volumes. Trying to locate all references to a particular component or procedure in such a large collection of data is daunting and time-consuming. It would require hours of effort, with no guarantee of locating all the references. Initial studies have found that the time spent searching a maintenance manual is reduced by as much as forty percent when the manual is on CD-ROM instead of paper or microfiche (Cruickshank, 1993). Improvements in the way aviation maintenance personnel access information will lead to more reliable and cost-effective aircraft maintenance. Toward this end, the HIS has been successfully integrated into multiple tutoring and job aiding systems for the FAA. These are described below.

The Environmental Control System (ECS) Tutor. This software (described in FAA/AAM & GSC, 1993) was sponsored by the FAA Office of Aviation Medicine as part of the HFAM research program. The ECS Tutor is an intelligent tutoring system which simulates the operation of the Air Conditioning portion of the ECS for the B-767-300.

Training manuals for the Boeing 767's ECS were indexed for access via the HIS. During a tutoring session, when a student requests information about ECS parts and procedures, it is displayed using the HIS. This allows direct access to information in a format familiar to the students using the tutor.

The Air Traffic Control Beacon Interrogator (ATCBI) Tutor. This software was sponsored by the FAA Technical Center, Advanced System Technology Branch (ACD-350) and is described in Jones and Jackson, 1992. This proof-of-concept tutor investigates the use of advanced technology for Airways Facilities maintenance training. The goal of the training system is to help experienced technicians maintain proficiency of their knowledge about the ATCBI-4.

This tutor contains a simulation of the ATCBI-4 and references information about the ATCBI-4. When requested by the student, information from the technical manual is brought up in the HIS. This information includes part/output descriptions, test/adjustment/replacement explanations, preventive maintenance procedures, standard and tolerance values, and functional block schematics.

The Performance Enhancement System. The Performance Enhancement System (PENS) (described in FAA/AAM & GSC, 1993) applies pen computer and hypermedia technology to provide real-time job aiding
and information retrieval for Aviation Safety Inspectors (ASIs) who must have access to large amounts of information. The Federal Aviation Regulations and the Airworthiness Inspector's Handbook have been indexed and put into a library for inspectors' use. As inspectors use PENS, they can directly access the HIS to reference and search for information. PENS is initially being distributed to ASIs in 9 U.S. locations for use and evaluation. Feedback will be provided regarding the HIS and will be used to make future enhancements.

Summary

The HIS has proven that hypermedia technology is useful to the aviation industry. For the HIS to continue to succeed, it must continue to evolve. The HIS must expand its document base and adhere to aviation documentation standards, such as Air Transport Association Specification 100 and Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). Also, because commercial and military aviation have many similarities, the HIS must also consider Department of Defense (DoD) standards. The DoD is mandated to use SGML by the Federal Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistical Support (CALS) program. Also, new weapons systems use Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM) Specifications. The HIS will consider these and other emerging standards.

Additionally, in order to facilitate the creation of hypermedia documents, future work will improve the support tools for the author. The research will investigate ways to make the conversion from existing source documents to their hypermedia counterparts less time-consuming. This will include the development of filters for other word processing packages.

Advanced technology information systems such as the HIS will save the aviation industry time and money (Johnson, 1993). In addition, by providing a complete search of information, the HIS supports safer maintenance. While the HIS is only a part of safer, more cost-effective maintenance, it is an important part. Continued, enthusiastic cooperation from the aviation industry makes this possible.
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Abstract: In learning the Japanese language, kanji idiom learning is as important as kanji(Chinese characters) learning. We have developed a kanji idiom learning ICAI System called JUGAME. It can handle approximately 3,000 kanji idioms and has a puzzle game environment within a learning environment using OSF/Motif graphic user interface. In this environment, it is the goal of the game for student to find all kanji idioms hidden in the puzzle by combining puzzle elements(kanji). Although it is generally said to be difficult for the foreigners to learn kanji idioms, they can learn kanji idioms through playing the puzzle game without losing their motivation. Moreover, JUGAME does not prepare the puzzle patterns in advance. According to the teaching strategy, JUGAME generates an adaptive puzzle pattern focusing on the knowledge level of the student. We have implemented JUGAME on SONY EWS NWS-1750.

Domain Knowledge Base

Knowledge Representation of Kanji Idiom

We have classified kanji idiom knowledge into the kanji idiom structure, the kanji attributes and the relational words. We call kanji idiom structure, “SIW”(Structure of Idiomatic Words), kanji idiom attributes, “UIW”(Usage of Idiomatic Words) and relational words, “RIW”(Relation between Idiomatic
Implement the Knowledge Base

For implementation of the knowledge base for kanji idioms on a computer, the kanji idiom knowledge is represented by triplets. Triplets consist of an entity, an attribute and a value, formalized as \( (e, a, v) = (\text{entity, attribute, value}) \). Attributes refer entities to values. Any triplet can be used as a search condition in the knowledge base module. The elements \( e, a, v \) of a triplet can have '* ' as a meta-character. '* '
matches with all strings. For example, \((E, A, \ast)\) matches with all triplets of which the entity is \(E\) and the attribute is \(A\). We call these searches “asterisk searches”. We represent kanji idioms' data in triplet format. Table 1 shows an example of the triplet representation of “牛乳.”

Searching of Kanji Idiom Knowledge

In the knowledge base, SIW and UIW are searched by asterisk searches but RIW cannot be searched the same way because the kanji idioms do not link directly to their relational kanji idioms. Therefore, JUGAME has some searching procedures to find the relational kanji idioms. With regard to RIW search, for example, a synonym search finds some synonyms using the combination of the asterisk searches. For example, if the search condition is 以外, then JUGAME finds (以外, READING, igai) using an asterisk search with (以外, READING, \ast). Then JUGAME finds (以外, READING, igai) using an asterisk search with (\ast, READING, igai). In this way, JUGAME can find the synonyms.

![Learning Environment of JUGAME](image)

**Figure 2** Learning Environment of JUGAME

Learning Environment

JUGAME gives an appropriate learning environment for students who have already learned several kanji. In the learning environment, the students can learn the following: (1) The structure of kanji idioms; (2) The attributes, such as meaning and pronunciation, of kanji idioms; and (3) The relational idioms, such
as synonyms, of kanji idioms. The student can learn the above knowledge indirectly, while s/he solves
the kanji idiom puzzles in the learning environment. We think that playing the kanji puzzle game will
motivate the student into learning new kanji idioms.

Configuration of the Learning Environment

Fig. 2 shows the learning environment. The learning environment consists of a puzzle field, a kanji idiom
field, a message field and puzzle operation buttons.

JUGAME generates kanji puzzle patterns automatically. The kanji puzzle consists of nine kanji placed
in 3 by 3 matrix. There are nine buttons called shift buttons around the matrix. The student can perform
some of the operations of each row and each column of the kanji puzzle by clicking on a shift button.
The student can rotate a row of three kanji to the right or to the left by clicking on a shift button. The
student can also move a kanji up or down by a similar column operation.

There are twelve buttons called check buttons between each adjoined kanji. If a student thinks this
seems to be a kanji idiom focusing on a pair of two kanji after some row and column operations, s/he
can choose the pair by clicking on the check button between the two kanji. The two kanji change color
highlight this indication. The student can also choose other pairs of kanji this way. After some of the
above operations, the student can check whether the kanji pair becomes a kanji idiom or not by clicking
on the try button. After clicking on the try button, JUGAME searches the kanji idiom constructed by
the kanji pair. If JUGAME can find the kanji idiom, it shows and stores the kanji idiom in the kanji
idiom field. On the other hand, if JUGAME cannot find the kanji idiom, it prints a comment such as,
“No kanji idiom is constructed by this kanji pair” in the message field. If the student can find no kanji
idiom in the kanji puzzle, the student can learn some unknown kanji idioms in the kanji puzzle by clicking
on the help button. The student can construct kanji idioms through easy these button operations.

Illustrated Play of Puzzle Game

The student can learn kanji idioms by going through the above operations. Fig. 3 shows an example of
the kanji puzzle operation. Example A shows the construction process of kanji idiom 人權. Example
B shows the other construction process of the kanji idiom 人權. In addition, it happens that 達人 is
constructed at the same time in example B.

Puzzle Generator

Selection of Puzzle Element

The student is allowed to learn freely in an environmental CAI system. If the learning control by the
system is implicit, it does not prevent her/him from learning freely. We adopt the implicit teaching
strategy for JUGAME. When JUGAME generates a puzzle, it can control student’s action implicitly.
JUGAME has three teaching processes: (1) the basic knowledge teaching process; (2) the knowledge
stability diagnosis process; and (3) the relational knowledge teaching process. The basic knowledge
teaching process is to teach kanji idioms themselves, the pronunciations, the meanings and so on. If the
student can construct a kanji idiom on the puzzle game, JUGAME assumes that either the student knows
the kanji idiom, or it is unknown to her/him and the student has guessed. If the student did not construct
a kanji idiom from puzzle, it is continuously adopted as a puzzle element in the following puzzles. The
knowledge stability diagnosis process is to diagnose whether a kanji idiom which is passed from process
(1) is stabilized knowledge or not. Based on a hypnosis that a student can use stabilized knowledge for
problem solving even if it has been long time since s/he learned of the knowledge, this process is executed
over a long interval. If the student constructs the kanji idiom again in this process, JUGAME assumes
that the kanji idiom is stabilized knowledge. If the student cannot construct the idiom again JUGAME
assumes the student guessed and the idiom is sent back to process (1). The relational knowledge teaching
process is to teach some relational knowledge of the stabilized kanji idioms. In this process, the elements
of the puzzle are relational kanji idioms. Although there are many types of relational kanji idioms, this
process selects the proper types and adopts some kanji idioms of these types as puzzle elements.
Example A: Construction of "人権 (jinken: human rights)"

Example B: Construction of "人権 (jinken:human rights)" and other kanji idiom "達人 (katsujin:master)"

Figure 3 Illustration of Game Progression

Parallel Execution of Teaching Process

In ITSs a process for teaching knowledge cannot run until the previous process for teaching other knowledge has finished. On the other hand, JUGAME has the potential to teach many kanji idioms during one puzzle game. Using this feature, JUGAME can execute different processes for teaching many idioms at the same time. For example, JUGAME can execute the basic knowledge teaching process for idiom A, the knowledge stability diagnosis process for idiom B and the relational knowledge teaching process for idioms C and D during one puzzle game. By the parallel execution of these three processes, JUGAME can teach many kanji idioms effectively. For the implementation of the processes, we adopt multiple agents as respective teaching processes. The agents adjust each request by their message passing and select the elements for the new puzzle. Fig. 4 shows the teaching processes and the respective agents.

Puzzle Generation

JUGAME generates the kanji puzzle automatically using the following processes: First it selects four or less kanji idioms based on the teaching strategy; Then it separates each kanji idiom into two kanji and gathers the kanji into a kanji list; Then it deletes overlapped kanji from the kanji list and adjusts the kanji list to have nine kanji by adding some random kanji into the kanji list; Then it picks out all kanji idioms constructed by the kanji pairs in the kanji list, and stores the kanji idioms into an idiom list; It generates a kanji puzzle which consists of the nine kanji and checks whether the kanji idiom is already constructed or not in the puzzle using the idiom list. If it finds the constructed idiom, then it performs the previous process again. If it cannot find the kanji idiom, then it performs the next process. Finally, it puts the generated puzzle in the puzzle field. For example, in the case of Fig. 4, JUGAME selects four kanji idioms such as "人権", "人気", "人生", and "人口" based on the teaching at first. These kanji idioms contain '人'. Next, it extracts '人', '根', '気', '生' and '口' from the four kanji idioms and store the five kanji into a kanji list. Then, it adds '木', '土', '十' and '達' into the kanji list. Finally, it generates a
In this paper, we described an environmental ICAI system called JUGAME which has a puzzle game environment. In this environment a student tries to solve a puzzle by constructing kanji idioms using the puzzle elements (kanji). The student's actions lead her/him to learn kanji idioms. We think that JUGAME gives a new and motivated learning environment for foreigners to learn kanji idioms. Moreover, JUGAME can control the generation of puzzle patterns implicitly using the teaching control module. This module can select appropriate kanji idioms hidden in the puzzle by referring to her/his knowledge stability.

We have developed JUGAME using C language and OSF/Motif GUI library (a part of JUGAME is coded by Xlib level programming) on SONY EWS NWS-1750. The knowledge base of JUGAME stores 2,826 kanji idioms and they are represented by approximately 35,000 triplets. In spite of many triplets, JUGAME can search through information and generate appropriate puzzle patterns quickly.
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Abstract: Burghardt (1984) defines an authoring system as a computer program which eliminates the need for course instructors to learn computer programming but instead constructs pedagogical software based on the instructors responses to questions on teaching strategy and course material. In this paper we will outline an authoring system which not only exhibits this ease of use and flexibility in its design, but demonstrates intelligent behavior, one of the significant interactive qualities of Computer-Assisted Language Learning. Intelligence is simulated by daemons each of which seeks a specific error in student input, providing the student with immediate error-contingent feedback. The model, which allows the course designer to create any type of language exercise is demonstrated with German as the target language and English as the source language.

Introduction

All compelling arguments for Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) assume intelligent responses to students’ input. Without intelligence the computer is merely another medium for presenting information, one not especially preferable to a static medium such as print. In order to go beyond the multiple choice questions, relatively uninformative answer keys and gross mainstreaming of students characteristic of workbooks, a model should emulate significant aspects of a student-teacher interaction.

This paper presents an authoring system for CALL. The system is designed to produce an intelligent tutor, rather than an electronic workbook: the principal advantage and contradistinction being that an intelligent tutoring system provides the student with evaluative or error-contingent feedback (Alessi and Trollip, 1985). Venezky & Osin (1991) stress that “for almost all cognitive learning, instruction is enhanced by evaluative feedback. In many cases it is essential, if any learning is to occur. Translation of a foreign language is a prime example of the latter situation (pg. 9).”

Turning to a concrete example of error-contingent feedback, consider the following grammar exercise intended to practice word order in subordinate clauses in German. In the main clause the verb occurs in second position: however in a subordinate clause the verb must be in sentence-final position. The student is presented with the exercise:

(I) Build a sentence with the words provided:

Ich / nehmen / zwei / Menüs / weil / ich / haben / Hunger.

The simplest system merely reports an error if the student does not supply the correct answer, “Ich nehme zwei Menüs, weil ich Hunger habe”, perhaps revealing the correct answer after a number of tries. By comparison, error-contingent feedback responds with a description of the error, and performs a deeper linguistic analysis in order to isolate the source of the error. If the student responds with “Ich nehme zwei Menüs, weil ich *habe Hunger”, the system responds with “incorrect word order in subordinate clause”. The more detailed error analysis guides the student toward the correct answer, and provides an invaluable record of the student’s performance for later evaluation and remedial work.

The error-contingent feedback which serves as the basis for effective teaching in the language classroom can be transferred to the computer. This has been previously demonstrated with an intelligent tutoring system on a small micro computer platform teaching subordinate clauses in German (Heift 1993, Heift & McFetridge 1993). In this project, all error checking routines — which we have called daemons — were built rather painstakingly. This process is time consuming and requires expert knowledge of programming as well as second language
instruction. The project we report here is an authoring system for creating intelligent workbooks. It provides a method for specifying which daemons are required for each exercise and how they are parameterized. The computer code which analyses student errors is automatically generated.

The Daemon Approach

Error-contingent feedback is provided through the use of daemons which only seek errors relevant to the exercise. A daemon is a program submodule, typically highly parameterized, which seeks a particular error and takes remedial action when that error is discovered. Daemons are conceptually simple but can simulate intelligence. They achieve this, in part, because the pedagogical principles of 'selection' and 'gradation' constrain the problem domain—the range of possible errors in any given exercise is small, or at least finite, compared to many natural language processing tasks. They are simple in the sense that each daemon is responsible for checking only one type of error—in our example above, for instance, one daemon would test solely for word order, while separate daemons would each check verb inflection, spelling, etc. This modularity allows the programmer to create a pool of daemons for each exercise, adding daemons from previous exercises to the current one. The daemon approach ensures relevance of response—the order in which daemons are activated keeps the point of the current exercise salient. Additionally, the overall system can easily be extended to encompass new phenomena by adding new daemons to the pool.

The daemon approach also allows us to make efficient use of a small computer platform, which in turn improves the student/program interaction. Generally, the amount of knowledge and processing time required by a tutoring program increases with the sophistication of the error analysis. We can, however, establish an approximate hierarchy which reflects the kinds of errors most likely to occur, and call the daemons in that order. The hierarchy itself is based on what has been taught most recently, and to some extent, on a contrastive analysis between the native/target language of the student. An additional consideration might be the complexity of the grammatical construction. We can reasonably assume that given two constructs of different complexity, the more difficult of the two will result in more frequent and more persistent errors.

Conceptually powerful and computationally efficient, the daemon approach offers still another attraction: reusability. In the same way that daemons can be conjoined and brought to bear on a series of exercises, much of the research and development time spent in creating one tutoring program can be applied to the next. The rationale underlying an intelligent tutor’s design then provides the framework for a higher-level authoring system.

Our goal is to produce tutoring systems which provide intelligent and informative feedback to students’ errors. Ours is a more ambitious project than many on two parameters. First, we are attempting to open up the domain of errors which the system can analyze. The simplest system associates messages with particular responses and constrains the student to select one. We wish to allow students freedom in their responses and consequently require greater generality in the routines which analyze the students’ input. Second, the system we present here is not a tutoring system itself; it is a workbench for creating a tutoring system. We have decomposed the process of error detection into a small set of subroutines which the program writer can use to create daemons and to build exercises. The resulting tutoring system is one we call an intelligent workbook because it has the superficial appearance of an electronic workbook, but incorporates sophisticated error analysis and feedback.

We illustrate how a set of daemons is constructed by first considering the problem of checking that the verb in the example above is inflected correctly and is in the correct position. The portion of a flow chart for an exercise relevant to this task is given in figure 1. Each decision point in the flow chart corresponds to a daemon. The first daemon checks that the final word in the sentence is the correctly inflected verb. It functions as a gateway to other daemons: if the last word in the sentence is not the expected word, the flow of control is passed to daemons which determine what error has been made. The first of these scans the sentence for the verb and if successful displays an error message informing the student that the verb is not in the correct position. It terminates the program to give the student an opportunity to correct the mistake. The second daemon scans the dictionary entry of the verb for an inflected form corresponding to that which the student entered. If it finds one, then the verb must be incorrectly inflected and an error message reporting this is displayed. Finally, if the student’s error is so severe that neither daemon can successfully analyze it, a generic error message is displayed.
A System Overview

The task of the program writer is to convert the flow chart in figure 1 into a program. The system we describe here is a workbench which modularizes the construction of a program and presents the writer with a set of packaged daemons. Creating an intelligent workbook is a process of several well-defined stages.

In the first stage, the set of daemons that will be required is defined. We describe this process in the section on daemon functionality. We view this process as iterative and cumulative, and consequently have provided editors which allow the program writer to amend the definitions of daemons. It is also possible to add new daemons to the pool at any time. As a consequence, it is possible to begin with a workbook which can respond to only the grossest errors. Over time, the program writer can build greater functionality into the workbook without changing its overall structure.

After the pool has been defined, the writer defines the exercises which comprise the workbook. As in the print medium, an exercise has a set of instructions and requests input from the student. Part of the definition of an exercise is the set of daemons which are assigned to the exercise. When a daemon is assigned to an exercise, its parameters must also be assigned. For example, the task given to a student in example (1) above requires that the verb be placed at the end of the sentence. The daemon that first checks that the last word in the student’s answer is the verb has two parameters: the correct answer and the position of the word in the student’s answer which must correspond to the correct answer.

The final stage in building the workbook is defining the order in which the exercises are to appear and saving the workbook. The workbook is a stand alone application which presents the student with a series of exercises and applies the daemons to the students responses to each exercise.

Daemon Functionality

The flow chart in figure 1 demonstrates three kinds of error analyses. The first decision point compares two forms and takes action based on the success or failure of the comparison. The second decision point relies on a scan of the sentence. If the verb can be found somewhere in the sentence, the associated error message is dis-
played. The final decision point searches the lexicon for the form which the student entered. To this point of our analysis of error detection, this list exhausts the possibilities.

As an example, the definition of the daemon corresponding to the second decision point is illustrated in figure 2.

**Figure 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daemon Builder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name: ScanForVerb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type: Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message: The verb is in the wrong position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The user defines a daemon by providing a name and specifying the action which the daemon will perform. The actions correspond to three decision points in the example in figure 1:

(1) **String Comparison**

In a substring search daemons are directed to specific positions within the sentence. This applies to daemons which check word position or verb inflection, as in example (1). Further examples are daemons which check prepositions, inflection of attributive adjectives, gender, case, etc.

(2) **Lexical Search**

In a lexical search the daemons refer to a database, such as a glossary, or dictionary. For example, in the flow chart above the third decision point corresponds to an attempt to find the last word in the sentence in the dictionary under the lexical entry of haben. If it is found, then the student has placed the verb in the correct position but has inflected it incorrectly.

(3) **Sentence Search**

This kind of daemon searches the entire sentence for specific strings; for example, if a verb is not found in the correct position, scanning the entire sentence for the verb will establish whether the student has placed the verb incorrectly. The example in figure 2 illustrates the construction of a daemon of this type. As the flow chart in figure 1 illustrates, this daemon is activated only if it is previously established that the last string in the sentence is not a correctly inflected form of the verb. The ScanForVerb daemon will look through the sentence for the verb and display an error message if it successfully finds the verb.

The type distinction is equivalent to the yes/no paths in the flow chart. A positive type will display an associated message if the specified action is successful. A negative type will display an associated message if the specified action is unsuccessful. In the flow chart in figure 1, the daemon corresponding to the first decision point will be negative. Its function is not to display a message but to serve as a gateway to the other daemons.

Two other properties of a daemon are determined by the state of the check boxes in the lower left. If the terminate box is checked, all further processing is stopped after the message is displayed. This feature gives the student an opportunity to correct the error before presentation of other errors. By default, all daemons which display a message terminate.

The user model check box establishes a count for the error tracked by the daemon. Each time a daemon successfully discovers an error, the count associated with it is incremented. This count can be displayed at the end of a session or be used to direct the student to remedial exercises.

**Interrelation of Daemons**

It is often necessary for daemons to cooperate in the analysis of a student’s input. It is also useful to be able to refer to a large group of daemons by a single name; this is particularly true if the same set of daemons is used in a number of exercises. We have provided two different ways of combining daemons into larger program structures.
The simplest method is to simply group daemons into an ordered set. This set is named and can be applied to an exercise by name. It is also possible for daemons to be mutually exclusive. This situation arises when an error has been discovered, but there are many possible sources of the error. If a daemon successfully fires, it is not necessary to check the others. In figure 3, a chain of daemons with this latter property is constructed. The name of this daemon is VerbDaemon. It consists of three daemons corresponding to the three decision points in the flow chart in figure 1. The first checks that the verb is correct. If it is, the daemon signals success and the rest of the daemons in the chain are ignored. If the verb is incorrect, the other daemons are applied. The ScanForVerb daemon was defined in figure 2. The LookInLexicon daemon corresponds to the third decision point in the flow chart in figure 1.

Figure 3

Groups of daemons which are ordered but not mutually exclusive can be built up similarly.

Defining an Exercise

The penultimate step in creating a workbook is setting the exercises. We provide a window in which the text of each exercise is specified. The exercise from the example in (1) above is defined in figure 4. The daemon VerbDaemon, defined in figure 3, is assigned to this exercise. At this point the system requests values for the parameters of each of the subdaemons. The CheckVerb daemon will be parameterized with habe and 8. That is, the answer is incorrect if the 8th word is not habe. The ScanForVerb daemon will be parameterized with habe. This daemon will scan the student’s input for this exercise and signal the associated error message if habe is found. Finally, the LookInLexicon daemon will be parameterized with haben and 8. It will search the lexical entry of haben for the word found in 8th position of the input and signal the associated error message if it is found.

Figure 4

As mentioned previously, as the pool of daemons is enlarged new functionality can be added to an exercise without necessarily perturbing the daemons which have been previously assigned to it. A workbook which includes the exercise in figure 4 may be first produced with the simple set of daemons which we have used in illustration but is not restricted to them. As the program writer becomes familiar with the range of errors which students make in this exercise, the set of daemons can be enriched to accommodate them and added to the exercise.
Building an Intelligeni Workbook

The final step in the process of creating a workbook is selecting from the pool of exercises that has been created, those which will appear in the workbook and assigning an order to them. Once this has been done, the workbook is saved as a stand alone application. The workbook displayed to the student consists of a series of windows in which the exercises are presented and the student's input is analysed. An example of a window is given in figure 5.

**Figure 5**

![Exercise window](image)

**Ich nehme zwei Menüs weil ich habe Hunger**

**Conclusion**

The work described here is research in progress. We have initially approached the problem of error analysis as one of anticipating possible errors. We believe that this approach has considerable potential, particularly for exercises where students' errors are easily targeted. We have demonstrated that a tutoring system of considerable sophistication can be built from primitive building blocks.

We intend to add further functionality to the lists of actions which a daemon may take and particularly to include natural language processing as part of the error analysis. Natural language processing is particularly good at analyzing grammatical sentences, but has proved difficult to use in error analysis. Parsers normally fail numerous times in the analysis of a sentence and this natural failure is difficult to separate from real errors. Our initial investigations suggest that by assigning natural language processing to a daemon, it is possible to constrain the search space so that the natural language processing system is attempting to solve a particular problem and its success or failure is relevant to the daemon. Our first efforts will include morphological analysis so that students' treatment of inflections can be more deeply analysed. The system described here was written in Allegro CommonLisp™ and runs on the Apple Macintosh™.
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Abstract: Concept maps drawn by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander tertiary off-campus students were examined to determine the effectiveness of interactive multimedia as an instructional medium for teaching and learning in a multiple cultural context that integrates the requirements of academic culture and aspects of the students’ cultures. The quality of the student-generated concept maps was evaluated in terms of hierarchical structure, progressive differentiation, and integrative reconciliation via labelling and directionality of the inter- and intra-level linkages of the relational arcs. Results indicate that concept mapping through interactive multimedia proved an effective meta-learning strategy. Students produced maps at a level of specificity greater than some of those experienced in the actual interactive multimedia courseware. Concept mapping through interactive multimedia is seen as a tool of empowerment in cross cultural learning.

Racial discrimination, enforced dependency, economic exploitation, minimal sustainable political power, educational marginalisation, land alienation and, for some, geographical remoteness, place minorities, such as Australia’s indigenous peoples, in the centre of the equity and social justice debate. One program that seeks to address these two areas is the Remote Area Teacher Education Program (RATEP). RATEP, which is an affirmative action initiative driven by the concepts of social justice, culturally-appropriate education, empowerment, and interactive multimedia information technology, provides access to university by enrolling adult Torres Strait Islanders and Aborigines in the Diploma of Teaching at James Cook University of North Queensland through off-campus study in the students’ home communities. Diploma subjects are taught by the same lecturers who teach them on campus, the difference being that the subjects are delivered via the computer, other electronic technology (facsimile, audioconferencing and electronic mail), print material, and on-site tutors.

The Issues

Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1977) assert that people categorise all objects and aspects of objects to make sense of the complexities of their environment. Categorising involves identifying and sorting stimuli into classes (concepts) on the basis of common criteria. Once formed, concepts or categories "act as intellectual magnets that attract and order related thoughts and experiences" (Martorella, 1986, p.185). Categorisation is, in fact, the principal method of socialisation in any culture, and it reflects the culture in which the concepts have meaning (Howard, 1987). It is therefore not surprising that first year RATEP tertiary students typically find concept attainment within an academic context problematic. In academic genres, they focus on the examples and lose sight of the concept being clarified and, if asked to define a concept, give examples and fail to concentrate on the main concept categorisations and the links between those concepts (McDonald, 1989). Hierarchical progressive differentiation of concepts, particularly with respect to essay construction, also proves troublesome.

Optimising the construction of knowledge in academic contexts by Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders through interactive multimedia (IMM) courseware requires teaching through, and providing student-generated avenues for, concept mapping in ways that rationally combine two different cultural logics. The first is the specific requirements of mainstream academic culture. This is expressed through the content to be taught and assessed, the written and oral genres, and culturally-specific ways of promoting cognitive development within a tertiary environment. The second, cultural appropriateness for empowerment and ownership, includes the minority's knowledge and methods and conventions of learning in ways that go beyond tokenism.

The paper explores the instructional design of IMM in one RATEP subject, Australian Minorities Today in World Perspective (Minorities) (Henderson, 1993) to combine rationally the requirements of tertiary academic study with the students’ cultural backgrounds and appropriate ways of learning, and to use concept maps as an
instructional and learning tool. Specifically, results of fine grained analysis of student-generated concept maps are reported to demonstrate the effectiveness of these interactional teaching strategies.

**Welding IMM, Concept Mapping, and Cultural Context**

Concept mapping is used as an instructional and learning tool in the subject, *Minorities*. Research by Dempsey (1990) suggests that students who construct their own matrix as a learning strategy retained less information about the concepts than those who were taught via the teacher's matrix. Willerman and Harg (1991) support this in terms of the expert prepared concept map as an advance organiser. Other research shows positive outcomes of student-prepared concept maps (Novak and Gowin, 1984; Moreira, 1985; Sharples, 1991).

As a result, *Minorities* includes both lecturer and student constructed concept maps. Lecturer-prepared concept maps and schemata are important as models and can provide an initial sense of security. For students, the act of map making reveals their degree of understanding and ability to organise, categorise, and progressively differentiate academic content. Student constructions are also a powerful affirming process when working cross-culturally because they allow RATEP students to map concept relationships in a way that may (or may not) reflect a culturally specific view of the domain being studied. To help ensure that RATEP students constructed their own relational maps, a simple ColorPaint shareware program was utilised rather than concept mapping software such as SemNet. Heeren and Kormers (1992) claim that commercial concept mapping software (devised for mainstream students) requires students to use a certain method of knowledge representation. Levesque and Bruchman (1987) warn that there is a trade-off between expressiveness, that is, freedom for users to utilise their own mapping style, and tractability in concept mapping software programs, usually to the detriment of expressiveness.

Concept maps are used in a variety of ways in *Minorities*. One is as an advance organiser. Willerman and Harg (1991) point to the positive learning outcomes of utilising concept maps in this way. Initially the concept map is presented in its completed form. Discussion via text and voice over lead students through the map and explains its nature, purpose, and structure as it relates to the particular domain categorised. Then it is rebuilt as it would have been constructed to emphasise one methodological strategy. The content is then restressed to bring the students back to the interrogation of the concept. Such a presentation beginning with the finished product and utilising the visual and aural characteristics of IMM conforms to studies which suggest that Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders are traditionally oral/aural learners with cognitive strengths in visual and aural information processing and who prefer material to be presented holistically and then broken into parts for particular mastery (Harris, 1984; Kearins, 1982; Osborne, 1982, 1986).

The subject also involves a variation of the standard structure of a concept map. There is a multiplicity of representations which is important in constructivist pedagogy. Such an instance occurs with a map based on the concept that *cultural change*. A major objective was to address the initial concern that students focus on the examples rather than the concepts they clarify. When the concept and its parts were initially presented, the examples faded out leaving only the concepts. Sound was used to effect, too. One sound accompanied the sequential addition of the concepts and a noticeably different softer sound from that accompanying concepts occurred with each set of examples. This strategy exploited visual and aural clues to help RATEP students realise the relative importance of concepts and examples. Academic expository genre is also reinforced. The culminating screen, with the re-inclusion of the examples that had previously been faded-out, is not only a concept map; it also represents an essay plan of the topic: *Culture is not static*. In this way, the concept map is utilised as a psychological structure of knowledge as well as a logical structure of knowledge (essay plan) (Wandersee, 1991).

Another major use of concept maps in the subject, *Minorities*, is as question–answer–feedback interactions that interrogate how well the students understand the concepts presented. They frequently occur as click–and–drag interactions which seem a simplistic tool for learning. Notwithstanding their rudimentary features, click–and–drag interactions utilising IMM characteristics nevertheless provide effective reinforcement of concept attainment because students have to choose between items that are examples (those that stay in the concept box) or non-examples (those that return to their original place for subsequent selection) of the concept. Even though the exemplars are programmed to belong to a particular concept category, the interaction demonstrates that concepts and concept systems can have unclear boundaries so that some exemplars could belong to more than one concept. For instance, in the interaction on culture change, *books/literature* could belong to the *ideas* as well as the *artefacts or colonisation* categories; the *computer* is an example of both a *technological cultural innovation* as well as a *cultural artefact*. In both examples, categorisation depends on how the item is viewed. The culminating interaction requires the students to critique the finished click–and–drag concept map. It provides them with the opportunity to discuss these aspects of "fuzzy category systems" (Howard, 1987) in the exploration of the programmed and their own hypotheses, and also reinforces the notion
that concepts and schemata are cultural constructions. Literature on concept teaching sometimes ignores its multipurpose nature.

Concept maps are also used as summaries and, as such, represent a selective synopsis. They are usually designed as interactions with critiques. They occur during the presentation of a topic as well as at the end of the topic. In this way, they highlight effective metacognitive strategies; they call for the students to think about the appropriateness or otherwise of their learning, and synthesising and categorising strategies, as well as to think about their evaluation of their knowledge of a concept as they progress through the topic.

Anatomy of a Concept Map

A concept map is a map of cognitive structures reflecting the psychological structure of knowledge (Wandersee, 1991). It provides a technique of graphically delineating a two dimensional hierarchical-horizontal linear representation of concepts (lexical nodes) and the relational arcs linking those concepts (Norlin, 1980 cited in Harris & Grandgenett, 1993). Relational arcs connecting lexical nodes form propositions indicating the relationship between the superordinate concept and selected salient subordinate lexical nodes within the structure of a particular domain (Bayerbach, 1988). Sometimes a concept map is a schemata for various concepts; other times it is a map of the attributes and exemplars and non-exemplars of a particular concept (Howard, 1987). Concept mapping relates to such Ausubellian principles as prior knowledge, subsumption, progressive differentiation, and integrative reconciliation; it is a metalearning strategy designed to assist students learn how to learn (Wandersee, 1991, p.927) and teachers to teach.

The major components of concept maps that were investigated in the present study were: (i) the hierarchical structure and progressive differentiation of the lexical nodes and (ii) evidence of integrative reconciliation via labelling and directionality of the inter- and intra-level linkages of the relational arcs.

Research Findings

Twenty-one RATEP students were asked to construct on paper their own map on the concept of culture. This task was undertaken two months after the students had completed study of the topic on culture and cultural change in Minorities. Immediately before drawing their concept map, the students were required to interact with IMM stimulus material which comprised a modified segment from Minorities on cultural change. This involved two of the uses of concept maps discussed previously. Firstly, the sequential build-up on screen of a concept map for cultural change involved the progressive differentiation of subordinate concepts and examples linked by unlabelled uni-directional relational arcs. Secondly, the students completed a click-and-drag concept map interaction on the same concept.

The students' concept maps of the concept, culture, were examined to address three questions:
1) how effective was IMM as an instructional medium for teaching and learning concept mapping;
2) how effective was the IMM courseware in facilitating learning that reflects teaching for cultural contextualisation; that is, the integration of the academic requirements of the subject and aspects of the students' own culture; and
3) to what degree do the concept maps exhibit technical components of hierarchical structure and progressive differentiation of lexical nodes, and integrative reconciliation as exhibited by the directionality, labelling, and inter- and intra-linkages of the relational arcs.

In focussing on the first two questions, cognisance was taken of Reeves' (1992) contention arrived at after a survey of the literature that qualitative methods as opposed to quantitative methods have much to offer understanding of students' learning as a result of exposure to IMM courseware, particularly in light of "the poor record of quantitative research to advance instructional understanding" (p.11).

To answer the first question, the 21 concept maps were examined to see to what extent the they were informed by three things: (i) the actual IMM subject, Minorities; (ii) the immediate IMM stimulus screens; or (iii) the students' own everyday prior experiences. In a subjective rating by the authors, the extent of influence of each of the three inputs was rated as either very strong, moderate or minimal. All three components were present in the 21 concept maps. Ten of the concept maps showed very strong evidence of being informed by the subject, Minorities, 5 by the stimulus screen and 6 by prior experiences. Six of the concept maps showed moderate evidence of being informed by the subject while 12 and 13 maps by prior concepts and screen respectively. Five of the concept maps were informed to a minimal degree by the subject and three each by screen and prior experiences. Together, 18 or approximately 86% of the students showed very strong or moderate evidence of being informed by the IMM instructional courseware via either the subject or immediate stimulus screens. One could postulate that the different ways of using concept mapping, as advance organisers, variations of concept map structures, click-and-drag activities, and summaries, as components of IMM instructional design do in fact bring about student learning of concept map construction.
With reference to research question two, the concept maps were examined to ascertain the degree of alignment that the lexical nodes had with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and general academic cultural requirements. Again, the researchers used subjective evaluation that reflected very strong, moderate or minimal cultural contextuality. All 21 showed that to varying degrees they aligned themselves with cultural requirements. Again, the researchers used subjective evaluation that reflected very strong, alignment that the lexical nodes had with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture and general Torres Strait Islander concepts to a strong or moderate degree. This cultural influence is in keeping with research that shows that new concept meanings can only be internalised if they are linked meaningfully with pre-existing concepts (Ausubel, 1963; Gagne, 1985; Novak & Gowin, 1984). Secondly, and more importantly, 80% showed evidence of western academic conceptualisation to a strong or moderate degree. Most students, at least in this exercise, show a significant level of bi-culturalism with the successful internalisation and linking of academic and indigenous conceptualisation.

In seeking answers for question three, various technical aspects of the concept map construction were addressed as follows:

**Hierarchical Structure and Progressive Differentiation**

It needs to be stressed that there can be no one right concept map. However, the basic notion underlying hierarchical structure is that learners' cognitive structures are hierarchically organised "with more inclusive, more general concepts and propositions superordinate to less inclusive, more specific concepts and propositions" (Novak & Gowin, 1984, p.77). An examination of the 21 concept maps revealed that all showed evidence of hierarchical structuring of the lexical nodes from more general to specific concepts and examples.

*Cultural change* was presented as the superordinate node in the IMM stimulus material. In this research exercise, students were asked: "Based on your knowledge, develop a concept map about culture". All of the students used culture as the superordinate lexical node. The authors then counted the number of lexical nodes at the various subordinate levels. Twenty-one (100%) had lexical nodes at subordinate levels one, 18 (86%) at level two, 16 (76%) at level three, 10 (48%) at level four, four (19%) at level five and one (5%) at each of levels six, seven and eight. This demonstrates that about one half of the students produced lexical nodes over four subordinate levels. It is interesting to note that at levels one, two and, in most cases, three, most students produced concepts for their lexical nodes. At the lower subordinate levels, some at three, and four through eight, students tended to provide examples of concepts. This is an important finding when viewed in the light of McDonald's (1989) research which found that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander tertiary students tend to focus on the example rather than the conceptual level. In this study there is strong evidence to suggest that, as a result of the IMM instructional courseware, students were able to conceptualise at progressive differentiating levels and, then, exemplify where appropriate.

**Integrative Reconciliation**

According to Starr and Krajcik (1990), integrative reconciliation refers to the degree to which learners perceive relationships among concepts as opposed to compartmentalising or isolating concepts. This is shown on concept maps via the linkages between lexical nodes, both hierarchical across levels (that is, between superordinate and/or levels of subordinate concepts) and across branches (that is, between concepts on the same level). In this study labelling and directionality of the relational arcs were also investigated. Evidence in concept maps of integrative reconciliation is significant in that it can lead to "new and more powerful understandings" by students (Novak & Gowin, 1984, p.104).

(a) **Labelling**

Labelling of the relational arcs was designated as either explicit or implicit. In the former, students actually labelled the arcs while the latter were unlabelled. Concepts linked by relational arcs form propositions; when the arcs are labelled, they create propositional statements. These propositions, along with arrows indicating relationship directionality help to more precisely develop the connection between linked concepts (Starr & Krajcik, 1990; Fisher, 1990). Explicit labelling was judged to be either simple or complex. Simple labelling was characterised by the verb *to be* (for example, *is* or *are*) or a preposition (for example, *of*) while complex labelling involved the use of clauses, phrases or transitive verbs. An examination of the concept maps reveals that two (10%) of the students used explicit labelling only, 10 (48%) implicit labelling only, and nine (43%) used both explicit and implicit labels. Of those who did label, 11 (53%) did so explicitly. More
importantly, of the 11 who labelled explicitly, two (18%) used simple labels, seven (64%) used complex, and two (18%) used both simple and complex labels. That is, 82% of the people who used explicit labels gave complex propositional statements. In total, the concept maps contained 71 complex and 43 instances of explicit labelling, that is, a ratio of approximately 5 complex to every 3 simple labelled relational arcs. Thus, it seems that when students label explicitly, they are more likely to use ones that are complex.

Fisher (1990) argues that the act of labelling or naming relations does not appear to be part of our ordinary, conscious thought processes. We perceive relations but only label them when required to do so for a specific task. In particular domains we develop a shared vocabulary for the concepts but not for describing (labelling) the relational arcs. Thus analysing and labelling relations is “the most difficult step” in constructing concept maps (Fisher, 1990, p.1003). Thus the fact that 10 students used only implicit labels should not be seen too negatively. Nevertheless, the challenging step of labelling appears to be an important instructive process as it assists the map maker to clarify relational links between concepts and convey his/her thinking/understanding to the reader. What is significant is the number of students (11 or 53%) who went beyond the IMM concept mapping models to include simple, and most importantly, complex relational naming, particularly as the original and immediate stimulus IMM screens on cultural change did not provide a good model as propositional labelling was implicit.

(b) Directionality

Relational arcs express meaningful relationships, either implicitly or explicitly, between concepts/examples embedded in the concept map. When directionality (either uni- or bi-directionality) is indicated by students through the use of arrows or labelling on the linkages, enhanced clarity of students' understanding of the complexity of these meaningful relationships is expressed. Non-directionality without propositional statements indicates association but not necessarily expressed meaningful relationships.

Of the relational arcs that were implicit, 18 (86%) of the students provided ones that were only non-directional, 13 (65%) only uni-directional, one (5%) only bi-directional, 10 (50%) both non- and uni-directional, and one (5%) whose concept map contained relational arcs that were non-, uni- and bi-directional. Of interest here is the fact that of those students who constructed relational arcs that were implicit, 14 (70%) gave directionality to those arcs. Of the 11 students who provided explicitly labelled relational arcs, one (9%) had concept maps that included only non-directional arcs, 7 (64%) were only uni-directional, none were only bi-directional, one (9%) was both non- and uni-directional, and one (9%) had non-, uni- and bi-directionality. Again, the significance is that 10 (91%) of the students whose concept maps contained relational arcs that were explicitly labelled provided directionality to those arcs thus making clear the students' conceptualisation.

(c) Inter- and intra-level linkages

An examination of the maps showed that by far the majority were inter or cross level linkages with 539 instances of implicit and 114 explicit linkages. There were only 29 instances of intra-level or cross branch linkages. All of these were implicit and provided by only five of the 21 students. This lack of cross branch linkages suggest that the students in this study have not indicated a meaningful understanding of the horizontal relationship between groups of concepts. This is probably a reflection of the IMM concept mapping courseware which did not incorporate elements of cross branch linkages, once again indicating the powerful role modelling plays in the instructional process.

Discussion

Given that all students had not been taught about or learnt through concept maps before studying the Minorities subject, the IMM modelling of concept maps has proven successful in a number of ways. There is a variety of student-generated concept maps with no two exactly alike. This is not surprising because, as Novak and Gowin (1984) point out, concept mapping is an idiosyncratic exercise. What is pleasing is that the student-generated concept maps are not replicas of the maps modelled in the IMM courseware or stimulus materials. The variety of concept map types in the IMM courseware would suggest to students that there is no one right concept map and give them confidence to take charge of their own meaning making. This constructivist approach has worked successfully. Students have clearly understood the nature and function of concept maps from the IMM modelling and been able to construct their own representation of the knowledge domain at levels surpassing those presented through the IMM courseware. Their demonstrated ability in concept mapping would now be an advantage when seeking to plan essays on any given topic.

Conclusion
There is little reported work on the instructional design interface between IMM, concept mapping and cultural difference. The proposed paper which combines these three areas adds worthwhile dimensions to the literature. The results from this study indicate that the use of IMM in the subject, Minorities, was appropriate as an instructional medium for teaching and learning concept mapping. It was also successful in facilitating learning that reflected teaching for cultural contextualisation. There is additional evidence that the students learned the technical aspects of concept maps, particularly hierarchical structure and progressive differentiation. To a lesser extent integrative reconciliation was displayed even though this was not a feature of the concept maps in the IMM presentations. It would seem that IMM is a powerful tool for the modelling of students' learning concept mapping. Obviously, future IMM instructional design should incorporate aspects that indicate integrative reconciliation, namely complex explicit propositional statements (labelling) and intra-level cross branching.
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Abstract: During the fall semester of 1993, a curriculum-based CBT program was used to replace all in-class drill in intervals and chord identification for one section of freshman music theory at the University of Northern Colorado. A comparison with a section using commercial software as an optional supplement to traditional in-class drill found no significant difference in achievement or attitude. However, the results indicate the computer provided more efficient and consistent instruction. There was also a significant difference in the amount of time spent outside of class on ear training and in the amount of improvement attributed to the use of CBT.

It is difficult to imagine a prerequisite for serious music study more important than the ability to hear and identify musical sounds accurately. Indeed, virtually all music schools incorporate some sort of aural training in their lower division curriculum, most often in the form of sight-singing and dictation classes (Pembrook & Riggins, 1990). The problem is that, due to disparate abilities and rates of learning, peer-pressure, delayed and ineffective feedback and the lack of class time available, aural skills are most efficiently and effectively acquired through private, individualized instruction.

It was proposed that computer-assisted instruction had the potential for solving the needs of many students. In the twenty-five years since research in computer-assisted ear training instruction began, numerous studies have compared computer-based instruction with traditional in-class drill or pre-recorded programmed instruction. Among the reported benefits were (a) better performance on ear training tests, (b) better long-term retention of aural discrimination skills, and (c) improved attitude towards ear training and computer-assisted instruction. These benefits were primarily attributed to the computer's ability to provide individualized instruction and immediate evaluation and feedback. (Allvin, 1971; Benward, 1987; Hofstetter, 1981).

Purpose

Computer-assisted ear training instruction has been shown to be effective in numerous studies during the 1970's and 1980's (Hofstetter, 1975; Humphries, 1980). In many of those studies, courseware was specifically developed to support their respective curricula and its use required. In contrast, since the development of the microcomputer, most music theory courses have relied on the voluntary use of generalized, commercial software to provide computer-assisted drill (Pembrook, 1990). The intent of this study was to determine if a required, curriculum-specific, computer-based car training program could be used as an effective substitute for in-class drill, individual practice and the optional use of commercial software. Additionally, it was expected that information would be obtained regarding the effectiveness of the courseware used in the study. A secondary purpose was to determine whether attitudes toward ear training and computers were affected by the different methods.

In the course of the study the specific questions that were to be investigated are: How does each method affect student progress and performance? How does each method affect the amount of time spent outside of class practicing ear training and the effect on the student perception thereof? How does each method affect students attitudes towards ear training and computer-assisted instruction? What are the effects on students attitudes when
CAI is required as opposed to voluntary? What is the relationship between scores on practice drills and examinations? What additional benefits and drawbacks are perceived by the students in regards to each method?

CAI Program Design

A computer-based learning system was developed by the researcher to correspond with the University of Northern Colorado music theory curriculum. Based on discussions with the music theory faculty, five subject areas were selected to be included in the software—Intervals; Tone Rows; Soprano, Chord Type & Bass; Chord Qualities; and Diatonic Progressions—with each subject being presented in three ways. The Lessons present concepts and identification strategies from as many viewpoints as possible. Students are encouraged to interact with the program in a variety of ways and the lessons provide stimulus in the three modes of learning: auditory, visual and kinetic. Interspersed throughout the tutorials are open-ended, ungraded, guided Practice Sessions, which are also accessible directly from a submenu. The Drills have from three to five levels with preset contents and an option to customize the exercises. Upon completion of a drill, the percentage of correct answers is calculated and displayed with a suggested path for further study.

The program stores thorough records regarding student activity and progress. Students must be registered to use the program. When students first complete the registration process, a new personal records file is created on the file server. Upon the completion of each practice exercise or drill, the program opens the student's record file and records information about the current session. Depending on the type of instruction, the stored information may include the name of the lesson, the time spent in the section, the number of questions, the percentage of correct responses and the number of replays per exercise. Upon electing to exit the program, a summary of the total number of exercises and the average score is shown.

Navigation is accomplished through a series of menus and submenus. Structure within the tutorial and exercise sections is primarily linear, with some optional branching for additional information. The structure of the drills is more independent, with each drill accessible only from its respective submenu. Students may exit at any time. The sound is MIDI-based and students are encouraged to select a sound with which they are comfortable.

While research indicates that total learner control results in the least improvement (Steinberg, 1977), it was also noted that the control maintained by competency-based programs increased student frustration (Hofstetter, 1975). The compromise chosen, based on Tennyson's model (1981), was to allow learner control with advisement. Students may select any section of the program at any time; there are no prerequisites. The program provides advice as to the suggested course of study and also influences decisions by limiting choices and through screen design.

Procedures

The study was conducted during a ten-week period of the Fall 1993 semester in the University of Northern Colorado School of Music. One section of the freshman music theory class, "MUS 101-Sight Singing and Music Theory" was selected as the experimental group, with another functioning as the control group. All freshman music theory sections follow approximately the same syllabus and administer the same exams.

Students in the experimental group received all instruction and drill related to harmonic dictation and intervals through the use of the computer-assisted instruction programs developed for this class. The students were instructed in the use of the software during one regular class session. During weeks six through fifteen, students in this group were required to spend a minimum of two hours per week on the programs, unless they earned three scores of 90% or above on the highest level for each subject. The use of the program was averaged as part of the homework and quiz grade which accounts for 20% of the final grade. Students using the program an average of 2 hours per week or successfully completing all levels received a grade of 100; each minute below 120 per week resulted in a one point reduction. Quizzes and examinations took place as usual and included dictation examples.

The control group received traditional instruction, which consists of classroom drill and practice outside of class. Voluntary use of commercial, computer-assisted ear training software was encouraged, however, access to the curriculum-based software was restricted.
Because random selection of the subjects was not possible, a quasi-experimental pretest-posttest, control group design using intact groups was chosen. Of the five existing sections of freshman music theory, one was selected as the experimental group and a second as the control group. All students take a departmental placement test on the second class meeting; this was used as the pretest. The final ear training examination for the course was used as the posttest. The design is represented in Figure 1, with $0_1$ to $0_4$ representing the pretest and posttest scores, T representing the regular classroom instruction with voluntary use of commercial computer-assisted instruction programs and TX representing the regular classroom instruction with curriculum-based computer-assisted instruction replacing in-class drill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>$0_1$</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>$0_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>$0_3$</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>$0_4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Experimental design

The treatment was administered in the University of Northern Colorado Music Technology Center. Students were allowed to choose the time and length of sessions. Availability and convenience was not a consideration as the Computer/Synthesis Lab is available seventy-five hours per week. The lab consists of 31 workstations with Macintosh SE/30 computers and Kawai K-4 or K-11 synthesizers.

A Likert-type, attitude instrument, developed by the researcher was administered to both groups before and after the treatment period. The purpose was to determine if the treatment had any effect upon the attitudes of the subjects toward ear training or computers, and to see how effort was affected.

A test was also administered to determine if any of the subjects possessed perfect pitch. Students were asked to identify eight pitches played on the piano by the researcher. As a result, two students who were found to have perfect pitch in the control group were excluded from the study.

An audit trail was maintained by the computer-assisted ear training software used by the experimental group. Information regarding student progress, time per exercise, total time per session, exercises attempted, number of questions attempted and number of replays required was recorded.

**Limitations**

Experimental mortality occurred in both groups with three students in each group dropping the class and not taking the final exam, leaving 16 students in the experimental group and 20 students in the control group.

Intrasession history may have affected the results. On a number of occasions, students in the experimental group reported malfunctions in the program. In general, these errors had to do with the storing of records and were not sufficient to affect aural skills development, but may have had an effect upon students' attitudes.

While the synthesizers used have a fair representation of an acoustic piano, the timbral difference between the synthesizer and the piano may also have had an effect on exam performance. Students in the experimental group practiced using timbres found on the synthesizer, but the exam was performed on a piano.

**Data Analysis**

The study was conducted to determine whether aural skills can be taught as effectively through the exclusive use of a curriculum-oriented, computer-based tutorial and drill program, as when taught by traditional in-class dictation drills coupled with the optional use of commercial software, and to determine the effects of such a method upon the attitudes of music students. A control and an experimental group each received the departmental placement exam and final exam for ear training, which functioned as pretest and posttest, respectively. The two groups received identical tests.

To determine which method provided the greatest improvement in aural discrimination skills, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed to equate the groups and compare performance statistically, with the pretest as the covariate and the posttest as dependent variable. Table 1 shows that scores of both groups final ear training examinations were statistically equivalent. While no difference was found between the adjusted means, a
decrease of over 30% from pretest to posttest was noted in the variance and standard deviation for the experimental group. At the same time, those measures increased 10% for the control group.

Table 1
Analysis of Covariance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum-of-the-Squares</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Mean-Square</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>812.012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>812.012</td>
<td>5.650</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>4742.876</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>143.724</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of the overall final grades of both groups using a t test was made to determine whether the additional time in class made available to the experimental group due to the treatment had an effect. The experimental group's mean final grade was slightly higher than the control group's, but the difference was not significant.

Data was sought regarding the attitudes of the students and the effect the treatment had on those attitudes regarding ear training, computer-assisted instruction, self perception of aural discrimination skills ability, and expected success. Seven questions were each asked of both groups before and after the treatment. The questions are listed in Figure 2.

1. How would you describe your attitude towards ear training study?
2. How would you rate your abilities in ear training?
3. How important (relevant) is ear training to you?
4. What is your attitude towards computers in general?
5. Please rate your knowledge of computers.
6. How do you feel about using computers to replace some in-class instruction?
7. How well do you expect to do in the ear training part of this class?

Figure 2. Attitude Instrument Questions

Students were asked to rate their answers on a five-point Likert scale. A t test was performed for each question on the pre-treatment survey. A significant difference at the 1% level was found between the two groups for question 5 -- prior computer knowledge. No significant differences were found on any of the other questions. The t test performed on the post-treatment survey indicated no significant differences on any of the questions.

The two questions relating to effort were worded differently on the surveys and are listed in figure 3. On the pretreatment survey the means for both groups were nearly identical with no significant difference. Both questions indicated the experimental group felt they spent significantly more time and effort on aural skills than the control group. The results for both questions are listed below in Table 2.

Pre Prior to this class, how much have you worked on developing your ear?
Post How much have you worked on developing your ear this semester?

Pre How often do you expect to practice ear training outside of class this semester?
Post How often did you practice ear training outside of class this semester?

Figure 3. Effort questions: pre-treatment and post-treatment surveys

Table 2
t Test between Post-treatment time and effort questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Mean Diff</th>
<th>SD Diff</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>3.367</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>2.525</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.022**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates significance at 1% level  ** indicates significance at 5% level
One final question was administered to both groups on the post-treatment survey only: How much of your improvement do you attribute to using the computer? A t test comparing the two groups found that the experimental group attributed significantly more of their improvement to the use of the computer. The results are shown in Table 3 and indicate significance at the 1% level.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Diff</th>
<th>SD Diff</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 10</td>
<td>1.176</td>
<td>1.639</td>
<td>2.960</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicates significance at 1% level

A number of correlations were performed using data from the posttest and audit trail as coefficients to determine whether a relationship exists between progress and mode of instruction, time spent per section, time spent per session, number of sessions and number of replays per exercise. No significant correlation could be found between these aspects.

A correlation was performed between the number of levels attempted in the program and the final ear training examination score. Table 4 shows this relationship to be significant at the 5% level.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final Exam</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparisons of the students' scores in the program drills and the posttest scores were used to determine how strong the link was between computer-assisted instruction program and the music theory curriculum and to determine if progress in the computer program could be used to predict success in the music theory examinations. The correlation shown in Table 5 shows the relationship to be significant at the 5% level.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Final Exam</th>
<th>Avg Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.617</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparisons of the students' scores in the program drills and the posttest scores were used to determine how strong the link was between computer-assisted instruction program and the music theory curriculum and to determine if progress in the computer program could be used to predict success in the music theory examinations. The correlation shown in Table 5 shows the relationship to be significant at the 5% level.

Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the results of the study. Any generalizations are limited to the freshman theory program at the University of Northern Colorado and the software used in the study.

The results indicate that curriculum-specific, computer-based training can be used as the primary method for the acquisition of aural skills. Students using the computer-assisted instruction exclusively developed slightly higher levels of aural skills than did students who used traditional methods, however the difference was insignificant. The grade distribution of the final exam indicated 50% of the experimental group received a B or better (37.5% received an A), compared with 40% of the control group (15% received an A).

No significant differences were found when comparing the overall final grades of the two groups, nor was there any difference in the gap between the final grades and the ear training final. As such, there is no indication that any benefits were derived from the additional time made available to the experimental group by the
exclusion of in-class dictation drill. Possible reasons for this are that the study did not control for instructor effect and that the written skills of the students were not statistically equated. Half of the experimental group was repeating the class, identifying them as possible low-achievers. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the instructor of the experimental group felt the method allowed him the flexibility to spend extra time on topics when necessary.

A primary benefit of the use of curriculum-based aural skills software is its efficiency and individualization of instruction. The decrease in the variance from pretest to posttest for the experimental group indicates the computer program provided more consistent instruction. This is all the more interesting considering the number of remedial students included in the group. It also appears to confirm the effectiveness of providing learner control with advisement. Students were allowed to choose the content, level and type of instruction and it would appear that most students made wise choices.

No change in attitude towards ear training resulted from the use of the software. Student attitudes remained positive in both groups; possibly a reflection of the overall success achieved. Both groups were also convinced of the relevance of aural skills training. Attitudes towards the use of computer-assisted instruction remained constant as well, even though students in the experimental group believed the software was effective and that its use was responsible for most of their improvement, while students in the control group felt their use of commercial software had little effect on their abilities. The experimental group was also more optimistic about their chances on the final examination, even though the control group was slightly more accurate in their predictions.

Keller suggested four factors--maintenance of attention, relevance of the material, student confidence and student satisfaction--are required to provide motivation (cited in Alessi, 1991). Coupled with the course requirement to use the program, this appears to have been effective. Students in both music theory classes appeared to be reasonably motivated students, and indicated they expected to spend approximately the same amount of time outside of class working on aural skills. However, students in the experimental group felt they spent significantly more time outside of class than the control group and averaged just over 80 minutes per week using the program.
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Abstract: The use of numerical simulations to design and analyze new industrial products requires both conceptual and operational knowledge. This paper describes COMPANION: an intelligent multimedia system in vocational training. The system is used by engineers and technicians on-line during their work in a company. A key concept in terms of training methodology is that of "situated learning" or continuous learning in the workplace.

1. Introduction

During the design of new products, some engineers are involved in computer simulations to analyze the behaviour of the product with complex and specialized tools called Finite Element Simulation Softwares (FESS). As all complex computer tools, the traditional help systems in the form of on-line manuals and interactive tutorials are not efficient to master the corresponding tools [Larsson, J.E., Persson, P. 1988; Matthews, M.M., et al. 1988; Sandberg, J., et al. 1988]. In addition, in educational context a computer-based simulation should have additional knowledge (conceptual) of the domain in order to provide the user with a more deep understanding of the underlying model [Berkum, J.V., et al. 1989]. Finally, a FESS is a Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) tool where difficult tasks such as modelling, solving and analyzing engineering problems are performed. Thus, the use of a FESS is not simply limited to the knowledge of the commands but requires also the knowledge of the problem solving methods. On the other hand, in industrial (vocational) training contexts, the main objective is improving qualification and proficiency, i.e. acquire operational knowledge (skills) through repeated experiences of related tasks. To achieve all these features, computer-based environments for FESS should integrate both conceptual and operational knowledge acquisitions. In our research, a key concept in term of vocational training methodology is that of "situated learning" or continuous learning on the workplace, i.e. in the culture and context of actually performing the task. A design model supporting situated learning is cognitive apprenticeship which is an extension of the traditional apprenticeship model focusing in learning problem solving skills in the practice of performing authentic tasks [Collins, A., Brown, J. S., and Newman, S. 1989]. The novice (apprentice) watches the expert performing the task and the expert allows the novice to ask questions and perform small parts of the task with the amount of the task carried out by the novice increasing as experience is gained. Instructional principles are: modelling, coaching, scaffolding, fading, articulation and reflexion. This approach seems the most promising for teaching/learning operational knowledge [Cooper Eric, B. W., 1991; Tong, T. 1993; Newman, D. 1989]. For conceptual knowledge, the use of hypertext and hypermedia techniques [Duffy, T.M., Knuth, R.A. 1990; Honebein, P. C., et al. 1992] reveals efficient for adults which want more free browsing among knowledge items.

Section 2 describes the different activities of the student in COMPANION and shows how cognitive apprenticeship and hypermedia techniques are integrated in the whole system. Section 3 focuses in the structure of COMPANION. Section 4 details the content of hypermedia modules used in conceptual knowledge acquisitions. Section 5 describes how the operational knowledge is structured and acquired. Section 6 and Section 7 details, respectively, the engineering activity and the technical assistant which embodies the knowledge that become operational during problem (small projects) solving with collaboration between the student and COMPANION. This paper ends with a conclusion and feature research.

2. COMPANION overview

The COMPANION system is primarily aimed at technical staff (technicians and engineers) using FESS in structural dynamics applied to the fields of stamping (sheet metal forming) and occupant safety. Stamping simulation addresses large manufacturing companies as well as their smaller sized subcontractors. Consequently, the technical staff being trained may have little academic background in mechanics and little or no knowledge in CAD (Computer Aided Design)/CAE(Computer Aided Engineering), but in general plenty of
experience in their own field of technology. For occupant safety, the user community is mainly in the automobile industry, and is more acquainted with CAD/CAE concepts.

COMPANION distinguishes three levels of students:

*Base student.* He/she has an acceptable level of mechanical engineering and little experience of the finite element method (or none at all). The system is not intended to teach him/her the finite element method. It teaches him/her practical rules of use of the FESS\(^1\). As a result, the student will be able to perform robust calculations of acceptable quality, mostly elementary calculations and parametric studies.

*Intermediate student.* He/she has a good experience of standard finite element tools and knows the implicit integration scheme. The system teaches the explicit integration scheme and the particular use of it in the FESS. As result, the student will be able to perform industrial calculations.

*Advanced student.* He/she has already used non-linear dynamic tools which use the explicit integration scheme. The system teaches the advanced methods of the profession. As a result, the student will completely overcome the FESS.

With a set of questions, the system evaluates the initial level of the student and selects a set of hypermedia modules corresponding to a certain level of use of the FESS (e.g. performing parametric studies). The student can then explore at his/her own pace the different modules which provide a conceptual view of the objects in the domain that are important to performing the tasks, and also their relationships to one another. For example, the contact modelling module (see figure 1) introduces the basic concepts (physical and numerical) required for running FESS. Once the student has explored this module, the system assumes that he/she can use the contact function in the FESS. The student can insert comments and record sound in the hypermedia modules to inform the system that he/she does not understand a concept, he/she needs an example, more detail and an animation. Thus, no evaluation is done to insure that the student is acquiring the knowledge represented in the modules in a way that will be useful to performing the tasks in which he/she is being trained. But, the system checks after each module to see if there is a message left by the student. If there is a message, the system generates a file message to the author of the module. While the student is progressing through the modules, a list of available exercises and problems is updated which are all relevant to the knowledge already acquired. Exercises (see figure 2) are elementary applications on parameters influence where the system allows the student to choose between values and obtain from the system interpretations and evaluations of the simulation results and comments about the choices.

---

**Scaling factor for penalty force**

The contact stiffness of the idealised contact spring uses in the penalty method. The scaling factor is constant for all slave nodes in contact with a given interface. The distribution of contact normal and friction force depends on the mesh size.

The scaling factor for the normal penalty forces is an empirical value.

**Recommended values are in the range:**

0.001 - 0.1

![](image)

**Figure 1:** Example of node in contact modelling module

\(^{1}\)We use the software PAM-SAFE\(^{\text{TM}}\) for safe and PAM-STAMP\(^{\text{TM}}\) for stamping.
The result is totally unrealistic, everything happen as if there was no blankholder.

To improve the simulation: increase the penalty force scaling factor.

Problems are small projects that cover all the concepts introduced in the modules explored by the student. When the student activates the problem solving, the system execute the two following steps: Standard case - the objective is to focus the student on the knowledge of the use of tools. The system guides the student from general knowledge (sequences of tasks and subtasks) to specific knowledge (sequences of commands). Sensitivity analysis - the main objective is to acquire experience in the analyze of a product by altering parameter values. When the student changes the values, the system provides interpretations of the results (see figure 1 - explanation window) and comments (e.g. "You have increased material density and obtained CPU gain", "Homogeneous strain in specimen - the solution is acceptable", "Strain localized in head specimen - the solution is not acceptable") according to the success criteria associated with the problem. When the student is asked to change a value in order to reach a certain goal (e.g. increase stability, increase cpu gain, reduce the blankholder displacement) the system gives hints (e.g. "When no pressure is applied, material model 100 leads to a significant reduction of running and the storage size", "The iterative method, model 103, leads to a more accurate solution for quadrilateral shells with isotropic yield criterion").

3. COMPANION architecture

COMPANION is a multi-agent system [Futtersack, M., Labat, J.M., 1992] that comprises knowledge-based systems and hypermedia modules: A conceptual knowledge base that contains a detailed description of the modelled domain (network of hypermedia modules); An evaluation system that provides the right hypermedia modules corresponding to the student's level; A pedagogical expert which embodies the model of cognitive apprenticeship; A mechanical engineering expert that contains general engineering knowledge: tasks (e.g. modelling the problem domain), sub-tasks (e.g. adapting the mesh to the objectives of the analysis) and production rules for terminal decisions (e.g. choice of time increment); A technical assistant expert that contains specific knowledge, i.e. functional description of tool interface in term
of commands; an explanatory expert that responds to specific requests of the student and provides coherent integrated explanations of both conceptual and operational knowledge. It can also activate a node in a module to provide more details or an animation. COMPANION uses authentic FESS. Thus another functionalities (not visible to the student) are added to the interfaces used in the FESS in order to satisfy the requirements of COMPANION: to be able to proceed the problem solving and to be informed of what is happening in the interface. Each interface is a task (in a multi-task environment) which communicate by messages with the technical assistant.

4. The conceptual knowledge base

The conceptual knowledge base (CKB) contains a detailed description of the modelled domain, the basic assumptions and hypotheses underlying the model (e.g. kinematic hypothesis, contact algorithm), the definitions of concepts, and the meaning of parameters and variable values (e.g. a description of critical values or typical values of variables). This CKB is organized as a hierarchy of hypermedia modules which can be performed independently. Each module has prerequisite relationships and/or isa specialization relationships to the other modules. In a module several concepts are introduced. They are grouped under four categories:

Relevant physical concepts. These part of the modules provide a good physical understanding of the concerned phenomena and an overview on the theoretical considerations needed for the proper resolution of the industrial problems of the student.

Modelling. The modelling aspects are discussed in order to provide a good understanding of the input parameters and the ability to realise reasonable models of the analysed phenomena.

Practical considerations. The specificity of each type of analysis (here stamping or occupant safety simulations) allows the student to access for hints about classical pitfalls.

Exercises. Made accessible by the system when the student has been studying the relevant parts of the module. These exercises are elementary applications (variable assignment exercises) that provide a more understanding of concepts and principles underlying the model. The student is free to choose values to assign to certain variables or parameters and watch, in real time, the development of the state of the model. The system evaluates the given answer to give some comments and interpretations of the results.

Much of phenomena (e.g. self-contact, airbag and stamping) are illustrated by synchronizing animation and sound. Hotwords are also used to trigger pop-up explanations of terms in a text or branch to other nodes.

5. Pedagogical expert

A FESS provides an infrastructure for accomplishing engineer's tasks, i.e. the various activities appear as objects in the screen like the names of menus, dialogue boxes, fields to type in, or buttons. The interface of FESS is generally an event-driven system where nothing happens until an event occurs. Events result from user actions such as clicking a mouse button, pressing a key, moving the mouse on the screen, or choosing a menu item. We define the student interaction with the FESS as a sequence of operations that are performed upon the interface to do a task. When there is a normative sequence of input and output associated with the interaction we will speak of procedure or skill. The distinction between a procedure and a skill is that the student can have knowledge about procedures without being particularly 'skilled' in executing them. To take into account of some sources of cognitive difficulties [Waern, K. G, 1991] in the interaction with the FESS, the pedagogical expert uses two attributes: Task complexity: estimates the effort that is required to learn how to master the sequence of operations that compose the task. This attribute takes three values: very complex, complex and simple. The basic idea is that integrating command sequences as procedural knowledge (more or less automatic) for the most frequent work tasks is done quite quickly. Memory-problems: depending on the number of zooming operations and the time response of commands that are in the task, the pedagogical expert affects to this attribute one of these values: much, few and no. The basic idea is that tasks using the zooming function to enlarge mesh details present some short term memory problems, in that the student may lose the perception of the totality of the mesh. In addition, the computer takes in several cases long time to respond to certain commands and could also introduce short term memory problems. The typical situation in such cases is that the student is conceptualizing a sequence of procedural operations.

The operational knowledge is organized into general knowledge (mechanical engineering expert) which determines what to do and specific knowledge (technical assistant) which determines how to do it. Both general and specific knowledge are acquired in the context of solving a library of problems with collaboration between the student and the system. These problems are grouped according to the level of use of the FESS. The
student go over this library from base to advanced level of use. The student has the overall control on problem solving. He/she decides whether to interrupt the resolution and proceed or whether to stop and ask the system to proceed. The system interventions on student failures are immediate in coaching stage and are wait-and-see [Galdes, D. K., et al., 1989] in fading stage. The system evaluates student actions in terms of the expert understanding of the task [Newman, D. 1989].

Depending on the student's model, the objectives of the problem, the level of use of the FESS, the focus knowledge (use of the tool, comprehension of the product physics, comprehension of the task of an engineer, improve the performance of a certain skill), the pedagogical expert selects one or more different intervention types during the resolution of a problem. The intervention types are: to accompany (e.g. "Let's choose the units"); to direct (e.g. "Introduce the material properties"); to take care by forbid some uses (e.g. "Do not use physical constraints for the tools") or by prevent for the eventual errors (e.g. "Be sure that the sheet mesh is regular"); to reduce the difficulty (e.g. breaking a goal into its subgoals), summarize, demonstrate a goal; to maintain the orientation in comparison with the principal goal or to the intermediate goals (e.g. to remind the goal); to indicate the decisive characteristics (e.g. provide the useful information to proceed); control the frustration (e.g. provide evaluations, encouragements); to scaffold, i.e., provide a set of mechanisms that enable the student to perform a task, but which fade away as the student becomes more expert (e.g. disable all menu items in the interface that are not useful to perform the task in focus, or highlight a menu item). This is what called [James A., et al., 1988] dynamic support which is derived from the learning principle referred to as "the zone of proximal development" [Vygotsky, 1986]. The pedagogical expert is a knowledge-based system where each intervention type is implemented as a set of production rules. Another rules maintains the student model (overlay model) after each problem solving.

6. Mechanical Engineering Expert (MEE)

The MEE is a knowledge-based system that contains engineering expertise. It contains a knowledge base structured into two levels: strategic level and a tactical level. The strategic level is described by a set of plans that organize the overall control of problem solving. The tactical level is a set of production rules that make different terminal decisions like the choice of material type, the choice of variable/parameter values. The strategic level is tool independent but the tactical level is tool dependent as shown in the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan 1</th>
<th>Rule 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective: resolve a problem</td>
<td>If the problem is to improve the stability of the computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions: (preprocessing, resolution, postprocessing)²</td>
<td>Then define two bead interfaces, one against each surface of the sheet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan 4</th>
<th>Rule 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective: introduction of complementary data</td>
<td>To introduce an equivalent drawbead between the sheet, the blankholder and the die.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions: (Nodal restraints, Load definitions, Slide interface, Material properties, Control data)¹</td>
<td>Use the model type 4.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Plans and rules examples

The MEE contains also a plan-interpreter KEPLER-OBJECT which is an extension of KEPLER [Futtersack, M., Labat, J.M. 1993; Vivet, M. 1988] to allow collaborative solving and object-oriented features.

7. Technical Assistant

The Technical Assistant monitors student's interactions with the FESS, makes the useful suggestions to the student about FESS capabilities in the context of current activities and facilitates the accomplishment of a particular task by a student who does not currently know how to do it. It contains a network describing the FESS interface. At the meta level, the nodes represent tools and the links represent events that define the action to perform on an object in order to access to another tool. A tool-node contains a hierarchical organization of actions as they appear in the interface of the FESS. The lowest level correspond to elementary actions (e.g., choice of material model, introduce parameter value) whereas higher level nodes correspond to abstract tasks (e.g., creating the mesh, introducing complementary data, analyzing results) that are executed as a sequence of sub-tasks. (A sub-task could be either a simple action or another sequence of sub-tasks). A sequence of events is associated for each action in order to know how to perform it. The choice of what prompt to give and/or how to do a task are implemented by searching a path between the current state and the goal state. A current state is defined by a set of all visible objects and the goal state by a set of objects that will be visible in order to perform the desired task. The path contains the sequence of events that allow the transition between these two states.

²ordered actions are between () and independent actions are between { }.
Depending on the intervention type selected by the pedagogical expert, this exhaustive path is pruned before submitted to the explanatory expert.

8. Conclusion

A prototype COMPANION has been implemented on a PC/Windows platform using TOOLBOOK for multimedia aspects, KAPPA for rule based and oriented-object techniques and KEPLER for the planning. This prototype is tested by some end users and evaluated by trained specialists. The results are globally positive especially for the global philosophy of COMPANION: hypermedia techniques for conceptual knowledge and cognitive apprenticeship for operational knowledge. The organization and the structure of the modules are appreciated and steel the same for the end product. Actually, we improve the expertise of the different knowledge-base systems and add another functionality to the system, where the student can express his/her hypothesis, interpretations and evaluation of the simulation results. Further experimental studies with COMPANION are also planned.
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HyperM: A Hypermedia System with Extended Question/Answer Dialogs
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Abstract: Most educational software lack either sophisticated CAI-facilities or modern hypermedia functionality. By combining these two aspects we not only increase interactivity between computer and learning persons by means of new functions such as moving dragbuttons across the screen and giving multimedia feedback, but also enhance the educational effect. This paper describes how to embed a system for question/answer dialogs into a hypermedia system and points out the resulting advantages.

During the last decade learning has shifted from rigid system driven courseware to user controlled systems allowing the learning person (in this paper simply called student) to explore the learning material by browsing through and interactively navigating in large databases of information material. Multimedia provides functions to present data in a motivating way stimulating our senses by using different kinds of information material such as films, high resolution digitized photographs and computer graphics, any kind of sound (digitized, MIDI, synthesized speech), or simple text. Hypermedia functions help to organize chunks of information stored in databases by setting links and references. But where is the learning component, someone might ask. With good educational software students should be involved actively, not just simply watching. Learning environments should ask questions and judge the given answers. Many students faithfully believe that they understand what they have just read or heard, but when it comes to applying this knowledge it soon turns out that there is a gap between understanding something and actually applying it. Only when you exercise an operation you can be sure that you have actually understood it. Many popular hypermedia and multimedia systems have been propagated as learning environments, as e.g. HyperCard (Ambron S. & Hooper K., 1990), HyperTies (Shneiderman B., 1989), or Authorware Professional (Authorware 1990) but they cannot often really combine traditional and approved CAI-techniques (CAI stands for Computer Assisted Instruction) with the new features of hypermedia systems such as different kinds of links. The subject of this paper is to illustrate how to build a highly interactive system by merging HyperM - a Windows based hypermedia system - with a powerful system for non intelligent question/answer dialogs (Q/A-dialogs).

HyperM

For several hypermedia projects we needed a powerful PC-based hypermedia system that among other demands should be able to handle huge amounts of data without loss of performance. It should also enable us to add new features.

To this aid, HyperM (Sammer P., 1991) was developed at the IHM. "Images of Austria" is the most famous project running under HyperM. This project was developed in order to present Austria at the EXPO '92 in Seville, Spain, and at the EXPO '93 in Taejon, South Korea in an extended version including Korean text (Maurer H., Sammer P., & Schneider A., 1994). "Images of Austria" consists of some 3000 digitized photographs in high quality which are displayed at remarkably high speed, cartographic material, and digitized film-clips which can be played without additional hardware. Some 18000 textual supplements are available.
user can select one of the languages English, French, German, Italian, Korean, and Spanish in order to get all the language-sensitive information including the user interface in the desired language.

The user interface can easily be redesigned for specific application to fit needs such as self-explanatory and intuitive navigation support (e.g., for going back to the previous scene, scrolling large images, or branching to different parts of the presentation). We did not use all of the numerous features available in HyperM for the EXPO projects in order to obtain the necessary "lack of complication". The database management system (DBMS) for example allows complex database manipulations using SQL (structured query language). As a result of the flexibility of our hypermedia system, we could not only incorporate peripheral devices (e.g., starting the presentation triggered by the beam of a photoelectric barrier) but also complex modules such as sophisticated answer judging.

The question/answer system

The Q/A-system has been designed as an independent module which allows the creation and execution of topic independent, highly interactive Q/A-dialogs. This section gives a general view of the Q/A-system and explains how it has been embedded into HyperM. A detailed description of all features can be found in Holweg (1994), implementational details can be looked up in Spinka (1993) and Dick (1994).

A Q/A-dialog is an interactive process where the system presents problems by asking questions and the student solves the problems by answering the questions. Problem solving should be done as intuitively as possible by clicking on buttons, moving graphical objects, entering text, or any other kind of user input you can think of (as for example input from a MIDI-keyboard, data gloves or touch screens). Our system can currently handle input from keyboards and from pointing devices. Each type of user input has its typical characteristics which can be checked (e.g., text input can be compared with a predefined model answer, the movement of graphical objects can be compared with predefined moving paths). Based on ideas of object-oriented structures our Q/A-system consists of a number of objects, each representing a type of input as well as rules how to judge the student's input. These objects are called interactors (IAs for short) because they have the ability to receive user input, judge it, and react according to the results of judging. In this way interactivity between system and student is guaranteed. The Q/A-system can be easily extended by adding new interactor types, as for instance an interactor that handles the input of a MIDI-keyboard. However, a single interactor is too restricted in its features to construct complex Q/A-dialogs. Therefore a Q/A-dialog consists of several interactors which are supervised by the control unit. The control unit contains a predefined flow structure of a Q/A-dialog coordinating when an interactor can be used by the student and when it is locked (Figure 1 schematically shows how interactors, judging algorithms, reaction parts and control units work together. Figure 3 gives an example of a Q/A-dialog).

Figure 1: Q/A-dialogs - a cooperation of interactors, judging algorithms, reaction parts and control units.
As already mentioned the activity of an interactor deals with three essential points: user input -> judgment -> reaction. The Q/A-system is designed as a platform independent module that can be easily embedded into different hypermedia systems. In contrast to the judgment section which is implemented as a totally independent module there are parts of the user input and reaction section that are tightly connected to the superior hypermedia system and its user interface. Hence processes such as entering a text-answer or clicking on buttons, and reactions as e.g. displaying a picture on the screen, activating audio signals, or giving a textual response have been removed to the superior system. Figure 2 schematically shows how the Q/A-module is embedded into HyperM. Although as a consequence, this method has some disadvantages (HyperM has to know about at least the input features of the Q/A-module) the advantages are prevailing. The Q/A-system can react in any way by just requesting HyperM to act. The command "activate subscene name_of_subscene" directs HyperM to execute a subscene with the specified name. A subscene is similar to a subprogram in programming languages which has access to all features of the language. Thus, the Q/A-system has access to all features of HyperM including all "Hyper-functions". In the following we have listed some of the points which result from a combination of the two systems:

- The judging of a student answer causes HyperM to branch to specified locations and can thus be used to navigate in the learning material.
- Different languages are supported. Text messages and responses can be edited in several languages. HyperM automatically displays the text in the selected language.
- Hypertext features can be used. Words in text messages and responses can be clicked on and links to dictionaries, encyclopedias or other parts of HyperM can be executed. However, authors of Q/A-dialogs have to be careful when formulating questions while this feature is allowed. A question that asks for the birthday of Napoleon might for example encourage the students to look up the answer in an encyclopedia just by clicking on the word Napoleon instead of answering the question themselves.
- Keywords attached to Q/A-dialogs make those dialogs accessible through queries. Thus libraries of Q/A-dialogs of different topics can be collected.

![Figure 2](image)

*Figure 2:*

*The Q/A-module is responsible for controlling a Q/A-dialog and judging the user input. User input itself and reactions such as displaying a picture, playing sound or giving text responses are done by the superior hyper-media system.*

The Q/A-system currently supports the following interactors: TextInput-fields, PushButtons, RadioButtons, TouchButtons, DragButtons, CheckBoxes and others which do not get their input from the student (Tim, s,
Counters, Conditionals). These "other" interactors are important for controlling the internal flow of Q/A-dialogs by performing reactions under special conditions (such as time-outs or counting the number of wrong answers). Interactors can be arranged in any desired order. Figure 3 shows a typical example that extensively makes use of DragButtons which can be clicked on and moved across the screen. The left part of this figure shows a sketch of a bicycle brake. After the brake has been displayed to the student, it is erased from the screen and the student has to reassemble the brake by dragging each single part with the mouse to its corresponding position (right part of the figure). All parts are defined as interactors of type DragButton and have one or more destinations where they can be moved to (a bolt can for example be used either on the left or the right side of the brake, therefore the bolt has defined more than one destination). The order of assembling is not arbitrary, a nut for example cannot be set before the bolt has been fixed. Thus, the student has to take care of special rules (as they occur in the daily work of a mechanic). These rules have to be specified in the judging section of the DragButtons and in the control unit performing the task of supervising the learning person. The following list shows some examples of such rules:

- DRAG aluminum part 1 TO position aluminum 1
- DRAG bolt1 TO (position bolt left OR position bolt right)
- start with aluminum part 1 or aluminum part 2 in any order
- bolt1 must not be moved before aluminum part 1 or aluminum part 2 has been set

![Diagram of a bicycle brake with interactors and destinations](image)

*Figure 3: This is an example of a bicycle brake that has to be assembled by snapping each part with the mouse and dragging it to its corresponding position on the right side of this figure.*

**Components of the Q/A-system**

From the technical point of view Q/A-dialogs consist of interactors and control units. But there are other properties that are responsible for a flexible and powerful use of Q/A-dialogs. This section presents some points that were considered to be important for the development of our Q/A-system.

- The power of every Q/A-system stands and falls with the availability of flexible Judging Algorithms. The user input must be examined for correctness by comparing the given answer with a predefined model answer. Most interactors typically offer judging algorithms as part of their features. A TextInput-interactor for example contains a judging algorithm that checks student answers for spelling errors, synonyms, forbidden words, repeated words, word groups and intervals of numbers, date or time. To find spelling errors we have used the
popular algorithm for the Weighted Levenshtein Distance (a short description can be found in Nesbit (1986)) because this algorithm is easy to use and returns a measure for the dissimilarity of the compared words. DragButtons use a judging algorithm that watches over the student's movements with the mouse. The learning person has to move the DragButton to predefined destinations, touch areas on the screen, follow given paths or stay within a given area. The control unit itself is nothing else than a judging algorithm that supervises the flow of a Q/A-dialog. Because of its modularity the Q/A-module can be easily enhanced by new judging algorithms and existing algorithms can be exchanged by more powerful ones. In this way judging text answers could be managed by language understanding systems based on semantic analysis (which in contrast to the existing method requires language dependent knowledge based databases) (see e.g. Crocker M.W. & Lewin I., 1992). Methods of artificial intelligence as those used in game playing theory (Winston P.H., 1984) could be incorporated into the control unit and thus help to decide if students' actions have to be judged right or wrong.

When we consider Q/A-dialogs from the pedagogical point of view, we see a need for several Learning Strategies. There exists a number of standard types of learning strategies such as multiple choice tests, vocabulary tests, drill&practice and form filling which are well known features in computer assisted learning (see e.g. Merill P.F. & Salisbury D., 1984; Huber F., Maurer H., & Makedon F., 1988; and Nesbit J.C. & Yamamoto N., 1991). They are still interesting nowadays especially when they are mixed with graphical features. A multiple choice question for example could be answered by simply clicking on the correct answers. However, they are often regarded as old-fashioned because of their rigid behaviour. In addition to these well known learning strategies it is necessary to offer strategies that have shifted the control from the system to the learning person. The student can experiment with a problem by trying different solutions thus figuring out which one is correct. Most times there is not only one correct solution to a problem, there can be many ways to finish a Q/A-dialog in the right way. The example with the bicycle brakes is typical for that kind of strategy which can be placed somewhere between Learning by Doing and Learning by Trial and Error (see e.g. the articles of Schank (1993) who presents an interactive multimedia system for learning and Vivet (1991) who deals with those strategies from a pedagogical point of view). New strategies can easily be created by use of the control unit, approved strategies can be stored in databases and accessed whenever needed (see also the following paragraph about databases).

Sometimes it is useful to have algorithms that repeatedly ask the same type of question but use different parameters and values. We call them Question Asking Algorithms. Questions and answers are not exactly defined by the author, but they are established at execution time. This type of Q/A-dialog is known as adaptive CAI in literature (see Uhr L., 1969; or Park S. & Tennyson R., 1983 for a survey of early systems). A vocabulary test for example gets words and translations out of a database. The selection of vocabularies depends on special learning strategies such as the n-piles method (Stubenrauch R., 1989) which repeats incorrectly answered questions. Linear equations and definite solutions can be calculated at runtime which guarantees alternation since the same question can contain different variables each time it is presented (see Maurer H., Stone M.G., Stubenrauch R., & Gillard P., 1991 for a discussion on the pros ans cons of such algorithms).

HyperM extensively uses Databases for storing all kinds of information such as images, sounds, films and last but not least Q/A-dialogs. This guarantees easy access to the data and makes enlargements simple. Questions can be collected in databases and can then be accessed by HyperM through keywords and queries. Thus it becomes possible to ask HyperM to post all questions about a specific topic, as for example sorting algorithms. The Q/A-system itself uses databases. Vocabulary tests for instance get words and translations out of a database. The order of questions depends on question asking algorithms as we mentioned above. Furthermore, databases can be useful for editing Q/A-dialogs. Standard types of learning strategies, control units, predefined interactors and model answers are best qualified for being stored in databases and being accessed when needed.
Conclusion

Most of the components listed above have already been implemented and we are working on the completion. We have tried to combine the advantages of a hypermedia system with the features of a Q/A-system. Information and learning material can be presented in a modern way by displaying all kinds of multimedia data. The user can browse through the presented material by following links and exploring the contents of the presentation. The Q/A-system offers both traditional learning strategies such as drill & practice and form filling, and Q/A-dialogs where the control is partly given to the learning person and the system's job is to watch over the student's activities. The learner should be able to focus on the contents and not the operation of the program, problems should be solvable intuitively, according to the motto: "you don't explain the solution to a problem, you just show it".
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Abstract: The paper discusses a computerized learning environment called TurtleGraph that is designed and developed to support collaborative problem solving. Within the learning environment, learners are requested to write computer programs to generate geometric figures. The instructional focus of the system is to enhance the learner's LISP recursive programming skill by making strategic thinking more explicit, inducing reflection through reciprocal evaluation and criticism, and fostering an active role of learning through collaboration. A conversational model is formulated to address the role of knowledge in the collaborative problem solving process, and the design of the system is mainly guided by the theoretical model. In addition to the model, several instructional design principles are also incorporated to make the learning environment be more educationally effective and efficient.

Theoretical Framework

Influence of peer collaboration on individual cognitive development has been investigated by a number of educational and psychological researchers, and findings of previous research have provided us rich information in this regard. First, collaborative problem solving could be an effective catalyst for the enhancement of individual cognitive skills. Piaget (1965) indicates that peer learning could reduce egocentrism and provide scaffolding for cognitive development. Alternative to this view, Vygotsky (1978) proposes the concept of the zone of proximal development that social interaction plays an important role in shaping individual cognitive structures. The development of individual cognitive skills could be determined through problem solving in collaboration with more capable peers. Second, collaborative problem solving may appeal more intensity or learner's involvement and attention to the learning activity. Collaborative problem solving activities usually are intrinsically motivating to the extent that they engage individuals in a process of seeking to solve problems and accomplish goals that require the exercise of valued personal skills, such as the ability of self-determination and interpersonal skills (Lepper, 1985). Third, collaborative problem solving is important for inducing individual metacognitive skills. Participants in a group could learn to control and monitor their behaviors, and to develop more effective problem solving strategies through reciprocal evaluation and criticism (Palincsar & Brown, 1984).

Over the last several years, researchers have shifted the focus and become intrigued by the reciprocal relations between individual cognition and social interaction (Resnick, Levine. & Teasley, 1993). Rather
than seeking to understand cognitive and social processes in isolation or treating one process as context for the other, a growing number of studies seek to provide conceptual schemes that allow the investigation of thinking as socio-cognitive activity. Particularly the development of the situated and social learning theory has allowed us to rethink the nature of human learning and problem solving. Learning is considered as the development of socially shared cognition (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). Knowledge is no longer merely regarded as stored representation of acquired experience. Knowledge is always a novel construction that continues to develop in every action in relation to the practice of a community (Clancey & Roschelle, 1991; Clancey, 1992).

The dynamic view of learning as continuous alteration of an individual's current knowledge state has certain instructional implication. In a typical teacher-student instructional situation, the goal of a teacher's work can be regarded as providing support to alter the student's evolving knowledge state so that it may converge to his own. An important function that the teacher's exercise is to monitor the learning activity and assist the student so that the convergence goes effectively (Chan, 1991). An analogous process can also be used to depict the collaborative problem solving. Participants in a group learn to construct knowledge by mutually examining, monitoring, assessing and justifying each other's knowledge. The more capable learners play a role of cognitive supporter to the less capable ones. A successful collaboration occurs when different versions of knowledge merge into one that is conducive to the solution of the problem.

In our preliminary study, subjects were arranged in pair and were requested to write LISP codes to solve some geometric figure problems. In order to explore the structure of a successful collaborative problem solving, the subjects' conversational dialogues were recorded and analyzed. By examining the dialogues, we found that the role of knowledge is critical to a successful collaboration. A conversational model was developed to capture its importance. In this model, we roughly partition a collaborative problem solving process into three knowledge construction stages, and they are knowledge communication, knowledge negotiation, and knowledge consolidation stage. It is argued that in the knowledge communication stage, participants in a group try to acquire as much problem information as possible. They merely exchange and transmit information to make the problem as clear as possible. Communication of knowledge requires least coordination of social interaction and involves little maintenance of shared conception. As participants acquire more problem information and understand each other better, they will be more involved and start to make contribution to the collaboration. At the stage of knowledge negotiation, an individual begins to formulate problem solutions and attempts to share his ideas with his partner as partial solutions are developed. He may make efforts to explain his ideas or seek to draw evidence to convince his partners while disagreement occurs. Proposals to the problem solution continue to be refined and be more consonant as more dissonance is resolved. Knowledge negotiation requires certain degree of coordination of participants and involves more maintenance of shared understanding. In the knowledge consolidation stage, participants of a group continue to collaborate to construct and maintain a shared conception of a problem. They work together to examine and validate their solutions. Knowledge consolidation is highly situated and requires the highest degree of coordination among the partners. The design of our collaborative learning environment is on the basis of this theoretical model. Figure 1 shows the three knowledge construction stages.

Since knowledge is critical to a successful collaboration, it is believed that cooperative learning environment must be designed in a manner that enables group members to communicate and share their ideas effectively. Baker (1991, 1992) indicates that an intelligent teaching system could provide some guidance in conflicting situations to facilitate student's explanations within a collaborative context. In order to provide guidance to facilitate knowledge construction, the development of our learning system uses a deliberately-designed restricted communication interface to induce individual meta-communication skills. Within the learning environment, the student is encouraged to express their thoughts explicitly by...
* identifying the goal of the problem,
* clarifying conflicting arguments,
* elaborating the supporting reason of explanatory propositions, and
* elaborating the opposing reason of argumentative propositions.

It is argued that a learning system that promotes meta-communication skills could help students maintain shared cognition, carefully form their argumentation, reduce ambiguous propositions, and construct thoughtful explanation. A successful collaborative problem solving activity can then be easily accomplished.

**Principles Of Instructional Design**

The LISP recursive function, that is taught at the introductory level of computer science courses, is the subject selected to explore the design and development of the cooperative learning environment. For students with computer science major, understanding the LISP recursive function is fundamental to the advancement of higher level of computer science courses. However, the student always have a hard time to learn to write the LISP codes, since little knowledge can be transferred from their previous experience about the procedure-based language, such as PASCAL and C. The goal of our system is to train students who have learned the syntax of LISP language with little LISP programming experience.

In the Turtle Graph, the student will learn the specific nature of the recursive function by programming LISP codes in combination with several simple LOGO commands. LOGO is a language developed by Papert and his colleagues in MIT, and it is used to teach students about the notion of computer programming and some deepest ideas of science and mathematics (Papert, 1980). In the TurtleGraph, the task is designed in a manner that the student is requested write codes that move the turtle at the pre-designated direction and angle to draw a geometric figure. While drawing the geometric figure and tracing the movement of the turtle on the screen, the student can readily capture the profound nature of the recursive function. By situating the learning activity in the problem solving context, the system can help the student understand the specific feature and function of acquired knowledge. Figure 2 shows a spiral form of geometric figure generated by the TurtleGraph codes.

![Figure 2. A spiral form of geometric figure with TurtleGraph codes.](image)

Several instructional principles are also incorporated in the system to make each learning activity be more educationally sound.

A **Controlled Conversational Environment**. The design of the TurtleGraph applies the "button control" strategy (Schank & Jona, 1991) to help the student regulate the conversational protocol so that it can promote more effective and efficient collaborative problem solving. Each time when the student presses a conversation button to make communication with his partner, the button prompts him to elaborate his conversational statements depending on the type of conversation button selected. It may request the student to elaborate what he is trying to propose, or the reason why he agrees or disagrees with his partner's ideas. The button is designed to assist problem solvers to carefully develop their ideas and regulate their conversational behaviors during the collaboration. All the conversational dialogues are recorded and displayed in sequence on the computer screen. The student can utilize the dialogue protocol to (a) understand the interaction, (b) reflect his own problem solving behaviors, and (b) organize the conversational action and sequence. With the assistance of the conversation button, students could hold one another accountable for meaningful participation in a collaboratively sustained problem solving situation.
are used as means of teaching the concept of LISP recursive function. It is a display-based problem solving environment that emphasizes representing problems in an external display (Larkin, 1988). Within the TurtleGraph, the student can immediately see and reflect on the process of how geometric figure is generated by the turtle while manipulating the LISP codes. The external display can help the student explicitly envision his current knowledge state and help him closely examine, analyze, and modify his knowledge. External display can also reduce the student's cognitive load by making the knowledge acquisition and interpretation processes perceptual, rather than logical. Processing information perceptually is easier for the novice learner than processing information logically. Moreover, arguments among participants in a group can easily be resolved through perceptual comparisons and judgments than through logical inferences from purely nonvisual facts.

In the TurtleGraph, various geometric figure tasks were designed in accordance with three different types of recursive function. The three types are head, middle, and tail recursion. The classification is based on the location of recursion in the program. A good number of representative problems were sampled with different complexity and difficulty. Each problem begins with a story and the student is assumed to play the role of computer graphic designer inside the story. Story-based problems help the student to envision how the knowledge could be used in realistic situations (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990, 1992). Just as an effective teacher pays close attention to a student's current level of ability and gives his tasks that build on his prior learning, the TurtleGraph is a structured practice environment that sequences learning experience based on each individual student's problem solving performance. Each time a student accomplishes a task, the TurtleGraph will assess the student performance and make a decision to give an easier or a more difficult problem to the student for next learning. The student must master a certain level of problem solving skill before advancing to attack another level of task.

A Conceptually Visualized Learning Environment. In the TurtleGraph, geometric figure problems are used as means of teaching the concept of LISP recursive function. It is a display-based problem solving environment that emphasizes representing problems in an external display (Larkin, 1988). Within the TurtleGraph, the student can immediately see and reflect on the process of how geometric figure is generated by the turtle while manipulating the LISP codes. The external display can help the student explicitly envision his current knowledge state and help him closely examine, analyze, and modify his knowledge. External display can also reduce the student's cognitive load by making the knowledge acquisition and interpretation processes perceptual, rather than logical. Processing information perceptually is easier for the novice learner than processing information logically. Moreover, arguments among participants in a group can easily be resolved through perceptual comparisons and judgments than through logical inferences from purely nonvisual facts.

A Structured Problem Solving Environment. In the TurtleGraph, various geometric figure tasks were designed in accordance with three different types of recursive function. The three types are head, middle, and tail recursion. The classification is based on the location of recursion in the program. A good number of representative problems were sampled with different complexity and difficulty. Each problem begins with a story and the student is assumed to play the role of computer graphic designer inside the story. Story-based problems help the student to envision how the knowledge could be used in realistic situations (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990, 1992). Just as an effective teacher pays close attention to a student's current level of ability and gives his tasks that build on his prior learning, the TurtleGraph is a structured practice environment that sequences learning experience based on each individual student's problem solving performance. Each time a student accomplishes a task, the TurtleGraph will assess the student performance and make a decision to give an easier or a more difficult problem to the student for next learning. The student must master a certain level of problem solving skill before advancing to attack another level of task.

The Architecture Of The System

The system is coded by the SuperCard application and the Lisp interpreter, and is run in the Macintosh work station. At the first section of the system, a tutorial is provided to teach the student several simple LOGO commands that are used to draw figures by moving the turtle on the screen. As soon as the student finish the tutorial, he will read a story containing the problem. By tracing and analyzing the student's prior performance history, the system will select a problem that corresponds to the student's current ability level. If the student chooses to attack the problem, the system will bring him to the TurtleGraph Cooperative Problem Solving Environment, where he can choose to solve the problem alone or seek a partner to collaborate with. The environment contains five instructional areas, including the Control Panel, the Turtle Window, the Dialogue Recorder, the Program Editor, and the Listener. Figure 3 shows the TurtleGraph Cooperative Problem Solving Environment.

The Control Panel contains two groups of control button: system and communication button. All learning activities are operated by the system button. The Help button contains general help information that could guide the student to use the system. The student can press the Help button at any time to request assistance from the system. It is designed in a manner that is sensitive to the student's need. Each time the student presses the Description button, the system will provide detailed problem information. The Example button contains example programs for student's reference. It is designed to help the student organize his programming knowledge and develop problem solving strategies. The student can run the example programs and also can copy and adapt them for his own use. Within the TurtleGraph, the student can choose to solve a problem independently or seek to collaborate with other students. Once the student presses the Comm button, all the communication buttons become activated, and the student can start to work with his partner. By pressing the Check button, the system will judge the student's solution. The Check button also provides the Answer option if the student wants to find out the correct solution. The student can press the Exit button to quit the system and leave it at any point, and the system will record his performance status and update his performance history in the database. The TurtleGraph will provide instruction and suggestion at the end of each learning session.

All communication buttons are designed to support the collaborative problem solving. The student can press any communication button to discuss with his partner during the problem solving. Once the student presses the button, the system shows a dialogue box prompting him to either make a clear statement about what he is trying to do or elaborate the reason why he agrees or disagrees with his partner. The prompt is designed to help the student monitor his problem solving behavior, regulate the conversational protocol and make an effective collaboration with his partner.
The TurtleGraph Cooperative Problem Solving Environment.

The Turtle window contains a turtle for drawing. Inside the window, the screen will show the figure with the movement of the turtle immediately after a program is executed. The Dialogue Recorder keeps track of all the dialogue statements in sequence made by the problem solvers during the communication, and all statements can be saved for future reference. Each dialogue statement in the Dialogue Recorder is marked with the communication button that the student just pressed to highlight the content of the statement. The student can read and reflect on the dialogue statements during the collaboration.

The lower part of the screen is the Program Editor and the Listener. The student generates the LISP codes inside the editor window. The editing function like copying, cutting, and pasting can be accomplished by pressing the pre-defined shortcut keys. The purpose of the save and load button is for saving and retrieving programs. The student can take a look at his partner's program by pressing the Partner Editor button. Another special design in the Program Editor is the Co-ex button. The student can press Co-ex button to execute his program and the figure that the program generates will simultaneously appears in his and the partner's Turtle Window. The design of the Partner Editor and Co-ex button aims to facilitate the process of collaboration.

The student can evaluate his TurtleGraph codes at any time inside the Listener box. He can also press the Speed button to control the speed of Turtle movement. The Angle Box shows the degree of the angle when the turtle make a turn. At the bottom of the screen, the system shows the message of the collaborative status. All facilities provided by the TurtleGraph Cooperative Problem Solving Environment fully support the collaborative problem solving activity.

Discussion

This paper presents an ongoing research project that has designed and developed the TurtleGraph collaborative learning environment. With the restricted communication interface, the system can prompt
students to make more effective collaboration by reducing the ambiguity of the explanation, elaborating the augmentative reasons, organizing the dialogue sequence during the conversation. In addition we plan to make greater efforts to include AI techniques to expand the capability of the communication facility and the answer diagnosis. The technical infrastructure of the TurtleGraph cooperative learning environment will continue to develop with more thorough evaluation.
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Abstract: The design of a re-usable instructional algorithm for computer-based instruction (CBI) is described. The algorithm is designed to reduce development and life cycle costs for CBI by providing an authoring environment suited for subject matter experts who do not have instructional skills, and by supporting rapid prototyping. The specific algorithm described implements a simulation-based reactive environment for learning and practicing device operation skills. The approach to designing and implementing the algorithm is general and should apply to other instructional outcomes.

Problem Statement

The opportunity for repeated practice is critical to the development of procedural skills. The effectiveness of practice may be increased by providing guidance and feedback to the learner and by structuring the practice environment to transition in small steps from simple to complex practice situations.

Utilizing a computer to provide practice environments has several advantages. In comparison with the real environment, a computer may be more convenient, safer, and less expensive. In comparison with human-based instructional methods, a computer is more patient, more consistent, and available at a time and location convenient for the individual learner. In comparison to other media-based instructional methods, a computer may provide a reactive practice environment and the potential to customize the instruction to the individual learner.

A reactive practice environment is key to learning procedural skills. The learner performs and the environment reacts. The reaction approximates the effect the learner's action would cause in the real environment. This provides context for the learner and prepares for the transition from the practice to the real environment. The realistic reaction may be augmented by explicit instructional guidance and feedback that would not occur outside the instructional setting. Both learner and the instructional control program may vary the conditions of the environment and the requirements for performance based upon the learner's progress.

Unfortunately, developing computer-based instruction which incorporates a reactive environment, explicit guidance and feedback, and variable practice conditions and performance requirements, is very expensive. Highly specialized personnel are required. The high cost and long timelines of development and the scarcity of skilled personnel limit the application of this type of instruction. It is simply not cost-effective if the potential audience is small, the instruction will have a short useful life, or the development is being undertaken by a small company or intended for public education.

The goal of our research is to dramatically lower the cost of development and the required skill level of development personnel. The approach is to provide re-usable instructional programs in which the strategy and tactics are pre-defined for a particular instructional objective. The instructional developer need only describe the desired performance and the environment of the performance.
Approach

Existing computer-based instruction (CBI) authoring tools successfully address a specific problem. It is assumed that the author, someone with teaching or instructional design experience, knows what they want to teach and how they want to teach it—in fact they may already be teaching the material using non-computer means. The author is not however an experienced computer programmer, and does not know how to program the computer to deliver the desired instruction. The authoring language or system is designed to help the author make the translation from what to teach and how to teach, which is known, to how to make the computer teach, which is unknown, and to accomplish this without requiring the author to become an expert programmer.

As computers have become more widely available, more organizations have desired to develop computer-based instruction than there are available teachers and instructional designers. It is now commonly the case that the person responsible for developing CBI is not only not a programmer, but is not an experienced teacher or instructional designer either. The skill this person is most likely to have is subject matter expertise. The assumptions made by existing authoring systems—that the author knows what to teach and how to teach it—are no longer valid. In fact, lack of knowledge in these two areas may be the most important barrier to the development of effective CBI.

The successful solution to the problem of teachers who did not know how to program computers was not to teach them to be programmers, but rather to provide tools that allowed them to create CBI without needing to learn much about programming. Similarly, the solution to the problem of subject matter experts who do not know much about instruction will not be to teach them to be teachers, but to provide tools which allow them to create CBI without needing to learn either programming or instructional design.

This approach does not focus on making tools that are just "simple to use". Teaching and learning are complex human endeavors with many variables and incomplete knowledge. This complexity cannot be entirely avoided, however the nature of the complexities presented to authors can be managed. The most important step that can be taken is to assure that the authoring decisions, whether simple or complex, require only knowledge that it is reasonable for the author to have. In other words, the context of the authoring should be familiar to the author. In the case of a subject matter expert, it is feasible to require authors to describe the desired performance and the objects upon which that performance will occur. While some authoring tasks may require authors to think more deeply about these and to describe them more explicitly than they have before, the domain is at least familiar and accessible. On the other hand, even fairly simple authoring tasks that require instructional or programming expertise are inaccessible to the average subject matter expert.

Instruction

We have developed a prototype re-usable instructional algorithm. The prototype is implemented on IBM PC compatibles running the Windows™ graphical environment, using the prototyping tool ToolBook™.

The algorithm is designed to instruct algorithmic procedures in the area of device operation. Examples would include the operation of many electronic or mechanical devices. The specific test case for the prototype was the performance of the Central Air Data Computer Self-Test procedure for F-16 aircraft.

The algorithm begins with a media presentation. This, and all similar media presentations, is completely under the control of the author and may range from a piece of text or a graphic to a complete multi-media presentation including digital audio and video.

The lesson then continues with a short tutorial. This is designed both to introduce the procedure and to acquaint the student with some of the learner control capabilities. The learner is shown general information about the procedure and the sequence of steps that make up the procedure. The results dialog box, which will display the learner's progress, is introduced. The learner is also shown a list of all personnel involved in the procedure and (under author control) may select which role to practice. Each set of information is presented in a dialog box that is keyed to one of the icons in the toolbar. After this introductory tutorial, only the results dialog will be automatically displayed again; however all dialogs are available at the learner's discretion throughout the instruction.

After the tutorial, the heart of the instruction commences. This is organized around a set of performances. The author may add, subtract, and customize the performances, but by default there are five: a demonstration, three levels of practice, and a self-check.
Each performance instructs all steps of the procedure. The algorithm is designed to instruct the performance of each step, the sequence of steps, who performs each step, and any tools that are required for the performance of a step. In addition, the algorithm connects the strictly procedural knowledge to process knowledge: information about what is happening to the objects as they are being acted upon in each step.

The demonstration performance introduces the steps and their sequences. All procedural information is presented to the learner: the name of the step, its order in the sequence, the identity of the person responsible for performing the step, any tools used in performing the step, and a mediated demonstration of the step being performed. The only performance required of the learner is to repeat the performance of the step immediately following the demonstration. Process knowledge is not instructed.

The practice levels slowly fade the cues and increase the requirements for the performance. Additionally, process knowledge is taught. The learner may be asked to predict the value which a property of one of the objects in the environment will have after the step is performed. The learner may also be shown a summary of the effects of a step on all properties simulated by the instruction. From this summary, the learner may request an explanation of the value of any property, or explicit instruction linking sets of input values to output values for a selected property.

Self-check withdraws all cues and requires full performance of the procedure by the learner, including proper ordering of steps, selection of tools, and performance of the steps.

Each performance of the procedure may include an introductory and conclusion media presentation. In addition, at all times that an explicit learner response is not prompted, the learner may explore any object that is visualized or referenced on the screen. This exploration may lead to the display of information, a media presentation, or explicit instruction. For example, clicking on a device brings up a dialog which describes the device and lists its properties and their states.

Step performance is via direct manipulation of a visualization of the performance environment. Each object in the environment (for example, devices, device controls, device indicators) is represented visually by a graphic. Objects which always appear the same are represented by a single graphic. Objects whose appearance varies with their state are represented by a set of graphics, to each of which the author attaches a rule indicating for which state values that graphic is valid. The appropriate graphic is automatically selected for display during instruction based upon the state of the represented object. Objects which represent controls (buttons, switches, knobs, dials, etc.) respond during a learner performance with a popup menu of valid settings when clicked by the learner. The learner then selects a setting. During a demonstration performance, the algorithm selects the setting automatically.

Whenever any action occurs that changes the state of a control, the simulation which underlies the visualization is updated. Each object may have defined upon it one or more properties which represent the state values of the object. For each property the author defines a set of rules which determine the value of that property. During a simulation cycle the rules of all properties are interpreted and the property values updated. Immediately afterward, the rules for all visualizations are re-examined based on the new property values, and the visualizations updated. From the learner's point of view, he or she clicks on a control and selects a setting; the control then changes to represent the new setting (for example, a toggle switch goes from off to on) and possibly other devices change as well (for example, a light may be illuminated).

The simulation is not free play -- the learner may perform any action but only correct actions are simulated. Incorrect actions receive feedback, which may range from a message indicating that the action is not correct to a demonstration of the correct action. The type of feedback is determined based on the performance level and the learner's prior actions. The decision to not support free-play simulation is based primarily on the goal of authoring efficiency. It turns out that the definition of the rules which govern the simulation is the most difficult and least familiar task authors must perform. A free-play simulation requires a rule set considerably more complete and complex than is the case for path-based simulation. A functional and instructionally useful path-based simulation may be constructed with a small set of rules and may be defined with a relatively limited knowledge of the actual inner workings of the device being simulated.

It should be mentioned that an instructional simulation of the type described here is built for different purposes and under different constraints than other simulations. Many simulations, for example those used in engineering design or prediction of natural phenomena, are used to study the system being simulated for the purpose of acquiring new knowledge. These systems are only useful to the extent that they fully and accurately capture the dynamics of the system. An instructional simulation of the type described here is designed to support a reactive environment for practicing the performance of a procedure. It need only account for
existing knowledge and not for new or unknown system attributes. The conditions of its use are constrained. It need not completely model the system, only that part of the system which is instructionally relevant to the objective at hand. Nor must the model be fully accurate, in fact, it may be desirable to implement a model of system function that is simplified as that may be more appropriate for a particular category of learner. For example, the appropriate model for an operator of a device is not the same as the more detailed model necessary for repair or design of the device.

Authoring

Authoring involves two activities: analysis and resource preparation.

Analysis

The analysis required is more involved than is the case with existing authoring systems. The author is required to carefully describe both the performance and the environment of the performance. A set of pre-defined generalized object descriptors, or classes, is provided. These are of three types: content, instructional, and visualization objects. Content objects represent subject matter; examples are procedures, devices, controls, and personnel. Instructional objects define how the instruction is to be carried out; examples include lessons, performances, and guidance settings. A set of pre-defined instructional objects is provided so that authors need not be concerned with these; however, for those authors with instructional design expertise the instructional objects are available for customization. Visualization objects link to the resources (graphics, video, audio) which represent the objects of the instructional environment.

Each class defines a set of slots, or attributes, that are valid for objects of that class. Authoring consists of creating new objects (instances) based upon the patterns stored in the classes and providing values for the attributes. Attribute values may be primitive types such as strings or numbers, complex types such as rules, or links to other objects. For example, the step object has attributes for the action to be performed (a complex type which uses a simple grammar to specify a setting for a control, for example “SET main power switch TO on”), links to the person who performs the step and the tools used in the step (links to other content objects), and a link to a visualization object demonstrating the step being performed.

Though the analysis required exceeds that normally performed, there are two important advantages. First, it makes possible the entire approach of re-usable algorithms. The algorithm is defined based upon the object classes, and not upon any specific subject matter. Thus the algorithm is designed to teach a step, its personnel, its tool, its demonstration and action without knowledge of any specific step, personnel, tool, etc. During instruction, the specific elements are retrieved from the knowledge base and substituted. The algorithm may be re-used many times, with different subject matter.

Second, the instruction is generated directly from the analysis. This differs from the standard approach of a sequence of translations, from analysis to design to final development in some programming language. This has several important consequences. With a single representation of the content there are no problems of inconsistent representations: the analysis is always up to date and reflects exactly what is taught. Changes at the analysis level immediately update the instruction. As a result, life-cycle costs are dramatically reduced. Updates and modifications to existing lessons may be carried out at the analysis level, which is the most accessible for humans (as compared to the computer code). Within the knowledge base, each element is represented exactly once, no matter how many times it is used in the instruction. Thus updates to a knowledge object may be made with full assurance that all uses of that object have been updated.

Another important consequence is support for rapid prototyping. Not all attributes need be assigned values in order for instruction to run. In fact, the algorithm is designed to function completely with only a few attributes defined, and even finished instruction may leave many attributes undefined. Missing data is replaced by defaults and placeholders. This has the most important effects in the instructional and visualization objects. All instructional objects have pre-defined default values, so that no authoring need be done at all. Visualization objects will provide placeholders, so that the instruction may be run with full user interaction prior to the development of all or any graphic or media resources.

Rapid prototyping is an important element of the approach towards reducing overall development costs. Developing prototype instruction very early in the analysis phase means that alternative approaches may be explored with feedback from colleagues and other interested parties. Because the prototype is the instruction,
rather than an abstract representation of the potential instruction (for example, a list of objectives or a storyboard) it is more easily interpreted by those with less expertise in the representations used by instructional developers. for example, management, clients and potential users. Changes suggested by these people may be incorporated at far lower cost than is the case when the first working version of the instruction is ready only when the development schedule is 90% complete.

Resource Preparation

Resource preparation is the development of graphics, video, audio, and any other media to be included in the instruction. The basic work of resource preparation is unchanged: graphic artists must still draw pictures, video production staff must still shoot video.

While the re-usable algorithm approach cannot automate picture drawing, it can positively affect the overall cost of resource development.

First, unlike much current video-based instruction, the resources do not carry the principal instructional message. The algorithm accomplishes this. Resources primarily visualize the environment and supplement the principal message. Fewer overall resources may be needed.

Resources may be re-used. Often, a scene is built from a series of graphics, each of which may be re-used in a variety of situations. Life-cycle costs are reduced when a part of a device changes, as only that part need be re-shot rather than the entire scene in which that part appears.

The rapid prototyping, which may precede resource development, or may use cheap resources such as camcorder video or audio captured by the developer, means that the instruction may be more completely developed and critiqued before resource development commences. This should reduce the need to re-do media production due to design changes.

Finally, the management of the overall development process will have more information available that can be used to streamline media production. Reports may be generated from the knowledge base indicating the number and types of media resources specified in the analysis. This information may be used to coordinate and schedule media production.

Prior Work

This research extends our earlier work on transaction shells (Li & Merrill, 1990; Merrill, Li, & Jones, 1991). This prior work focused on teaching part structure and did not incorporate simulation. The knowledge representation builds on that previously reported in (Jones, Li & Merrill, 1990), which in turn was influenced by work in semantic data bases (Hull & King, 1987; Peckham & Maryanski, 1988) and object oriented programming (Agha, 1987, Goldberg & Robson, 1983). The simulation aspect is influenced by (Towne & Munro, 1988) and (Halff, 1990). The instructional strategy has roots in (Merrill, 1983) and (Gagne, 1985). Notions about mental models are widely published, see for example (White & Frederiksen, 1990). Work on rapid prototyping in software development has some parallels to courseware development, see (IEEE, 1989).

Further Work

This project has completed the first of three phases. In phase 2, a number of extensions and modifications are planned. The most important of these are:

- extensions to the content objects to represent conditional and repeated steps, branches, waits
- instruction of the materials used in a step
- specialized instruction for steps flagged as critical or dangerous
- specialized feedback for actions flagged as common or dangerous errors
- support for all MCI devices
- support for procedural attachments to resources so that they may update themselves
- incorporating structural instruction: device parts and connectivity
- support for multiple environment locations and explicit instruction for finding a control in a location
- maintenance of individual student profiles and customization based on the profile across sessions
We envision eventually creating a library of such re-usable algorithms, of which device operation procedures are just one example.
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Abstract: A computer system is proposed to assist humans in the task of classifying and memorizing medical cases with the help of assemblies of icons, called Concept Graphics (CG). This leads to a form of Electronic Document Delivery in which information is accessed at various levels of details and the transitions between the levels is gradual. Also it is argued that rapid review of large sets of documents for content and differential analysis is a valuable activity that can be effectively supported by electronic systems.

Since Antiquity Medical knowledge has essentially been case-based, despite the relatively recent growth of knowledge that links biological facts and processes into increasingly complex and accurate causal models. Medical students and professionals still use reference manuals, such as The Merck Manual (Merck, 1992) describing large numbers of distinct pathologies. Apart from very specific and narrowly circumscribed domains, applications of Expert Systems so far have not provided a totally satisfactory answer to the problem of automating or assisting diagnostic reasoning. Physicians remain reluctant to adopt computer decisions made on a narrow information base. Consequently the more recent systems are oriented toward combining intelligently assisted information retrieval and decision making (Kushniruk, 1994). Apart from providing a richer context for decision making, this fulfills the additional role of helping humans in forming useful categorizations and memorizing large numbers of medical pathologies (Hirtle, 1986).

In this paper we describe a computer system, currently under development and called IconiCase, to assist humans in the task of classifying and memorizing medical cases. More specifically, the system exploits assemblies of icons, called Concept Graphics (CG) as pointers to medical cases (Preiss 1992). This leads to a form of Electronic Document Delivery in which information is accessed at various levels of details and the transitions between the levels is more gradual than in outline systems such as Microsoft's More (Symantec 1992) or window oriented hypertext systems such as NoteCards (Halaz, 1987) or Intermedia (Yankelevitch 1985). In (Kaltenbach, 1988-1991) various ways of providing smooth transitions in information delivery are explored. It is argued that even short gaps in the way information is presented to humans, such as when details are added in separate windows to offer a complement information to a particular point in a mathematical proof, lead to cognitive difficulties, that could be prevented by better human/machine interfaces. Another important aspect of the system, is the active role given to users in organizing their access to the information.

Access to information by the intermediary of icons has received much attention since the beginning of computer graphic interfaces. However in most of the applications proposed so far the meaning and use of icons is quite restricted. Desktop icons for operating systems interfaces have a very simple meaning that allows little variations, if at all. There are very few systems that place meaning in the composition of icons. Systems for visual programming (TGS, 1993) only provide a more readable syntax for programs; the iconic compositions do not have to be interpreted as sets. Iconic compositions, used to formulate queries on a database (Erradi, 1988),(Chang, 1990) form the closest work to what we are proposing; however only a partial use of icons is made to access the documents. The retrieved documents themselves are not assessed with the help of iconic compositions. In addition in the early applications the need to translate queries in a database language, such as SQL, placed severe constraints on the kind of information that can be conveyed through iconic compositions. In this work we attempt to relax the constraints on the kind of information that can be encapsulated into iconic compositions and seek computer solutions to attenuate if not remove completely the ensuing cognitive
difficulties associated with the use of icons. In the first part of this paper we define Concept Graphics and propose them as useful intermediaries between text and human mental representations.

**Concept Graphics**

In the following the detailed descriptions of medical pathologies that form a corpus of documents are called cases. Cases are obtained in the form of texts that can be very detailed, such as entries in The Merck Manual. A case has a unique textual identifier plus textual and iconic indexing terms. In addition it is represented by a composition of elementary icons, called a Concept Graphics (CG), that captures the main characteristics of the case, such as symptoms, treatments, factors such as age, habits, etc. Thus the CG components need not be homogeneous. The choice of these characteristics may reflect the biases of a particular expert, or general user of the system. An example of a CG corresponding to the case "acute pancreatitis" is given in Figure 1. Note that the use of color make the CGs more easily identifiable.

**Figure 1.** A concept graphic and associated short text

For us CG arc mnemonic devices, akin to the chimerical compositions used by medieval orators to summarize the main points of the sermon they were going to make. For a CG to be a mnemonic device means that its meaning is not just in the icons themselves, but that it is remembered by the viewer on the basis of cues offered by the icons. It should be noted that the early forms of Mesopotamia writing were assemblies of pictograms representing concrete things or actions (Bottero, 1993). It is only later that syllabic meaning was ascribed to pictograms which, by becoming more abstract, led to the alphabet.

As much as possible icons are designed to be interpreted without the help of textual explanations; e.g. a broken bone, a brain, etc. However there is a limit to the complexity of meaning that can be expressed by icons in the form of familiar concrete objects and abstract icons are a necessity. Our approach to resolving the problem of understanding unfamiliar icons is to link the individual icons as well are icon sequences to text and to introduces the use of new icons in a progressive manner to users. This means that what users are shown in a CG depends on what icons they understand. This also implies that a user model (Sleeman, 1984) be maintained by the system. When a new icon is introduced its textual interpretation is automatically provided and its correspondence to the text of the case is highlighted. In Figure 1, the bolded letter words in the left text field correspond to the icons in the CG on the right. Later we provide additional details on how practically users are made familiar with icons and iconic compositions, as well as the kind of assistance they can have when "reading" iconic compositions.

Discounting for the time being the familiarity/unfamiliarity aspect, the advantage of using CG to access information is the exploitation the human visual processing abilities adapted to deal with objects in multiple dimensions such as space, shape, color, texture . There are several apparent consequences:

- For the same speed of access, more information is obtained by the user than if it had been conveyed in textual form; or conversely the same amount of information is obtained more rapidly. Speed of access is an important factor when dealing with large amounts of documents and traditional access methods through Boolean queries or
natural language processing are too ineffective or cumbersome. Users may simply not have the time available for a long survey. To bring back to mind the content of a large set of documents a sort of rapid browsing called "flying through hypertext" (Lai, Manber, 1991) is needed. - the many dimensions of iconic compositions and the ability to scan through many cases in a short time result in ways of classifying cases that would not have been obtained through statistical classification methods (Preiss, 1992) because when using these methods often one must know what to look for, either ahead of applying the method or in the interpretation of the results. Machine Learning algorithms (Kodratoff, 1988) and other discovery methods in databases, also fall under that criticism. - it may be the case that the composition of a CG conveys more meaning than just the sum of its parts.

The limitations of using iconic compositions have been extensively studied and reported in the literature (Iwam, 1991). Experiments comparing the use of abstract icons and text menus have concluded with no advantage for icons (Benbasat, Todd, 1993). Thus,

- interpreting individual icons can be difficult
- it is not clear what meaning to ascribe to a juxtaposition of several icons
- icons use a lot of valuable screen space.
- icons and iconic compositions are cumbersome to manipulate.

The system IconiCase is an attempt to capitalize on the advantages of using Concept Graphics, while striving to iron out the difficulties. Figure 2 presents the main modules of the system IconiCase to create and exploit Concept Graphics for surveying and analyzing large sets of cases (i.e. documents). The modules are organized into two main groups corresponding to authoring/editing of CGs and of exploiting CGs in a consultation mode.

Creating Concept Graphics

Capture from Text

Source text, such as entries in The Merck Manual, must be summarized in order to regroup the main features of a case and provide a textual explanation that closely match the corresponding CG. When completed this module will offer a more efficient way of creating the summary text from the original text than by standard cut and paste operations; a user selection of words, group of words and sentences, will be sent to the summary window with only one keyboard operation. Also the system will automatically create links between corresponding parts of the original and summary text, making possible the simultaneous highlighting of corresponding parts of text.

The icon editor

Icons are grouped set of basic shapes that form a sort of collage. This means that basic shapes are not restricted to be rectangles and that they include regions that are transparent. Figure 3 shows the basic shapes "abdomen" and "radiating pain" and the composite icon "pain radiating from center of abdomen". Icons are organized in a multiple inheritance object hierarchy of basic shapes. Each shape or icon has a textual meaning and is indexed by keywords.

New icons can be made by screen captures of basic shapes created with a standard painting or drawing program. There is a tool for defining particular regions of a captured image as transparent or opaque with a color
the user can choose. Regrouping basic shapes, naming and indexing an icon is done in a standard way. It is also possible to create new icons by modifying existing ones retrieved through an icon browser or from existing Concept Graphics.

The Concept Graphic editor

Concept Graphics are assembled manually but we are planning to introduce some automated assistance in selecting the icons and assembling the CGs. For instance the keywords recognized form the text of a case can be automatically translated into icons appearing in the right field of Figure 1. Use of a hierarchical thesaurus (Côté 82) is also considered, to select icons higher in the hierarchy when a recognizable medical term in the text does not have yet a corresponding icon.

The relative placement of icons in a Concept Graphic can be (at least partially) automated by default or production rules. Default placement rules could be statistical. For instance place the new icon at the average position of that icon in already created CGs. Production rules would supersede that default placement to locate semantically related icons at the same relative place in a CG.

Though icons appear with irregular contours, they are included in defining rectangles. This makes it possible to apply a tool we have developed (Kaltenbach, 1991) to compact CGs in as little screen space as possible, while seeking to preserve the relative positions of the composing icons and avoiding the overlap of icons.

It is also in the CG editor that the correspondence between text and icons is established. It has the form of links that enable the simultaneous highlighting (by flashing) of corresponding parts of text and icon groups when a selection in the left text or right image field of Figure 1 is made by the user. A default selection of text or graphic objects is obtained by simply positioning the mouse cursor over the object. Other selection modes for more detailed or coarser selections are also available.

Once a CG is edited it is placed in a CG browser under an appropriate category.

![Figure 4](image-url) Viewing cases sharing attribute “abdomen” with the case “acute pancreatitis”
Accessing Concept Graphics

In addition to helping users understand a CG, IconiCase provides alternate ways of efficiently scanning through large collections of Concept Graphics. Current implementation includes a CG player, a textual find utility, a browser by semantic categories (e.g., heart diseases, pulmonary diseases...).

**The CG Reader** is a facility that automatically highlights the keywords, sentences in the left field of Figure 1, together with corresponding icons in the right field. The speed of scanning can be controlled by the reader.

**The CG Finder** is a facility that enables the user to select particular icons or icon components on the right of Figure 1, and obtain the text list or collection of CGs that share the selected features. Figure 4 gives the result of a search when the icon shape "abdomen" is selected. A zoom facility for the CGs in Figure 4 is projected.

**The CG Player** enables users to view CGs (Figure 1) in succession at a speed they can control. The sequences of CGs that can be viewed are defined using the CG sequencer.

**The CG Sequencer** currently permits the definition of CG sequences that correspond to:
- user defined sequences by associating markers on CG seen as in Figure 1 or on clicking on CG as seen in Figure 4.
- sequences corresponding to a semantic category in the CG browser
- finally it is projected to cluster cases on the basis of more semantically related definitions of distance between cases. This may rely only in part on a measure of distance between individual icons.

Any defined sequence can be reordered according to a measure generality for CGs. A detailed definition of this measure would make this paper too long, so we provide only the underlying idea. A partition of the set of icons (and icon components) available in the system is created under the equivalence relation that all the elements of a subset are related if they all index a set of cases that is maximal in the sense that no super set of cases is indexed by all these elements. The number of cases associated with an element of the partition of icons gives a measure of the generality of that icon. Then the generality of a case is obtained as the average generality of its component icons.

The sets of cases as just defined can be ordered by inclusion and thus be accessed as the nodes of a graph. A particular node is seen in our system as a sequence of CGs (Fig. 1) or as a two dimensional display (Fig. 4). The user can traverse links in that graph to refine or expand the generality of the component cases entering in a sequence, while focusing on a set of icons of current interest. In fact there are many ways in which significant navigation can be achieved in that graph and this will be the object of subsequent paper.

Using IconiCase

First we return to the question of how users get to understand individual icons and iconic compositions. At one extreme a user may exploit an already processed collection of cases. By this we mean that the cases have already been summarized and associated with CGs by someone else, acting as author. The user may then choose to get explanations of complete CGs or to be shown no more than i new icons (i=1,2,...) per CG. By pointing to an individual icon or by selecting a component the user gets the correspondence with the text (left field in Fig. 1) and a more formal definition of the icon in the text field below the CG in Fig.1. Explanations are also available for groups of icons when they are selected by the user.

The other extreme is to let the users be also the authors of the CGs. The interpretation of the icons and groups of icons then does not pose problems; user made associations are in the essence of mnemonic approaches (Yate, 1966). In counterpart the practical value of the system IconiCase then hinges critically on how easy it is to create CGs. We have described some early steps in that direction.

In this paper we are presenting CGs as a prop to memory. For instance it could be used by students in order to assist them in reviewing for exams.

There is another objective to the system IconiCase. Note that when viewing a large number of CG, it may not be necessary to understand the individual icons in order to make some inferences. For instance some overall pattern may be detected viewing a large collection of CGs leading to the identification of causal relationships (Knowledge base rules). The scanning of CGs could also be viewed as a complement to automated knowledge discovery approaches in databases. The rapid human scanning of cases obtained by the automated approaches...
would further validate or invalidate the newly extracted rule. This is important because usually many rules are
discovered by the automated discovery approaches and screening through them to get the really meaningful is a
very tedious task.

Future work and conclusion

As an interface for the delivery of large corpora of documents, a system like IconiCase requires many
adaptive features and much fine tuning to gain acceptance with a wide variety of users. We have explored some
of these dimensions but much remains to be done. We plan to perform experiments with users to study the time
needed to learn the meaning of icons and of groups of icons. Also we shall study possible tradeoffs between the
depth of details and speed the CGs can be displayed to humans. The criterion of evaluation should how correctly
cases are reminisced.

The approach is of course not strictly limited to medical cases. Also it could be considered as an extension
of and a complement to case-based reasoning systems (Hammond, 89).
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Children's Independent Exploration of a Natural Phenomenon by Using a Pictorial Computer-Based Simulation
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Abstract: This paper describes an investigation examining the constructing of a conceptual model of a selected natural phenomenon by children when using a pictorial computer simulation of that phenomenon. The paper concentrates on describing children's exploration process in relation to their conceptual models before and after the use of the simulation. The selected natural phenomenon was the variations of sunlight and heat of the sun as experienced on the earth related to the positions of the earth and the sun in space. Children's conceptual models before the use of the simulation formed a starting point from which the exploration of the phenomenon was activated. Children's exploration seemed to contain, for example, wandering here and there, investigating and seeking for something and experimenting with aim. During the exploration process occurred the construction of conceptual models in varying amounts but the construction seemed to follow a correctly directed conceptual model of that phenomenon.

This paper is one part of an investigation whose aim was to investigate to what extent the independent use of a pictorial computer simulation of a selected natural phenomenon could be of help in the organizing of the phenomenon and the forming of an integrated picture of that phenomenon. Attention was paid to the constructing of a conceptual model of the phenomenon by children and children's exploring process during the use of the computer simulation. This paper concentrates on examining children's exploring process and its relation to the constructing of children's conceptual models by using a pictorial computer simulation of that phenomenon. The children taking part were seven-year old Finnish first-graders. They had at school no formal instruction before or during their exploration process of this natural phenomenon. The author has not found any corresponding works.

In this work a conceptual model of a natural phenomenon is seen as a mental construct which is based on activated information stored in the interconnected neural networks of the brain concerning a phenomenon in question. A conceptual model has been formed from the basis of the regularities of a natural phenomenon. It covers the events, objects, properties and relations of a natural phenomenon. A conceptual model makes it possible to think about a phenomenon, to describe it, and to explain and to predict the events of the phenomenon. In a conceptual model, conceptual refers to activated information in the neural networks, and a model of a phenomenon forms when interconnected neural networks concerning a phenomenon are activated.

This paper first describes the pictorial computer simulation of a selected natural phenomenon. After it procedures for the examination of children's exploration process are described and finally children's exploration process and its relation to changes in children's conceptual models before and after the use of the simulation is examined.

Pictorial Computer Simulation

The selected natural phenomenon for the pictorial computer simulation was the variations of sunlight and heat of the sun as experienced on the earth related to the positions of the earth and the sun in space. In the simulation it is possible to explore the variations of sunlight and heat of the sun and their effects on the earth in a natural environment and the origin of these phenomena from the basis of the interconnections and positions of the earth and the sun in space. The simulation concentrates on phenomena which are close to the everyday experiences of children, such as day and night, seasons, changes in the life of plants and birds etc. The simulation program has been implemented in such a way that the knowledge structure and theory of the
phenomenon are based on events appearing together with the phenomenon in question, and these events are illustrated. In the simulation all events and necessary elements are represented as pictures and familiar symbols. At the earth level the pictorial simulation represents the surrounding world, its phenomena and objects in a very natural and realistic way. In exploring the phenomenon at the space level the interrelations of the earth and the sun are represented with the help of an analogue model. The selected place on the earth from where the phenomenon has been modeled and simulated for a computer is the suburb of Lentävänniemi in Tampere, in Finland. The children who participated in this research live in this area. Therefore the exploration of the phenomenon with the pictorial simulation takes place in an environment familiar to the children.

The computer program begins so that on the screen appears the earth revolving on its elliptical orbit around the sun. A child can see the whole revolution of the earth around the sun and can continue at any time to the next phase where the name and age of a child is asked. Next a map of Finland appears on the screen and by pressing the position of the city of Tampere on the map a view from Lentiivanniemi toward the south is seen on the screen.

The exploration of the phenomenon starts in Lentävänniemi on the 1st January at midnight. On a big screen is seen at that moment a dark, snowy, winter landscape in a direction of the south. The exploring can be continued by using icon pictures under the picture of the landscape, for example, a clock, a pictorial calendar, a picture map with different points of the compass and a space shuttle. The exploring of the phenomenon can be continued in many ways hour by hour, day by day, month by month, at different points of the compass and so on. At any moment it is possible to take a space shuttle and to look at the interrelations and positions of the earth and the sun at the space level. At the space level it is also possible to explore the interrelations and positions of the earth and the sun by using icon pictures which show the time in the same way as at the earth level. At every moment it is possible to choose how to continue exploring. Exploring can proceed at every moment using the existing alternatives.

When exploring at the space level the earth, rotating around its axis and revolving around the sun on its elliptic orbit, appears on the screen. The plane of the earth's orbit is shown as viewed from directly above this plane. When exploring the phenomenon at the earth level the following may appear on the screen: the changes of darkness and lightness daily with an accuracy of one hour, the sun's positions in the sky every hour, the place and time for the sunrise and the sunset every day round a year, typical plants, birds and animals according to seasons and so on. With the help of the icon pictures, binoculars, magnifying glass and microscope it is possible to explore flowers, trees, leaves, insects, birds, spores, animals and so on in more detail. On the screen a selected object is seen as bigger. At the space level with the help of a telescope it is possible to look at the earth at a larger size so that, for example, Finland is seen more clearly. From this picture of the earth it is possible to continue further and to see the map of Finland, and finally an air photo of Tampere. In the simulation it is also possible to explore the mutual size of the earth and the sun and to get an image of the distance between them. Also the position of the earth in the whole solar system can be seen on the screen. The pictorial computer simulation is constructed so that it is very easy to use and it does not presuppose an ability to read or write. A pictorial computer simulation (Kangassalo 1991) is described in details in the article by Kangassalo (1992).

Examination of Children's Exploration Process and Description Techniques

When a child explored a phenomenon by using simulation each press of the mouse was recorded in the computer's memory. Presses were recorded so that it was possible afterwards to recall, from the computer's memory the children's exploration pathways and to see each child's exploration pathway on the screen. On the screen a child's exploration pathway can be seen press by press as pictures like it occurred in the exploration situation. Children's exploration pathways were recorded from the computer's memory on to paper and a description technique was developed for them. The description technique makes it possible to follow children's exploration process as it happened in the original situation. In the description technique it can be seen on which levels of the phenomenon a child's exploration took place. Table 1 shows this technique. In the technique the following levels can be separated: earth/space, the point of the compass on the earth, month (including season and month), day (including number of a day, time, awake/sleep), research mediums (at space level also the scale and the solar system) and finally details. In Table 2 an example is shown about a child's first exploration pathway by using the described technique.
### Table 1.
The description technique for children's exploration pathway.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Point of the Compass</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Number of a Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Awake/Sleep</th>
<th>Research Medium</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st January 00 o'clock on the earth</td>
<td>00 o'clock on the earth</td>
<td>south</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Shuttle to Space: Earth-Sun</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Number of a Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Awake/Sleep</th>
<th>Research Medium</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map of Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>air photo of Tampere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>solar-system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back to earth-sun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Shuttle to Earth</th>
<th>Season</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Table 2.
The first exploration pathway of a child.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Point of the Compass</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Number of a Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Awake/Sleep</th>
<th>Research Medium</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td></td>
<td>east</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Shuttle to Space: Earth-Sun</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Number of a Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Awake/Sleep</th>
<th>Research Medium</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map of Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>air photo of Tampere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back to earth-sun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>solar-system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Shuttle to Earth</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Number of a Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Awake/Sleep</th>
<th>Research Medium</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>space shuttle to space: earth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map of Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back to earth - sun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>air photo of Tampere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Shuttle to Space: Earth-Sun</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Number of a Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Awake/Sleep</th>
<th>Research Medium</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map of Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>air photo of Tampere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Shuttle to Earth</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Number of a Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Awake/Sleep</th>
<th>Research Medium</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>space shuttle to space: earth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>map of Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back to earth - sun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>air photo of Tampere</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second description technique has been developed with the purpose of summarising and clarifying a child's exploration subjects at different exploration times. An example of this technique is seen in Table 3. In this table has been described all icons by which it is possible to explore the phenomenon both at the earth level and at the space level. In this table can be seen what a child explores, how many times and how extensive an exploration is. By examining all a child's exploration times as separate tables it is possible also to see in which order a child explores the things of the phenomenon. Both description techniques support and are complementary to each other. The descriptions of the exploration pathways shows a child's exploration processes step by step and from tables they can be seen in summary. By means of the descriptions of exploration pathways and tables can be followed the construction process of children's conceptual models.

Table 3.
The first exploration pathway of a child as a table.

Child: 1
Date: 20.11.1991
Number of frames: 28
Time: 11 min

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On the earth</th>
<th>In space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>south</td>
<td>east</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>season</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>month</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awake/sleep</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binoculars</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnifying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microscope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>telescope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solar system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>point of</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>space shuttle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Children's Exploration Process and Its Relation to Children's Conceptual Models

Before and after the exploration of the natural phenomenon children's conceptual models have been elicited by using procedures for this aim (see Kangassalo 1993a). Before the use of the simulation children's conceptual models were at very different levels. Some children's conceptual models of the phenomenon were quite undeveloped, and some others' very developed. Only some children's conceptual models contained a clear misconception. During the use of the simulation in children's conceptual models changes occurred. The most significant change was that the interconnections of different phenomena and entities began to be constructed and the construction seemed to follow the currently accepted scientific knowledge.

In the construction of the interconnections of phenomena and entities the following phases could be seen: the existence of interconnections had been discovered, the organization of interconnections took shape (order, continuity and regularities), the amount of interconnections increased, the reorganization of interconnections took shape: interconnections ceased to exist or/and interconnections replaced by other interconnections.

In the natural phenomenon in question the main direction of constructing by children tends to be as follows:
1. The earth begins to revolve around the sun.
2. Seasons are organized in the everyday world and are connected to the positions of the earth and the sun in space.
3. The alternation of darkness and lightness on the earth is seen to have resulted from the turning or revolving of the earth in the earth's orbit.
4. The alternation of darkness and lightness and the succession of seasons has been seen to have resulted from the rotation of the earth around its axis once every 24 hours while the earth is revolving around the sun, a circuit around the sun taking place once a year.
5. In conceptual models which before the use of the simulation, the sun was revolving around the earth in two cases out of three the sun did not revolve anymore around the earth after the use of the simulation.

The children's exploration process is examined next from the basis of their conceptual models before the use of the simulation. Children were divided into four groups according to what kind of conceptual models they had before the use of the simulation. Children's conceptual models before the use of the simulation formed a starting point from which the exploration of the phenomenon was activated. Children's conceptual models and changes with in them can be read more precisely in Kangassalo's article 1993b.

The first group consisted of children (3/11) whose conceptual models before the use of the simulation were quite vague and undeveloped. After using the simulation a significant change in their models was that the earth began to revolve around the sun. The exploration of the phenomenon by two of these three children took place quite randomly at the earth level. They looked into the space level now and again but returned almost by the same way back to the earth level. One of these three children explored the phenomenon at the earth level more extensively than the other two and looked into the space level quite often. In this child's conceptual model after the use of the simulation the order, continuity and regularity of seasons in the everyday world had been discovered. The child used the simulation many times and her operating time was altogether one of the longest in the whole group of eleven children.

A little more developed were the conceptual models of four children (4/11). The order, continuity and regularity of seasons on the earth were quite well organized except one. Some light interrelations of phenomena on the earth and in space had been noticed. In these children's models, after the exploration process, the earth is revolving around the sun and the succession of seasons on the earth was perceived to be connected with the positions of the earth and the sun in space. The association of the alternation of lightness and darkness and the succession of seasons in the positions of the earth and the sun in space model proved to be problematic.

In this second group one child's conceptual model before the use of the simulation was somewhat uncertain about the succession of seasons on the earth but in his model the earth goes round. This child's exploration of the phenomenon was directed to phenomena on the earth. He explored very carefully and many times months at different points of the compass and systematically looked for details month by month. He looked into the space level very often almost in every season and used the telescope frequently to see the earth enlarged. The exploration of the phenomenon at the space level by the use of time characters took place only some times. After the exploration process in his conceptual model the succession of seasons were well organized both at the earth level and at the space level. The association of the alternation of lightness and darkness and the succession of seasons at the space level did not take place.

Two children of this second group explored the phenomenon mainly at the earth level looking briefly into the space level. In their models the earth was revolving around the sun and seasons on the earth were perceived to be connected with the positions of the earth and the sun in space. Connections in their models were still quite weak.
The fourth child of this second group explored the phenomenon the longest time (112 minutes) out of the whole group of eleven children. He started to explore the phenomenon on the earth. At first he looked for details according to seasons and months. Gradually he used the icons of the clock and days and after that he moved to explore at the space level. At the space level he explored the movement of the earth by using the clock, days and months. Sometimes now and then he looked into the earth. The child's exploration was systematic and took place with aim. Some degree of experimenting also occurred especially at the latter part of the exploration process. After the use of the simulation in his model the earth is revolving around the sun and the succession of seasons on the earth was perceived to be connected with the positions of the earth and the sun in space. The association of day and night and succession of seasons at the space level did not take place. In his model these things were separate, so that daylight on the earth, in Tampere, is when the earth is on the other side of the sun and dark when it is on the opposite side of the sun.

The third group consisted of one child whose conceptual model of the phenomenon was very well developed before the use of the simulation. The only undeveloped thing in his conceptual model was the reconciliation of the alternation of lightness and darkness and the succession of seasons with the positions of the earth and the sun at the space level. During the exploration process the reconciliation was made. This child explored the phenomenon quite thoroughly both on the earth and in space. When using time icons, season, month, hour and day, the exploration took place side by side on the earth and in space.

The fourth group consisted of three children (3/11) whose conceptual models contained a clear misconception. In their models the sun was revolving around the earth. After the use of the simulation, two of the children's conceptual models became disintegrated. The sun's revolution around the earth was absent and interrelations of phenomena on the earth and space became weaker. One child's model remained almost unchanged. From these children's exploration there can be seen any uniformity. One child whose model after the exploration process was disintegrated explored the phenomenon noticeably at both the earth level and the space level by using the time icons. The other child's exploration was quite random wandering and amusing. The child whose model remained almost unchanged used mainly the season and month icons on the earth level. Now and then he amused with the space shuttle and looked into the level of the solar system.

Summary about results

Children's conceptual models before the use of the simulation formed a starting point from which the exploration of the phenomenon by children was activated. Children's exploration processes seemed to contain wanderings here and there, investigating and seeking for something and experimenting with aim. Sometimes children amused themselves with the space shuttle and some children made tales about animals. The more developed and integrated conceptual model, the more children's exploration contained investigating and experimenting with aim. Children's conceptual model of the phenomenon develops and constructs during the exploration process in varying amounts but the main direction of constructing tended to be the same and seemed to follow the currently accepted scientific knowledge.
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Abstract: We describe a computer program, called Broadcast News, which teaches social studies to high school students by allowing them to put together a television news show. We attempt to show how the journalistic task, as structured by our program, can be used to motivate students to use an embedded hypermedia system to ask questions about social studies issues, to situate the knowledge that the students acquire, to challenge students to put this knowledge to use.

Introduction

In recent years, many developers of multimedia systems have focused primarily on the ways in which such systems can enhance a student's access to information. This is understandable, since easy access to information is a crucial element of effective learning environments. However, if the objective is for students to develop a working knowledge of a subject, then providing access is not enough. An effective learning environment must also ensure that students are motivated to access whatever information is available, that they have an authentic context (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989) in which to situate that knowledge, and that they face challenges that allow them to put that knowledge to use. Knowledge that is never put to use during the learning process may be knowledge that is difficult to retrieve and put to use when the need arises in the real world (diSessa, 1988).

In an attempt to address these issues, we have developed a computer program, called Broadcast News, which teaches social studies to high school students by allowing them to put together a television news show. We believe that the journalistic task, as structured by our program, does a very effective job of motivating students to use an embedded hypermedia system to ask questions about social studies issues, of situating the knowledge that the students acquire, and of challenging students to put this knowledge to use.

Overview of the Broadcast News System

The learning environment provided by Broadcast News has two distinct layers: a task-environment layer, and an instructional layer.

The task-environment layer consists of a miniature on-line production facility that students use to create a news show. In order to provide students with the ability to create TV-style news, Broadcast News requires some special hardware. The hardware configuration includes an IBM PS/2 with a video card for on-screen video, a laser disc player for video source material, and a video camera and computer-controlled VCR to capture the shows that the students create on VHS tape with the students as anchors. The source material in this layer includes footage from the CNN video feed and text from the AP wire-service. These sources are specific to the news days that the students will be working on and are necessary to put together a show.

The task-environment layer also includes the initial rough drafts of the stories on which the students will be working. These rough drafts are created by the curriculum designer and are constructed to focus attention on the crucial issues in the story. Rather than allow students to write their own, complete stories, students are only allowed to edit these drafts. By giving students a finite number of changes that they can make, the program is able to carefully follow what they do. Providing rough drafts also allows the curriculum designer to structure the learning experience. To provide the appropriate challenge, curriculum designers intentionally place errors and biases into the rough drafts, leave important things out, choose confusing terms, etc. These challenges are intended to raise questions in students' minds. By anticipating these questions and by making the knowledge base easy to explore, the editing task can encourage students to seek out the information required to answer these questions. (For a discussion of our techniques for structuring the editing task, see Kass, et al., 1993).

The second, instructional layer of Broadcast News provides expert feedback and additional sources that students can access to get the information they need to make editorial decisions. When students lack the background information necessary to make an informed decision, they are prompted to seek out more information from the sources embedded in the program.
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knowledge necessary to understand the issues raised in a story, help is available in hypermedia form. The system contains video of subject-matter experts answering relevant questions. In addition, background material from standard reference works (text and video) is available. A portion of the screen is devoted to displaying questions which students can ask that are relevant to the currently selected text of the story. By clicking on a question, students can bring up an expert who will answer the question, or even multiple experts with different points of view on the question. At any point while the answers are being played, the students can stop the video, and either go back to the editing task, or ask a follow-up question. For students who may fail to notice problems on their own, the program provides some prodding in the form of expert objections to some of their editorial decisions or to the approved draft. The experts also offer unsolicited comments challenging the students' editorial decisions.

Broadcast News allows a curriculum designer the freedom to choose stories that touch on important issues, to structure the students' interaction with the program, and to provide appropriate support material, challenging students and providing the information they need to accomplish their task.

Using Broadcast News

It takes a team of people to put together a real television news show, including producers, writers, video editors, and anchors. During each session with Broadcast News, the student plays some of these roles, and the rest of the roles are played by the computer. In the current version of the program the student's main task, which corresponds roughly to the job of an assistant producer, is to edit the text and video of the rough draft.

When editing a rough draft (Figure 1) the screen is composed of the following items:

- A rough draft of the story, including markers that represent when video will be shown.
- A list of the on-line source material (text files and video segments) related to the story.
- A list of questions about the story that are answered by either text or video clips of experts.
- A collection of relevant hypermedia reference works.
- A set of control buttons the student uses to take editorial actions, such as marking up the story for rewrite, asking for the rewrites to be executed, and giving final approval to the story.

Figure 1. Broadcast News Editing Screen
After the main editing task is complete, and the show is ready to "go on the air," the student is allowed to play anchor. The editor's job is the one that challenges the student to think about the issues behind the story; most of the learning is expected to take place during that phase. The anchoring phase is included because students generally enjoy it, and because it allows them to produce a videotape of their show, which can motivate them to invest more of themselves in their work.

An Example of Broadcast News in Action

A typical session with Broadcast News, in which the student plays the role of assistant producer, begins with a note from the boss, the executive producer, describing the day's assignment. The student's job is to edit the lead story for May 21, 1991, the day that Rajiv Gandhi, the former Prime Minister of India, was assassinated.

After reading the memo from the boss, the student proceeds to the main screen (Figure 1). Students generally begin by reading the rough draft of the story. The first sentence of the Gandhi story reads: "Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated today at an election rally near Madras." Many secondary-school students do not fully understand the references in this sentence. Many do not know who Rajiv Gandhi was or where Madras is. To alleviate this problem, the student can turn to the story questions.

Asking Questions of the Experts

Our prototype system includes video clips of two experts, both Northwestern University professors. One is a former president of NBC and professor of journalism. The other is on the political science faculty, and is the author of a very popular college-level political science textbook.

When no particular portion of the story is selected, the system offers questions that are general to the entire story. The box in the lower-right corner of Figure 1 depicts this situation. One question available is, "What makes this story newsworthy?" Clicking on this question brings up a video clip of our journalism expert, explaining that Gandhi was a world leader and that news is the reporting of change, such as the death of a world leader. While the answer is being delivered, the question list changes to present follow-up questions.

In addition to general story questions, specific questions pertaining to portions of the story are available. By selecting a range of text in the story, the student tells the system to bring up a set of questions related to items mentioned in the selected text. In the Gandhi story, if the student selects the first sentence, the system will bring up a set of questions about Gandhi, Madras, etc. One of the questions is "Who was Rajiv Gandhi?" If the student asks this question, the political science expert explains that Gandhi was a former prime minister of India, who was running for re-election. Follow-up questions a student might want to ask are: "What does it mean to be a prime minister?", "What is an assassination?", What was Gandhi's political platform?", and "Why was Gandhi running for office again?"

The student may also click on the video marker to see questions that relate to the video used in the story.

Reviewing Source Material

Before editing a story, it is usually a good idea to look at the source material for the story. Selecting a source from the list makes it display on the screen. One of the wire service articles for the example story is titled "Gandhi Profile". The example text article tells the location of Madras in India and more about the Gandhi family and how long they have ruled India.

Video source is available as well as text. In addition to providing background knowledge, the video source can be inserted into the broadcast in place of the video that is currently designated to be included in the story.

Editing the Story

After asking any introductory questions, the student should be ready to make some edits. Choosing a sentence and clicking the Edit button brings up a menu of the following rewrite options: Add to selected text; Change selected text; Delete from selected text; or Revise entire paragraph (Figure 2).

In the example story the opening sentence has very little detail. The student may want to add some information about Rajiv Gandhi. Once the student has chosen what type of edit to make, a new menu appears detailing the edits that are available. For example, choosing "Add to selected text" brings up a menu of the following more specific choices on which the student can add detail: Gandhi's family; Gandhi's Title; or Location of Assassination (Figure 2).

It is important to note that none of the choices is intended to be right or wrong in any absolute sense. Different students will make different choices, just as different television stations make different choices. The point is not to test the student to see if he or she can come up with the right answer; the point is to require thinking about
the issues and making decisions. However, the fact that there is no definitive right answer does not mean that the experts do not have their preferences. If the student opts for adding detail about the method of assassination, the political scientist will object: “I think that the details of the assassination are less important than what this means for the future of Indian democracy.” But the fact that an expert disagrees doesn’t mean the student has made the wrong choice. The student may find that the experts have incompatible opinions. The students might get challenged no matter what choices they make. The point of the challenges is to make sure students think about what the important issues are and reach an informed decision.

Gandhi was receiving bouquets from supporters when a bomb exploded, killing him instantly. At least fourteen others were also killed in the blast. No one has claimed responsibility for the killing.

The 46-year old Gandhi, leader of the Indian National Congress Party, was running for re-election as Prime Minister. He was embroiled in a bitter election battle with Hindu fundamentalists. Grandson of India’s first Prime Minister, he took office in 1984, after his mother, Indira, was assassinated by Sikh extremists.

Rewriting the Story

Students may, at any time after making an editing decision, choose the Rewrite button and send the marked text and video to the programmed writer for a rewrite. The story returns with changes made as directed. In the example story, if the student has asked for more detail about Gandhi’s title in the lead sentence, it will come back transformed from “Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated...” to “Former Indian Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated...”.

Submitting the Story for Expert Review

After receiving the rewritten text, students may make more editing decisions, do more research, or decide that the story is ready for broadcast. When the student decides the story is good enough to go on the air, she chooses the Approve button. Upon student approval, the program checks with each expert for comments on the story.

Regardless of how well the rough drafts are crafted, students cannot always be expected to address all the points in the story that the curriculum designer feels are important. In these cases, after the story is approved, one or
several experts will explicitly raise the issues by commenting on them. Although the student is not required to take action on any of the comments, it is expected that they will often serve as motivation to reread the story and consider the issue.

Anchoring the Story

After giving final approval for a story, the student next needs to anchor and videotape it. For this, the program provides a mini-studio (Figure 3) including a camera, programmed teleprompter, and video viewing window. Just as in a real studio, the student can practice the story first, starting and stopping the teleprompter and seeing how the video will work with the story. Unlike a real news show, the student gets to decide when she is ready to start anchoring. When ready, the student clicks the Go On The Air button. The introductory graphics announcing the news show roll and then the teleprompter starts. The student reads the story as it scrolls by in the teleprompter. Upon reaching the part of the story that indicates the video should start, the student clicks a button to start the video, then chooses another to switch the video source back to the camera. When finished taping, the student can view the show.

![Figure 3. Broadcast News Studio](image)

Viewing the Show and Finishing Up

In the viewing screen, the student is presented with a video monitor cued to the beginning of the introductory graphics that start her news show. In addition to watching her show, the student may also choose the NBC News button to see what the network decided to do that night. In our example news day, the student sees that NBC also chose to use the Gandhi assassination as the lead story. The comparison between what the network put together and what various students put together is a good starting point for a class discussion.

After completing all the steps for a news day, the student can take the videotape of the show with her. As students complete more news days, they get more responsibility for stories and the show as a whole. Students can look forward to eventually being able to write their own stories starting from only the source material.
Current Status and Future Plans

Work on the Broadcast News system is proceeding on three fronts in parallel: 1) extending the application; 2) developing a curriculum based on the use of the program; 3) extending the authoring tool that facilitates the creation of new Broadcast News sessions. In addition to our work on developing Broadcast News, we are also evaluating the system under controlled experimental conditions at a nearby high school.

The Broadcast News program is at the stage of an advanced prototype. Students can use the program in the assistant producer role, developing a small number of stories. However, the current version of the program lacks some features that we deem important. For instance it does not allow the student to review the events that took place following the date of the news day the student worked on. Getting a recap of events is important to allow a student to understand how events unfolded.

Also, the program currently provides a rather limited range of reference material: Dictionary entries defining words in the rough draft, and the AP and CNN news services. A broader range of materials is needed.

We are currently developing a course on the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. The course will consist of a series of Broadcast News sessions, all of which touch on a First Amendment issue. Through a set of stories addressing issues such as the burning of a U.S. flag, censorship of high school newspapers, and the use of allegedly obscene music lyrics, we believe we can bring alive the conflicting needs for both freedom and order in our society. To produce good stories in this unit, students will need to know fundamentals about our government such as the organization, responsibilities and interactions of government branches, as well as the content of the U.S. Constitution, how it was formed and how it can be amended.

In addition to work on the application, we have been developing an authoring system to allow a content expert to construct new Broadcast News sessions by entering rough drafts, background information, and expert commentary into the system. The content specialists on our development team are currently using an initial version of this tool. Eventually, educators should be able to use the tool to develop new Broadcast News sessions without needing sophisticated computer skills.

Conclusion

We believe that providing an authentic, exciting activity is the best way to stimulate learning. The activity serves to motivate students, and also to provide them with a context in which they can use the information made available to them. The task provided by Broadcast News - editing a TV news story - seems to be a good one for these purposes for the following reasons: students are excited by the task; the task allows them to produce a concrete artifact in which they can take pride; and the task can be structured to focus students' attention on specific social studies issues. In this context, the expert commentary we have captured on video disc and placed in a hypermedia knowledge base can be used to best effect. All instruction is presented at precisely the point in the student’s activity when it is directly relevant to something the student wishes to do.

To summarize, here is our recipe for an effective learning environment: Provide students with an exciting activity that is carefully structured to focus their attention on the issues you wish them to learn about, and provide them with the expertise and the information resources needed to answer the questions that will naturally arise when they attempt to perform the activity.
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Abstract: This paper reports on a current project to develop a multimedia system that would support the teaching and learning of Chinese characters, as well as provide a platform for conducting research into the cognitive aspects of Chinese language acquisition. Although the number of Chinese characters commonly in use amounts to thousands, there are in fact many structural commonalities and regularities among the characters, which relate these characters into a highly connected system. One of the objectives in developing the present system is to build a knowledge-base to represent these structural features of and relationships among Chinese characters, so as to support the development of interactive learning environments where these underlying structures of Chinese characters can be made more explicit and explorable to the learner. It is envisaged that through interactions with such environments, the learner would be able to develop a structural understanding about Chinese characters and acquire effective strategies for learning them.

Effective Learning of the Written Form of Chinese Characters

Ideographic Nature of Chinese Characters

Chinese characters are not just arbitrary aggregates of strokes. Many Chinese characters are pictographs standing for objects, or pictographs with certain markings added to indicate more abstract concepts (Shuowenjiezi, 100, Weiger 1911; Hung & Tseng 1981).

Research shows that at an early stage in the learning of Chinese characters, the learner tends to remember characters as distinct pictures (Chuang 1975). In one earlier project on software for learning Chinese characters carried out by the team (Lam 1993), computer animation was used to relate the written form of some Chinese characters to their pictorial origins. Preliminary evaluation indicated that such presentation is motivating as well as effective in helping young learners to remember the written form as well as the meanings of the characters.
Chinese Characters as Structured Compositions

Most Chinese characters are composite logographic forms (Shuwenjiezi, 100). In these "compound characters", two or more major components are combined to fill an imaginary square block. The methods of composition are highly regular. The components are reusable in producing different characters, and many of them are themselves characters. Some basic methods of composition are shown in figure 2, each illustrated with a compound character of that format.

In general, the components contribute to the sound or the meaning of the compound character they form (Ann 1982). In some cases, the components are themselves characters, and the meanings of these simple characters add together to form the meaning of the compound character.

In other cases, one component represents the meaning while the other component the sound of the compound character. This is the so-called pictophonetic composition. Over 70% of Chinese characters are compositions of this sort.

If one further examines these components, one will notice that they can in fact be further decomposed into simpler reusable stroke patterns. These we shall refer to as "graphemes". Although this decomposition to the graphemic level often does not add knowledge about the meaning or sound of the character, familiarity with the set of commonly used graphemes does help people in their recognition and writing of the characters or components (Huang 1992).
Structured Encoding of Chinese Characters by Learners

In studies conducted by Shen Yeh and Tsao Chuan Yung (1963, 1965), it was found that there were two major developmental changes in the process of mastering Chinese characters by primary school children: the first one was found immediately after the first month of learning Chinese characters and the other was between the first and second grades. With the second transition, the ability to master unfamiliar characters grew rapidly.

According to reported experience of some local school teachers, learners at grade two begin to demonstrate some mental processes of graphemic analysis and synthesis. Having learnt the characters 兄 (brother) and 子 (son), a learner may identify the reusable grapheme "兄". When presented with a new character 插 (insert), the learner may be able to describe verbally the component 輸 as a 千 (thousand) on top of "兄 without the '兄'". This ability to generate new logographic constructs to chunk new information would help to reduce significantly the memory load required in encoding the form of new characters (Hung & Wang 1992). Furthermore, some learners can guess that the character means some action, because they know other characters like 打 (hit), 推 (push), 拉 (pull) also have the same component 扌 and they all mean some actions.

Using Computers to Facilitate Structural Perception and Understanding of Chinese Characters

Although research seems to show structural encoding to be an important process in the learning of Chinese characters, current practice in primary grades is to drill learners in the stroke-by-stroke writing of characters (CDC 1990). Much of the learner's attention is thus directed to the individual strokes, while the development of structural perception of Chinese characters is very much left to his/her own initiative.

In this project, we see great potentials for the computer to provide useful learning experience, beyond the conventional handwriting exercises, for the learner to develop a structural perception of Chinese characters. The computer, with its interactive graphic capability, can provide a medium where character structures can be presented with flexible highlights directing learners' attention to the various components. The computer can also provide a rich variety of activities where the learner can practise disassembling and assembling logographic components of Chinese characters.

More importantly, the computer can allow the learner to learn the written form of Chinese characters with more meanings and interconnections. As pointed out earlier, there are many regularities in the construction of Chinese characters and the rich information encoded in the written form of a Chinese character may include cues about its meaning and sound. Hypertext systems can be designed such that characters related through particular structural features or components can be made readily accessible for the learner to examine. Characters can be learned in rich relationship with one another and learners can traverse from one character to the next through a shared component. Learners may even explore, like linguists, the regularities in the structure of Chinese characters. Knowing about the components of a character becomes an exciting pathway for information access and concept formation. In exploring this hypertext, learners can construct their own theories about the structure of Chinese characters. Such an approach to the learning of Chinese characters will be referred to as the structural constructivist approach.

Although Chinese characters are ideographs and meanings are attached to individual characters, such meanings are often not too specific. Most nouns, verbs and adjectives in Chinese are in fact made up of two or more characters. Such linguistic units will be referred to here by their original name in Chinese: ci (词). In many instances, ci seem to correspond more to words in English, while Chinese characters to monosyllabic morphemes (Hoosain 1992, Huang & Liu 1978). Ci usually have meanings much more specific than characters. For example, the idea of a policeman, corresponding to the ci 警察, is concrete and commonplace in everyday life, while the character 警 carries a more general or abstract notion of to notice or to examine. A possible way for young learners to learn the meaning of a character would be to explore the meaning of a number of commonly used ci containing the character and make their own induction. Here the hypertext capability of computer can again play an important role.
A Knowledge-based Multimedia System to Support the Learning of Chinese Characters

This section describes the design of the system we are currently developing. It is intended to be a flexible and extensible platform for the development of computer-aided-learning (CAL) software for Chinese character learning, as well as research into cognitive aspects of Chinese language learning. The system is designed to support, in particular, teaching and learning in the structural constructivist approach.

Conceptually, the system consists of five levels. The bottom layer of the system is a knowledge-base about structures, relationships, and meanings of Chinese characters. The second level is a database which records the frequency, extent of use and competence of a student in relation to the different elements in the knowledge-base. The third level is a set of application software providing access to the Chinese character knowledge-base (first level) and the student progress database (second level) for use by teachers and students. The fourth level is a set of courseware generation tools for use by teachers to generate customized CAL software. The fifth level is a set of CAL materials developed by tools in the lower levels for teaching various topics about Chinese characters.

The System Backbone: The Chinese Character Knowledge-base and Its Basic Functions

The Chinese character knowledge-base is built to represent the structural features and relationships among Chinese characters. It consists of two modules, one responsible for the logographic information of characters, and the other responsible for the meanings and sounds of characters.

The logographic information module contains a database of logograms, including characters, components, graphemes and strokes. It records how each logogram is stepwise-decomposable into other simpler logograms, and the composition method. In the case of pictophonetic composition, it also makes note of the specific subcomponents contributing respectively to the sound and the meaning of the character. Pictorial origins of characters are stored as graphic animation where appropriate.

The information stored will support the following operations:

(a) to give a stroke-by-stroke calligraphic display of the character.
(b) to provide a stroke ordering exercise where the learner can choose the correct stroke sequence in a character with continuous feedback from the computer.
(c) to display the character, highlighting in turn the different components and subcomponents.
(d) to support jigsaw-like exercises where the learner is asked to assemble characters from their components.
(e) partial matching to search for a character based on partial information about its structures and components

This will return characters like: 犠,扗,㮋,淟,淟,

Figure 5. Example of a search based on partial information on the written form

(f) to present the pictorial origins of some characters. The presentation starts with a realistic picture, and gradually transforms to a skeleton, and then to the written form of the character. The method is similar to that used in Lam (1993)

In the sound and meaning module, each character node is linked to a set of ci illustrating the meaning of the character. A voice file and a phoneme are stored for the pronunciation of each character in the knowledge-base. For the special cases where a character is pronounced differently when it is used in different senses, a number of voice files and phonemes will be stored. For some of the ci, additional resources are stored including images and voice files of sample sentences. Further, for each character and ci, there is information about its meaning category and difficulty level.

Such information is to support the following functions in this module:

(a) to display related ci to illustrate the meaning(s) of the character.
(b) to read aloud the characters and ci in the knowledge-base.
(c) to read aloud example sentences or display pictures for a particular ci.
(d) to search for characters that are pronounced identically.
(e) to search for characters based on partial information on phonemes.
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To search for ci according to their meaning categories, and difficulty levels.

To start with, the system will contain information for 500 Chinese characters selected from those specified in the school curriculum for young first language learners (CDC 84, 90). According to our analysis, we envisage that within these 500 characters, the structure and basic graphemes necessary for the learning of most Chinese characters would have been covered. We hope that by learning these 500 characters in the way supported by the system, the mental "tool-kit and library" can be developed so that the learner will be able to learn other Chinese characters proficiently (Shiu & Lau 1982, Tseng & Wang 1983).

The Other Levels of The System

The second level - the student progress database. The limitation of any teaching/learning material that does not take the learner's past experience and competence into account is widely recognized. The objective here is to set up a database that records for each student his/her usage profile and achieved competence as demonstrated by his/her interactions with the system. Data will be automatically logged into this database when the learner uses the various modules at the higher levels. This database can be used to provide feedback to students, to allow teachers to monitor the progress of students, and for use by the software generators at level 4 to generate appropriate CAL software.

The third level - database tools. This is a set of application software that allows both teachers and students to modify, customize and access the Chinese character knowledge-base and the student progress database.

For the teacher, there are four types of application software:

1. The knowledge-base construction tool - This is a user-friendly interface provided to allow modification and extension of the knowledge-base. Teachers may add in new characters, structures, sense nodes, ci, together with voice and image resources; and even new meaning categories. This is seen as an extremely important feature. It means that teaching of Chinese characters through the system need not be confined by the exact contents of the knowledge-base as provided. Teachers can change it and such changes can automatically be reflected in all the applications built on the knowledge-base.

2. The teacher query tool - This is a tool provided to teachers to query the knowledge-base for lesson planning and courseware development purposes.

3. The teacher customization tool - As with printed dictionaries and thesauruses, different versions will be required for different levels of users. The customization tool allows the teacher to index the knowledge-base into different levels of difficulty and allow student access to a designated portion only.

4. The reporting tool - This is for teachers to monitor the progress of individual students. It reports on the profile of usage: modes of usage, parts of the knowledge-base traversed, and performance in cases where the student has taken exercise or tests (level 4 and 5 applications) from the system.

For the student, there are three types of tools:

1. The student query tool - It may be used as a general reference tool by the student. The basic functions have been outlined in the previous section about the knowledge-base. Teachers may design specific learning tasks or research projects that require the use of the knowledge-base, or students may be allowed to call up this tool for help while they are working on other software on the system.

2. The student customization tool - The purpose of this tool is to allow the student to create a personalized knowledge base of Chinese characters and ci that he/she wants to retain for easy access in future. Furthermore, the student may construct his/her own data-structure for organizing language elements (which in itself offers great potential for research into cognitive features in Chinese language learning).

3. The reporting tool - This is similar to the teacher reporting tool. It allows the student to find out how much he/she has learnt and mastered for self-monitoring purposes.

The fourth level - CAL generation tools. This is a set of software generation tools that can produce courseware in specific formats. The teacher just has to choose the courseware type, and specify the required language elements to be used, how he/she would like to draw reference from the student progress database, and how the student progress database should be updated according to the student's performance. The courseware will be automatically generated. One would envisage instruction like the following would be sufficient to generate a CAL program: "Generate a program on assembling characters with two components, in the form of a cat-catch-mouse game, using the set of characters in the knowledge-base that has been visited by the learner. Add one point to the learner's structured-perception index to a character if he/she succeeds in assembling the character."
The fifth level - CAL materials. The fifth level is a set of example courseware and self-learning materials, both computer-based and non-computer based, developed using the tools provided at the lower levels. It illustrates how the generic tools in level 4 can be used to achieve specific learning objectives. It includes learning materials that introduce new characters and ci, materials that focus on particular topics about Chinese characters or particular language skills, games for enhancing interest or for reinforcement, and tests. While these courseware are being used on the computer, the system will be able to update the student progress database at the second level of the system. Also, the learner can have the option of moving from the courseware to the student query tool for reference or help.

Conclusion

This paper reports on the considerations made in the development of a multi-media system that would support the teaching and learning of Chinese characters for young first language learners. The logographic and morphemic nature of Chinese characters are discussed, and a structural constructive model of learning is described. The knowledge-base is currently under construction and the application programs are now in the process of detail design. It is envisaged that the evaluation of such a system in classrooms is going to provide useful feedback on the various theoretical assumptions about the cognitive processes in Chinese language learning discussed in the paper.
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Abstract: Captioning is the process of providing a synchronized written script (captions) to accompany auditory information. This article describes programs available for captioning digital media on computers and reports the results of a study on color-coding and placement of captions. Results indicate that comprehension is higher when captions are color-coded for speaker identification than when captions are black-and-white. There are no significant differences in comprehension between centered captions and captions with variable placement dependent on location of the speaker.

Captioning is the process of providing a synchronized written script (captions) to accompany auditory information. The most common form of captioning is that for analog television, where captions are embedded in Line 21 of the video signal and displayed only to those who have an external decoder or a television with a built-in decoder (Armon, Glisson, & Goldberg, 1992; Bess, 1993). New methods of captioning, however, are beginning to be developed for digital television and computer-based multimedia products (Armon et al., 1992; Hutchins, 1993; Short, 1992; Short & King, 1994).

King (1993) provides an extensive discussion of captioning and why multimedia developers should incorporate it into their products. Additional discussion of issues related to ensuring that deaf and hard-of-hearing people have access to information presented auditorially can be found in Jordan (1992) and Kaplan and De Witt (1994), as well as in electronic resources on the Internet, such as ADA-LAW (ada-law@vm1.nodak.edu) and Equal Access to Software and Information (easi@sjuvm.stjohns.edu).

The present paper addresses: (a) digital captioning, (b) captioning format research and standards, and (c) effects of color-coding and placement of captions used to represent speaker identification on the comprehension of deaf and hard-of-hearing viewers.

Digital Captioning

Synchronization of text and audio is possible in a wide array of computer-based environments. For example, IBM provides an option within the OS/2 operating system by which captions, if they exist, can be turned on or off at the request of the end-user. IBM also provides a simple captioning tool, whereby
developers can synchronize text files to accompany audio, as part of its Ultimiedia Tools series. On both PC and Macintosh platforms, some video-editing programs support captioning via titling functions (e.g., ATI's MediaMerge and Adobe's Premiere; the titling function in Premiere is currently available only in the Macintosh version).

Multimedia programming environments, such as Apple's Hypercard and Asymetrix's Toolbook, can also be used for captioning. The research described in this paper involved the use of captioning tools developed, using Asymetrix's Toolbook, by Douglas Short of the Institute for Academic Technology. These tools were originally developed for providing translations for foreign language operas on laserdiscs (SyncText) and for providing notation and/or translation for music and lyrics on CD-Audio discs (CD Time Liner) (Institute for Academic Technology, 1992; Short, 1992).

The SyncText laserdisc captioning program was subsequently enhanced by Short and King (1994) to include tools for statistics calculation (e.g., words-per-minute) and other functions (e.g., a function to find words and phrases in the caption list) that are helpful during the captioning process. The enhanced tool, CAP-Media LD, also meets or exceeds the current specifications for television captioning. For example, the FCC Caption Decoder Standard of 1991 (as revised in 1992; Electronic Industries Association [EIA], 1992) mandates that seven background and foreground colors be available; CAP-Media LD provides twenty different colors. CAP-Media LD can align captions via all methods available for television (left alignment, eight tab-settings, and/or starting at any character in the 32-character line possible on television). It also provides automatic centering and right-alignment. Line length is not restricted in CAP-Media LD, and a full range of proportional and monospace fonts is available. The fonts include all characters in the required and optional font sets, as specified for television captioning (EIA, 1992). The maximum number of caption lines is set at four, identical to the limit in television captioning (in CAP-Media LD, this limit can be overridden manually, if desired).

CAP-Media LD, which works in conjunction with a set of tools called Express Author developed at the Institute for Academic Technology, permits the video and caption areas to be displayed full screen or sized to any portion of the computer screen. The program includes options for users to customize the target applications they develop using CAP-Media LD. For example, users can create lists of captions and graphic charts of video segments, which can then be used to control display of the video in non-linear order. Interactive captioning is also possible via hyperlinks between the captions and Express Author's glossary tools. Thus, if a glossary and hyperlinks to the captions have been created, end-users are able to click on words or phrases as captions are displayed. The video is stopped automatically and the user is linked immediately to supporting materials—which can include text, video, audio, animation, and/or pictures—for clarification or elaboration. The glossary tools also permit end-users to add their own entries to the glossary.

Finally, CAP-Media LD is designed such that display of non-text objects (e.g., graphic symbols) and other Toolhook functions can be synchronized to audio-visual displays in the same way that text is handled. This design will allow, for example, synchronization between display of a laserdisc video clip and an audio file being used for descriptive video services (WGBH Educational Foundation, 1993) to provide access to non-visual information for blind and visually-impaired people.

Captioning Format Research and Standards

King and LaSasso (1993-1996) are using CAP-Media LD in a series of studies designed to assess the impact of four format features on the comprehension of content and affective response to captions. These features include: (a) methods of indicating speaker identification, (b) methods of indicating non-speech information such as background noise, music, and emotional tone, (c) placement of captions in relation to the video display area, and (d) timing, length, and duration of captions. These studies are part of a project, funded by the U.S. Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS), which is designed to help set new standards for computer-based multimedia and digital television captioning. The results of these studies are also expected to be generalized to today's analog captioning system.
**CAP-Media LD** and computer-controlled laserdisc technology were selected for this research for several reasons. First, laserdisc technology permits the researchers to have precise control over the segments of video to be shown and permits non-linear access to the video (ensuring that all subjects see exactly the same portion of video and reducing costs associated with counter-balancing the order of video clips). Second, computer-based captioning is more flexible than Line21-analog captioning (e.g., more fonts and variations, such as placing the captions completely separate from the video, are possible). Third, computer-based captions are less costly and can be of higher quality than captions created in a television editing suite (when the captions involve features--such as different fonts--not possible with current Line21-analog captions).

This line of research grows out of a long history of research on the format features of captioning (e.g., Be (due, 1983; Braverman, 1981; Harkins, 1993-1994; King & La Sasso, 1992-1993). Recent research efforts have been motivated largely by the Television Decoder Circuitry Act of 1990, which mandated that, effective July 1, 1993, every television (13 inches or larger) manufactured in or imported to the United States must have built-in captioning decoder circuitry (DuBow, 1991) and by the work of the FCC and Electronic Industries Association (e.g., EIA, 1992, Hutchins, 1993) to set new technical standards for television captioning.

King and La Sasso (1992-1993) surveyed deaf and hard-of-hearing consumers to determine their opinions concerning captioning format and conducted video preference tests to determine their reactions to proposed new captioning features. Among the results were indications that caption consumers prefer (a) sans serif over serif fonts, (b) captions centered at the bottom of the screen rather than captions placed left-center-right (depending on where the speaker was on the screen), and (c) moderate movement of captions to avoid covering on-screen titles (e.g., names of people and sports scores). Consumers expressed strong preference for the existing Line21 monospace font and black background, when compared to character-generated proportional fonts and varied backgrounds. Whether such preferences were due to familiarity, resistance to change, and/or subtle differences in the quality of the Line21 and character-generated captions could not be determined. Consumers also indicated a desire for choice in features such as font style, font size, and color of the background box (e.g., La Sasso & King, submitted for publication).

In response to an open-ended question about captioning, caption consumers identified problems related to the amount of captioning, accuracy of captioning, obstruction of on-screen titles, and format features such as speaker identification. Regarding speaker identification, some wanted color used for different speakers (as is currently done in the Australian captioning system), some requested that the names of speakers be included with captions, and others wanted different emotional tones to be represented.

**Effects of Color-Coding and Placement on Comprehension**

Based on the reports of consumer preferences (e.g., La Sasso & King, submitted for publication) and the EIA-608 Report (EIA, 1992), which indicated that caption providers were exploring the use of color for speaker identification, a decision was made to conduct an experimental study of the effects of color and placement (used for speaker identification). [Note: the primary method used in current Line21-analog captioning for television is placement of the captions via eight-tab settings. For on-screen speakers, captions are placed in the location closest to the speaker. For off-screen speakers, captions are placed either in the same location as the last caption for that speaker or in a new location, if the speaker has moved.]

**Method**

**Subjects.** Seventy-two students in the Preparatory Studies Program (PSP) at Gallaudet University participated in this study. PSP enrolls deaf and hard-of-hearing students who are not quite ready for college and provides them with studies to improve English and mathematics skills, as well as other college-preparatory studies. Most of these students (82.6%) are profoundly deaf (90+ decibel loss in the better ear), with 5.8% with severe hearing losses (76-89 db), and 11.6% with moderate hearing losses (51-75 db). More than half (56.9%) are female. Only students with normal vision, with or without glasses, are included in the final sample (80 students participated in study, 8 were eliminated due to vision problems or additional handicaps).
Students were randomly assigned to one of four study conditions (described below). Analyses of variance indicate that there are no significant differences between the groups on (a) age, $F(3,68)=.91$, $p = .441$, $MS_e=6.75$; (b) hearing loss (measured in decibels), $F(3,65)=1.98$, $p = .126$, $MS_e=165.04$; or (c) reading level (measured by scores on the Degrees of Reading Power test, $F(3,64)= .81$, $p = .494$, $MS_e=54.95$.

Materials. A 15-minute segment from the beginning of Disney’s Sword in the Stone was used in this study. Digital captions for the video segment were generated, using a 20-point, proportional, sans serif font and a full-screen display (the caption area covered the bottom of the video). Four versions were prepared: (a) captions color-coded for speaker identification, centered at the bottom of the screen, (b) black-and-white captions, centered at the bottom of the screen, (c) color-coded captions with placement dependent on the location of the speaker, and (d) black-and-white captions with placement dependent on the location of the speaker. The last two conditions emulated the system used by the caption provider who had prepared Line21-analog captions for the movie (i.e., captions were placed in the same place as would occur in television captioning).

The test materials for the study involved four separate Toolbook applications, using the digital captions (generated by CAP-Media LD) for the four conditions. The instructions, controls for playing each video clip, the test question pages, and the captions themselves were identical in all four applications--only the color and placement of the captions varied.

The 15-minute segment was divided into 22 video clips, with stopping points located at phrases where the identity of the speaker might be unclear to someone who could not hear the voices of the characters. Twenty of the stopping points—the actual test items—were selected from a larger set of potential items in a pilot-test conducted with hearing children and deaf and hearing adults. The other two stopping points were for a sample test question to ensure subjects understood the task and a final video clip (without a test question) to complete the video segment. Questions were in the form, "Who said ..." followed by the caption on the screen at the end of the preceding video clip. Answers were in the form of still-frames of the characters from the video, identified as A, B, or C.

Procedures. As previously noted, subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions. Testing took place over three days in a given week, with each subject participating in a single test session of approximately 45 minutes on one day. Subjects watched the video on a 27" computer monitor in groups of 2-10 and recorded their answers in paper-based test booklets. Following the test, all subjects were asked to respond to a set of Likert-type items concerning their opinions of the captions they saw, and subjects in color-coded conditions were asked to name the color used for each character (black-and-white versions of still-frames from the video were used as prompts). The five-point, Likert-type scale had choices of "I like it. I like it a lot. I have no opinion. I don't like it. I don't like it a lot," with "it" being the feature of interest.

A factorial analysis of variance was conducted with test scores as the dependent variable and color and placement as independent variables. Chi-Square statistics, using an experiment-wise alpha level of .01, were calculated to identify those test items that best discriminated among the groups. Descriptive statistics and Chi-Square statistics were also used for the Likert-type items on affective responses to the digital captioning. A Pearson Product-Moment Correlation was calculated between test scores and scores on the five-item test identifying the color for different characters (for only those subjects who saw color-coded captions).

Results

Table 1 contains descriptive statistics for test scores (maximum score of 20) for the four conditions. There are significant differences between those who saw color coded captions and those who saw black-and-white captions, $F(1,68)=12.55$, $p = .001$, $MS_e=14.36$. There are no significant differences for (a) placement, $F(1,68)=.34$, $p = .561$, $MS_e=14.36$, or (b) the color-by-placement interaction, $F(1,68)= 1.89$, $p = .174$, $MS_e=27.09$. 
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Table I

Mean Test Scores, Standard Deviations, and Number of Subjects for Study Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Centered</th>
<th>Line21 format</th>
<th>COMBINED MEANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color-Coded</td>
<td>16.29 (3.60) (n=17)</td>
<td>17.00 (3.22) (n=18)</td>
<td>16.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black-and-White</td>
<td>14.35 (3.98) (n=17)</td>
<td>12.60 (4.22) (n=20)</td>
<td>13.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMBINED MEANS</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>14.68</td>
<td>14.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are significant group differences in the response patterns of subjects for only two of the test questions. #8, \( \chi^2(6, N=72) = 18.65, p = .0048 \); #16, \( \chi^2(6, N=72) = 24.13, p = .00049 \). Both test items relate to video scenes where the speaker is off-screen and the caption is located near one of the on-screen characters. In the test item, the on-screen character is a distractor (incorrect choice). On item #8, 65% of those who saw black-and-white, Line21 format captions selected that incorrect choice (compared to 41% of those who saw black-and-white, centered captions and only 12% of those who saw color-coded captions). On item #16, 40% and 47% of the subjects who saw black-and-white captions (Line21 format and centered, respectively) selected the on-screen character (compared to 14% of those who saw color-coded captions).

There are no differences among the four groups on their overall affective responses to digital captioning. For this analysis, frequencies for "like and like a lot" are collapsed, as are those for "don't like and don't like a lot." Approximately three-fourths of the subjects like the captioning (78%), font style (78%), font size (74%), and the mixed, upper- and lower-case of the lettering (80%). Of those who saw color-coded captions, 79% like them. For placement of captions, 78% of those who saw centered captions like centering, and 71% of those who saw Line21-format captions like variable placement. The percentage of subjects who had no opinion concerning each feature of the captions ranged from 12% to 21%, and the percentage of subjects who did not like the feature ranged from 3% to 14%.

Approximately two-thirds (67%) of the subjects who saw color-coded captions could name the colors of the captions for all five of the main characters. A moderate, positive correlation exists between test scores and the number of colors correctly identified, \( r = .352, p = .035, n=36 \). 

Discussion

Results of this study show that color-coding has a significant effect on comprehension, when comprehension is narrowly defined as understanding of speaker identification for potentially-confusing items. These results, however, cannot be interpreted to mean that color-coding should replace the current line21 format that uses placement for speaker identification. First, color-coding is unusable for that portion of the population that is color-blind (thus, redundancy in any coding system that uses color will be necessary). Second, color-coding is unwieldy when the number of main characters is large. Third, complex color-coding systems may not be usable (e.g., The Australian Caption Centre recently reduced the complexity of their color-coding system, based on viewer feedback; C. Grimmer, personal communication, December 15, 1993).

Color-coding for speaker identification, in some combination with placement and inclusion of character names in the captions for off-screen speakers, should be studied further. When there are a limited number of main characters in the story, color-coding, as shown in the present study, appears to increase comprehension. The next study by King and LaSasso (1993-1996) will address how and how well children learn, over time, a color-coding system used for speaker identification.

Summary

The study reported in this paper is the first in a series of studies on captioning format for multimedia and digital television. The results have application for both captioning environments (for caption providers) and screen design (for multimedia developers). Most important, however, is the recognition that--without captioning--deaf and hard-of-hearing people do not have independent access to audio-only information. Tools like CAP-Media LD are essential, if this important audience is to have full and equal access to digital media.
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Abstract: This paper describes an educational system that integrates hypermedia with knowledge-based technologies. The system contains a hypermedia component that allows students to browse through information contained in a domain knowledge base dealing with urban planning and land use. The hypermedia system is coupled with an intelligent tutoring component that allows students to attempt exercises. User "views" of the hypermedia network are dynamically generated, based on the system's analysis of student problems, misconceptions and learning needs. A representational scheme is described that integrates the components of the system into a coherent object-oriented framework. It is argued that a combination of knowledge-based techniques with hypermedia technology will be important in the development of systems that are flexible and adaptable enough to allow for the full potential of hypermedia in education.

1. Introduction

Hypermedia systems allow for the access of large quantities of information in flexible and interactive ways, facilitating the user's exploration of knowledge and learning. In hypermedia systems, users can navigate and browse through linked networks of information nodes consisting of varied media (e.g. text, images etc.). The potential of such systems is considerable and with the growing popularity of interactive graphical user interfaces and technologies such as multimedia, the need for techniques that allow users to access and navigate through large amounts of information will continue to grow. In the domain of education, hypermedia holds considerable promise. However, some basic problems still remain to be resolved. The flexibility that such environments provide the student can greatly facilitate learning and the exploration of knowledge on the part of the student. On the other hand this flexibility can also lead to common problems of disorientation. Thus users of hypermedia systems may find themselves "lost in hyperspace", not knowing where they are, what information is relevant to their current level of understanding and learning needs, and finally, how one can get to that information.

The need for intelligent guidance for users of hypermedia systems has been noted by a number of authors (David, Thiery & Crehange, 1989; Woodhead, 1991). Possibilities include intelligent means to alleviate information overload and reduce the complexity of hypermedia information presented to users to more manageable and meaningful "views". This could be extended to providing such intelligent presentation of information in ways that are tailored to the information needs and level of expertise of particular users. Key to the success of such systems will be the integration of hypermedia with knowledge-based technologies, such as expert systems (Briggs, Tompsett & Oates, 1991; Brusilovsky & Zyrajanov, 1993). A continuum of possible architectures that integrate hypermedia with knowledge-based systems can be conceptualized, ranging from loose coupling where the system architecture consists of separate knowledge-based and hypermedia modules, to tightly coupled architectures, consisting of integrated knowledge-based and hypermedia elements that work in unison, sharing data, knowledge representations and allowing cooperative reasoning (Ragusa, 1994). For example, Wang and Kushniruk (1992) describe a tightly coupled architecture that consists of a
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hypertext knowledge base that students can browse through, with an embedded intelligent-tutoring system (ITS) component.

In this paper it is argued that rigidly structured hypermedia networks - i.e. networks where all linkages between individual information nodes are "hardwired" or fixed by the system designer will not allow the user sufficient flexibility that will be needed for accessing the increasingly larger educational knowledge bases that are currently being developed. It is further argued that what is needed are schemes and knowledge representations that will allow for both static (fixed) and dynamically generated linkages among information nodes in the hypermedia network. Such dynamic linkage of information contained in a hypermedia network could be based on the student's learning performance and demonstrated level of expertise, resulting in a greater degree of adaptability in educational hypermedia systems. The display of information, the level of detail provided, the highlighting of information and the creation of possible paths (or user "views") through the hypermedia network that the user could access can be based on information contained in and continuously updated in a system model of the student. In previous work (Wang & Kushniruk, 1993), the authors have succeeded in using a student model to select exercises appropriate to the level of the student's learning. In this paper we extend this research to the design of a tightly coupled ITS-Hypermedia educational system. Various forms of information, including hypertext, graphic images, and test questions, can be accessed by students, while a knowledge based component continually monitors student performance and provides intelligent guidance in the presentation of the hypermedia. This paper explores some of these ideas in the context of an example application in the domain of teaching geographical concepts.

2. Overall System Architecture

This section provides a description of the overall architecture of a hypermedia-based educational system for teaching principles of urban planning, known as the "LAND USE Tutor". From figure 1 it can be seen that the system consists of a number of components. The four main components are the following: 1. a domain knowledge base (KB-Domain) 2. a user knowledge base (KB-User) 3. a knowledge base for controlling the hypermedia presentation (KB-Control), and 4. a display module.

![Figure 1. System Architecture](image)

The KB-Domain contains domain specific information, for example information about site selection in planning urban developments. This information is accessed during the student's browsing through the system and consists of information nodes (using an object-oriented knowledge representation scheme described below) in a hypermedia network. The KB-User contains information about the user's interaction with the system and consists of a user model, that is developed by the system, as result of the student's browsing history and performance on exercises. The KB-Control is responsible for providing intelligent guidance by selecting a set of dynamically generated paths through the hypermedia network that the student can access. After every user action (e.g. mouse click, selection of hypertext etc.), one or more objects representing the action are created and asserted into working memory and a forward chaining inference engine is invoked to set one or more dynamic paths. The inference engine can apply knowledge contained in the KB-Domain and KB-User (e.g. information about the user's previous interactions with the system and difficulties) in conjunction with information about the user's most recent action. As a result, certain parts of the hypermedia network contained in the KB-Domain may be made accessible and salient (through the creation of dynamically...
generated links). The K3-Control also interacts with the Display Module, sending it selected parts, or "views", of the hypermedia network to be displayed.

3. Knowledge Representation and System Operation

Knowledge contained within the LAND USE Tutor is represented, using the object-oriented paradigm, in classes, subclasses and their instances, which are organized into instance hierarchies. In this paper we will describe some examples of classes using C++ format. For example, the hypermedia network is represented using a class hierarchy (a part of which is shown in figure 2) with class Geographical_HyperMedia (a subclass of System_Object) having the following description:

```cpp
class Geographical_Hypermedia : public System_Object
{
  String title;
  SET <Geographical_HyperMedia> Static_links;
  SET <Geographical_HyperMedia> Dynamic_links;
  ...
}
```

This description indicates that all hypermedia information nodes in the system's domain knowledge base (belonging to class Geographical_HyperMedia) have a title (of type String), and two sets of links to other hypermedia nodes: one set of static links (that do not change) to other nodes and another set of dynamic links to other nodes (that can be determined at run-time, as a result of the student's interaction with the system).

As can be seen in figure 2, two subclasses of the class Geographical_HyperMedia are the classes Geographical_HyperText (for hypertext information) and Geographical_HyperMap (for graphic information). A partial description of these classes is given below:

```cpp
class Geographical_HyperText : public Geographical_HyperMedia
{
  TEXT hypertext;
  ...
}

class Geographical_HyperMap : public Geographical_HyperMedia
{
  BitMap map;
  SIZE size;
  ...
}
```

In the system, a particular instance of geographical information (e.g. an instance of a hypermedia node containing information about choosing site locations for urban development, such as the node "Site_Selection" in figure 2), will have only static fixed links and no dynamic links to other information.
nodes at the beginning of a session with a student (i.e. the list of dynamic nodes associated with that node is initially set to NULL). However, based on the results of the student’s performance on exercises (see the next section on Student-Tutor Interaction for an example), dynamic links to other parts of the hypermedia network may be established (thereby adding new paths through the network that the student has access to in browsing).

The description of a particular instance of geographical hypertext information, containing information about site selection ("Site_Selection"), is given below (note that this instance has a fixed, or static, link to an instance containing information about topography):

```
Site_Selection InstanceOf Geographical_Hypertext
{
    title: "Site_Selection";
    text: "Many factors must be considered when selecting a possible site for building or land development. These factors include:
    1. [Hypertext Topography]
    2. ... ";
    Static_links: {Topography, ...};
    Dynamic_links: NULL;
    chapter: Chapter_3;
    keywords: { "land use", "urban planning", ... };
}
```

The ITS component of the Tutor is capable of detecting student misconceptions in problem solving (the design of this component is described in Wang & Kushniruk, 1992 and Wang & Kushniruk, 1993). This determination of possible student problems and misconceptions is based on a knowledge-based analysis of the student’s responses to exercises. The dynamic linking of hypermedia nodes, based on the existence of student misconceptions, is triggered by the firing of the following generic rule:

```
FORALL Sx InstanceOf Geographical_HyperMedia
    IF (established existence of misconception $m)
    AND Find_Related_HyperMedia $m $y
    THEN $x.AddDynamicLink($y)
```

This rule indicates that for a particular instance (instantiated to Sx) of a geographical hypermedia node (e.g. containing information about site selection), if a related student misconception (instantiated to $m) is detected and if another hypermedia node (instantiated to $y) is found that contains remedial information related to the misconception, then the two information nodes (i.e. Sx and Sy) will be dynamically linked. Thus the two nodes will be directly connected at run time in the hypermedia network.

4. Student-Tutor Interaction

When the student first invokes the LAND USE Tutor, information about the student’s previous interaction with the Tutor is loaded. A window containing a list of factors to be considered in selecting geographical sites for development is initially displayed from which the student can select. For example, if the student selects information about Topography, this results in the display of another hypermedia window containing hypertext information about the role of topography in selecting a site for building development (keywords in the windows are highlighted for which further information can be obtained). At any point in the student’s browsing through the hypermedia network, the student can decide to test his/her knowledge of the information he or she is reviewing by selecting the exercises option from the buttons that appear at the top of each text window. For example, in Figure 3 the student has selected the exercise option while reviewing information about topography. At this point, the Tutor will select an exercise for the student to attempt, based on the system’s assessment of the student’s level of competence (see Kushniruk & Wang, 1991, and Wang & Kushniruk, 1992 for a discussion of exercise selection based on a student model). In the example interaction, the exercise for the student to attempt is presented in the upper right-hand window in Figure 3.
For the exercise in the example, the student is instructed to indicate on the map given in the upper left-hand side of figure 3, where he/she would select a site for a building development. In addition, a topographical map is presented for reference purposes to the student (the map in the lower right-hand side of figure 3). The student selects the site area by clicking the mouse on the desired area of the map in the upper left-hand side of the figure. A knowledge-based expert system component is then invoked to analyze the student's response (i.e., the student's indication of where to locate the site on the map). A set of rules, associated with this particular instance of a student exercise, is invoked to determine if the site indicated by the student matches the ideal location for this particular exercise (i.e., the correct location). If it does not, a rule-based analysis of the student's answer is then invoked (using the techniques described in Wang & Kushniruk, 1993) and hypotheses as to the nature of any underlying student misconceptions are asserted in the Tutor's knowledge base.

The assertion of a hypothesis regarding the existence of a student misconception or misunderstanding may result in the generation of a dynamic hypermedia link to other nodes containing remedial or related information (thus directly linking the current node containing the exercise with other parts of the hypermedia network). In the example, the student had incorrectly located the building site, that is, without proper regard for the slope of the selected site. Upon analysis of the student's answer, an assertion was made that a misconception exits regarding the student's understanding of the role of slope in selecting a site based on topography. Using the generalized rule described in section 3 above (for dynamically generating links between...
parts of the hypermedia network), a link is made to the part of the domain knowledge base containing an
information node about the concept of slope. Thus, in the window that appears in the lower left-hand corner
of figure 3, advice is provided to the student, indicating that he/she must take slope into account. Note that
the keyword "slope" has now been dynamically associated with information regarding that concept and it is
highlighted as being selectable in the window containing advice in figure 3 (i.e. the student may now directly
access information about the concept of slope by clicking on that keyword). Thus links within the
hypermedia network can be dynamically altered as a result of the student's performance on an exercise and the
resulting analysis of student errors.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have described an educational system that integrates hypermedia with knowledge-based
technology, providing "views" of the hypermedia network based on an analysis of the student's problems
and learning needs. It has been shown in this paper that knowledge-based techniques and representations can
provide the needed means to achieve a degree of adaptability in hypermedia systems that is both practical and
useful. In summary, some of the features of the system described in this paper include the following:

• The LAND USE Tutor integrates both hypermedia and knowledge-based technologies.
• The system incorporates a knowledge representation scheme that allows for the representation of the many
types of knowledge required in such a hybrid hypermedia/knowledge-based system, within a coherent and
integrated object-oriented framework.
• Knowledge contained within the Tutor is organized as a number of knowledge bases, simplifying the
system's operation and the updating and acquisition of new knowledge.
• The LAND USE Tutor incorporates an ITS component that allows the student to attempt exercises related
to topics being browsed. This component is also responsible for determining if underlying student
problems or misconceptions exist.
• Based on the results of diagnostic processing, links between information nodes in the hypermedia
knowledge base can be dynamically generated or modified, adding a level of system adaptability.

In conclusion, we feel that many of the ideas and techniques described in this paper could be extended to
the design of a variety of types of computer systems. Furthermore, we feel that the integration of hypermedia
and knowledge-based technologies will become increasingly important in the development of hypermedia
applications and will be key in the development of future advanced educational systems.
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Abstract: While the expansion of worldwide hypermedia systems has opened new gateways to an undreamt-of commerce in information, this has led to valuable material being archived faster than it can possibly be read. In this paper we suggest, as a new and vitally important area of research, the development of multimedia tools that allow more efficient and effective "reading" and "writing" using new types of hypermedia documents. We look beyond traditional hypertext, taking the first steps towards a language of dynamic abstract symbols that will help authors to express precisely and concisely both concrete and abstract ideas. MUSH, readers will enjoy searching for detailed information by invoking new multimedia "speed reading" techniques.

1. Introduction

In spite of, and partly because of, dramatic advances in information technology, keeping up to date in any discipline is now almost an impossibility. We know that hypertext systems are available which offer certain solutions to the problem of efficient information retrieval (Maurer, Kappe, Scherbakov, & Srinivasan, 1993; Nielsen, 1990). However we need more help than systems such as these are currently providing.

Although Socrates in Plato's Phaedrus argued that writing a language destroys it, reading text is certainly a faster method for gaining information than listening to an orator! Yet we now have a generation of young people many of whom find reading "too slow". People need to be able to scan information as well as good speed readers can scan printed text, or even better. We need to have more control over our communicating media, the level of information we feel motivated to reach, and the pace we wish to set ourselves. Both at leisure and at work we are now accustomed to a very rich proportion of pictorial information in communication; and the importance of visual information must not be underestimated. In particular, certain types of animated pictures may well be worth more than a large number of static ones. Unfortunately we are still severely limited by the lack of tools for producing documents that involve all the senses. One of the aims of MUSLI (MUlti Sensory Language Interface) is to integrate dynamic abstract symbolism ("abstract movies") into hypermedia technology, allowing the efficient expression of ideas difficult to communicate otherwise.

In this paper we use the term "hypermedia" to mean linked multimedia documents embedded in a network. We restrict ourselves to exploring asynchronous communication in hypermedia systems even though

* The Name MUSLI evolved from MUSIL – MUlti Sensory Information Language. The original choice was apt since it is also the name of the famous Austrian poet and novelist Robert Musil (1880-1942), who was not only a master of that abstract communication device, language, but employed language on a notably abstract level in "inner monologues" or "streams of consciousness" – the technique familiar to readers of James Joyce's novels. The new name, MUSLI: A MUlti-Sensory Language Interface, is appropriate in another sense – nutritious cuisine for mind and body!
synchronous communication may well give rise to still more exciting and challenging research. For example, Maurer and Carlson (1992) point out that although our second most important sensory organ, the ear, has a counterpart, the mouth, our eyes have no such counterpart. We cannot project mental images for other people to capture. The authors suggest that hypermedia systems may develop to a stage where we can produce concrete and abstract projections of our mental images, by computer, so easily and naturally that they will provide us with a new dimension in communication capable of transforming our lives. As wide-area and broad-band networks expand we have an increasingly powerful medium for communication and collaboration, whose impact will not be simply to tie information together but, much more significantly, to "tie people together" (Maurer, 1993a). This, coupled with the fact that multimedia machines are becoming increasingly powerful and affordable, implies that we have the mechanics for truly interactive hypermedia communication systems. Tools for generating new types of hypermedia documents must be developed so that we can make more efficient use of information than is currently possible.

In this paper we shall introduce two new ways of "writing" multimedia material in forms that will aid "reading". We shall expand the idea of browsing and take the first steps toward introducing a more flexible system for conveying information — MUSLI.

Humanity has evolved so many ingenious systems of communication since civilisation first dawned that it makes sense to look briefly at a few of these before we propose a new one.

2. Alternative Forms of Communication

One of the most striking features about communication using signs and symbols is the tremendous variety in medium and form — from the simplest runes on clay or parchment to the most intricate designs on human skin. Prehistorians believe that many ancient cave drawings found in France can be considered as forms of writing: they have discovered groups of drawings which taken together form codes (Jean, 1989). Paintings in the Renaissance were richly redolent with emotionally charged symbolism. Carvings on wood, stone and metal range from concrete signs to abstract symbolism. Signalling devices range from smoke signals to systems of bells, mirrors and musical instruments, to semaphore and electric morse-code — and in the future we are bound to discover new options using digitised sound. Cistercian monks who practise vows of silence have developed highly refined systems of gestures (Umiker-Sebeok, & Sebeok, 1987). Many signs used by deaf people today (Jeanes, 1982) are based on these and it is significant that in many respects signing can convey meaning more quickly than spoken language.

3. The Basic Idea

MUSLI combines hypermedia techniques with the novel idea of dynamic abstract symbols. We aim to facilitate communication by developing a system in which ideas can be expressed as clearly, precisely, and artistically as desired while giving readers the deep satisfaction of using a rich and highly meaningful medium they can control. This paper is to be seen as the very first step, an initial contribution that we hope will encourage scientists to work at opening up new realms in presenting, archiving and communicating ideas.

Obviously any new human endeavour that is worthwhile requires an initial investment of effort. Learning any new language demands dedication and since the system we propose includes abstract symbols it is certain to be no exception.

It is a well known fact that good readers are often disappointed when they see the film version of a book they have read. The problem is often due to the fact that while books leave room for personal interpretation and imagination, movies do not. The "beautiful mountain" of the book will "look different" in the minds of different readers, but all viewers of a movie see, inevitably, the same "beautiful" mountain. What has happened is that there has been a shift in the level of abstraction — the abstract notion "beautiful mountain" has been replaced by a concrete version of a mountain. In MUSLI the proportion and level of abstraction can be chosen to fit the situation, varying from abstract to very concrete as the movie producer feels is appropriate to communicate exactly what is desired.

It is an interesting observation that ideas can be thought of as having the form of a mountain (Maurer, 1992) and it is significant that we talk about having a "point of view" on a topic. As an example of looking at something in more than one way consider the well known problem in first year computer science courses of calculating the Fibonacci series. Many books use this example to teach recursion and then almost apologise for
mentioning that it can be solved better using iteration\(^1\). Very few lecturers indeed show a third way of looking at the problem using dynamic programming. Yet each of the three methods provides insights that are valid and complementary views of the problem. In an interactive multimedia system students can compare ideas to an even greater extent than ever before.

In any multimedia presentation readers should certainly be able to stop and start at will, rewind, review, and then resume. The system should also enable readers to master new material by building up additional skills as they go. In a MUSLI movie (i.e., a hypermedia document that includes special moving abstract symbols) users can stop and display additional information - at any time they feel ready for it. As explained in Section 7, any group of symbols can be condensed to a single "short-form", and double-clicking on the composite symbol will decompose it again. This gives the user significant control over the amount of data on the screen at any particular time. The user will be able to obtain additional detailed information about scenes, characters, ideas, etc., when it is relevant to them, as well as readily refreshing their memory if they have forgotten the meaning of a symbol. This reference facility in itself will give MUSLI documents significant advantages over traditional books.

More significantly, users will be able to skim condensed versions of a document, searching for relevant sections, before decomposing the symbols to display pertinent information. With facilities such as these, it will be possible to speed-read MUSLI documents faster than printed text.

As systems become available that include electronic personal assistants (Cypher, 1993; Maurer, 1993b; Zissos, & Witten, 1985) readers of MUSLI documents will obtain further help in overcoming the widespread problem of information overload. The system will "learn" what level of detail needs to be displayed so that the "reader" can access needed information more efficiently.

4. What MUSLI is Not

The system we propose must not be misunderstood. It enhances traditional multimedia documents. We propose to extend communication, not restrict it! MUSLI is not simply a system of cartoons - cartoons are designed to be understood without any investment in learning and are quite close to a simplified reality. MUSLI is not a silent movie or some system of signs. It will make appropriate use of computer graphics (2D and 3D), cartoons, audio clips (music and speech both analog and digital), video clips (analog and digital), photographs (digitised), animation including 3D modelling; and of course text. Naturally there will still be movies - we delight in the work on human animation being done by scientists and artists such as those at the MIRALab at the University of Geneva (Magnenat-Thalmann, & Thalmann, 1991). Visualisation will continue to be an important means of communication (IEEE, 1993) and we watch with interest the work being done in the field of virtual reality. It is our hope that all of these achievements will be eventually integrated into a single grand design: MUSLI.

5. Using Sound, Speech and Text

Sound can frequently be used to good effect. There is hardly a better way of setting moods for scenes and indicating such things as a really good thunderstorm than by using appropriate sounds. An interesting point made by Alty (1993), is that peripheral or parallel streams of information containing redundant information can be of importance in helping students understand complex ideas.

Although speech is inherently slow, there may be alternative ways of processing it. We note, for example, that it is now possible for computers to play back speech at twice the recorded speed and still maintain an acceptable level of pitch and clarity.

One interesting idea, that should be considered further, is to extend the use made of digitised speech. For example, for scanning purposes, users could display on the screen the waveform patterns of the speech. It may be possible to search for particular sections to play by learning to "read" waveforms, at least in a broad sense; for example, changes in volume may indicate passages of significance. If the wave patterns are expanded and the
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\(^1\) Some warn of arithmetic overflows though what really overflows is time, not size! If \(m = f(n)\) is the \(n\)th Fibonacci number, then the recursive function: function \(f(n)\) integer, \(f(1) = 1\) or \(f(2) = 2\) then \(f(n) = f(n-1) + f(n-2)\); takes \(O(n)\) steps to compute. Since \(m = O(2^\alpha)\) with \(\alpha < 1.4\) it takes exponential time to compute \(f(n)\). The size of \(f(n)\) measured in the number of digits, however, grows only linearly!
amplitude is displayed in, say, red while the pitch is displayed in blue, additional information can be gained. In particular, it should be possible to search digitised speech more efficiently than at present. For example, alternating passages of high and low pitch may well mark dialogue. Exciting passages will stand out. Sentences will be seen marked off from one another and other information will be visible such as the occurrence of a question. If the author of the document provides signposts in the form of icons alongside key passages the users will be further aided in their searches. It should also be possible for specialised computer programs to scan the material in greater detail. With methods such as these authors will be able to produce documents allowing "readers" to understand ideas more readily.

The possibility of incorporating existing systems of signs and gestures is an interesting alternative to both speech and text and needs further research (Dreyfuss, 1972).

6. A First Tentative Proposal

In our move towards a theory of dynamic abstract symbolism, we explored research in semiotics in an attempt to choose a grammar. Several alternatives such as the grammar of Conceptual Dependency Theory (Schank, 1975; Schank, & Abelson, 1977) remain to be explored. However as an anchor point for our first proposal we quote from An Introduction to Functional Grammar (Halliday, 1985): "Our most powerful conception of reality is that it consists of 'goings-on': of doing, happening, feeling, being." Halliday identifies the three most common types of processes: material processes, mental processes and relational processes. These categories seem amenable to representation. We shall begin by symbolising examples of the three processes, considering each process in turn.

1. Material processes: processes of doing. Here we have the common "Actor, Process and Goal" construct that suggests animation. We can animate actions for walk, run, jump, dance, break, make, give, take, etc.

2. Mental processes: processes of sensing. Since these can be regarded as directed actions we shall indicate them by dynamic lines or arrows. For example, love can be a golden shaft directed towards the object. Liking will be represented by a less intense yellow while hate will be brown or black. Directed fear and worry will be jagged shafts.

3. Relational processes: processes of being. Here we shall consider two classes: those that are attributes of the object and those which can be 'considered as states of the object. Attributes we shall assign as associated symbols as described in Section 7. States we can indicate by colouring objects, for example, pink for happy and blue for sad.

7. Using Abstract Symbols

The basic symbols we introduce will need to be simple – yet be beautiful in their own right. The more frequently a symbol is used the simpler it should be. Additional characteristics will be added by association and only when needed. Obviously we shall not have to introduce new symbols for all words: we shall include accepted signs, (Liangman, 1991), such as an X for "forbidden", and we can have dictionaries of known shapes and symbols to call on. As noted in Section 3 we shall try to avoid using shapes that are too lifelike, partly because this limits the reader's imagination and partly because using abstract symbols gives us more freedom to add attributes without contravening our built-in sense of appropriateness. For example, while it may be quite inappropriate to paint a life-like symbol of a beautiful woman a golden yellow colour, a golden circle definitely transmits the idea of beauty.

There are two distinct facets to abstraction: abstraction of appearance and abstraction of senses (feeling, thinking and emotion). As described above, a golden circle may represent beauty of appearance. But beauty applies just as significantly to the abstract, and it is qualities such as feelings, thoughts and emotions that have proved difficult for existing visual forms of communication. Abstract symbols can take on additional attributes with no conflict. Beautiful feelings, beautiful thoughts, beautiful emotions: all can be abstractly displayed as golden states. Even speech (or thought) balloons which look clumsy on lifelike characters may be artistically attached to symbols.

We shall begin by introducing basic symbols using the following classification system:
7.1 The Addition of Attributes

We shall be able to modify basic symbols by associating attributes. These modifiers may be either one or more associated symbols, or an integral part of the basic symbol, such as colour. For example, if we introduce the common biological symbols: $\hat{\text{F}}$ (Female) and $\hat{\text{M}}$ (Male), then we have symbolic representations for:

- $\hat{\text{F}}$ (Female animal) and $\hat{\text{M}}$ (Male animal).

Using the symbol $\hat{\text{I}}$ to represent "intelligent" (for "brain waves") these can be further modified to represent:

- $\hat{\text{W}}$ (Woman) and $\hat{\text{M}}$ (Man).

7.2 Applying the Principle of Orthogonality

The term "orthogonality" was introduced by Aad van Wijngaarden in the design of programming languages, to mean features that carry across from one context to another (Wijngaarden, 1965). To ease learning we shall build into MUSH as much orthogonality as possible.

For example, we can define:

- Female plant
- Male plant
- Bisexual plant

If we now introduce the additional attributes: $\hat{\text{H}}$ (Medical), $\hat{\text{H}}$ (Holy) and $\hat{\text{F}}$ (Manufacturer) together with the symbols $\hat{\text{F}}$ to represent a four wheeled vehicle and $\hat{\text{F}}$ to represent a mountain, we can now form the following definitions:

- Doctor
- Hospital
- Ambulance
- Medicinal plant
- Factory
- School
- Holy building
- Holy mountain

We can introduce additional conventions that will communicate variations in such attributes as age (an increasingly thick outline) or sickness (a cracked or broken symbol).

7.3 Condensing a Group of Symbols

If the attributes in a group are relatively constant then the original symbol plus attributes can be replaced by a condensed short-form. We shall use a frame $\boxed{}$ to group primitives and $\boxed{}$ to represent condensation. E.g. a working (manufacturing) intelligent woman condensing to $\boxed{}$, and a wise old solitary man (i.e., a hermit) condensing to $\boxed{}$, is represented by:

Compound symbols can be condensed at any stage either by the reader pausing and clicking on them or by the system converting them. Usually the reader will need warning before a symbol condenses and this can be achieved in a variety of ways. Perhaps the compound symbol will have its border change colour before the
change or both symbols may be displayed at once with the compound one gradually decreasing in size while the
condensed symbol increases. Interesting possibilities of letting an electronic personal assistant control the
degree and timing of the condensations remain to be explored.

The condensed symbols will be animated just as groups of primitives can be. A working (manufacturing)
woman carrying water may be either — and might be shown moving towards a growing
(manufacturing) plant . We would then, of course, see the attribute for growing increase in size!

Again we emphasise that we are not producing cartoons: the symbols, like those shown above, will have to
be learnt. They are not intended to be immediately obvious, but to carry meanings that will not be forgotten
once learnt.

7.4 Expanding Condensed Symbols

Expanding symbols is the reverse process to condensing symbols. As mentioned in Section 3, readers will
be able to freeze the display at any point in time and then, for example, by double-clicking on a compound
symbol display the original primitives. Thus double-clicking on the symbol for a vehicle, , may expand it
back to: — where >> is the symbol for motion (since a vehicle is an inanimate object moving
people).

8. Bringing it All Alive With Dynamic Symbols

At this point the reader may be forgiven for wondering whether we are not simply reinventing a system of
hieroglyphics. The difference is that people such as the Egyptians did not have ways to animate their written
symbols!

In a MUSLI document objects can move and change with time, and hence we frequently refer to it as a
movie. Describing dynamic processes is not easy and of course we look forward to the day when we shall be
writing a MUSLI movie instead of static text!

We shall begin by very briefly indicating how we might dynamically represent each of the processes
introduced in Section 6. First of all it is easy to see how we can animate the material processes of doing.
Symbols can be made to move on the screen in ways that suggest walking, running, jumping, dancing, breaking,
and making — for "making" we can show the parts coming together to form a whole. For the cases of giving and
taking we suggest introducing a dynamic shaft with an arc at the end of it. On object is "given" by
letting the shaft extend and "push" the object away. An object is "taken" when it is drawn in closer to the subject as the
shaft shortens.

Secondly, mental processes of sensing, which we represent by dynamic lines, will continuously change in
position, length, width, colour and intensity. The golden shaft of love, reaching out towards its object, may
become more or less intense in colour as the movie continues. A child's initial fear of a doctor will be palpably
obvious when shown by a pulsating black jagged arrow and with time the fear may fade (literally) and morph
into the symbol for respect.

Thirdly there are the relational processes of being. Besides the attributes that are assigned as associated
symbols, as described in Section 7, there are the emotions, which we can indicate by shading the object different
colours. Here again the dynamic nature of our medium allows emotions to change in a continuous spectrum — as
of course they do in real life. Conflicting emotions can be beautifully depicted by showing an animated
interplay between the colours representing rivalling emotions — both colours and intensities can interact.

Attributes can also be dynamic. A symbol that depicts an animal slowly ascending a
mountain can certainly suggest a very high mountain.

Going one step further, symbols themselves may be formed from animated sequences. A simple circle
representing an animal "flying" off a base line can represent a bird flying.

Of course this can be condensed:
And again, the condensed symbol can be animated – in this case by letting the wings move. And so on!! The modifiers may also change with time. The symbol representing "immature" may morph into the symbol for "sophisticated" as the character in a story gains experience.

At this point we would like to change our point of view to the "other side of the mountain" and make a brief reference to the language for cosmic intercommunication: LINCOS (Freudenthal, 1960). The author hypothesises that the "reader" can deduce meaning from the given graded series of examples. New words are introduced one at a time and the hypothesis is that if the number of examples read is large enough then the reader will deduce from its context the intended meaning for each newly introduced "word" (in this case a word is a pattern of radio pulses). This principle can obviously be applied to MUSLI movies, particularly those that contain symbols for abstract ideas. Although LINCOS deliberately avoids "showing" as a means for illustrating meaning, MUSLI can use dynamic symbols to represent abstract concepts such as number. We can successively display two plants, two animals, two vehicles, and so on, before condensing the dynamic symbol down to a static one. Once the numeric symbols have been introduced we can then dynamically introduce the symbol for the set of natural numbers, etc. The LINCOS exercises introducing the rules of number would in themselves make appropriate MUSLI movies for introducing algebra.

We can also use dynamic symbols for other abstract ideas such as "human". In this case the dynamic symbol would show various subsets of the set \{man, woman and child\} before condensing to the symbol for human. An idea like "medical" can be formed by demonstrating its adjectives.

We are very aware of how much we have left undone but we look forward to delving deeper. We refer the reader to the paper "Dynamic Icons as Dynamic Graphic Interfaces: Interpreting the Meaning of a Visual Representation", (Jonassen, Goldmann-Segall, & Maurer, 1993), for an exposition on moving icons.

9. Examples

It is very difficult in a printed paper such as this to describe what are essentially highly dynamic processes. We shall outline just a few.

Our first abstract document, produced in Macromind Director, was an exceedingly simple yet surprisingly convincing movie of a sick child's visit to hospital. The animated symbols show clearly the bonding between the mother and child. The trip into the hospital and the child's recovery were also easily animated.

In our current project, a little more ambitious, we plan to produce a presentation, and possibly a CD version, of a MUSLI movie which depicts a city plagued by smog. The interactions between citizens and administrators lend themselves well to dynamic representations. At the beginning the interactions are overtly hostile but they change dramatically with time. The solution to the crisis is a novel one as it neither bans personalised transport nor enforces public systems.1

We would like to see a hypermedia system implemented where the user can be provided with interactive MUSLI movies corresponding to alternative search paths through the network – complete with symbols indicating the type of links that are used and what kind of data is available on the way.

And imagine how much more enjoyable it would be coping with e-mail presented in a MUSLI setting with dynamic symbols – particularly if we had an electronic personal assistant to help us!

10. Conclusion

Even a superficial survey of signs and symbols shows the richness of our semiotic heritage. The system we propose will be flexible enough to blend traditional forms of documentation into modern multimedia information retrieval systems while gradually becoming enriched with its own symbolic language. MUSLI

1 The small low-powered individualised units which are used for short trips can be coupled together, as required, with the rightmost vehicle assuming control. For longer journeys the various units, together with their passengers, are driven onto high speed public transportation vehicles. Individual drivers and passengers relax in their own seats or take advantage of onboard facilities such as dining cars and boutiques and may even find time and opportunity for an overdue haircut!
enables "reading" at different levels using an extended version of a reference system, and makes maximal use of
the principle of orthogonality to aid learning. We discuss the necessary general requirements for a symbolic
language before making a first concrete proposal based on the principles of functional grammar. We are aware
that the mastery of any new language involves effort, but surely we can take heart from the success of other
interactive activities such as video games.

The system we have described is a first step towards mastering the art of electronic communication
involving all our senses, so that we can reap the real benefits associated with a new age of hypermedia.

It seems appropriate to conclude a paper such as this with a quote from a Gary Larson cartoon. The
medieval soldiers are fighting to grim death on the battlements of the castle. Arrows and spears are flying thick
as rain. Then one soldier turns to another and remarks that it doesn't really matter whether they win or lose: it's
fun! This is how we feel about MUSLI: it is not yet clear whether the eventual outcome will be a revolution in
communication and language, or a modest addition to the theory of semiotics. One thing is clear: MUSLI is fun.

We hope that this first glimpse will encourage many readers to join us in further exploration of Multi
Sensory Language Interfaces.
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Abstract: Much research has been directed towards the interactivity of computer-aided instruction (CAI) software. Button Theory allows the student to express his feelings and questions to interact with the computer at the touch of a button, thus enhancing control over his learning process in a CAI environment. We describe the initial results of our study in implementing Button Theory in a directive learning environment and offer some comments on its genericity in different learning environments from a designer’s perspective.

Introduction

In most computer-aided instruction (CAI) software as well as other computer-based learning environments today, students generally lack control over the instruction they receive. When students feel that their learning needs are not being met, learning becomes passive for them, often resulting in boredom, frustration or a dislike for learning through computers.

Button Theory advocated by Roger Schank’s group at the Institute for the Learning Sciences [Jona et al, 1991], provides the student using computer-based learning environments with as much control over what they see, hear and learn. Button Theory is implemented by means of a comprehensive set of messages, which the student can use to interact with and control the computer-based tutor. Rather than using natural language processing (which is difficult), each message corresponds to one button, represented iconically on the computer screen.

This paper reports on a project to explore the feasibility of incorporating Button Theory in a hypermedia CAI system. We seek to address this question: how feasible and adaptable is the use of Button Theory across different computer-based learning environments. We are currently approaching this from a designer’s perspective and have not gone on to doing this from the user’s perspective. We have implemented our interpretation of Button Theory in a prototype CAI system on astronomy called Solaria. Following a detailed description of the interpretation and implementation of Button Theory in Solaria, we will discuss the genericity of the theory, i.e., we will discuss whether each message (and hence, the button) proposed in the theory can be general enough to be used in different domains. The Solaria prototype is programmed in HyperTalk 2.0, the scripting language for the Macintosh HyperCard 2.0.

Button Theory proposes three categories of possible discourse between the student and the system. The three categories and the messages in each category are:

Feelings - "Awesome!", "Boring", "No Way", "Huh?", "Too Hard";
Questions - "How Do I Do That?", "Now What?", "What's the Point?", "Why?", "History";
Control - "Change Task", "Back up", "Big Picture", "More Detail", "Skip This."

A full description of the meaning of each can be found in the original paper [Jona et al, 1991]. We will next discuss our interpretation of the Button Theory in Solaria.

Interpretation of the Button Theory

Out of the 15 buttons proposed by Button Theory, 13 buttons which were most appropriate to the context of the domain i.e. astronomy were chosen for implementation in Solaria. The main function of these buttons was
to act as user responses and control to interact with Solaria.

Implementing them, however, was tedious as each of these buttons could be interpreted in many ways. This was due to their flexibility and relative generality. To reduce overlapping interpretations between buttons and to maintain consistency in system response, the interpretations for each button were pared down to only the essential ones. We expect that this streamlining will in no way reduce the responsiveness of Solaria nor the interaction between the user and Solaria. In fact, having an essential set of interpretations helps to train the user to more accurately express his feelings by selecting the most appropriate buttons. This will help to prevent abuse of or over-reliance on general buttons like "Huh?" and "Why?".

**Feelings Group**

**Awesome** The user expresses his enthusiasm for the current topic or task being learned. This button serves basically as feedback to the teacher from the student as regards to the subject/topic under study at that particular point in time. This button which conveys the user's enjoyment provides an important opportunity for the teacher to gather useful information about the student's preferences and interests.

**Too Hard** The user is suggesting that the material presented is too hard for comprehension. As such, he will like to be given the option to restart the same topic again at a lower level of complexity. At that level, the difficulty level of the material will be less and the style of presentation will also be simplified.

**Boring** The user is suggesting that the material presented is too easy and that he is getting uninterested. As such, he will like to be given the option to restart the same topic again at a higher level of complexity or presented with more interesting material on the current topic. At that level, the scope of the material will be wider and the topic will be studied in greater detail.

**Huh?** "Huh?" is a very general button that can be easily abused. Therefore, the interpretations were limited to these few essential ones which are, as far as possible, not duplicative of other button interpretations. In fact, special care has been taken to ensure that its interpretations do not clash with those of the other general buttons, such as "Why?" and "What's the Point?"

i) Under normal circumstances, the user is indicating a complete lack of understanding to the material being presented and would like a further or alternative explanation.

ii) If this button is selected after some animation or display, it is similar to i) and the user is seeking further clarification on the animation or display. It should be noted that for some of the queries the user is asking, the more appropriate button to select should be the "Why?" button. The "Huh?" button acts as a catch-all safety net which will handle the rest of the queries which are not covered by "Why?".

iii) If this button is selected right after some recommendation has been made to perform some action, the user is indicating that he does not know how to go about performing the recommended action. For example, Solaria can suggest to the user to click on an icon of the Halley's Comet to see an animation. At this point, if the user clicks on "Huh?", it indicates that he does not know that he is supposed to move the cursor and select the comet icon by shifting the mouse and clicking on the button.

**Questions Group**

**History** The user needs to know all the topics that he has covered so far. He is presented with a sequential list of these topics covered.

**How do I do that?** After viewing certain animation or experiment being conducted, the user will like to given a step-by-step demonstration on how to duplicate the experiment.

**Now What?** The user is expressing that he is unsure on where to proceed to or what to try out next and will like to be provided with some recommendations.

**What's the Point?** Depending on the circumstances, there are two separate system responses provided. Even though the responses are different, selecting this button can still essentially be viewed as asking the question: What is the point of that?

i) If selected right after a recommendation was made for the user to perform or try something, it is indicative that the user wants to know how this suggested action relates to the topic being taught.

ii) If selected after some animation or display, it is indicative that he needs to know how the presented relates
to the topic being taught. Basically, the question being asked is: What is the point of having me do that? For instance, under the topic of gravitation, an animation was shown of the planets moving around the sun. By clicking on "What's the Point?", the user is asking: "What is the point of having this animation shown within the topic of gravitation?" The system response would be: "To illustrate the forces of gravitation at work in our solar system."

Why? This is one of the more general buttons and can have one of these interpretations:

i) Under normal circumstances, the user is implying that he does not understand or that he does not agree to the logic of the material being presented and would like further clarification.

ii) If this button is selected right after some animation or display was presented, it is similar to (i) and the user is seeking further clarification on the animation or display. For instance, under the same example given under "What's the Point?", an animation of the planets moving around the sun was shown. By clicking on "Why?", the user might be asking: "Why do the planets move in uniform ellipses around the sun?" The system response would be: "This is due to the gravitational forces between the sun and the planets."

iii) If this button is selected right after some recommendation has been made to perform some action, the user is looking for a relation between the suggested action and the topic under study. He is basically asking the question: "Why should I do that?" This is in fact similar to "What's the Point?" under the same conditions.

Control Group

BackUp The user feels a need to review the previous material covered before continuing.

Skip The user is finding the current topic uninteresting, difficult or boring, and wishes to proceed to the next topic. It must be noted that this button does not duplicate the functions of the "Boring" and "Too Hard" buttons. Those buttons return the user back to the beginning of the current topic at a different level of difficulty.

More Detail This button indicates the student's desire for more information on the current topic.

Big Picture The user feels that he needs to know how the current topic relates to the parent topic or even astronomy.

Genericity of the Button Theory

We will discuss whether each message (and hence, the button) proposed in the theory can be general enough to be used in other domains. By generic, we mean that the code associated with the message or button is operative or easily adaptable in any environment without any major modifications, i.e., it is possible to develop a "template" of codes which can be implemented in any domain. In HyperCard™ terms, there are basically two containers: CONTEXT and RESPONSE. CONTEXT contains the list of conditions in the form of predicates whereas RESPONSE contains a list of statements on how the system should respond when the conditions evaluate to true. The code for generic buttons is composed of pseudo-code statements such as:

If CONTEXT then RESPONSE

The conditions employed by Button Theory have been classified into the three main groups of student goals, student knowledge, and communication history, and are expressed as predicates [Jona et al, 1991]. To formulate appropriate or meaningful responses to the messages expressed by the system, the developer of the system needs to analyse all the possible conditions, and then determine suitable combination of conditions which describes all possible contexts in the system. Next, he needs to design suitable responses for each context.

We illustrate by examining the response to "Why?" Let's consider the possible context for "Why?" For example, a student may be presented with a fact (e.g., "the earth revolves around the sun", or "animals fight over territory and food") or asked to do some task (e.g., "drag the pendulum away from the centre") or he may have observed some actions (e.g., a chimp walking up to another chimp and threatening it). The student then asks why with regards to any of the scenario above. When a fact is presented, the condition "Fact-Presented" would be true. When user is asked to do a task, the condition "Action-Asked" is set to true. Similarly for the last scenario. Hence, to determine the context, each relevant condition in the set of conditions is tested. Once the context is determined, appropriate responses can be made.
Types of Learning Environments

As there are many different types of environments of teaching and learning, it would be appropriate to
categorise all environments. We look initially at two broad types of learning environments. The first one is
directive teaching/learning in which the environments cover instructional or factual materials. An example of an
instructional environment would be "How to operate a sophisticated machine" where teaching involves
providing the learner with a set of step-by-step instructions to operate the machine. An example of a factual
environment generally would be academic in nature such as physics or chemistry or as implemented, astronomy.
In this environment type, the facts are presented and taught to the student.

The second category is one of exploratory or discovery teaching/learning. An example would be the
ChimpWorld environment described in [Jona et al, 1991] to teach the behaviour of chimpanzees. The messages/
responses from the student will differ from the first type. [Chay et al, 1994] provides a comparative analysis
of the buttons used in Solaria and ChimpWorld.

We will next discuss the genericity of the theory in relation to these two types of learning environments.
(a) Some buttons proposed in the theory but are not necessary or relevant

In the implementation of the theory in Solaria (one of directive teaching and learning type of environment),
13 of the 15 messages were used. The two messages in the initial theory not used are "No Way" and "Change
Task". "No Way" was excluded for the simple reason that it is used to express the student's disbelief or surprise
of some thing, probably fact, presented. To respond to this expression will be very difficult as the cause of the
feelings would be unknown to the system. Hence, we would rather the student express this feeling in another
form, probably by asking questions "Why?", etc.

On the other hand, "Change Task" was excluded as we felt that the message was more appropriate for the
intuitive or exploratory type of learning where a student can choose to change the task that he is currently doing.
In the case for astronomy, the student can easily change the topic of teaching by going back to the menu to select
another topic. Thus, messages that deal specifically with intuitive or discovery learning may not be relevant in
an environment which is directive or factual in nature.

(b) Some buttons not proposed in the theory but are necessary

There were also some messages which were needed but not proposed. The messages in this category are
mainly those of the fact-seeking or fact-clarification type. An example would be when a student is learning about
solar eclipses, he would like to know about other types of eclipses (if any) in which case he would need to express
the "What are the related topics" message. We tried to circumvent such messages using those that were proposed.
Although certain messages can be circumvented or rephrased easily, there were some messages that were quite
ambiguous as a result of circumvention. There are yet others that just could not be rephrased in any other way.
In the latter case, we propose new messages and hence buttons.

An example of a message that is not supported by the theory is "What makes the Sun appear brighter than
the other stars?" or "How is it that the Sun appears very bright?". Both these messages can be circumvented using
"Why does the Sun appear brighter than the other stars?". This is an easy example. Others may not be easy.

Two new buttons were used in the system. They were "Glossary" and "Related Topics". Both these buttons
are related to fact-seeking as mentioned earlier. "Glossary" provides a simple explanation of a term while
"Related Topics" provides curious students with more facts.

One very prominent question or message that is not in Button Theory is "What?". It seems that in a directive
environment, a significant number of questions can be based on "What?". We also suggest that the "How do I do
that?" message be expanded to just "How?". This is to include other "How?" questions such as "How does the
earth revolve around the Sun?" or "How is our Sun like other stars?". We however did not experiment further with
this suggestion although the need for such a message did arise a few times.

(c) Environment specific buttons

To summarise, there are buttons which are mainly used in a directive environment for learning, and there
are others that seem only relevant to an exploratory or intuitive environment. Examples of the former are
"Related topics", "Glossary", etc, while examples of the latter environment would be "No Way" and "Change
Task". Some other buttons in the theory, which have the same semantic sense in both the types of environments,
could very well be different functionally. The "Too Hard" message in a directive environment would mean that
the student finds the material too difficult to understand and an appropriate response by the system would be to
rephrase the concept/fact in simpler terms. However, in an exploratory environment, "Too Hard" could be used to express the same feeling but the system would respond either by reviewing the material in a slower manner or by asking the student to carry out some active task which would increase his understanding.

Another environment specific button that needs to be mentioned is the "Huh?" button. This button is used as a catch-all, with the student using it to the exclusion of the other buttons. As a result, it is so general and very vague and therefore, by that inherent characteristic, is very environment specific. In fact, this button is not just environment (directive or exploratory) specific but is even domain-knowledge specific. For example, an appropriate response to "Huh?" in physics might be very much different from that in botany, even though in both domains, it conveys the student's confusion.

Other buttons that might be environment specific (and may be to a certain extent domain of knowledge as well) are "Awesome!" and "Boring". As both these buttons are used to express some feelings, it is up to the designer or developer to interpret those feelings and to respond to them in the most appropriate way deemed by him/her. For example, we decided at some times to interpret "Boring" to mean that the material was too easy while at other times, the material was too dry. The response to the former was to present further materials with a higher level of difficulty while the response to the latter was to either tell a story, myth or legend relating to the material presented or simply ask the user to skip the topic or skip to a harder level (see diagrams in next page).

In summary, it seems that all the buttons under the "Feelings" category of messages are environment specific buttons. This is quite logical considering the nature of the category.

(d) Environment independent buttons

Basically, the buttons not in the previous category belong to this category. This would mean that all the buttons in the "Questions" category and all but one button (i.e., "Change Task") in the "Control" category are environment independent. This may not be surprising for buttons in the "Control" category.

However, for buttons in the "Questions" category, one would expect that since the messages in the category pertain to the domain, this would inherently imply that such buttons are also environment specific. However, we concluded otherwise. The main reason for this is that in order to make appropriate or meaningful responses to the messages expressed by the student, the system needs only consider the contexts that the student is in when such messages are expressed. Indeed, the contextual elements proposed in Button Theory (e.g. Current-Goal-Explained or Current-Goal-Not-Explained, Action-Not-Explained, Repeated-Last-Button-Press) contain no predicates that relate directly to the domain [Jona et al, 1991]. In any given environment or domain, the context can be derived from such a set of determinable conditions. All possible conditions must be thoroughly analysed by the developer. Appropriate responses to messages can then be made by examining the relevant conditions.

Conclusion

In summary, this study suggests that the buttons/messages in the Control and Questions categories can be generic while those in the Feelings category are less generic. One implication of this is that the development of a learning environment based on Button Theory would be simplified. We need to acquire a core set of conditions or contextual variables on which to select a response to a button press [Jona et al, 1991]. Templates of codes for the responses need only to be developed once. For a different domain, these codes can be copied and incorporated into the system. The developers of the system need only provide additional contextual variables, if needed, and the rules by which the buttons (and the system) respond to the user. A definite area for further work will be to conduct studies of actual students using the system. This will provide further empirical studies on Button Theory. Another area to investigate is the extent to which Button Theory ease or increase the cognitive load on the students that is created by "navigating" while trying to learn, compared with other types of user-interfaces.
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Space is generally considered to begin at the upper edge of the atmosphere, about miles above the Earth's surface.

The solar system is part of space. It is composed of the Sun, which is a star, the 9 planets and their moons, asteroids, meteorites and comets.

The planets fall into 2 categories: the terrestrial planets and the gas giants.

Environment-dependent card 1

To demonstrate the use of "Boring" button
User clicks on "Boring" button.

He is presented with a choice of actions. He selects the "See Story" option.
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This study involves research on the development and the testing of a prototype of a patient simulator. Development of the prototype required three main stages: analysis, design and implementation. This paper will focus on the design and implementation stages of the study which were recently completed. The present version of the simulator runs on a Macintosh Quadra 800 and has a window-based interface with a limited use of graphics. The field-testing of the simulator on medical students showed us that the prototype would be useful in testing a student's diagnostic and treatment skills, however it would be advantageous to enhance the interface with audio and visual effects.

1. Introduction

The current medical school curriculum has been questioned in numerous studies, the main areas of concern being course instruction and student evaluation (Barrows, 1983; Anbar, 1987; Barker, 1988; Warner, 1989). New methods of teaching and testing the skills of medical students must be developed to ensure that students have the necessary medical knowledge and clinical skills to meet current societal health needs. The traditional medical curriculum and internships must be supplemented by standardized teaching modalities such as computer-assisted instruction (Carbonell, 1989; Fattu and Patrick, 1990).

This paper focuses on the design and implementation stages in the development and testing of a patient simulation system. This system was designed based on the restructurable modelling method and implemented using Negoplan, a knowledge-based shell (Szpakowicz & Kersten, 1993). The system's reasoning mechanisms are described in Kersten et al. (1993). MacDonald (1993) presents the development methodology, the knowledge bases and the results of field testing.

11. Knowledge-based Simulation

Simulation is a method of analyzing a problem situation by creating a model of the situation that can then be manipulated by trial-and-error methods (Fishwick, 1991). Patient simulators can be defined as a representation of a clinical situation in which an individual conducts the diagnosis and management of a patient (Asman, 1979).

Patient simulators possess many advantages: they allow students to have access to conditions which may not be routinely encountered in the clinical setting, they pose no risk to an actual patient, they provide an enhanced sense of reality, they provide immediate feedback, and they are capable of evaluating a student's response.

Current knowledge-based patient simulators possess some but not all of the above-mentioned advantages (Patient Simulator II, 1989; Parker & Miller, 1989; Champetier DeRubes, 1989; Johnson, 1989). The presented patient simulator differs from other approaches in that it possesses all of the advantages mentioned above. The patient simulator is presented through a discussion of the design and implementation stages of the study.
III. Design

The design stage commences once the analysis stage has been completed. The main purpose of the analysis stage was to determine the user's requirements and to elicit and model knowledge. The cases modelled in preparation for encoding were: a viral intestinal disease, a bacterial intestinal disease and a bacterial neurological disease. These cases were selected because the visible symptoms are similar for each disease, therefore making the diagnostic process more challenging for the students.

The main purpose of the design stage was to encode the models of knowledge. The shell chosen to implement the patient simulator was Negoplan (Szpakowici and Kersten, 1993). Negoplan is a knowledge-based shell based upon the principles of restructurable modelling, therefore allowing for changes in the case management process by merging these changes with the case management model, resulting in a new representation of the patient. The patient simulator can be run with a scoring system if so desired. The scoring system is designed to allocate points for each step in case management. The student following the shortest route to diagnosis would receive a perfect score.

Figures 1-5 show screen snapshots from the patient simulator running a typical case management scenario. The scenario demonstrates the shortest path to the diagnosis of a bacterial intestinal infection. The first window (Sick Infant) displays the patient's condition and displays the results of the actions selected by the student. The second window (Student) displays the actions that the student selects. The third window (Evaluation) displays the scoring system and the step in the case management process.

In Fig. 1 the student is presented with the initial representation of the patient, and based on the symptoms, makes the first selection to inquire about the patient's history and to perform a general exam as is indicated by the checkmarks.

Figure 1. Initial Representation and Selection 1

The results from the student having selected the patient's history and a general exam are presented in Fig. 2. The student selects general tests to aid in the diagnostic process and selects the provision of an interim treatment to alleviate the patient's symptoms. As is indicated in the evaluation window, the score is currently fifteen.
In Fig. 3 the representation of the patient changes once again and the results of the general tests are displayed. The test results are normal, with the exception of the level of ketones which is elevated, indicating a possible infection of the intestinal tract. The student chooses oral rehydration as the interim treatment and a stool test as the specific test. The score is now thirty.

Figure 3. Modification 2 and Selection 3
After the third modification, the results of the stool test are displayed as can be observed in Fig. 4. In addition, the interim treatment has alleviated the infant's symptoms. The diarrhea and the vomiting have disappeared. At this point the student has sufficient information to make a diagnosis of a virus of the intestinal tract. The score is forty-five.

Figure 4. Modification 3 and Selection 4

![Figure 4](image)

Fig. 5 depicts termination of the simulation in which the student is informed that he/she has made the correct diagnosis and has provided the correct interim treatment therefore receiving a perfect score of fifty.

Figure 5. Modification 4 and Termination

![Figure 5](image)
IV. Implementation

The field evaluation of the patient simulator was performed on an ongoing basis. Twelve students from varying academic fields evaluated the patient simulator based on the following factors: system ease of use, system consistency and speed, diagnosis and treatment scenario representation, accuracy of the clinical problem simulation, accuracy and value of the feedback and the effectiveness of the student evaluation modules.

The main conclusion drawn from the testing sessions was that the patient simulator is a useful tool in testing the diagnostic and treatment skills of medical students. However, the majority of students commented that the patient simulator could be improved by enhancing the user interface. The user interface, although functional, requires further development to ensure its full acceptance in the field of medical education.

V. Conclusions and Future Work

The knowledge bases are still being expanded in order to provide as diverse a testing environment for medical students as possible. The knowledge base is being further developed to include additional infantile infections, specifically, endocrine and metabolic diseases, neurological and psychiatric diseases, and cardiovascular diseases. Current infections in the knowledge base are being expanded to include more detail on the patient's symptoms, the patient's history, the general exam, and tests, and the specific tests.

The current user interface will be further enhanced through the following forms of multimedia. First, graphical images will be added to the patient simulator through the use of a scanner that will provide the student with a visual display of specific components of the case management process. Second, actions will be selected through icons which will provide the student with less structured responses than does a predetermined list as exists now. This scenario more closely resembles the case management process. Third, results of the exams and tests will be provided in a sorted order and in a form similar to how a physician receives results in a realistic medical setting, for example, receiving lab results in numerical format thereby allowing the student to make his or her own deductions. Last, sound output will be used to illustrate the behavior of certain organs such as the infant's heartbeat.

The rationale behind expanding the current user interface design is twofold. Most importantly, the testing scenario with which the student is presented should mirror a realistic medical scenario to provide the student with as rigorous a testing process as possible. In addition, in order to maintain the student's interest in the patient simulator, it is important to make the user interface both useful and competent to ensure the student's confidence in the system.

As the patient simulator is further developed through the enhancement of the user interface and the expansion of the knowledge base, testing will continue and will grow more extensive as the system nears completion. Although much research has been conducted in the area of computer-aided learning programs, there remains a gap in the study of knowledge-based simulation in medical education. With the further development and testing of knowledge-based patient simulators, these tools could provide solutions to many of the current problems facing medical educators today.
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Abstract: This paper discusses an evaluation of COCA, a system that gives teachers control over domain material, teaching strategy and meta-teaching strategy. The purpose of this evaluation is to study more fully the effectiveness of the system. Ten subjects were given an authoring task. The resulting knowledge bases, together with a questionnaire, made up the experimental results. This study shows the strengths and weaknesses of the COCA approach and whether it has helped improve teachers' attitudes towards AI. The results show that the system was successful, yet too complex. Results are tentative due to the size of the experiment.

1 Introduction

A lot of work has investigated the efficacy of different teaching styles in the classroom. Examples include the Plowden Report (1967), looking at teaching methods used in primary schools, studies of formal and informal teaching styles, such as Bennett (1976), and studies of the teaching styles of computer-based training (Eaton & Olson, 1986). This work suggests that many teachers have rejected educational software as it uses the wrong teaching style and is not available in the right subject area. Only recently have intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) really been able to address these problems, as systems have begun to emerge which offer a range of teaching styles (Spensley, Elsom-Cook, Byerley, Brooks, Federici, & Scaroni, 1990) with tools allowing the teacher to change these styles. Consequently, there is little or no actual evaluation of ITSs in the classroom which support the teacher with a range of teaching strategies, and few or no empirical studies have been published (Murray, 1993). The issue of evaluation has been highlighted as needing attention for ITS systems in general (Bria, Ohlsson & Pain, 1993), with an increasing need for researchers to use appropriate methods for evaluating their results.

COCA, which consists of both authoring tools and a runtime shell, is a system intended to provide teachers with genuine access to ITS technology. Teachers are either uninformed about using AI techniques in schools, or do not have the resources to use them, or more seriously, do not trust the decision making of a system which would be controlling some of the teaching in their classroom. As the result of a number of interviews and lesson observations, Major (1993a) reported requirements from teachers about what they need from an intelligent assistant. Predominant amongst these was the ability to control the teaching style of the system. As a result of these requirements, and also on the basis of the use of meta-level reasoning in the fields of planning and knowledge-based systems research, a prototype system COCA-0 was built. This was then formally evaluated with teachers, resulting in a complete system, COCA-1, described in Major & Reichgelt (1992), which gives a great deal of control over the teaching style of the system to the teachers themselves. The initial evaluation of COCA was the reconstruction of the teaching strategies of other systems described in Major (1993b). Further, in Major & Reichgelt (1991) a teacher used COCA to build a simple ITS for algebraic equations. This case study demonstrated that a teacher can develop a simple ITS with COCA's authoring tools.

This paper describes a more formal evaluation of COCA-1, comparing school teachers and university teachers, and contrasting their attitudes towards using AI in the classroom before and after the experiment. The subjects in the experiment were asked to perform a given authoring task and to fill in a questionnaire. Both the knowledge bases produced during the task, and the completed questionnaires, were analysed against the aims of the experiment. The purpose of the experiment was to evaluate a more detailed use of COCA's authoring tools, and to discover if attitudes towards using AI in the classroom had been improved as a result of using COCA.

The university teachers were familiar with ITSs although none of the subjects was experienced in using COCA. Some of the school teachers had used computers before and some had no computer experience.

2 Background

KAFITS (Murray & Woolf, 1992), is a set of authoring tools enabling teachers to build ITSs directly. The tools allow domain knowledge and tutoring strategy knowledge to be created and edited. KAFITS facilitates teacher involvement in the ITS design process, alongside the knowledge engineer. COCA, whose
aim has been to allow the teacher to work alone with the system, is necessarily a less complex system. KAFITS has been evaluated in a case study with one high school teacher and two education graduates (Murray, 1993). This was very much a qualitative evaluation but nonetheless gave some encouraging results in terms of productivity, with about 85 hours of effort needed for an hour of instruction.

Although there have not been any other evaluations of ITS construction tools, a certain amount of work has been done on suitable evaluation for ITSs, which naturally concentrates more on the use of the system by students rather than teachers. Different evaluation techniques have been studied (Mark & Greer, 1993) in order to point towards evaluation methodologies for ITSs. This work is relevant to COCA as it discusses the evaluation of different aspects of an ITS architecture, and most notably, the teaching strategy. It suggests changing the teaching strategy while keeping other components fixed as a possible means of evaluating effectiveness. Of all the techniques discussed, formal experimental techniques are put forward as suitable for summative evaluation of different components of the system.

Educational impact (Littman & Soloway, 1988) is a major test of an ITS in terms of both achievement and effect, expressed by how well a student learns and what attitudes are retained after that learning. Although we are not evaluating the ITSs built with COCA, we can still use these criteria with teachers to see whether they can use COCA's tools successfully, and also what effect this has on their attitude towards using AI tools in the classroom. These ideas are reflected in the aims of this evaluation of COCA.

2.1 General evaluation methods

A general discussion of different methods for evaluating software usability is given in Macleod (1992). One of the quickest methods of evaluation would be to give the system to teachers, asking them to use it as much as possible, and to write a report. This helps find important problems with the system, but is very dependent on the teacher. It is also similar to the case study reported in Major (1993a) and so would be of less value to us here.

Analytic evaluation methods are used early in the design process. They may employ a model of the user and apply it to a specification of the system. This model basically predicts the different interactions likely to be performed by the user. The advantage is very cost effective evaluation, done before implementation.

Controlled experimental studies of software usability are difficult because there are so many dependent variables when it comes to using a computer, such as the users themselves and their attitudes, the tasks they perform and the different environments in which they work. The standard procedure is to separate groups of subjects and to get them to perform the same experiment with one crucial variable changed. The results of the different groups are used to prove or disprove hypotheses about that variable. But isolating one such feature in COCA's context would be a very difficult exercise. An assessment of the value of controlled experiments with regard to evaluating software is given in Monk (1985).

Survey methods (Chin, Didil & Norman, 1988) are the cheapest form of obtaining evaluation information. They are usually done by questionnaire. Quantitative data can be obtained if more than ten subjects are used, as well as qualitative data. Such a method would certainly be applicable with COCA, as long as the questions are directed towards the aims of the study.

A final set of methods are known as observational methods. This involves watching users working with the system, either directly or by the use of video, and recording the process. This information can then be analysed. This is more costly than using a questionnaire, but allows better access to the task itself. One such technique incorporates a think-aloud protocol (Wright, Monk & Carey, 1991).

The methods most applicable to COCA are survey and observational methods. The survey can be used by asking direct questions about COCA's usability and sufficiency, and about attitudes towards rules for representing teaching strategies. COCA allows users to save their knowledge bases and these can be analysed to allow observational evaluation. Further users could record their interaction with COCA by noting all the decisions they make and the functions they use when performing a task.

3 Experimental aims

The primary aim of the experiment was to assess whether or not COCA will be useful to teachers and authors. A number of issues were considered which are numbered below:

1 A first issue was the teacher's attitude towards AI techniques as opposed to traditional computer-assisted learning. The experiment investigated the teachers' perceptions of the changes in their attitude. It should be noted that this is a subjective measure. Although it could be suggested that the teachers' perception of their attitude change will always increase with an environment change, we observed in Major (1993a) that a system not offering control over teaching decisions would have been a serious disincentive to teachers with respect to using AI in the classroom.

2 Another question of particular interest was whether teachers considered they had had a conscious view of their strategies before using COCA. This is also a subjective measure.

3 Further, the experiment set out to discover whether teachers felt that the heuristics provided by COCA were likely to be sufficient to control teaching behaviour.
At a more practical level, the experiment set out to see which of COCA's facilities in the opinion of the teachers, were easy to use, and which were little used and difficult. Further, it attempted to assess which areas of authoring support subjects felt were likely to have to be extended in future versions. This is important when considering how future research can best build on COCA.

4 Evaluation method

The material chosen for the task was the domain of the American Revolution, which together with its associated strategy and meta-strategy, formed part of a conference demonstration of COCA (Major and Reichgelt, 1992). This teaching material, which is largely declarative in nature, makes use of a broad range of the features of COCA, including user-defined attributes, non-computer based tasks, hints and meta-strategic rules, and was constructed with the help of a history teacher who did not carry out the experiment. The fact that the subjects did not have any historical expertise is not relevant as we are testing COCA-1's authoring tools and not the final ITS produced.

There were 10 subjects consisting of 5 university teachers and 5 school teachers. Everyone completed the task and the questionnaire, but only 4 school teachers and 3 university teachers returned knowledge-bases. The school teachers were all new to COCA and had not been used to find the requirements in Major (1993a). They were less experienced with computers than the university teachers. The subjects had received no training with COCA except for 3 school teachers, who had had 2 hours training together.

The subjects were presented with the domain material, initial teaching strategy and meta-strategy, in the form of prepared knowledge bases, together with a set of instructions in English for altering the teaching behaviour of the final system and extending the domain material. These changes involved creating rules, editing existing rules and using the meta-strategy. As they carried out the task, subjects were asked to write down each step that they took, including mistakes, using some examples on the instruction sheet to guide them as to what level of detail was required. The purpose of this interaction record was to give an indication of the complexity of the task. It would give some idea of how long the task took and how many mistakes were made. The task had been performed by the author, thus giving a measure of solution efficiency by comparing the number of rules to achieve given results.

Once the task had been performed, the subjects were asked to return their saved knowledge-bases for analysis. They were also asked to fill in a questionnaire about the general use of COCA, the suitability of the teaching strategy representation, the domain representation, and a number of questions about how the subjects' opinions of AI in general and COCA in particular had been changed as a result of the task. As many questions as possible were given a closed set of possible responses, with 100mm scales being widely used. The aim of the analysis was to determine whether or not COCA was useful to teachers and authors, how attitudes towards AI were affected by using COCA, how conscious teachers were of their own use of strategies and whether or not COCA's heuristics were sufficient for teachers. All of these points were specifically addressed in the questionnaire.

5 Results

5.1 Knowledge bases produced

The knowledge bases produced were tested and analysed to see how much of the task had been completed successfully and to assess solution efficiency, by comparing with an optimal solution. Table 1 shows the relative success in the task.

The mean success rate for the whole task was 68%, which shows that the subjects were reasonably successful but nonetheless had some difficulty using COCA-1's authoring tools. The most difficult task was moving the summary to appear at the end of the teaching about a particular object rather than at the beginning. This involved deleting a rule from a group of rules that the subjects otherwise did not use. Consequently the success with this task was poor. Also difficult was the use of user-defined attributes. This coupled with feedback from the questionnaire suggests that the interface to COCA's domain authoring tools was not satisfactory and shows how to improve future versions of COCA.

The first four subjects were all school teachers. Subject 2 in particular seems to have needed considerable training with the system before being able to make any reasonable progress with it. Those subjects with the least computer experience did least well, which is an expected result. The time taken by each subject varied between 2 and 3 hours. Notes taken by the subjects while doing the experiment showed that there were few repeated attempts to perform a particular task, but rather once an initial attempt had been made for a task, it was usually abandoned.

Table 2 gives us some idea of the relative efficiency of the solutions produced by the subjects. This is achieved by comparing subjects' solutions with an optimal solution which solves the tasks making the minimum number of changes. It should be noted that the optimal number of changes is only optimal in terms of efficient editing, and makes no claim as to its efficiency as a teaching solution. The number of changes to each knowledge base was calculated by counting one change for each addition, edit and deletion. The score shown in the table is the number of correctly completed tasks, as shown in table 1.
Table 1: Percentages of tasks achieved by each subject

The efficiency for each subject is then calculated as the number of completed tasks per change to the knowledge base made, relative to this number for an optimal solution.

Table 2: Relative efficiency for each subject

5.2 Questionnaire findings

Some of the questions asked for a mark on a 100mm scale, whereas others asked for more subjective opinions about teaching strategies and the use of AI in general. Table 3 gives the results. The scores are given with 0 as the worst possible score and 100 as the best. The average and standard deviation are also given. The subject numbers correspond to the numbers in tables 1 and 2 and are included for reference.

The first 5 subjects are school teachers and the rest university teachers. Firstly, and most generally, we can see that the majority of averages are over 50, putting them in the positive half of the scale as far as COCA is concerned. Question 3.3, regarding the use of variables in rules, shows the largest standard deviation. This results from the university teachers suggesting that they were strongly in favour of variables, whereas school teachers felt they would be highly unlikely to use them. On the other hand, question 3.8, regarding the practicality of building libraries of teaching strategies with COCA for general use, had the lowest standard deviation and the highest degree of consensus. This shows the potential of a system like COCA within a school or other teaching environment. Other points to notice are the high
scores, particularly amongst the school teachers, to question 3.6, regarding the completeness of COCA's teaching strategy model with respect to their own teaching style. The only score to be strongly negative was that of question 1.3, regarding whether users often felt lost in the system. It is clear that COCA's user interface needs to be improved to increase users' confidence and stop them getting lost.

The next part of the questionnaire measured changes of attitude towards teaching strategies and AI in the classroom. We shall concentrate on our school teachers as it is their attitudes that are perhaps more important. The two questions of interest to us are question 1.8, regarding the use of AI as opposed to CBT in the classroom, and question 3.10, which asked about attitudes towards teaching strategies. Also relevant are some of the comments made in the unstructured comments section of the questionnaire. Without exception, all our school teachers felt that COCA had shown them that AI could be useful in the classroom and had something to offer. They of course mentioned the problems of the interface and terminology, but could see the underlying usefulness of the system. With regard to teaching strategies, none of the school teachers had had as structured a view of strategies as COCA. Four of the five felt that forcing the user to consider their teaching in such a way was useful. None suggested that this view of teaching made authoring either difficult or distorted.

A number of other points were made in the responses to the other more open questions. The main concerns with the system were its terminology, documentation, user interface, student model and domain representation. The first three of these would be the main effort in any development of COCA's authoring tools for commercial use. Although the student model is weak it could easily be extended to allow any teacher-defined attribute (psychological/pedagogical) to be given to a student and to control the teaching. The domain representation could also be extended, with perhaps the strategy interpreter giving the domain interpreter more control, thus allowing larger and more interesting pieces of domain material to be taught. Some other strengths of COCA that subjects mentioned were its potential for formalising teaching through the strategy model, and thus to become a useful tool for trained teachers. Subjects thought that being forced to consider teaching decisions beforehand would be profitable, and would help very much with the mixed-ability problem in the classroom. Finally they felt that the ability to change the student rating thresholds (i.e. the student modelling behaviour) was very useful.

6 Concluding discussion

It is certainly the case that COCA-1 is a complex system, yet despite this complexity, the experiment has shown that the ideas and structure contained in COCA-1's authoring tools are worth carrying forward, although the tools themselves need to be made easier to use. The experiment has also provided insight into the attitudes of teachers towards using AI, and in particular the use of teaching strategies.

Although the number of subjects was not large enough to make any categorical statements, it does give us a basis upon which to examine the different attitudes towards COCA, and also to examine differences between subjects. Those subjects who were university teachers were typically much more experienced in the use of computers and were familiar with AI techniques. Despite the breadth of tasks the majority of subjects completed well over half the tasks, with school teachers not doing particularly worse than university teachers. The high standard deviation on the meta-strategy tasks does suggest that such a level of abstraction above the domain was difficult for some subjects. Further the efficiency of use was very good by all subjects. This is an encouraging point especially for naive users.

In relation to the first experimental aim, COCA improved the perception of their attitude towards AI amongst the school teachers from neutral to positive. We can conclude then that the everyday use of tools like COCA for allowing AI models of teaching to be manipulated by teachers is likely to be a fruitful means of improving the acceptance of AI in schools. The university teachers opinion of their change in attitude was that it was not changed by the experiment in that they remained in favour of using AI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qu.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>σq-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Terminology clear</td>
<td>35 50 27 41 74</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Confident usage</td>
<td>41 40 6 40 31</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Getting lost</td>
<td>57 17 75 44 64</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Broad usage</td>
<td>85 87 50 30 51</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>UI easy</td>
<td>34 51 36 37 70</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Tools useful</td>
<td>79 51 31 54 95</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Domain tree clear</td>
<td>80 38 56 43 96</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>Course libraries</td>
<td>- 92 69 89</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Domain distortion</td>
<td>- 29 87</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Likely to use variables</td>
<td>64 51 35 38 4</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Suits your teaching</td>
<td>70 81 95 66 89</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>Decisions easily made</td>
<td>24 80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Strategy libraries</td>
<td>- 89 99 81 93</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Answers to questions using a 100mm scale.
The second aim of the experiment concerned the subjects' opinions of their views on teaching strategies. Those subjects who did not feel that they had had an explicit concept of a strategy were typically the school teachers. They suggested that the formalising of a process that had previously been implicit was useful. The university teachers felt they had had a conscious view of strategies before.

With regard to the third aim, that of the sufficiency of COCA's strategy heuristics, the subjects said that COCA was indeed sufficient for their requirements. Further, there was strong support that building up libraries of strategies would be a practical way of using COCA. Those subjects who already had an idea of using strategies, typically university teachers, felt that COCA's model of a strategy and facilities for building strategies were sufficiently flexible for their needs. Indeed no subjects suggested aspects of the teaching process that were not catered for in COCA's tools.

The final aim was to discover those aspects of the system that were easy or difficult to use, and thus which aspects might need to be extended. With regard to this aim the experiment has also shown a number of weaknesses with COCA. We have already mentioned the domain representation and student modelling. Other points included the need for better and more comprehensive documentation and improvements in the interface. None of the subjects felt the teaching strategy model was a weakness. However, the fact that a number of tasks were not completed suggests that COCA's authoring tools need to be made more intuitive.

In summary we can say that COCA is usable enough for simple tutoring systems to be built, suggesting that a system like COCA should be pursued further, particularly with regard to the points arising from the final aim of the experiment. The school teachers who were suggesting the use of strategy and domain knowledge base libraries were highlighting a real problem for a system of COCA's type, namely that power is required at the strategy level, and yet the authoring task must be very simple if teachers are going to use a system on an everyday basis. To address this, a new version of COCA is under development, which very much simplifies the authoring task by hiding all rules from the teacher and giving graphical controls for strategy construction. This new version, running under Windows 3.1 on a PC, will be used as the basis of further experiments to investigate the nature of meta-strategic knowledge.
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Abstract

Televideo instructional techniques have yet to exploit the advantages made possible by continuing cost reductions in video electronics, computers, and communications. In these technologies lies the potential both to reduce costs and simultaneously improve the quality of instruction. For example, Virginia expects colleges and universities to teach more students with no additional faculty but has not suggested how this can be done. Approaches such as what is described here can make this possible, particularly if used for upper division and graduate courses which may have low enrollments unless offered at several locations. The synergistic combination of these technologies can allow a degree of interactive participation among students and teachers— even when located across the state— which currently is only possible when people are in the same room. With computer-assisted control, multi-way video, audio, and text, instructors and students can participate in a virtual shared classroom which supports traditional instructional modes and encourages modes of instruction not previously feasible. The ability to continue the use of traditional, proven instructional techniques as well as supporting development of new modes of instruction in a way which allows faculty, not experts in computer science, time to become competent in the use of new approaches is crucial to the success of the approach. In this paper we describe a prototype system which will enable us to learn what capabilities are most useful and how to use them.

Background

The combination of emerging digital television and computing/networking technologies can, when properly exploited, provide solutions to many problems confronting higher education (DeLoughry 1993, Douglas 1993 and Mudge k Bergmann 1993). The changing costs in these technologies now allow the development of truly interactive remote instruction in ways previously impossible or too expensive to consider. The combination of these technologies can now provide, at reasonable costs, an effective virtual traditional classroom (i.e., one in which all students and instructors present in the same room) in a form which allows not only the use of traditional instructional methods (e.g., lecture, question/answer, audio-visual, or small group discussions) but also new capabilities (discussed below) largely as instructors or students prefer.

Old Dominion University is currently funded by the state of Virginia to explore the potentials. We currently enroll more than 2,000 students in telecourses and have awarded more than 200 degrees to students across Virginia since 1987. Our televised courses are received at approximately 100 higher education centers, community colleges, high schools, hospitals, and military installations within the state. These courses support a complete baccalaureate program in engineering technology, a nursing program leading to a BSN, and continuing teacher education. We also offer graduate engineering degree programs at 20 sites in Virginia.

However the technology currently used to support these courses is largely the same that has been used for two decades or more (except for the transition to digital transmission); interaction between students and instructors is limited. It largely fails to incorporate any computing or computer networking technologies. Old Dominion University is currently funded by the state of Virginia to explore the
feasibility of expanding our existing remote education program by offering 500 courses per year to a total of 12,000 students in 20 different academic degree programs at 30 specially equipped sites. Each site would have the computing and television facilities necessary to support this vision of interactive remote instruction.

This paper describes our vision of how computers, networking, and television can be combined to produce not only a better, more effective teaching environment but also at a reduced cost compared with traditional classroom teaching. It outlines how such a system can be implemented with current technology and how its delivery can be improved with the coming availability of ATM networks. It also gives a description of the functionality of the current prototype system and what technology is used with deployment for a demonstration project. We discuss advantages and disadvantages of the system and some of the decision which went with the implementations of the prototype. We outline our plans for a demonstration project and future expansion to support on offering of hundreds of courses at dozens locations in Virginia.

The Vision

Our goal is to hide the technologies (computer, networking, and television) which enable interactive remote teaching (IRT) whenever possible so that neither instructors nor students need deal with them. Basic instructional modes should be "natural" to instructors and students alike; the overhead of use (e.g., preparation of classroom materials by instructors and students' use of the system) must be minimal, at least for basic modes. The system must accommodate itself to "technology hostile" instructors and students alike. But it should also allow both students and teachers to exploit its additional capabilities when they choose. An individual's use of advanced features should be allowed to easily evolve as she becomes more familiar with system and sees a personal benefit in their use. We believe that the ability to continue use of traditional, proven instructional techniques as well as supporting development of new modes of instruction in a way which allows faculty time to become competent in the use of new approaches is crucial to the success of the approach.

The key to the success of these technologies is that they allow faculty to be more effective teachers. Effectiveness involves both productivity (how much time faculty must spend in preparing classroom material, evaluating student work, and interacting directly with students) and the quality of the educational experience for the students. Computer-aided instruction has long and dismal history in this respect due less to equipment costs than the intensive labor required both to prepare course material and then keep that material current.

The drop in costs for the necessary supporting hardware makes possible the development of truly interactive facilities for educational use. These are not passive TV courses with a simple audio channel for questions; the facilities should allow students to be fully engaged in presentations. But we will have to learn what capabilities are most useful and how to use them.

The current prototype implementation uses both satellite transmission analogue video signal and Internet and Ethernet LANs to transmit data and low quality video. This mix of analogue and digital signal is necessitated more by current costs than availability of technology. At this point it is not clear what technology we will eventually use to transmit information, it may be optical fiber, wireless transmission, ATM or HIPPI and SONET; however, it is clear that to provide a truly effective environment we need to have all information in digital form. Hence in the long-term we see the classrooms containing workstations connected by a network, in whatever form is appropriate, and all the manipulation, control of discourse, and features described below will be done by application software on computers rather than such devices as analogue video mixers.

Current Prototype System Description

The facilities for the full system will include several specially equipped instructional classrooms for student use and a few broadcasting facilities. The student facilities will be located across the state and on the main campus. Currently, the system is being prototyped on the main campus within three classrooms within one building. The regular TV offering at Old Dominion University sends video/audio to remote sites through satellite but in this prototype we use coax cables because everything is within one building.
Each student facility consists of several multimedia workstations, all networked to each other and the main campus and to Internet which will be used for data transfers among various sites. At this stage we use regular 10 Mb/s Ethernet with multicasting IP and a T1 connection to Internet for data traffic. In the near future we will replace the 10 Mb/s Ethernet with a 30 Mb/s parallel Ethernet using Parallel IP (Maly et al. 1993). As a multimedia workstation, each is a general purpose computer and provides a windowing system, has the ability to display both analog television images in a window (delivered to the site by cable or satellite), can display digital video images in some windows (delivered by the computer network), text and graphics in others, can play audio, and has a mouse and a keyboard. Each workstation also has its own video camera which can transmit a picture of the student seated at the workstation and a stylus which the student can use for input. Each classroom will also have one camera which sends an image of the entire room back to any of the central broadcasting facilities.

The instructor's facility will contain similar multimedia workstations as well as at least two additional operator-controlled cameras, one used to project images of the instructor and the classroom from a distance, the other images of material the instructor has chosen to support her presentation: for example, prepared text or graphics, or notes being written while seated at a desk. The instructor can also use her workstation and computer network to transmit notes, graphic images, or animated output of simulations to all student workstations. The system will allow instructors to share software tools with all students (such as spreadsheets, word processors, graphics tools, or simulations) so that all participants can jointly or individually manipulate the same tools (Abdel-Wahab & Feit 1991 and Abdel-Wahab & Jeffay 1994).

Students' view of the Interacting Remote Teaching System

The student can choose mode A, in which the workstation is used most like a typical TV lecture image: most of screen is used to show the instructor and perhaps the whiteboard on which the instructor is writing. The student can also choose mode B in which most of the image is of the material presented by the instructor.

Typical Interactions:

a) to ask a question of the instructor: a student clicks on the “Attention” button: the button turns green from red; when the button starts blinking, the students clicks on the button and asks question (the student's image will now appear on all screens); to terminate the connection the student clicks on the button and it turns red.

b) to answer a question put by the instructor: the “Attention” button will turn green and blink (and beep); the student clicks and answers then, clicks to terminate.

c) to operate a tool on instructor's request: the student clicks on blinking “Tool”, then the student can operate the tool while the instructor and all other students watch: the effect of all actions taken by the student will appear on everyone’s screen. Examples of such tools are: text editors, spreadsheets, drawings, mathematica, or slide show.

Window Management:

The student can control the windows displayed on her workstation. If the student wishes, she can take a completely passive role and just watch. Students more familiar with the system will be able to operate the windowing systems as they choose to meet individual needs.

Note Taking:

If the student clicks on “Notes”; the whiteboard will appear; the student can type or write with stylus or mouse; click on notes; image at time of second click will be recorded together with notes, notes will disappear after interval.
Playback:

If the student missed class or wishes to review what was presented in class, the student can put the appropriate CD ROM disk in player. Invoke "Interactive Teaching" with playback option.

Instructor's Use of System:

a) to ask a question of a particular student: click on "Attention," a class list will appear; the instructor selects a name by clicking the name in the list, student image will appear. Can click on more names to get discussion going; click on "Attention" to terminate interaction. Optionally click on any in class list then all students' Attention will blink; names in class list will blink (those who want to answer); click on one and all others will be disconnected after 10 seconds.

b) to answer a student: click on blinking "Attention;" a list of names will appear for whoever has clicked an Attention button; the instructor clicks on one name, then the system behaves the same as when the instructor asks a student a question.

c) to delegate control of a tool: click on "Tool;" the class list appears; the instructor selects a student; if desired, the instructor might orally assign an area in computer whiteboard to a student; click to break.

d) to invoke a particular tool: type tool name in console. Output produced by tool (wordprocessor, spreadsheet or whatever) will appear on all workstations.

The instructor can take back the floor at any time by clicking.

Typical Scenarios:
Class Discussion:

One or more students initiate a discussion or attempt to ask a question by clicking the Attention button. The Attention button at the instructor's desk will blink and beep. The instructor clicks on the Attention button and selects from the queue of blinking names a student and clicks on it. The selected student's image will appear on screen and that student's Attention button will blink and student can talk after clicking the Attention button. The instructor selects another student to join by clicking on her name in the class list and her image will also be displayed. Fig. 1 illustrates this.

Fig. 1: Workstation Image, Student Discussion
"Joint" editing of English assignment:

The instructor switches to the Computer White Board by clicking on Teaching/Tool and invokes Wordperfect from the Console and places the window in the White Board. She brings up in Wordperfect a file containing an assignment and asks a specific student to show his paper by clicking on Tool and selecting a name from the Class List. That student clicks on his "Tool" button and can now operate that Wordperfect tool and bring up his file for the class to see. The instructor takes back the floor by clicking on her Tool button and makes changes and then dismisses the tool.

Teaching of WorldWideWeb:

The instructor switches to the Computer White Board by clicking on Teaching/Tool and invokes WorldWideWeb by calling the browser xmosaic from the Console and places the window in the White Board. She uses WorldWideWeb to connect to the Library of Congress and searches for publications on virtual reality. She then delegates (clicks on Tool) the tool to a particular student (clicks on Class list) and tells her to search Old Dominion University's Library for books on early childhood learning disabilities. The student takes over the tool and uses it to connect to the library and does the search while all other students see how she performs the task. Meanwhile another student types a note (clicks on Notes) on his private White Board to remind himself to check the availability of xmosaic on his system. The first student gives back the tool (clicks on Tool) and the instructor terminates the session (clicks on Tool).

Discussion

Many states are searching for less expensive ways to meet the demands for both higher education and continuing education, particularly since the enrollment increases which will occur in the next few years will probably come without comparable growth in revenues. Experience has shown that in most cases video tapes of typical college classes are not a sufficient substitute the traditional classroom. But rapidly evolving network technologies will, when coupled with the right tools, enable a degree of interaction among teachers and students which we believe will make the use of distributed classrooms which incorporate both video and networking technologies feasible.

This system should result in minimal loss of the capabilities usually available in a traditional classroom (e.g. question - answer interaction, note taking, group discussion). Instructors who choose to do so should be able to present material in ways similar to what they have done in the past. The instructor is in control in how material should be presented rather than the technology dictating what can be presented and how.

But as important, the system provides the instructor more capabilities such as:

- on-line class lists
- students can see faces of discussants
- integrating computers into teaching
  (using tools in class-apprenticeship)
- VCR type playback
- classrooms can be anywhere (but need video and network connections).

While this system has some disadvantages (only talking heads of students, small screens, and if the teacher uses a markerboard, loss of readability can be a problem) and the quality of some video images is largely determined by the capabilities of the supporting network, many of these obvious deficiencies will be addressed when network bandwidth is increased through the use of ATM.

We have used technology to emulate one traditional way of teaching in a distributed classroom environment. We can now use the computers and the networks to truly provide an interactive, collaborative environment for students and instructors and support many modes of instruction, such student presentations, small group discussions. The instructor can provide many kinds of additional information stored in the computer system, e.g., images, text, movies, programs, data, and students can interactively modify this information. These can be used as part of regular classes, support out-of-class...
assignments, and allow students to review materials individually to support individual learning speeds and needs.

With government and industry interest in networking capabilities, it is likely that the quality of network services, particularly in the form of a significant increase in bandwidth, will continue to improve in the future. The prototype we have described can function effectively with the network capabilities now commonly available, though the use of some types of presentation materials (particularly those relying on digitally transmitted images) will need to be restricted to get acceptable performance. As network services continue to improve however, restrictions on the use of "wide-bandwidth" tools will be relaxed giving presenters more choices in presentations and will support higher fidelity images (both in the form of more rapid updates and better resolution).

In addition, once the network exists, it can be used to handle many administrative aspects of the course such as on-line course registration and announcements of various university activities. The instructor can distribute homework, reading lists, video images, and assignments over the network and students can submit their work electronically as well as ask questions of the instructor at any time of the day using e-mail. Since much of the information about the course, the instructor and the students will be available in digital form it will be possible to measure many aspects of the effectiveness of the paradigm. Many of the skills and knowledge students have acquired will be demonstrated on the computer and can be captured electronically for later analysis.

Since our current prototype is limited in its capabilities and has been used primarily to evaluate the effectiveness of existing network services, many key issues are yet to be dealt with. Once more geographically dispersed networks are used, latency may become a problem and require some synchronization between the analog video/audio and computer networked data signals. Until the system has been used by people with other than a computer science background, various aspects of the user interface both for students and instructors cannot be evaluated. These issues will be addressed as our prototype becomes more complete.
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Abstract: Questionnaire data from sixteen courses taught over a two year period at eight universities where Perseus was used was analyzed to examine how type of assignment influenced student perceptions about the Perseus interface and learning performance. Assignments were classified as either directed (high instructor control), undirected (high learner control), or mixed and student responses were compared. Assignments that used both instructional types yielded generally better ratings, although directed assignments yielded higher ratings for confidence that needed information was in the corpus and undirected assignments yielded higher ease of use ratings. Additionally, performance ratings were correlated with interface effects but not with frequency of use or previous computer experience.

One of the thorniest problems in applying hypermedia to learning is related to the problem of user control. For more than thirty years (e.g., Mager, 1964) theorists have argued that learners who exercise control over their own learning are more motivated, can more easily relate new information to their personal knowledge, can adjust pacing to personal abilities, and can benefit from learning that more accurately reflects how people learn outside of school. In summarizing the mixed results from many studies of learner control, Ross & Morrison (1989) noted that learner control is a multi-dimensional construct. For example, high ability learners can manipulate instructional as well as presentational aspects of lessons to their advantage, while lower ability learners benefit from presentational but not instructional control.

Hypermedia technology has captured the imagination of educators for several reasons, including its potential for expanding learner access to information resources, blurring teaching and learning roles, providing a model for associative and non-linear thinking, and offering learner control. In particular, since hypermedia allow users to decide which link to follow, learner control is provided as an inherent feature of the technology. Based on the assumption that learner control is positive and that hypermedia provides such control, many commentators and designers have proposed strategies to leverage learner control in design (e.g., Kinzie & Berdel, 1990). There is a tension, however, between learning that is fully under the control of the learner (discovery learning) and learning that proceeds according to carefully sequenced and managed activities (training). Duffy and Knuth (1989) pointed out that simply exploring a domain or engaging in “goal free” browsing are not sufficient activities for formal learning settings and argued for careful consideration of what goals hypermedia assignments are to achieve. Most practitioners discover some middle ground, settling either on a guided discovery approach or lessons planned to achieve some specific objective but with the flexibility to take advantage of spontaneous learning opportunities. Interactive technology in general and hypermedia technology in particular have exacerbated the tension between assuring ourselves that students acquire specific knowledge and skills that experts find useful and providing opportunities for students to learn what to learn by making their own learning decisions.
As part of the ongoing evaluation of the Perseus project, questions of learner control were examined through responses of 350 students in 16 sections of courses at eight different institutions on questionnaires specific to their experience with the system. This paper provides evidence for giving both directed and undirected assignments rather than strictly one or the other.

The Perseus Hypermedia Corpus

The Perseus corpus is a HyperCard-based hypermedia information system that contains multi-media information about the ancient Greek world. The system includes Greek and English translations of ancient Greek literature together with various commentaries. The first commercial version (Perseus 1.0) includes the works of Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Herodotus, Thucydides, Pausanias, and Homer, as well as selections from Plutarch, Hesiod, and Appolodorus. The user can locate particular words in the text and have Perseus provide definitions. Pull-down menus at the top of the screen allow links to other texts, graphics, or various indexes. These are considered implicit links since they require users to initiate hypertext jumps rather than making selections from explicit buttons or anchors that are tied to specific information nodes. In addition to the texts, the project has collected approximately 16,000 images of more than 2000 objects and sites and Perseus 1.0 contains about 7000 of those images. These images represent the collocation of artifacts from a large number and variety of museums and archaeological sites.

A variety of tools make Perseus both usable and useful for analysis. For textual analysis, a morphological parser and dictionary with associated inverted indexes allow users to highlight a Greek word, identify its lemma and find definitions, and quickly see where that word is used in other works. Searches can also be conducted on the definitions themselves to allow users to analyze subtle meanings and styles within and across authors and works. Although a few individual tools exist for scholars to conduct such analyses today, Perseus is unique in providing both aggregation and extension—to the point of redefining how such research is conducted. For archaeological analyses, Perseus offers drawings of sites as they are thought to have existed at different periods of time. These drawings can be superimposed to provide a dynamic representation of developments over time at the sites. Icons on the drawings allow users to display photographs (digitized still images) or short videos (analog videodisc clips) of the sites as they appear today. Users can use the system to create their own interpretations of ideas by designing annotated "slide shows" or multi-media collages (see Crane, 1988; Crane & Mylonas, 1988; Mylonas, 1992 for fuller descriptions of the Perseus system).

Although each of these tools individually represents quantitative changes in what scholars and students can do, there is a synergy in their integration. For example, the literature student can jump to maps or site drawings to clarify and enrich concepts and ideas encountered while reading text. An encyclopedia, an atlas, and bibliographic citations are always available with a few moves of the mouse. Users also have the ability to create and store "paths" through the corpus or to enter notes and annotations. By developing paths, instructors can provide explicit tours through the corpus to illustrate key ideas. These paths can then be assigned to students individually or used in lectures to guide discussion. Students can create their own paths, which are submitted to instructors as interpretations or analyses of assigned problems or themes. A more self-directed use of paths is to facilitate the study of students' own learning by reviewing previous traversals of the corpus in much the same way as learners review passages in paper-based texts that they have highlighted with markers. Perseus empowers users to create new assignments and explorations, new interpretations, and new syntheses; it offers qualitative changes in what scholars and students can do. Assessing the effects of these new capabilities and the new goals they enable requires new and flexible approaches to evaluation and measurement and was a primary challenge of the evaluation effort conducted over the past five years (see Marchionini & Crane, 1994; Morrell, Marchionini & Neuman, 1993; Neuman, 1992 for other results of the evaluation effort).

Method

The methodology used for evaluating Perseus was multifaceted (see Marchionini, 1989, for the "CAT scan" approach to evaluation). In the first several years the main approach was formative (e.g., Flagg, 1990) to provide feedback to the designers. In the later years, more effort was focused on summative results that address how Perseus affects teaching and learning. Data collection methods included interviews, observations, automatic transaction logging, written questionnaires, and document analysis. This paper focuses on results from
questionnaires distributed to about 350 students in 16 classes at eight universities over a two year period. These sites represent four large research universities (three public and one private), and four small liberal arts colleges. Table 1 summarizes the different sites, the types of classes in which Perseus was used, and the type of assignment(s) given.

Table 1. Sites, Courses, Questionnaires Returned and Task Type 1991-93

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Section</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Task/Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Clas. world</td>
<td>S 92</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>follow paths (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>S 92</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>follow path, write essay (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>F 91</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>conduct lookups, create paths, write essay (U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>S 92</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>follow paths create paths (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992-93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>archeology</td>
<td>F92</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>review/enrichment (U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fresh studies</td>
<td>F92</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>follow path, write essay (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>S93</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>find info for essay (U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Class/hist</td>
<td>F92</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>follow path, create path (M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Greek lang</td>
<td>F92</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>translations, oral reports (U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Greek lang</td>
<td>S93</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>create paths (U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>Clas. world</td>
<td>F92</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>follow paths (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>Clas. world</td>
<td>F92</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>follow paths (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>Clas. world</td>
<td>F92</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>follow paths (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>Clas. world</td>
<td>S92</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>follow paths (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>Clas. world</td>
<td>S93</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>follow paths (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>Clas. world</td>
<td>S93</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>follow paths (D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two-page questionnaire contained both open-ended and closed questions. The closed questions took the form of 5-point Likert scales and were grouped into three clusters: demographic, interface, and performance. All students in the 16 courses were asked to complete a questionnaire at a point in the semester after the Perseus-specific assignment(s) were due. The analysis of interest here was based on comparing questionnaire responses by type of assignment. The assignments instructors had devised were classified into one of three types: directed (D), undirected (U), and mixed (M). Directed assignments asked students to follow paths that were defined by the instructor to find specific information and complete a worksheet or answer short questions. Note that all directed assignments were given at one institution in sections of a course taught by two instructors who each developed distinct assignments. Undirected assignments varied but included using Perseus to assist in translating passages of Greek texts, conducting word analyses in texts to gather evidence for an interpretive essay about ancient Greek values, and creating paths that illustrated themes or concepts. When both types of assignments were given, the assignments were classified as mixed. In the mixed cases, directed path following activities preceded the undirected exploratory activities.

Results

In both years, no statistically reliable differences in students' ratings were found across students in different institutions (large research, large public, small private). Surprisingly, there were no statistically reliable differences due to amounts of previous computer experience or frequency of using Perseus. There were consistently high correlations between students' ratings of the interface (e.g., ease of learning, ease of use, number of times disoriented) and performance ratings (e.g., confidence in finding information, contribution to learning, value of system, satisfaction); but not between demographic ratings (e.g., age, previous computer...
experience, frequency of Perseus use) and other clusters. Thus, one result of the studies is that the interface is more closely related to students' performance ratings than is previous experience or other demographic variables.

For the questionnaires collected over the 1991-1993 period, one-way analyses of variance across assignment type were performed. Table 2 presents summary data for the ANOVAs. For each of the questionnaire items, results of the ANOVA are shown either as NSRD (no statistically reliable differences) or in the ordered pair(s) of statistically reliable differences at the .05 level based on Tukey HSD post hoc analyses. When multiple pairs of contrasts are listed, they are given in order of smallest to greatest mean effect. For example, in 1992-93 students who did mixed assignments were statistically reliably more satisfied with their learning than those who did undirected assignments, and these differences were smaller than the statistically reliable differences between those who did mixed and directed assignments. The third column gives results for the combined data from both years. Since the 1991-92 questionnaire did not elicit some of the items on the 1992-93 questionnaire, those cells are blank. All effects are reported from most positive to least positive (e.g., for the frequency of getting lost, M>D means that the results were statistically reliably more positive for students in the mixed groups, i.e., they reported being lost less often than those in the directed groups).

Overall, the analyses illustrate that task type was associated with generally strong effects. In general, the mixed task type yielded more positive outcomes and ratings, with the undirected task type showing results that were almost as good in many cases. These results may reflect that students tended to spend more time using Perseus in undirected settings--i.e., when they direct their own learning. Furthermore, these results may be an artifact of the setting since students who did mixed assignments tended to spend more time using Perseus than those in other groups. This possibility is mitigated somewhat by the low of correlation between usage and performance ratings. The results could also be an artifact of the different collegiate settings or may suggest that students generally enjoy more positive experiences when they direct their own learning.

Table 2. ANOVA orderings across task types by questionnaire responses for 1992-3 and 1991-92

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use/Demographic Cluster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfreq (freq of Perseus use)</td>
<td>M&gt;U, M&gt;D</td>
<td>U&gt;M, U&gt;D, M&gt;D</td>
<td>M&gt;D, U&gt;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours (using Perseus)</td>
<td>M&gt;D, M&gt;U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface Cluster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn (ease of learning P)</td>
<td>M&gt;D, U&gt;D</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>M&gt;D, U&gt;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use (ease of using P)</td>
<td>U&gt;D, M&gt;D</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>U&gt;D, M&gt;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docuse (usefulness of docum.)</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images (quality of images)</td>
<td>M&gt;D</td>
<td>U&gt;M, D&gt;M</td>
<td>M&gt;D, U&gt;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost (frequency)</td>
<td>U&gt;D, U&gt;D</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>M&gt;D, U&gt;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recover (ease of recovery)</td>
<td>M&gt;D, U&gt;D</td>
<td></td>
<td>M&gt;D, U&gt;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Cluster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infoneed (needed info was in P)</td>
<td>D&gt;U</td>
<td>D&gt;U, D&gt;M</td>
<td>D&gt;U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confid (confidence to find info)</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assndif (difference of assign)</td>
<td>D&gt;U, M&gt;U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcontrib (P contrib. to learning)</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td>NSRD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infoamt (amt. of useful info)</td>
<td>M&gt;U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value (learning value of time)</td>
<td>M&gt;U, M&gt;D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satis (satisf. with learning)</td>
<td>M&gt;U, M&gt;D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of the results confirm what might be expected, but other results are more intriguing. Although these results must be interpreted with caution, the following interpretations seem
plausible. It seems reasonable that students who worked on mixed tasks or those who worked in exploratory ways spent more time using Perseus than those working on directed tasks. However, it was not the case that students in the directed groups used fewer features than those in the undirected groups (ANOVA for the number of Perseus features used across the three types of tasks yielded an F ratio of 17.04, p=.00, with students in the mixed groups using statistically reliably more features than either of the other two groups and students in the directed group using statistically reliably more features than the students in the undirected groups. Students in the mixed groups used an average of 8.3 features, while those in the directed and undirected groups used averages of 5.7 and 5.0, respectively. Intuition and experience argue that directed tasks are easier to learn and to execute than open-ended tasks. However, Perseus is a complex system and a single diversion from a path can lead users into unknown territory. Students who explore the system may actually expect to become lost, since they are not performing highly goal-directed tasks, and thus may rate ease of learning and use less critically than those who viewed the assignment in a more linear fashion. The differences in assessing ease of learning and use may reflect the fact that students in the directed groups were all from one site, where access to workstations was limited and laboratory assistance was minimal. As is reasonable, the results for frequency of getting lost and ease of recovery parallel those for learning and ease of use. Results for quality of images are mixed: all students rated the images quite highly, and there is little variability across or within groups. Results for the performance questions illustrate how expectations and task experience combine during learning. Students in the directed groups rated the likelihood that the information they needed was in Perseus reliably higher than the other two groups, since they followed defined paths and accomplished tasks that required them to locate specific information that they knew the designers of the assignments had verified would be there. Students completing more open-ended assignments, however, had to define their own information needs and then locate relevant information by using Perseus finding aids. These students not only worked without knowing in advance whether the appropriate information would be there, they were also subject to the many ways information seeking can go awry during the definition-of-needs step as well as when using such Perseus tools as indexes and word searches. While it is somewhat surprising that directed students did not rate the amount of useful information more highly, this rating may reflect students’ lack of awareness of how to locate information beyond that to which they had been directed.

Ratings for how different Perseus assignments were from usual assignments may suggest that students who worked on undirected tasks viewed them as similar to paper-based tasks in which they explored a variety of books or articles for information on topics. Directed students may have viewed the Perseus assignment as more typically linear and pedantic.

Finally, and most importantly, those students who used Perseus in a variety of ways rated the value of the time they spent with Perseus more highly than students in either of the other two task groups. Likewise, they were more satisfied with their learning than those in the other groups. Discovering the proper mix of tasks is clearly one of the challenges of teaching, and these results seem to reinforce a “variety is the spice of learning” view of instruction.

Discussion

As with most issues of pedagogy, the problem of how much learner control is best for students using hypermedia requires relativistic rather than absolute solutions. Although people are adaptable and will learn under most conditions, high levels of learner control yield the best results when learners have good prerequisite knowledge upon which to build or have large amounts of time and patience to invest in learning. Flexible learning environments such as Perseus may be designed primarily to support self-directed learning but also must provide mechanisms such as the path tool that allow students to follow carefully designed instructional paths. Rather than simple variety of activities, the fact that mixed assignments began with directed and then allowed self-directed exploration suggest that a staged progression of increasing learner control is superior to either the “cookbook” or “sink or swim” methods. This conclusion is due
both to the psychology of learning and to the nature of the electronic medium. The former predicts that learner control is more engaging and thus more motivating for experienced learners. Moreover, new type of challenges in the form of assignments serves as stimulation for continued engagement—a self-reinforcing process. The latter predicts that learning within a complex system is distinct from using it to accomplish tasks and that progressive disclosure or minimalist instruction may be the best way to apply such systems (e.g., Carroll, 1990). Since systems such as Perseus are highly complex to learn to use and to actually use after system learning has taken place (there are a multitude of features and alternative tools for accomplishing any task), an incremental experience can minimize overload and frustration. Taken together, these two notions imply that if hypermedia systems are to be effective for learning, they should be applied for sustained periods with varied assignments that are staged from directed to undirected progression. Variety is the spice of learning. However, the tension between learner directed and teacher directed learning is best managed by insuring that the variety is not random.
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Abstract: This paper describes the design of a set of hypermedia tools intended to produce courseware, to be used for self learning or distance learning and training environments in a cooperative way. These tools have roots in a standalone hypermedia editor developed to create courseware, to which we added other tools to enhance its usability, namely an hypermedia player to view courseware in self study mode or in groups, an hypermedia browser to create, to navigate or to display the hypermedia document structure and some tools to allow cooperative work. The underlying metaphors are the overhead projector, the lesson and the transparency. This system was developed for the MS-Windows environment, supporting OLE technology.

Nowadays the learning process is not confined to the childhood and school. Professional training, retraining and specialization involves a large number of people. The geographical spreading of these people raises the necessity to have distributed learning environments supported by intelligent tutoring systems were individuals or organizations can access to get self-learning information. Hypermedia systems (Nielsen, 1990) have enormous potential for training and education in scientific and non-scientific areas.

Rather than individual or self-learning it is important to create central learning and training centers that learners can access for learning and group study. Bearing this in mind, we are trying to setup some experiences for cooperative group study and teaching, persuading the teachers to produce their teaching material in hypermedia support instead of the traditional material (transparencies and lithographed material). Achieved this point, will be possible to the students to access the lesson's material, starting self-study or group study and, with the teachers support, to create lecture sessions. To support this environment we developed some hypermedia tools, able to handle several kinds of multimedia objects (text, sound, images and video) to produce, to organize and to play courseware in standalone or in group mode, as well as some underlying architecture to support these computer based collaborative activities.

Since we used the OLE technology to develop the described hypermedia tools we will introduce it's basic concepts. The central philosophy behind OLE technology is to change, from a traditional application centered view of computing, towards a document centered view (Microsoft, 1992). This implies that a user does not have to leave an application to create or edit application specific data but instead, more comfortably, simply launch an application with a mouse selection on the specific data. In the OLE scheme, applications can either be clients or servers. Server applications are programs where linked or embedded data is created. Client applications are programs that receive OLE data that is linked or embedded. Each OLE object has a graphical representation and a behavior. The OLE client controls the OLE object graphical representation and is responsible for the shape assumed by the object in the document. The OLE Server handles the OLE object behavior through its verbs.

Underlying Collaborative Architecture

In centralized training and tele-teaching systems there is a conference server that deals with the social rules and with the database needs (Derycke, 1993). In such a system, the participants in a conference should know, in advance, what is its server location and what is the local library. People during a conference can not access to other libraries nor can meet at different places. For big conferences this scenario fits well, but for small
conferences where it is needed some flexibility, it should be possible for the various participants to decide about the best room to meet and to access to all documents of each participant. Each place must be able to host at any time a conference and so it must support a series of tools to help in the organization, preparation and execution of these meetings. Such a distributed system as some advantages, namely: the independence of a specific machine or network connection (it is possible to choose another place to meet) and the possibility of having several conferences simultaneously over the same network, providing that groups are independent. The disadvantage is that the client must be prepared to play also the server role (when selected as a host) and must deal with the problem of replicated objects which belong to a group of people in an efficient way (Abdel, 1988), since each user must have a copy of the working document.

To implement the scenario shown in Figure 1, we used the MS-Windows environment taking profit of the OLE technology. For now, we built the following group of tools: Hypermedia Editor, Hypermedia Player and Hypermedia Browser. The Hypermedia Editor was designed to produce and annotate the courseware, for now in stand-alone mode. The Hypermedia Player was designed for self-study, learning and group study. The Hypermedia Browser works jointly with the Editor and Player and may be used to browse the lessons or to build the hypermedia structure. Secretary and Agenda tools will be the engine for the proposed architecture. Shared Drive is implemented through a MS-DOS file system extension (Novell Netware, NFS, Windows for Workgroups, etc).

The main difficulty to design a Cooperative Hypermedia Editor, Browser or Player for this environment concerns with the granularity imposed by OLE technology. It is confined to the object level since we can not have the control of OLE servers. This is not a severe problem since are the authors that control the level of object granularity and from the pedagogical point of view, the transparencies should present clear ideas and key points without being overcrowded with information, which may be confusing. They should use simple objects without too much complexity, which is consistent with the metaphor of a transparency used to design the system.

### Hypermedia Editor, Browser and Player Metaphors

A full technical description of the Hypermedia Editor describing the characteristics and functionality’s can be seen in Pinto (1994). For an ergonomic analysis and a detailed description of the advantages and disadvantages of the use of OLE technology in hypermedia see Pauwels (1993, 1994). Just to understand the metaphors used in the design of the hypermedia engine they will be described, briefly, in the following paragraphs.
more sophisticated one, so called “web” structure, as shown in Figure 2. One hypermedia node, consists of a transparency which may, or may not, be covered by one or more overlaying layers. A transparency is composed by multimedia objects and linked through anchors with other transparencies or layers. A transparency yields anchors and multimedia objects; the layers only hold multimedia objects.

The hypermedia engine admits links between transparencies, layers and other lessons. There is no need of a script language to create or to control the engine since the transparency and layer insertion and the anchoring among them is constructed automatically through the user actions.

An anchor establishes a link among a source and a destination point. The result of selecting an anchor is to follow up the link to its destination, that may be another transparency, a superimposed layer, an alternated layer or even another lesson. A multimedia object is any embedded or linked OLE object and may be time-variant or change its value. It is therefore a hyperlink to the associated server, which implies that an object activation may result in a video sequence presentation.

**Hypermedia Browser**

In very complex hypermedia lessons it is easy for a learner to get “lost” inside the lesson. Therefore it is necessary to have a structure visualization to help the user to navigate through, or browse, the lesson (Dumais, 1988; Nielsen, 1990). Such tool may also be used as a cooperative authoring tool used by several teachers to define the structure of the lessons; afterwards each teacher can edit his set of transparencies. The granularity level is confined to the object level, in editing mode, since to edit an object the control passes to the OLE server application which puts some problems to work in a cooperative way. The authors can cooperate on the lesson structure definition and object placement but they will be able only to edit single objects in an individual way, which we do not see as a restriction. The **Hypermedia Browser** presents the lesson structure independently of its content. Figure 3 shows the interaction between the Browser, the Editor and the Player, in stand-alone mode. In the Browser window, each transparency is identified by an icon and its name, and the connections among transparencies are represented by arrows.

![Figure 3. Interaction between the Browser, the Editor and the Player](image)

To present the lesson structure, the browser linearizes and places it in a virtual grid using an algorithm that recalculates the lesson network each time its structure changes. The links in the network are calculated using the anchors among transparencies as reference. Some paths may be difficult to identify in intricate structures. To improve this and to allow a better understanding of the network, the browser draws the links in eight colors, that users may select or deselect. Besides the color mechanism, a user can always know the entire list of connections and the associated layers of a transparency simply through a mouse selection on it.

**Using the Browser to build lessons**

Any user, without programming skills can construct complex lessons, because the process is entirely done visually. A user inserts new blank transparencies and then anchors them with each other through a dialogue box that shows the possible link destinations. Each time a user inserts a new anchor among transparencies, the Browser recalculates the network. Depending on the depth of the source transparency in the network, it places a visible anchor on left or on the right side of the source transparency. Usually the network has bi-directional links. To simplify the presentation and make it more readable, bi-directional links are drawn through a bi-directional line.
Using the Browser to browse information

The other Browser functionality is to allow the user to browse through the lesson web structure. The currently displayed transparency on the overhead projector is identified in the Browser window by a shaded look. To jump into another transparency in the Editor or Player, a user should simply, in the Browser window, click over the desired transparency. The Browser sends an order to the Editor or Player to display the selected transparency. This behavior is very useful if the user is “lost” in the structure and wants to go to a “known” point.

Hypermedia Player

To play the lessons it is not needed a full Editor. The Hypermedia Player tool allows the students to browse documents in self learning mode or, in a cooperative environment, controlled by a teacher or a group moderator.

![Hypermedia Player Internal Architecture](image)

Figure 4. Hypermedia Player Internal Architecture

In the Player, the students are not able to modify or annotate the lessons and have a simple mechanism to go through the transparencies.

The Cooperative Player

The architecture for cooperation between the students and teachers is built on top of a TCP/IP network. The communication structure is not based on the client/server classical model. Instead, any participant has the possibility to host a meeting, i.e., each station is simultaneously client and server. This means that does not exist any global server able to deal with the global data, such as the name of all running meetings. Each meeting has a proponent that is responsible for the meeting data and to play the server role. The meeting data has three components: Conference Data, Shared Screen and Shared Pointer. The Conference Data includes the name of all running conferences and when the user is attached to a specific one, the name of all elements in the conference. The Shared Screen holds the size and scroll bar positions of the public overhead projector. The Shared Pointer section has the queue of users for the shared pointer, the shared pointer position and the identification of the actual owner, if any.

Due to the non existence of a central server to provide information about meetings, we created a global channel listened by all users. Always a user plans to connect to an existent meeting, sends a network message, through the global channel, requesting information about running meetings. Each proponent replies with the meeting name and with the meeting channel, that is the channel through which the conference specific data flows.

After a user connects to a meeting, the proponent synchronizes the new station. This involves the new user local screen sizing, because all partners should see the same thing at the same time (WYSIWIS), and the delivering of all conference data. Each user can have a request for the global pointer possession in the global pointer queue, that follows the “first come first goes” algorithm. The proponent has the privilege to change the user’s order in that queue and revoke the pointer possession from a user. The actions performed by the global pointer owner, such as a OLE object activation or a window scrolling, are reflected in all stations in a meeting.

A user, unless is the global pointer owner, can leave the meeting at any time. The meeting finishes when the proponent leaves the meeting.

Figure 5 shows the look and feel of the hypermedia editor, browser and player.
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Future Work on the Distributed Cooperative Environment

Now we discuss some ideas to enhance the work in a cooperative way. Some of them are already on going work, while others are ideas we starting to explore, namely the transmission of sound and image over TCP/IP protocols in a synchronous and asynchronous way, which will improve the quality of computer supported collaborative work over TCP/IP networks.

Associated with this cooperative environment it is needed to have special attention to aspects like document distribution and storage and to have some tools to make these systems more usable and ergonomic.

Collaborative Tools

Some of the tools needed in our environment are already used in other collaborative environments (Deryckc, 1993), namely a meeting room, a vote mechanism to help to take decisions, a timer to control the duration of talks, pointer possessions and meetings. Mary, a blond blue eyes secretary, an agenda, a briefcase to carry personal documents to the meetings, a synchronous sound server to distribute sound/voice to all participants and an asynchronous sound and video server are other tools included into our environment.

Under current implementation there are the sound and image servers, the agenda and the voting mechanism. Sound and video are carried over IP networks and the servers are software based and will control the conversation among a small group of people. Some tests done in our TCP/IP/Ethernet network, and using a Sound Blaster board as the input and output device for voice, shown that until a network load of 60-70%, depending on several configuration factors, the users don’t detect any degradation in the voice signal for packet losses of 2% (Azevedo, 1994). Now we are studying some form of asynchronous communication with voice and even appended video, based on the fact that in some scenarios the conversation is done in message bursts.

In the Agenda the users can see a list of booked meetings, create new meetings, adhere to a meeting or to see meeting details, such as the date and time, participant names, requirements, etc. It is possible to create public meetings, in which all users can participate, and private meetings. In this case, only the participants included in the participants list are allowed to participate or see the meeting details. The meeting requirements contain a list of the meeting files, that may be placed by Mary in each user briefcase before the meeting start.
Besides the Agenda, it is possible in any moment during a meeting to admit new users to the group. In this case, the meeting proponent will be responsible to admit or not admit the new user to the meeting or to submit the problem to all members of the group by a voting process. This process is done using the Vote tool. The vote process may be open or secret. In first case, each participant knows the vote of each other and the result is done through the difference between the votes. In the last case the participants only know the result. This an example of the utility of the vote tool that may be used in many other situations during the meeting.

**Document distribution and storage**

Hypermedia documents may have an enormous amount of data, which puts several problems such as large databases and long transmission times. It will be useful to use compression and pre-fetching techniques to reduce storage space and distribution time. The pre-fetching can be used to distribute documents before the meeting. The Secretary looks up to the Agenda and sometime before the meeting starts, fills the boss briefcase with the conference stuff. During the meeting the pre-fetching technique may be used to load the next possible transparencies to minimize the time between transparencies. It is also important to look for distributed storage systems, since there are documents spread over several rooms and libraries. But to have organized libraries of multimedia courseware and to manipulate and access them in an efficient way it is needed to look for distributed multimedia databases and high level APIs able to handle different types of databases and/or file systems.

**Conclusions**

We described a set of hypermedia tools implemented under the MS-Windows environment to browse and play hypermedia documents in standalone or in a cooperative way, using the OLE technology, which open the possibility to integrate into the hypermedia documents, objects produced by any MS-Windows OLE server application. This allows the users to use their familiar applications to produce, annotate or play the courseware, which, jointly with the adoption of overhead projector and transparency metaphor’s, results in a simple and ergonomic user interface.
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Abstract: The availability of digital multimedia technology poses new challenges to researchers, authors, and educators, even as it creates new opportunities for rich communication. This paper suggests interactive computer programming as a fruitful approach to these challenges. VideoScheme, a prototype video programming environment, is described along with promising applications.

Introduction

The advent of affordable digital audio and video has unleashed new possibilities for interactive multimedia. But it has also raised a host of questions, of how best to acquire, analyze, edit, and deliver digital media products. To answer these questions researchers and practitioners need new tools, tools with enough flexibility to accommodate new demands, explore original hypotheses, and prototype novel applications. We believe that VideoScheme, a programming environment for digital media, offers a valuable example of such a tool.

System Description

VideoScheme is implemented as an application for the Apple Macintosh, written in C and totaling approximately 100KB of executable code. It provides a visual browser for viewing and listening to digital movies, using Apple's QuickTime system software for movie storage and decompression. The browser displays video and audio tracks in a time-line fashion, at various levels of temporal detail. Clicking on the video tracks displays individual frames in a "flip book" fashion, while clicking on the audio track plays it back; clicking twice in rapid succession plays back both audio and video.

As a visual interface to digital media VideoScheme is nothing out of the ordinary; what separates it from conventional computer-based video editors is its programming environment. VideoScheme includes an interpreter for the LISP-dialect Scheme, built on the SIOD (Scheme in-one-Defun) implementation, along with text windows for editing and executing Scheme functions. Functions typed into the text windows can be immediately selected and evaluated. The environment, while deficient in debugging facilities, offers such standard LISP/Scheme programming features as garbage collection and a context-sensitive editor (for parentheses matching). In addition it offers a full complement of arithmetic functions for dynamically-sized arrays, an important feature for handling digital video and audio.

Scheme was chosen over other alternatives (such as Tcl, Pascal, and HyperTalk) for a number of reasons. Scheme treats functions as first class objects, so they can be passed as arguments to other functions. This makes it easier to compose new functions out of existing ones, and adds greatly to the expressive power of the language. Scheme is also easily interpreted, a benefit for rapid prototyping. Scheme includes vector data types, which map very naturally to the basic data types of digital multimedia, namely pixel maps and audio samples. Finally, Scheme is easily implemented in a small amount of portable code, an advantage for research use. The most significant drawback to using Scheme is the programming syntax, which non-programmers (and even some programmers) find difficult to use. If we were to start again we might consider Logo or Dylan, languages with the positive properties of Scheme but with more attractive syntax.
Figure 1 VideoScheme user interface, with movie (top), monitor (right), and program editor (left).

Language Description

VideoScheme extends the Scheme language to accommodate digital media. In addition to the standard number, string, list, and array data types VideoScheme supports the following objects:

- **movie**: a stored digital movie, with one or more tracks.
- **track**: a time-ordered sequence of digital audio, video, or other media.
- **monitor**: a digital video source, such as a camera, TV tuner, or videotape player.
- **image**: an array of pixel values, either 24-bit RGB or 8-bit gray level values.
- **sample**: an array of 8-bit Pulse Code Modulation audio data.

These objects are manipulated by new built-in functions. Movies can be created, opened, edited, and recorded:

- `(new-movie)`: creates and returns a reference to a new movie
- `(open-movie filename)`: opens a stored movie file
- `(cut-movie-clip movie time duration)`: moves a movie segment to the system clipboard
- `(copy-movie-clip movie time duration)`: copies a movie segment to the system clipboard
- `(past-movie-clip movie time duration)`: replaces a movie segment with the segment on the clipboard
- `(delete-track movie trackno)`: removes a movie track
Images and sound samples can be extracted from movie tracks or monitors, and manipulated with standard array functions:

- (get-video-frame movie trackno time image)
  ; extracts a frame from a video track
- (get-monitor-image monitor image)
  ; copies the current frame from a video source
- (get-audio-samples movie trackno time duration samples)
  ; extracts sound samples from an audio track

With this small set of primitive objects, and small number of built-in functions, we can rapidly build a wide variety of useful functions with applications in research, authoring and education.

Research Applications

With powerful computers and digital media it is possible to build systems that perform automatic analysis of video and audio data. The results of this analysis can be used to make existing applications (such as indexing, retrieval, and editing) more efficient, or to enable entirely new applications.[6, 11, 12] It would certainly be desirable if computers could perform these analytical tasks as well as a trained human; but short of such a breakthrough in artificial intelligence there are numerous less-ambitious goals to be pursued by researchers in this field.

One important goal is an automatic system for dividing digital video into segments, by detecting the “cuts” that divide one shot from another. There is no perfect definition of a “cut,” but generally the term refers to a sharp discontinuity in a video stream, such as the break between two recording bursts in unprocessed video, or the point where two clips were concatenated in the editing process. Once cuts are found the segments they define can be represented by a subset of the segment’s data (e.g. the first and last frames), since the continuity of the segment ensures a great deal of information redundancy. This reduction of a potentially long segment to a few frames is a significant boon to a number of applications, such as indexing, logging, navigation, and editing, since those tasks may be performed on a greatly reduced set of data.

A number of algorithms have been proposed for automatic cut detection, and one of the advantages of VideoScheme is that such algorithms can be implemented as compactly as their mathematical formulation. For example, a simple measure of visual continuity is a sum of pointwise differences in gray value or color. Such a test can be performed by the following fragment of VideoScheme code:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{adiff frame1 frame2 delta}) & \quad ; \text{subtract arrays of gray value} \\
(\text{aabs delta}) & \quad ; \text{compute absolute difference values} \\
(\text{atotal delta}) & \quad ; \text{sum differences}
\end{align*}
\]

Scene changes trigger large pointwise differences, but this measure is also very sensitive to camera motion and zooming, which may change every pixel without introducing a new scene. Refinements of this algorithm, such as one that counts the differences that exceed a threshold, have a similar weakness. So there appears to be some value in a test that is not so spatially sensitive, such as the difference between summed gray values:

\[
(\text{atotal frame1}) - (\text{atotal frame2}) \quad ; \text{subtract summed gray values}
\]

This measure is insensitive to camera pans and zooms, but it is also insensitive to actual cuts, since the average gray level may not change dramatically across the cut. A more reliable indicator is the gray level or color histogram. Using VideoScheme’s built in color histogram function we can easily compute this measure:
This test can be further refined, by breaking each frame into a number of sub-frames and discarding the ones with above-median changes, or counting the number of changes that exceed a threshold; either modification is quickly implemented in VideoScheme, and each makes the algorithm more robust against local phenomena such as object motion.

While histogram comparison is widely considered a robust solution to detection of simple camera breaks, the general problem remains a fertile area for new approaches. In recent months novel algorithms have been proposed for detecting gradual transitions, and for using motion-sensitive measures in conjunction with a projection detecting filter.[12, 7] The future is bound to bring still more proposed algorithms, targeted at specific video sources and applications. We believe that VideoScheme's flexibility makes it a useful vehicle for this research. VideoScheme's high-level primitives and rapid-turnaround programming environment make programs compact and prototyping very rapid. Nagasaka and Tanaka's histogram-based algorithm has been implemented as 25 lines of VideoScheme, and the Otsuji-Tonomura filter was implemented in a couple of hours.[6, 7] We aim to implement and evaluate new cut detection algorithms as they are proposed, and hopefully develop our own improvements.

Another area of research is the application of automatic video analysis to interactive multimedia. Linblad has termed this "computer-participative multimedia" since the computer is actively involved, reacting to the content of the video data.[2] VideoScheme's monitor object makes it possible to easily implement such applications. For example, this VideoScheme code fragment implements the core of a video room monitor:

```scheme
(set! camera (open-monitor 1)) ; create a monitor object for a camera
(get-monitor-image camera baseline) ; capture a baseline image
(while t
  (get-monitor-image camera new-image) ; capture a new image
  (if (image-diff baseline new-image) ; compare to baseline
      (record-segment camera "monitor-movie" 5.0))) ; record 5 seconds of video
```

With a camera pointed at a door this fragment keeps a running log of all the people who enter and leave the room. With the addition of a sound playback command this function could also serve as a video answering machine: people approaching a closed door could be automatically prompted to leave a videotaped message. This fragment assumes that any significant change in the image striking the camera represents a person. More sophisticated analysis functions could look for more specific phenomena. So, for example, they could automatically record television programs with a certain opening screen or on-screen logo.

**Authoring with Programming**

Digital media technology has enabled more than the creation of movies on computers; it has also made possible new sorts of information systems. One example is the Parallel Computation, a CD-ROM that integrates digital video, audio, animation, and hypertext to communicate the proceedings of an academic conference.[5] The unusual nature of the system posed numerous challenges to the development staff, challenges that were only partly addressed by existing authoring tools. For example, the centerpiece of the proceedings is a forty-five minute synchronous audio/video presentation of speech with overhead slides. It was sometimes necessary to move audio tracks independently of the accompanying video, to accommodate sound editing software. Our commercial tools did not provide a way to do this without re-compressing six hours of animations, but VideoScheme was quickly adapted to the task. Earlier in the process we needed to remove silences from the original 12 hours of sound tracks, a painstaking manual process. Had VideoScheme been available at that time it would have been a simple function:
We also removed noise words (such as "um" and "ahh") by hand, and we believe that VideoScheme could be extended to assist in this step as well.

It was clear from our experience that while existing tools offer high-quality solutions for problems in their domain, they are often poorly suited to the ad hoc tasks that arise in innovative multimedia authoring. In such cases a programmable system may provide the necessary flexibility to turn a tedious, manual process into an automatic operation. It may also permit entirely novel operations. In his work on a programmable graphics editor Eisenberg noted that such an editor can produce effects, such as fractals and recursive Escher-like designs, that would be near-impossible with manual tools. Likewise we can imagine VideoScheme programs to implement algorithmically defined effects, such as fades and wipes, that could hardly be achieved any other way.

A critical concern with authoring tools is the speed with which new applications can be developed. Traditional programming environments (featuring compiled languages such as C and C++) offer complete access to the computer hardware and data, but can require months or years of effort to produce a usable tool. Object-oriented frameworks accelerate the process somewhat, but even then many details must be coded by hand. By contrast, a rapid-turnaround interpreted language like VideoScheme makes it possible to write applications in minutes or hours. Tool authors do not need to master the low-level details, and powerful operations can be composed out of very high-level primitives and previously-written functions.

Education in Multimedia

Education is an obvious application for multimedia, but it is also true that students will need education in multimedia. As more data becomes available in multimedia form it will become more important for students to understand the fundamentals of the technology, in order to use this form of communication and to be discerning consumers of multimedia information. Commercial multimedia tool developers are one source of teaching tools, since their products are typically very polished and focused on the task of making multimedia production as easy as possible.[8] But there is also a call for more basic, flexible tools, that expose more of the underlying technology and permit easy experimentation with features that might not be included in a commercial package.

We believe that VideoScheme is such a tool, and to that end made it the subject of a project in a multimedia seminar for undergraduates and graduate students in computer science. All the students had programming experience, but many had not used Scheme or a LISP dialect and none had written programs to manipulate digital video. The lack of debugging facilities in VideoScheme was a troublesome obstacle, as was the parentheses-heavy syntax of Scheme. Nonetheless, after a 90-minute tutorial most students were able to write functioning VideoScheme programs to perform a specified editing task and implement a crude cut detection algorithm. They were also able to informally analyze the performance of the cut-detection algorithm (which was based on an average gray-level test) and thereby make classroom discussion of its faults more informed and concrete. The flexibility of the system also prompted the students to suggest improvements and new applications, including the video answering machine mentioned above.

While learning to program is a significant obstacle for most students, a programmable multimedia environment appears to be a useful tool for exposing computer science students to digital media in a way that is concrete without unnecessarily restricting their experimentation. By creating multimedia programs students can gain appreciation for the ones they merely use, in the same way that writing fosters appreciation for literature. In the best of cases such an experience can help students to imagine and implement completely original applications without the expertise required by conventional low-level programming tools.

Conclusion

Digital media are producing exciting, and rapid changes in the way we communicate. There is much research to be done, and much that the multimedia producers and consumers of the future should learn, in order to fully exploit the potential of this technology. We believe that programmable environments such as VideoScheme
provide the flexibility to meet this dynamic challenge, and we look forward to finding new applications for this system.
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Abstract: The Gallipoli project brought together materials from a national war archive to develop a multimedia teaching resource in an area that is central to a great deal of both Australian culture and history. The material contained within these HyperCard stacks makes it possible for students to conduct serious research as well as giving them a feel for what many of the participants actually felt at the time. A variety of linking mechanisms, including a class based link, were employed to make the process of following various themes a manageable process.

Introduction

Gallipoli is a small peninsula at the north-eastern end of the Aegean Sea leading to the Sea of Marmara and Istanbul. The narrow passage between the Gallipoli peninsula and the Turkish mainland is known as the Dardanelles. However, to Australians, Gallipoli is more an event than a place. It represents as significant an event to Australians as does the storming of the Bastille to the French and the Boston Tea Party to citizens of the United States. It more accurately represents the birth of Australia as a nation than does its proclamation of independence. Indeed, ANZAC Day which commemorates the events that took place on Gallipoli on April 25, 1915 is conscientiously celebrated as a public holiday, more so than the official Australia Day (January 26) or even the anniversary of the date of Federation.

The events of Gallipoli form a most important part of Australian culture and consequently feature in the curriculum of every state educational authority in Australia. As an historical event during World War 1, it was a notable failure and little more than a dot on the page of the events of 1914 - 18. Students learn of the courage, self sacrifice and other most admirable of human attributes that the soldiers of the first Australian New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) displayed during that campaign. However, what most students fail to ever gain from a traditional approach to the study of these events is a real understanding of the feelings of the soldiers, the deprivation, the futility or even an accurate representation of the events of the Gallipoli Campaign.

Australian history teachers have for quite some time been aware of the possibilities associated with the use of computer technology for the teaching of historical concepts. The development and dissemination of the First Fleet Database for the Apple II in 1982 was arguably, the alerting of many an Australian history teacher to these possibilities. Since that time there have been many other similar projects, each bringing something different, sometimes something better, to the use of computers as a resource in the teaching of history. The principal value of such databases has been that they permit students to explore the data, formulate their own hypotheses and test these within the confines of the data rather than being the passive receptors of someone else's interpretations. Both authors of this paper have been involved in such projects in various ways for nearly fifteen years.

While database management software has become more sophisticated and the types of queries which may be put, have also increased in sophistication, the inescapable conclusion that one comes to is that the actual software used has been very much a secondary consideration. The value of such databases lies in the richness of the data. While databases may have increased in size; both in the number of records and in the number of fields of data, thereby increasing the scope for meaningful learning, such data is still largely text. Consequently, it has not used the vast information carrying capacity that pictures, sound and movies possess which make such
information available to a wider audience. Adding other media forms would make it multi-media but this is still a long way short of what is required in a true hypermedia system. True hypermedia provides a variety of access paths to any point in the data and will thus support a variety of learning activities and a range of people who may prefer to gain their information from sources other than text.

The Gallipoli stacks are a set of linked hypermedia documents written using HyperCard. They incorporate the full range of media: text, graphics, sound and video. They break new ground in the use of computers as a resource in the teaching of Australian history and while there are probably still many areas for improvement, they point to a new direction in serious historical reference material. They attempt to convey more than just historical accuracy. The vast resources of the Australian War Memorial were used to build an application which portrays events from many different perspectives including that of some of the actual participants as well as official accounts.

A database of Australian soldiers was originally compiled using records submitted by students from all over Australia and implemented using Apple Works as part of the 75th anniversary of the Gallipoli campaign. It was from the discussions that the authors had concerning the conversion of this database to a more generally available computer platform that the Gallipoli stacks originated. There seemed little point in producing just another database and from the very outset the objectives of the project were widened to include creating a reference work which:

- supported a full range of media types
- would facilitate user browsing as well as direct inquiry
- contained a balance of material including soldiers accounts, official statistics and relevant factual data, a chronology of the events for the entire campaign not just the few days that are the most noteworthy and original material, some of which had never before been published.

What are the Gallipoli stacks?

These stacks are perhaps the best single collection of research and reference material relating to Australia's involvement in the Gallipoli campaign ever published. As well as Anzac letters, diaries and photographs from the Australian War Memorial, there are film clips, maps and the individual records of over 500 Anzacs. Daily accounts in the Diary stack provide an almost day to day chronology of the campaign and the Statistics stack contains a great deal of useful background information. These stacks provide a combination of a research archive and a reference library. They provide an assembled collection of information on the Gallipoli campaign, some of which schools would find extremely difficult if not impossible to obtain.

How can they be used?

This is largely up to teachers. They can be used to teach about the history of the Gallipoli campaign, to teach about conducting historical research or even examine issues such as bias in historical writings. One can simple browse through the stacks, reading letters and looking at photos, film clips etc with no particular goal in mind. Or one can use the facilities to track down answers to specific questions such as "What happened on April 25th?", "What did the Anzacs think of the Turks?", "What were the major battles?", "What did the Anzacs do in their spare time?", "How was the evacuation organised?" "What were conditions like on Gallipoli?" When...

...? Where...? Why...? It would be presumptuous and restrictive for us to provide the questions! The stacks have not been designed to provide simple answers to prepared questions. To enter the Gallipoli stacks is not unlike entering the real archive or research library. Lots of help is provided but it is up to the researcher to formulate the questions and search for their answers. Teachers and students will find them useful; not just for the historical content but also in teaching researching and writing. Journalists and historians too, will find something of interest. Indeed, anyone with an interest in the Gallipoli campaign will find much in these stacks to further their understanding of this important chapter of our nation's history.

What makes the Gallipoli Stacks different?

There are a number of features which make this resource unique. One of these which sets this system apart from other multimedia or even other hypermedia systems is the range of linking that is possible between different parts of the system but especially from the diary. Obvious linking mechanisms from buttons and hypertext links from text are supported in a manner which greatly increases their usefulness. It soon becomes
apparent to the user that the hypertext links are not all the same. There are three types of hypertext links which have been built in.

- Some text is linked to a single reference and in this case, clicking the text will take one directly to the reference.
- Some text has multiple references and in this case, clicking will display a list of all of these references and ask one to choose from the available list.
- Some text such as "Bully beef" may have direct references but it is also an example of a general category of "food".

Ten "class" or general category links have been constructed to permit a broader view and an exploration of various themes such as food, weather. When a list of references is displayed, the type of reference (Picture, Map, Text, Film, Database, Statistics) is also indicated.

An additional linking mechanism which is a little easier to use than HyperCard's Find command has also been created. This provides links to the next occurrence of a selected word or phrase from any part of the diary stack. This allows students to follow a theme using certain keywords.

Photographs and film clips have been digitised and compressed using QuickTime compression techniques which make such a multimedia information system feasible. While multimedia encyclopaedia are becoming more commonplace, they are still relatively scarce. This is the first attempt of an Australian historical subject which looks at it in such minute detail instead of the glossy but superficial treatment given by some other products. It is hoped that this type of information system is the vanguard for educational resources in the years to come.

What's in the stacks?

![Figure 1.](image)

The six elements of the Gallipoli material are shown in figure 1. Since the Dairy is the key to the system it is shown at the centre. Each of the stacks will work in its own right, and as shown, there are navigation links to take you from one to the others. However, the Dairy stack has many other embedded links which may be used to enrich the basic descriptions and discussions.

The Diary stack

This is organised like a daily diary that consists of two major panels of text which relate to events on that particular day. One contains extracts from letters and diaries which were written by soldiers. In most cases these accounts were written after the actual event. It is a little impractical to expect soldiers to stop fighting so that they can write a letter or make a diary entry!! In some cases these accounts were written when the person was wounded and recovering in hospital. Many diaries and letters held in the Australian War Memorial Archive were examined and representative samples selected. Several accounts were very complete and a number of these have been used throughout the stack to give a consistent point of view at different times. The second panel contains a description of the events of that day compiled by the authors. Sometimes this includes copies of official dispatches or signals that were sent (particularly on the days of major battles).
The actual landing at Gallipoli took place on April 25th and the last of the troops were evacuated in December 1915. The diary has entries for most days between April 1st and 31st December so that it covers all of the campaign as well as preliminary events which are of some significance.

April 25, 1915: In the distance one just discern the Dardanelles opening up. The thunder of the guns is much calmer this morning. What will it be tonight? I can now see the fire from the wonder which of the men have been chosen by Death. I do not fear, only a sincere hope that we will not fail at the critical moment.

5:30 PM we are on the border of the enemy's lines - the British at Cape Helles, the French at Kum Illustration, and the Australians and New Zealanders at Anzac Cove (Ari Burnu). About 20,000 Anzacs land on April 25/26 at Anzac Cove just to the north of the originally intended landing site at Gaba Tepe.

Faced with rugged terrain and a determined foe, the Anzacs fail to achieve their objective of a rapid drive through the peninsula to Mal Dora on the other side from there.

The date and days from landing information are also provided to give chronological references. It also includes the day of the week which adds an extra dimension to the questions which may be asked. Since April 25 was the date of the landing, days in early April are negative. These have been included to show that the campaign did not just begin on April 25, a fact which is easily overlooked. Words or phrases which are underlined indicate that clicking on this word or phrase will link to another part of the system.

Navigation is performed using a variety of buttons as well as a unique calendar interface. The Calendar Palette (see figure 1) is used to select particular dates rather than scrolling from one day to the next or using an index or table of contents. It provides an efficient access mechanism, using a metaphor that users readily identify.

Access to the other parts of the system is via a consistent set of icons along the bottom of each screen. Clicking these icons usually takes the user to the first card of that part of the system. Some days have a special reference marker attached to either of the Picture, Map or Film icons. This is used to indicate that there is a specific picture, map or film clip that relates to the events of that day. Clicking on the appropriate icon will take the user directly to that reference material.

The Statistics stack

This contains a miscellaneous set of data divided into eight major sections as follows:

- Facts & Figures provides statistics on the number of soldiers involved and enlistment data during 1915/1916
- Nations Involved is a summary of the number of troops/casualties etc involved in the whole Gallipoli campaign
- Convoys is a list of all the convoys which sailed with Australian troops, the names of all the ships and their embarkation dates and ports.
- Anzac Units provides a breakdown of all the Anzac units that served on Gallipoli.
- Army Organisation describes how the army was organised at that time and the ranks of soldiers.
- Expressions & Abbreviations is a short dictionary of abbreviations and expressions which were in common use at the time. Some of these were unique to the Anzacs as they served to disguise the discussions both verbal in the trenches and in their letters home. The "slang" or vernacular language gives a unique insight into what life must have really been like. For example in reading about "Anzac stew" one might be
forgiven for mistakenly believing that it represented some type of nourishing meal. In reality it
demonstrates the typical Australian humour because it was simply one bacon rind boiled in an urn of
water!
- Biographies is a short set of biographies and pictures of some of the key players in the Gallipoli campaign.
  While much of the material is selected from an Australian point of view, the biographies section does
  include a number of British, Turkish and German generals.
- The ANZAC Book was a book that was produced by soldiers in the last days of the campaign. It consisted
  of writings, sketches and cartoons from a large number of contributors. It was later published but some of
  the sketches were omitted for political reasons. This section contains some of these censored cartoons.
  While they may not seem particularly sarcastic or damaging today, in terms of the political climate in
  Australia at the time, they were very controversial. In some instances, they have never been published
  before.

The Pictures stack

The archives of the Australian War memorial contain many black and white photos of scenes related to the
Gallipoli campaign. While a good many of these may have been published at various times in the past, the
extensive selection provided here serves not only as a pictorial history in its own right, but also a unique insight
to the day to day activities of the troops. Many pictures of mundane tasks such as the carrying of water (figure
3) which occupied a great deal of the activities of the soldiers, have been included to reinforce their accounts
from the diary. Without the use of the picture compression technology provided by Apple’s QuickTime system,
such pictures would not have been a viable proposition.

![Figure 3. Carrying water in the trenches.](image)

The Films stack

Very little film footage was ever taken at Gallipoli and only a few fragments remain. This stack contains
parts of that remaining black and white footage as well as segments from the feature film Gallipoli. Only small
sections which are historically accurate recreations of the actual events were used from the feature film. Like
the pictures, the film clips provide a reinforcement of the written accounts, in a way which has not been done
before. For example, the famous charge at the Nek during August in which 500 soldiers were killed in an area
just over the size of a couple of tennis courts is recreated with such stunning effect that could not be portrayed
by any other means. The ability to control individual frames from within the QuickTime movies also adds to the
flexibility of the system with individual frames being the focus of discussion.
of ways were used to locate in the Gallipoli region, including semaphore, graph, telephone, morse code less and runners.

A film clip shows signallers at work laying telephone lines. The photograph stack has some interesting photographs of the portable wireless gear and heliographs used by the light horse.

Figure 4. Sample of a typical film stack screen which has been cut to fit within the margins

As in the case of the photographs, the use of QuickTime compression was critical to the success of the result. Film clips which totalled over 60 megabytes were able to be compressed to occupy less than one third of their original size without an appreciable loss in quality.

The Maps stack

Maps are an integral part of the paraphernalia of war. Included in this stack are maps that may be used to locate landmarks which are referred to in written accounts, trench maps showing troop dispositions at various times, maps showing the progress of particular battles or raids and even animated demonstrations of trench digging. The maps play an important part in developing a sense of the scale of the activity, particularly in realising that this all took place in such a small area.

The Database stack

While it may have provided the genesis of the project, the database stack is the least developed of all the components. All of the original records have been converted and an inquiry system provided for searching. Most of these records were contributed by students from all over Australia by doing research on their own local identities who may have served at Gallipoli.

Future Developments

Gallipoli is only a start. Historical information systems will soon be commonplace. As repositories of data such as libraries, archives and museums begin to store copies of their collections in electronic form, the dissemination of the vast amounts of information held in these huge granaries of knowledge will for ever change the face of education. The Australian War Memorial is to be commended for its foresight and generosity in opening up this part of its collection. The technology is poised, as if about to open a door that leads to a scene that one can only guess at.
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Abstract: This paper discusses the use of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) techniques for computer-aided learning (CAL). The work described was started in the context of project Nestor, a large joint effort of german universities and Digital about cooperative multimedia authoring/learning environments (Mühlhäuser and Schaper 1992). We will motivate the specific importance and benefits of CSCW in the CAL domain (chapter 1). Chapter 2 concentrates on a very generic support system, called GROUPIE, which we developed, and shows how it was tailored to CAL; sample cooperative courseware will also be briefly discussed. Chapter 3 covers the second important kind of CSCW support, pre-built cooperative tools, and illustrates their use in a framework for cooperating authors, called DIRECT.

1 Motivation and Classification

The importance of CSCW for the CAL field has been recognized early on, cf. (Wilton 1985; Ward 1991; Smith et al. 1989). As to the authoring side, CAL research in the past years has shown that profound expertise in several disjunct areas is required in order to develop appealing and effective instructional material: domain knowledge (about the area to be taught), instructional design knowledge (about instructional strategies, learner and knowledge modeling, courseware lifecycles), and media and interface design expertise. A single individual can hardly cover all these areas in detail. As a consequence, several people have to cooperate during the process of courseware development in order to obtain reasonable quality. Quite often, such experts work at physically disjunct places. Thus the need for authors to cooperate.

On the learner side, the situation is even more urgent: after decades of ITS research, it is recognized that computers can not entirely replace human tutors. As a consequence, learning environments should offer the possibility for the learner to get assistance by knowledgeable people (the author, a tutor). Cooperation with authors emphasizes usually on iterative 'feedback loops' that help both the learner (in understanding the subject or the courseware utilization) and the author (in getting hints for improvements). Using more advanced 'liberal' approaches, the distinction between authors and learners even becomes blurred, e.g., if a group of authors tries to acquire knowledge about a domain.

An even more important motivation for cooperation on the learner side is deeply rooted in the modern educational system. The pressure on pupils and students to reach high standards 'produces' rather isolated graduates, accustomed to working alone. Modern media and, not to the least, PCs have largely contributed to this 'lone wolf syndrome': CAL runs the risk of aggravating this negative trend. At the same time, industry and economy move towards the 'global village': hardly any reasonable task can be achieved by individuals any more, teamworking skills are strongly required. It is therefore crucial for the success of CAL that courseware addresses cooperation among learners. This goal can only be achieved if teamwork aspects are included in as much courseware material as possible.

To summarize, four major categories of cooperation can be identified for CAL: author-author, author-learner, tutor-learner, and learner-learner (note that an individual may play several of these roles in different contexts).

Generic authoring support: interestingly, all but the first one of these categories must be considered in the courseware itself. Since courseware is individually designed for each domain and purpose, pre-built cooperation tools for learners are not very helpful. Early attempts like the provision of electronic mail connections or even videoconferencing have proven to be of limited use. Such approaches require the users to talk about the courseware instead of using it cooperatively. E.g., for a tutor to provide efficient help, he might need to 'look at' the learner screen, 'ask' the courseware about the learner history, and make remote input to the courseware. Efficient learner cooperation requires that the notion of different learners is 'known' to the courseware and supported. To summarize, generic authoring support for cooperative courseware is crucial in an authoring/learning environment (cf. chapter 2).

Cooperative authoring tools: the first category above, author-author cooperation, is more suited for pre-built cooperative tool, than the learner-related scenarios. Chapter 3 will concentrate on this issue in more detail.
2 Generic Authoring Support for Cooperative Software

2.1 Domain-Independent Generic Approach

We investigated many existing cooperative systems in diverse domains, drawing three major conclusions (Ridebusch 1993). 1: The field of CSCW is lacking a comprehensive and systematic taxonomy; the well-known time-space-categorization (Johansen 1988) is useful but much too restricted. 2: Most existing cooperative applications represent dedicated implementations (wrt. application domain and interaction patterns). 3: All existing CSCW implementations were large programming efforts, again and again realizing similar cooperation functionalities from scratch.

In the GROUPIE (Group Interaction Environment) development which was carried out in the Nestor project, we first established a common model and taxonomy of human-human cooperation in distributed systems. Based on this model, we realized a universal development and runtime support system for cooperative software. Last not least, we used GROUPIE to build example cooperative applications. In GROUPIE, the taxonomy and model of cooperation in distributed systems is viewed as an aggregate of two lower-level concepts, namely interaction and coordination.

A) Interaction: this term denotes any user-initiated action in a CSCW context. It is the basic means of cooperation. Just as actions in a single-user scenario are performed upon objects (e.g. resizing a rectangle in a graphical editor), interactions are performed upon so-called team objects. This new concept extends the well-known object metaphor from single-user work to teamwork. (In the example, resizing the rectangle could be made visible to other group members.) Interactions can have a variety of characteristics, as depicted in fig. 1, "Interaction characteristics".

![Interaction characteristics diagram]

FIGURE 1. Interaction characteristics

In the outset, an action is defined as usual as an operation performed on a (basic or complex) object. The action description is then augmented to an interaction via the interaction context, comprising three components.

The visibility component specifies the partners for whom the current interaction is visible (e.g. group members taking part in the cooperative editing of a document). By setting the visibility to 1:0, a single-user action can be specified as a special case of an interaction. (In general, team objects provide a compatible extension of single-user work towards teamwork, as private work is always consistently supported as a special case of group work.)

The synchronism component is again subdivided into three components. First, a maximum time delay between the initiation of an interaction and its visibility at a partner can be given. Second, the granularity describes the quantum of sub-actions to be transmitted to a partner (e.g. when resizing a rectangle, each pixel movement, each interval of 10 pixel movements, or only the completed operation can be transmitted). Third, the representation at a partner can be syntactical (exactly the same view), semantical (consistent data but different views, e.g. a pie chart and a bar chart for an integer array), or descriptive (only indicating that an operation has been performed, e.g. 'Max has edited figure 1'). Synchronism can be described for each partner individually (e.g. reflecting a tightly cooperating group in a local network with loose connections to a geographically remote member).

The mode of an interaction is explicit when a team object is deliberately sent to a partner (e.g. when sending a document via email). Interaction takes place implicitly when acting upon shared team objects (e.g. in a multi-user editor).

B) Coordination: this concept is orthogonal to interaction (i.e. each coordination characteristic can be combined with each interaction characteristic). We speak of basic coordination (or micro coordination) when low-level aspects
like authorization and concurrent access are regulated. Complex coordination (or macro coordination) recognizes composite tasks and regulates work flows or conversation structures. In our model, a coordinating framework can be specified (in the beginning independently) for teams and for tasks. In a second step, a team and a task description are combined into a cooperation description. This fosters reusability to a high extent.

Coordination comprises team-, task-, and cooperation-specific aspects. A team is described by team-roles and an interaction structure. Team roles abstract from specific users in the team context (e.g. leader, member, protocol-keeper). Interaction structures define interaction paths between team roles (fully democratic, strictly hierarchic, etc.).

A task is more complex to describe. Task roles abstract from specific users again, here however as related to the task (e.g. course author, tutor, student). Team objects are the work subject within the task. For each team object, authorization of different task roles and conflict resolution for concurrent access can be specified. Complex tasks can be decomposed into sub-tasks recursively. Constraints watch over sequences of sub-tasks, temporal and logical conditions.

A cooperation associates a team with a common task by mapping team-relevant and task-relevant roles.

Coordination takes place on an interaction granularity, i.e. each interaction during task performance is checked against the coordination descriptions. Coordination can also influence task performance actively by guiding team members (e.g. suggesting a next sub-task to work on, based on the coordination descriptions).

Development support in the GROUPIE system comprises a library of team objects, formal languages (for team, task, and cooperation description) and cooperative tools and methods. Thus, CSCW functionality is implemented on an object granularity, as opposed to the common approach of tool granularity. Teams and tasks are not strictly predefined but can dynamically be adapted to changing needs. A cooperative method for developing CSCW systems in teams has been implemented and can be reused or further refined (bootstrap approach).

The runtime system: GROUPIE distribution support provides a high-level object-oriented interface based on (home-brewed) Distributed Smalltalk. Distribution management decides about migration, replication, and consistency. Cooperative applications are embraced by (guiding and checking) coordination support, interaction handling interprets and realizes an interaction context. It is possible to integrate existing single-user applications in a cooperation-transparent way (for the term cooperation-transparent, cf. chapter 3).

2.2 CAL-Specific Extensions to GroupIE and Sample Courseware

According to our concept of generic support for cooperative software as introduced above, adaptation to specific application domains such as CAL is technically simple. Existing base classes need to be adequately refined. Much more difficult is the question of "what are adequate team objects and strategies for cooperative coursework?". Cooperative problem solving can, in a first approach, be supported by simply providing an information space to the learners that is freely accessible. Information about the learning domain can be retrieved both cooperatively and individually if all information objects are realized as team objects (e.g. documents, video sequences). Student evaluation requires dedicated learning objects (e.g. questionnaire, multiple choice documents for cooperative completion); tutors (with specific privileges) may be involved. Cooperative strategies are even more interesting: well-known learning strategies for individuals (drill & practice, tutorial, exploratory learning, etc.) must be complemented by cooperative ones which, e.g., take into account different roles of learners. E.g., procedural knowledge of legislation in the European Community may be taught based on various roles of delegates in the Commission; a cooperative strategy for information acquisition is described in ch. 3; a motivational approach might use the paradigm of "multi-user dungeons", etc.

coopEC (cooperating within the European Community learning domain) is as sample coursework for validation of our concepts. coopEC teaches about the EC and features a cooperative problem solving process and working on various documents. Four basic team objects specific to CAL have been developed in the first version: a questionnaire, a multiple choice document, a map of Europe with hot spots, and a free-form text/graphics document. It supports dynamic transition between private and group learning, flexible coupling modes, and both on-line conferencing and asynchronous document exchange. Once enrolled, students can also be sent documents while logged off.

Fig. 2 shows the main window of coopEC. The sub-window at the top is used for cooperation control. The very detailed set of possible interaction characteristics as introduced in chapter 2.1 has been customized into a few user-selectable combinations, each accessible via one respective button, that seemed most appropriate for this specific setting.

The user can, at any time, choose 'private' work or cooperate with his partners. To cooperate, he can 'share' documents (with the whole group or a sub-group) or 'send' a document to any number of partners. The closeness of a cooperation can be determined by selecting one of three 'coupling' buttons. With 'tight' coupling in share mode, all partners have the same view on the shared document. Any operation, like typing a single character, is visible for each
of the partners. Full telepointing is supported, as the movement of each partners' mouse pointer is overlaid onto the shared document. In send mode, tight coupling results in a mail window automatically being brought on top of all other windows for each receiver. 'Medium' coupling in share mode transmits only completed interactions. E.g. when filling out the questionnaire, only complete answers are transmitted to the partners. 'Loose' coupling, whether in share or send mode, just prints a textual information about the operation performed in the message area at the very bottom of the main window. The sub-window below cooperation control provides meta information about users and modes. coopEC supports two roles: tutor and learner (indicated in brackets). Users listed as inactive have never accessed the course. A unique color is mapped to each user. This is extremely helpful when sharing a document (to distinguish multi-user input and telepointers). Green is reserved for the tutor, making him easy to identify.

Four buttons 'questionnaire', 'multiple choice', 'euro map', and 'note' are provided to select a document to work on (details skipped for the sake of brevity). As an example scenario, a learner could decide to start a cooperative questionnaire by answering the questions he already knows. He may then invite some of the enrolled students to share this partly completed questionnaire. The sub-group can then cooperate by inserting or correcting answers (the color of each answer text dynamically changes to the unique color of the current editor). Telepointers can be used to indicate issues currently in discussion. The learners may decide to involve the tutor and finally submit the questionnaire.

FIGURE 2. Top-level user interface for coopEC

3 Cooperative Authoring Tools and Lifecycle

Commercial courseware development has in the past been based on rather prescriptive lifecycles. New management theories and cooperation trends suggest more liberal approaches, as does the academic working style. We will concentrate on such a more liberal approach in the remainder (more prescriptive lifecycles can easily be supported). The resulting authoring system Nestor-ADP is comprised of cooperation-transparent tools, cooperation-aware tools, and the cooperation-aware lifecycle support environment DIRECT.

Cooperation transparent tools: this term refers to tools which have been built with a single user in mind. The idea is to extend them transparently for use from multiple user interfaces, possibly in a distributed system (the advantage that existing tools can be augmented is paid with limited cooperation functionality).

Nestor tool “shX”: In the context of our project Nestor, generic cooperation support for cooperation-transparent software has been developed. called “shX”. shX allows prebuilt Xwindow™-based application software to be used from multiple workstations (even without recompilation or rebinding). All output from the application is replicated to all participating workstations. shX offers different so-called floor passing schemes, ranging from 'prescriptive token-based' (only one user has control at a time) to 'anarchy mode' (uncontrolled multiple input). New schemes may be added, such as role-specific ones (e.g., 'tutor-learner', where the tutor always has superior input rights).

III: shX: since Nestor tries to support the entire courseware lifecycle, we built a specific tool for the early courseware design phase, called 'instructional design editor'. This tool allows to arrange instructional goals and objec-
We have shown that two basic areas of cooperation support have to be distinguished, author-author cooperation and author-audience cooperation. IDE 'understands' several instructional strategies. IDE has been extended by shX in order to allow cooperative courseware design.

**CSE-shX**: IDE-based designs can be 'compiled' with one of the instructional strategies implemented in IDE, generating template course structures for the 'course structure editor' CSE. CSE is based on a high-level graphical notation for the flow of control and actions in the courseware, called 'instructional transactions. The template generated (by IDE) for CSE provides the courseware skeleton which has to be complemented by concrete screen and media designs and by fine-tuning for the instructional transactions. A cooperative shX-based extension of CSE has been built. In the long run, we plan to implement cooperation-aware successor tools to IDE and CSE based on GROUPIE.

**Cooperation-aware tools**: as mentioned above, cooperation-transparent applications are very restricted. E.g., they can hardly be used if teams work together at different times. Since the courseware lifecycle is a long-lasting activity, such asynchronous cooperation is however crucial. Therefore, we had to build several cooperation-aware tools plus a cooperation-aware lifecycle framework encompassing the (cooperation-transparent and -aware) tools. In addition, integration of audio and video conferencing support was found to be an absolute requirement for efficient cooperation of physically distributed authoring teams.

GROUPIE itself is, for the moment, our most important cooperation-aware environment. In addition, the following cooperation-aware project management tools were built: a meeting coordination tool which interworks with private calendar tools and with the other tools listed here; a group mail system (which uses the user's standard mail for sending/receiving mail); individual calendar tools; a time/task planner based on critical path networks CPN. Apart from that, tools for audio and video conferencing have been implemented, featuring dynamic conference management. The audio conferencing is based on our low-cost SCsITM-based hardware audio extension for workstations. The video conferencing support uses vendor-supplied frame grabbing boards and a home-brewed software video codec, called SMP (Neidecker-Lutz and Ulicheny 1993).

**Cooperation-aware lifecycle support**: at a first glance, one may decide to base a cooperative framework for courseware lifecycle integration on traditional courseware development processes. However, it was already argued in chapter 2 that modern views of cooperative work tend to seek new, more liberal management and organization approaches than the model of subsequent "phases" (like 'define', 'design', 'develop', 'deliver',...). In fact, if courseware development should lead to new interesting solutions, the outcome and goals are not very clear at the outset: courseware development becomes an 'ill-structured problem'. An excellent approach to coping with such ill-structured problems has been presented in (Booys 1989), called 'issue-based design'. In our project, we adapted this concept to the problem space of courseware development and implemented a cooperative framework accordingly. The framework was called 'DIRECT' (distributed research and engineering for cooperating CAL teams).

The courseware-adapted issue-based design approach shall be briefly described here. According to this approach, the problems associated with developing a specific courseware are structured into 'issues' (each issue can be hierarchically separated into sub-issues). For each issue (or sub-issue), different approaches may be identified over time (these approaches are called 'positions' according to the original method), and arguments supporting or objecting to an approach may be collected in the cooperating group of authors. In DIRECT, the encompassing graphical user interface supports the cooperative construction of complex, hierarchically structured issue-position-argument graphs. A particular value of the system stems from the provision of authoring-specific issue-position-argument templates which are predefined for reuse.

According to the method, the authoring team has to opt for one of the alternative approaches to an issue. At this point, a number of possible so-called 'steps' are offered to the authors which they can choose from in order to resolve the issue (an example for a standard step is the development of a courseware module). It is (mainly) here that the above-cited tools are 'hooked' into the encompassing framework: if a specific step is chosen, a kind of 'workflow support system' is started which manages the coordinated use of the above-mentioned courseware design/development tools, project management tools and audio/video conferencing tools. Our experience has shown that this integral approach has a lot of advantages over the uncoordinated use of individual cooperative tools. As an example, if a step starts with the definition of a task force (e.g., assigned for the development of a specific courseware module), then subsequent tools can be automatically provided with the names and network addresses of the relevant group participants.

The screenshot in fig. 3 shows the screen of a DIRECT user, a partial display of an issue-position-argument graph (upper right) and some cooperative tools which are actually in use by the author (e.g., IDE-shX at the lower left).

4 Conclusions

We have shown that two basic areas of cooperation support have to be distinguished, author-author cooperation and...
learner-side cooperation. Learner-side cooperation must be supported by generic development support for cooperative courseware rather than by tools. Author-author cooperation involves multiple cooperation-aware (and maybe cooperation-transparent) tools and can be best accomplished with the help of an encompassing framework. The latter was described based on a liberal courseware lifecycle. Stable versions of GROUPIE, coopEC, cooperative authoring tools and DIRECT as described are actually running on our premises and at several external sites.

**FIGURE 3. Sample Screenshot of the DIRECT Courseware Lifecycle Framework**
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Abstract: NEAT, which stands for iNtegrated Environment for Authoring in ToolBook provides templates and various facilities for the rapid prototyping of computer-based presentations. Outlines of the presentations can be created and modified. NEAT supports reusability by allowing the author to store graphics objects and entire pages in a repository, and to retrieve them when needed. Finally, NEAT provides support for communication between members of the authoring team and between the team and the learners.

1 Introduction

Authoring systems have been used for many years and a number of interesting applications (courseware) have been developed, see [MAU90, ALE91]. However, currently existing authoring systems seem to be quite weak in the support for the following areas:

- availability of tools for rapid prototyping
- reusability of concepts and objects, such as graphic objects
- hypertext and hypermedia facilities
- support for building meta-tools, such as icons to execute macros
- extendibility.

While the author is provided with considerable support at the microscopic level, for example specialized editors that are used to create a single frame, text, graphics or animation to appear in this frame, there is little support at a macroscopic level. Thus, it is not possible to prototype courseware and leave details for future development. Another important deficiency of the current authoring systems is that the authoring team has to make an early decision as to what the level of expertise of the expected audience is. For example, there may be beginning learners who do not have any knowledge of the subject, and other learners who have some, or advanced knowledge. The advanced learner would find it boring to go over the entire material necessary for the beginning learner, but may require additional information that is not available to the beginner. Thus, it would be useful to provide different views of the same material so that each learner can find a view appropriate for his or her background.

Most, if not all, existing authoring systems do not separate the creation and maintenance of the knowledge base, and the presentation of this knowledge (for the description of the second generation of authoring systems, see [MER89]). Members of an authoring team represent different expertise and abilities to work on the development of computer based presentations. Very often there is no single author who creates courseware. Instead, there is an authoring team, whose members represent various types of expertise. For example, one member of the team may be a subject-area expert, with an ultimate knowledge of the subject on which courseware is to be developed. This expert may have limited knowledge or time to actually develop courseware. Other members of the team may be designers, specialists in learning strategies, and programmers:
for example, programmers specializing in graphics, animations, or multimedia. Only subject-area experts know what should be included in courseware, and so they should prototype this courseware. This prototype can be further refined and modified by other members of the authoring team, provided that there is a simple and effective way of communicating ideas between various members of the team.

NEAT is a specialized authoring system designed to alleviate some of the problems described above. Version 1.0 provided limited support for views and question templates, see [MAY93]. Here, we describe NEAT 1.1, designed and implemented by the author of this paper in the summer of 1993. NEAT can be used by authors who have a very limited knowledge of computer systems and no programming experience. These authors can communicate with other members of the authoring team using annotations, hypertext links and highlighting. Computer-based presentation developed with NEAT is called neatware. NEAT is a ToolBook application (ToolBook is produced by Asymetrix), and neatware, produced with NEAT is an application that can be executed with the ToolBook run-time system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2 we describe neatware. Then, in Section 3 we describe NEAT, and in Section 4 prototyping with NEAT. Section 5 briefly describes the implementation of NEAT, and the Conclusion presents several examples of neatware.

2 NEATWARE

Neatware is a specific type of courseware, based on a book metaphor. However, neatware can consist of multiple views, for example a beginner view and an expert view. One can think of these views as separate books, and the user can switch between various views. As in a traditional book, each view consists of chapters, a table of contents, and an index. Each chapter consists of sections and pages; a section consists of pages and sections.

As in the real world, the appearance of these books can be altered in several ways by the reader during the learning process. Notes can be kept separate from the book, traditionally in a notebook, known as global notes. Notes can be also kept on each page being read, traditionally in the margin of the page, and therefore known as margin notes. Bookmarks may be placed in various pages of the book. Words on each page can be highlighted, in one of several colors.

Unlike in traditional books, an electronic book has other worthwhile features. Example pages and windows can be accessed from various pages, possibly with a choice of the user's preference of example type (e.g. Pascal, C or Modula-2 example), providing more insight into specific details of the neatware. As each page is read, its name is stored in a list known as the history, which the reader can use to return to recently visited pages. Hypertext links can be used to move around in the book, moving the user to information which may be more relevant. Also, the table of contents contains bread crumbs, or footprints, which show which pages of the book have already been read. Of course, neatware also includes various navigation tools to allow the reader to change pages and access all of the above features.

In summary, each neatware has the following characteristics:

- multiple views of the same material; each view consists of chapters; chapters consist of pages
- electronic index which can be modified by the user
- bread crumbs (or footprints), showing the progress of the student
- margin notes that appear on each page
- global notes that resemble a sheet of paper attached to the book
- electronic bookmarks which can be used to save references to the selected pages
- history, showing the list of pages most recently visited by the user
- hypertext links which can be used to read the material in a non-linear fashion
- electronic highlighting of the selected text
- examples which can appear on every page. Each example is associated with the button and can be activated by the learner by clicking on this button. There are three kinds of examples: an example which appears on a separate page; an example which appears in a window on the same page; and an example which can have several appearances, depending on preference that can be selected by the learner (the user's preference may be based on his or her knowledge when studying the book, for example, on knowledge of Pascal or FORTRAN when studying C)
- a repository of examples with a hierarchical structure. These examples can be modified by the user. A sample neatware page is shown in Figure 2.1.
At the bottom of the page, there are various icons, used to navigate through neatware, using one of many navigational features and tools provided by NEAT. In Fig. 2.1 icons represent respectively (from left to right) the page number icon, the table of contents icon, the index icon, the global notes icon, the local notes icon, the highlight icon, the hypertext icon, the view icon, the RETURN icon, the slider icon, and the previous and the next page icons. Menus are provided at the top of the page. Menus are used to perform actions such as "bookmark a page", or "save neatware".

In the rest of this section, we describe two tools used for the communication between the various members of the authoring team and between authors and learners, that is hypertext links and annotations. For more details of neatware, see [MUL93a].

2.1 Hypertext Links

Hypertext means a non-linear or associative structure of pieces of text. Pages in neatware may have text which includes the so called hypertext links, which are mouse-sensitive text phrases. When such a link is clicked with the mouse, the user is moved to another piece of text, or another page. To help the user find hypertext links, they are underlined. There are three kinds of hypertext links:

- *help* hotword, underlined in blue; produces a window on the same screen
- *forward reference*, underlined in red; move the reader forwards
- *backward reference*, underlined in green; move the reader backwards.

Hypertext links can be created and modified during the development of neatware. Thus, some of them can be used for the communication between members of the authoring team, while others can be left for the learners. Neatware hypertext links can also be created and modified by learners.

2.2 Annotations

Annotations are used by the user (both the author and the learner) to highlight important, or difficult sections of courseware. Neatware provides the following types of annotations:

- *highlighting*. A part of the text on the current page can be selected and highlighted by coloring it with one of the available colors. Unlike conventional highlighting, this highlighting can be removed
- *margin notes*, similar to those made on the margin of the page. In version 1.1, margin notes can be stored in both a text and a sound form
- *bookmarks*, which are labels that can be associated with the selected pages. These labels are texts defined at the time the bookmark is created. The user can use existing bookmarks to move to the corresponding pages, add new bookmarks and remove the existing bookmarks. A special bookmark is used when the user quits neatware. This bookmarks stores the current time and date and it can be used to return to the point from which the book was exited
- *bookmarked notes*, which combine bookmarks with margin notes
- *global notes*, similar to those made on separate sheets of paper, and attached to the book.

The next section briefly describes main features of NEAT.
3 NEAT

The basic principles of the design of NEAT are:
- maintenance of the book structure (that is the structure of chapters, sections, etc.) is transparent to the user. Thus, the user can insert, delete, copy and move chapters, sections, and pages without having to modify any of the navigation tools, such as "go to the next page"
- automatic creation of computerized drills using templates for six types of questions; multiple choice, fill in the blanks, numeric analysis, position analysis, matching and textual analysis
- support for reusability by allowing the user to store objects and pages for future use
- the development tools do not show up in neatware, so that the user working with NEAT has a clear idea as to what the final product will look like. For this reason, NEAT consists of a series of menus that are used by the user in order to create pages, objects on these pages, etc.
- the user has to switch to the ToolBook's author mode as rarely as possible
- from NEAT, the user can inspect scripts and properties of neatware objects.

There are three tools to support reusability:
- graphics library stores graphic objects. The library browser provides two interfaces to the set of objects stored in the library; textual and visual interfaces. The textual interface is in the form of a list of names of all existing objects. The visual interface allows the user to traverse the list of all objects, stored in iconized forms
- shelves store pages. For each type of a page, there is a separate shelf. When the user removes a page, it can be stored on a shelf, rather than completely removed. The user can copy or move pages from a shelf into neatware. Shelves are limited to a single book, that is the user can not copy pages from a shelf stored in one neatware into another neatware
- desks store pages. Desks are similar to shelves, but they can be used for moving pages between different neatware.

The user can work on at most one neatware at any given time, but it is possible to switch between various neatware. Thus, the user can leave neatware in a certain stage of development, and continue this development at a later time. More details of the NEAT environment are described in [MUL93b]; the next section concentrates on prototyping.

4 Prototyping with NEAT

The user can start developing neatware by creating the outline consisting of chapters, sections and pages. Each of these pages may be initially blank or contains only text, and its details can be decided later on. In order to create and maintain the structure of neatware, the user has access to the following operations:
- go to the selected page
- insert a new page. Here, the user selects the desired type of a page, for example a chapter, a section, or a preview page. The user also selects, in the table of contents, the page after which the new page is to be inserted
- rename an existing page
- delete an existing page. Entire sections, chapters or views can be deleted. The user has an option of storing pages being removed on a shelf, or completely removing them
- copy an existing page. Entire sections, or chapters can be copied within the same view, or between different views
- move an existing page. Entire sections, or chapters can be moved within the same view, or between different views.

The above operations can be performed through the so-called Control Panel page. The author uses this panel to create and modify the structure of neatware. Control Panel is not visible to the learner, who can view the Table of Contents page. Below, we describe both types of pages.
4.1 Control Panel

The control panel consists of two parts. The field on the left-hand side shows the list of all pages which are currently present in neatware, see Figure 4.1.

Each line in the above field contains a list. The first character in each line shows the type of the corresponding page:

- v view page
- c chapter page
- s section page
- any other type of a page.

Additionally, the letter "c" indicates the end of the section. The second item on the list on each line is the name of the page. (The remaining items are not relevant for this paper.)

The second half of the control panel, placed on the right-hand side is a set of buttons to perform various operations, see Figure 4.2.

The top button, labeled FALL TERM in the above example, produces a pop-up menu with the names of all existing views. This button can be used to change the current view and show its contents in the field on the left-hand side. For most operations, the user selects the page from the list of all pages. For example, when the user wants to insert a new page, he or she has to specify where the page is to be included, by selecting the page after which the new page will be included. After selecting the existing page, the user clicks the INSERT PAGE button, and NEAT presents the buttons and fields shown in Figure 4.3.

The top field is used to type the name of a new page (OS1 in the above example). The user has also to specify the type of new page by selecting one item in the PAGE TYPE box; by default it is a tutorial page. To complete the insertion, the user can either hit RETURN when the text pointer is in the NAME OF A PAGE box, or click on the DO IT button. The user can cancel the operation by clicking the CANCEL button. Clicking the CONFIRM button will allow the user to confirm whether or not the operation is to be performed.
When the copy, or move button is pressed, the user has to select the destination view, that is the view into which the selected page, or pages will be copied or moved (even if the destination page is the same as the current page); see for example Figure 4.4. After the user selected the destination view, the left-hand side of the control panel is split into two parts. The upper part of the screen is for the source view and the lower part is for the destination view. The user selects the source page or chapter from the upper part of the screen, and then selects a destination page in the lower part of the screen. For example, to copy chapter c1 from view v1 to the beginning of view v2, chapter c1 will be selected on the source screen, and view v2 will be selected on the destination screen.

4.2 Table of Contents

A table of contents contains three windows, representing respectively the list of chapters, the list of sections in the selected chapter and the list of pages in the selected section; see Figure 4.5.

The user unfolds a chapter or a section by double-clicking it. For each window, there is a title bar, which is also used to unfold the list of pages in this window. For each window, there is also a GO button which is used to move to the selected page. The button placed at the top, right corner labeled OK, moves the user back to the page where the table of contents icon was pressed. The button to the left of this button produces the pop-up menus consisting of the names of all views. The table of contents can be updated by the author after any operation that modifies the structure of neatware; for example after inserting a new page.

5 Implementation

We provide only a description of the basic data structures to support prototyping. For more details on the implementation of NEAT, in particular the implementation of hypertext, see [MUL93b]; for the description of OpenScript programming language, see [TOO91]. The implementation of NEAT is based on a tree data structure. There are two types of nodes in this tree:

- definition node, which contains a name but does not have any reference to ToolBook pages
- page node, which contains the name and idNumber of a ToolBook page.

The root of the tree is labeled NEAT (and we will refer to this tree as a NEAT tree); each child of the root represents a single view. A subtree rooted at the view's node represents a structure of this view, that is its chapters, sections, etc. Then, to copy a chapter from one view to another view, we perform a (deep) copy of the subtree rooted at the source chapter.

The NEAT tree is implemented in a single text field, using the so-called array implementation of a tree. The line number in the field is referred to as the node number for the node stored in this line. A line in the text field allocated for the node N is of the following form:

node number of the father, N (name of the node), list of children
where the list of children consists of pairs of the form $(\text{name}, \text{node number})$ or $(\text{name}, \text{idNumber})$ depending on whether the node represents a definition or a ToolBook page.

The list of available lines in the field is maintained using two properties, representing respectively the maximum number of lines in the field, and the free list, that is the list of lines that have been deallocated. The maximum number of lines in the field is initialized to a certain value, and is extended whenever necessary. This implementation effectively simulates an "open-ended" array. A single most important concept for all navigation operations is that of a node number. Having a node number available, we can find all necessary information such as the page name, its father, or the list of children. Each neatware has a property whose value is the current node number in the NEAT tree. Moving to another page requires not only the execution a ToolBook instruction to go to this page, but also updating the node number. The basic operation used for navigation is a single step in the depth-first traversal of the tree. This is how the user moves to the next page. Moving to the previous page requires a single step in the reverse depth-first traversal.

Conclusion

Our initial experience with NEAT has been very encouraging. During the last year, the author of this paper was involved in the development of several neatware. The most complete applications are:

- SLADER, neatware on drug and alcohol abuse, see [MUL93c]
- C INTERACTIVE, neatware on teaching programming in C
- MC, neatware on teaching introductory programming in Modula II, used for teaching first year students of Computer Science at Acadia University in 1993/94.

Other neatware are being designed.

During the development of SLADER, we have prototyped large portions of the material, and then presented it to the subject-area experts (specialists on drug and alcohol abuse). We have often used tools such as margin notes, global notes, and hypertext to compile comments provided by these experts and to produce the next version. We have also often modified the structure of neatware; for example the contents of the first version of SLADER has been rearranged as a result of the review conducted by experts from the Counseling Center. Without the support provided by NEAT, we would not be able to complete our work in the same time period.
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Abstract: The motivation to study legal problem solving originates from observations in Dutch legal education. Consultation of Dutch research on legal case solving confirmed the assumption that, in using cases in legal education, a method, or explicit strategy, is lacking. However the methods proposed in the research by Crombag, de Wijkerslooth, & Cohen (1977) and Abas & Broekers-Knol (1985) contain some important shortcomings. Research on artificial legal problem solving as proposed and performed by my department is the starting point for the study of automated training of legal problem solving. The domain under study is administrative procedural law. To be able to train students in legal problem solving, a thorough analysis should be made of the task involved and the knowledge necessary for accomplishing the task. Because of the fact that training is involved a teachable model has to be constructed.

General description and motivation of the research

If you ask experienced practitioners how they learned to tackle legal problems and to find the appropriate set of norms, the chances are that they will say 'trial and error', 'hit and miss' or similar vague expressions. It is possible that they never actually 'learned' it at all, in the sense of being taught. Few law students get systematic instruction or testing in the technique of legal problem solving. This observation was the starting point of research done in the Netherlands by Crombag, de Wijkerslooth, & van Tuyll van Serooskerken (1972) and Crombag, de Wijkerslooth, & Cohen (1977). They were confronted with the situation that there was no explicit strategy or method for teaching students legal problem solving. The problem solving process of legal practitioners (in this case judges in the field of civil law) was studied. Thinking aloud protocols were gathered and a rational reconstruction of the problem solving process was performed. The idea behind this approach was that the constructed strategy could be used for instructing students on how to solve legal problems. The constructed strategy consists of a series of steps to be taken by the student in the course of solving a legal problem. The strategy was adapted by Abas & Broekers-Knol (1985) and reconstructed into a smaller series of steps. These methods were constructed for use in legal education, not for implementation in a Computer Assisted Instructional (CAI) program or an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). This research and my own experiences in legal education lead to the confirmation that legal education is in need of a way to instruct students explicitly in how to solve a case and to provide an opportunity for students to get skilled in solving legal cases. Because there is no time in the official curriculum for training students in this skill, an automated tool could be of use to train students in legal problem solving. However, the problem with the developed problem solving strategies is that they only consist of a series of steps to take...
by the problem solver (in this case the student). For a method or strategy to be teachable in an artificial problem solver certain requirements are necessary. First of all the method needs to have a kind of rationale, a justification of what kind of problems can be solved using this method. Next to that it must be clear what kind of products come out of an intermediate step in the process. Every step in the problem solving process, every action, has to have an outcome. These outcomes must be specified in order to provide coaching. Furthermore there has to be a relation between the strategy and the knowledge needed to perform the problem solving task. Law students learn about legal concepts in statutes and doctrine, but they do not know how to apply this knowledge to proceed from a specific legal case to an analysis of the problem and an assessment of the situation according to a specific body of norms. Students do not know how to apply their knowledge to a specific case, i.e. how to make the step from support knowledge to operational knowledge. They have to learn to select and qualify facts from a specific situation in legal terms/concepts and link those terms/concepts to rules. There is however a lack of strategy which can give support in the problem solving process. There is no method which tells the students how to proceed, even worse, it is not clear to the student what is expected of her. Students need to gain insight in the task involved, in the knowledge needed to perform the task and in the method or course of actions to take to accomplish the task. Empirical studies with law students solving an administrative law problem show that students do not have a task structure other than a kind of trial and error approach (Muntjewerff, 1993). Research on artificial legal problem solving as performed at my department is the starting point of my research. This research provides a new way to approach legal problem solving and to think about the tasks involved and the knowledge and methods needed for teaching legal problem solving.

Artificial legal problem solving

The research carried out by the department of Computer Science and Law focuses on representation of legal knowledge and on modelling legal problem solving tasks. The research aims at constructing a theory on legal reasoning. The theory is not a psychological theory. The process of legal reasoning of the legal practitioner is not the focus of the research. The focus is on constructing a theory of legal problem solving/legal reasoning, like the approach in (modern) legal theory. The theory under construction is an artificial legal reasoning. The research is on identifying the different (abstract) functions in legal reasoning tasks and to develop computational models which realise these functions. In research on artificial legal problem solving the models of knowledge representation can be tested by implementing these in a system. Research focuses on the abstract functions involved in many legal reasoning tasks and on architectures which support these functions. The major assumptions of the theory under construction are:
- In artificial legal reasoning a separation should be made between reasoning about events in the world and reasoning about legal consequences of states in the world.
- The "real" legal reasoning (when no reasoning about the world is concerned) should be viewed as a process of rule application and conflict resolution, rather than drawing logical inferences.
The consequences of these assumptions for knowledge representation are, that in representing regulation knowledge, knowledge about the actions, agents and objects (in the world ruled by the regulation) should be separated from the representation of the regulation. The architecture derived from this view gives the specifications of functions and structure of a legal practitioner's workbench to be. The architecture can be enhanced to support various types of tasks of legal practitioners. For example giving advice in cases requires an extension in communication functions which can transform a story into a legally relevant situation description and in planning facilities to optimise legal courses of action (Breuker, 1990; Breuker & den Haan, 1991). The proposed architecture can be enhanced to support the task of training students in a variety of legal tasks (drafting legislation, planning courses of action, argumentation, advice).
Training by means of an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS)

An ITS is a knowledge based system in which the major function is to coach novices in acquiring expertise in some domain of problem solving. An ITS accomplishes this function by 'looking over the shoulder' of the student who solves a problem presented by the system. The ITS monitors the students problem solving behaviour and compares this with the systems own knowledge about the domain. This means that both the student and the ITS perform the same (sub)task at the same time. When there is a discrepancy between the performance of the system and the performance of the student this is diagnosed in terms of misconceptions or a lack of knowledge at the side of the student. The ITS expertise is the standard. The outcome of the diagnoses triggers a related remedy to correct the misconception or lack of knowledge. To be able to perform the problem solving task an ITS has to embody an expertise component just like a knowledge based system (KBS). However the requirements for expertise to be taught demand more from the model. The way the knowledge is structured should be different and the reasoning process has to be more transparent.

Given the proposed theory on artificial legal reasoning and the consequences the assumptions have on knowledge representation and computational logic, and given the proposed architecture what extensions, refinements or adaptations need to be made when the function of a system is training law students legal problem solving? When the system performs legal reasoning on a task the way proposed in Breuker (1990) and Breuker & den Haan (1991) what kind of adjustments have to be made in order to be able to train legal problem solving to students? In an ITS the system and the student perform on the task at hand at the same time. The way the system reasons, goes about the task and solves the problem, has to be functional for educational purposes. Research on developing a training system for diagnosis in physiotherapy shows that, the domain knowledge of an ITS needs to be more explicit and deep (Winkels, 1992). Next to that a model of expertise, constructed in the knowledge acquisition phase of a project, is a descriptive model. The teachability of the strategy however implies a prescriptive strategy, an explicit strategy for solving legal cases that can be learned and executed by students.

The domain of administrative procedural law

The domain under study is the domain of administrative procedural law. The legal sources involved are the General Administrative Law (in dutch Algemeene Wet Bestuursrecht, AWB), case law and other legal texts. In administrative law a set of instruments is provided for local and governmental authorities to accomplish certain objectives. Next to that administrative law provides guarantees for citizens. Public nature and participation are guarantees proceeding a decision of an authority, legal protection is a guarantee afterwards. At the request of one or more citizens, a more or less independent authority checks if the administration follows or followed the rules. In a conflict between a local or governmental authority and a citizen there has to be a judgement by an independent court. However before a conflict reaches the court the administration itself may be asked to give an opinion on the attacked decision of the administration. Generally speaking there are two courses of action for a party concerned:

- to start administrative appeal. This means that a decision taken by an administration will be tested by an other administration (most of the time higher in the hierarchy) on request of a party concerned.

- to make objections. The administrational body which has taken the decision will reconsider the case on request of the party concerned.

In both cases there is no independent court involved, but even so this is also called legal protection. The body or bodies of authority which have to test or reconsider the decisions taken are obligatorily stated in the law. The system is quite complicated. The legislator has stated different factors which determine which procedure has to be followed.

These factors concern the nature of the disputed actions of the authority, the field in which the
disputed action was taken, the quality of the party concerned, the type of administration that has taken the decision. In the new General Administrative Law (AWB) the procedure of making objections (and ask the administration to reconsider the decision) is a pre-procedure for admission to the court. The recent reorganisation of the courts in the Netherlands has provided new administrative colleges in the law courts. Solving problems in the domain of administrative procedural law involves planning and assessment. Because the exchange of documents between the parties involved plays an important role in the administrative procedure, students need to learn to assess the form and content of the documents involved, need to learn to act and react in the procedure, need to learn to construct the necessary documents and need to learn to plan the course of action. In doing so they need to learn to take the standpoint of the official body as well as the standpoint of the citizen(s)

A case description

A legal case, as used in Dutch legal education, is a written description (a kind of restricted story) of a (potential) problem situation in which some facts and events are mentioned. A link with a certain field of law is already made. A case description is about a half page to a page long and ends with a question which restricts the problem situation and the possible solutions to the problem (the question sets the direction and puts the student on a certain track). The main educational goal of solving a case is (for a student) to learn to handle the theoretical concepts in a specific field of law, to learn to find and apply the specific body of norms, to learn to plan the courses of action and to learn to construct a solution which is legally correct. Administrative law experts and students from the faculty of Law at the University of Amsterdam were engaged in solving the problem below. The thinking aloud protocols gathered in this experiment will be used for (re)constructing the model for teaching legal problem solving. The student protocols will be used for detecting misconceptions and lacks of knowledge.

Mayor and aldermen of Maastricht decided by degree of 30 July 1981, to grant permission to the Bowl corporation in Maastricht, under clause 56 of the Housing Act, to use the house at Looiersgracht number 12 as an office. This is under the condition that the corporation makes suitable for residence (for one and two person households) the office at Looiersgracht number 8 which is in ownership of the Bowl corporation. The Provincial Corporation for Mental Health in Limburg which has an office at Looiersgracht number 8 is very much opposed to the decision of the Mayor and aldermen.

What actions can they take and at which moment?

Domain representation and task model

A teachable model for legal problem solving has to be constructed and decisions on how to teach this model to law students have to be made. A rational reconstruction of the domain knowledge and problem solving strategies are necessary because there is no suitable approach neither in instructional material or in practice. Experts solving problems have an approach which is not suitable for teaching (according to a first analysis made of thinking aloud protocols of experts in the field of administrative law, solving an administrative law problem). An analysis of the types and structures of the domain knowledge is needed. Besides that, an interpretation model from the KADS library of interpretation models is a starting point for modelling the task and the inferences. Regulations consist of abstract norms and definitions. There are also regulations which define authority. Procedural law contains definitions, procedures and courses of action and divides tasks and plans over time. To construct a model of the world actions, objects and agents are distinguished and hierarchies of types are constructed. These typologies are used in reasoning (denHaan & Breuker, 1991). To model the world of administrative procedural law type hierarchies and consist-of relations are constructed.
A most typical task in the domain of law is assessment. A case (situation, events) has to be assessed according to a body of norms. Less frequently occurring tasks are drafting of regulations (a design task) or finding courses of action (a planning task). But even then assessment is implied. For example in administrative law different kinds of documents play a role. First of all a request is made to an authority for a permit. Then a decision is made by the authority. There is a possibility of objecting against the decision. For the party directly involved as well as for a third party concerned. They have to write a complaint and send it to the official body. There is a lot of interaction going on on paper, documents are exchanged, a file grows. This exchange of documents plays an important role in the administrative process. You have to be in time for the right document and write the right kind of objections to be able to proceed. In the process of action and reaction a case is built so to speak. Depending on the state of the documents and the position in the process a certain kind of problem may arise (so a specific case is build) which requires a solution in the form of a decision. In this procedure planning as well as assessment is involved. A conceptual model of assessment is under development in the CommonKADS project as part of the library of interpretation models (Aamodt et al, 1992). An interpretation model is an abstract conceptual model of a set of problem solving methods in terms of inference steps. This model can be used in the process of acquiring knowledge for building artificial legal problem solvers. Assessment tasks are characterized by the fact that a description of a case (situation, events) has to be compared (has to be applied) to norms in order to reach a decision. The task of assessment consists of two subtasks. Case abstraction and norm application. In case abstraction a case description is translated into abstract terms, the relevant items are selected and abstracted. A case description is a structure of events or situations. The abstraction is in most cases identification or classification of instances as concepts. The inference that has to take place is abstraction/transformation. An event or situation in the world has to be abstracted (to be able to compare it to a norm, norms are stated in abstract terms) and/or transformed (to a legally relevant concept, event or situation).
Summary

A representation of the domain knowledge, especially representing the world in which the regulations play a role, has to be performed. The function of the prospective system is education, this means that the knowledge should be structured in a way suitable for teaching and learning. The tasks involved should be modelled. The assessment model could be a starting point to model the task of solving administrative law problems. Thinking aloud protocols of experts in the field of administrative law and of students of the law faculty will be used in this modelling process.
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Abstract: The Collaboratory Notebook is a networked, multimedia knowledge-building environment which has been designed to help students, teachers and scientists share inquiry over the boundaries of time and space. Developed as part of the Learning Through Collaborative Visualization Project (CoVis), the Collaboratory Notebook extends the metaphor of a scientists' laboratory notebook with facilities for sharing inquiry among multiple project partners who may be distributed across institutions, or across the country. Within these facilities, the software provides a supporting structure for scientific dialogue which is tailored to students' attempts to learn about science through project-enhanced science learning.

1.0 The CoVis Project

Science, as it is frequently taught in high school, can be a pretty dull affair. After studying several years of it in the traditional mode, a student may come safely away with barely any impression of what a multifaceted and socially dynamic enterprise it can be.

The Learning Through Collaborative Visualization Project (CoVis) is an attempt to change the way that science is taught and learned in high schools through the use of high-performance computing and communications technologies (Pea and Gomez, 1992; Pea, 1993). In this NSF-sponsored testbed project, our team has adapted technologies used by scientists in the research world for use by high school students in their own classroom research projects. Project-enhanced science learning (Ruopp, Gal et al. 1993) represents a transition from traditional textbook- and lecture-oriented classrooms to ones in which learning occurs in the course of more authentic scientific inquiry. This new mode of learning may help science education to overcome the criticism that it helps develop only inert knowledge that students are unable to apply in appropriate contexts (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Hawkins and Pea, 1987; Lave, 1990; Lave & Wenger, 1991).

To support the transition to more authentic project-enhanced learning, the CoVis software suite provides "front ends" to visualization tools used by researchers in the atmospheric sciences which make them usable by 9th to 12th grade students of earth and environmental science (Fishman and D'Amico, 1994; Gordin, Polman and Pea, in press). Also, in order to be faithful to the collaborative fashion in which science is often practiced (Lederberg & Uncapher, 1989), CoVis has provided earth and environmental science students at our two participating high school sites with a variety of means to discuss the research they perform with one another, and with distant researchers and science educators.¹

¹ CoVis is the first educational application of primary rate ISDN service. Using this new service, local ethernet networks at our two participating high schools are linked to Northwestern University's campus backbone and the Internet. Students and teachers participating in CoVis classes each have personal e-mail accounts which they can use to contact scientists worldwide, and full use of Internet "surfing" tools such as TurboCipher and Mosaic to perform research. Also, to support collaboration between the distant sites, students and teachers make use of the Cruiser™ video and audio teleconferencing system developed at Bellcore, and Timbuktu Pro™ screen-sharing software from Farallon Computing. These two technologies, in concert, allow students to share their project work synchronously across classrooms, and with CoVis graduate students at Northwestern.
One unique tool that we have provided to CoVis students and teachers in this regard is the Collaboratory Notebook. This custom-crafted groupware application is designed to support collaboration on projects across a widely-distributed community of students, teachers and scientists. Sites encompassed by the CoVis community currently include two suburban Chicago high schools, an atmospheric science research lab at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and the Exploratorium science museum in San Francisco, California. However, the design of the Collaboratory Notebook permits us to easily extend our community to any locations that the Internet can reach.2

Using advanced network technology, we aim to fashion a knowledge-building community that brings isolated classrooms and university labs together in research. In this way, we are attempting to foster a culture in which learning goals and learning resources may be imported and exported freely through classroom walls. Creating a “contagion of mind with mind” (Dewey, 1899). We see this as the ultimate extension of the ideal represented by what Perkins (1993) calls a “culture of thinking”. By participating in such a culture, students may be involved in ways of working and learning that are currently restricted to university research labs, and may consider scientific careers more seriously than they otherwise would. In any event, their impressions of what “doing science” is like may be more substantial than the rough caricatures that many students depart high school with.

This paper describes the place that the Collaboratory Notebook has within this vision. We begin by outlining some of the design rationale that have driven the initial development of the software, including assumptions made by the researchers about the classrooms in which it would be used and the way that project-enhanced science learning and teaching would be practiced there. We then attempt to lay out the lessons that we have learned during the early days of the software’s use by students, teachers and scientists, and discuss more broadly the implications of these lessons for the development and use of groupware for school settings.

2.0 A Brief Introduction to the Collaboratory Notebook

Most simply, the Collaboratory Notebook is a structured hypermedia database in which students and other CoVis community members can record and elaborate upon project ideas and efforts. These recordings take the form of text and annotated images such as charts, graphs, satellite photos and other scientific visualizations that are generated in the course of a project.

The organizing structure of the Collaboratory Notebook’s database is built upon a library metaphor; with a bookshelf, notebooks, and pages being the primary interface elements. When a student, teacher or scientist logs on, his bookshelf displays all of the notebooks which he is permitted to read and write in.

![Bookshelf](image)

**Figure 1.** A Bookshelf. The color and letter on the icons at left indicate whether the notebook is a private journal (J), group project notebook (P) or public discussion (D).

---

2 The Collaboratory Notebook is a Macintosh application which runs on 7 Quadra 700s at each of our participating high schools. This application functions as a client to an Oracle database maintained at Northwestern University on a Sun Sparestation, which stores all notebook data. Communication between each Macintosh and the database server takes place via TCP/IP using Oracle’s SQL*Net driver for the Macintosh.
Any user may create three different kinds of notebooks. These are:

**Private Journals.** Only the author (creator) of a private journal can read or write in it.

**Group Project notebooks.** A project notebook can have one or more authors. Only its authors are permitted to read or contribute to it.

**Public Discussions.** A discussion is a public notebook open for any member of the CoVis community to read and contribute to.

Within each notebook are an arbitrary number of pages, written by its authors. These can be organized in a variety of ways, from a simple sequential ordering (like that of Usenet newsgroups) to rather elaborate interconnected webs.

### 2.1 Writing in a Notebook

In order to help students organize and make sense of their efforts while working on science projects, the Collaboratory Notebook encourages them to write in small chunks, referred to as “pages”. These pages are organized using hypermedia links that describe the relationships they bear to one another in a vocabulary of scientific dialogue.

When a notebook author or authors wish to write something new, they open a notebook, and create a new page within it. A “page writing window” then pops up on the screen, with blank areas for a page title and body text. There is also a button which provides a means of attaching pictures to the page.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**Figure 2.** A new page being written by two authors.

The band of icons near the bottom of the page writing window provides authors with an array of possible labels to describe what they write. At any time in writing a page, the authors choose one of these labels. The software allows them to change their minds repeatedly in the course of their work, if their sense of what they have written changes; however, the computer does not save the page until some label has been chosen.

The set of page labels that we are presently experimenting with consists of:
- information
- a commentary on someone else’s writing
- a question
- a conjecture (possible answer) for some question
- evidence for or evidence against a conjecture
- a plan for action
- a step in a plan

If a new page has been written in response to another page in the notebook, the software creates hypermedia links between the new page and the previous one, using the labels that their respective authors have given them. All of the choices of page labels are available to an author creating an entirely new page.
however an author writing a response to an older page is limited to a subset of these labels, according to the semantics of the label chosen for the page he is responding to. These limitations are put in place as a framework that encourages articulation of crucial steps in an inquiry.

For example, an author may not link a new page as evidence for or against a question, since a question does not put forward an explicit claim. However, an author may respond to a question with a conjecture about a possible answer, and conjectures may in turn be responded to with evidence, since they imply predictions. In a similar fashion, a plan of action is not allowed as a response to the noncommittal “information”, but is permitted as a response to a conjecture or a question, which more explicitly call out for investigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Type</th>
<th>Response Palette</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>? Question</td>
<td>Information, Question, Commentary, Conjecture, Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑ Conjecture</td>
<td>Information, Question, Commentary, Plans, Evidence For, Evidence Against</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔄 Plan</td>
<td>Information, Question, Commentary, Step in a Plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Response palettes available for question, conjecture and plan pages.

These varying sets of response palettes for pages of different types represent a kind of scaffolding for project-related dialogues. This dialogue scaffolding has embedded within it a simple research strategy: “begin with a question, project possible answers, develop a research plan, and follow each step through”. In its gross structure and purpose, it bears some affinity to ideas such as Collins and Ferguson’s (1993) “epistemic forms and epistemic games”, and Perkins’ (1986) “thinking frames”; though our emphasis here is more directly on facilitating a learning dialogue between collaborators than on an individual’s thinking.

2.2 Following Discussions in a Notebook

Notebook readers can follow threads of dialogue from page to page using link buttons that appear on the right and left of each page window (see Figure 4). The right-hand arrow buttons allow browsing forward in the web of dialogue, while the left-hand button allows browsing backward. The color of these buttons, which bear the names of the response categories for a page of the given type, change to indicate how many responses of each kind have been made to that page so far.

These colored link buttons serve two purposes. First, they show the “beaten paths” that others have taken in responding to each page, reflecting a kind of social consensus. Second, they serve as prompts for further writing. For instance, when a student reads a conjecture page, its display reminds him that in addition to raising questions about it, commenting, or adding more information, he might respond by providing evidence for or against it. Similarly, when he is reading a question, he is reminded that he could propose a conjecture about it or a plan to research an answer.
A broader overview of the dialogue taking place in a notebook is provided by its table of contents (see Figure 5). This window shows the title and authorship of the notebook, and provides a scrolling list of its pages which can be sorted in several ways.

![Figure 5. A notebook table of contents](image)

Each line in the list of pages begins with an icon which indicates what type of page it represents. To the right of these are its title, a list of the authors who wrote it, and the date that they wrote it on. If a page has been responded to, it appears with a twist-down triangle to the left of it. Clicking on this triangle displays the immediate responses to that page, indented beneath it. More deeply indented pages are ones written further along in the chain of dialogue; thus, the table of contents for a notebook allows a reader to view, in diagrammatic form, any strand of conversation that has taken place within it. By clicking on any one of the pages, he can also jump directly to it without navigating from page to page.

3.0 Designers' Assumptions and Expectations of Use

Now that we have said a little about how the Collaboratory Notebook works, we would like to say something more about why we designed it as we did, and how we expected it to fit into its intended settings. At this point, we must outline a few of our theoretical perspectives on science learning. The most important of these are:

- The practice of science has important social dimensions which deserve a place in high school science learning. Learning about a science ideally involves a process of "enculturation" into a community of its practice, in the sense used by Perkins (1993).
- The process of enculturation into a community of practice includes the appropriation of some of the language which customarily accompanies and facilitates its tasks. Since language is acquired only through use (Bruner, 1990), students' articulation of their ideas and the process of their learning while they work is crucial to enculturation. (See Collins, in press, for further benefits of articulation.)
- The effort to reason purposefully in collaboration with others, especially in writing, provides the best possible motivation and occasion for articulation.
- Open and purposeful dialogue with respect to a shared goal is not, in itself, scientific. Rather, science has a unique speech genre of its own (Wertch, 1991), and science learning should provide students with experiences that will enable them to "find a voice" within it (Belenky et al., 1986).
- Some elements of the scientific speech genre can be embodied within electronic media in such a way that they facilitate both the acts of investigation and the process of finding a voice within this speech genre.

In light of these theoretical perspectives, particular attention has been paid in the design of the Collaboratory Notebook to facilitating project-centered dialogue. This attention is reflected especially in two facets of the software.

**Page Labels.** We expected that our small, fixed set of page labels would have three significant advantages for the CoVis community. First, we wanted to draw students' attention to the small intermediate products that are required in the course of performing investigations. We believed this would be helpful to teachers and scientist mentors by providing significant milestones for them to use in tracking students' progress within a project.
Second, we expected that the conversations that students and teachers would have both within, and in reference to the Collaboratory Notebook would make explicit the privileged status given to questions, conjectures, research plans and evidence in scientific dialogue, and provide students with an opportunity to find a voice within this speech genre.

Last, we felt that a limited range of page types and possibilities for linking them would encourage the development of consistent conventions of use across the large, distributed community that CoVis supports. This, in turn, would facilitate remote collaboration and the fullest use of the intellectual resources of the community.

Tables of Contents. We anticipated that one of the teachers’ and scientist mentors’ greatest needs within the Collaboratory Notebook environment would be a means to rapidly determine the state of a project effort. In order to be effective coaches of project science, we felt that teachers and mentors would need to quickly determine where a project effort was headed, what had been accomplished, how labour was being distributed by the participants, and so on. By logging on and viewing the tables of contents for students’ project notebooks, we expected that teachers and scientist mentors would be able to get a quick overview of what had been accomplished by a particular project team, without asking them to submit a report or make a formal presentation.

Besides the presence or absence of particular types of pages, a notebook’s table of contents can indicate other things about a project effort that a coach might find useful to know. For example, if some group action, like a novel weather visualization, graphic, or illustration has been recorded, one may ask, was it followed up with research questions? Were these the sort of “wonderment” questions that seem likely to lead to new learning (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1991), or merely the sort that one might answer by leafing through an encyclopedia? If wonderment questions were posed, were they followed up with any conjectures that could be proven or disproven with available or collectable data? And were plans made for collecting such data?

4.0 Lessons from Early Use of the Collaboratory Notebook

Though the software has only been available for use in our classrooms for five months at the time of this writing, some of our expectations about the purposes that it would serve have already been given significant testing. Four CoVis teachers have had their students use the software in a variety of project contexts, spanning roughly 45 hours of class time in total over the first three quarters of the 1993/1994 school year. In this time, 118 students in 6 classes have created 59 notebooks containing a total of 352 pages.

Our current design of page labels and links has met with mixed success. In at least two projects, this design seems to have helped teachers to make work assignments involving collaboration clear to their students. By sketching or modeling the hierarchies of notebook pages that they would like their students to create, teachers can describe in rough outline the kinds of dialogues that they see as suitable to a particular research purpose. This allows them to provide some high-level guidance to their students with respect to dialogues between student collaborators, and among student collaborators and remote mentors.

Our expectation that a small set of page types would help in establishing conventions for the use of Collaboratory Notebook seems to have been partially validated as well. In classroom uses so far, we have seen customs of work arise that involve specific forms of page hierarchies to support dialogues for a variety of ends. For example, teachers have invented forms to support the revision of successive drafts of students’ project proposals, the organization of knowledge gleaned by students from interviews with experts, the pooling of knowledge about weather prediction, and the sharing of responsibility between a teacher and a graduate student for mentoring groups of students working on projects.

To this point, however, the range of page labels in our experimental set has not been used to its fullest. Although students and teachers took very easily to using the information, question, commentary and plan labels to compose simple webs of project-centered dialogue, it is taking some time for them to develop more elaborate customs that involve conjecture and evidence pages in a way that is central to these conversations. This, we believe, is a reflection of many things: of (1) the fact that both our teachers and students are new to the project-enhanced method of science learning, (2) the need for new assessment strategies to complement the new modes of learning, (3) the practical limitations of our software and the technical setting in which it is used, and (4) our own difficulty in communicating the purposes and potential uses of the software clearly to teachers at an early stage. We will attempt to explain each of these now in turn.

Though the ultimate goal of building CoVis’ distributed learning environment is to make the teaching and learning practices of high school more similar to those of the research lab, classroom practices in a public school science classroom arise from a marriage between this tradition and its own, very different
one. Part of the difficulty that our teachers and students are facing in their adoption of the Collaboratory Notebook seems to stem from the sharp disjunction between the inquiry-centered dialogue that is privileged by our software's page labels, and the assessment-driven dialogues that traditionally take place in classrooms. On the whole, our teachers have been loath to assign any work to which they cannot confidently attach a grade value, and their students have been quite opposed to doing such work. Since our teachers are only just beginning to adopt the kinds of metrics that will help them to assess the work done by their students using the Collaboratory Notebook, their efforts to make better use of the tool are likely to move in step with this initiative.

In light of the strong bond between assessment and adoption, it may be useful for us to alter our design to incorporate special forms of pages for project proposals, delivery contracts between teachers and students, and even interim status reports from teachers. In appropriating the software to their current uses, teachers and students have frequently used our "information" pages for purposes like these.

Our tables of contents proved to be a good start for a project monitoring and assessment aid, but will clearly not be adequate to this purpose in the long run. It has proven more time- and labor-intensive than we had anticipated for teachers to track student progress on projects, primarily because a notebook's table of contents does not provide them with a simple and efficient way to track change from day to day or week to week. Before the start of the next school year, we plan to implement a set of tools designed specifically to aid in project monitoring. These will need to be designed in close consultation with teachers.

In the future, we will also need to be more concerned to provide our teachers with ways to review their students' work at home, as they are accustomed to doing with paper documents. Since our software currently makes large demands on both system RAM and the speed of its connection to our database server, our teachers are not all currently equipped to use the software from their homes using the university SLIP facilities. As a partial solution to this problem, we recently implemented a new software feature that allows teachers to download a notebook's entire contents to a floppy disk, and read it at home with a standalone version of the application. However, this does not provide help to teachers who do not have computers capable of running our software.

5.0 Challenges for the Design and use of Groupware for School Settings

In addition to those stated above, three more general lessons that the CoVis team has learned this year deserve special attention by developers and users of future systems to support collaborative learning over distance.

First, in order to reap the pedagogical benefit of technologies for asynchronous collaboration, one must take care only to apply them in projects for which collaboration is needed. The coordination of multi-party efforts over time must be integral to students' efforts in producing the results desired for a project, or the challenge of the collaboration itself will only serve as an annoyance. In our experience, collaboration is not considered a benefit by high school students unless it is directly useful to completing the work that is assigned them. Thus, if one attempts to add an element of collaboration to students' traditional work in an effort to make it more motivating, the results are very likely to disappoint.

Second, the network connections and servers that support a distributed, multimedia learning environment like that of CoVis must be very well maintained and very reliable. Because class periods are usually quite short, even a five minute interruption in service at an inopportune moment can throw teachers' and students' plans into an unrecoverable tailspin; and a loose ethernet connector in the wrong place can degrade the performance of an application like the Collaboratory Notebook significantly. If network resources are relied upon to a degree that will justify their cost, such failures can generate significant distrust and disuse of the technology—even among the most technically savvy teachers and students.

Finally, since teachers often plan the gross structure of their curricula far in advance, it is extremely important for developers to communicate the purpose and promise of groupware tools as early on as possible, in a way that teachers can clearly relate to their own curricular goals and classroom practices. In an environment like the CoVis testbed, where teachers and students have access to a large variety of electronic media including email and netnews, fitting a tool to a purpose can be difficult. For this reason, the special uses of the different tools need to be clearly set out, and consultants must be available with whom teachers can discuss and develop their plans to use them.
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Abstract: A natural language system originally designed to understand kinematics problems has been transferred to different topics in Physics and to subject areas as diverse as Logic and Roman Law. These intelligent tutoring systems are able to understand plain English text and can engage students in a natural language dialogue. Although its capabilities are limited, the portability of this natural language system and the advantages it offers over traditional approaches to answer judging in computer assisted instruction make it an attractive alternative for many CAI applications. This paper describes the language processing system and several programs that use it.

INTRODUCTION

For many students, problem-solving in physics consists of a matching formula with information given in a problem statement (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981). To some extent this can be done without a proper grasp of the physical concepts involved, but this can be very frustrating for students. Ideally, problem-solving should reinforce the concepts that have been learned in class. Coaching a student in problem-solving involves dialogue and such dialogues are often Socratic in style (Mestre, Gerace, Hardiman, & Lochhead, 1987).

It has been suggested that the computer could be used to personalize problem-solving instruction, even in large classes, but the limited language capability of CAI systems has made it difficult to achieve this goal (Trowbridge & Chioccariello, 1985). Patrick Suppes (1990) stresses the need for adequate language processing in CAI in general, and some intelligent tutoring systems have attempted to address this issue (Brown, Burton, & de Kleer, 1982). However, the majority of CAI programs, even intelligent tutoring systems, still avoid the problem by constraining the user to menu selections, keyword answers, or multiple-choice questions.

The intelligent tutoring system, ALBERT, is a problem-solving monitor and coach that has been used with high school and college level physics students for several years (Oberem, 1987). ALBERT uses a natural language system to understand kinematics problems stated in plain English. The program not only understands physics problems, but also knows how to solve them and can teach a student how to solve them by engaging the student in a plain English dialogue.

ALBERT was originally implemented on a mainframe computer to obtain the speed required for the language processing and problem-solving. However, advances in microcomputer hardware and software over the last few years have made it possible to move ALBERT to the PC and Macintosh platforms. Due to the modular construction of ALBERT, it has been possible to use the natural language system and the expert problem solver in several new programs for teaching physics and other subjects. In this paper we discuss four programs that incorporate the natural language system developed for ALBERT.

THE NATURAL LANGUAGE SYSTEM

The natural language system developed for ALBERT is intended to augment existing CAI tools. It is not a generic natural language processor. Its robustness in the programs described here arises out of the fact that it is called upon to operate only in a very limited domain of expertise for any given application. In the case of ALBERT, the language system is only used to understand textbook kinematics problems and student-computer dialogues about kinematics. ALBERT's language system uses a syntactic pattern matching technique to parse the input sentences and includes semantic routines to complete the process of understanding. It also has the ability to deal with syntactically incomplete sentence fragments, a feature required for dealing with the vagaries of the more colloquial student-computer dialogues. The departure from the keyword matching approach of traditional CAI enables ALBERT to engage students in a fairly natural problem-solving discussion.
Figure 1 illustrates the major components of ALBERT's language processing system. The vocabulary of one dimensional kinematics is very limited and largely free of ambiguity. Words in the lexicon are therefore grouped into approximately twenty five categories based on their semantic function in this domain of physics. Traditional linguistic groupings such as noun and verb are not used. In the first pass, the words in the input text are parsed into a numerical string where each number in the string corresponds to the lexical category of the associated word. Regular patterns occur in these numerical strings and these patterns correspond to syntactic entities containing important information.

A knowledge-base of approximately one hundred commonly occurring syntactic patterns is maintained in ALBERT. This list of patterns was obtained by analyzing the syntax, of textbook physics problems and student-computer dialogues. In the second phase of the parse, the numerical string derived from lexical analysis is searched for these syntactic patterns. When a particular pattern is identified in the input string, a parameter-driven semantic routine is called to extract the information from that part of the sentence. Very few semantic routines are needed, only five in the case of ALBERT. When semantic processing is complete, all the information in the typed input will have been used to instantiate variables in computational models of the kinematics expert, the student, and the tutorial process.

In addition to the natural language processor, ALBERT includes a generic expert problem-solver, a tutorial model that is based on the results of research on the teaching of problem-solving (Reif, 1981), and a tutorial management system that is used to guide ALBERT's interaction with the student. Although all of these components are modular, the language processor has been of the greatest value in the development of new intelligent tutoring systems requiring natural language capability.

MOVING THE LANGUAGE SYSTEM TO A NEW DOMAIN

Moving ALBERT's natural language system to a new subject area is a relatively simple programming task, but it does require a significant amount of effort in analyzing the language of the new domain. Three components of the language system need to be modified for a new application: a) the lexicon, b) the syntactic pattern database, and c) the semantic routines. The first two take the form of alphanumeric data. Modifying them is a straightforward editing task. The third component comprises a small collection of sub-routines, some of which are generic and can be transferred to new programs with only minor modification. For example, the routines that extract and store the numerical values of physical quantities can be used with little or no change.

Modifying the semantic routines or producing additional ones is a programming task the complexity of which is determined by the nature of the target domain.

Developing a new lexicon involves analyzing examples of the language that will be typical in the new area of interest. Each word must be classified according to its semantic function and added to the appropriate group in the vocabulary. A given word may be grouped differently for different applications and, in new programs, it has been found that new groups need to be added to the lexicon while some of the old ones can be discarded. The vocabulary can be refined and expanded once the program is in use.
The commonly occurring syntactic structures are also identified by analyzing examples of text from the new domain. These must be encoded as numerical patterns to match the word classifications in the lexicon. A small number of data elements are associated with each syntactic pattern to act as parameters for the appropriate semantic routines. Inevitably, additional syntactic patterns will be identified during the initial testing phase and can be included at that time.

The examples that follow show how the process just described has been used to produce intelligent tutoring systems that incorporate a natural language interface.

**FREEBODY**

Research has shown that students have a great deal of trouble learning some of the most basic concepts in introductory physics (McDermott, 1991). One way of helping students to understand these concepts is to engage them in a qualitative dialogue about carefully chosen physical situations. This often requires students to draw and discuss diagrams. In addition to the need for language processing, one must address the problem of understanding student diagrams drawn on the computer. Although research is providing the techniques needed for interpreting text and graphics in complex physical situations (Novak & Bulko, 1993), the problem is often simplified by the unambiguous nature of the context, for example, when students are required to draw vectors.

Many students have trouble identifying the forces exerted on a given object (McDermott, 1984). A "free-body diagram" is a formal representation in which the forces on an object of interest are shown as vectors. The student is expected to identify the type of each force and the agent producing the force. Some students find it difficult to identify all of the forces. They propose non-existent forces and often cannot identify the agent producing a given force. FREEBODY allows students to draw free-body diagrams on the computer with a mouse. The program discusses each of the forces that the student draws and helps the student to correct any misconceptions that he or she might have. FREEBODY also assesses whether or not the resulting diagram is reasonable in terms of the situation described in the problem statement. For example, in cases where the net force on an object is zero, the sum of the force vectors drawn by the student should be zero.

Figure 2 shows a typical screen display from FREEBODY. The problem is displayed in the upper left quadrant of the screen. A summary of the forces is maintained in the lower left quadrant. Students can refer to that area of the screen for information about forces already drawn and described. Students draw the free-body diagram in the upper right part of the screen and the dialogue takes place immediately below that. The flexibility of the intelligent tutor permits the student to draw the force vectors in any order and to adjust the length and orientation of a vector during the discussion. The program interprets both plain English dialogue and graphical input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example 2</th>
<th>Free-Body Diagram for the rock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two light strings are used to tie a rock so that it cannot move.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Descriptions of forces</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: A tension force on the rock by the string.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_x = 77; F_y = 0; \text{angle} = 0^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: A gravitational force on rock by the earth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_x = 0; F_y = -56; \text{angle} = 270^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: A tension force on the rock by the string.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_x = -96; F_y = 43; \text{angle} = 155^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dialogue</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Rightarrow$ Good! You have correctly described the tension force exerted on the rock by the string. Do you want to draw another force vector?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Rightarrow$ 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The screen layout for FREEBODY.
Example 1: A man is pulling on a rope attached to a box. The box does not move. Draw a free-body diagram for the box.

[Man shown pulling to right on rope.]

Freebody: What kind of force is force #2?

Student: a pulling force by the person on the box

Freebody: What kind of force is a 'pulling' force?

Student: a force of motion

Freebody: What type of force is a 'motion' force?

Student: a contact force [Incorrect. The man is not in contact with the box.]

Freebody: What kind of contact force is it?

Student: a tension force by the person on the box

Freebody: A tension force is a contact force. The person is not in contact with the box. Can the person exert a tension force on the box?

Student: yes

Freebody: I don't see how that can be. A contact force implies contact between the objects. So what is exerting this tension force which you drew?

Student: the string exerts the force on the box

Freebody: Good! You have correctly described the tension force exerted by the string on the box.

Figure 3. An extract from a student dialogue with FREEBODY.

and the graphics input. FREEBODY has been used extensively in the introductory calculus-based physics courses at the University of Washington for the last two years. All the dialogues are recorded in full and this allows us to use the program as a research tool to probe student understanding of force (McDermott, 1990). Figure 3 is an extract from a discussion between FREEBODY and a physics student that shows this student's difficulty with contact forces. We are currently investigating the effectiveness of this program in dealing with such misconceptions (Oberem, Shaffer, & McDermott, 1993).

In developing FREEBODY it was found that fewer words were required in the lexicon than was the case for ALBERT. We also found that the syntax used to describe the forces could be matched with fewer syntactic patterns than were needed for ALBERT. The semantic routines were restructured to deal with the more qualitative data, since there is no numerical problem-solving in FREEBODY. The ease with which ALBERT's language system could be adapted made the development of this program relatively straightforward.

ILONA

ILONA is a program that helps students translate logical statements into mathematical form. The student types in a logical proposition and then "writes" it in mathematical form by clicking successively on the appropriate symbols that appear on the screen. This program is different from ALBERT and FREEBODY in that there is no dialogue as such. The natural language system is used to understand logical sentences such as: If all cheese is blue then some grass is green. ILONA can translate such input sentences into mathematical form and explain its reasoning by stepping through the operations in sequence. Figure 4 shows how ILONA would solve and explain the example above. ILONA is also able to check the student's answer and give specific feedback about errors which the student might have made. However, the degree of flexibility given to the student in the choice of variable names and function names makes a literal comparison of ILONA's answer with that of the student difficult. To overcome this problem, the student's answer is parsed into the canonical internal representation used for ILONA's answer. Answer judging is then relatively straightforward, as is the ability to provide specific feedback on errors. Figure 5 shows how ILONA can assist the student who has made an error.

The natural language system used in ILONA was also derived from ALBERT. In this case, the sentence structures were found to be very limited, thus requiring very few syntactic patterns. However, the vocabulary is extensive due to the unlimited range of topics. In fact it is impossible to include every conceivable noun and adjective in the lexicon of a CAI program like ILONA. Accordingly, ILONA's version of the language system was modified to cope with unrecognized words. Consider the sentence: If it is the case that all big whatzits are flubsy, then some small thatzits are wubsy. Clearly words like whatzits and thatzits will not be found in any dictionary. However, we can infer from the sentence structure that these two unknown words are probably
Type in a logic proposition: If all cheese is blue then some grass is green.

ILONA would have worked it out like this:

Let the variable “x” represent an element of “cheese”
Let the function “f( )” represent the property, ability or quality associated with “blue”

Let the variable “y” represent an element of “grass”
Let the function “g( )” represent the property, ability or quality associated with “green”

Therefore: \( \forall x \ f(x) \rightarrow \exists y \ g(y) \)

Figure 4. An example of how ILONA solves a logic problem.

Type in a logic proposition: some animals are brown or white

Student answer: \( \exists y \ (h(y) \land k(y)) \)

There is a problem at this point... the “and” should be “or.”

Click on ERASE and correct your answer.

Figure 5. An example of the feedback ILONA gives when a student makes an error.

nouns, and that the words flubsy and wubsy describe some property of these nouns. The natural language system in ILONA deals with unrecognized words by inferring their most probable function in the sentence from the sentence structure. This “fuzzy” parsing appears to work well for ILONA.

ILONA is part of a broader CAI tutorial that teaches the fundamentals of logic. ILONA provides students with a flexible work environment within which to practice what they have learned. The program is discussed more fully in Oberem, Mayer, & Makedon (1992).

CICERO

CICERO is a program that was developed as part of a series of lessons in the field of Roman Law (Lambiris, 1986). It allows students to participate in a simulated lawyer-client interview. The student, acting as a lawyer, asks the client questions to ascertain the facts of the case. The student then applies his or her legal knowledge to give advice to the client on the probable outcome of the case. A natural language processor is required to achieve a realistic and educationally rewarding flow of dialogue between the student-lawyer and the computer-client. It is important to allow a random sequence of questions, composite questions, pronouns and other linguistic devices common in the legal profession. The student must be allowed to ask questions in ordinary language, using alternative sentence structures and terms where appropriate.

The nature of the Roman Law of marriages is such that there is a limited range of relevant facts that are pertinent to the cases posed in the exercises. The relevant facts include such things as the age of the parties, whether they are related by blood and to what degree, their willingness to marry each other, and so on. It would not be relevant to ascertain what either party's tax liability is, or what their preferred sporting activity might be. Another factor which renders language understanding more tractable in this situation is the relative predictability of the form of the expected input. Input will be in the form of questions designed to elicit specific factual responses. The number of possible questions is thus finite as is the scope of the vocabulary that a lawyer would use. ALBERT's language system is well suited to this type of application.

The vocabulary needed for this program had been studied in an earlier attempt to design a lawyer-client simulation using conventional CAI answer-judging techniques. It was thus relatively easy to form the required lexicon by grouping the words according to their semantic function in the lawyers' questions. It was also
Student: How old is Quintus? Also are you of senatorial rank?
CICERO: Quintus is 24 years old.
I am not of senatorial rank.
Student: Why?
CICERO: I am not a senator and neither is my father.
Student: Were you ever a slave and is Quintus a senator?
CICERO: I am freeborn.
Quintus is of senatorial rank.
Student: Are you both citizens?
CICERO: Quintus is a citizen.
I am a citizen.
Student: Who is your paterfamilias and does he consent to the marriage?
CICERO: My paterfamilias is my father.
My paterfamilias is agreeable to the marriage.
Student: Is Quintus alieni iuris and if so, does his paterfamilias consent?
CICERO: Quintus is dependent.
His paterfamilias is agreeable to the marriage.
Student: Who is his paterfamilias?
CICERO: His paterfamilias is his grandfather.
Student: Are you a widow, is Quintus a castratus and are either of you actors?
CICERO: I am a widow.
Quintus is not a castratus.
Quintus is not an actor.
I am not an actress.

Figure 6. An extract from a dialogue with CICERO.

recognized that a relatively small set of syntactic structures are common to many of the questions asked. A single semantic sub-routine suffices to transform the input questions into one or more arrays of pointers that index into a knowledge-base of information about the two parties. This approach had been developed previously in a program designed to engage English second language (ESL) students in a computer-based dialogue (Oberem & Mostert, 1990). The answers given by CICERO are constructed using a very simple language generator that forms English sentences by placing pronouns, verbs, articles and other words around information contained in the knowledge-base. Each piece of knowledge in the database can also have an explanation associated with it. This allows students to ask "why" questions as illustrated in the dialogue shown in Figure 6.

CICERO keeps track of a student's progress during the course of the discussion. This information is used to judge whether or not a student has uncovered enough facts to give reliable advice and also enables CICERO to offer assistance to those students who have difficulty asking appropriate questions. Lambiris and Oberem have studied the use of this program and its earlier more traditional counterpart (Lambiris & Oberem, 1993). ALBERT's language system provides a more realistic opportunity for dialogue than the earlier versions of the simulation did. However, it was found that students who had used traditional CAI programs did not readily exploit the power of the natural language system without training in its use.

ECLIPS

Molarity is an area of chemistry where students are known to have difficulty (Gabel, & Sherwood, 1983). ECLIPS is a program designed to understand and solve chemistry problems of molarity typed in plain English. It uses both the natural language system and the generic problem-solver from ALBERT. The result is a program that closely resembles the original ALBERT. ECLIPS can understand and solve problems such as the one shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 also shows what ECLIPS "knows" about the problem and how ECLIPS solved it. At this time, ECLIPS does not include a tutorial component.

The vocabulary for ECLIPS was assembled by analyzing molarity problems found in a collection of introductory chemistry textbooks. The sentences used in these problems were examined and it was found that most of the syntactic patterns were identical to those required for ALBERT. The semantic routines from ALBERT needed some modification but, due to the inherent similarities in the way that information is presented in kinematics and in these problems, the changes were minor. One additional semantic routine was needed to identify chemical formulae and to extract the information from them. ALBERT's problem-solver is
Problem: How many moles of H₂SO₄ are required to make a 0.1 M solution with a volume of 375 ml?

What ECLIPS knows about the problem:

From the problem statement we extract and calculate the following:
We are considering a solution of H₂SO₄
The solute is H₂SO₄ -- atomic mass = 98.08 a.m.u.
The volume of the solution is 0.375 liters
The mass of a mole is 98.07 g
We are asked to calculate the number of moles.
The answer is n = 0.037 mol.

ECLIPS's solution:

We use \( c = \frac{n}{V} \)
We rearrange it to give \( n = c \times V \)
Hence \( n = 0.037 \) mol.
This is the answer required.

Press RETURN.

Figure 7. An example of a problem solved by ECLIPS.

generic and, in order to make it solve these problems, it was only necessary to substitute the molarity equations for the kinematical equations and change some of the variable names. Chronologically, ECLIPS was the first program derived from ALBERT. A tutorial component was not developed for ECLIPS, as the primary goal of this work was to demonstrate the transportability of the language system and the problem-solver.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described four programs that use a natural language system originally developed to teach problem-solving in physics. The success of the natural language processor in each case is due to the fact that the domain of operation is limited. We do not make the claim that this language system will work as well in every situation as it does these programs. However, the scope of many CAI tutorials and intelligent tutoring systems is sufficiently restricted to make ALBERT's language system both useful and robust. The programs described here demonstrate the transportability of the natural language system across diverse subject areas, programming languages and hardware platforms.

The original development of ALBERT required considerable design and programming effort and the work spanned several years. By comparison, the transfer of ALBERT's language system to other domains has required very little programming expertise and has been achieved quite quickly. Some tuning of the language system is required when it is first used in a new subject area. This takes the form of minor adjustments to the vocabulary elements and the syntactic pattern database. However, it has been our experience that this process converges quickly and that the language system soon functions very reliably.

New programs that use ALBERT's language system are under development. The emphasis in these programs is on engaging students in a natural and convincing dialogue to develop concepts that are difficult to learn in the traditional lecture environment. It is our hope that the work reported here will encourage others to enhance their CAI programs with more flexible language interfaces.
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Abstract: The provision of diverse and specialist educational programmes to students in rural schools is hindered by many factors associated with the demography and sociology of the schools. This paper reports on a project in Western Australia that used audiographic systems in an attempt to enhance the equity and access to schooling for students in rural schools. Schools collaborated within clusters and used telecommunications systems to create virtual classrooms within which priority educational programmes were delivered. The success of the project and associated factors are discussed in this paper.

Introduction

Western Australia is the largest of the Australian states with a total area in excess of 2,500,000 square kilometres. Ninety percent of the population live in and around the capital city Perth in the South-West. The remaining ten percent of the population live throughout the rest of the state and this demography poses special problems for the delivery of education. In the larger regional centres, there are usually educational opportunities for all children to study at school to the Year 12 university entrance level, however there are frequently restrictions in subject choice that students can make. In smaller regional centres, education opportunities will range from schooling to the Year 10 level, the compulsory schooling age, through to no formal schooling at all. A comprehensive distance education programme is run in the state to cater for students who do not have access to formal schooling. Students can study in a correspondence mode in any grade from pre-school to Year 12.

There are a number of disadvantages apparent in the educational opportunities received by students in remote and rural schools in this state. There is a reduced retention rate among rural students staying on at school to complete Year 12. Secondary school students in smaller country schools are disadvantaged in the subject choices that they can make. The bulk of the beginning teachers (67%) in the state take up their initial teaching positions in country schools. In an attempt to improve the disadvantages of equity and access suffered by rural students, the Ministry of Education in Western Australia has undertaken a number of projects through its Social Justice branch using innovative applications of information technologies. This paper reports on an evaluation undertaken by the authors to assess the outcomes from such a project that sought to use Telematics to improve rural secondary students' equity and access to schooling.

Telematics

Telematics is a generic term that describes real-time electronic communications. In this project, the telematics system that was employed involved an audiographic link between teachers and students. Using the software package, Electronic Classroom (Crago, 1992), teaching and learning is achieved through a telecommunications link between computers and an audioconferencing medium using telephone communications. Standard telephone connections are used to connect the teacher and students with two-way voice and graphic communications. Both the teacher and students view the same information on their computer screens which are used as the blackboard while the two-way audio communication is used for the normal student-teacher
interaction. A typical setting sees a teacher connected to several remote sites and the establishment of a simulated face-to-face environment through the technology.

The development of Telematics technology in recent years has considerably increased the educational prospects of students in local rural schools. This technology provides the means to deliver interactive instructional programmes across a number of remote and physically isolated sites. It appears to be an ideal medium for the delivery of the specialist programmes. Although this technology can provide such a service, it remains to be seen whether the application will achieve its full potential and provide a real solution to a pressing and serious problem.

**Interactivity and Independence.** One of the principal strengths of Telematics as a delivery platform for educational programmes in rural schools, is its capacity to mimic conventional face-to-face teaching. Traditionally, the two attributes of face-to-face teaching that are absent from distance education are interactivity and independence (Ju ler, 1990). All classroom teaching and learning is based on a degree of interactivity between teacher and student. The teacher plays a pivotal role in not only providing instruction, but also in motivating, leading and guiding students. At the same time, schools provide an organised and rigid framework for the learning programme. While schools can therefore be characterised by high levels of interaction and low levels of learner independence, in differing forms of distance education, interactivity and independence tend to be traded off each against the other. Figure 1 shows how these entities compare and contrast across the different modes of distance education (Garrison, 1985).

In many distance education modes and open learning settings, high levels of both interactivity and independence are sought after (Haughey, 1991). These can be achieved for example, through the use of pre-prepared learning materials using alternative forms of learner interaction, including computer based learning materials. For the provision of specialist distance education programmes in a school setting, the preferred blend would appear to involve a high level of interactivity with lower levels of independence. This blend is a close match to traditional classroom teaching and is evident in such delivery systems as interactive television and telelearning courses.

**Telelearning.** Telematics is a form of telelearning. Telelearning describes the technology that employs telecommunication and computer mediated communications to create links between teachers and students (Nipper, 1989). Goldman & Newman (1992) describe a number of learning advantages to be achieved with this medium. Telelearning includes such applications as e-mail, audioconferencing and teleconferencing. These learning environments are characterised by active learning situations with student-initiated discourse using interactive communications. Research into the use of telecommunications and in particular, computer-mediated communications, frequently realise significant learning outcomes (Levin, Waugh, Chung & Miyake, 1992).
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**Figure 1**

Interactivity and Independence across distance education delivery methods.

Telematics seems ideally suited to delivering specialist programmes into rural schools. Its form is an extension of audioconferencing, a powerful and popular delivery mode of the past twenty years. Audioconferencing provides an auditory link between the teacher and students by which information can be shared, critically analysed and applied in order to become knowledge in the mind of the learner. Audioconferencing is a cheap and effective delivery mode with proven advantages derived from the interaction that it enforces and supports (Garrison, 1990). Telematics or audiographics, as it is commonly called, adds a visual link to strengthen and improve the quality of the audioconferencing interaction.
The Effectiveness of Telematics

There are a number of strategies that have been created as a means to judge the potential of telelearning courses that can be applied against Telematics to test its robustness and integrity as an alternative delivery platform (Stubbs & Burnham, 1990; Collis, 1993). The models that are suggested often differ in the contexts in which they are applied. Collis (1993) describes a strategy that reviews particular applications while Stubbs and Burnham (1990) describe a means to assess the technological dimensions of the application itself. When the criteria described by these strategies are applied to Telematics, few weaknesses appear to exist. Telematics encompasses a wide variety of communication paths, audio, visual and documentary. After training, the system is not judged by its users to be difficult to use. The technology provides a learning environment that approaches the realism of face-to-face better than most others and communications and interactions are instantaneous. It does not offer independence of time and place and thus may be unsuited to other forms of distance education. But as mentioned previously, this is not a requirement of the school based distance education programmes in which it is used, and as such is no impediment to its effective application.

The relative youth of Telematics as an instructional delivery system sees only low levels of previous research and investigation being reported. Audiographics technology has received very positive reviews from studies in the North American context. Positive findings have been reported from early studies in Canada and the USA (Frederickson, 1990). Identified outcomes have included strong attitudinal and motivational gains supporting enhanced learning environments. Several reports in the Australian context have confirmed the potential gains of the technology (e.g., States, 1992; Rehn, 1992; McGregor, 1992). In assessing the value of technological applications to teaching and learning, we must be careful to avoid the “visionary” trap described by Collis (1993). This trap is encountered when one assumes because a project proceeds and happens as planned, this can be used as a measure of its success. Measures of success need to be empirically based and empirical evaluations of Telematics are only just happening.

Evans and Nation (1992) describe an empirical investigation into Telematics in Victorian schools. Their preliminary report suggests the need for some caution in embracing the technology as evidenced from some shortcomings and impediments identified in their research. Some of the factors that can limit the effectiveness of the teaching and learning environments are:

- the very high levels of preparation and planning that necessarily must accompany lesson delivery,
- the problems associated with establishing discipline and authority in the virtual classroom,
- technical problems that can arise, and
- the changes brought about to work practices.

A study of the use of Telematics among student-teachers (Stacey, 1994) describes some very positive outcomes achieved in a teacher education programme. Through the use of Telematics in a LOTE practicum environment (the teaching of languages other than English), the researchers identified a number of positive gains for both teachers and students through Telematics interactions. The researchers report such findings as:

- increased levels of student participation in lessons,
- increased use of oral language by teachers and students,
- the improvement of children's listening skills, and
- more flexible and cooperative learning environments.

Telematics has made significant in-roads in Australian distance education programmes in the past three years. The technology has proved itself to be robust and well able to support the educational applications in which it is used. While previous research has demonstrated the utility and efficacy of the technology, there is a need for research to further investigate factors influencing the effectiveness of the teaching and instructional applications.

The PCAP Project

The study that is described in this paper was undertaken as an evaluation of a large scale implementation of Telematics into rural schools in Western Australia, called the PCAP (Priority Country Areas Programme) Project. The stated aims of the project were to:

- increase the number of students in prescribed country areas completing a least twelve years of schooling,
- expand opportunities available to these rural school leavers,
- improve levels of student achievement,
- reduce incidence of gender bias in subject choice (particularly among students from low socio-economic backgrounds).
increase opportunities for personal development through increased interaction with peers from broader cultural and socio-economic backgrounds.

Special funding was supplied by the Federal government to give states the opportunity to explore ways to improve equity and access to education in rural regions. Four regions in Western Australia were chosen to participate in the project after a submission process had been completed. These regions extended from the far North-West to the Southern regions. Within each region clusters of schools cooperated and collaborated to deliver educational programmes among themselves using Telematics.

The special funding provided all schools in the cluster with the required equipment to run Telematics courses and provided training and technical support to teachers in the rural schools. In the first phase of the programme, funding was provided to enable teachers to be released from normal duties to deliver Telematics programmes to other schools. It was planned that once schools and teachers had become familiar with the technology and its application, they would become self-sufficient and able to use the technology in subsequent applications without further financial support. Another purpose of this study was to determine whether the objective of self-sufficiency could be obtained and whether Telematics had the potential to significantly enhance the equity and access of rural schools to educational programmes.

The researchers used a multi-method technique of data gathering and analysis developed and applied in similar projects in the USA (Reeves, 1992). This technique was based on the work of Mark and Shotland (1987). The study used qualitative data gained from multiple sources including observation, interview, questionnaires and documentation and multiple perspectives, to enable validity and reliability to be maintained. The data gathering and evaluative process was built around the four stages of the process described by Collis (1993):

- gathering information about the intentions of the project,
- assessing logical contingencies,
- observing and measuring actual and contextual applications,
- assessment of incongruities between intended and actual occurrences.

The researchers travelled widely to visit the participating schools to discuss aspects of the project with the teachers, administrators and students. The teaching and learning processes were extensively observed to enable judgements to be made about the success of the project and factors that influenced the successes achieved.

Outcomes

The main purpose of the PCAP project was to provide an enhanced and broadened curriculum within rural schools that would contribute to post-compulsory (P/C) schooling programmes. In the Kimberley region, schools chose to use Telematics to deliver post-compulsory programmes while in the others, the schools implemented programmes among younger children that would lead to increased opportunities when they moved into the post-compulsory phase of their education. The curriculum areas that formed the PCAP project are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Curriculum</th>
<th>Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kimberley</td>
<td>Applied Computing (P/C)</td>
<td>Telematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English as a Second Language (P/C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraldton</td>
<td>Maths, English, Social Studies Unit Curriculum</td>
<td>Telematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilbara</td>
<td>Languages other than English Japanese</td>
<td>Telematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalgoorlie</td>
<td>Languages for students at risk, English, Transition Mathematics</td>
<td>Telematics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A typical programme would see a selected teacher in one school prepare a teaching programme and curriculum materials for students enrolled in other schools in the region. Selected students would have some element of their school programme replaced by the Telematics programme. The lessons would be timetabled several times per week and conducted in the Telematics room through a system of audioconferencing and computer communications. The educational programmes prepared by the Telematics teachers would include activities for
students to complete outside class time together with assignment and project material. Students would work on these activities between lessons to prepare for further lessons and to practice and consolidate the content of previous lessons.

Telematics teaching was judged to have been very successful by a large majority of the participating schools, teachers and students. The delivery method worked well and was seen to be an effective way to deliver the specialist programmes into the rural schools;

• students enjoyed the format of the electronic lessons and looked forward to them,
• the interactivity between teachers and students and students and students enhanced the quality of the learning outcomes,
• students assumed high levels of responsibility for themselves and their work,
• the system enabled specialist programmes to be delivered to schools without specialist teachers.

There were varying levels of success achieved among the four projects and a number of key factors were observed to which the degrees of success could be attributed. The major influences came from the ways by which teachers used the technology in their teaching and learning and the manner in which the Telematics programmes were organised within and across the schools.

**Instructional Strategies.** Telematics is a technology that demands high levels of technical expertise from its users as well as the use of appropriate instructional strategies. All teachers in this project were experienced classroom teachers who had learned to use Telematics over a relatively short period of time. There were naturally many differences observed in the nature and format of the instructional programmes that each delivered. From observations and interviews, the researchers judged that the following aspects of the teaching and learning processes were significant factors in the successes (or lack thereof) achieved by the teachers:

• Levels of preparation and planning accompanying lesson delivery, including use of varying instructional formats and strategies, appropriate levels of student-initiated and independent-student activity, and discerning use of the technology matched to intended learning outcomes.
• The development of flexible learning environments to promote positive teacher-student relationships, open and comfortable classroom climates promoting student involvement and interaction. Activities that created and facilitated contact between the teachers and students to further develop relationships and interpersonal communications.
• Effective communications skills on the part of teachers enabling appropriate mixes of teacher-led and student-led communications to be supported.
• Strong administrative and teaching support at the reception school including established and consistent organisational systems.
• Strong technical skills on the part of teachers (and students).
• Constant evaluation and assessment on the part of the teachers on all aspects of the teaching and learning.

**Organisation and Management.** The success of the teaching was seen to depend not only on the quality of the lessons delivered by teachers but also on a myriad of other activities and supports influenced by the ways in which schools implemented and managed their Telematics programmes. The researchers identified factors at the school, regional and system level that impacted significantly on programme success. These included:

• At the school level, the setup and physical location of the equipment within schools, the level of supervision and coordination provided by teachers at the reception schools for the delivery programmes, and the extent and depth of the skills and expertise in Telematics across the curriculum areas and among staff.
• Within regions, the level of cooperation and collaboration in the planning and management of Telematics programmes undertaken within local clusters or groups of schools, the adoption of agreed policies and practices relating to programme delivery and receipt, and the capacity of schools to exchange programmes and courses of instruction.
• At the school level, the provision of training and support programmes provided to support Telematics, the level of ongoing research and development seeking ways and means to improve teaching and learning and the overall levels of computing skills and technology awareness among teaching graduates and teachers within rural schools.

A key indicator of the success of the project was the extent to which the schools acted in collaboration and cooperation to ensure the continuation of the programmes and to extend curriculum offerings and applications. Across all schools there was recognition of the strong need for educational programmes that enhanced the prospects of their students in post-compulsory schooling. Telematics was judged to be successful, cost-effective
and capable of delivering these programmes. By the end of the first year of the project, schools were required to fund their own programmes and innovative schemes and strategies were employed to achieve this;

- Larger schools with more flexibility in programme selection and organisation delivered concurrent programmes to face-to-face students and classes of students in remote schools,
- connections were made beyond regions to enable students within schools to join other Telematics programmes,
- collaborative programmes between schools were continued and resourced from school funds,
- school timetables and staffing arrangements across regions were reorganised to fit Telematics requirements.

Conclusions

In the local context, Telematics showed itself to be an ideal application of technology in response to an urgent educational problem. The technology itself was generally quite robust and reliable. As an instructional delivery platform, it is flexible and efficient and provides a number of key elements associated with effective teaching and learning. It demands reasonable levels of technical knowledge and expertise of the part of the users. The application is in its infancy and will obviously benefit from research and development activity into effective applications. From this study, it is evident that there are many factors that can influence the successful delivery of programmes through Telematics. Applications of the findings across local programmes will help to enhance the utility and efficacy of as an alternative delivery platform for rural school educational programmes. A key area for further research is the development of instructional strategies for the different curriculum areas to enable Telematics teaching to create learning environments that increase the students' level of participation as active and reflective learners. Our university is including Telematics as a component of its pre-service teacher education programme and is looking to establish a research direction in this field.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on issues of representation and interaction styles that are relevant considerations in the design and analysis of hypermedia learning environments. The representational issues discussed are: analogical representations vs. fregeian representations, multiple representations vs. single representations and replete representations vs. minimal representations. In terms of interaction styles found in hypermedia, we discuss constrained vs. unconstrained and exploratory vs. constructive approaches. Supporting examples from studies carried out to investigate some of the issues discussed are used by way of illustration. The paper concludes by discussing the cultural influences that are impeding the effective use of non textual representations as primary communication media.

The purpose of this paper is to outline several concepts and ideas relating to the analysis and design of learning environments, particularly those of the hypermedia variety. The paper is not meant to provide answers to the questions posed by the enterprise of hypermedia interface design, but rather to discuss certain perspectives on the questions themselves. Thus, the paper is intended to provoke further discussion about issues relating to hypermedia interface design and evaluation. While our main interest is in using predominantly graphical hypermedia representations in the learning of mathematics and other formal domains, the paper discusses issues that we believe are demonstrated to be central to hypermedia interface design.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section analyses some design choices referring to the nature of the representations that we use in our hypermedia interfaces. The following section then discusses similar binary differentials with respect to the style of user activities demanded by hypermedia representations. (Please note that neither section is claimed to represent an exhaustive list of topics). The analysis is supported by examples from the "HUGH" series of studies involving learners in reasoning about formal hypermedia representations (Parkes 1992a; 1992b; 1994). The HUGH systems embody constrained direct manipulation graphical and text representations of theorem proving tasks in formal computer science. Examples from the HUGH studies (one HUGH screen is shown in Figure 1) are used to illustrate the issues raised in the paper.

Design Choices for Hypermedia Representations

Analogical Representations vs. Fregeian Representations

The terms “analogical” and “fregeian” were used a few years ago by a leading AI theoretician, A. Sloman (Sloman, 1975; see also Hayes, 1974), long before it became fashionable to talk of “media” (let alone “multimedia” or “hypermedia”) in the context of computing. Sloman’s fairly abstract discussion concerns concepts at the heart of the whole business of representation. Analogical representations are those in which relationships in the represented entity are symbolised by actual relations (as opposed to names of relations) in the representation of that entity. A map is an obvious example of this, since spatial relationships between objects on the ground are reflected in the map (unless it’s a map of the London Underground system).

Sloman (op cit.) also describes how mathematics teaching neglects analogical representations i.e. pictures and diagrams. We observe that a central problem with respect to analogical representations in mathematics is in
choosing or designing a representation (e.g. suitable diagram, picture, etc.) that is really useful to learners. In a formal domain, the picture can become as abstract as the usual text-based notation, and in some cases it appears that one has already to understand what the diagrams refer to before the diagrams can be understood! For example, the initial HUGH studies were devoted to investigating the understanding that learners have of a direct manipulation diagrammatic representation of an abstract mathematical problem solution. The diagram was similar to that on right of Figure 1, and a number of simple operations could be carried out by the learner, such as copying significant parts of the diagram into a “store” (lower left of Figure 1), then replacing significant parts of the diagram by the component in the store. Sequences of operations that the learner performed were constrained to be meaningful steps in the proof of a theorem. The main aim of the studies was to find out if the learners themselves could arrive at a description of what these “steps” were signifying. As was demonstrated by these studies, users can happily directly manipulate abstract diagrams without arriving at the account of their semantics that the designer intended. Viewed purely syntactically, the operations were very simple, while their meaning was complex, and it required substantial mental effort for the learners to construct it.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** A screen from the dual representation version of HUGH

**Multiple Representations vs. Single Representations**

A critical design issue is the extent to which we provide the user with one representation or several, or more specifically, the extent to which we use one encoding expressed in one medium or several encodings expressed in a variety of media. We need to be clear about why we might want to use several representations, because there are clearly different reasons for choosing to do so. For example, it may be so that everyone has a chance to understand the material (c.f. Draper’s (1992) search for representations that work for all. or diSessa’s (1986) call for “the equivalent of pens and paper for everyone” (p126)). It may be to provide variety for a single user, or to ensure redundancy, or to reinforce. It may be to provide access to features that one medium cannot express, or cannot express to the same degree of veracity, as another medium.

Moreover, multiple representations should exert an influence over the ways in which we attempt to assess the knowledge gained by learners. Implicit in a system that presents multiple representations is an assumption that the learner is able to reach an understanding of the relationships between the various representations. It has been argued (White, Sandberg, Behar, Mockler, Perez, Pollack & Rosenblad, 1984) that asking a learner to translate from one medium to another requires a symbolic transformation which may distort his or her comprehension. White et al. also argue (c.f. McLuhan) that the medium affects the message, i.e. influences the coding processes that the receiver of the message can apply to the message. It has been demonstrated that, for child learners at least, the medium of presentation affects what is learned and how it is learned, while the medium of comprehension testing may also affect the evaluation of what knowledge is acquired if it requires subjects to transform information received in one medium into another in order to respond (White and Pollack. 1985). White and Pollack’s study suggests that having to perform such translations when demonstrating comprehension can decrease comprehension scores. Tacit support for this view resulted from the HUGH studies, when learners were asked to verbalise their thoughts on the meaning of the operations. Users of a version with diagrams alone (i.e. a version without the textual representation beneath the “undo” button, and on the left of the
“Store” in Figure 1) gave explanations initially expressed purely syntactically, e.g. “the diagram in the store replaces the selected part of the diagram”, that only later evolved into more semantically-oriented descriptions. On the other hand, users of a dual representation version (a display from which is shown in Figure 1), gave semantic descriptions much earlier on in the session, thus suggesting that the textual representation was encouraging them to translate between the representations, the text providing links to facilitate the verbal description of the semantics of the operations. It is noteworthy that this occurred despite the fact that learners using the dual representation version overwhelmingly preferred to interact with the diagram - the textual representation was exerting a subtle influence that was not apparent from the learners’ actions in the interface.

As yet, we lack knowledge about what are the optimal combinations of representations (and corresponding media) for given tasks and learners. Beasley and Vila (1992) suggest that future research on media should be conducted to study the attributes of media with respect to the cognitive implications of those attributes. Larkin and Simon (1987) provide what might prove to be a theoretical basis for assessing the cognitive implications of various media. They essentially say that we need to be more aware of the ways in which a “chunk” of information can be presented by different media, rather than focusing on the information content per se. One useful contribution that Larkin and Simon make is a richer model of equivalence. They distinguish between two types of representational equivalence: equivalence in the information content of different representations (informational equivalence), and equivalence in the information processing requirements (for the perceiver) of the representations (computational equivalence). Two representations can sometimes be informationally equivalent but differ considerably in the information processing demands they make upon the user.

The issue of the “computational cost” (to the learner) of translation between media emerges in the differences between the explanations of the users of the “diagram” vs. “diagram plus text” versions of HUGH. Users’ misconceptions became apparent to us only when they attempted to describe their understanding of the representations. The dual representation users seemed to benefit from the aid given in the translation process by the presence of the textual representation, and the ways in which its own behaviour modelled that of the favoured representation for interaction (the diagram).

**Replete Representations vs. Minimal Representations**

The author recently attended a conference at the Glushkov Institute for Cybernetics which is in a residential area of Kiev. On the first morning of the conference he walked from his lodgings along a main road to the conference site. He knew that the Institute was somewhere along this road, but was also aware that it was set back a few hundred yards from the road, behind other buildings, and he could quite easily pass it without realising. The author possessed a plan of the city on which neither the scale of the map nor the location of the institute were indicated. None of the streets seemed to have name plates. The author approached an old man standing by a bus stop, and used a combination of pointing (both at himself and the portion of the map representing his approximate location) to convey in a few moments the question “where am I (on this map)?”. The old man spoke to the author in Ukrainian, while the author replied in English. Suddenly the old man spoke two words that the author recognised: “Glyooshkova”, and “Keheremietika” (the old man must have guessed that there was just no other reason for a foreigner to be in that part of town). The problem was solved: in a few more gestures the old man had shown the author how to get to the institute!

The striking feature of this episode was the way communication was effected using a minimal level of representation. There was no need to show the old man a video of the institute, or even a text description. Questions were asked by pointing at part of a map - the rest was done by simple gestures that seem to be more or less universal.

The above episode is relevant to multimedia and hypermedia interface design. We are often tempted to make a system “replete with different representations” (or to provide a single “replete representation”). As a reaction to this, we have experimented with systems that simplify, or minimalise the representations, and attempted to investigate what can be achieved by the simplest possible representation. Replete representations may simply overload the user, i.e. Aaronson and Carroll (1987) may be correct in asserting that learners are very situational and often find information useless if they cannot relate it to the solution of their problem.

In the HUGH studies users explored and described graphical representations that were supported by very little explanatory text. This is based on our assumption that before we start adding media such as diagrams to systems, we need to know what we can, and cannot, hope to achieve by doing so. In this we were agreeing with Draper (1992, p177), who says, “adding media...[to a system]...is of no automatic value - it will only be
useful if someone invents a representation that fits the mind in some important way and happens to use the extra ‘media’... He also goes on to say “Representations...[for]...promoting understanding are usually simplified, not enriched in complexity” [p178]. It is interesting to compare the latter assertion with the claims of the constructivists, some of whom seem to suggest that complexity may be a desirable feature (Jonassen, Ambrusso, & Olesen. 1992). Whether this is true or not, it is not useful as a design aim, because we cannot evaluate a “complex” representation against a “simple” one and say that any gains (however measured) are due to the complexity: we just wouldn’t know if it was the complexity itself that caused the gain. This is especially true in terms of multiple representations, where there are so many poorly understood dimensions to complexity (i.e. the complexity of any one encoding, the complexity of the mental mapping between different simultaneously presented encodings,...). In a way, our approach is not the typical one of presenting all the information to the learner, and then establishing that something is being learned. We actually say: present the learner with the minimal amount of information, and see from this what they cannot learn; then investigate what form of information we need to add to alleviate the problem. The initial HUGH system (a purely diagrammatic version) featured a simplified form of the tree shown right of Figure 1. We realised that learners were attributing significance to features of the tree such as its symmetry (unlike in Figure 1, the tree was symmetrical about a central vertical path), but this was not meant to happen. This inference, in turn, resulted in insufficiently general conclusions being made by the learners. Thus, we were able to decide firstly, that the diagram needed to be redesigned, and secondly, what sort of supporting information needs to be given to ensure that the noted problem is overcome. The minimal representation approach was a major facilitator of the accuracy with which we could identify the source of the problems that our representation presented to learners.

**Styles of User Activity in Hypermedia Representations**

**Constrained Activity vs. Unconstrained Activity**

Much used to be made of the freedom granted to the user in a hypermedia system. Indeed Mühlhäuser (1992) compares the “anarchy” of current styles of computer assisted instruction (CAI) with the “dictatorship” of old style “presentation-based CAI”. However, by definition, any hypermedia system is constrained in some senses, just by virtue of the fact that some things are linked and others are not. The issue here is the extent to which the imposition of additional constraints can be a useful feature. By this we mean more than just facilities such as “guided tours” that are an embellishment to some systems. Rather, we refer to the extent that transitions made by the user between hypermedia states are designed to reflect a more useful, perhaps procedural meaning than is usual with hypermedia links. One such design is provided by the Harmony Space system (Holland, 1992), where novices to music can learn complex composition skills by making simple gestures with the mouse in a graphical representation, resulting in “well formed” chord progressions being played on a synthesiser.

In a slightly more trivial way, some of the HUGH systems also represent this approach, by modelling a proof, as we have indicated earlier, as a sequence of “cut” and “paste” operations on a graphical representation. The difference in the HUGH case is that there is not such an obvious relationship between operations and their conceptual outcomes (no music to the ears of the learners), which the HUGH users have to arrive at themselves.

**Exploratory Learning vs. Constructive Learning**

A contemporary issue in hypermedia design is whether users learn more from exploring a representation or from building on for themselves. At the forefront of this debate are constructivists (e.g. Cunningham, Duffy, & Knuth, 1993), who see knowledge acquisition as involving the learner in the construction and interpretation of knowledge, as opposed to passive reception or unstructured exploration. The realisation of such a theory in hypermedia learning environments suggests systems that enable learners to build representations. (Though it is interesting to contrast this approach with that proposed by Laurel (1986), who asserts that people want to move around inside a representation, not make one). In a constructivist vein, Hammond (1991; 1992), describes a “knowledge jigsaw” task, where users construct an argument by linking text boxes together, with the links representing reasoning steps in the argument.

The latest HUGH study focuses on users’ performance in one of two versions of a theorem proving task. One version is exploratory, and involves carrying out operations of the “cut” and “paste” style mentioned above (a display from this version is shown in Figure 1). A second version is (independently of Hammond’s use of the
term) called a "jigsaw". In this version users construct a graphic by dragging the "pieces" around the screen so that they "snap" together (see Figure 2). The interface is again constrained, in this case so that the pieces only actually fit together in meaningful ways. There are significant differences between the two versions in terms of the nature of the task, despite the fact that, while being predominantly either exploratory (finding the sequence of actions that lead to the proof) or constructive (building up the representation from its component parts), they have several elements in common. In the exploratory version a representation is being built, and in the constructive version exploration is needed to discover the correct assembly. Thus far, there seem to be no noticeable differences in the explanations from users of either version (this differs from the results obtained with the single vs. dual representation versions - see above). What is different is that the predominantly constructive version seems to result in the learners giving much more thought to the representation, because they have to decide to move a particular piece to a particular destination, and cannot (as in the exploratory version) simply click on various objects to see what the response of the system will be. We are currently designing experiments to see if the extra cognitive effort required by the constructive version results in increased learning, or if it is merely an additional mental overhead which is not present in the exploratory version.

Figure 2. A screen from the HUGH "jigsaw" version
(inset shows possible initial state)

Discussion

At a more general level than that of the preceding discussion, the problems associated with the design of external representations in hypermedia learning environments result, at least in part, from our being products of what has been called a "logocentric" educational culture, i.e. a culture that emphasises talk and written language to the near exclusion of any other mode of representation (Cunningham, Duffy, & Knuth, 1993). Kress and van Leeuwen (1990) suggest that our culture is not opposed to visual media per se, but to what they call the emerging visual literacy, as it is a threat to the dominance of verbal literacy. This dominance of verbal language has, they say, been a major cause of our inability to fully understand what is actually communicated by images. Although not addressing problems of computer system or interface design, Kress and van Leeuwen actually indicate one important source of the difficulty of hypermedia interface design:

"Newspapers, magazines, public relations materials, advertisements ...[etc.]...involve a complex interplay of written text, images and other graphic elements...[which]...combine together into visual designs, by means of layout. The skill of producing texts of this kind...is not taught in schools. In terms of this new visual literacy, education produces illiterates" (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1990, [p2]).

The opposition to non verbal literacy takes many forms, and was recently heard in an academic discussion about diagrammatic representations when a participant was arguing fiercely that there was a level of complexity beyond which diagrams could not go, but written language could. This is unfair to diagrams on two counts. Firstly, most learners, whether subjected to verbal or diagrammatic information, seem to encounter a level of
complexity beyond which they find it difficult to proceed. Secondly, we are not (yet) as a culture as experienced at communicating with diagrams as we are with pictures (as most diagrammatic forms we are exposed to in our education are usually, concrete, simple, and have the status of supporting illustrations). In the future we may reach an understanding of the non-verbal media that will enable us to educate much more effectively than we ever could by the use of words alone.
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Abstract: Integration of existing applications in hypermedia environments is a promising approach towards more flexible and user-friendly hypermedia learning material. In this paper we describe some issues, methods, and observations related to the design of a hypermedia courseware editor that is capable of integrating existing applications.

The aim of distance education environments is to provide learning resources to large numbers of students spread over wide geographical areas. The social significance of these systems is twofold. On one hand, they are helpful to bridge the gap between isolated students and learning centers. On the other hand, they allow teachers to be efficiently 'shared' over several geographically distributed students. Traditionally, learning material in distance learning environments consist of rather static material like printed text, audiocassettes and videocassettes. Computer supported courseware based on hypermedia technology opens new perspectives for distance education. Hypermedia learning material can be developed in less time, is more flexible for modifications than traditional learning material and can be distributed relatively fast over computer networks. Integration of existing applications in hypermedia environments (Nielsen, 1990) is a promising approach towards more flexible and user-friendly hypermedia learning material.

Objectives of the design of a hypermedia courseware editor

Our first objective was to design a hypermedia courseware editor that is capable of integrating existing applications. From the engineering point of view the advantage is obvious. We follow the object oriented approach which basically promotes efficiency by re-using existing software. From the end user's point of view we can mention the advantage that integrating existing applications in a hypermedia environment allows students and teachers to use their familiar set of applications in order to create or edit multimedia objects. As a consequence users will need less time in learning to work with the new environment.

A second objective consisted in obtaining a modeless editor which supports both authoring and reading of hypermedia documents based on one underlying metaphor. With this objective in mind we want to avoid the traditional gap that exists between on one hand a relatively small group of "expert" hypermedia authors and on the other hand a large group of hypermedia consumers.

Methods of the design of a hypermedia courseware editor

OLE technology

We developed a hypermedia courseware editor called HyDE (Hypermedia Document Editor) (Borst Pauwels, Pinto, Sousa Santos, & Martins, 1993). We integrated existing applications by using Microsoft Windows TM OLE technology. OLE, Object Linking and Embedding, stands for an extensible protocol that
enables an application to use the services of other applications. Basically, this implies that a user does not have to leave an application (OLE client) in order to create or edit application specific data, but instead more comfortably, simply launch an application (OLE server) by a mouse click on the specific data.

**Electronic Overhead Projector**

HyDE acts as an OLE client capable of receiving OLE data from several commercial OLE servers. An overhead projector was used as the underlying metaphor. Our editor act as an "electronic" overhead projector on which lessons composed of piles of "electronic" transparencies, can be displayed either in simple sequential order or in more sophisticated so-called "web" structures. More precisely, in our approach, one hypermedia node consists of a background transparency which may, or may not, be covered by one or more overlaying transparencies.

Background transparencies can be filled with OLE objects and afterwards connected by means of anchors, either to other background transparencies or to overlaying transparencies (Figure 1).

An anchor is an rectangular area on a background transparency. When it is introduced a new blank background transparency will be automatically displayed or, in case the user requested a connection to an overlaying transparency, a new blank overlaying transparency will be automatically inserted over the background transparency. In both cases, the new blank transparency can be filled with OLE objects. A mouse click on an anchor connected to a background transparency will trigger an event that displays again the associated background transparency (Figure 2).
A mouse click on an anchor connected to an overlaying transparency will trigger an event that inserts the associated overlaying transparency over the background transparency or, in case the overlaying transparency is already inserted, removes it (Figure 3).

For a more detailed description of the functionality of HyDE see (Pinto, Borst Pauwels, Sousa Santos & Martins, 1994).

**General issues related to hypermedia learning material**

Hypermedia stands for a specific kind of information system in which information is stored in graph- or web-structures. The basic unit of such information systems is a node which can be linked to other nodes by mean of links. This non-linear aspect of storing information is fundamental for both hypertext and hypermedia. They allow users to read or traverse documents in a non-linear fashion. In this section we indicate some issues related to hypermedia learning material in distance education environments.

**Document**

The role of hypermedia documents in distance learning environments is twofold. Firstly, a hypermedia document may contain a course which can be downloaded on the student's workstations. Subsequently, the teacher gives a remote lecture by presenting the pre-prepared lesson to the audience of students. Its is important that in such "tele-teaching " situation the hypermedia structure is not meant to be explored but to be presented. Second, a hypermedia document may contain self study material. This implies that the readers, i.e. the students, are confronted with a priory unknown information. This information is then not meant to be presented as in a tele-teaching situation but typically to be explored. In this context self study learning material adheres more closely to the real essence of hypermedia structures i.e. browsing of knowledge.

Bearing in mind the two user tasks, presentation and exploration, we are left with the question how learning material should be structred into networks of nodes. Kahn (1989) indicates how hypermedia systems eventually affects the meaning that is stored in hypermedia documents. The author reviews that in hypermedia systems like KMS and Hypercard, nodes are mapped as single screens or windows which are linked with uni-directional links from an object in one screen to another screen. The start of a link may have a fine granularity but the granularity of the destination of links is coarse. Systems like Guide and Intermedia provide a much finer granularity for the destination of a link, nodes are not restricted to a fixed screen but can consist out of multiple windows with flexible size.

In case of remote presentation of a lesson fine granularity of destination links is not strictly a necessity due to the fact that the teacher can use a telepointer to point to specific regions in a destination node. In self study learning material however, fine granularity of the destination of links might be preferable because of the lack of a teacher pointing to specific regions in a node.

**Archive**

In distance learning environments it is vital to store learning material in a central storage. Central storage, like databases installed on servers, provide the huge storage capacity needed to contain complete libraries of pre-prepared and/or un-prepared learning material. We distinguish here explicitly between pre-prepared and un-prepared or background learning material. Pre-prepared learning material are hypermedia documents which contain lessons for either tele-teaching or self study. Background learning material is the bulk of information which teachers can refer to in order to place lessons in a broader context. This background material will be pre-dominantly non-hypermedia material. For instance, a lesson about famous composers could refer to parts of the complete work of Beethoven.

Learning material should be stored in an information system or archive that allows effective searching strategies. This archive can be implemented either as a file system, a traditional database, or a hypermedia network. Eventually the choice for a specific information system will determine which searching strategies are possible. File systems enable users to perform only a primitive form of information retrieval which basically consist of traversing file names stored in a file tree. Traditional databases allow analytical search strategies.
like Boolean keyword oriented procedures or query languages. Information systems build as networks of nodes containing the learning material allow users to retrieve information by browsing. In (Marchionini & Shneiderman, 1988) the authors review some aspects of information retrieval in hypertext systems. They conclude that browsing of knowledge, which is inherent to hypermedia, gives good performance in case of exploring new-task domains, but performance is rather low in case of fact retrieval. The authors point out that determining criteria for optimal mixes of browse and analytical support is critical to development.

We assume most students will enter a new-task domain when consulting learning material and benefit if the environment supports analytical searching strategies. However, experienced students and teachers will mostly explore familiar knowledge and will be best served by the hypermedia browsing capacities of an information system.

**Preparation**

The inertia of learning material may be identified as one of the drawbacks in traditional distance learning. New generation distance learning environments should not only provide the means for creating flexible or customizable learning material but above all they should lower the threshold for authoring. Semi structured nodes (Conklin, 1987), which are nodes that already contain pre-prepared templates may be particularly helpful towards generic or customizable learning material.

Specifically for preparing lessons, there is a need for multimedia object libraries. They are typically pre-prepared hypermedia documents containing various assortments of objects. For instance, an object collection may contain a large set of, hypermedia organized, sound samples of ancient instruments or contain a large set of digitized photos of various tropical birds. Object libraries differ from above mentioned background information in that they are not meant to refer to, but merely they are "cut and paste" material for hypermedia document preparation.

**Annotation**

It is vital in learning processes that students can comment their learning material. Therefore a hypermedia system should allow students to create new nodes and links in any instance. This would imply a modeless hypermedia editor which supports simultaneously browsing and the possibility to add new nodes and links.

**Sharing**

Inherent to groupware (Ellis, Gibbs, & Rein, 1991) are a "shared environment" and a "common task". In distance learning we may distinguish different common tasks and different shared environments. Basically all learning resources can be shared, that means both social learning resources, like teachers, and learning material can be shared among participants. Sharing learning material can take place on two levels. Sharing the central archive and sharing of hypermedia documents. Sharing the archive is less a groupware issue but more a time-sharing problem. Associated with it is the design of mechanisms for user identification and the possibility to assign read and write access to documents.

Co-authoring of learning material is a real groupware issue in that sense that it combines both the notion of a shared environment and a common task. The shared environment is a hypermedia document, or better, the public window of a hypermedia editor which instances appear on several workstations. The common task is preparation of a hypermedia document. In groupware taxonomy, co-authoring of hypermedia documents can be classified under multi-user editors.

**Using OLE technology for Hypermedia: Some observations**

Using OLE technology for hypermedia environment implies that we are somehow steered in our design decisions. We describe some experiences we had with OLE technology and place it in the context of the issues we mentioned previously.
The impact that OLE technology has on the structure of an hypermedia document is visible in both nodes and links. An essential aspect of OLE technology is that we (the OLE client) can control the representation of an OLE objects but not the behavior, which is controlled and defined by an OLE server. This will affect the granularity of the destinations of hypermedia links. Our hypermedia editor is capable of making links with fine-granular destinations in so far it is within the graphical representation of an OLE object. In case of dynamic objects, like sounds or animation's, the destinations of links are limited only to the graphical representations of these objects. For example, we can point to the graphical representation of a sound or animated object but not to a specific location within such dynamic object.

Using OLE object excludes the "hypermedia node to one window mapping" approach in case we open (or play) an OLE object because it's associated OLE server will pop up in a separate window. Figure 4, shows an example of a typical HyDE transparency. Figure 4, at the left shows a background transparency with a combination of OLE text, OLE drawing, OLE image in combination with an superimposed overlaying transparency containing a "pie chart". The underlined words in the text, the button "Previous Page" and the question marks in the image are representations of anchors connected to background transparencies. Whereas the buttons, "Show Bars Graph" and "Show Pie Chart" are representations of anchors connected to overlaying transparencies. Figure 4, at the right shows how the OLE object, after a mouse click, is opened by its associated OLE server in a separate window.

Figure 4. HyDE transparencies

Archive

HyDE documents can be stored in several databases. The structures of OLE objects are transparent for the database. Therefore, in order to allow effective search strategies, it is preferable to attach additional information to each OLE file. In HyDE, we provide the possibility to attach lists of keywords to HyDE lessons as well to individual OLE files before storing them on the server. These keywords typically describe the contents of lessons and OLE files and allow students and teachers to search for information with Boolean and keyword based procedures.

Preparation

OLE technology seems particularly suitable for constructing templates of multimedia objects. For example, a teacher can incorporate some blank spreadsheet cells made by a specific OLE server. Students can subsequently trigger the spreadsheet application by a mouse click and fill the blank cells.

With OLE, objects can be easily transferred from one document to another by the "cut, copy and paste" facilities of the MS Windows clipboard. This feature specifically will encourage the creation and use of multimedia object libraries.
Annotation

The ability for students to make annotations is not specifically influenced by using OLE technology. It is imbedded in the capabilities of the hypermedia editor to create new nodes and links while a reader is browsing the document.

Sharing

Currently all OLE servers are (to the best of our knowledge) single user applications. This implies that co-authoring in OLE based hypermedia editors is restricted to the level of composing hypermedia pages in the form of cooperative re-arranging of the graphical presentations of OLE objects.

Due to the fact that the format OLE objects are transparent for the archive, write and read administration can only take place on object level. This restrict us in the abilities, to differentiate between parts of an OLE object with or without write protection.

Discussion

We indicated several issues related to hypermedia learning material in distance learning environments and described the impact that OLE technology might have on each of these issues.

Both the advantages and limitations of OLE technology seem to be imbedded in its format or object independent approach. With OLE we can build open hypermedia environments which can benefit of, and anticipate on, a still growing spectrum of OLE editors. The price we pay for this object independence is that the structure and behavior of objects are transparent for the hypermedia environment. This will result in a lost in flexibility to create concurrent and synchronized behavior of OLE objects and a lost in flexibility in creating fine-granulated destinations of hypermedia links in case of dynamic objects. However, related to hypermedia learning material OLE technology appears useful because it allows fast preparation of courseware that is flexible for modification.
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Abstract: The architecture of an open software platform supporting the activities
of the educational process is presented. The architecture, which is based on a
unifying data model, offers a set of services allowing to control co-operation
activities based on either synchronous or asynchronous interaction styles. The
software platform built on top of the proposed architecture can be used for
integrating both specialized tools supporting specific activities of the educational
process and general purpose tools. The paper introduces the general data model,
discusses the cost-effective use of communication media in contrast with different
co-operation styles, and exemplifies the proposed approach by illustrating two case-
studies: an electronic mail-based system for distance tutoring (TEMPO), and a
software environment for real-time multimedia conferencing (ImagineDesk).
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1. Introduction

The educational process consists basically of communications among the involved actors. First, it relies on the
transfer of information from teachers to students (e.g. via "ex cathedra" lessons) and from authors to students
(e.g. via textbooks). It also requires bi-directional communication among teachers and students to get feedback
from the students, to support their assessment and to provide psychological as well as motivational support. The
authoring activity implies communication among authors. Moreover, there are communications among actors
involved in different activities of the overall process. Considering a waterfall model of the relationships holding
among the phases of a typical educational process (from the definition of goals of the educational process, to the
design of a specific course, to the learning phase of the course itself) we notice that people involved in the
"higher" phases of the process (e.g., the definition of goals) must communicate with people involved in the
"lower" ones (e.g., the design of a specific course). On the other side, feedback must be provided from the lower
phases (e.g., learning) to the higher ones (e.g., from curricula definition to authoring).

The achievements of Information Technology (IT) may provide a valuable support for many of the activities
and communication styles involved in the educational process. However, the development of IT-based educational
systems requires the integration of expertise from two different domains, that is, Education Science and
Information Technology, which are characterised by non-homogeneous theoretical and technological
backgrounds. This may lead to systems exhibiting technologically advanced platforms, but poor educational
models; in other cases, we observe systems featuring sophisticated educational models without an adequate
technological support. Moreover, IT based tools associated to different activities constituting the educational
process rely often on different models of the needed information, support different co-operation styles and are
based on different media and technologies. As a result, information produced by a given activity can be hardly
used as input for other activities. Ultimately, it is difficult to effectively manage the educational process as a whole.

This paper is focused on the design of an integrated environment supporting different activities and co-operation styles related to a given educational process. The environment defines a uniform model of the data, and uses in a cost-effective way multiple communication media. It is open-ended as it allows to smoothly integrate new tools and new media.

In Section 2 we sketch a model of both the educational process and the related data. Then we discuss the relationships holding between co-operation styles and communication media. The use of these concepts is exemplified in Section 3 through the presentation of two real cases. TEMPO is a distance tutoring environment which augments a mailing system by embedding it into a context supported by a Data Base of the learning activities. ImagineDesk is an environment for real-time conferencing integrating multiple communication media under a user-defined floor control discipline, and providing a platform for the development of multi-user educational applications. ImagineDesk provides also a support for planning the execution of co-operative activities. Finally, Section 4 shows how the achievements of TEMPO and ImagineDesk are going to converge towards a common platform aiming at supporting the overall distance learning process.

2. An Integrated View of the Educational Process

2.1. A Model of the Process

In our view, the educational process can be divided into six main phases: requirements analysis, goals definition [Mager 62], [Mager 76], [Stone 72], design, courseware implementation, curricula management, and learning activity. The goal of our work is not to define the ultimate model of the process; related concepts can be found, for instance, in [Carroll 63], [Skinner 68], [Bloom 76]. Our research efforts focuses on the definition of a unifying model [Tancredi 92] which is reasonable and simple enough to be the conceptual framework for the development of an integrated IT platform.

Though the phases are logically ordered, there is - or there should be - a complex and continuous feedback among phases, and inside each phase. It is supported by the assessment activity, which allows to measure the degree of achievement of the expected goals [Lindquist 65], [ Cronbach 70], [Bloom 72]. It is the basis for evaluating the quality of each phase of the process, and for triggering corrections whenever needed. The assessment activity is performed at different phases and at different abstraction levels ranging from self-assessment to the assessment of the overall process. Note that, as soon as the assessment deals with the activities performed by a groups of actors, the data must be aggregated to generate useful feedback to the higher phases of the process.

2.2. A Uniform Data Model

The activities of the different phases, and the related tools, are often based on different models of the (logically shared) information. This lack of integration may arise either from logical reasons; or it may arise from technological limits. In order to achieve integration at a reasonable cost, all the phases of the process should rely on a uniform model of the data. The Data Model [Barre 92] [Calabrò 92] is based on objects connected by relations. An "object" is an information structure characterised by the actions an actor can perform on it.

The basic objects model educational tasks, which can be hierarchically composed of depending tasks. For instance, a curriculum consists of courses which in turn consist of units. A task is associated to the definition of a goal. A goal may be associated to an assessment procedure. Tasks at the lowest level (units) are composed by items (a piece of text, a video, a figure, and so on). The execution of tasks is partially ordered according to two basic relationships: propaedeutic, meaning that the contents of a task are a necessary condition for another task, and taxonomy [Bloom 56] [Gagné 70] ordering the tasks according to their difficulty. An auxiliary precedence relationship may be defined to enforce a specialized path through the tasks.

The network of objects and relations of the data model defines the basic structure of the concrete Data Bases supporting specialized tools, and provides the framework for their integration. Note that this does not mean that all the activities and tools rely on a unique Data Base. What is needed is that all the Data Bases are designed according to the unifying data model, to facilitate the exchange of information among different phases and tools.

2.3. Communication Media and Co-operation Styles

Several different co-operation styles are involved in an educational process, and most of them may be supported by suitable IT tools. The problem is to exploit in a cost-effective way the available communication media in order to support the proper interaction style for each activity. As an example, in the following we provide a
classification of the basic co-operation styles which can be identified in a specific educational activity, that is the learning one, and discuss briefly which communication media are the most suitable for each style.

Communication media fall into two major categories. Real Time communication is very effective, but is also very costly in terms of both technological and human resources (because it implies the availability of the actors at given times). Non Real Time communication is based on data repositories, supporting asynchronous co-operation [Ellis 91]. Its major advantage is the low cost; it is, however, less impressive and requires some degree of self-motivation.

A second distinction can be done between symmetric and non symmetric media. The former ones allow all the involved users to play an active role, whereas the latter ones reserve this right to some privileged actors. A major advantage of the symmetric media, which are more expensive, is the psychological and motivational support they provide. Broadcasting media (e.g. video lessons) are examples of real-time, non symmetric communication; conferencing systems are real-time and symmetric; mailing systems and repository systems are non real-time and symmetric; finally, textbooks are examples of non real-time, non-symmetric communication.

Co-operation styles can be classified in a two-dimensional space, whose dimensions represent the degree of prescriptive guidance and the degree of psychological support, respectively. The presented model is derived from models widely used in the area of situational leadership [Hersey 82] [William 67]. During the execution of an educational task, the preferred style for co-operation among students and teachers changes according to a typical path through the styles space.

At the beginning of the task there is a bare transfer of information and of directives from teacher to students. We call this style of co-operation prescription; the typical habit of the teacher in this style can be summarised as "that is what you must do (or know)". This style requires a limited degree of interaction among users, therefore it can rely on non-symmetric media: ex-cathedra lessons, distance lessons, textbooks.

As soon as the student encounters some difficulties in its task, he or she needs both prescriptive guidance and psychological support. The proper style in this phase is explanation, where the teacher's habit is "you want to do, and I'll show you how to do". The explanation style requires both fine grained guidance and psychological support, therefore real-time and symmetric media are needed. We argue that Real Time interactions require the integration of multiple real-time, symmetric media (text, voice, video, images...) under a common floor control discipline [CSCW 92, CSCW 93]. Most environments for real-time co-operation are built on the top of specific communication media, and do not provide the capability of integrating different media. For instance, it is not straightforward to integrate video conferencing with standard text editing tools in a co-operative environment. In general, the integration in the small should be achieved by means of a platform (see Sec. 3.2) that allows to design and implement co-operative environments by separating the logical aspects (e.g., floor control strategies) from the technological ones (e.g., the management of specific media).

In the next phase the student has achieved a reasonable degree of autonomy from the point of view of the contents of the task, but still needs some psychological support. The proper style is involvement: "I believe in your capability, and I am available to support you if you need help". The involvement style relies on a reasonable autonomy of the student, but requires psychological support. Therefore it can be based on non real-time symmetric communication, provided that the actors (in particular, the teacher) have a detailed view of the interaction context (this is the case of the tutoring activity which will be discussed in Section 3.1).

The last co-operation style is delegation, that should take place when the student is highly autonomous from both points of views: "the achievement of the goal is up to you". This style implies a high level of motivation and autonomy of the student, who may communicate with the teacher - if needed - via standard symmetric media: mail or telephone.

### 3. Practical Environments

#### 3.1. TEMPO: an Environment for Distance Tutoring

**TEMPO** (TEletutoring, Milan, POlytechnic) is an environment supporting distance tutoring. It has been conceived and designed in order to support interactions related to the involvement interaction style, which can be based on non real-time symmetric communication, provided that the actors (in particular, the tutor) have a detailed view of the interaction context. In fact, the major difficulties concerning the communication among tutors and students arise from the lack of context. In particular, the tutor needs a view of the curriculum of the student, of the tasks he or she performed, and of the results of its assessment activities.

**TEMPO** is constituted of two (conceptually and physically) distinct work environments: the student and the tutor environments. They manage local Data Bases storing images of the basic objects and relations. The student DB includes the curriculum of the student, the history its interactions with the tutors, and the learning materials (or suitable references to them). The tutor DB includes the curricula of all the students, the learning materials and the histories of all the interactions. Both student and tutor environments rely on a MS-Windows platform. Student environments have a small local DB containing the student's data only. The tutor
environments rely on a central DB supported by an Oracle DB server. The two environments communicate via e-mail, which is transparently used by TEMPO as a communication protocol to enable interactions among actors, and to keep the distributed DBs consistent.

TEMPO augments the e-mail system by embedding each help request into a context determined by the actual state of fruition of the learning material, so that the tutor can exactly know to which specific issue the help request is related to. Moreover, the tutor can analyse the curriculum of the student in order to customise the answer. Finally, on both the tutor and student sides a history of the interactions is maintained. It is supported by introducing the concept of communication process, which consists of a sequence of communication acts. The history of each communication process is stored inside the DBs as a time stamped sequence of typed communication acts. Users may navigate through a history, get the most recent acts of a process, get all the acts of a given type, select the acts related to a specific issue, and so on.

TEMPO has been presented here to show how a proper design of the data model provides a sound background for the integration of different activities during the educational process. The student environment supports learning and self-assessment activities. The tutor environment supports tools for tracing the interaction process, for collecting relevant questions, for the assessment of the overall process, and for managing it from an administrative point of view. Though the two environments are quite different, a high degree of integration can be achieved due to the fact that both of them are based on the same data model. The same principle should be applied to specialized environments associated to different phases of the educational process. For instance, information gathered from the tutoring activity (e.g., frequent questions) could easily provide feedback to the curricula management phase.

TEMPO has been developed at CEFRIEL under the sponsorship of the Polytechnic of Milan. A first version is currently used for the distance tutoring of a small (40) group of students in a basic course on Computer Science. An engineered version will be used during 1994 for larger groups.

3.2. ImagineDesk: an Environment for Real-Time Co-operation

ImagineDesk [DiNitto 93, DePaoli 91, DePaoli 93] is a software platform supporting the integration of different communication media in a real-time conferencing context. It can be used to support the explanation style of co-operation. We define a conference as a system in which users interact in real time through a multimedia shared workspace [Ishii 91] constituted of a set of applications. For instance, a conference can be constituted by a spreadsheet, a word processor and a video-audio exchange application, so that interacting users can talk, see each other’s face, and work on shared documents. ImagineDesk enables to organise and manage a conference by integrating both co-operatation-aware applications (i.e., specifically developed to support co-operation) and co-operation-ignorant applications (i.e., standard off-the-shelf packages) under a common co-operation discipline.

Due to the fact that the collaboration takes place by interacting on a shared workspace, the access to the workspace must be carefully controlled by rules that must be customised to fulfil the requirements of specific activities. ImagineDesk considers that within a conference users are characterised by the roles they play during the evolution of the co-operative activity. A role defines the rights for performing actions on the shared workspace and for supervising the co-operation. Users playing the same role are collected in a group. Users may change their group membership in order to reflect changes of role.

Groups are defined at two different abstraction levels. Groups at the application layer correspond to abstract roles that model the access to the shared workspace. Their definition is independent from user identity as well as from system-dependent features, such as communication media. Groups at the communication layer model the rights of access to the communication capabilities provided by the underlying hardware/software platform. Group membership changes at the application layer are reflected by corresponding changes at the communication one, according to a mapping relationships. Due to the clean separation between the logical and the physical aspect of the co-operative activity, it is possible to change its logical management without affecting the structure of the application, nor the communication aspects.

A key phase of a computer-supported co-operative activity (as well as of a real-life one) is the planning of the activity itself. In fact, at a great extent the accuracy of the planning phase (the scheduled start-up time, the set of invited persons, the context of work, and so on) determines the success of the co-operative activity. ImagineDesk provides for tools and services which can be exploited in order to effectively organise a co-operative activity. According to the interaction styles taxonomy presented in Section 2.3, these services can be used to properly organise the explanation of an educational topic, taking into account the users involved in the real time interaction, the media used to support the interaction, and the tools used through the interaction. Even during a real-time interaction users can refer to the actual context of fruition of the learning material, by relying upon the data model. For instance, as soon as an help process ends in a "cul de sac", that is, a student (or a group of students) is not able to exceed a specific problem, a real time interaction can be organised. The context of the interaction is the actual state of fruition of the learning material. Moreover, the tutor can decide to use one or
more applications (such as word processor, drawing or simulation tools), in order to help the student solve the

The architecture of ImagineDesk includes two kinds of processes: permanent processes, existing as long as
the platform is available, and transient processes, existing for a limited amount of time. ImagineDesk does not
impose specific locations to the processes, unless a process controls specific hardware connected to a given
machine. Processes communicate by means of asynchronous message passing. In a typical situation, co-
operative applications run on User Workstations, while the processes comprising the platform run on the
Conference Server, a workstation through which all control data flows and media flows are routed.

4. Conclusions: Towards an Integrated Environment

The achievements of TEMPO and ImagineDesk provide a sound basis for the development of an integrated,
distributed and open-ended environment supporting the whole educational process. The final goal of the research
activity is the definition of a software platform allowing the implementation of specialized components
(courseware packages, assessment procedures, co-operative applications, authoring tools, administration services,
and so on) on the basis of a uniform framework. The architecture of the environment is shown in the figure. The
environment provides a collection of service modules supporting general purpose functionalities related to the
communication among users: planning, history, and co-operation control. These modules are viewed by
application programs through a suitable application programming interface (Co-operation Services Interface,
CSI) hiding system dependent issues and providing a uniform view of the services.

![The Integrated Environment](image)

The basis for the integration of specialised applications is provided by a common interface to Data Base
services (Data Model Interface, DMI) based the general data model, no matter how and where it is implemented in
terms of specific Data Bases. Both service modules and specialized tools rely on DMI.

Finally, the integration of different communication media is provided by a Media Integration Interface (MII)
that provides a uniform visibility of the media.

As shown in the figure, all these issues are tackled by either TEMPO or ImagineDesk. The data model of
TEMPO provides a general framework for the integration of tools devoted to specific activities and for the
feedback among the phases of the education process. TEMPO supports also the concept of history of
communication processes, that could involve different activities and tools. On the other hand, ImagineDesk
provides a valuable support for planning and managing the activities, for integrating different applications under
a common discipline, and for integrating different communication media in the context of an application.

Ultimately, the authors believe that the bricks are here, and that the integrated environment is partially built.
Further efforts will be devoted to its experimental use, to its evolution towards an engineered platform, and to
the development of specialized tools. The open-ended approach of the project allows to devise a stepwise strategy
for the implementation of the overall environment. The experimental use of TEMPO will allow to test the
consistency of the data model, to define the logical structure of a significant collection of courses, to collect and
organise data related to a large group of students, and to experiment the practical use of the tutoring environment. This activity has been already started and will have a first milestone at mid 1994. Meanwhile the definition and experimentation of tools supporting assessment will be carried on, in order to support feedback in the learning activity. At this point, the skeleton of a technological, organisational and methodological framework will be available.

In parallel, the ImagineDesk platform will be enhanced by integrating new communication media (in particular, ISDN for supporting multimedia interaction over public networks), by extending the mechanisms for the definition of flexible co-operation strategies, and by building user-friendly interfaces for the co-operation control. Moreover, some experimental courseware packages for real-time, multi-user teaching/learning activities will be developed and tested.

Further steps will be oriented to the definition and development of specialized tools for curricula definition, authoring, and management of the overall process. Courseware packages will be gradually integrated as soon as they will become available; the value of the environment, however, derives mainly from its ability to provide an integrated framework from the organisational and methodological point of view, and is not heavily bound to the availability of complete sets of courseware packages.
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Abstract: PROJECTTUTOR is an intelligent tutoring system for project planning. As a problem solving monitor, it completes conventional classroom teaching by training problem solving in project planning. The teacher uses the authoring component of the system to specify case problems. A case problem consists of a text describing the problem and a framework describing the structure of the problem. On the basis of an author-defined case text, the authoring component constructs a formal representation (an MPM-network), representing the structure of the problem. The student works with the tutoring component of PROJECTTUTOR. The text of a case problem is presented and the student has to find the structure of the project, build up an MPM-network, and perform time and cost analysis. The system compares the student's solution steps with those generated by the expert module. At any time, PROJECTTUTOR can give diagnosis, hints, and explanations, referring to the domain knowledge of the expert module as well as to the specific case.

Research objectives

The purpose of our research is to build a knowledge based tutoring system to improve problem solving in project planning (Pühl & Lusti, 1994). PROJECTTUTOR is able to diagnose student errors and to explain the solutions generated by the expert module. It explicitly uses information in the problem text to enhance explanations. In Operations Research, textbooks usually include case studies. The students solve the exercises using paper and pencil. Eventually they can check their own solutions against the solutions found in the appendix. Textbooks do not give any hints, explanations or diagnoses on the student's work.

PROJECTTUTOR can be used in any environment where project planning is taught. In our opinion, Operations Research is a well suited domain for tutoring systems. The curriculum is stable, structured, and algorithmically tractable (Angelides & Doukidis, 1990). In a study by Belling-Seib, the use of computer technology in the curriculum of Operations Research in Germany, Austria and Switzerland was investigated (Belling-Seib, 1991). It shows that Operations Research is a field where teachware is already used frequently, although most programs are just tools for computing solutions of given models. The purpose of PROJECTTUTOR is to increase the students' ability to develop a formal model from a given case problem and to work on the model until the problem is solved in the intended way.

The curriculum

Figure 1 describes the educational goals of PROJECTTUTOR. As prerequisites the students need the basics of graph theory and project planning. The domain knowledge covered by the expert module is divided into three parts. The structural analysis identifies the activities that make up the project. Each activity is associated with an average duration and optionally minimum duration and crashing costs. Next, the connections between the activities are identified and drawn using directed arcs connecting pairs of activity nodes. There are different types of connections (start-start, start-end, end-start, end-end), depending on whether a connection refers to the start or finish times of the associated activities. MPM-graphs usually use the start-start connection type. Connections can either be positive, in which case they are labelled with a positive number, saying that an activity
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can start no earlier than a certain amount of time after the start or the end of the preceding activity, or they can be negative when labelled with a negative number. A negative number indicates that the latest start of an activity is a certain amount of time after the start or the end of the preceding activity.

Time analysis computes the earliest and latest start and finish times of each activity, their slack (float) times, and the critical path(s). Cost analysis computes the minimum project costs by using the slack times of the non-critical activities or determines the minimum project time and the project costs by crashing all the activities. Different types of costs, such as direct activity costs, costs associated with the whole project (both of which are variable costs), and costs that are not relevant for the crashing of activities (fix costs), have to be identified.

The system

PROJECTTUTOR consists of two subsystems, the authoring and the tutoring component (Lusti, 1992). The intention of the authoring component is to make the system more flexible. The teachers can specify their own case-exercises. The authoring component is the knowledge acquisition tool of the system. In PROJECTTUTOR only case knowledge can be acquired. The domain knowledge of the expert module is compiled and therefore static. The tutoring component is used by the students to work on the author defined case-exercise.

Knowledge acquisition and internal representation (authoring component)

The authoring component allows to edit the case base. A case-exercise is first described by an unstructured text. The teacher then overlays the text by marking relevant pieces of text with different colours. Similar ideas of analysing the information contained in prescriptive texts by using NLP methods have been described before (e.g. Moulin & Rousseau, 1990). Our system does not use NLP methods. This is because the author is free to type any text he/she wants. In particular, no keywords have to be used. Analysing such texts automatically is still very difficult. Instead, the author has to explicitly tell the system which piece of text contains which information. In the following example, the bold piece of text indicates an activity: "The planning of the gardens can start no earlier than 10 days after ..."

As an example, figure 2 shows a problem text in the window on the left side of the screen, including a marked text piece denoting a negative connection. Each marked piece of text has one of the following meanings: activity, average duration, minimal duration, crashing costs, connection, time requirements of a connection, variable project costs, or fixed project costs.

Marked text pieces are immediately transformed to an internal representation reflecting the project structure (see figure 3). The representation is a list of text pieces that provides for the insertion of attributes like "activity", "duration", or "connection". Moving text preserves the attributes. Deleting text is only possible under integrity constraints. If, for example, the only piece of text about a certain activity is deleted, the system warns the author. He/She can then specify another piece of text or remove the activity from the network.
45 days and backyard planning takes 25 days.

After static calculations have been finished, negotiations with the authorities as well as the call for tenders can start. Negotiations will take approximately 20 days and call for tenders 55 days. However, negotiations can start no sooner than the backyard planning has been finished.

After the call for tenders and negotiations have been finished, placing of order can begin, which will take around 10 days.

The planning of the gardens can start no earlier than 10 days after the beginning of the backyard planning, but no later than 20 days after that. It will take around 10 days.

The award will be given after both, placing of order and garden planning have been finished. It

Figure 2: Knowledge acquisition using the authoring component

After adjusting the internal datastructure, the system automatically updates the formal representation in the network window on the right side of the screen by generating a corresponding activity-object (a node), a connection between a pair of objects (an arc), or time and cost data (see figure 2). The author can see the effects of his/her text analysis on the graph. Furthermore, the system detects inconsistencies within the author's definitions. The internal datastructure is stored in the case base and is used by the explanation facility of the tutoring component.

Figure 3: A part of the internal datastructure

Tutoring component

When the students work on case-exercises, PROJECTTUTOR does not explicitly lead them through a chain of tutoring steps, but they have to decide by themselves which step to take next. However, there is an implicit tutoring process since the students have to follow a certain sequence of tasks in order to arrive at the correct solution. At any time the students can ask the system to: diagnose the work the students have done so far, give
hints for further solution steps, check whether a (sub-)solution is correct, explain why a (sub-)solution is not correct, or produce a (sub-)solution.

PROJECTTUTOR tries to behave like a human tutor who is available while students work on a problem. The students can ask the tutor and the tutor will give comments, hints, or explanations. The tutor has to decide which answer to give. In the current version, no explicit pedagogical decisions are made. Instead, every question that the students ask generates a local reaction of the system, consisting of a how-explanation trace (a tree) and references to relevant information in the problem text. By navigating through the tree an explanation dialog is carried out and links to the exercise text are shown.

Diagnosis means checking for discrepancies between the student's and the system's solution. This can be done at any time and consists of determining the current state of the student's work and checking the student's current (sub-)solution against the one generated by the expert module. If an error is detected, the system finds out whether the error occurred because of incorrect network construction or incorrect transformation of the network.

Incorrect network construction can be due to misinterpretation or overlooking of information contained in the problem text. Students might forget to draw an activity node or a connection between two activities. Or they draw a connection in the wrong direction or between the wrong nodes. The system points out the misinterpreted or overlooked information in the problem text, allowing the student to improve the network.

Errors in transforming the network can be caused by different kinds of mistakes. There are different cognitive levels involved. An error might simply be due to a wrong arithmetic calculation, which is on a low cognitive level and can be easily recognised by the student. The system can simply give a hint pointing out the error.

At a higher level, project-planning algorithms to be performed on the network might be carried out incorrectly. Those algorithms are, for example, computing the earliest and latest start and finish times, the slack times, and the critical path within the time analysis. Here it is necessary to trace back the operations performed by the student. PROJECTTUTOR can then mention the erroneous step. The student might either recognize his/her mistake and repeat the relevant steps or, if there is a problem in understanding the algorithm, the student can ask the system to demonstrate the algorithm step by step. If necessary, the student can invoke the hypertext help facility to look up textbook knowledge explaining the algorithm and domain terms.

If the system detects that the student made the mistake because of overlooking or misinterpreting information in the exercise text, it refers to the corresponding text pieces.

The explanation component comprises explanations generated by the domain knowledge of the expert module and the knowledge about the meaning of the text stored in the internal representation of the problem text. As many references as possible are made to the problem text. If the student makes a mistake and asks for a diagnosis, the system responds by highlighting a relevant piece of text in the exercise text and displaying additional information.

In the following, a dialog between a student and the system is outlined. Computer output is written in italics and comments are put in brackets. (In fact, the dialogue is menu driven):

Why is the latest start time of the garden planning not 155 days?
(The student asks for a diagnosis and the system highlights the occurrence of a mistake in the network.)

Because there is a mishap in the structural analysis.
(The system realized that the mistake is caused by an error in an earlier part of the educational goals, which is the structural analysis; see figure 1.)
Why?
(The student asks for a more precise explanation.)
The connections in your network are not correct.
(The system moves to the next level in the explanation tree, but still keeps the explanation somewhat general. The explanation resembles a hint.)
Why?
(The student asks for further explanations.)
Look at the following information in the problem text: "... The planning of the gardens can start no earlier than 10 days after the beginning of the backyard planning, but no later than 20 days after that...".
(The system highlights the corresponding piece of information in the exercise text which was overlooked by the student. Here the explanation trace is explicitly connected to the problem text.)

How do I specify such a relation in the network?
(The student does not know how to incorporate this information in the network and asks the system for further help.)

*You should use a negative connection.*

(The system reached the lowest level in the explanation tree.)

What is a negative connection?

(The student does not know that term and asks for more help.)

A negative connection is...

(The system starts the hypertext help facility.)

We believe that explanation traces generated by the domain knowledge of the expert module should be accompanied by references to the problem text. Other research comes to similar conclusions (Reiser, Ranney, Lovett & Kimberg, 1989). Studies on mathematical text problem solving found that unstated or hidden relations in the problem texts are a major source of errors (Nathan, 1993). A system should also be able to present different representations of the problem. PROJECTTUTOR provides two views of a case problem. One is the unstructured exercise text and the other is the formal network representation.

**Communication module**

The communication module of PROJECTTUTOR is crucial for the acceptance of both its authoring and tutoring component. The nodes and arcs can be moved around by dragging and dropping. At any time, the students can ask questions. Direct manipulation lets the students (as well as the teacher) see the effects of their work immediately (LeBlanc, 1993). If the students specify a link between two activities, this link is drawn immediately in the network. The same is true after an author has marked a piece of text indicating a link between activities.

**Matching the student's work with the system's work**

As described earlier, the curriculum is divided into different parts (see figure 1). There is a certain order in these curriculum parts. For example, the student has to correctly finish the structural analysis before carrying on with the time analysis. However, the system allows the student to work on the time analysis, even if the structural analysis has not been finished correctly. The idea here is to let the student find out about the error in the earlier phase (explanation by contradiction; Rätz, 1993; Rätz & Lusti, 1992). The student then has to go back to the structural analysis and correct it. Since the time analysis is based on the structural analysis, the work that has already been done in the time analysis is lost. The student has to redo work that he/she might have already proved to know. In those cases, PROJECTTUTOR can do this work for the student. This is in order to keep the student concentrated on crucial problems and to automate minor ones.

When working on project planning exercises using paper and pencil, the students often have to recompute a whole network after they realized that the structure of the network is not correct. This is tiresome and demotivating.

PROJECTTUTOR keeps track of the student's work in a simple way. Once a subtask has been completed correctly, e.g. computing the slack times, it is marked as known by the student. If the same subtask has to be performed again at a later time, PROJECTTUTOR offers to do it for the student.

PROJECTTUTOR also compares the student's work with the one done by the expert module (see figure 4). A matching algorithm is implemented that detects missing, wrong, and incorrect items in the student's work. Based on this information, diagnosis and explanations are built up.

**Discussion and further refinements**

We described PROJECTTUTOR, a monitor for training problem solving in project planning. The curriculum and the levels of competence were mentioned. We discussed the different modules of the system, stressing the knowledge acquisition part, the tutoring component, and the communication module.

PROJECTTUTOR includes an authoring component which offers two consistent representations to the teacher: the natural language text and the graphical network representation. The tutoring component provides a powerful explanation facility (incorporating the problem text and the explanation traces generated by the expert module).
A qualitative evaluation was carried out, showing that the students appreciated the advantages of the system compared to pure paper-and-pencil exercises. However, further improvements have been pointed out in several directions. An extension of the curriculum to include CPM- and PERT-techniques, capacity-, milestone-, and trend-analysis would improve the usefulness. Case problems could be extended to vary during the exercise, e.g. the system could tell the student that a certain activity is delayed and the student has to react. The system would then become more of a simulation tool. Student modelling could be extended and pedagogical knowledge could be added so the system can adapt better to the individual student.

PROJECTTUTOR is written in PDC Prolog and runs under Windows 3.1.
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Computers as Interactive Representational devices for Declarative domains

HELEN PURCHASE
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Abstract: This paper reviews semiological theories in relation to the use of computers for enhancing learning activities, concentrating particularly on the use of graphical (or schematic) texts in declarative domains. Relevant semiological and educational issues are discussed, and three areas where the use of schematic representations in computer learning environments may be investigated are proposed: representing a complex structural domain, depicting the lexical relationships in a thesaurus, and assisting the authoring of an interactive fiction system. Three existing systems which address the associated learning activities are also described.

Introduction

Literacy is a primary aim of education: subject matter is usually taught 'out of context' with the use of various forms of text, and it is considered essential that children learn the skills to decode represented experience competently so that the information and techniques which form part of a culture may be propagated. Emphasis is therefore placed on reading, numeracy and the interpretation of diagrams and film. The computer is a significant addition to this list: its power as a representational device is greater than other media because of its interactive and processing nature. This paper considers the use of computers in education from the point of view of representational semiotic devices. First, relevant semiotic terminology is defined and appropriate educational issues addressed. Three projects which entail the design and development of computer educational systems which use an interactive representational method are then described. The aim of each of these systems is to investigate the suitability of using schematic representational methods for the depiction of declarative subject matter in an interactive device. They are each related to a particular learning activity: envisaging the structure of a complex domain, discovering the relationships between words in a lexicon, and authoring a hypertext system.

Semiology: terminology and classifications

Definitions

Semiology was defined by Saussure in 1915 "A science that studies the life of signs within society...[to] show what constitutes signs, what laws govern them..." (Saussure, 1959). While his emphasis was primarily linguistic, Peirce's analysis of signs (which he termed semiotics) was more general and concentrated on the characteristics of all signs (Peirce, 1977). Terminology differs between Saussure's and Peirce's definitions of signs and symbols, and for the purposes of this document, Peirce's definitions and categorisations will be used; that is, a sign is an intimate relation between an object (term) and an interpretant (concept). While the nature of
the bond between the two components of a sign is irrelevant, a symbol is a particular category of sign, where the relationship between its object and interpretant is arbitrary. A semiotic system (code) is an organisation of patterns of particular signs (usually rule- and convention-based) that comprises a system of meaning, and a symbolic system is a type of semiotic system. A semiotic system thus consists of a syntax which defines the manner in which terms may be organised, and a semantics which indicates how meaning can be attributed to a syntactically correct pattern of terms. A statement is defined as a syntactically correct and meaningful combination of terms in a semiotic system, a message as a semantically coherent sequence of statements, and text (representation) as the physical realisation of a statement or message. A representational system (or medium) is an abstract term that refers to the physical realisation of the rules and conventions that comprise a semiotic system, and a device is a physical object used for communication via a semiotic system. Communication takes place when text is created according to a particular code, and transmitted via a device. The receiver of the text decodes it to extract meaning, choosing to impose a particular code on the text to enable interpretation.

For example, music is a semiotic system comprising signs (notes), where each note consists of a term (eg E flat) and a concept (the sensation produced by the corresponding sound wave). A figure from Beethoven’s ninth symphony is a statement, the whole symphony is a message, the score is a text, an orchestra is a device for communicating it, and musical notation is the abstract term denoting the corresponding representational system.

A distinction may be made between non-interactive communication devices, which do not allow the receiver of a text to interact with them (eg televisions), and interactive communication devices, whose flexibility allows text to be altered and manipulated by the receiver. The most obvious example of an interactive communication device is a computer: its flexibility allows for dynamic transmission and manipulation of signs and texts.

Classifications

Bruner identifies three different types of semiotic systems: enactive, iconic and symbolic, with the corresponding signs action, image and symbol (Bruner, 1966). The enactive system is based on physical movement and the learning of responses (eg riding a bicycle), the iconic system depends on imagery and perception (eg looking at a picture), and the symbolic system uses symbols which do not have a perceptual relationship with the objects they signify (eg reading a sentence in natural language). For the purposes of this document, symbolic systems are further classified into schematic and linguistic categories, the main difference between them being the way in which the symbols are physically organised. Schematic systems use spatial indicators to show the structure of the subject matter (eg circuit diagrams, flowcharts), while linguistic systems place the symbols in a purely sequential manner (eg formal logic, morse code). In both systems, the way in which the symbols in a text are organised is important: linguistic systems have a linear syntax which determines how the meaning of the separate symbols unite to produce the semantics for the whole statement. Schematic systems tend to be graphical in nature, the overall structure of the subject represented and the relationships between the individual symbols being interpreted according to a conventional code (eg straight lines in circuit diagrams represent physical connections which are not necessarily straight). The physical realisation of a statement or message in a schematic system is here termed a diagram. Schematic representations are exceptionally useful. Some concepts cannot be captured by icons or individual symbols alone and the holistic nature of diagrams ensures structure and relationships are made explicit, often making a simple diagram more effective than the equivalent linguistic form.
Semiotic skills and the educational use of computers

The use of semiotic systems is mankind's most distinctive characteristic; coded experience and effective semiotic systems have proved essential for the propagation of knowledge. In education, communication via semiotic systems forms an important role in guiding children towards the effective use of information and techniques, and it is therefore important that children be able to decode a given representation competently; they should know the appropriate code well enough to both understand the text as well as manipulate and use it. For this reason, the development of literacy in various semiotic codes is the primary concern of much formal schooling.

Subject matter is usually taught to children 'out of context' by the use of a (usually symbolic) medium. Olson and Bruner make a clear distinction between the knowledge represented in a text and the skills required to decode the text. They consider that, regardless of whether the medium is enactive, iconic or symbolic, a common invariant 'deep structure' of knowledge can be created. However, the skills used for extracting and utilising this knowledge in each medium differ greatly, and they recommend that this should be considered when a representational system for instruction is chosen:

The choice of a means of instruction, then, must not depend solely upon the effectiveness of the means for conveying and developing knowledge; it must depend as well upon its effects on the mental skills that are developed in the course of acquiring that knowledge (Olson and Bruner, 1987).

The choice of medium for encoding subject matter for educational purposes is therefore an important issue on two counts. Firstly, the ability of the intended users to understand the code in order to perform the required task should be considered. This is related to the cognitive development of the children and their previous experience with similar systems. Secondly, the suitability of the medium for the subject matter embodied and the intended learning activity ought to be addressed: inappropriate use of a medium may result in the creation and use of unsuitable and confusing mental models of the domain.

Both of these issues are made more complex when the computer is chosen as the medium of instruction. As semiotic devices, computers have additional power in that not only can they externally *present* representations, they can also internally *manipulate* them. Educational studies regarding the semiotic nature of the computer tend to be concerned with the cognitive benefits accrued from programming (e.g., understanding random numbers, recursion, variables etc) (McDougall, 1990). They have concentrated on the symbolism afforded by programming languages (Papert, 1980; Pea, 1987), and have not addressed the computer's potential as a semiotic interactive device for the explicit representation and manipulation of information, where no enactive (i.e., simulation or program) counterpart exists. The emphasis in the practical educational use of computers is usually on the subject matter embodied within the software, or on the computer skills reinforced by computer use, rather than on the nature of the medium used.

Three interactive schematic systems

In focusing on the semiotic nature of the computer as a representational device, educational researchers and practitioners ought to consider whether its interactive nature contributes in any way to the learning activities that the user is engaged in (or indeed, whether it inhibits them). The research reported here considers interactive declarative schematic representations.
in particular, and three learning activities have been identified as potential areas where their use may enhance learning: the representation of complex structural domains, the navigation of a ‘lexical space’ depicting the relationships between words, and the display of a hypertext structure in an authoring tool.

Three systems have been designed to investigate the use of interactive schematic representations for these learning activities: they are described briefly below, with particular emphasis given to the nature and use of each the schematic representations used.

**Schematic hierarchical knowledge base structures**

**KREEK** is an educational learning environment which embodies an interactive schematic representational method for the portrayal of structured declarative domains (e.g., the solar system, an animal taxonomy), using a network syntax where *nodes* represent objects and *links* represent relationships. Relationships between the main objects in a text are made explicit by forming links between them, while attribute (or ‘property’) information associated with the objects are encapsulated within *frames* at the nodes (Minsky, 1975). In addition, each node may have associated with it a *layer*, which is itself a syntactically valid diagram and covers the entire computer display. Thus **KREEK** texts may consist of any number of layers organised in a hierarchical structure, allowing the knowledge-base to be structured so that subordinate layers provide more specific information about an object. The dynamic environment offered by the computer is therefore used in order to incorporate structural conventions: not all of the information is made available at once, and the parts of the text that are not initially visible (either in frames or in layers) may be selected by the user for further perusal. **KREEK** may be used for both browsing and creating these hierarchical schematic texts: the intention is that the inherent structure of a knowledge base may be better envisaged by making it explicit in an interactive schematic text.

Qualitative preliminary evaluation of this system with nine-year old children revealed that their ability to recognise and use appropriately the structural conventions embodied within a **KREEK** text varied with the mode they were in. They had little difficulty in understanding the fact that the positioning of the facts within the hierarchy provided additional information when they were *browsing* a **KREEK** text, but only the higher-ability children used these structural conventions appropriately in *authoring* mode (Purchase, 1992). Further experimentation needs to be done to supplement these observations with a more rigorous qualitative analysis, encompassing a larger sample size, and focusing more particularly on the structural envisagement aspect of text browsing and creation, and its support of the learning activity.

**Depiction of ‘lexical space’**

**GLOSS** is currently under development: it is intended to be a language tool which portrays the highly-linked information in a thesaurus graphically, providing the means for easy and efficient access of the entries for the words cross-referenced by a particular lexical entry, and displaying these relationships between the entries in a graphical manner. Hypertext type implementations of thesauruses have implicit links between the entries: the system proposed here will make these relationships graphically explicit, thus allowing the user to visualise the ‘lexical space’ in which the word is situated. Thus the ‘lexical area’ defined by a word and its lexical associations will be depicted in a graphical manner (using a node-arc notation similar to Quillian’s ‘semantic

---

1This idea is similar to Quillian’s linking together of planes (Quillian, 1967), without the condition that links between planes be restricted to relationships between concepts and their corresponding instances.
memory' representation (Quillian, 1967)), in order to allow the relationships between the words and their cross-references to be perceived visually. A lexical entry will be visually depicted as a 'focus' node representing the word, which is joined by graphical arcs (indicating lexical or semantic relationships) to the relevant cross-referenced words. The display is made more complex by the further arc-node depiction of words associated with these cross-references. User selection of any word which is displayed on the screen in one lexical entry would change the graphical display so that the newly selected word forms the focus of the display. The new focus node, its cross-referenced words, and further lexical or semantically associated words would now be displayed. By appropriate selection of words, the user can browse through the thesaurus, following relationships through the lexical space. A system like this may have many uses in education, in learning about the structure of the lexicon (either for children or for people learning English as a second language), or for discovering the semantic relationships between concepts. In addition, the graphical aspect of GLOSS provides any user with a new way of visualising words, semantic and lexical relationships and lexicon structure.

Schematic structures for interactive fiction

STORYTIME is a creative writing authoring tool, which allows non-sequential stories to be both read and written. It maintains a hypertext type implementation of events in a story, with the links between the events relating to choices that the reader makes when decision points are reached in the narrative. The non-sequential nature of the stories is what is of most interest from both a reading and an authoring perspective, and this underlying structure of highly-linked nodes allows many stories with different conclusions to be explored and created. STORYTIME is intended to be used by primary school children in both reading and authoring mode, and it provides a simple interface for both activities.

Readers of STORYTIME stories suffer from the problems that users of hypertext systems are prone to: not knowing where in the linked structure they are currently located, and having no prior knowledge of the scope of the story (in terms of both size and possible events in the narrative). When creating stories, authors may experience the same problems, but these may be exemplified by errors or omissions that they may have made (eg forgetting to ensure that all pages are accessible, associating the wrong page with a link, or losing sight of the overall structure of the story, and the various narratives that it may entail.)

STORYTIME has been partially extended in an attempt to address these problems by including the facility for the overall structure of the story to be viewed as a schematic display of a directed graph. Thus the internal hypertext representation of nodes and links is made visible to assist the reader in knowing something more about the structure and extent of the story. In addition, the author will be able to get an overview of the possible paths in the story, and ensure that all pages are accessible and the created structure correctly represents their intention. Further implementation is necessary to provide graphical authoring facilities.

Like the thesaurus implementation discussed above, these extensions to STORYTIME require the use of a suitable automatic graphical display algorithm which will display the structure of the highly-linked internal representation of nodes and links. Graphical tools which implement algorithms which enable the perspicuous display of graphs (eg the 'spring' algorithm (Kamada, 1989)) will be used.
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Conclusion

The three systems described above are intended to be used to investigate the potential for the use of schematic representations in an interactive device for three particular learning activities: browsing the representation of a structured domain, navigating lexical space, and accessing the structure of a story in an interactive fiction authoring tool. The aspect of these systems that distinguishes them from other computer educational systems which use schematic representations is the fact that what is represented is declarative subject matter, rather than the basis for a simulation tool (Cheng, 1993), or a procedural exercise (Levonen and Lesgold, 1993). Successful use of these systems (i.e., the enhancement of the respective learning activities) would demonstrate the suitability of this choice of medium, and would indicate that the interactive nature of the computer can indeed be exploited with schematic representations for the effective depiction of declarative subject matter.
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Abstract: The objective of this paper is the development of concepts, methods and a prototype for an audio framework. This audio framework shall describe sounds on a highly abstract semantic level. We describe every sound as the result of one or several interactions between one or several objects at a certain place and in a certain environment. The attributes of every interaction influence the generated sound. Simultaneously, the participating objects, which take part in the sound generation process, can consist of different physical conditions (states of aggregation), materials as well as their configurations. All relevant attributes have an influence on the generated sound. The hearing of sounds in everyday life is based on the perception of events and not on the perception of sounds as such. For this reason, everyday sounds are often described by the events they are based on. In this paper, a framework concept for the description of sounds is presented, in which sounds can be represented as auditory signal patterns along several descriptive dimensions of various objects interacting together in a certain environment. On the basis of the differentiation of purely physical and purely semantic descriptive dimensions, the automatic sound generation is discussed on the physical and semantic levels. Within the scope of this research project, we shall especially look for possibilities to describe the sound class 'solid objects', in particular the class of the primitive sounds 'knock' ('strike', 'hit'), because this class of sounds occurs very frequently in everyday life, the interacting objects can be easily and well described by their material characteristics and the knowledge of solid state physics can be used. As an example the falling of a spherical elastic object onto a linear elastic beam is physically and mathematically modelled, and implemented on a SGI workstation. The main parameters which influence the impact behaviour of such objects will be discussed. On the theoretical level, first a better overview and a better understanding of the capabilities, restrictions and problems of the existing instruments (tools) for the automatic generation of audio data can be anticipated.

State of the art

Many computers have a sound generator that produces a simple beep sound to indicate the errors. For a long time the only audio information for user interfaces contemporary modern workstations have signal processors and analogue digital converters and therefore sounds can be used in software. The terms that are used later in this chapter are defined as follows. Audio signal pattern: description of all perceptible audio signals. Speech: The description of all audio signals that have describable grammar structures. Music: Complex audio signal pattern that has rhythmic describable structures. Tone: Simple audio signal pattern with rhythmic describable structure. Everyday sounds: Audio signal patterns that have not been sufficiently researched to give a description and creation structure. We call the combined group of everyday sound and tone 'sound'. When we mean the assignment of a sound to an event we put the event identifier in inverted commas (for example: event = impact, sound = 'impact').
Comparison of auditory and visual signal pattern

The textual representation of information is of most use when the user is familiar with the domain area and can demonstrate much experience and knowledge in that domain area. In comparison, more concrete (visual and auditory) representations of information that the user can query are of most use when the domain area is new and unknown. By comparing audio signal patterns with visual signal patterns the different advantages of each can be shown. Sounds and music can be used to improve the user's understanding of visual predecessors or can stand alone as independent sources of information. (For example: sounds as diagnostic support applied with the direction of a process simulation (Gaver, 1991).)

The parallel use of different media and the resulting parallel distribution of information, for example by simultaneously showing a predecessor through a concrete representation and its explanation through audio distribution, leads to a denser sharing of information. In this case, the user can dedicate his attention solely to the visual information, which has parallel audio support. This reduces the need to change the textual or other visual delivery and prevents the overflow of visual information (Gaver, 1991). The redundancy of information represented visually and auditory, as long as the representation of the information is realistically formed, is sensed not as disturbing, but instead it demands and increases information reception. It is important that with simultaneous information representation, that the information is harmonized together and that the different media are well synchronised.

Everyday sound perception

The perception of auditory signal patterns in everyday life can come in very different forms: a car driving by on the street, a dripping faucet, the confusion of voices from a crowd of people, opera music, a plane flying by, the buzz of a travel alarm clock, the beeping of a wristwatch, etc. All of these auditory signal patterns are divided into four categories: speech, music, sound and noise; sometimes noises and sounds are heard and grouped together. All of these categories are described sufficiently in the physical world through the mixing and superposition of different pitches, frequencies, volumes and sound duration. One of the essential differences between these categories, however, lies in their semantics: Speech serves primarily to convey information, while music and noise can have a pleasant or an unpleasant influence on the emotions. For musicians and other people who are intimate with this area, music and noise have a comparable semantic and informative character as speech does for the normal citizen. Besides from music and noise, the listener is interested next in the possibility of undisturbed, context free perception.

In contrast to music and noise, everyday sounds have a self standing characteristic; they are extremely context sensitive and event related (Gaver, 1986). Through the physical interaction of different everyday objects in 3-D space the sounds of everyday life are created and through propagation they become audible through the air. In comparison with music and noises, the semantically relevant dimension of sound lies not with the characteristic quality of the auditory signal pattern itself, but rather with the quality of the sound producing event as it respects the concerned object (Mountford, 1990).

This difference leads us to the conclusion that sounds are interpreted differently than music based upon their quality. When listening to music we are primarily interested in the effect of music on us; while when hearing everyday sounds we are interested in the quality of the sound producing object and the accompanying circumstances (e.g., surrounding conditions, events, etc.). Of course, music can be heard from the perspective of every day use; in this case the listener pays attention to the nature and tune of the instrument in use, to the tempo, to the acoustic, to the place of performance, etc. This method of listening to music is dependent upon the listener's knowledge of this domain field; only someone who is experienced with music will be able to extract all the various aspects from a piece of music. The average adult is, for the interpretation of everyday sounds, an expert with a large degree of knowledge from experience. This knowledge allows one to evaluate everyday sounds according to the following criteria for relevant information:

1) Information about the physical occurrence: we hear, if the fallen glass clinks or breaks.
2) Information about unseen structures: when knocking on the wall, we can hear if it is hollow.
3) Information about dynamic changes: when filling a wine glass, we can hear when it is full and runs over.
4) Information about abnormal conditions: we hear, when the car engine ceases to function properly and runs irregularly.
5) Information about occurrences outside of the visual field: the sound of footsteps behind us 'tells' us if someone is approaching.

Listening to everyday sounds is based upon the perception of events and not upon the perception of sounds in and of themselves. This fact becomes clear in the following example:
Illustrative example:
A pen dropped upon a piece of paper from a height of about 15 cm created a different sound than when it is dropped upon the hard surface of a desk. An altogether different sound is created when a rubber eraser is dropped upon the paper or, respectively, on the desk.

The sound created in each case of the previous example is neither a characteristic of any of the participating objects (pen, rubber eraser, sheet of paper, desk surface) nor a characteristic of the occurrence 'dropped' itself. The four different sounds in the examples are, with an observation that holds true to the reality of the situation solely determined by their respective interaction and environmental conditions. Everyday sounds are therefore due to a lack of better descriptive possibilities, often described through the underlying occurrence.

Every sound is also a result of one or more interactions between two or more objects in a definite place and in definite surroundings and can be defined as the following:

\[ \text{Sound} = f(\text{objects, interaction, environment}) \]

Every interaction possesses attributes that have an influence on the produced sound. At the same time the shared objects can participate in the production of sound from different aggregate conditions, materials, and even their configuration. The configurations of these materials possess attributes that also can have an influence on the produced sound.

Existing research projects

With the manufacture and adaptation in the world of interactive computer systems (e.g., multimedia applications) one must decide between the following three types of substitution: 1) Propagation: Here the quality of the propagation channel is important (i.e., bandwidth, etc.). 2) Intake, saving, and reproduction: this is actually time synchronous with visual processing to add extra significance. 3) Automatic Production: In this area the realistic generation of context sensitive, auditory signal pattern has the most significance.

We concentrate us in our research to the third area: the automatic production of everyday sound. The existing research for audio with interactive systems will be listed. The computer manufacturer, Apple, researches the substitution of audio media for improvement of graphical user interface and presents the so called 'Auditory Icons' such as 'Earcons' (Gaver, 1986; Gaver, 1989; Gaver, 1990; Blattner, 1989). The Bell Communications Research Centre in collaboration with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology developed an 'Audio Window system' as an analogue of the 'Visual Window system' that realised one, two, and three dimensional representations of auditory source (Ludwig, 1990; Wenzel, 1991). The Olivetti Research Centre was developing a so called 'Audio Server' an analogy to the 'Window Server' with a user interface based on the Client Server Model (Binding, 1990). None of the three projects mentioned above, however, allow the description of sounds on a highly abstract semantic level.

State of own research

It is mainly the following factors in their respective forms and combinations that influence the load for humans in the man computer interaction: the organisation of the learning place and the learning place environment, the content of the learning tasks on the screen, the temporal share of the activity on the screen in proportion to the whole activity, the content of the computer support and the user friendliness of the interactive system.

Our investigations have shown that the user friendliness of a data processing system crucially influences its acceptance by its users. Three different aspects should hereby be discriminated: (1) the functionality and the amount of information, (2) the availability (response times and disturbances) and (3) the operational handling mediated by the user interface (Rauterberg, 1992).

The results of an experiment, that investigated the effects of audio feedback, showed, that the results of a database query at the user interface with an individually selective acoustic feedback were as good as with a previously adjusted standard interface without any acoustic feedback. However, if the users, who considered the acoustic feedback as useful, are compared with those who considered it not necessary, significant performance advantage results for the persons with a positive mind about the acoustic feedback (Rauterberg et al, 1994).

The results of a second experiment with or without sound feedback in a process control environment showed, that sound feedback improves significantly the performance of operating and controlling the simulation system of an assembly line with 38 different sounds (Rauterberg & Styger, 1994).
Definition of the main research goal

From the analysis of existing models and concepts as well as empirical investigations of the pre phase a definition for the requirements for a new concept and a new model should be derived. The example of an impact (e.g., falling spherical object on the surface of a beam) shows the physical process of producing sound through the interaction of the objects 'spherical object' and 'beam' (fig. 1). The produced sound 'spherical object hits the beam' can be described by the behaviour of the vibration of the beam surface, which has been produced by the deformation resulting from the fall of the spherical object. "When an object is deformed by an external force, internal restoring forces cause a build up potential energy. When the external force is removed, the object's potential energy is transformed to kinetic energy, and it swings through its original position. The object continues to vibrate until the initial input of energy is lost" (Gaver, 1993).

The following concept should help us to find a classification to describe the sounds on a very high abstract and semantic level. The highest level in our sound hierarchy contains the class of everyday sounds that are produced through interaction of two or more objects (interacting objects). The second highest level contains the three different material states (solid, liquid, gaseous), which produce qualitatively diverse sounds. For example, if two or more solid objects interact, then they produce sounds like 'push', 'break', etc. Sounds like 'drop', 'sprinkle' are produced through interaction of different liquid objects, and sounds like 'explode', 'stream' are produced through aerodynamic interactions in the air. All of these so called 'primitive sounds' are characteristically for their classes.

Audio framework

The term 'framework' comes from the object oriented world and is understood as follows: Already programmed frames that allow the programmers to supplement the application of specific parts in a program. An audio framework should in the term of object-oriented terminology provide the basic sound classes and the possibilities to combine and manipulate them. At the moment there is no such audio framework. As an example we are going to approach the sound class 'impacts'.

Our methodology can be demonstrated by falling a linear elastic spherical object with the elasticity modules $E_1$, Poisson ratio $\nu_1$, mass $m$ and radius $r_s$ onto a straight beam (fig. 1). The material behaviour of the beam is assumed to be isotropic and linear elastic with the elastic modules $E$, Poisson ratio $\nu$, cross sectional area $A = (h * b)$, length $l$ and the material density $\rho$. First, we will ignore the damping of the system which is mainly affected by the viscoelasticity effects of the material. The behaviour of anisotropic materials such as multilayered composite structures has been previously investigated (see for example Motavalli, 1991). The results of this investigation can be used for the further developments.

Cross section

The displacement $Z(t)$ of the centre of mass of the spherical object hitting the structure satisfies the equation of motion:

$$Z_{tt} = -\frac{F}{m}$$

where $(.)_{tt} = d^2(.) / dt^2$ is the second time derivative, $F \geq 0$ is the resultant force acting at the contact region between the beam and the mass.

Fig. 1: Falling a mass on a straight beam
The resultant contact force $F$ can be connected with the maximum relative displacement $S$ of the upper surface of the structure with respect to its middle surface according to (fig. 1) by solving the corresponding classical contact problem of linear elasticity (Hertz, 1881):

$$F = kS^2$$

(2)

where $k = \frac{4}{3} \sqrt{\frac{r_s}{E + E_1}}$, $E = \frac{E}{1 - \nu^2}$ and $E_1 = \frac{E_1}{1 - \nu_1^2}$.

One of the most essential assumption in deriving equations (1) and (2) is that the elastodynamic effects in the region of contact are neglected. Furthermore the accuracy of the following equations is quite satisfactory as long as the radius $r_s$ of the sphere is sufficiently large with respect to the beam thickness $h$ (for example, $r_s/h \geq 2$).

The differential equation of the motion of the beam under distributed load $q(t,x)$ in terms of lateral displacement $W$ is:

$$EIW_{xxxx} + pAW_{xx} = q(t,x)$$

(3)

where $(.)_{xxxx} = \frac{d^4(.)}{dx^4}$ and $I = (bh^3)/12$.

Taking the boundary conditions into account, this equation can be solved analytically. After some mathematical operations, the following solution can be derived:

$$W(t,x) = \sum_{n=1,3,5,...} \frac{2}{\rho AL} (-1)^{\frac{n-1}{2}} \sin\left(n\frac{\pi r}{L}\right) \frac{1}{\omega_n} \int_0^L F(\tau) \sin(\omega_n(t-\tau)) d\tau$$

(4)

The displacement $Z(t)$ of the centre of the sphere will be given by the sum of the two displacements $S$ and $W$ (fig. 1):

$$Z = S + W$$

(5)

The displacement $W$ at the mid span of the beam is:

$$W(t,L/2) = \sum_{n=1,3,5,...} \frac{2}{\rho AL\omega_n} \int_0^L F(\tau) \sin(\omega_n(t-\tau)) d\tau$$

(6)

where $\omega_n$ are the eigen frequencies of the beam.

Provided that one considers the material damping as an additional effect to the above mentioned model, the following equation can be derived instead of (4):

$$W(t,L/2) = \sum_{n=1,3,5,...} \exp(-\delta_n t) \frac{2}{\rho AL \omega_n} \int_0^L F(\tau) \sin(\omega_n(t-\tau)) d\tau$$

(7)

where $\delta_n$ is the damping constant of the beam material.

Equations (2), (5) and (7) illustrate the dependency of the beam-surface vibration ($S + W$) on the following important parameter:
- material properties and geometry of the beam and
- material properties, geometry and initial velocity of the falling object.

The main advantage of the presented physical model to the existing model in (Gaver, 1993) is that the material and geometrical properties of both objects are considered rather than the properties of the impacted beam only. Further investigations are needed to develop solutions for objects with other geometry.

The sound 'ball hits the straight beam' can be automatically generated using the appropriate parameters derived from the physical model of the interacting objects. Using a flat plate (Koller, 1983) and/or a non-flat plate (Sayir, 1992) can cause complex mechanical equations.

The importance of an audio framework

Modern workstations (e.g., NEXT, SGI) provides sound and music kits. They also provide so called basic operations for manipulation of sound patterns in the frequency level. In addition they offer the opportunity to assign a digitised sound to a certain dialogue element, for example a button. All of these approaches assign an unchangeable sound to an object or operation. These sounds are very synthetic. It means context free and does not fulfill our expectation of the real world. Instead of that we understand a sound as a result of one or more interactions between two or more objects in a certain place and a certain environment. It means that a sound can convey more information about the sound source, it's place and environment. Therefore it should be calculated in real time and is context sensitive.

On the theoretical level a better overview and understanding of the skills and restrictions of existing tools for automatic generation of audio data are expected. The new concepts that are planned for development will give a
basic impulse to the following fields. **Multimedia:** New possibilities for interactive creation of sound producing events and actions. Simulation, Computer supported learning. A pedagogic target of computer supported learning will clarify the processes. These processes could be physical or chemical processes. User interfaces (e.g., for the visually impaired): Simulations also find their applications in the future for handicapped and especially visually impaired computer users. For example, blind computer users could recognize the dialogue objects and movable pictures in a 3-D space by sounds. **CAD, Architecture:** New possibility of examining the sound isolation of rooms, walls, materials, etc. Generally, the acoustics of buildings could be changed and checked interactively.
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Abstract: We present a theoretical approach and a methodology for analyzing data from students interacting with and learning from hypermedia systems. In our approach, interactions are viewed to be mutually influenced by individual students' goals and strategies and the actions supported by the interface of the learning environment. The approach is illustrated by modelling data from an empirical study in which students browsed through a hypertext instructional environment to learn about programming concepts. By using the explanatory power of the computational model, interactions can be analyzed to determine patterns of use. Results obtained from this method of analysis yield specific feedback on system design and prescriptions for improving the design. More theoretically, they provide valuable insights on the nature of human cognition and learning in the context of interactive educational technologies.

Designers of hypermedia systems can never completely anticipate how people will use their systems. This is especially true in educational settings where, typically, users are both domain and hypermedia novices. In these situations, learners lack both a mental model of the domain represented in the system and effective browsing strategies. Therefore, empirical evaluations of system design become paramount. Ideally, such evaluations will provide concrete prescriptions for improving the design. Unfortunately, the identifiability problem is often difficult. Even a cursory review of evaluations of educational technologies reveals a cloudy, complex picture. Empirical results have shown that these learning systems are often used in ways that are completely unintended by its designers, are unproductive, result in aptitude-treatment interactions, and show large individual differences (Jonassen and Mandl, 1990; Steinberg, 1989). Compounding this problem is the fact that it is often difficult to attribute empirical results back to specific features in the design.

In this paper, we present a theoretical approach and a methodology for analyzing student data as they interact with and learn from hypermedia systems. In our approach, interactions are viewed to be mutually influenced by individual students' goals and strategies and the action opportunities supported by the interface of the learning environment (Kirlik, 1993; Pirolli and Wilson, 1992). In our method, which draws upon techniques from both artificial intelligence and the cognitive sciences, student interactions are modelled in terms of both student goals and environmental constraints on action. By using the explanatory power of the computational models, interactions can be analyzed to determine patterns of use. Results obtained from this method of analysis yield specific feedback on system design and prescriptions for improving the design. More theoretically, they provide valuable insights on the nature of human cognition and learning in the context of interactive educational technologies.

The methodology is illustrated by using data from an empirical study in which students browsed through a hypertext instructional environment to learn about recursive programming concepts in Lisp. Following our method, the data are modelled by coupling simulations of individual students’ actions with a model of action opportunities supported by the interfaces of the instructional environment. The resulting simulations capture the interactions observed in the empirical data. Specifically, for each
student, the corresponding simulation is required to perform students’ mouse actions and their verbal utterances, in exactly the same temporal order that these were observed in the data.

The simulations of individual students are analyzed using a statistical clustering algorithms in order to identify common usage patterns across students. These patterns, we argue, represent students’ strategies for navigating and learning within the hypertext environment. The explanatory power of our cognitive model provides the semantics for interpreting these patterns in terms of successful and unsuccessful design features of the hypertext system. In addition, it yields specific prescriptions for improving the design.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly describe the hypertext learning system and its empirical evaluation. We then present our modelling methodology, and show how the model is used to identify patterns of learner use. We close with a discussion of how an understanding of these patterns can help inform system re-design.

**System Description and Empirical Evaluation**

Elsewhere we have described in detail the design of a hypertext learning environment, called the Explanation Environment, which contains instructional materials (text and examples) on programming recursion in Lisp (Recker and Pirolli, in press). Briefly, in the Explanation Environment, instructions can be browsed in a non-linear fashion. The environment also contains instructional examples, which are annotated with explanatory elaborations that students can choose to view by clicking with on a button. With this design feature, we hope to provide extra, optional explanations to students who are unable to produce them on their own; students who are able to generate their own explanations for the examples can choose to ignore these additional textual elaborations.

Students are provided with two navigational methods for moving between top-level screens of the instruction. The first, global navigation, provides learners with a map of top-level topics, each listed on a button. The second navigational method, local navigation, is implemented by providing two buttons on each instructional screen, which learners can click on to move to the next and previous top-level instructional topic, respectively.

An empirical study was conducted in order to examine the effects of the hypertext system on students' initial understanding and their subsequent performance while programming recursion. In this study, students went through five lessons on programming in Lisp. Each lesson had two parts: studying instructional material (learning), followed by programming (problem solving), using an intelligent tutoring system for Lisp, the CMU Lisp Tutor (Anderson et al., 1990). For the target lesson, the lesson on recursion, two sets of computer-based instructions were developed. Students were randomly assigned to one of the two environments to learn about the concepts of recursion prior to programming recursion with the Lisp Tutor. The first environment was the Explanation Environment. A second, control instructional environment was also implemented, which mirrored more standard, linearly structured instruction. Students navigated through both environments by clicking on buttons. These mouse actions provided additional data on students’ strategies for learning from instruction.

When we contrasted subjects’ performance while programming with the Tutor, we did not find any significant differences in outcome between subjects using the hypertext-based instructional system and those in the control. However, we did find a significant aptitude-treatment interaction. Post-hoc analyses showed that the higher-ability subjects (those that performed well in the pre-intervention lessons) in the hypertext condition made significantly less errors while programming than the low-ability subjects. Subjects in the control condition did not show significant ability-based differences. The full results of the study are presented elsewhere (Recker and Pirolli, in press). In this paper, we focus on the models of student interaction in the hypertext condition and show how we analyzed these to identify common patterns of use.

**Modelling Technique**

Data from the empirical study form the motivation for a computational model, called SURF (Strategies for Understanding Recursive Functions). SURF is implemented within the Soar architecture (Laird
et al., 1987). Soar is an AI production system architecture in which problem solving is carried out by search through problem space in order to achieve particular goals. Soar also includes an experience-based learning mechanism, called chunking, which summarizes problem solving experiences into a more efficient form.

In the interest of space, we can only present an overview of the SURF model. More details can be found elsewhere (Recker and Pirolli, in press). The primary goal of the SURF model is to model the learning behavior of individual students in terms of two criteria. The first criterion requires that every mouse clicking action by all students is simulated in the exact order that it occurs in the data. This forms what is called the fine modelling criterion. The verbal explanations that students made to themselves (they were asked to provide concurrent verbal protocols), which we call self-explanations (Chi et al., 1989; Pirolli and Recker, in press), form the secondary, coarse modelling criterion. This meant that students' self-explanations are modelled at a rough level, in the sense that their exact natural language statements are not simulated. More specifically, at each screen in the instructional environments, a student can attempt to self-explain the instruction. The students' verbal protocols are consulted to determine when such self-explanations are exhibited. At each of these instances, the corresponding simulation applies what is called the comprehension operator. The application of this operator results in the creation of chunks, representing newly acquired knowledge. In sum, the Surf model, focuses on exactly capturing the temporal sequence of students' interface interactions and their self-explanations.

In the SURF model, student-environment interactions are modelled as two components: (1) a simulation of the possible actions supported by the instructional interface, and (2) simulations of individual students' interaction and learning strategies, and their prior knowledge (jointly called capabilities).

The interface of the instructional environment is a Lisp simulation of the buttons and instructions that are displayed in each screen context. These buttons and instruction snippets represent opportunities for actions. The presence of buttons offer mouse-clicking opportunities, while instructional snippets present self-explanation opportunities.

Learners' Capabilities. The second component of the model simulates individual learners' capabilities. In Soar, a set of production rules is created for each student, called the learner's profile, which represents each student's learning strategies and prior knowledge. Each student's profile is implemented such that when it is loaded in with the interface model, the resulting Soar run fits that student's behavior. Recall that the fit has to meet two criteria: the fine criterion requires that every mouse clicking action is captured occurs and the coarse criterion models students' self-explanations at a rough grain-size.

Two kinds of methods are currently implemented for modelling learners' capabilities. First, a set of production rules represents the learner's prior knowledge that is used to generate a self-explanation. A second set of production rules represents how the learner selects among possible available actions (or operators). In Soar, the desirability or acceptability of possible alternatives is described in terms of a fixed language of preferences (e.g., best, better, reject). In SURF, preference productions are used to express the value of available operators (e.g., selecting a particular button is desirable) in order to simulate a student's actions in the order that these occur. Since preference productions deliberately choose among available operators (and thus are knowledge about knowledge), they can be seen as representing strategic or metacognitive knowledge.

Model Analysis

The preference production rules in a student's simulations models that student's mouse clicking actions and (roughly) verbal explanations, in the exact temporal order that these occurred. These preference productions therefore represent a student's strategic knowledge for explicitly choosing among available actions. In short, they are tangible representations of learning and navigating strategies.

The profiles can be analyzed in order to identify patterns of common use across students. In order to accomplish this, we constructed a dichotomous correlation matrix of all preference production rules that occurred more than once in the union of all student profiles. The resulting matrix of 26 production rules is used to perform a multidimensional scaling, using two dimensions.

As can be seen in the resulting plot Figure 1, several clusters of related production rules, shown as letters, are evident. These clusters can be interpreted by using the semantics of the cognitive model.
Figure 1: Multi-dimension scaling of preference production rules in students' profiles (expressed in terms of interface primitives), as follows:

- Group A, E. This cluster contains production rules for navigation using the top-level "Map of Topics" global navigation facility.
- Group H, J. This cluster contains production rules that express a preference for viewing the instructional examples, when available.
- Group D, C, I. This cluster contains production rules that express a preference for a forward, serial navigation strategy and for avoiding backtracking.
- Group F, G. Similar to the second cluster, this cluster contains production rules that express a preference for studying instructional examples, especially in lieu of textual instructions.
- Group U, P, T. This cluster contains production rules that involve screen management, specifically for keeping track of screens that are skipped. Since these productions keep track of screens, they make high working memory demands and, as such, probably impose an added cognitive demand.
- Group N, S, Q, V. This cluster is similar to the previous cluster (and occupied the same general area). These production rules keep track of screens that have been viewed and guard against viewing them again. As in the previous cluster, these production rules make high working memory demands.
- Group K, L. These two production rules appear unrelated and it remains unclear why they are clustered.

Implications for Design

Based on this analysis, several conclusions can be drawn about specific features of the hypertext system. Some of these conclusions pertain to the design of educational technology and some apply to understanding how students learn in the context of educational technologies.
First, the existence of a distinct global navigation cluster suggests that the tool is an important and
dependable facility in the hypertext system. Furthermore, the ability to use this facility appears to be a
separate, identifiable cognitive skill. Taken together, these imply the importance of providing high-level
navigational aids within hypermedia.

Second, as a default browsing strategy, novices appear to prefer forward, serial browsing and to dislike
backtracking. Such preferences have been found in other evaluative studies of hypermedia systems (Mayes
et al., 1990), and may reflect a default, novice navigation strategy. Designers should ensure this default
strategy is close to optimal when designing educational hypermedia. Additionally, designers ought to
consider scaffolding methods to support and encourage the development of alternate browsing strategies.

Third, instructional examples appear to be highly valued by students. Students both preferred to
select instructional screens containing examples and to study these examples. In fact, the reliance by
novices on examples in the early phases of learning a new domain is a robust finding in the literature
(LeFevre and Dixon, 1986; Piroli and Anderson, 1985; Ross, 1984; Sweller and Cooper, 1985).

Fourth, the clustering of production rules that keep track of visited screens suggests that the hypertext
environment does not possess adequate features for helping students mark their current location within
the system, mark where they’ve been, mark what they’ve chosen to skip and determine what remains
to be seen. As a result, learners have to do much of this bookkeeping for themselves, which possibly
adds undue cognitive load and may interfere with learning. This highlights the importance of designing
hypermedia interfaces that they also function as external memory aids.

Finally, what are we to make of singleton production rules (those that did not cluster) and the
uninterpretable cluster? The singletons represent isolated behaviors, reflecting the myriad of ways that
students can choose to interact with systems. The uninterpretable clusters represent patterns that are
not accounted for by the interface. In short, they are unexpected behaviors. In general, it is unlikely that
system design will ever completely eliminate these. We can only hope to minimize their occurrences,
relative to the explainable patterns.

Discussion

In this paper, we have presented a framework and methodology for analyzing students’ interactions
and learning in the context of using an educational hypertext system. The framework posits interaction
to be mutually influenced by environmental constraints (i.e., actions supported by the interface) and
individual learner goals and strategies. The methodology, which relies on an analysis of a model of
observed interaction, yields specific results for evaluating system design. These results also serve as
prescriptions for improving the design.

Clearly, before claiming generality, the overall approach should be applied to other data of students
interacting with educational technology. In fact, we are currently planning to use our method with data
collected as students learned to troubleshoot a complex system through using a simulation coupled with
an intelligent tutoring system, called Turbinia-Vyasa (Vasandani and Govindaraj, 1993).

In closing, it could be argued that this is an expensive methodology, since it requires the formulation
and implementation of computational cognitive models. However, we note that the use of Soar is not a
prerequisite. Any cognitive architecture in which units of skill and interface primitives can be represented
will suffice. In addition, the time to implement the computational models should decrease with growing
expertise. However, in closing, we argue that it will never be possible to completely obviate the need for
a deep understanding of student characteristics and interface capabilities in order to appreciate the
myriad of ways students can adapt to educational technology.
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So I bought a .44 magnum it was solid steel cast
And in the blessed name of Elvis well I just let it blast
'Til my TV lay in pieces there at my feet
And they busted me for disturbing the almighty peace
Judge said "What you got in your defense son?"
"Fifty-seven channels and nothin' on"
— Bruce Springsteen,
"57 Channels (And Nothin' On)"

Abstract

Television is the dominant cultural and educational medium of the second half of the twentieth century, and although it has been regarded by many as a largely negative influence on society (c.f. Mander, 1991, Postman, 1985), the impact and reach of television continues to expand. More than half of the homes in the United States subscribe to cable television, and about 65% own videocassette recorders (Dorr, 1990). Television, as an educational medium in schools, has been around for 40 years (Cuban, 1986; Koenig, 1969), primarily as an information delivery platform.

At Bell High School, students have been using video cameras, computers, and editing machines to create videos in a variety of forms and on a variety of topics for more than five years. In this setting, video is the textual medium of expression. I will discuss how the "reading" and "writing" of video texts by these students is an example of a new form of literacy, one which combines print, video, and computer technologies and one where composers work collaboratively to produce texts which are easily shared with an audience.

Context

Bell High School is located in the city of Bell, in southeastern Los Angeles county, and is part of the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD). The LAUSD serves over 630,000 students and is the second largest school district in the United States. Bell High School is a year-round school with over 4200 students on three tracks, 96% of the students at Bell are Latino, and 98% qualify for the Federal student lunch program. With a published dropout rate of 40% and an environment where drugs, gangs, and violence are commonplace, Bell is like many urban schools in the United States. And like many schools, it's also not the kind of place where one would expect to find students using advanced video and computer technology. Yet over the past four years, Bell students have won more than 100 awards for their work in local, state, national, and international video competitions. Student productions include public service announcements, video essays, video poems, and music videos covering a wide range of topics such as drugs, homelessness, gangs, teenage pregnancy, AIDS, and the LA civil unrest.

The video production program is part of the English department and is taught by two teachers, Ed Murphy and Larry Stone. Ed Murphy began working with film and video about 20 years ago and now teaches 3 television production classes in addition to 2 English composition/literature classes. Larry Stone teaches 3 English classes and 2 video production classes. During the '92-'93 school year, the two teachers also offered an after school video class 4 days a week, and during the week and over weekends they loan out cameras to students.
Methods

I spent the 1992-93 school year working with students and teachers at Bell High School to understand how and what they learned about in their use of video. I watched as they scripted, taped, directed, edited, and premiered their work, and I came to understand how the learning environment facilitated by their teachers combined a sense of community, collaboration, high standards, authentic assessment, and technology in a way that gave students real opportunities to express themselves.

I conducted this study using participant-observation and interviewing over the course of one school year (August 1992 – June 1993). I spent approximately 600 hours observing and working primarily with students in 3 television production classes at Bell High School. During the year I interviewed more than 50 students, many several times. Interviews were both formal and informal. I also interviewed both television production teachers several times each, along with the school principal. I worked with students in several ways — tutoring them on the use of a variety of computer software, helping in the production of credits for videos, acting in one production. In addition, I produced a 15 minute documentary video on the production process which all students viewed, and I developed a CD ROM of student work containing 28 videos, 28 interviews, and 28 commentaries written by the video production teachers.

Data

Data include field notes from observations of 3 video production classes 5 days a week for 16 weeks, more than 125 hours of videotape of students at all stages of the video production process, 90 interviews, written class materials, and more than 100 completed student videos.

Objectives

The ubiquity of print in US schools and society as a whole is such that we rarely consider it as a technology in the same terms as we might view television or computers. Information delivered in print form is everywhere, from street signs to tax forms to newspapers, magazines and books. However, over the past fifty years, print has gradually ceased to be the primary medium of information for many in the US. More and more, video, delivered largely via television, provides news, entertainment and educational material to most of the US population on a daily basis. People in the US spend more time watching television — an average of 58 hours per week — than anything else except sleeping (Schrank, 1986).

While it can be argued that the use of print as a tool for producing texts has not been fully exploited by US schools (Applebee, 1981), the use of video as a composing medium is even less widespread. Few students have opportunities to master the tools of production for video, due in part to the high cost of the technology necessary to create and edit high quality video. In recent years, costs have dropped, and video technology, like print, promises eventually to be incorporated into personal computers as a standard feature over the next few years. At that point, tools for composition of videos or more elaborate multimedia texts including print, video, graphics and animation will be available in the same way that word processing tools are presently available for the construction of print texts.

Research on written composition, while documenting some of the many ways in which print is used by students, has done little to advance our understanding of texts which consist of more than alphabetic symbols. It is one aim of this study to show that theories of written (print) composition provide a starting point for understanding composition with new technologies and new texts, but that these new tools and forms force us at the same time to reconsider the basis of our understanding of reading and writing, and to broaden our view of both process and product with regard to reading and writing.

Theoretical Framework

As print technology has evolved over 500 years, theories of reading and writing have developed to explain our use of print. Over the past twenty years, research on reading and writing has moved from a focus on error and static conceptions of texts and writing skill, to an interest in cognitive models of reading and writing processes, to an emphasis on the social nature of literacy which now permeates current research (Dyson &
Freedman, 1989). What hasn’t changed much over this time is a view of reading and writing as separate from the technology of print. To a large extent, reading means reading print and writing means composing print texts. This view has remained fairly constant at a time when the technologies of video and computers give writers access to a wider range of symbol systems and allow them to create a wider range of texts.

Lemke (1989) has challenged the traditional view by positioning reading and writing within the larger domain of social semiotics. From this perspective, reading and writing are both creative, meaning-making activities. While this view may cause us to step back and see print as one part of a larger semiotic system, we need to include as texts those formed out of the wide range of symbolic systems that are available to us, for while Lemke points out the role of intertextuality in meaning-making, he doesn’t expand the range of texts that readers and writers are likely to work with. These may include video games, television news, movies, computer-based multimedia environments as well as books and other print forms.

Theories of written composition have begun to explore the wide range of forms and genres used by writers, and to a lesser extent, the range of technologies available to writers. These shifts occur at a time when the computer, having already incorporated and modified the tools for print composition, is about to make tools for video production available to many writers. This convergence of symbol systems will make the range of texts discussed by Witte (1992) even greater, while at the same time changing the process of writing. Video composition currently exists as an area with mature tools evolved over twenty years, and a range of genres. An understanding of video composition techniques will help inform theories of composition, whether they refer to writing, multimedia or video, for ultimately, all of these forms will exist as part of a single environment.

**Description: Video Production Process**

Videos produced by students at Bell High School may take anywhere from an hour to several weeks or months to complete. As in traditional filmmaking, the process can be seen in three stages: pre-production, shooting, and post-production, but given the social context, the significance and content of these three phases is unique. Although the description that follows is linear, the production process is not. Students may move back and forth between idea and script, writing several versions of a script before showing it to an instructor, or they may use the script merely as a ticket to the production phase and spend most of their time creating the video as they shoot it. Students can also move among shooting, review, and editing as they work. Raw footage may trigger ideas about particular shots that are needed, and editing may point out gaps in a story line that need to be filled in.

**Idea**

The process begins with an idea and often, a genre (public service announcement, video poem, video essay, music video). The student develops the idea in a one or two paragraph written proposal which describes the aims of the piece and some of the key shots. If a PSA is chosen, the final message is usually included in this proposal. When the proposal is cleared by the instructor, the student is required to write a script describing the proposed video in detail.

**Script**

A script is a shot by shot description of the images and sounds for the proposed project. Here is an example from a video about AIDS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Audio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text on black screen: I don’t care about ages...</td>
<td>Original Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long shot of young male walking on sidewalk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close up of infant in hospital crib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close up of elderly female, sitting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shot description includes what is on the screen and the kind of shot (close-up, long shot). Often, the camera angle or camera movement (e.g., side view of people walking) is included. Despite the apparent level of detail required for a script to pass the script review, there can be a considerable difference between the video as
described in the script and the video as shot and edited.

Script Review

The script review is a meeting between instructor and student producer or producers. The written script serves as a "shared space" where teacher and student(s) collaboratively work out the details of the proposed video. This meeting is the major obstacle that must be cleared before students move into the production phase and start working in the visual medium. When a script presents difficulties that cannot be resolved through additional oral description by the student or through acceptance by the student of an interpretation by the instructor of the written text, the script is held for revision. Additional script reviews are often necessary (up to 10 times in some cases) before production may begin.

Shooting

The production phase of the project involves shooting and reviewing video footage. The role of the primary producer here (generally the script writer but in some cases the group leader) may be singular — directing each shot — or involve acting, camera work, and directing all at the same time. The Orson Welles approach (write-act-direct) is actually more common than the Martin Scorcese approach (write-direct), and the scriptwriter who doesn't direct is almost nonexistent. Specialists in acting, camera and post-production work are common though, and work crews who stay together over several productions often develop around these roles.

In some cases, no shooting takes place at all. Instead, students use existing footage to produce their video. Most commonly they search the Video Encyclopedia of the 20th Century for shots by topic, gather the shots and then proceed to edit their video. In other cases, videotapes or live television broadcasts are used as the primary source of footage. Occasionally, footage is borrowed from previous student projects. Students may also combine existing and live footage in their work.

Review

When live footage is being shot, the process usually extends over several days or weeks depending on the length of the script and other factors related to the availability of actors or equipment, the location and time (night/day) of the shots or students' access to areas outside the classroom during the school day. At the end of each shooting period or sometimes during the process and after each shot, students review their footage either with a VCR and monitor or right in the camera. In concert with the review process, students sometimes log their footage to speed up the editing process. In some cases, the review process may end at the close of a class period with the tape advanced only part of the way through the footage, resulting in a loss of footage the next day when shooting resumes and the tape is not checked prior to shooting.

Editing

Editing takes place in a room attached to the main television production classroom. Two editing suites are available, but one consists of an older system that offers no special effects, so it is rarely used at all and almost never used for a final production. (I counted no completed videos done on this system during the 92-93 school year.) The process of learning how to edit is not a formal part of the classroom instruction offered by the teacher. Opportunities to edit arise as students accumulate footage during the production phase, and in some cases the teacher may sit down with a student or students and go through the editing process step by step. This does not happen for every production however, so students more commonly learn how to edit by working with an experienced student and observing them as they work or enlisting their help in completing a project.

Special Effects

Special effects are a part of almost every production at Bell High School. As one instructor put it, students describe videos which do not employ effects as "cheap." Basic effects such as "painting" the video image, changing the color (generally to black and white), or strobing the moving images are available through a special
effects board attached to the edit controller. A more extensive library of transitions, effects, and titling is accessible through an Amiga computer equipped with a Video Toaster board. Operation of the Toaster involves the use of a complex software/hardware combination which only a few students have mastered. These experts also tend to be the most skilled editors and often get involved with projects done by other students as helpers at the editing table. In some cases, these students serve primarily as technicians for other students who have a clear vision of what they want. In other cases, the technical assistant may become more involved in the decisions (editing, use of effects, selection of shots) which shape the final video.

Music

Students generally use popular music for the video soundtrack. In many cases, the song is chosen specifically to fit the message of the video. The connection between the song lyrics and the student's message may be very strong or at a more abstract level. In some cases, songs that are narratives may be the basis for the script as well as the message.

During the '92-'93 school year, one student provided original music for several videos. Working with the student producers, he would either compose at a keyboard while watching the video or watch the video several times and create the music at home. The finished soundtrack would then be added to the videotape using editing equipment. In some cases, videos were done initially with a popular song before original music was created. Here, the producers tended to choose music which set a particular mood, then have the student musician create something similar.

Video Premiere

The final event in the video production process is the premiere. When the student has completed the video, it will be shown to each of the 3 video production classes, starting with the class in which the student producer is enrolled. The premiere begins with a brief introduction delivered by the student producer, often detailing the difficulties encountered during the project (actors didn't show up, shots were lost, etc.), describing the personal nature of the video (family member involved in gangs or drugs; personal experience with topic of video), providing a testimonial regarding the extensive help given by other students to help complete the project ("I really have to thank ..."), or pointing out the swiftness of the production ("It took 2 days, really. One day to shoot and 2 hours to edit." Often the length of the production is shortened in this introduction or is described in terms of actual working days rather than calendar days. In the case of many first time producers, no introduction is offered.

The tape is put in the VCR, the lights go out, and the video begins. Darkness tends to prohibit students from engaging in other activities while the video plays, so in general most student eyes are focused on the television screen. In many cases, at the conclusion of the video, spontaneous applause is offered by the class. At other times, if the video does not appear complete no applause is given. In all cases, the instructor begins the discussion with "Say something good about this video." This invitation encapsulates one of the primary goals of the class from the instructor's perspective, to help students succeed and feel good about what they have done. Student praise is generally authentic or not given at all and may focus on general characteristics - "I liked the shots; The music was good; The credits were cool; It was tightly edited," or more specific elements such as the composition of a particular shot - "The shot from the car in the drive-by scene was really cool." Sometimes the praise is offered with a recommendation, as in "That was a good shot but it was a little too long. I think you could have cut it." Once the "good" comments are exhausted, the instructor asks "What could you change about this video to make it better?" Here student response is a little freer than in the praise segment of the reaction where certain elements are generally safe to mention - music, editing, acting. If the student producer is present, negative comments are normally offered with quite a bit of qualification to lessen their impact, or they are not offered at all. The exception here is when the commentor is a good friend of the producer and may offer constructive criticism more directly.

Almost all videos are shown twice, with the same discussion pattern following the second showing with the additional invitation by the instructor, "Did you notice anything that time that you didn't see the first time?" In addition, before the second showing, the instructor may point out specific elements such as camera angle or movement, shot selection, special effects, or editing that he considers particularly noteworthy. Noteworthiness
is often related to creativity, so if a new technique has been used for the first time or a different approach to a particular topic is employed, the instructor may point it out.

Following the premiere, most videos are complete. Traditional video editing equipment can be compared to typewriters in the writing process—easy to add on at the end of a text, but very difficult to change anything in the middle. As a result, even if feedback from the video premiere has presented the student with suggestions that might improve the video, these are rarely incorporated into a second edit of the project. In some cases, the audio may be changed, but this process does not require that the video track be modified. When there is the possibility that a video might need reediting, it may be offered to the class as a work in progress, with the stated goal of the premiere to solicit feedback before proceeding with further editing.

The premiere is rarely the first real showing of the video as it has evolved during editing and may have been seen by the instructor at several stages of the editing process. In such cases, individual shots and sequences may have been changed before the video is judged to be complete, but due to the difficulty in performing edits in the middle of completed video, the project generally evolves in a strictly linear process.

Conclusions

The development of a classroom culture that supports and encourages the use of video is a key part of overall success (however measured) of this program. This culture is maintained in part through the unequal distribution of student expertise which supports a small group of students with strong technical and social skills. The group is kept small primarily due to the limited amount of technology available. Unlike computer expertise, many video skills must be developed at school with equipment not available at home. The highly skilled students must develop strong social skills along with technical knowledge (contrast with "computer nerd" culture) in order to learn and complete projects. Team players can do more with video.

This video culture also sustains itself through the creation of artifacts (videos) which are integrated into the curriculum, myths delivered as testimonials by teachers and students, and informal apprenticeships in technology use. Success fosters success as the work of previous classes is used to set high standards for current students. As technology and students have changes, so has the teaching that supports this video culture. Instructional style has evolved over more than 20 years and is marked by willingness to experiment, ability to facilitate rather than instruct, and increasing the intellectual freedom available to students. This style puts both teacher and students in frequent conflict with administration which favors control and status quo in what is perceived as a potentially dangerous environment.

The video production process allows students to develop specializations (acting, technical skills, music) and work collaboratively on projects in ways that are not common in traditional classrooms and the public nature of the video text facilitates authentic assessment via the video premiere, although an informal code limits negative feedback. The premiere serves multiple purposes—marks the completion of a project, serves as inspiration to other students, lets students share their work with an audience of their peers, allows instructor opportunities for teaching during analysis, increases “reading” skills through shared, public analysis of texts.
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Abstract: The ability to successfully conduct specialized conversations in stressful situations is an essential part of professional competence in a number of subject areas, but there are few opportunities for students to practice the required skills in a realistic environment. The McGill Negotiation Simulator is an interactive full motion video project with the objective of providing realistic, involving and challenging simulated conversations between the student and someone who appears on the computer screen. The Simulator is described and the degree of realism is discussed. The conceptual and implementation problems encountered in its development are related and there is a brief summary of the advantages and disadvantages of working with consultants.

The Need for Simulated Conversations

The ability to successfully conduct specialized conversations in stressful situations is an essential part of professional competence in a number of subject areas. The purpose of the conversations may involve imparting or eliciting information, establishing a personal relationship, persuading, or a combination of these and other elements. Specialized conversations are central to a wide range of subject areas including, for example, the health and social sciences, management, education, religion and anthropology.

In most of these subject areas students are given formal instruction in conducting specialized conversations. This often includes observing conversations conducted by others either in person or on videotape. Students may also have the opportunity to engage in role-play exercises with other students followed by supervised practice in the field although frequently the former is less than realistic and the latter is difficult to arrange. In both cases, the instructor has very little control over the nature of the experience.

In 1990 the McGill Negotiation Simulator project was established to investigate using interactive video to simulate these types of specialized conversations. The idea was to offer a new and different experience to the student rather than to replace the existing use of role-play exercises and supervised practice in the field. One advantage of a simulated conversation is that it can be repeated a number of times so that the student can experiment with different strategies for handling the same situation. A conversation can be replayed exactly as it took place with feedback to the student on each choice which was made.

To maximize the usefulness of the Simulator, it was decided to create a series of increasingly challenging conversations with the same person on the same subject by adding new facts to the situation under discussion in the first conversation. Insofar as the student has already learned the basic facts of the situation, less time is needed to prepare for the new conversation.

Creating a Realistic Simulation

In a simulated conversation, someone appears on the computer screen and speaks directly to the student as shown in Figure 1. The student replies by choosing what to say from a menu which appears on the screen as shown in Figure 2. Unlike a role-play exercise, the student cannot say anything he or she wishes. On the other
The degree of realism required is open to debate. It has been suggested that the required level of fidelity in simulations is directly related to the level of expertise of the student (Alessi, 1988; Garhart, 1991). As the student’s knowledge level increases, higher fidelity simulations are required.

Maximizing realism may not always maximize the learning experience. For example, we were initially very concerned about the fact that the student chooses what to say from a menu rather than being free to say anything at all. However, in practice, this seems to force the student to concentrate on the matter at hand and on choosing when and how to use the skills which we are trying to teach. In role-play exercises, it is much easier for students to forget about some of the skills altogether or fill whatever time is available with idle conversation.

In this case, it was decided to maximize fidelity by using high resolution, full screen, full motion video for two reasons. First, the final and most challenging conversation in the series would presumably require the highest level of fidelity. Second, there was considerable doubt that the simulations would turn out to be sufficiently realistic even with the best video quality so there was great reluctance to settle for something less.

Full screen video has the advantage of removing distractions from the screen and focusing the student’s attention on the person speaking. Realism is enhanced by always keeping the person on screen. After speaking, he or she waits for an answer rather than disappearing. This is what happens in a real conversation. The other person sits there waiting for a reply.

The obvious disadvantage of high resolution, full screen, full motion video is hardware cost. Although the cost of hardware with this capability is likely to decrease rapidly over the next few years, it currently makes little sense to create expensive simulations in subject areas where potential users cannot afford to use them.

The teaching of negotiation skills is an important component of both graduate management courses in universities and executive training courses in major corporations. In real life, negotiations are often conducted in a high stress environment where the cost of negotiation mistakes can be considerable. Although the hardware for a negotiation simulation may be expensive, it can result in cost effective training.

Hardware and Software

The choice of TenCore Language Authoring System, from Computer Teaching Corporation, as the authoring software was made on the basis of recommendations from authors in other university audiovisual centres. Its main advantages are its high degree of flexibility and its extensive debugging features. The latter have proved invaluable in tracking down the author’s frequent bumbling in the middle of very complex code. TenCore supports a wide range of hardware for the PC platform including both videodisc players and DVI. A lot of time was spent evaluating DVI and other forms of compressed video on CD-ROM before concluding that they cannot yet meet our requirements.
In discussing the Simulator with potential users at other institutions, its ability to run unattended was frequently questioned. What if someone puts in the wrong disc? What if there is a power failure? What if a student plays around and manages to delete files? The latter problem is the most serious and was solved by locking away the keyboard. Everything can be controlled by using the mouse.

Solving some of the other problems necessitated learning in detail how video overlay boards work and how videodisc players are controlled. Although TenCore has a driver for each overlay board that it supports, it also allows the author to communicate directly with the board. This turned out to be very important since authoring language board drivers generally support only one video mode and a subset of board commands. For example, we wished to have a user code recorded on our videodiscs which could be read by the program to ensure that the student has the right videodisc in the player. It turned out to be surprisingly difficult to get full information on how user codes work and how particular players read them.

**Major Problems Encountered**

It was decided that the first series of three simulations would involve a sales negotiation in which the student represents an aircraft manufacturer and is trying to sell a commuter aircraft to the Vice-President of a major airline. There were problems on two different levels. On the conceptual level, the question was whether simulating a person was possible given the incredible complexity of human communication. Further, how could we be sure that this person would behave as most executives would in similar circumstances? In addition, what assumptions were we making in deciding on the correct way for the student to respond during the negotiation?

On the implementation level, the question was whether the student would have the feeling of carrying on a conversation with a real person or a stilted exchange with a cartoon character generated by a machine. If the person would remain on screen while the student chose what to say from a menu, how could this be accomplished without using vast quantities of video time?

**Conceptual Problems**

Most simulations model a process which is well understood and predictable. Whether the process involves the control of equipment or other resources, the authors of the simulation can be confident that they know what would happen for any course of action taken by the student. Moreover, there is a right and a wrong way of proceeding in any given circumstances.

As authors we might have our own ideas of how an average executive would respond in a particular negotiation situation, but human beings are by nature unpredictable. On top of that, negotiation is not an exact science. Although a particular course of action may clearly be a mistake in a given situation, there is likely to be more than one good way to proceed. What might work well in negotiating with one person could fail if used with someone else.

The key to simulating conversations is to realize that you are simulating a particular person on a particular day. He or she might react differently tomorrow. In fact you may wish to have a different version of the same simulation which the student can try tomorrow. Once you realize that there is no such thing as a universally "correct" person, the burden of simulating such a person is removed.

In many subject areas there are multiple approaches or conflicting views on the topic. Students are encouraged to develop their own views by reading and comparing what different authors have to say on the subject. The same thing will occur when negotiation simulations become more commonplace. Students will try our simulations and then compare them to those of other authors.

Insofar as our simulation involved the student choosing what to say from a menu of up to four choices, we decided to frequently have more than one good choice on the menu. Thus there are several different paths to a successful outcome. By allowing students to try the simulation more than once, they can explore different approaches to the same situation whether or not they have done well on the first try.
Implementation Problems

Full motion video is a precious commodity and we could not have long sequences which show the person on screen waiting for the student to choose what to say from a menu. A new technique was therefore devised to create the illusion that the person on screen is sitting there waiting for a reply without actually showing the person. The technique involves seating the executive who appears on screen behind a desk and having him look directly at the camera. After the executive speaks to the student, the menu appears as a horizontal band across the middle of the image. This hides the executive, but leaves visible the desk below the menu and the background of the room above the menu. It creates the illusion that the executive is just behind the menu waiting for the student’s response. As soon as the student makes a dialogue choice, the menu disappears and the executive responds appropriately.

A sample videodisc sequence was produced early in the development process and testing on a small number of students quickly revealed that the technique creates a very involving simulation. Further experiments have indicated that several factors greatly enhance the illusion of a real conversation.

It is important that the background image of the room does not disappear or change at any point during the conversation. Otherwise the seamless interaction is broken and the mechanics of the system intervene. We therefore use an overlay card which has a framestore. When the executive finishes speaking, we put up the menu to hide him and then freeze the background using the framestore. When the student makes a dialogue choice, we first find the appropriate response sequence on the videodisc and begin playing it, then we release the framestore as the menu disappears. To avoid a jump in the image of the room at that point, it is important that all of the sequences be shot with exactly the same framing. This requires great care in avoiding any movement of the camera during shooting.

Although the video is frozen while the student makes a dialogue choice from the menu, the audio is not. The audio consists of background office sounds. If the student does nothing for a few minutes, there is the sound of the person behind the menu shuffling his papers and then coughing. This audio is recorded on the videodisc’s second audio track. If the student still does nothing, the program switches to a video sequence. The menu is left on screen to hide the person, but his hand reaches forward under the menu and he drums his fingers on the table.

Another important factor in maintaining a seamless interaction is to ensure that the person on screen responds quickly to the student’s dialogue choice as he or she would in real life. Quick response time is dependent upon the layout of the videodisc and the search speed of the videodisc player. By using a videodisc player with a maximum search time of two seconds, we can ensure a response time of about one quarter of a second through careful videodisc layout. This is the time required to get the appropriate sequence running and remove the menu. We have discovered that the student then needs time to focus on the image of the executive before being able to concentrate on what he is saying. Each sequence is therefore shot so that the executive pauses for one second before beginning to speak.

Pedagogical Objectives and the Topic of Conversation

The purpose of a simulated conversation is to enable the student to practice specific skills. Although the student must use more than one skill at any particular point in the conversation, we believe that it is important to focus on one skill at a time in order to maximize learning. It is similar to physical exercise where a particular exercise requires the use of a number of muscles, but there is a focus on the muscle which does the bulk of the work.

Insofar as the conversation would cover a number of topics, we decided to associate a particular negotiation skill with each topic of conversation. The dialogue choices available to the student focus on the use of that skill. The instructor can control whether the negotiation skill is communicated to the student at the beginning of each topic and whether there is a help button available to assist the student in evaluating each dialogue choice with reference to that skill. The instructor can also determine whether the student must cover all of the topics in a predetermined order or whether the student can cover the topics in any order and leave topics out. If the student does not choose, or is not allowed, to change the topic, the executive on screen will change the topic as he sees
fit and bring up topics which the student would rather not discuss. In real life there are usually topics which are best avoided and the skill associated with discussing them involves extricating oneself as quickly as possible.

We tried a number of ways of allowing the student to change the topic of conversation. Initially we allowed the student to change the topic at any time. This was chaotic and not very realistic. In a real conversation, there are specific points where a change of topic might be appropriate. We have taken those points, and a few others where the student might be looking for a way out of serious trouble, and provided a dialogue choice which leads to a submenu containing the topics which have not yet been discussed. The student can then choose one of these topics and suggest that they move on to discuss it. The executive on screen will usually agree unless the student is in trouble and is trying to change the topic in order to avoid answering a difficult question.

**Special Features Required for a Sales Negotiation**

One of the topics of discussion is a price negotiation during which the student can change his or her offer and choose what to say in presenting the new offer. The person on screen then replies and may or may not make a counter-offer. The question was how to convey numerical information between the parties. In the case of the student, this turned out to be relatively simple. The student is given a dialogue choice which leads to a new offer work sheet. The student uses up and down buttons to change the price of the aircraft and then confirms that this new offer is to be submitted. New dialogue choices then appear and the student decides on how to present the offer, such as by saying, "This is the lowest I can go."

In the case of a counter-offer by the person on screen, he points to a spot to one side and makes a comment about his counter-offer, such as by saying, "I have raised my counter-offer. Now I want to see a change in your position." We use the computer to generate a card which gives the details of his counter-offer and overlay it in the spot to which he is pointing. It looks as though he is using a flip chart to convey the information.

**Enhancing the Realism of the Conversational Situation**

Although we have not done any objective testing to determine the relationship between the perceived realism of the simulations and the amount of learning to apply negotiation skills which takes place, we believe that students devote more effort to an exercise which they find to be both challenging and realistic. We believe that the realism of the simulations has been enhanced by using many real elements in what would otherwise be a totally fictitious negotiation situation. As the representative of ATR Aircraft, the student is trying to sell an ATR-42 commuter aircraft to Olympic Airways. Both of these are actual corporations. ATR is a major manufacturer of commuter aircraft which is jointly owned by the governments of France and Italy. Olympic Airways is the national airline of Greece which in fact uses the ATR-42. With the cooperation of the corporations involved and the Government of Greece, dramatic video material was obtained to enhance the presentation of the situation.

The student can consult additional full motion video research material before or during the negotiation session. The display of this material includes control buttons at the bottom of the screen similar to those of a
videocassette player as shown in Figure 3. The student can fast forward or fast rewind. There is also a "Text Mode" button which stops the video and instead displays the narration as printed text on the screen. Although students are told that they can take notes, all of the information which they are given can be repeated by using the appropriate buttons on the menus. In the limited testing so far, students have been about evenly divided in their preference for seeing the video with narration or reading printed text. Most students take very few notes. Student preferences do not appear to be indicative of their success or failure in the negotiation.

Working with Consultants

It would make little sense to devote so much time and money to developing a simulation which could only be used by its principal authors. Early in the development process, a test sequence was shown at a conference on negotiation skills. Its favourable reception led to the recruitment of consultants who teach negotiation skills at seven universities in the United States and Canada. These consultants have been an important factor. We did not anticipate how much the consultation process would lengthen the development schedule. Flow diagrams which document the simulation are complex and the authors had developed a shorthand method of discussing what should happen at any particular spot. When these flow diagrams were sent to consultants, long written explanations had to be prepared which clarified what each diagram was about and how it fitted into the whole negotiation session.

On the other hand, the usefulness of the simulator improved dramatically as a result of comments made by the consultants. Teaching styles vary widely and the requirements listed by the consultants were sometimes mutually exclusive. A list of parameters was therefore developed which could be set by the instructor in advance to customize the simulation. For example, one parameter controls whether the person on screen will end the meeting and walk out if the student irritates him sufficiently. Although these parameters increases the complexity of the programming, they maximize the flexibility of the Simulator.

Conclusion

It is possible to create realistic, involving and challenging simulated conversations which can be used by students to practice specialized conversational skills. While these have a number of advantages over role-play exercises, they do not replace them. Although the degree of realism required in the simulation is open to debate, every effort has been made to maximize realism by using full screen full motion video and a situation based on actual places and corporations. There has been no attempt to create a universally "accurate" or "correct" person on screen. The student deals with a particular person on a particular day.

A separate conversational skill is associated with each topic of conversation to help the student focus on using that particular skill. Techniques have been developed to enable the student to change the topic of conversation, to allow the parties to exchange financial information and to create the impression that the person on screen is always present waiting for the student's response. Although the use of consultants has lengthened the production schedule, it has resulted in a much more flexible simulation through the development of parameters which can be set by the instructor.
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Abstract: Cognitive apprenticeship has become increasingly important as an instructional methodology due to a shift by many researchers to the situated cognition paradigm. We describe SMALLTALKER, a learning environment that makes extensive use of multimedia to support the learning of Smalltalk programming. The design of SMALLTALKER is based on the principle of cognitive apprenticeship. We illustrate how modeling, coaching, scaffolding and fading, articulation, reflection, and exploration have been implemented in SMALLTALKER.

In recent years, cognitive apprenticeship (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1988; Burger & DeSoi, 1992; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989) has become increasingly prominent as a model of instruction. This development is attributable to its potential to help solve the educational problems of brittle skills and inert knowledge that so often arise with traditional schooling (Resnick, 1987; Whitehcad, 1929). Recent research in the learning sciences coupled with a shift to the situated cognition paradigm in the cognitive sciences has led to a significant rethinking of the nature of learning and cognition (Brown, et al., 1988; Clancey & Roschelle, 1991) and how we can use technology to support learning (Brown, 1985; Clancey, 1992; Collins, 1991). Cognitive apprenticeship is one manifestation of this new way of thinking about learning.

In the next section of this paper, we describe cognitive apprenticeship as an instructional methodology and explicate its underlying rationale. The following section describes SMALLTALKER, a learning environment for Smalltalk programming, and outlines the way in which cognitive apprenticeship has been embodied in the system. We conclude by commenting on the effectiveness of the system in field testing to date and charting the direction in which SMALLTALKER will continue to evolve.

Cognitive apprenticeship

The cognitive apprenticeship instructional methodology, as formulated by Collins, Brown, & Newman (1989), consists of six teaching methods: modeling, coaching, scaffolding, articulation, reflection, and exploration. The six methods, in turn, break down into three groups. The first group—modeling, coaching, and scaffolding—is designed to help students acquire an integrated set of cognitive and metacognitive skills through observation and supported practice. The second group—articulation and reflection—is designed to help students gain control of their own problem solving strategies. The final group—exploration—is intended to encourage learner autonomy and problem formulation by the self.

Cognitive apprenticeship embeds the learning of knowledge and skills in their social and functional context. In modeling, an expert performs a task so that students can observe and build a conceptual model of the processes required for task accomplishment. The provision of a conceptual model contributes significantly to success in teaching complex skills without resorting to lengthy practice of isolated subskills. In cognitive domains, unlike traditional apprenticeship settings, modeling often necessitates the externalization of internal cognitive processes. Tacit processes are brought into the open so that students can observe, enact, and practice the requisite skills.

In coaching, students are engaged in problem-solving activities that require them to appropriately apply and actively integrate subskills and conceptual knowledge. In this way, conceptual knowledge is exemplified and situated in the contexts of use, thereby grounding the knowledge in experience and making learning meaningful. Consequently, this approach helps to avoid learning outcomes where knowledge remains bound to surface features of problems as they appear in textbooks and is incapable of transfer. The expert coaches students by providing hints, feedback, and reminders, thus assisting them to perform closer to his standard of skill. Coaching requires highly interactive and situated feedback. Hence, the content of coaching interaction is related to specific problems that students face in carrying out a task.
In scaffolding, an expert assists students to manage complex task performance. If necessary, he completes those parts of the task that students have not yet mastered. This method may entail students engaging in legitimate peripheral participation (Lave & Wenger, 1991); that is, students participate in the practice of an expert, but only to the degree that they can handle and with the amount of responsibility that they are capable of assuming. Scaffolding is coupled with fading, the gradual removal of the expert’s support as students learn to manage more of the task on their own. The interplay between observation, scaffolding, and increasingly independent practice aids students in developing the metacognitive skills of self-monitoring and self-correction and in achieving integrated skills and knowledge characteristic of expertise.

In articulation, an expert encourages students to explicate their knowledge, reasoning, and problem solving strategies. Such activities provide the impetus for students to engage in the refinement and reorganization of knowledge. The use of synthetic and design tasks in a producer–critic framework is particularly effective in achieving articulation (Allen, 1992; Pea, 1991). Such tasks require students to participate in generating knowledge and evaluating the outcomes of knowledge-building as part of collaborative learning activities. Generative and evaluative processes provide a further basis for concept assimilation and internalization.

In reflection, the expert provokes students to compare their problem solving processes with his own, with that of other students, and with an internal cognitive model of the relevant expertise. Such comparisons aid students in diagnosing their difficulties and in incrementally adjusting their performance until they achieve competence. Reflection is facilitated by the provision of abstracted replay that contrasts students’ own performance with that of the expert (Collins & Brown, 1988).

In exploration, the expert pushes students to be independent learners. Students are only set general goals. At the same time, they are encouraged to identify personal interests and pursue personal goals. Forcing students to engage in exploration teaches them how to frame interesting questions and to identify difficult problems on their own.

The SMALLTALKER learning environment

Overview

SMALLTALKER is a Macintosh-based multimedia learning environment for Smalltalk programming. The learning environment supports both concept learning and skill acquisition. A special effort has been made to apply the teaching methods of cognitive apprenticeship in designing and implementing SMALLTALKER. When the system is launched, an animation of floating Smalltalk balloons is played repeatedly, together with music, until the mouse is moved. After obtaining basic information about student users, the system leads them through an orientation of the system’s interface to allow them to begin interacting effectively with the system. The use of various elements of the interface (e.g., mouse, windows, and text manipulation) is demonstrated to students via movie clips. Students are then coached on the use of the interface in a different problem setting.

Having obtained basic interface skills, students are introduced to the important Smalltalk programming concept of message-passing. At this stage, students are taught to view object-oriented programming entirely in terms of objects communicating with one another by message passing. This view is an external view (LaLonde & Pugh, 1990) where programming is treated entirely in terms of message-passing syntax (Shafer & Ritz, 1991). Details of method implementation are hidden. The system’s interaction with students is structured so as to reify the relationship between process and product. Thus, representations of objects that students interact with are shown graphically, and message passing invokes changes to objects that are visually representable.

After message passing has been covered, instance methods are introduced. This section opens up the internal view (LaLonde & Pugh, 1990) and its concomitant method-definition syntax (Shafer & Ritz, 1991). The instruction then progresses broadly through the topics of instance variables, classes, class methods, class variables, and superclasses. New classes and new concepts are introduced as and when they are needed in relation to the current goal. In this way, progression through a rigid sequence of topics is avoided. We are currently working on the topic of developing a small application. We plan then to treat the Model–View–Controller paradigm in the context of constructing an authentic application.

In the subsections that follow, we describe how each of the teaching methods has been instantiated in the learning environment.

Modeling

SMALLTALKER is unique in that it fulfills two roles: that of instruction presenter and that of coach. In its capacity as instruction presenter, SMALLTALKER makes extensive use of modeling. To support enculturation, QuickTime™ movies are used to show an expert presenting information to students. Macromind Director™ animations are used to present instruction on concepts and skills necessary for Smalltalk programming. The movies are accompanied by the expert’s voice narration of the instruction.
Figure 1 provides an illustration of how modeling occurs. The figure comprises four snapshots from a Director animation. In this example, the student is learning about the copy-and-paste technique in text editing. The snapshots show how the expert selects a portion of text (Figure 1a), selects “copy” from the pop-up menu (Figure 1b) resulting in the copied text appearing on a notional clipboard, then selecting “paste” (Figure 1c), thus yielding the pasted text at the insertion point of the selected window (Figure 1d).

Modeling is ideally suited to reifying processes through animation techniques. With the use of multimedia, concepts and processes can be “brought to life,” focusing students’ attention on the meaning and sense of what they observe.

In our implementation of modeling, we have framed the learning situation so that students will learn cause-and-effect relationships. Thus, the goals related to a sequence of actions are made explicit before the actions are shown, and the results of the actions are shown in a concrete fashion. Our instruction has also been designed to start with concrete and visual objects (e.g. TestCar) before moving to more abstract and functional objects (e.g. MyRecord) to aid students in grasping the necessary concepts.

Coaching

Coaching is a critical activity in any learning environment because it is here that the teacher or system engages in actions to facilitate students’ mastery of problem solving. In SMALLTALKER, students are made to work on programming problems while they are still being introduced to new concepts and procedures. The most pervasive method of coaching takes the form of feedback to student actions and errors while they are engaged on programming problems. As an example, a dialog box like that shown in Figure 2 will appear if a message expression coded by a student does not begin with the name of an object. Notice that the feedback given is highly situated; it is specific to the particular programming problem being solved.
Besides the use of dialogs, feedback is also given by providing visual animation of objects where appropriate. As illustrated in Figure 3, the effect of executing the code written by a student is made self-evident from the animation of the car moving about in the TestCar window. Thus, students are encouraged to form and test hypotheses, diagnose their own performance, and adopt an active attitude to learning. In this way, students are encouraged to develop metacognitive skills.

Scaffolding and fading

Scaffolding and fading are difficult teaching methods to implement because they require a teacher to be sensitive to the detailed needs and difficulties of students engaged in task performance. Our approach to this difficulty has been to place the burden of responsibility on the shoulders of students. SMALLTALKER provides a fairly open-ended help system (see Figure 3). Students have the option, while problem solving, to request help by selecting the button “I’m stuck” from the panel of buttons at the bottom of the screen. The help window lists a set of topics on which assistance on specific aspects of the problem students are attempting is available. Making the activation of the help system the responsibility of students encourages them to take active control of their learning. A “Replay Movie” button allows students to review the instructional content related to a problem, whenever they wish.

The “Show me” button in the Help window (see Figure 3) is particularly significant. It functions as a student’s last recourse. For this reason, it is separated from the help topic list. We have implemented the “Show
me" button such that it only becomes available after the student has selected some percentage of the help items available. This approach prevents students from choosing the easy way out of a problem solving situation. When students eventually select the "Show me" button, a movie plays, showing how an expert would have solved the programming problem. This action takes us back to the modeling method.

Fading has been implemented in the kind of error trapping that the system engages in. During the course of early problem solving, special checks are incorporated to prevent students from committing errors from which they would be unable to recover. However, as students become more familiar with Smalltalk programming, feedback dialogs are generalized so as to provide less problem solving support for them. Figure 4a illustrates a feedback dialog with fading while Figure 4b illustrates a dialog without fading. However, even with fading operational, students have the option of requesting a more specific dialog if they feel that the level of support received is inadequate in any particular situation. All that they have to do is click on the button "More Info".

Figure 4 Fading in feedback dialogs. (a) More general. (b) More specific.

Articulation

Computers are ill-suited to handling the natural language articulations of humans. Nevertheless, we attempt to encourage students to articulate their knowledge by posing questions that request students to articulate answers to various conceptual questions, either to themselves or to a friend. When a student clicks the button "Articulate", an "Articulation" window appears (see Figure 5). Clicking on the button "Tell me more" plays a QuickTime movie explaining the purpose of articulation. Clicking "Proceed" takes the student to a specific question the answer to which requires articulation.

Figure 5 Illustration of the teaching method articulation

Reflection

We attempt to provoke reflection by periodically posing questions that possess deeper conceptual significance. Some reflection questions are included as part of the flow of instruction and, hence, are compulsory. Other questions are optional and can be called up by clicking on the button marked "Reflection". After students have reflected on the question posed, they can click on the button "Play" to listen to an expert expressing his view on the question (see Figure 6). In this way, students can gauge to what extent they have come to appreciate the subject domain in the way that an expert does.

Exploration

It turns out that exploration is an activity that system designers cannot prevent students from engaging in if the system succeeds in gripping their interest and arousing their motivation to learn. We support students'
exploration of Smalltalk programming by providing them with an “Explore” button. Clicking on this button takes students into the ParcPlace Smalltalk-80 programming environment. A “Return to SMALLTALKER” button allows students to return to SMALLTALKER.

Conclusion

Our evaluation of the SMALLTALKER implementation to date has been encouraging. In general, students have found the learning environment extremely user-friendly and very supportive of their learning needs. SMALLTALKER only attempts to provide students with a first course in Smalltalk programming. Given the complexity of Smalltalk programming and the need to support the development of programming skills as part of a broader community of practice, we have embarked on the development of a complementary learning environment CALET, the Cognitive Apprenticeship Learning Environment, that has as its objective the provision of situated Smalltalk programming cases for realistic “on-the-job” programming practice.
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Abstract
Currently, educational multimedia (MM) products are prepared in an ad hoc fashion, i.e. the different media objects, when needed, are produced by the MM author. In the future, as more digitised MM data becomes available, building multimedia compositions will likely involve searching through databases of existing images, sounds, and video clips. Where today a MM application is typically associated with a specific hardware platform, future MM developers will author MM products which are reusable across a variety of platforms. A recently introduced layered formalism, which describes MM applications in terms of the data that they employ, provides a structure that interfaces MM data with MM authoring. Such a formalism together with a database of MM data objects, is a convenient development environment for creation of a variety of reusable and portable educational multimedia.

1 Introduction and Background
Two problems faced by the majority of today's multimedia (MM) users point to the fact that future MM application development is likely to become a data-driven process, relying heavily on shared MM data repositories as the main resource for MM authoring. First, multimedia data is storage intensive. Second, the production of high quality audio, video and animation is an expensive and time consuming process, which few potential MM authors will have the skills or resources to master. Hence, the concept of several users sharing access to large MM databases will alleviate both of these problems by distributing storage, and production or purchase costs among several individuals or institutions.

Of all the new digital technologies, multimedia computing seems to be the one with the greatest potential to create interest and attract new users from Social Sciences, the Arts and Humanities. Their involvement and contributions can significantly increase the penetration of computing into the traditionally technology-averse parts our society. However, fewer people in the non-technical community are skilled in programming, and their most important interaction with multimedia computing will likely occur at the interface level [Ward, P. S. and Arshad, F. N., 1991]. Hence the importance of designing a convenient and easy-to-understand logical structure, one that facilitates data transfer from the MM data repository to MM applications.

Recently, we proposed and described a new modeling approach to MM data management and MM application development that follows the layered architecture paradigm [Schloss, G. A. and Wynblatt, M. J., 1993]. There are two major reasons that prompted the development of the LMDM model. First, many characteristics of MM data make it uniquely different from the traditional alpha-numeric data. In particular, MM data may have semantics that are only relevant with regard to its presentation. For instance, a clearly sarcastic remark in a sound bite, may not convey its true meaning in text representation.

Second, the existing data models generally do not support multimedia development because their prime focus is the data itself. In traditional data models, presentation is usually irrelevant. Indeed, a record with a person's address may be displayed in a large box or a small one, in the Helvetica font or the Times; the meaning of the address is still the same. Compare that with a color photograph which conveys some message that would be obscured by a monochrome display. Hence, our objectives in developing the LMDM were that
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the new model: (a) be application-independent; (b) allow conceptual separation between the data itself its presentation; (c) provide an interface to a shared MM database; and (d) support a wide variety of MM applications.

At a time when multiple-platform computing environments are becoming the rule rather than the exception, MM applications are among the least portable [Woelk, D. et al., 1986]. This is due in part to their dependence on specific hardware for presentation. LMDM's layered architecture allows description of complex data structures within applications, independent of the particular hardware specifications.

We provide below a concise description of the LMDM, and then discuss its potential as a toolkit for developing flexible, adaptable, reusable and portable educational materials, which utilize interactive multimedia compositions.

2 The Layered Multimedia Data Model (LMDM)

LMDM follows the layered modeling paradigm. Such an approach, in addition clearly separating data management, presentation management, and application development, has several other advantages. First, hardware- and OS-specific concerns can be isolated in particular layers, resulting in a more general model. Second, the implementation of the functionality of different layers can progress independently, so that the advances in one area can quickly be added to existing strengths in others. Finally, a layered paradigm is a clear favorite with those who perceive multimedia as a new communication and information delivery system.

A layered MM model was previously proposed in [Klas, W. et al., 1990], though the choice of layers was somewhat different.

The LMDM model consists of four layers, see Figure 1. It places particular emphasis on expressiveness for continuous media data objects like video, animation, and audio, allowing them to be sequenced, synchronized or related temporally in other ways. We provide below brief definitions of the four layers, their functionality, as well as of the basic terminology used in the LMDM.

2.1 Data Definition Layer

The Data Definition Layer (DDL) allows data specification of a MM data object, either explicitly or through some reference to the data, and it provides this abstraction to the higher layers. A data object consists of a definition statement which specifies the data itself, and also a data type which describes properties of the data. The DDL provides: (1) a language in which the definition statement may be made formally; (2) a set of types which can be used to describe the retrieved data; (3) a tagging mechanism, through which tags containing semantic information may be attached to data objects to improve data accessibility; and (4) an accounting or charge-back mechanism, through which MM data objects containing information subject to copyright or royalty agreements may be accessed.

Data types convey semantic information. In addition to data types such as audio clip or text passage, more specific data types like music or movie can be defined. In order to facilitate description of such data types, the DDL supports subtyping and attribute inheritance. New media can be introduced by creating a new data type to represent the media and providing operators to act on objects of the new data type. The DDL also provides an object scripting mechanism which allows filtering, enhancing, altering, and comparing data objects, as well as grouping data objects into arrays, without modifying the data itself.

2.2 Data Manipulation Layer

The Data Manipulation Layer (DML) allows data to be combined into more complex constructs called MM events. MM events are MM objects, or groups of MM objects, which share the same abstract event clock, or event time reference. The DML provides operators and an algebra in which these transformations can be described formally. It contains a symbolic language for formal description of complex manipulations. Hence, simple MM events can be combined to form complex temporal structures.

Data objects that share a time reference can be related to each other through temporal relationships [Hoepner, P., 1992], which can be used for sequencing (before, after) or synchronization (starts, finishes). Synchronization points may be described, to allow arbitrary strictness of synchronization. Objects which share a time reference are said to be temporally bound to each other.
2.3 Data Presentation Layer

The Data Presentation Layer (DPL) provides a description of how data is to be communicated to the user. The DPL uses MM events as its building blocks, adding information about layout, output format, presentation dependencies between events, user interface elements such as windows or icons, as well as default values for playback parameters such as colormap and speaker volume. The resulting MM presentation is a set of instructions for communicating MM data to a viewer.

The DPL maintains a library of specifications for the various playback devices, spatial layouts of the data on the screen, windows or other display methods, colormaps, text fonts and styles, as well as descriptions of presentation dependencies between frequently used MM event templates. The DPL also includes the logic necessary to describe the interaction of simultaneously occurring events, e.g. opacity and color of object overlays (alpha channel), and volume adjustment of multiple sound tracks.

In the same way that a MM event may have multiple presentations associated with it, a single MM presentation may contain several different events, or may be reused with a different set of events. This allows data to be presented in an alternative manner if certain hardware or presentation parameters change. Moreover, generic presentations may be developed which can present several similarly structured events in the same way.

2.4 Control Layer

A MM composition is defined as one or more MM presentations which are grouped with a common control structure and user-interface. Hence, the Control Layer (CL) describes how such compositions are built from one or more presentations. It contains ordering instructions for the various MM presentations, a navigation mechanism through which the user interacts with each presentation, and conditions for starting and stopping the different presentations that make up a MM composition. The CL determines whether these presentations are logically affiliated, and how they interact with each other and the user.

The CL provides a language which describes what signals the MM composition can accept from the user or from I/O devices, and what actions must be taken upon receiving these signals. These actions might include stopping or starting a presentation, or changing the presentation mode in one or more of the presentations. In addition to describing the reaction to signals, the CL language provides constructs for ‘hard-coded’ sequencing and looping of presentations, as well as for conditional presentation based upon the values of any available input.

3 LMDM and Interactive Learning

In [Pea, R. D., 1991], a clear distinction is made between the chained multimedia [sic] and integrated multimedia in education, where the former is attributed to the traditional audio-visual aids, e.g. interruptible slide shows or educational films. We feel that a more computer-oriented terminology may be in order. Hence, we distinguish between: (a) computer-controlled multimedia (CCMM); and (b) computer-integrated multimedia (CIMM). With CCMM, a MM presentation or experiment may be centrally controlled by a computer; however, the participating media need not be digitized. An example of a system that operates in the CCMM mode is a MM classroom [Skill Dynamics, 1993], where a mix of analog and digital devices can be interconnected and slaved to a computer. Thus, in CCMM the range of possibilities in both data integration as well as user interaction, are strictly limited. In contrast, CIMM implies fully-digitized media, with a complete integration of the computer in all aspects of media production, orchestration, storage, retrieval, manipulation, and delivery to the end-user. Hence, the CIMM opens unlimited possibilities to both the
MM materials developer and MM consumer, as any imaginable mix of data, as well as non-linear access and viewing, can now be supported. Since large-scale CIMM systems are not yet technologically feasible, a MM workstation equipped with media-editing and MM authoring software is the current surrogate for the future CIMM system.

The specifications that led to the development of the LMDM model, are clearly intended as a framework that would efficiently describe and support computer-integrated multimedia. As many MM compositions have interactive components, the LMDM supports the capability to express the effects of user-interaction. Educational MM applications often require support for sophisticated hypermedia-style browsing and navigation techniques [Ward, P. S. and Arshad, F. N., 1991], which are necessary for self-paced access to learning materials. In LMDM, the users can mark their current position within the application for future return (a technique similar to a bookmark), or may designate a collection of bookmarks within the application as a walk-through path that can be stored and repeated at will. This second technique is often called a trail [Lipton, R., 1992]. Finally, the support for persistent storage provided within the LMDM makes tools for instructional chores such as testing, quizzing, and score keeping, easy to create and maintain.

The layered structure of the LMDM allows the developer to pick and choose, by tailoring her own development system through personalized selection of tools for each of the LMDM layers. Moreover, the extensive browsing and other score-keeping features, which can be supported with relatively little effort within the LMDM, greatly expand the number of different teaching styles and teaching strategies that can be implemented utilizing LMDM. Likewise, the amount of feedback given to students during instruction is completely flexible, and it can be adjusted as a function of their progress or achievements. Thus, LMDM avoids some of the weaknesses observed in the older computer-based training (CBT) systems, such as HITS [Barker, J. and Tucker, R. N., 1990].

The LMDM allows fast prototyping of many different instructional paradigms. In the following example, we demonstrate how a reusable structure of a tutorial can be built with the help of LMDM. Space limitations prevent us from making the example too complicated.

4 Example: Building a Tutorial with LMDM

Suppose that the objective is to develop a tutorial designed to teach the difference between two things. It might be used to teach the difference between kinds of architecture, or styles of painting, or different makes of car, or any similar distinction. The method of instruction relies on a slide show paradigm accompanied by appropriate narration and text. The student is to acquire the knowledge provided by the tutorial, and be tested before she is allowed to proceed to the next subject. Hypothetical specification examples are provided for each layer.

Data Definition Layer:
At the DDL, we define a MM object called a lesson. A lesson is an aggregate [Woelk, D. et al., 1986] and conceptual [Klas, W. et al., 1990] object, which links all the pieces of data that are needed as part of a particular tutoring session. Lesson objects may be custom designed for particular tutorials, but their real power can be shown through lesson templates, which allow tutorials covering similar materials to be developed rapidly. A template of an object is defined as the meta-data that describes the object structure without explicitly stating the data (contents). When initialized (or, linked) with specific data, a template becomes an instance of the object.

Consider the following object template, called a SlideShowLesson. This template exists at the data definition layer, and describes the types of data involved in the lesson, without actually describing the data. In this particular example, the SlideShowLesson consists of two sets of photographs, and a series of narrations describing the photographs. It also contains information about the preferred colormap and resolution of the photos and the recording rate of the audio narrations. Finally, it contains a link to a score object, in which the results of the lesson will be kept. In this example, the score object is defined as generic text.

Template SlideShowLesson:
contains

    photo1: array [1..M] of photos
    photo2: array [1..M] of photos
narration: array [1..N] of audioclips
score: text passage;

PreferredCmap is worse(photo1.preferredCmap, photo2.preferredCmap);
PreferredRes is worse(photo1.preferredRes, photo2.preferredRes);
PreferredRate is narration.RecordingRate

Data Manipulation Layer:
Based on this template defined in the DDL, a full composition can be built in the higher layers, without requiring precise knowledge of what the actual content of the photos and narrations will be. At the manipulation layer, photos and narrations have to be synchronized and sequenced.

In this example, narrations are synchronized with the first N pairs of photos. These narrated photos provide the explanatory section of the composition, in which the narrator explains a difference in style by referring to pairs of photos which exhibit that difference. After the explanatory section, there is series of unnarrated photos which are used as a quiz section. The manipulation layer also describes an operator Scoring, which accepts a string and updates the data in the score object.

Event SlideShow is

Sequence((for I from 1 to N
    TempEqual(narration[I], photo1[I], photo2[I])
    for I from N+1 to M
    either UntilRestart(photo1[I]) or
    UntilRestart(photo2[I])
)

Operator Scoring(answer:String, score:TextPassage)

/* ... definition ... */

Data Presentation Layer:
The DPL describes the window in which the presentation will take place, and mentions that the preferred colormaps and resolutions will be used. The presentation has two modes, one for the explanatory section, which has a Next button, and one for the quiz section, which has Style1 and Style2 buttons. The functions of these buttons are specified at the control layer.

Presentation #1
is SlideShow
using PlayAudio(narration)
    with SlideShowLesson.PreferredRate
    and ShowImage(photo1) and ShowImage(photo2)
    in 10"x10" SplitWindow
    with SlideShowLesson.PreferredCmap
    SlideShowLesson.PreferredRes
Mode #1 has PushButton "Next" at (150,30);
Mode #2 has PushButton "Style1" called photo1.stylename
    at (150,10)
    and PushButton "Style2" called photo2.stylename
    at (150,50);

Control Layer:
The control layer describes the control sequence. The presentation moves forward for the duration of an audio sequence, and then pauses until the Next button is pressed. After the first N slides, the mode is changed from Mode #1 to Mode #2. Now the student advances the presentation by selecting one of the two Style buttons to indicate which of the two styles she believes this photo represents. Her choice is recorded in the score object using the Scoring function provided at the manipulation layer. Note that no bookmarks or trails need to be defined, because in LMDM these services are globally available.

Signals

Signal Next from Button "Next";
Signal Style1 from Button "Style1";
Signal Style2 from Button "Style2";
Signal AudioEnd from Method PlayAudio;
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Control Script
    for I from 1 to N
        DO Presentation#1(Mode#1) UNTIL AudioEnd;
        WAIT UNTIL Next;
    for I from N+1 to M
        DO Presentation#1(Mode#2) UNTIL Style1 or Style2;
        Scoring(LastSignal,score);

In this example, we have designed a complete interactive multimedia tutorial, without actually specifying the subject of the lessons. In order to use the SlideShowLesson, an instructor need simply provide two sets of photos and record a few narrations. The work of putting together the synchronization and control, as well as designing the screen layout and user-interface, is a one time cost, and can be re-used with many different tutorials.

Another advantage of this example is that the score data is persistent, and can be linked to the material of the lesson (the photos) at the definition layer. Not only can the current tutorial use the score to determine what areas need review, but other, independent, tutorials can draw upon this information as well. Other tutoring programs can check to see what material the student has mastered, and what requires more study. In this way, programs can be designed to tailor themselves to the needs of individual students. The key is that progress of the student is stored in a way which is independent of the program being used. Any program can check on the results of previous programs and use them to customize a session for the student.

5 Summary

The major advantage of the new Layered Multimedia Data Model (LMDM) is its ability to address within a single modeling framework two issues that make today's multimedia computing difficult: (1) interface between the data and application development; and (2) data sharing and application portability. A clean and efficient modeling paradigm, LMDM conveniently integrates MM data with MM authoring into a unified applications development environment. As a system that follows the computer-integrated multimedia (CIMM) mode, LMDM can be helpful in development of sophisticated, flexible, portable and reusable educational multimedia products. It provides extended capabilities for various interaction and teaching styles, scoring and record keeping, persistent navigation, for student performance evaluation, etc.
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Abstract: Currently, a hypermedia based UTICS (University Transaction, Information and Communication System) is under development at the University of Auckland. This multi-platform system will provide alternatives to traditional forms of information dissemination and public relations exercises. In this paper we report on various components of the UTICS. A virtual walk-through or fly-through will offer users a special way of exploring the university campus. By coupling the hypermedia system with an expert system, the UTICS will support students in their process of course selection. Finally, we show how a UTICS can assist people from outside in accessing expertise sourced at the university.

Introduction

A university transaction, information and communication system (UTICS) is an important and ambitious hypermedia system which aims to provide information about a university as a whole, communication between the various parts of a university and transaction based facilities for intra-university affairs. Universities are complex organizations because of the large number of people, the variety of organizational entities such as service providers, facilities, departments and physical entities such as rooms, buildings and general facilities which are associated by coordinated activities. Because the components of a university serve so many different purposes, a UTICS which is intended to represent the whole structure of a university in a hypermedia-based system has to contain a considerable amount of data and must offer a variety of information services.

A UTICS is supposed to help entities at the university maintain and exchange documents (letters, applications, articles) and to help in retrieval of information (e.g. finding publications, administrative documents, phone numbers or books in libraries). It should minimize and simplify the communication between individuals and groups at the university (by providing email, discussion boards, advertisements), support the instructional process (teaching, learning and training), aid in administrative tasks (scheduling courses, managing rooms), help with transactional processes (crediting and debiting of fees, automatic shipment and distribution of paper documents) and it should provide a means of communicating information to other institutions and to the public (e.g. available information should include degree prescriptions and study programmes, public events, technical resources and staff expertise for industry, government, media representatives and current or prospective students).

At the University of Auckland such a UTICS is under development. The entire system will be implemented with the networked hypermedia system Hyper-G (Kappe, Maurer & Sherbakov, 1993). Parts of the system will also be available in a single computer version distributed on a portable harddisk or CD-ROM/CD-I disks. The latter version will be restricted in that it will contain only those components of the system that serve public relation functions.

In this article we focus on two specific domains of future UTICS applications at the University of Auckland. The first part of this paper deals with a walk- or fly-through of the university campus. We discuss several questions regarding this virtual tour.

In the second part we deal with how university based information can be disseminated to reach specific groups of users. We propose a consultation component in the UTICS based on an expert system that offers information and advice about educational programmes at the university. Finally, we describe how
the UTICS will assist public media, government or industry representatives in accessing expertise and equipment at the university.

Walk-through and Fly-through

Introductory remarks

For parties interested in the university, a trip through the university campus is a good introduction. The UTICS of the University of Auckland will offer a virtual journey through the campus. At the moment, there are two techniques for incorporating a trip into a hypermedia system.

The less complex one is the “walk-through”, which consists of virtual walks on a given network of paths through the university campus. Attached to every path or place is some multimedia item like a picture or a video clip, taken from the real world, that is displayed as the user reaches each new section of the trip.

The more complex technique is a “fly-through” (Pimentel & Teixeira, 1993) (Earnshaw, Gigante & Jones, 1993). Here, movement is not restricted to given paths and places. A fly-through is based on a 3D model, e.g., derived from a CAD system model.

With both kinds of virtual trip through an environment a number of problems related to navigation and orientation have to be dealt with. These are determined by the technical restrictions, current computer hardware as well as by conditions of human perception and power of imagination.

Current computer graphics hardware typically includes a high-performance graphics rendering unit, a high-resolution colour display, a keyboard and some pointing and dragging device. In most cases the pointing and dragging device is still a mouse, although other devices like joysticks, spaceballs or data gloves offer more degrees of freedom and better control.

Moving and viewing inside a virtual world is an unusual environment for a person’s normal senses of navigation and orientation. The situation in front of a computer screen is very poor in information diversity, compared to the real world where humans have a rich variety of senses to help them navigate and orientate themselves within their environment. In the virtual world, quite complex movements may be necessary or desirable; a user’s only way to follow a course is through a window that allows a view into the virtual world.

It is therefore a complex and demanding task to design navigation and orientation support tools for a user interface which does not require any kind of training before actual use (Shneiderman, 1992).

Comprehension of the current position and direction of movement in the virtual world as well as the current viewing direction must be as simple as possible and the screen layout must not be overcrowded with information. The support information should be as far as possible in the “background”. For instance, a mouse click to pop up orientation information or a glimpse to the corner of the screen should be sufficient to find one’s bearing.

The only way to satisfy these requirements is to match technical and human resources. A clever combination and exploitation of existing visual presentation tools with which users are already acquainted (e.g., maps, arrows and compasses) can provide the means for a solution to this problem.

Walk-through

In a walk-through, the user travels a predefined network of virtual paths. When arriving at a branch in the virtual path network, the user can choose which way to go next. The user can also return to a place already visited and follow another path if they choose. Depending on the multimedia items that are linked to certain stages of a walk, various actions can be taken. In the case of a picture, a user could look at some part more thoroughly by zooming in. A video clip could, for example, be watched at greater speed or even backwards.

Even though a walk-through is restricted to a predefined network of trails the user can easily become confused by the continuous presentation of images and video clips. A sequence like (video clip of a path — selection of a path which continues in a perpendicular direction — video clip of the chosen path) may look as if the two paths go in the same direction as the usual perception of a rotational motion is lacking. If users do not get any additional information about the layout of the path network, i.e., if there is no overall orientation information provided, they will lose their bearing.
A possible solution for this problem is to provide a map that shows the user's current position in the network (cf. Figure 1). However, only indicating the current position and movement direction is not enough. In addition to this, the map should show the track the user has followed. It would also be useful to show the relative scale between paths already followed and the length of the paths as a whole.

Figure 1. Network trails in a walk-through including marked motion trace, position of user, direction of movement and direction of viewing

Such a map is an additional tool that supports users in the walk-through; it may not take much space on the screen. As with large images that cannot be fully displayed on one computer screen, the presentation system must offer a way to move a window over a map and to zoom in and out so that every part of the map can be seen.

Of course, the panning speed of the window across the map needs to be adjusted to the current level of zoom. The more the user has zoomed in the slower the panning motion has to be and vice versa.

Similar aspects have to be taken into account with panoramic images which constitute a new type of 2D image in multimedia. Whereas still images are bounded in both dimensions, panoramic images are not bounded in the horizontal dimension. They depict a 360° view from a single viewing location by rotating the viewing direction.

There are two different ways to assemble the pictorial material for this type of image. One is to take a series of photographs in different directions. The other is to take a video camera and record the views while rotating the camera around a vertical axis. In both cases, the result is a series of pictures that can be joined to form a 360° view.

Previously, such a large amount of pictorial material could only be displayed by a videodisc which can store and quickly present possible viewing directions. For the UTICS of the University of Auckland, panoramic images will be created by “gluing” pictures of different angles into one 360° image (Hill, 1990) (Foley & van Dam, 1990) (Dix, Finlay, Abowd & Beale, 1993). In order to get a better ratio between the vertical and horizontal extent of the image, images will be taken in the same horizontal direction but with different vertical angles. These will be glued above each other, forming multitrack circular bands.

Displaying panoramas in a walk-through should use the same scene controls for panning and zooming that are offered for bounded maps or images. Because of the circularity of the panoramic image an indication of the current viewing angle needs to be present.

Other problems arise with the use of video clips. Motion of pictures adds another level of complexity. Video clips are mapped onto the screen by successive display of single still images. When succeeding images vary slightly from each other the impression of motion arises.

Playing a video clip at a faster speed (a common option in walk-through presentation systems) may cause strange effects. With currently available computer graphics hardware, accelerating the speed of a video clip is achieved by increasing the frame rate, i.e., by omitting a certain ratio of frames from the video clip.

These omissions can make the motions of objects in the scene look odd or even bewildering. A tree with branches swaying in the wind could appear to be trembling or moving in a clipped manner. Increasing the
frame rate to make the movement appear faster works fine with global variations between frames but the quality of the presentation is poor if minor motions exist in the scene, like the waving of tree branches.

One solution to this problem would be to cut the respective object out of the image and overlay it as a sprite which is played with a lower frame rate. However, further problems like transitions at the border between the main image and the sprite may occur or other effects of different speeds in the picture may arise.

**Fly-through**

In contrast to a walk-through with a predefined network of paths and a fixed set of available images and video clips, the virtual world in a fly-through is based on a world modelled in 3D. The user plays the role of a viewer who is able to move freely in the modelled world and to look in any direction and at any detail. In the case of a virtual university campus, this means that the user can visit every building on campus, enter and leave it as often as desired. Understandably, the challenge of free motion and viewing conditions raises navigational and orientational problems for the user in the model.

One exemplary problem concerning orientation is the following: the user has moved close to a wall or even into a wall and the rendering system displays an unstructured or dark area that represents the user’s current view. The usual first-aid measures, like turning or zooming, hardly offer any good orientational help.

In the following, we propose a collection of tools that provide the voyager in a fly-through with sufficient orientational and navigational help. The collection of help tools consists of four windows, arranged in a three level hierarchy:

The single topmost window offers the most often used information and interactive tools to the user. The user has the opportunity to modify the speed of movement and to proceed with one or several more steps in the current direction. From this window the two windows on the second level can be called to get more detailed orientational help.

The first of these displays an aerial view of the current scenery which includes the position of the user in the model and a schematic sketch of the user’s current surroundings. As with the orientation map in the walk-through, a trace of the user’s course in the model is shown in the sketch. The other middle level window shows a side view of the current situation. In that way, the user gets a good idea of the current vertical position in the modelled world.

Common to both windows is the sensitivity of the mouse cursor’s shape to the sort of graphical item or location in the model sketch on which the mouse cursor is sitting. Every shape stands for the sort of action that can be initiated at that position. A brief textual description of the respective action is shown in a small text field within the window. The most extensive use of the mouse cursor’s shape sensitivity is made inside the two schematic sketches of the model where it either means “jump to that location in the model” or “display the parameter control window”.

This in turn is the lowest in the hierarchy of interaction tools. It offers a complete set of graphical interactive items which give detailed navigational and orientational information relating to the user’s current position.

Here, projections of the moving and the viewing direction onto a horizontal plane are shown with compass-like items. A needle can show a viewing direction or a cone can depict the whole viewing angle, with its opening angle dependent on the extent of zooming.

**Provision of information**

**Expert system assisted consultation**

Prospective students who intend to take up a study programme at the university form one group of persons with their own information requirements. Their situation is difficult as they are confronted with a wide range of choices between degrees. In order to make the right decision they have to consider a large amount of information from several sources. There are university calendars which tell about the courses being offered, regulations for admission and enrolment procedures, specific material informs about academic contact people in faculties and departments, about available options for financing education, about accommodation places and about career advisory services. All of this is rather overwhelming for
students who have not had contact with a university before. Help is clearly needed for this decision-making
process.

To overcome this difficulty we propose extending the hypermedia system to include an expert system. Expert system techniques have been used for many purposes in the last few years and they appear to be an appropriate way of dealing with the decision making.

An expert system which contains declarative and procedural knowledge about the problem field can play the role of a counsellor by assisting students to lay out their course options. The student advice situation is not unique, however. As the amount of available information in hypermedia systems grows, there will be an increasing need for such means to assist users with information retrieval.

By introducing methods of knowledge representation and automated reasoning from the area of artificial intelligence, hypermedia becomes "intelligent" (Woodhead, 1991). The raw information stored in a hypermedia system becomes knowledge that is structured and accessible in a way required by special applications and by users.

Technically speaking, the integration of an expert system into a hypermedia database means using the expert system as a subsystem of the hypermedia system. During a user's normal interaction with the hypermedia system the actions taken by the user are recorded and observed by the expert system. By collecting data about the user it develops a profile of the user. This user model in turn can be employed to influence the kind of node information and the number of links which are presented to the user in later stages of the navigational process. In that way, the user's search space in the hypermedia system can be reduced and the information available can be tailored specifically for the user's needs.

With a hypermedia system containing an expert system component, the onus of decision-making, in a dynamic context, is more with the system than with the user. This means an emphasis on context-sensitive guidance, as opposed to undirected navigation or browsing.

The main problem with the combination of a hypermedia system and an expert system is finding a way to provide the information that an expert system needs to function in a suitable knowledge representation form. In addition to this, the results of the reasoning steps performed by the system have to be usable by the hypermedia system, i.e., the presentation part of the coupled system must be able to adjust the type of information and the number of links offered to the user, according to the current parameters given by the expert system subunit.

Access to university expertise

Another application of a hypermedia-based UTICS is the provision of information about university sourced expertise and equipment available to the public, or groups from media, industry and government. A few years ago, at the University of New York, USA, a system called ProfNet was established which put the media in touch with academic specialists. Recently, a similar system named Xpertnet has been introduced at Macquarie University, Australia (Richardson, 1993a) (Richardson, 1993b).

Both of these systems receive queries from journalists by fax or email and send them on a daily bulletin to cooperating universities. These in turn provide journalists with contact details for academics who can answer their queries or provide suitable comment. In this way, journalists can get in contact with specialists all over their country more quickly and easily.

However, the establishment of contact between a journalist and an academic still takes several hours and staff at universities are often unable to match the incoming query with areas of expertise. In this case their only way of finding a match is to contact the journalist or over-answer the query by providing every possible reply. This scenario then requires effort on the part of the journalist who must choose from the list of answers.

Moreover, ProfNet and Xpertnet are only intended for media representatives. There are other persons and groups outside the academic domain who are interested in university resources.

System like ProNet and Xpertnet that are based on networked hypermedia systems can do better. If the information about university staff members and their areas of expertise together with information about departments and their equipmenet is recorded in a UTICS instead of only being available in paper form like a media contact directory or a research report, then the information can easily be kept up to date. Interested persons from outside the university can connect to the system and search inside it on their own. With comprehensive information about staff and equipment users can make use of their existing knowledge in order to find a match for their query.
Conclusion

Altogether the VTR'S project at the University of Auckland will span several years. The entire project will need a workforce of several academics, programmers and technical staff. There will be many more components than those discussed above included in the system (Lennon & Maurer, 1993a) (Lennon & Maurer, 1993b).

There are still, however, a multitude of problems to solve. For example, panoramic images, require a reliable procedure for “gluing” single images together. At the moment algorithms provide semi-automated morphing procedures. The designer identifies several points in different images that have to be matched and the software carries out the matching for all of the points between. The next step in this direction will be more sophisticated programs which automatically find corresponding points and glue images together without human assistance.

Quite complex problems remain with walk- and fly-through systems. How detailed do orientation maps of the virtual world need to be? Or, which floor is shown in a side view schematic sketch when the user is between two floors of a virtual building? As a first approach to the virtual fly-through, the 3D scene software included in the hypermedia browsing system Harmony (Andrews, Kappe & Schipflinger, 1994) has been used to develop a small model called the “Virtual University of Auckland”.
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Abstract: This paper explores principles for designing interactive multimedia instruction based on a classification scheme for multimedia environments which includes prescriptive, democratic and cybernetic categories. If a multimedia developer first considers the nature of the desired learning environment, a continuum of instructional design decisions naturally obtain. This paper considers several design issues, including control, practice, feedback, cooperation, and metacognition, and provides examples of how they are expressed in different multimedia environments.

The quality of multimedia-based interaction is more the product of the way instruction is designed, and less the result of the system on which it is delivered. To fully exploit the capabilities of more powerful instructional technologies, designers must also reexamine the assumptions and expand the strategies we employ in instructional design. This paper abbreviates several ideas which due to space restrictions, cannot be elaborated fully here. For a more thorough treatment of this topic, I encourage you to contact me directly, and I will send you a complete paper.

Three Learning Environments

At least three distinct learning environments have been identified for individualized instruction and subsequently adapted to interactive multimedia learning (Romiszowski, 1986; Schwier, 1993). These include prescriptive, democratic and cybernetic learning environments. Prescriptive environments specify learning objectives and the instructional system is used as a primary delivery medium. In most cases the boundaries of learning are externally imposed, and the learner's role is to receive and master the given content. Democratic environments emphasize the learner's role in defining what is learned, how it is learned, and the sequence in which it is learned. Democratic learning resources emphasize navigation, motivation and access, and they down-play objectives and evaluation. Cybernetic environments emphasize a complete system in which the learner can interact freely and naturally with the instruction, which in turn responds dynamically with the learner. The cybernetic instructional environment, unlike instruction provided in prescriptive and democratic environments, actually expands beyond the initial design decisions made during its development. This expansion marks its difference from being merely a sophisticated prescriptive environment; the very substance of the learning landscape is changed by the nature of interactions during instruction, not just the path followed by an individual through existing material (whether prescribed or democratic).

This paper applies five instructional design issues to each of these environments—control, practice, feedback, cooperation, and metacognition. How might each of these notions be expressed in different multimedia environments?

Instructional Design Principles for Prescriptive Environments

Prescriptive Learner Control

In prescriptive environments learner control speaks to when learners might be empowered by being given more control over instruction and conversely when learners might be hampered by having such control. In other words, a prescriptive environment assumes the question, "should learners be given or denied control of learning?" In designing prescriptive multimedia environments, control is often expressed in the selection of content and sequence. Naive or uninformed learners require structure, interaction, and feedback to perform optimally (Carrier and Jonassen, 1988; Higginbotham-Wheat, 1990; Kinzie, Sullivan, and Berdel, 1990). Giving ill-prepared learners control over instruction may permit them to make poor decisions about which...
content is important and how much practice is required, which may in turn be reflected in decremented performance (Coldevin, Tovar, and Brauer, 1993)

**Example:** A pre-test is given at the beginning of a tutorial program. Those learners who score higher on the pre-test are informed of objectives they are expected to achieve, and placed in less restrictive versions of the tutorial. Those who score lower are placed in highly prescribed, remedial programs.

**Prescriptive Practice**

Practice events in prescriptive instruction should require learners to use information; that is, practice during prescriptive instruction emphasizes acquisition of specified skills and knowledge. In prescriptive environments, practice should be imposed often during early stages of learning and less often as time with a particular topic progresses (Salisbury, Richards, & Klein, 1985). As facility and familiarity with the learning task increase, so should the difficulty of practice. In prescriptive multimedia environments, the difficulty level would be managed externally by giving the learners access to progressively more difficult tasks only as they are successful with previous material.

**Example:** Embed several relatively easy questions in the first sections of a program. When the learner demonstrates mastery of simple questions on a particular topic, give fewer, but progressively more difficult questions.

**Prescriptive Feedback**

In prescriptive environments, feedback will often take the form of error detection and correction. Because instructional learning outcomes are explicit, it is possible (and probably desirable) to funnel the feedback about learner performance toward the intended outcome. Feedback acts to correct errors, and the effect is more powerful if the learner feels confident that the incorrect response is correct, yet in verbal information tasks, correct response feedback is better than no feedback. Instruction utilizing response certitude estimates is less efficient, probably due to the time taken by the learner to make estimates, but efficiency is seldom a major consideration in interactive multimedia instruction. Feedback effects also tend to be stronger when no other instructional text is present, thus increasing the feedback’s informational effect.

**Example:** Have learners declare their level of confidence at key points during instruction, and then tailor feedback to acknowledge the professed level of confidence.

**Prescriptive Cooperative Learning Strategies**

In prescriptive environments, learners use cooperative learning strategies to collectively address externally defined tasks. The goal is to bring a broad range of skills and collective energy to bear on a complex task. One strategy is to emphasize interdependence and accountability: The performance of each member of a cooperative group must contribute to the group’s achievement, and the reward structure must account for this. Another strategy is promotive interaction, where an individual’s effort to bolster the efforts of other group members is promoted through heterogeneous grouping. Yet another issue is training for collaboration. Learners can be trained to use interactive strategies effectively, and training should be both content-specific and content-independent (Hooper, 1992).

**Example:** Multimedia materials may include an independent module for developing global collaborative skills, and providing specific strategies to be used within the program by the group.

**Prescriptive Metacognitive Strategies**

In prescriptive environments, metacognitive skills are used by the learner to notice when something is not clearly understood and take appropriate remedial action. They may also include selecting from among various memory strategies, including: “metamemory” skills with different memory strategies and an awareness of
how to choose which is appropriate for a given task; and "metacomprehension" skills which include being able
to detect when one fails to comprehend something and is able to take appropriate remedial action.

**Example:** Encourage learners to watch for difficulties, and think about ways to find answers
to their problems.

### Instructional Design Principles for Democratic Environments

#### Democratic Control

From a democratic perspective, learner control is assumed. It is central assumption in a democratic
environment that learners construct multiple—and equally valuable—realities from their unique interactions with
instruction. If the learner is to be given control over significant decisions, it is incumbent that they also be
given the skills necessary to exercise the control. Multimedia designers cannot assume that learners are able to
assume control without learning how to take control and make productive decisions. Several applicable design
principles can be extracted from the literature. Learners who are generally high achievers or who are
knowledgeable about an area of study can benefit from a high degree of learner control (Hannafin and Colamaio,
1987). Giving the learner control may increase motivation to learn, but it does not necessarily increase
achievement and may increase time spent learning (Santiago and Okey, 1990).

**Example:** Offer learners control of a program. Let them select topics and sequence, but
provide advice when appropriate about the possible consequences of their choices.

#### Democratic Practice

In democratic environments, practice may include use and review of specific content or skills, but also
includes practice with strategies for learning, not just practice with specific content or skills. Learners can
benefit from memory and organizational strategies to make information more meaningful. Practice events in
democratic multimedia environments should encourage learners to use information and discover and derive new
relationships in information. Democratic multimedia instruction should be designed to include opportunities for
learners to acquire strategies for using the instruction optimally. Instructional cues can be used productively,
even with passive learners, to promote exposure to elaborations, and consequently increase time-on-task and
achievement (Lee and Lehman, 1993). Practice in democratic and cybernetic environments should be varied and
available to the learner at any time, and in several forms to satisfy s...determined needs.

**Example:** Include "strategy" modules within a program to apply newly learned content to
novel situations, or provide on-line advisement to learners reminding them to practice using new
content.

#### Democratic Feedback

In democratic multimedia environments, feedback will often take the form of advisement; that is,
informing learners about the consequences of choices and patterns of choices, or providing recommendations
about productive avenues of study. Because learners are defining specific learning outcomes in democratic
environments, feedback will attempt to help learners articulate their own goals and help them follow productive
paths through the learning system. Learners maintain or change their own cognitive operations based on how
new information about their performance matches their expectations about performance (Mory, 1992). Delayed
feedback may be more effective for higher cognitive tasks than immediate feedback. It is possible that delaying
feedback allows additional time for reflection, and this in turn may facilitate learning challenging material.

**Example:** Include an on-screen "advise" button for the learner. When selected, it provides
the learner with a visual map of their choices and paths (audit trail) and highlights preferred
alternatives for the learner with explanations.
Democratic Cooperative Learning Strategies

In a democratic environment, cooperative learning strategies place emphasis on teamwork and shared responsibility for decision-making. Some appropriate strategies include training for collaboration. Learners can be trained to use interactive strategies effectively, and training should be both content-specific and content-independent (Hooper, 1992). Multimedia materials may need to include an independent module for developing global collaborative skills. Debriefing sessions following group processes should also be included to allow group members to reflect on effective and ineffective strategies they used.

Example: Have learners input the number of users for materials, and provide alternative designs. Each member of a team is given specific problems to solve or activities to complete during the program, and the program monitors individual, as well as group, progress toward completion of the instruction.

Democratic Metacognitive Strategies

In democratic multimedia learning environments, the issue becomes one of not leaving the learner adrift in a sea of content without the tools to be successful, and increasing the metacognitive demands placed on the learner (Park and Hannafin, 1993). "Self regulation" is an individual's ability to make fine adjustments to errors detected when the instruction provides no feedback. "Schema training" has to do with getting the learner to generate personally relevant structures for understanding material, and becoming less dependent on structures provided by the instruction. "Transfer" is the ability of the learner to apply a strategy to an unfamiliar and dissimilar learning task. Metacognitive strategies can promote learning and can be generalized across learning situations, but they must be learned and practiced. In any instruction, but particularly in democratic and cybernetic multimedia environments, metacognitive strategies can be learned which will help the learner make more productive decisions (Osman and Hannafin, 1992).

Example: One method of developing such strategies is learner advisement about metacognitive strategies. Learners can be given reminders about ways to approach materials (e.g. "Have you thought about trying this approach? It worked for you the last time you tried it."). The focus with such strategies should be on providing metacognitive prompts and promoting self-generated strategies, while weaning the learner from prompts as quickly as possible.

Instructional Design Principles for Cybernetic Environments

Cybernetic Control

Control is negotiated in cybernetic multimedia environments, and is the product of mutual exchange. The learner may be advised about difficulty levels and productive choices, but decisions will be left in the hands of the learner. Decisions result in consequences to which the learner must respond. Learner control with advisement seems to be superior to unstructured learner control for enhancing achievement and curiosity, promoting time-on-task, and stimulating self-challenge (Arnone and Grabowski, 1991; Mattoon, Klein, and Thurman, 1991; Milheim and Azbell, 1988; Santiago and Okey, 1990). Further, the amount of control available to a learner at any particular time in a program should not necessarily be fixed. Courseware should be adaptive. It should be able to alter instruction dynamically, based on learner idiosyncrasies (Carrier and Jonassen, 1988).

Example: Learners enter a fully simulated landscape of the human body and navigate by pointing in the direction they want to move. Navigation options for making choices increase as the learner navigates successfully.

Cybernetic Practice

The purpose of practice in a cybernetic environment subsumes using information, applying information, and testing new skills and information, but all are done in a simulated and saturated environment. Practice
approximates practicing in a real environment, and the growth in a learner's ability to perform new skills is commensurate with actual skill levels.

**Example:** A surgeon practices hip replacement surgery in a virtual surgery theater. Learner acquires new skills and practices using them in a full simulation, and is given more challenging situations as skills increase.

**Cybernetic Feedback**

In cybernetic environments, feedback can be characterized as mutual and negotiated. Learners set directions and make choices, and the learning system “learns” from patterns which emerge how to respond to the learner or provide new challenges. Feedback will often provide a “metacognitive viewpoint” for the learner, responding naturally and logically to learner actions, identifying intentions, and establishing levels of challenge for the learner.

**Example:** The system identifies a pattern of responses, say a tendency for the learner to respond to oral challenges in French, rather than English. The system provides feedback in French, and monitors whether the learner performs more successfully. If the learner falters, the system switches back to English, and informs the learner of the decisions made.

**Cybernetic Cooperative Learning Strategies**

In cybernetic environments emphasis may be placed on collaborative problem solving or competition within a stimulus-rich environment. Learners may “join forces” to address problems presented in a simulated environment, and the system will have a wider array of input from which to “learn.” In a competitive cybernetic environment, learners may be pitted against one another in a simulation.

**Example:** Two participants are given the task of designing the dining areas in a restaurant to obtain optimum seating arrangements. Both are placed in a virtual restaurant and asked to move tables. One is to concentrate on maximizing workflow for employees, the other is concerned with seating as many diners as possible. As they make decisions, the system develops rules for optimizing seating designs.

**Cybernetic Metacognitive Strategies**

In cybernetic environments, systems “tune” themselves to the metacognitive strategies employed by learners, adjust to them, and advise the learner of trends which emerge. This assumes that programs are sufficiently sophisticated to extrapolate meaningful trends from patterns of learner responses, a type of cybernetic metacognition not readily available. Osman and Hannafin (1992) warn against designs in which the training in metacognitive strategies require more energy than the content to be learned. The lesson: beware metacognitive overhead costs.

**Example:** In a virtual restaurant environment, learners are given the ambiguous task of designing dining areas. As learners impose designs on seating arrangements, the system monitors decisions made, and extrapolates the metacognitive strategies employed (e.g. one learner is designing for maximum seating possible, while another is attempting to create an aesthetic and intimate atmosphere).
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This paper reports on an integration of concept mapping for manipulating and structuring knowledge with multimedia presentation technology. It presents the current development of the HyperMedia Activated Network (HAN) authoring environment. HAN is an intelligent hypertext demonstrator system. The first HAN module, called ICADT, was developed initially to teach Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) using the GABLE 4DTM CAAD environment at Sheffield University, (Scott and Lawson, 1990; Scott, Lawson and Ryu, 1991; Scott, 1993). Following a detailed evaluation of the use of this system to teach second year students of Architecture at Sheffield University the authoring and inference aspects of the system were substantially improved. The system is now being extended to demonstrate the support of some aspects of Cognitive Science and Psychology. The HAN system integrates artificial intelligence and flexible learning techniques in a dual-platform experiment with hypertext and semantic network architectures.

The intelligent hypermedia system HAN works as a complete experimental tutorial environment that generates small hypermedia tutorials on-line as they are required. A student query activates a portion of a semantic network representing the key concepts of a domain of a HAN module. The activated portion of the network and a simple model of the student is used by the system to construct a small mapped hypertext which can then be explored by the student. The HAN system combines hypermedia material for the authoring and tutorial interface provided by Apple's HyperCardTM with a core semantic network management system implemented in Logic Programming Associates' MacPrologTM. These applications communicate via Apple's Apple EventTM interface. The system is intended to provide a radical hypermedia alternative which aims to address the classic authoring problems faced by Instructional Designers who are experts in their field but not experts in the presentation technology, (Nicolson and Scott 1986).

The HAN Shell

The HAN shell consists of four main sub-systems: A concept network knowledge base including authoring and maintenance; an automatic tutorial generation system; a student-record maintenance system; and a tutorial presentation and performance monitor. This architecture is presented in figure 1.

Within the concept net sub-system, HAN maintains a number of layers of authored material. Authors create hypermedia teaching material about some concept in the domain using HyperCard. This material can be of any internal complexity and can contain for example limited links to glossary items, (but is often just a single screen - or card). This material is termed a "topic" and is seen as an essentially stand-alone chunk of knowledge in some domain. The author then defines the links between the high-level concepts that each topic explains using a simple graphical concept mapping interface. Links can be of various sorts, for example one concept (with its associated topic material) may 'depend-upon' another or be 'an illustration of' another. There are currently eight links in the concept mapping authoring system for Architectural CAD and a similar number for the Language module. The tutorial generation sub-system is responsible for spreading activation though the network of concepts, taking the activated chunk of the network and constructing a tutorial from the associated topic materials. The tutorial generated is then presented to the student by the presentation sub-system. The system
manages a simple internal model of each individual user via the record-maintenance sub-system and is able to react to different individuals and different pre-defined user types.

![Diagram of HAN Architecture]

**Figure 1.** The Architecture of HAN.

In this figure we show that there are essentially four levels at which this system could in principle be used. Level 1 at the top is where the system is related to approaches to expert or intelligent tutoring. In the current HAN this is only supported by relatively primitive user modelling features. Level two is the “query” level where the system can react more specifically to user queries. Level three is the “browse” layer in which most hypertext systems offer users the opportunity to wander through a virtual net of related topics. Finally, level four is the network authoring level in which users could in principle generate their own networks and topics to help structure their understanding. This is the level advocated in concept-mapping systems research. The current work on HAN to date has focused on level two.

In overview then, users typically interact with the HAN system by issuing queries about some concept to be learned. The user’s query is mapped onto the HAN concept network. HAN then activates a fragment of the network which it uses to generate an individualised hypertext which it can present to the user with the net fragment acting as a hypermap of the topics involved.

**Some detail of the HAN System**

**(A) The Topic Database.** A concept is represented by a “topic” in the ICAD Tutor system, where each topic is the basic (primitive) unit of instruction consisting of several layers. The top layer has a simple graphic representation of the essence of the design topic concept which may be sufficient to explain the core part of the knowledge to be delivered. The basic material can be taken from existing manuals (specific to the CAAD system being used) or other reference materials. In the case of the ICADT module, the topic database was general knowledge about the principles of CAAD system engineered by architects. In the case of the Psychology and Cognitive Science modules the material was collected from lecture and course notes of the individuals supplemented by edited extracts of literature and specially constructed demonstration material. Successive lower
layers introduce more detailed information as textual and graphic explanations of the topic using hypertextual links.

(B) The Concept Network Database. Topics are represented at a high level by a knowledge base of 'concepts' each of which is linked to others in a network. The power of the generation system to provide sensitive help to a user resides in an ability to select amongst rich linkages for different and possibly complimentary purposes. The function of this network is to be interpreted by the generation system. The network is a 'virtual' net of single links in Prolog. Each topic has a unique node name in the net and can be associated with other topics by giving a specific link type which represents the semantic relationship between two concepts. Figure 2 illustrates one small fragment of the concept network of the ICADT module of HAN based around the concept of "Offset" in the Computer Assisted Design system. In this case, activation has spread down the directed links to nearby concepts and thence out into the network. The activated part of the network can then be processed by the next part of the HAN system as the basis of the tutorial. The algorithm for the spread of activation is currently very simple and is constrained more by the size of the network itself, the direction of the linkages and the context of the activation (knowledge about the status of the user - novice, intermediate or expert) than by any device for instantiating decay or any other control mechanism. Whilst the presentation mechanisms discussed next could handle any size of network chunk, in practice the network chunks activated are relatively small and can be pruned even further before being presented by knowledge about the individual student. Ongoing research in the Cognitive Science and Language HAN modules is experimenting with a variety of different network pruning heuristics based upon the semantic nature of the network links.

(C) The Performance and User Modelling system. A performance monitor provides individualised record-keeping of each student's use of the system. The tutorial generation system may use this record to "prune-out" material that has already been seen - or to include more complex topic material - which a novice may not be exposed to. To serve for this purpose, it is necessary to keep record of "query topics" and "seen topics" (i.e., what kinds of questions did the users asked to the system and which topics did they studied). In order to make the "Performance Monitor" work, we must ensure that new users log-in to the program (so that

Figure 2. A fragment of the concept network for the Architectural CAD module.
the system knows who is using it) and log-out when finished. Logging-in finds the existing user file or creates a new one if necessary and the tutorial presentation system keeps a separate record of the student's query-topic and seen-topic list as it works; and logging out saves an updated version of the user's query-topic and seen-topic list.

(D) The User Interface. The HAN presents an interface to the user that is entirely within the HyperCard point-and-click model. The user need never be aware that the system is sending messages to and from the Prolog inference engine. Figure 3 shows the basic query interface as it is presenting information from the ICADT module of the system. The name of the user (in this instance “Hole”) and the user's self selected level (“Beginner”) are selected at the top right of the screen. All of the available concepts are listed down the left hand side of the screen for direct manipulation. Alternatively the user can search for keywords (via the upper right hand side window) which may be listed as associated with or paraphrases of single topics. As you would expect, the search can involve simple conjunctions, disjunctions and negations and can be phrased in a simple natural language form. The search results are shown in the lower right-hand side window, where they too can be directly called. Once a query is issued by such a call the results are passed to the Prolog sub-system where the concept net is activated for that user at that level.

![Query Interface Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** The basic user interface.

The Prolog inference system passes back the activated chunk to the presentation system which uses it as the core “map” of the multimedia material required to understand the chosen query. In figure 4 we see the concept “Align” in the CAD system represented as a simple graphical tree “hypermap” of related concepts leading towards the understanding of the query topic shown to the right hand side of the screen.

In figure 4 we see the user pointing to one of the nodes “Screen” which will then be expanded into the supporting “Topic Unit” for this concept. The topic unit will provide a range of materials to the user to help them understand the topic in question - whilst the map imposes the structure and enables them to explore how each individual topic relates to other concepts connected to this query. As the inference system takes note of individual user’s needs and their self-stated rating of expertise, we note that it will produce different maps at different times for the same query.
Figure 4. A tutorial map constructed for the concept “Align” for a beginner user.

Figure 5. A tutorial map constructed for the concept “Align” for an expert user.
Compared to the identical query of figure 4 it can be seen from figure 5 that the expert user is assumed by the concept network authors to require a higher level overview of this topic - with some basic topics hidden and some extra advanced topics included. This analysis was produced by the authors of the concept network - in this module practising teachers of Architecture at Sheffield University.

**Pros, Cons and Development of the HAN System**

The HAN system represents a growing trend towards ExperText or ExperMedia in HyperText / MultiMedia research. It authors a HyperMedia "answer" to a student's Query on demand. Its critical strength is that it is inherently based in micro-maps of the knowledge meaning that users don't get lost in hyper space, (Novak 1983). Authored material does not fossilise as easily as traditional hand-crafted computer assisted learning projects. Neither is the system fragile like most Intelligent Tutoring Systems. But most importantly in the current version we have explored how authors can be saved from concentrating primarily on the presentation of their knowledge, but instead enabled to focus on its organisation. The HAN author focuses on the key concepts & their maps.

The HAN system has many technical limitations. The current version is still exploring techniques for using the link types in the network for tutoring reasoning in the new modules. It uses a very primitive user-model, in contrast to the focus of this sort of work within Intelligent Tutoring Systems projects (Wenger 1987). Furthermore it has a very primitive treatment of network activation compared to the sorts of models of memory in psychology and the network theories in artificial intelligence. From the evaluations with the architects of the CAD module we know that the representation is actually rather shallow leading to tutorials which tend to be rather boring for students to engage in. It is hard within the current system to provide the sort of strong lead or "story-line" which hand-crafted CAL can produce. The results often appear to students to be somewhat disjoint fragments of a multi-media glossary of related ideas. And finally, it is still quite hard for users to ask the right questions of the system as they often don’t know what it is exactly they don’t understand.
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Combining Associative Memory and Multimedia Technology for Training Patternmakers
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Abstract: We report on ongoing research in the design of a training system that combines the use of computer-based associative memory and multimedia functionality. The goal of the system is to provide means for helping the student learn the facts and fundamentals of the topic area, as well as to provide support in his practice of the art. The system facilitates associative recall of similar designs encountered in the past and supports troubleshooting and preemptive troubleshooting. Students are taught an important basic skill: the ability to describe designs in terms of meaningful geometric and descriptive features, and to describe the imperfections in terms of standard defect classes and causal features. These linguistically expressed features serve as the interface between the multimedia training system and the student/practitioner.

Introduction

In this paper, we report on ongoing research in the combined use of computer-based associative memory and multimedia functionality, in the teaching of complex tasks. We find that of critical importance is the matter of teaching interpretive and judgemental skills. With those abilities in hand, the learner can access computer-based associative memories as well as his own memory to recall previous experiences, to enhance efficiency and to anticipate problems. Multimedia capabilities and appropriately structured computer associative memories are useful not only for the teaching of such skills but also in the practice of the art.

In the manufacturing industry, many complex tasks are currently taught through an apprenticeship program. Through examples and instructions, the expert craftsman relays to his charge the expertise gained through the years. It is this experience that sets apart the master craftsman from the novice, allowing the master craftsman to draw upon past mistakes and achievements to produce new products correctly and efficiently. The experience and expertise gained through years of practice is invaluable to the industry and can be lost if not properly captured and transferred. Our work addresses the question of how this information might be captured and transferred with the help of computer-based associative memory and multimedia technology.

Our goal is to help the student develop the judgment, skills, and experience required to become an expert in a topic. We teach not only the facts but, more importantly, the ability to form interpretations and make useful associations. The approach is to augment the apprenticeship program with the use of a computer-based memory system that gives the student freedom to explore the use of the associations built into the memory. Furthermore, we add the use of different forms of media for interaction and presentation, in order to provide a descriptive mechanism that may help shorten the learning cycle and teach the necessary interpretive skills. The interaction between the associative memory and the multimedia techniques provides a powerful and flexible tool to help the user build his own skills and concepts.

In the next section, we describe the topic that we selected for exploration purposes, namely patternmaking for the metalcasting industry. We then describe our early achievements for teaching facts and fundamentals. In the
final section, we discuss ongoing research and design of the overall system, including associative memory, troubleshooting and the teaching of interpretive skills.

**Patternmaking and Metalcasting**

We chose to concentrate on the metalcasting industry, specifically in the area of patternmaking. A metal casting is an object that is produced by pouring molten metal into a mold cavity and then allowing the metal to harden. The process of metalcasting involves several steps and is staffed by highly trained individuals.

After the design engineer creates the design and sets the specifications for the part to be cast, it is the job of the patternmaker to translate the engineer's blueprint to a solid three-dimensional form called the pattern. In part, the pattern is a duplicate, in shape, of the final casting. However, in addition, incorporated in the pattern is a system of channels, called the gating system. The gating system is necessary to properly feed the molten metal to the cavity. The geometry of the part may also need to be adjusted in order to be able to properly remove the pattern from the mold, while leaving the mold intact. This means for example, that draft is required. Draft is the taper on the vertical sides of the pattern.

The pattern can be made from different types of materials: wood, plastic, or metal. The mold can also be made in different ways, using a variety of materials. A common process is the green (meaning moist) sand molding process. The mold must be made while the sand mixture is still damp.

The simplest way to make a pattern is to make it in one piece. This is not always possible because certain shapes cannot be withdrawn from the mold while leaving the sand intact. For example, there are many castings that have hollow parts or internal protuberances. Patterns that provide for these features cannot be withdrawn in one piece. Cores and loose pieces, however, allow these types of castings to be poured. The core limits the flow of metal in the mold. The core is put into the mold right before the molten metal is poured. Keying devices, called coreprints, are used to help hold the core in place, in the mold, during pouring.

A mold is made in a hollow rectangular box, called a flask. The mold is divided into two parts: the cope, which is the top half, and the drag, which is the bottom half. The line on the casting corresponding to the separation between the cope and the drag is called the parting line.

The issue of draft is directly related to the parting line. The placement of the parting line impacts the amount of draft required as well as which surfaces should be drafted. Another concern associated with both parting line and core design is the tradeoff between designing the pattern with cores versus using the technique called "cope-down." Under certain circumstances, the patternmaker can choose whether to "cope-down," that is to design the cope to be extended into the cavity, or whether to have a flat cope with a core placed in the cavity. This decision is up to the patternmaker since usually, the quality of the pattern and casting will be equivalent regardless of the decision. This issue is very difficult to explain with text alone and is an example of why multimedia technology is helpful.

The concepts described in this section are illustrated in Figure 1. In this figure, we see a hollow cylindrical part to be molded and the drag of the mold, with cores in place. The mold is for fabricating two castings at the same time and shows two cavities side by side. The cope is not shown.

**Early Achievements**

We designed a system with the intent to teach the facts and fundamentals of a specific subtask of the general practice of patternmaking as well as to illustrate how the associative recall of similar previous designs could be used in the training system. In designing the prototype system, we want to lay the groundwork to visually display different pattern designs in order to explain the process of patternmaking. This prototype would also let us design the framework for a more complete training system. Furthermore, it would establish the structure that would allow us to show and discuss different parts, view different designs, as well as provide the tools to teach difficult concepts.
For the prototype, we chose to concentrate on an important aspect of patternmaking: the location of the parting line. As mentioned previously, the parting line is the line on a casting that corresponds to the separation between the cope and the drag. The placement of the parting line is one of the first and most important decisions that a patternmaker must make when designing a pattern. It is important because it will affect other design decisions for that pattern. For example, the amount of draft required as well as which sides of the pattern must have draft is directly affected by the parting line location. Furthermore, the decision whether to "cope-down" or make cores is also bound to the location of the parting line. There is no body of general hard-and-fast rules that can be used to decide where to place the parting line. Each decision must be made individually, based on the geometry of the part and other considerations. What complicates the matter even further is that there may be several correct parting line decisions for each design. The patternmaker chooses the placement of the parting line based on his knowledge, past experiences, and personal preferences.

In order to teach parting line decisions, we have to present the information at a conceptual level. Furthermore, we want to be able to provide knowledge both in the form of meaningful guidelines and related experiences. The guidelines will present the fundamentals and the experiences will provide the means for the novice to gain expertise based on the successes and failures of other patternmakers.

Upon entering the system, the student is presented with a brief definition of a parting line using a live video image, a still and an audio description. Seven short guidelines on the placement of the parting line are then presented. The student can request more information on any of the guidelines by selecting that specific guideline. Based on his choice, a detailed explanation of the guideline and several examples are presented to the student. These examples may be shown in the form of graphical images with audio explanations or videos.
Whenever any piece of information or instruction is presented, the student may choose to have it repeated as many times as he would like. Furthermore, additional topics that are related to his query and the interconnection between them are shown. The student can then choose to study any of the associated topics. When ready, he can proceed. Figure 1 shows a prototype system screen during this interaction.

Next, the student is shown a new part and different choices of parting lines for that design. He can view the part from different perspectives. If he is ready to make a selection, he can choose the parting line that he thinks is best. He will then get a discussion about the part and the solution, including which guidelines were followed, how the other solutions compare, and references to associated designs. If the student is not ready to make a decision, he can explore the related experiences of other patternmakers that are stored in the memory. If he chooses that option, he will then have a choice of several associated parts. In viewing each associated part and the correct solution, the student can learn from past experiences of other patternmakers and learn why the parting line decision was made for each case. The student may then be able to infer the solution for the part that he is currently studying. Figure 2 shows a prototype system screen during this interaction. In this figure, for example, the hollow cylindrical section in the associated design would teach the student how the parting line placement affects the need and design for a core, which could then be applied to the hollow cylindrical section of the part in question. When the student feels comfortable with making a decision for the part in question, he can return and make the choice. At any time, the student can explore the information contained in the memory and the associations presented to him. He can study the topic of interest, viewing more examples, videos and instructions.
Ongoing Research and Design

After using the system for training in learning the facts and fundamentals of the patternmaking task, we would like the student to be able to use the system and its multimedia capabilities for guidance during the practice of the art. Using the system as a guide would enable the practicing patternmaker to effectively apply the associated experiences of previous patternmakers as well as allow him to troubleshoot defective parts and patterns. Given the complex nature of these goals, we would also like to incorporate into the training system the lessons necessary to teach the trainee how to effectively use the system as a guide.

In order for the patternmaker trainee to be able to effectively use the associative memory, it must be structured so that the trainee can interact with the memory in a natural and comfortable manner. The associative memory, described generally in Pao (1992), is structured so that designs with similar features, such as geometry, are associated together. It is not enough in this context, however, to just use geometric descriptions. In order for the memory to be useful for the patternmaker trainee, the part and the pattern should also be described in terms of part and pattern descriptive features that are appropriate for that field, for example, sharp corners or thin holes. These features are more natural and relevant for the student to use in describing parts and patterns for both design and troubleshooting purposes. Geometric features such as large section, long thin rod, flat plate and so on, in addition to the descriptive features, are useful for remembering parts on the basis of geometric designs. The student can be taught the skill of describing designs in terms of meaningful descriptive features by having the system show him several different designs, using various types of media, with their corresponding appropriate design features. Through practice, he can learn this interpretive skill.

The associative memory can also be very useful for troubleshooting defects and potential defects. Effective troubleshooting requires an additional skill that should be taught by the system. This skill is the ability to interpret or describe an observation of a problem on a part or pattern in terms of a named defect category commonly used in the field of patternmaking. In order to teach this skill, the system would show the student, through videos, pictures and graphics, examples of defective designs and patterns and then describe which features characterize certain defects and the actual name of each defect. This interpretive skill is the first step in a procedure to identify and correct defects, as shown in Figure 3. After the defect has been named, there are several contexts in which it can occur. For example, the defect may be due to inappropriate design or due to faulty pattern equipment. At present, we are concentrating on the pattern design context. For a given context, there are causal features that could have led to or caused these defects. At this step, another interpretive skill comes into play. The patternmaker trainee must now see if any of these causal features correspond to the pattern descriptive features for the given pattern. That is, he checks if his pattern contains any problematic features in the current context. If so, the student can then look up in the memory the cure associated with the problem. If not, he can check another context and its associated causal features. The student can also explore how the observed defect may be due to one of several different causes in different contexts. Using the examples stored in the memory, the student can ask for examples to learn the subtle signs that would be helpful in differentiating among several potential causes.

The memory and methodology used for troubleshooting can also be employed in identifying potential defects for a certain pattern design or a given part. This can be achieved by using the pattern descriptive features or the part descriptive features that the patternmaker trainee enters. The trainee, with the assistance of the system, can then check in the memory to see if a part with these features could correspond to a defect. The cure could then be incorporated into the design.

The methodology used to teach the design, troubleshooting and associative skills discussed is important in order for the student to truly benefit from the system. Several guidelines are used throughout the system. Specifically, during a learning session, the student is provided with a recommended learning path. He can, however, veer off and explore any area that sparks his interest, or that he would like to study further. He can continue in this manner until he is ready to proceed with the lesson. Therefore, the student is able to get help and information when he needs and wants. This type of system provides the student with a non-threatening
ENVIRONMENT. He can continue to ask questions and explore areas of interest without frustration or fear of embarrassment. The learner can test himself to see if his interpretive skills are developing well or if he needs more examples and practice in a particular context or for a particular defect. He can test his skills by asking the system to provide him with more cases in a particular area.

The various types of media are important tools used in the design and implementation of this system. Given that patternmaking is both an art and a craft, a hands-on skill, it cannot be completely taught simply by classroom lecture instruction. The student must see different examples and be able to graphically try different techniques. Patternmaking is also a complex task. It is, therefore, important that the training and relaying of experience is presented appropriately for each given student. Various students may assimilate information differently. One person may find verbal instruction more useful, whereas another, may prefer a picture or diagram. Different techniques or combinations of techniques may be helpful in learning new material or reviewing information. Furthermore, certain information may be better transmitted in one form of media versus another. With multimedia technology, video, audio, text, graphics and pictures can be used to help a person learn new concepts or improve his knowledge in areas he has already studied. In this research, multimedia is used to ensure that all sensory channels available are being utilized, in text, in sound, in pictures and eventually, when possible, by feel. In order to be more effective, multiple forms of media are also sometimes used together.

These procedures and techniques illustrate the advantage and power of using the associative memory as well as the multimedia technology as tools to train and guide patternmakers. The memory and the different forms of media let the student benefit from the experience of seeing many different designs, patterns and problems without having to perform the design process himself. The trainee can benefit from the experience and expertise of many master craftsmen, both from their mistakes and their solutions.

**Summarizing Remarks**

We have carried out a conceptual design of a new type of multimedia supported, self-paced training system and have implemented our design in several aspects of the system. The goals of the system are to train a potential patternmaker in patternmaking and to provide guidance and support during the practice of the art. After training in the facts and fundamentals, the system can be used to support both the recall of associated designs encountered previously and troubleshooting. The student is also taught to describe a design in terms of
meaningful descriptive features and to describe an observation of a problem in terms of a named defect category.

It is our belief that the storage of experiences and expertise of many trained individuals, when augmented with multimedia techniques, can provide a powerful tool and effective means of capturing and transferring the knowledge required to perform a complex task. Our approach entails storing the knowledge and experiences in an associative memory that gives the student freedom to explore the memory structure. Furthermore, given the difficulty of teaching patternmaking with text alone, we need to employ different forms of media. These include video recordings, audio instructions and explanations, graphical images and illustrations, as well as text.

In this paper we present a brief report on ongoing research. Given that we had to implement, at a very low level, many of the multimedia functionalities required by the system design, we look forward to improvements and innovations in multimedia technology. Also, we continue to explore and develop the associative memory structure. We feel that this prototype laid the foundation and framework necessary to continue and build on our research.
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Abstract: Although interactive video instruction offers a powerful educational tool with which to provide students practical and engaging experiences in the classroom, its effectiveness depends upon its pedagogical design and strategic instructional use. In order to utilize the established advantages of interactive video instruction, instructional designers must apply what we know about how people learn to the development of this instructional medium. This article identifies common themes in learning theory that have practical design implications for the instructional designer of interactive video modules. The following "guidelines," extracted from these pertinent theories, are suggested to increase the effectiveness and appropriate use of IV instruction: 1) prepare the learner, 2) attract and direct the learner’s attention, 3) guide the learner through successive steps of complexity, 4) present the material repeatedly in a variety of contexts, 5) provide a vehicle for practice with immediate feedback, and 6) make connections between new information and old information, showing how it fits into the "big picture."

In a generation of learners raised with television, music videos, and video games, it is no wonder that video has been hailed as a remedy to education’s weaknesses. Many instructional developers boast of innovative applications for the myriad of new video "toys" available to media developers, and empirical studies validate the claim that interactive video instruction is effective. But because technology has made it so easy to incorporate video into educational materials, it is often incorporated haphazardly or misused. As with the development of all interactive educational programs, the integration of media must be done with pedagogical purpose and strategic instructional design. To facilitate the transfer of information and to provide an effective learning environment, we must adhere to sound instructional design principles, and use an appropriate medium to fit the instructional objectives, not mold the instruction to fit the tool.

Empirical Studies Discuss the Use of Interactive Video Instruction

Recent studies indicate that interactive video is generally an effective and efficient instructional medium. For example, interactive video instruction has been shown to be 30 percent or more efficient than lecture, also yielding greater retention rates than typical group instruction (Brandt, 1990). Dowding’s literature review (1991) revealed that interactive video instruction led to a 40 percent reduction in training time with a 40 percent reduction in error rate; other studies report figures as high as 50-70 percent. Smith and Lehman's (1988) review of many interactive video programs yielded...
similar results, substantiating the claim that video training programs are efficient and generally as effective as traditional training methods.

Additionally, researchers report many other benefits of this media. Interactive video instruction generally holds students' attention as much as 34 minutes longer than "traditional" lecture methods (Petty & Rosen, 1987). Students also may access interactive video programs independently, progress through instruction at their own pace, and repeat segments or the entire program as desired (Garrett & Savage, 1990). By creating an environment where students are active participants in the learning process, they ultimately become accountable for their own learning (Nelson & Watson, 1991).

However, some suggest that video itself has no more impact on learning than any other media. Clark (1983) believes that "media are delivery vehicles for instruction and do not directly influence learning" (p. 453). Smith and Lehman (1988) state "that it may be the design of effective materials rather than the medium itself that produces the [research] effect" (p. 29). We believe that it is the design of video materials and the way in which they are used in instruction that actually makes them effective, rather than an inherent quality of the medium itself. Although research studies reveal the apparent effectiveness of interactive video, more research is needed to determine how it can be effectively used and for which learners and learning tasks it is optimal. As Tannenbaum and Yukl (1992) state, "Empirical research to determine how different features of the high technology methods facilitate training has lagged far behind development of the technology itself" (p. 433).

The Appropriate Use of Interactive Video Instruction

It seems clear that video alone cannot solve all of education's problems, especially when it is used inappropriately, and in fact, it is often misused. Video clips that are nothing more than a view of a narrator talking to the camera, merely a "talking head", have little educational value and the instruction could be accomplished with lecture or audiotape. Yoshii, Milne, & Bork (1992) found that presenting long video segments of factual information to students before requiring any interaction tends to leave them uncertain about where to focus their attention and about which features were the most salient (p. 4). This is an inherent problem in the lecture method that interactive computer programs were meant to alleviate. As Brandt (1990) points out, "The danger in the continued use of weak designs is that someday, if interactive video becomes prevalent, it may be accused of the same shortcomings that school systems are being accused of today" (p. 10).

Another common misuse of interactive video is the use of an inappropriate level of interactivity. Interactivity means that the user actively participates in the learning situation and has at least some amount of control of the information presented. The learner's responses are usually used to further tailor the instruction to the learner's needs or to provide feedback by showing the consequences of one's choices (Petty & Rosen, 1987). Video may be integrated into computer-based instructional programs at various levels of interactivity, each with its own advantages. Some instructional tasks require higher degrees of interactivity than others, just as some learners require more participation and activity in the learning process than others. At the lowest level, interactivity is typically limited to stopping or restarting a video segment. This level is all that is necessary when using video to place a concept into a relevant context, or to help students visualize concepts which are difficult to explain verbally. For example, short clips of scientific phenomena and procedures are especially effective for illustrating cause-and-effect relationships that would otherwise require laboratory demonstrations. Video segments are also valuable in a social work curriculum where students can view interaction in a real therapy session, allowing them to reflect on nonverbal behavior, proper questioning techniques, and group leadership skills without the pressure of guiding the actual sessions.

A second degree of interactivity gives the learner full control of the video presentation, with the ability to stop and start the video, rewind to a specific segment, or pause on a specific frame. This level of interactivity is useful in several contexts. In a classroom presentation, the teacher may first present a video segment to prepare the learner and to create the appropriate context for the topic. Then the teacher may pause the video, repeat certain segments or frames, and emphasize or explain critical features to which the learner may not have attend. In an interactive video program designed as an out-of-class exercise, students can repeat specific segments that were not clear when viewed.
initially, explore the segment again while attending to details, or merely pause and reflect on the new material before proceeding.

The highest interactivity level allows the learner to respond to video, altering what is seen and heard. Artificial intelligence incorporated into a computer program branches the learner to a specific video segment based on his or her response. Such highly interactive strategies also allow programs to collect information about student progress and provide feedback accordingly. This facilitates guided exploration, practice with immediate feedback, and opportunities for students to meaningfully apply what was learned in a non-threatening environment.

For example, in the Education Department of the University of Michigan, Professor Carl Berger created an "interactive fiction" project called Klepto (Staff, 1992, p.15). This videodisc is composed of a series of scenes in which a hypothetical classroom incident—in one case, the discovery of some missing classroom equipment—provides the viewer with a series of choices about how to handle the problem. After seeing a video segment, the viewer is required to make a series of decisions about how to respond to the incident. Through program branching, the viewer can observe various outcomes of their choices. "Each choice will lead a participant to specific consequences. The goal of the program is not to suggest a right way to handle a specific classroom problem, but to serve as a catalyst for class discussion and exploration of consequences of different responses" (p. 15).

Some other appropriate uses of interactive video instruction have been suggested by Dowding (1991). He maintains that interactive video instruction can be effectively used to 1) simulate operational consoles, in which students can practice actual operations on simulated equipment; 2) teach concepts and skills when immediate, objective, or visual feedback is required; and 3) teach knowledge or skills that could be enhanced through the use of visualization. For these uses, interactive video "can be used in the classroom to describe basic system characteristics, capabilities, and limitations; to show background and operational theories and principles; and to demonstrate complex relationships" (p. 308).

Interactive video instruction is particularly effective for training motor skills, procedures, or processes. Dowding (1991) states, for example, that interactive video is "extremely effective in providing instruction and performance in advanced operations and tactical decision-making through simulation of tactical situations" (p. 308). For these tasks, interactive video instruction can utilize behavioral modeling techniques to teach procedures or skills. The required skill or procedure can be displayed through a video presentation, an "expert" can demonstrate the correct performance while clearly delineating each step, and then students can be required to practice the procedure through simulation of the operation (p. 308).

The ultimate purpose of education and training is to enable students to use the skills and knowledge gained in the classroom to accomplish meaningful goals in the real world. Interactive video instruction that closely simulates that real-world environment can prepare students for those experiences. Interactive videodisc instruction can allow students to practice performing operations or to learn processes that are normally difficult or impossible to safely execute in the real world until the student has gained considerable skill and experience. For example, interactive video incorporating real footage is often used to train pilots to land a plane under emergency situations. Or, it is used to train students in the classroom to perform tasks that require expensive, easily damaged equipment or the execution of potentially hazardous procedures. In an educational environment, this type of interactivity permits students to freely investigate phenomena such as chemical reactions, in significantly less time than required for traditional laboratory exploration (Hoffer, et al., 1992).

The Incorporation of Instructional Design Principles

Consequently, for video to truly be a useful educational tool, it must be used for those educational tasks for which it is best suited and incorporated a level of interactivity that facilitates the maximum amount of learning possible. However, as Smith and Lehman (1988) warn, in order to use interactive video to create effective educational products, sound instructional design principles must be also be used.

In a previous article (Mitchell, Suprise, & Ray, 1993), we outlined several teaching principles that apply to the development of instructional materials. These important guidelines are based on
information from many disciplines, such as Learning Theory, Information Processing and Problem Solving, Perception, Graphic Design, Cartography, and Instructional Design. Although often articulated with different terminology, there appear to be some teaching principles common to these perspectives: 1) prepare the learner, 2) attract and direct the learner’s attention, 3) guide the learner through successive steps of complexity, 4) present the material repeatedly in a variety of contexts, 5) provide a vehicle for practice with immediate feedback, and 6) make connections between new information and old information, showing how it fits into the "big picture." These guidelines help ensure that the learner’s attention is focused on the appropriate information, that the concept is presented in different context to promote generalization, that the learner has an opportunity to apply and interact with the information, and that this process will be mediated by guidance and frequent feedback. Thus, these six principles represent a condensation of the learning theory literature articulated as "design tips" backed by decades of empirical research and practical use. These principles may be particularly helpful when designing interactive video instruction.

Prepare the learner

Video can be used, for example, to prepare the learner by placing new information into a context that is relevant to students. It is motivating for students to see a relationship between what is presented in class and what occurs in their own lives. For example, by beginning a lesson on sleep physiology with a short video clip that relates sleep deprivation, a common problem for students, to alcohol use can make the study of this topic more interesting and engaging for students.

Attract and direct the learner’s attention

Video also seems to naturally attract students' attention, but as we have previously discussed, with a minimal level of interactivity, it can also serve as a medium to help distinguish critical features of a new concept. Often, what appears obvious to the educator, may not be so obvious to students. Showing an appropriate video clip, and then returning to segments and discussing the salient features that are depicted can help students sort through and focus on the most important points.

Guide the learner through successive steps of complexity

Video can be used to guide learners through successive steps of complexity, reinforcing accomplishments as they proceed. As compared to the mere linear presentation of content, the incorporation of video allows the learner to progress from introductory clips that create a context for new concepts, to video segments that show applications of the concepts to real world problems, to interactive exercises that allow students to interact with video to practice what they have learned. In the sleep deprivation example cited above, video is used to guide the learner through deeper levels of understanding by first showing several circumstances under which sleep deprivation is studied, methods used to measure brain wave components during sleep, and finally still motion video frames depicting wave components present in sleep patterns. Students are encouraged to visualize more and more complex applications of these ideas and are given an opportunity to "measure" brain waves.

Present material repeatedly in a variety of contexts

Video can also facilitate learning through the incorporation of successive clips that place new content in varied contexts. Digitized video now allows designers to incorporate short clips from many sources into one seamless instructional piece. These "repeated presentations" have significant effects on cognitive development (Hoffer et al., 1992). Research has shown that when successive examples of concepts are separated in time, they are less likely to be active in working memory at once (Anderson, 1981, cited in Hoffer et al., 1992, p. 10). When students can observe effects in only a few minutes via interactive video, they are more likely to recognize patterns in the results unlikely to be seen in the fragmented view of the typical classroom or laboratory environment. Also, repeated presentations of concepts in varied contexts facilitates generalization.
Provide a vehicle for practice with immediate feedback

Most importantly, students need an opportunity to apply this new information in a meaningful way, not just as an isolated homework assignment, but through a variety of strategies that also provide immediate feedback for their efforts. A video program created by Dr. Michael Valentine (Knapp-Minick, Gottron, & Loven, 1991) called "Talk To Me Teacher" represents an excellent example of video used to provide hands-on practice with learned material. In this example, video is used by students to practice effective communication skills for classroom discipline. A video segment is presented showing a typical disruptive classroom incident. As the teacher in the video attempts to diffuse disruptive behavior, the student records any instances of unclear communication displayed by the teacher. Then the student is given a choice of statements to use to intervene and immediately sees the effects of this choice; either the disruptive behavior ceases or escalates. Students can practice classroom intervention and communication skills in a non-threatening environment, repeat the exercise, and receive immediate feedback regarding their progress.

Make connections between new information and old information

Finally, implementing these instructional principles helps to ensure that students make connections between what they have learned in the past to new information, helping them to formulate "the big picture" and to show how each element fits. These interconnections enable learners to combine ideas, infer, extrapolate, or otherwise reason from them and thus formulate concepts "beyond the information given" (Bruner, 1973, cited in Hoffer et al., 1992). Video is an especially effective tool for helping students make these connections because it can present real life applications of concepts that could not otherwise be created in the classroom. As Dede (1987) concludes, "A delivery system of visual media capable of supporting learner interactivity while at the same time facilitating interconnectivity of images and symbols has the potential to become an extremely powerful education tool" (cited in Hoffer et al., 1992).

In conclusion, when approaching an instructional need, it is important to carefully consider the different instructional media available to determine how that need could best be satisfied. In some cases, interactive video instruction will satisfy that need; in some cases, it will not. Yet, video designers and computer developers often apply this emerging and promising technology to many instructional problems based on its known merit and unquestionable power. The result is a very expensive interactive video module that yields "no significant difference" or that results in learning that is equivalent to what could have been accomplished through simple stand-up classroom instruction or laboratory work.

Therefore, video can be an effective educational tool if it is used for those applications for which it is best suited; to introduce material, to help learners visualize the key points of a concept, to relate them to other concepts, and to help students see real world applications of ideas explored in the classroom. Furthermore, video must be incorporated into the lesson with strategic planning according to accepted principles of instructional design. It can be used to promote understanding by attracting and directing students' attention to critical features of the material, by placing it in a context that is familiar to them and which gradually increases in complexity, and by allowing an opportunity for students to apply this information to promote connections to what they already know. If these principles are carefully applied to the design of video in interactive modules, educators can begin to capture its powerful educational effects.
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Abstract: This paper is concerned with the design of hypermedia applications that support the development of historical thinking. It focuses on the design of a particular hypermedia application, *Set On Freedom*, and presents preliminary research, both qualitative and quantitative, on its use in a seventh and eighth grade classroom. Findings, which include an increased propensity to discover links between historical data and more empathetic understandings of historical events after using the application, suggest that hypermedia can indeed be designed to support historical thinking.

History is an ill-structured domain. Thinking about history entails more than simple familiarity with important facts and concepts; it involves being able to conceptualize historical events from multiple perspectives and to relate diverse historical data within these. Historical thinking, according to Booth (1984), is neither inductive nor deductive. It is rather critical thinking that is divergent, subjective, and focused on "human situations and the complex web of relationships embedded in them." (Langer, 1992, 3) Downey (1991, 1) defines historical thinking as the ability "to empathize with people of other times and cultures; to see relationships, including causal relationships, over time; to formulate concepts of historical time; and to distinguish between the past (everything that ever happened) and history (what we make of it)."

Teachers of history would like to elicit historical thinking among their students. They want their students to, in some sense, participate in the kinds of conversations and activities in which historians participate. Students, however, are not historians. They lack both the knowledge and the skill to "do history." The problem is how to encourage students to create their own meanings around historical events while providing them with sufficient historical information and enough structure to do so (Seixas, 1993).

That is where hypermedia comes in. Hypermedia has enormous potential for supporting the development of historical thinking because it is open, nonlinear, and heterogeneous in ways other media is not. Of particular interest in this regard is Spiro and Jehng's (1990, p. 170) notion of the "criss-crossed conceptual landscape," of critical understanding in ill-structured domains as evolving through the revisiting of similar materials from differing conceptual perspectives. Hypermedia, they argue, supports nonlinear, associative links between materials that make explicit this criss-crossing process. Hypermedia can thus physically represent information in ways that model the cognitive representations characteristic of critical thinking in ill-structured domains. Materials that model cognitive processes have been shown to aid in the development of similar patterns of thought (Salomon, 1981; Shapiro & Spoehr, 1992; Swan & Black, 1993).

Hypermedia has another advantage over traditional text-based materials for the development of historical thinking. Hypermedia supports the integration of a variety of media, video in particular. Video promotes affective understandings (Greenfield, 1984). The integration of video and text in hypermedia can thus encourage the utilization of differing mental representations to think in ways that are both empathetic and analytic.

This paper is concerned with the design of hypermedia to support the development of historical thinking. Its purpose is to demonstrate that hypermedia materials can be created which foster students' critical thinking about history by focusing on the design of a particular hypermedia application, *Set On Freedom*. The first part of the paper discusses that design; the second part of the paper describes the results of preliminary classroom research.

**Design of Set On Freedom**

*Set On Freedom* is a hypermedia application that combines text, graphics, and video footage in a rich collection of images and information about the American civil rights movement. It covers the period in history ranging from the Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court decision ending legal segregation in...
public schools (1954), to the demolition of Resurrection City in Washington, DC (1968). It combines textual information describing the people, places, issues, and events of the period, video footage, still photographs, primary source documents, maps, and a timeline in a single screen, full color, ToolBook application. The application also contains a variety of structures for organizing and navigating this information in ways we hope will lead students to multiple views of the conceptual landscape (Spiro and Jehng, 1990) it describes.

Heller (1990) and others (see Hammond, 1989; Nelson & Palumbo, 1992) suggest that hypermedia systems be provided with navigational structures, such as indexes and maps, which continuously reorient users to their conceptual structures. Spoehr (1992) has found that differing organizations presented through such tools can lead to differences in users' conceptualizations of the information they contain. In designing Set On Freedom, our aim was to give users navigational tools which not only continuously reorient them to its conceptual structure, but which themselves offer multiple structural orientations to the materials.

Macro Organization

On a macro level, Set On Freedom organizes information about the civil rights movement from four different general perspectives -- People, Places, Events, and Viewpoints -- which we hope will encourage and facilitate students' development of deeper, more thematic perspectives of their own. Each perspective is instantiated as a submenu with a graphical interface that is accessible from anywhere in the application. The explicit structure of the application takes its users from the submenus to the screen(s) containing information on specific menu items and then back again to the submenus reorienting them to these structures. When a user chooses a particular item in a submenu, it turns gray to indicate that it has been visited, allowing the user to systematically explore a particular perspective.

The People section is directly accessed from an alphabetical listing that includes digitized photographs of the people named. It contains short biographies of seventy-four people who figured prominently in the civil rights struggle, their pictures, video footage, and writings by or about them. It is hoped that the design of this section will encourage students to make connections between people, to see the influence of events on ordinary people's lives, and, most especially, to see the influence that ordinary lives can have on history.

The Places section is directly accessed through a map of the United States. It provides geographical as well as historical information about twenty-eight cities and video footage of the important civil rights activities that took place in them. Screens in the Places section also include state maps which show the location of the city being discussed and the locations of other cities in the state that are included in the section. Clicking on the place markers of these other cities will take the user to the screens which discuss them. It is hoped that this spatial design will encourage students to make geographical connections between historical events, and to develop a sense of the influence place has in history.

The Events section of Set On Freedom describes forty-five major civil rights events in some detail. Each event is accessed from a scrolling timeline that, it is hoped, will encourage students to develop concepts of historical time and to see relationships between historical events. Clicking on a date on the timeline pops up a list of events that happened in that year. Clicking on the event takes the user to screens giving a narrative description and video footage and/or still photographs of the event. Many screens in the Events section are also linked to primary source documents.

The Viewpoints section is accessed either from a list of the twelve topics discussed, or from an alphabetical listing (similar to the People menu) of the eighteen people who discuss one or more of these topics. It adopts a present-day perspective to present the video-taped reflections of a variety of people. Discussants in this section address thematic issues and provide sometimes controversial commentary that we hope will start students thinking more critically about the civil rights movement. Viewpoints screens also include text describing the topic or giving short biographies of the people speaking, and frequently link to primary source documents.

Micro Organization

On a micro level, hotwords embedded in the text of most screens, linking icons located outside that text, and a topical index located outside the main sections of the application create a secondary, web-like structure through which users can criss-cross the conceptual landscape encompassed by Set On Freedom.

Hotwords embedded in the text of the application are shown in blue. Clicking on them will take users to other screens in that or differing sections of the application which examine the item from a different perspective and/or in greater detail. Besides the screens accessed through the sectional submenus, Set On
Freedom also contains screens which give expanded information on various organizations, movements, historical events, governmental actions, etc. which don't exactly fit within the given perspectives. These screens can only be accessed through the hotwords and index listings and the secondary web they help create.

In addition to hotwords, many screens also have linking icons located outside their text on which the user can click for explicitly differing perspectives. Every screen in the People and Places sections, for example, has arrows that will take the user to screens describing the events in which they figured prominently. Many of the People, Places, and Events screens have icons linking them to topics in the Viewpoints section. From every topic screen in the Viewpoints section, the user can choose to find out more about the people speaking and hear them speak on other topics. From every person screen in that section, the user can choose to find out more about a particular topic and hear what other people have to say about it.

Finally, a topical index, similar to those commonly found in printed books, is accessible from all screens in Set On Freedom. The index is arranged alphabetically by topics, with all the major references to each such topic in the entire application listed under its headings. Both these headings and the individual references are "hot" -- clicking on them will take users to the page or pages on which they can be found. From the topical index, an index of primary source documents is also available. The index of primary source documents provides access to the thirty-eight texts associated with Set On Freedom, and can be viewed by title, author, or date of publication.

The hotwords, the linking icons, and the topical index provide three conceptually different ways that users can follow their own associative paths through Set On Freedom (Spiro and Jehng, 1990). The hotwords are embedded in its narrative and descriptive passages and are most like elaborations of, or digressions on, single ideas. The linking icons are separate from the texts, and the links they provide are named, more like cross-references to people, places, events, and/or reflections that are related to those being covered. The topical index, like its print analog, provides sets of entries collected under single headings but accessible as sets only through the index listings. It is hoped that by giving users multiple concrete representations of these differing kinds of associative connections we will encourage them to think relationally about history without leading them to believe there are "correct" interpretations of it.

Formal Structure

Set On Freedom also encourages a criss-crossing of its conceptual landscape on a formal level. All of the screens contain text describing the people, places, events, and topics involved. Almost all screens also contain video icons on which the user can click to view video footage and/or still photographs of a person, place, event, or reflection. Many screens contain primary source icons on which the user can click to view the text, or excerpts from the text of, thirty-eight important documents from the period covered by the application. All the screens in the People section contain still images of the people they describe. All of the screens in the Places section contain maps. Thus, each individual screen in the application can be criss-crossed from the variety of media representations, including the important affective perspectives afforded by a variety of media representations, including the important affective perspectives provided through video.

It has been well documented that video is a powerful tool for affective learning (Comstock, 1978; Howe, 1983, Greenfield, 1984). Video has been shown to change people's attitudes, values, and beliefs (Howe, Greenfield, 1984), to influence their behaviors (Comstock, 1978), and to affect the ways in which they perceive the world (Howe, 1983). Because it is a representational medium, video has the added value of giving its viewers a sense of time and place that cannot be gotten through any other medium. It is thus additionally supportive of the development of holistic and empathetic understandings of history.

Set On Freedom includes often dramatic, historical video footage that we hope will provide its users with a better sense of the people, places, and events of the civil rights movement, and help them to empathize with, and so understand, its concerns. The application also contains one half hour of the videotaped reflections of a variety of people that capture their feelings about the civil rights movement, and so, personalize and make the period covered by the application more accessible to students born a decade or more later.

In addition to video footage, Set On Freedom provides links to primary source documents (i.e. the Brown v. Board of Education Supreme Court decision; the Civil Rights Act of 1964; the Kerner Commission report; Malcolm X's "Message to the Grass Roots," Ella Baker's "More Than Just a Hamburger," Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "Letter From Birmingham City Jail," the SNCC "Statement of Purpose"). Primary source documents are the raw materials with which historians work. It is hoped that by providing links to these resources within the
structure afforded by the application, we can both give students a feel for the "doing of history" and put such resources in an understandable context.

Differing media use differing symbol systems to convey information (Salomon, 1981). Text is analytic and reflective; graphics are spatial and relational; video and still photographs are representational and affective. The integration of these differing sources of information in hypermedia encourages viewing a single topic from the variety of perspectives afforded by a variety of symbol systems. *Set On Freedom* was designed to bring together materials in differing media formats within a unified structural context, such that each could add to and complement the representations afforded by the others.

**Preliminary Research**

**Methodology**

In late May, 1993, we began investigating the use of *Set On Freedom* with students in a combined seventh and eighth grade classroom in a public school in a rural Vermont community. All students were white, generally middle class, and between twelve and fourteen years old. Groups of three and four students were asked to explore the application for a period of one hour and a half. Students' on-line sessions were videotaped.

All students were interviewed before and after using the application and both these interviews were also videotaped. At both interviews, students were asked to tell what they thought "civil rights" meant, what they knew about the American civil rights movement, and whether the American civil rights movement was meaningful to them. At both interviews, students were also given printed sheets naming twelve people, places, issues, and events and asked to identify items they recognized and draw links between items they thought were related. Two versions of the sheets were created so that students could be given differing versions before and after using the application. Half the students were given one version and half the other version at the initial interview (and visa versa at the final interview) to control for possible differences in students' knowledge of the differing items on the two versions. At the final interview, students were also asked to comment on their use of *Set On Freedom*.

**Results**

All students had very positive reactions to their use of *Set On Freedom*. In fact, students were so engaged in reading the texts, watching the video, and listening to the reflections of people who had direct experience of the civil rights movement that we were somewhat disappointed in their lack of verbalization for the videotaping. The tapes show engagement, but not the discourse we had hoped they would elicit. We hope that with further usage, and perhaps with task orientation, such conversations will evolve.

Another positive finding was that students had much clearer conceptions of the historical civil rights movement after using *Set On Freedom*. Before using it, the majority of students identified the American civil rights movement as a general movement to gain equal rights for all people. In fact, in the initial interviews, women's rights were more frequently mentioned in this connection than were the rights of African-Americans. After using *Set On Freedom*, the majority of students identified the American civil rights movement specifically as black Americans' struggle for equal treatment. In the final interviews, students were also more likely to name specific rights -- the right to vote, the right to use public facilities, etc -- in connection with this question, and students often associated their answers with visual images. This result suggests students gained a better sense of the historical civil rights movement through the video clips included in the application.

Perhaps more importantly, students more frequently stated that the civil rights movement was meaningful to them after using *Set On Freedom* than before using it. One boy, for example, initially said that because he was a white male living in Vermont, the civil rights movement was not important to him. After using the application, he said that the civil rights movement was very meaningful to him because he would not want to live in a country where African Americans were treated so poorly. Many students had similar responses after using the application, and, interestingly, many students once again referred to specific images from *Set On Freedom* in these answers. The result suggests that video can indeed be a catalyst to empathetic understanding of historical events, and clearly deserves further investigation.

There were also hints that visual imagery might serve a kind of mnemonic, organizational function vis a vis the cueing and chunking of students' mental representations of complex materials. When identifying items on the printed response sheets, students frequently first described a visual image from the application, and
then gave a verbal explication of it. It seems possible that students were using these visual images as entrees to the information in their memories about the people, places, and events they were discussing. One is reminded here of the Greek art of memory theater, a technology of memory whereby pre-literate Greek orators would memorize long speeches by associating different parts of them with objects within the building in which they were to be delivered. As they delivered a speech, the orators would then use the objects as visual cues to call up the associated parts of the speech. Memory theater thus might be a useful analogy for hypermedia design, and visual images purposely employed as markers for complex ideas and/or sets of ideas.

Students' responses on the printed response sheets were recorded in terms of the number of items identified and the number of links recognized. They were analyzed by comparing means in both categories before and after using the application using single-sided t-tests. Table 1 gives the means and standard deviations of the number of items students identified on the response sheets before and after using Set On Freedom. Table 2 gives the means and standard deviations of the number of connections students made between items before and after using Set On Freedom.

### Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of Items Selected Before and After Using Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations of Links Drawn Before and After Using Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that students perceived significantly more linkages between people, places, issues, and events after using the application (t = 5.362; p < .01), even though they only identified slightly more items in the final interview (t = 1.205; p > .10). It is not surprising that students did not identify significantly more items after using Set On Freedom. The groups saw on average only 15 of the over 350 screens in the application. Indeed, the lack of significantly more items identified in the final interview makes the fact that students recognized a significantly greater number of links between the items more meaningful. If the students had identified both more items and more links, it would not have been clear whether their identification of more links resulted from a greater propensity to search out links or simply from the fact that they were familiar with more items. That students perceived more links without recognizing more items suggests that their use of the application encouraged them to make more connections between historical facts and concepts.

### Discussion

Our preliminary research, then, suggests that hypermedia applications can be designed in ways that support students' development of historical thinking. In particular, the finding that students identified more links between items, but not more items, on the printed response sheets after using Set On Freedom points to the efficacy of a particular hypermedia structure for encouraging a particular kind of historical thinking, the ability to see relationships between historical events. (Downey, 1991; Langer, 1992). It seems reasonable to assume that students' use of the explicit, interactive links embedded in Set On Freedom prompted them to adopt similar, relational habits of thought (Solomon, 1981; Spiro and Jehng, 1990; Shapiro & Spoehr, 1991; Swan & Black, 1993). The preliminary research also suggests that video included in hypermedia may help students develop clearer and more empathic understandings of people, places, and events of other times and cultures (Downey, 1991; Langer, 1992). These results clearly deserve further investigation, as do several other issues addressed in the design of Set On Freedom, but not in the preliminary research.

One issue clearly not addressed by the preliminary research is the potential of hypermedia for helping students to develop rich understandings of historical periods through revisiting materials describing them from
a variety of conceptual perspectives (Spiro & Jehng, 1990). Not only would such development require far more time than was available for this preliminary study, but, in our opinion, could only take place when mediated by a good teacher. A similar observation can be made concerning the development of rich conversations about history (Langer, 1992; Seixas, 1993). Our preliminary research suggests that students using Set On Freedom were beginning to acquire habits of thought conducive to the development of rich understandings and supportive of historical conversations, but it remains to be seen whether these will develop. Future research will explore these issues, and, in particular, the effects of specific classroom strategies for the use of the application on the development of historical thinking and classroom discourse. We are especially interested in the possible effects of task orientation and cooperative learning on students' development of historical thinking.

An unanticipated finding from the preliminary research also deserves further investigation. This is the suggestion that visual imagery might have had a mnemonic function in the students' mental representations of the material they covered. It seems possible that students used their memories of visual images to collect, organize, and cue their recollections of information about the people, places, events, and issues they explored. If this was in fact taking place, the phenomenon could, indeed should, be exploited in hypermedia design. The possibility clearly merits future investigation.
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Abstract: The aim of this study is to construct an Intelligent CAI (ICAI) with the function of knowledge acquisition by the theory of Explanation-Based Learning (EBL). In this paper, we describe a learning system which acquires strategic knowledge by EBG algorithm. In particular, the mechanism of an inference engine, the reasoning process to generate an expert’s explanation and the method to acquire strategic knowledge are discussed. Moreover, the method to apply the acquired strategic knowledge is proposed.

1 Introduction

In general, as a human goes on learning, his problem solving behavior is improved. One reason for this improvement is considered to be that as a human acquires the knowledge called “macro-rules” which make problem solving more efficient. It is not an easy task to formalize macro-rules as meta-knowledge in a domain knowledge base for Intelligent CAI (ICAI) [1, 2, 5]. Therefore, we have been developing the ICAI which automatically acquires the useful knowledge from the domain experts. As the experts give the learning system instructions of how to solve given problems, the system extracts the strategic knowledge of problem solving from the instructions by generalizing them. Then, the educational system teaches and coaches students, based on the acquired strategic knowledge. By replacing a student as an expert, that is, by making a student give instructions instead of an expert, the system would extract a student’s strategic knowledge.

To realize these issues, the aim of this study is to design and construct an ICAI with the function of knowledge acquisition by the theory of Explanation-Based Learning (EBL) [3, 4]. This paper describes the mechanism of machine learning system which can acquire strategic knowledge on problem solving from the instruction-sequence given by an expert.

Chapter 2 examines the asserted knowledge in the problem solving process. Chapter 3 discusses the method to acquire the strategic knowledge. First, the configuration of the learning system that automatically acquires the strategic knowledge is described. Secondly, the type of expert’s instructions are analyzed. Then, we discuss how the system interprets the expert’s instructions, and how the system extracts the strategic knowledge. In Chapter 4, we propose how to use the acquired knowledge.

2 The asserted knowledge in the problem solving process

The domain which is handled in this study is the tasks of physics (the question on the composition and decomposition of vectors) at a high school level. The problem solving process in this subject matter includes the following steps:

Step1: To understand the sentences of a given problem.

Step2: To add extensional semantics information related to the sentences of a given problem.

Step3: To make the appropriate mathematical expressions related to some parts in the structure of a given problem.
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3.1 The configuration of the learning system

When the learning system is given a problem by an expert, the system learns how to solve it from problem solving statements specified by the expert. The system tries to find an appropriate equivalent operator-sequence by analyzing this process and generalizes them. Simply, the system extracts strategic
knowledge, which improves its problem solving performance, from expert's instructions. In this study, the strategic knowledge is the one that facilitates to solve problems efficiently with prediction, which is related to planning and intention. Figure 3 shows the configuration of this learning system. The system consists of five modules and a knowledge base. “Natural Language Analysis Module” translates expert's instructions into the internal expressions which the system can interpret. “Problem Solving Module” builds up an explanation-tree. The instructions given by experts are classified into four different forms. Through the expert's instruction process, the system traces what kinds of knowledge is used by the expert. “Explanation/Question Module” has two functions. One is to explain what kinds of knowledge is used in expert's instructions. This function is displayed in a window on the screen. The other function is to confirm what attribute an expert asserts as a variable, to ask what its value means in the expression. This module is driven, whenever the system is given instructions for the former, and can't understand the expert's instructions for the latter. “Knowledge Learning Module” builds up a generalization-tree to acquire strategic knowledge. “Knowledge Maintenance Module” tunes up the acquired knowledge in the domain knowledge base.

This learning system acquires two kinds of knowledge. One is “macro-rules” acquired with EBG algorithm, and the other one is “heuristic rules for setting up the variables”, which we call “SUV-rules”. Heuristic rules for setting up the variables is the knowledge to set up attribute-value of an object, which the expert wants to know, as a variable in a particular situation.

3.2 The method to interpret Instructions

In this section, we describe how to construct an explanation-tree from a sequence of instructions given by experts. With a production system, the system tries to find the appropriate equivalent operator-sequence by analyzing an expert's instruction. The inference engine of the production system uses two kinds of working memories; the first one is to identify an instruction(ii_wm) and the second one is to generate an explanation-tree(ex_node). The ii_wms are used in a process to understand one instruction, when the system regards its instruction as the sub-goal. The ex_nodes represent a set of the knowledge, which have already known, in a state of the solving process. Figure 4 shows an internal expression of ex_nodes in the system. The 1st argument of ex_nodes is a node number. The 2nd argument shows the
knowledge about the attribute, its types of value, and the value of the object. The 3rd argument holds node numbers of precondition nodes in a list form. The 4th argument shows an applied rule for the precondition nodes. The 5th argument in ex_nodes shows whether its knowledge is explained by experts or not. The 6th argument represents whether the Inference Engine (IE) can use this node or not from now on. For example, ex_node 11 in the figure 4 includes the following contents; the knowledge that “a river influences a boat” is resolved by using basic-rule 50 for 1 and 4 nodes, this node is inferred by the system in the process of identifying a given instruction, and IE can use this node in the next reasoning process. Figure 5 shows the method to generate an explanation-tree. The system tries to convert the problem sentences into the appropriate internal expressions, which are translated by “Natural Language Analysis Module”, as the initial state in ii_wm. At this time, the ex_nodes are a state of an empty list. When an expert gives instructions to the system, the system fills ii_wms with all information of the present ex_nodes and the expert's instruction. Then, the system regards the expert's instructions as the sub-goal, and understands its instructions by using a production system. The system continues to infer by runs of the deep-first search algorithm. So, the system keeps a record of the intermediate hypothesis, until the system could find a given sub-goal. Moreover, to avoid a wasteful search, the system keeps the information of success or failure for each nodes. When the meaning of instruction is understood, the system adds the knowledge, which hasn’t been ever included in ex_nodes, to ex_nodes in the forms of figure 4. The system repeats this cycles until experts inputs “finish the work”.

We examined the types of instructions which experts asserted in the problem solving process on this subject matter. As a result, we found that the following four types of instructions are included in the explanation to solve problems.

1) Instructions on attributes of objects, or its attributes and values.

2) Instructions on defining attribute-value of an object as a variable.

3) Instructions on a causal relationship among objects.

4) Instructions on equations.

The system makes the knowledge processing corresponding to these four types of the instructions, and as a result of it, the system can identify the expert's problem solving process. The identification of the instruction types (1), (2), and (3) adopts the method mentioned above. The system has a function to transform the expert's equation into an equivalent equation when an expert gives the instruction type of (4) to the system. "Instructions on defining attribute-value of an object as a variable" is slightly different from the knowledge processing of (1), (3), and (4). Even though experts have the knowledge to set up attribute-values of an object as a variable in a particular situation, the system doesn't have it. So the system acquires the knowledge of SUV-rules from this instruction.

3.3 The method to acquire macro-rules

In this system, we explored the method of generalization with EBL algorithm. In general, a target concept to learn is given in the framework of EBL. When the system can solve a problem by expert's
instructions, the solution becomes the target concept. The given problem itself becomes a training example. The system regards one instruction given by the expert as a trigger to resolve sub-goals. Then, the instructions given by an expert work as bias, and the system constructs an explanation-tree. The system generalizes it within the domain theory. The operationality criterion in this system is the procedure which extracts the macro-rule from rule-sequences within the scope of causality. So the system can extract macro-rules from an example problem. Figure 6 shows a problem and the example of instructions. Figure 7 shows the example of the extracted macro-rule and SUV-rule.

4 Application of the acquired strategic knowledge

In this chapter, we discuss the meaning of acquiring strategic knowledge on problem solving with the EBL technique and the method of its application.

The learning system acquires the strategic knowledge from expert's instructions. This acquired knowledge is reflected as the template knowledge in a student model for an ICAI.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, by making a student give instructions instead of an expert, the educational system would extract a student's strategic knowledge. So, when the educational system diagnoses a state of a student model, and supports the student's learning activity, the strategic knowledge is reflected. By adding the acquired macro-rules to the system, the quality of explanation in the tutoring module is improved. If macro-rules are prepared for various states, then the system is able to give an explanation of solving for various similar problems. The system gives some rough explanations to the student who understands well how to solve problems, and details to the student who doesn't understand it well. Then, the system tries to select the more effective instructional strategy.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described the mechanism of a machine learning system which can acquire the strategic knowledge on problem solving from the instruction-sequence given by an expert. By using this system, the strategic knowledge of domain knowledge base for ICAI can be acquired as meta-knowledge, that is "macro-rules". Moreover, we referred to application of the knowledge acquired by EBL. Now, we have
PROBLEM
A boat with a speed of 4 m/s goes across the river with a speed of $3\sqrt{3}$ m/s. It is 80 m width. Now, the boat goes up the upper stream. Its angle is 30° for the flow direction of the river. Then, it arrives at the opposite side of the bank. Supposing that the position of the opposite bank locates at the position of b.

(1) In which direction does the position of b locate from the position of a and how far is it from the position of a to the position of b?

ANSWER
Put the speed of vertical direction of boat as $v_{iy}$
$v_{iy} = 4 \cdot \cos 30$

Put the speed of horizontal direction of boat as $v_{ix}$
$v_{ix} = 4 \cdot \sin 30$
iv $v_{ix} = 4 \cdot \sqrt{3}$

Put the time which boat moves as t
$2 \cdot t = 80$
t = 40

Put the distance which boat goes forward horizon as x
$x = (3 \cdot \sqrt{3} - 2 \cdot \sqrt{3}) \cdot 40$
x = 40 \cdot \sqrt{3}

The boat arrives at the point of downstream with 40$\sqrt{3}$ m far from the position of a.

Figure 6: The example problem and the example of instructions for its problem

Figure 7: Macro-rule and SUV-rule

been constructing an ICAI based on the theory of EBL[6]. As the next research step, the examination of an operationality criterion to select the acquired macro-rules, and the development of three-agents interaction system for ICAI by using the acquired knowledge must be explored.
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Abstract: In this paper we present the results of an ongoing project on the design and development of multimedia instructional material for teaching and learning a number of computer science topics at both graduate and undergraduate levels. We emphasize on pedagogical requirements such as dynamic animation of the changes in the data structures induced by the user-input, dynamic automated examinations that are not multiple-choice types, incorporation of meta-algorithmic information, the ability to step through algorithms both forward and backward, etc. We divide the subject-matter into themes and develop the software for each of these themes. The current theme we considered is tree data structures such as binary trees, red-black trees, 2-3 trees, etc. We believe that our tools relieve the students of the burden of visualizing the data structures and also enable the teachers to concentrate more on the principles behind the data structures than on the mechanical operations. We believe that our project is one of the first to exploit the sophisticated PC tools for CAI.

1 Overview

In this paper we present the results of an ongoing project on the design and development of multimedia instructional material for teaching and learning a number of computer science topics at both graduate and undergraduate levels. One of our fundamental goals in this project is in developing computer aided instruction software that meets a number of important pedagogical requirements. We believe that the progress of the project so far, as reported in this paper, makes a significant first step in achieving this goal. There are a few questions one needs to ask regarding CAI tools. First, is there a need for more CAI tools. Our answer is a definite “yes”. In brief, our position on these systems is the same as expressed in [NVH86]:

“During the 1970’s a second wave of CAI systems [started]. Despite significant government and commercial commitments to large-scale CAI projects, the record of actual use has been spotty ... recent proliferation of “smart” machines capable of instructional ... [with graphics capabilities] ... and above all, affordable prices... has opened new areas in which ... [it is possible to operate with] “learning-by-doing” paradigm... These ad hoc, “do-it-yourself” uses of CAI techniques will ultimately succeed where frontal attacks have failed ...”

Powerful hardware and software tools in the PC world have never been more affordable than now. We believe that our project will start new developments that hopefully exploit the power of modern PCs
in computer science education.

The second question is who should develop CAI tools: since these tools should “distill” the experience of the teachers (and the difficulties of students), we strongly believe that CAI tools (prototypes at any rate) should be developed by teachers and students, although they may be marketed by publishers or the software industry (perhaps after adding more features). Finally, the third question is what should the level of genericity be. We believe that computer aided instruction ought to divide the subject matter into themes, just as we do in classroom instruction. A theme is a family of lessons that teach a particular algorithmic or structural paradigm. Examples of themes abound: tree data structures, graph search algorithms, sorting, sweepline paradigm, divide and conquer paradigm, etc.

The main contribution of our work is in designing and developing computer aided instruction software for the tree data structures theme: it satisfies a number of important pedagogical requirements as described in Section 2. Furthermore, it is readily usable by teachers (students) for teaching (learning) tree data structures. A student or teacher can run (client configuration) our system on MS-Windows at almost minimal configurations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the desired pedagogical requirements that any CAI system should satisfy; most of these requirements are satisfied by our system. Section 3 briefly surveys the related work and provides a comparison with some of the major CAI efforts. The paper concludes with screen-captures of actual running examples.

Implementation: The project, implemented in Visual Basic 3.0, has about 32,000 lines of code and took about 3.5 person-years.

2 Pedagogical requirements that our system satisfies

In this section we describe some of the important pedagogical requirements that any CAI software for computer science lessons should satisfy. Note that our software satisfies most of these as shown in the illustrations later. Some of the issues are specific to the theme of tree data structures while some may be useful for other themes as well. To the best of our knowledge, many of these requirements are not met by any of the CAI software currently available; textbooks certainly do not come even close to meeting these. Most of these requirements are currently met by the efforts of enthusiastic instructors, teaching assistants, and sometimes students themselves. The following discussion refers to a number of tree data structures which can be found in classical references such as [CLR90, Tar83]. Our listing here is not intended to be exhaustive and exclusive; it is the best we could get from our own experience and the experience of others [Nie90, NVH86, EH92, Fla87, Sto89].

1 Interactive Animation: When using tree data structures, one of the most important issues is the change in the topology of the tree when a new value is inserted or deleted. This may involve one or more rotations (AVL trees, red-black trees, splay trees), splitting (2-3 trees, B-trees, etc), change of attribute-values of the tree-nodes (change of color in red-black trees, values in order-statistics trees), and so on. Any software purported to aid the instruction about these tree data structures should animate the changes of the tree topologies. Furthermore, such an animation should be user directed.

2 Stepping Through: It is of great help to the student see how the updates algorithms (delete/insert) modify the tree data structures step by step. This involves coordinating the text of the algorithm, the explanation of what is happening at the current step and the interactive animation of the tree while the current step is being executed.
3. Superimposition of Meta-algorithmic Information: When a tree topology changes due to updates, it follows certain rules. These rules are specified through canonical cases. For instance, in the case of red-black trees, [CLR90] describes three canonical cases for insertion into red-black trees. A user-defined example must show which canonical case it is using to perform the current rotation, etc. Note that, strictly speaking, this superimposition is not a part of the algorithm; it is “meta-algorithmic” information.

4. Pathological Examples that are dynamic: We observed in our teaching and learning that it is always good to present “killer examples”, i.e., examples that are absolutely bad for the particular algorithm or data structure. It is, for example, highly instructive to show an order of insertions which causes a skewed binary search tree and then show how this very order of insertions produces a balanced red-black tree. Furthermore, these examples should be dynamic, that is, different at different runs of the software.

5. Dynamic Quizzes: An important feature of learning process is also “doing”. We believe that one way to help the students participate in the understanding process is to make them answer questions. The system should be able to “create” dynamic quizzes. Note that these should not be just multiple-choice questions, but should require user participation that is more involving: say, (i) insert/delete (ii) perform the consequent fixup steps (rotations) in a red-black tree, etc. This type of user participation increases understanding of the subject matter better [Sto89, Fla87].

6. Augmenting Data Structures with procedures: One should have procedures added to the nodes of a data structure to evaluate certain properties. For instance, each node of a tree can be augmented with a procedure that computes the predecessor (or successor) of the node.

3 Related Work and a Comparison

Although there is an abundance of software for teaching concepts at the K-12 level of education, there are very few popular software packages for teaching Computer Science lessons at the university level. An excellent description of ups and downs of CAI from sixties through eighties is presented in [NVH86]. Some of the examples of CAI tools are PLATO whose derivative was AUTOTOOL [Sto89], and BALSA and ZEUS [BS84, Bro92]. In principle, we could have used Zeus to develop lessons on various themes (as is done for red-black trees [Hey93]). However, we opted not to use Zeus for a number of reasons. We observed that considerable amount of work needs to be done to develop teaching tools that can be readily used. For example, labeling nodes, indicating canonical cases, etc., requires special view development and coding into the annotations. We believe that using sophisticated software packages and inexpensive graphics hardware available for PC’s one can develop the desired instructional software from scratch with the same or less effort. This belief is bolstered by our development of a number of data structures. Note that Zeus is a general purpose algorithm animating environment, and was not developed only for educational tools: unlike Zeus, our software was developed for educational purposes only, and can not be used to animate arbitrary algorithms.
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Examples

![Binary Tree Diagram](https://example.com/binary_tree.png)

Figure 1. An example of a Binary Tree
Figure 2. Canonical Case of Red-Black Trees.

Case 1 (parent and sibling red)

This is the general form of Case 1. If p[x] and its sibling y are red, each of the colors is in the set {RED, RED}, and each has a different color, and each has the same black height.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

551 564
Properties:

PROPERTY 1: Each node is either a 2-node or a 3-node.

PROPERTY 2: By definition, kR[x] > kL[x].

PROPERTY 3a: All keys in x's left subtree are less than kL[x] and less than kR[x].

PROPERTY 3b: All keys in x's middle subtree are greater than kL[x] and less than kR[x].

PROPERTY 3c: All keys in x's right subtree are greater than kR[x].

PROPERTY 4: All leaf nodes have the same height h.

PROPERTY 5: The number of keys is bounded between (2^h - 1) and (3^h - 1).

Hence, height h is between [log_3(n+1)] and [log_2(n+1)].

Figure 3. Example of a 2-3 Tree.
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Abstract: This paper presents an example of the process used by our research and development team of evaluating technology and resources for use in Computer Aided Language Learning (CALL). One evaluative process is to create a real program then submit it to potential users—students and instructors—for assessment and criticism. In this case the team creates an interactive multimedia program for ESL using a Hollywood movie as a resource and, at the same time, tests an authoring package and experiments with a new development platform.

Introduction

The pitfall of letting the latest in glitzy technology become the driving force in Computer Assisted Instruction or Learning (CAI/CL) is clearly articulated in the advice given by leaders in the field. Schwier and Misanchuk caution, "...as every instructional designer knows, the power of an instructional approach lies in the science and art of instruction—not in the technological components which comprise a hardware system" (Schwier and Misanchuk, 1993). However, there are situations in which a new technology permits access to materials for instruction that were heretofore inaccessible or difficult to incorporate into the teaching process. In these situations technology can and should inspire users (Ervin, 1993). In research and development it is not at all unusual to find the resources driving the instruction, a sort of we-have-a-new-CD-ROM-drive, let's-use-it-to-teach-French-verbs approach. This approach can be modified to an acceptable one if the new technology is applied in such a way as to incorporate sound instructional methods.

Research and Development personnel of the University of Victoria Language Centre often initiate software development in the form of prototype or sample programs in order to test new hardware and software or to demonstrate what is possible with the newest computing technology. In such projects, we choose the computing language, natural language, subject and platform. Occasionally the programs we have developed are immediately usable by instructors and students, but most often they provide template resources for other programs which are produced at the initiation of and in collaboration with foreign language instructors.

The Princess Bride™: an adventure in ESL is such a project. It was motivated by the availability of the movie on videodisc; our need to test the authoring program ToolBook™ and to experiment with multimedia on the DOS/Windows™ platform; the continuing search for new resources for language teaching; and the desire to interest ESL instructors in Computer Aided Language Learning (CALL).

Video is recognised as an excellent resource for language instruction (Terrell, 1993). Incorporating video into CALL means that the computer must be able to control the video device. While it is possible for the computer to control a VCR, it is unsatisfactory because of the inherent shortcomings of tape as a medium. VCR tapes have slow access time and sequential frame format. When tapes stretch, the timing codes must be updated. Videodiscs, on the other hand, are fast, almost indestructible, and each frame is immediately and directly accessible by the computer. At the present stage of development at the Language Centre, purchasing someone else's videodisc is preferable to
producing our own. With increased consumer popularity of videodiscs, Hollywood movies are now often available in videodisc format. Therefore, we decided to investigate the possibility of using Hollywood movies as video resources for multimedia ESL software. "Repurposing" a videodisc in this way is not without peril, as Schwier and Misanchuk warn us in their excellent text on producing interactive multimedia: "This [repurposing] is an imposing task, and the developer must be particularly sensitive to constructing interaction, remedial segments, and effective feedback into the CAI, because the video will likely not be constructed interactively. If this caution is ignored, you run the risk of developing segmented, linear video attached to a page-turning device" (Schwier and Misanchuk, 1993).

The Process

The remainder of this paper examines the phases of producing an interactive multimedia program using The Princess Bride™ videodisc.

Phase 1

The first step in the project development was to transcribe the script and to divide the movie into workable sections. Since The Princess Bride™ encompasses four sides of two CAV videodiscs each side conveniently became a chapter in the program. Each chapter was divided into the recommended three-to-four minute segments (Stanley and Griffin-Castro, 1992) called "episodes". Some episodes are as long as five minutes because they contain action scenes with little dialogue. Incidentally, it is important to note that the videodisc must be in the CAV (Constant Angular Velocity) format in order to use still-frame clips.

Since our potential customers, ESL instructors and students, have had little or no experience with, or interest in CAI, the initial programming was done without consultation with the end-users. I believed that it would be easier to get students and instructors involved in the project if we had something already prepared to show. Such production without consultation is possible in the Language Centre only because my background includes teaching and instructional design.

The first six episodes use one side of the videodisc. After programming these into various viewing, comprehension and grammatical exercises, I showed other Language Centre personnel, ESL instructors and ESL students the program and asked for their comments and suggestions on the work so far. At first they were impressed with the technology and the program, but soon they began pointing out the shortcomings. The program content was too complicated for Beginning and too simple for Intermediate ESL students. The students did not have enough control of the program. There was not enough use of the spoken language portions of the movie. I had not taken into consideration that most ESL students cannot type and they certainly are not good English spellers. By not programming for the two-button mouse, I had even ignored the possibility that one of them might be left-handed.

Once they understood that they would not have to become computer programmers, two ESL instructors agreed to help with the content and methodology components of the program, as time permitted. Language Centre staff vetted the program for bugs, inaccuracies and user-identified shortcomings. Another Language Centre software developer helped me with the content and structure and a programmer friend wrote some of the more difficult computer code.

Phase 2

The ESL instructors made many useful suggestions. For example, they suggested that I refer to the study guides of a local college (Camosun, 1988) to establish that the language and complexity of the movie was appropriate for upper Intermediate level students.

For the video presentation, we attempted to follow Tomalin’s “The three stages of a lesson using video” (Tomalin, 1986), in which each episode was studied in three sessions. First the student would view the episode straight through and do a comprehension exercise. Second, he or she would view the episode again with access to pause and replay options plus a copy of the episode script with "hot key" vocabulary words. The student clicks the
mouse on a word to see its definition and an example sentence. For Tomalin's third stage, “extension and transfer" we used a series of exercises.

The content of these exercises depended on what happened in the movie and included listening comprehension, order of events, word order and vocabulary building. Grammar exercises concentrated on such topics as English idioms and expressions, phrasal verbs, relative clauses, positions of modifiers and verb tenses. Exercises were in the form of multiple choice, fill in the blank and manipulating objects. Keyboard entry was kept to a minimum.

Instead of navigating the program linearly with previous and next buttons, we used a main menu with a list of episodes that gave the users access to the episode menus. The user moved around in an episode from a pull-down menu in the menu bar. While free access to all parts of the program was not prohibited, it was not encouraged. We wanted the user to view a segment, perform a comprehension task, view the segment again then do the exercises. At the request of one ESL instructor, we built in the ability to keep track of the movements of the user, the time spent on any one portion of the program, and how many questions were attempted in each exercise. We thought that this would also show us how easy, difficult, or popular any one part of the program was.

After the incorporation of initial suggestions, we demonstrated the program, still covering only the first side of the videodisc, to two intermediate ESL classes. We put the program into our drop-in multimedia lab so students could use it when they wished. Initial interest was high but dropped off quickly. Most students watched the six episodes of the first side of the videodisc, poked around in the exercises a little, then watched the rest of the movie using a remote control. Obviously we had ignored the advice of Schwier and Misanchuk – we had developed a segmented, linear video attached to a slow page-turning device.

We are not disheartened by these results. Our own observations had shown that the program was difficult to navigate and depended too much on computer instruction in a language the user was trying to learn. It was boring, there was not enough feedback or interaction and worst of all, it was not an appropriate use of the resource – the movie. Since understanding a foreign language when it is spoken in normal conversation by native speakers is a goal of foreign language instruction (Terrell, 1993), the goal of the program should be listening comprehension and vocabulary building. It should give the student the opportunity to hear and learn English in context as spoken by natives.

We did realize that until an ESL instructor became a full collaborator in the program and was willing to make it a part of his or her curriculum, the pedagogical content of the program might not complement a particular course curriculum.

**Phase 3**

After further research into how to teach using video and how to use video in interactive multimedia, the third rewrite of the program is underway. We have resolved to identify and use non-verbal signals in the movie that will aid the student in understanding the language (Bini, 1993) and to make the program more interactive and to make the interaction emulate interpersonal communication (Schwier and Misanchuk, 1993). Since we have just purchased a top-of-the-line graphics package (once again letting the resources drive the instruction), we plan to use graphics and animation to replace much of the on-screen instructional text. We want to design a more user-friendly navigation system and create an iconography. Iconography in a computing context means the consistent use of icons to provide instant visual clues to what the program requires from the user, how the user navigates the program, what the purpose is of each screenful of information and what user interaction is available at that stage of the program.

**Conclusion**

The University of Victoria English Language Program teaches between 800 and 1000 students each year. A majority of those students are modern young people from highly technical cultures who are not only undaunted by the technology, but have come to expect it—a phenomenon that is present in a growing number of foreign language classes across North America. Movies are a part of that technical culture. They contain entertainment, instruction
and example, and are a comfortable subject for social conversation. As a resource for teaching English, movies provide examples of cultural and verbal exchanges that do not appear in classrooms. By incorporating movies into our instructional technology, we can present the user with a learning package that is familiar and comfortable. As a resource it is reusable, non-judgmental, infinitely patient, academically sound and entertaining.
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Abstract: The knowledge-based programming environment ELM-PE is designed to support novices learning the programming language LISP. It has several features that are especially useful in learning to solve problems in a new, complex domain. ELM-PE is an open, complete programming environment. It offers several facilities, e.g. visualization of executing programs, example-based programming, and cognitive diagnosis of program code, that go far beyond traditional ITSs. In an evaluation study, ELM-PE proved to facilitate learning. Students performing well in a final exam used the helping facilities more often during the first lessons of learning programming.

Novices in programming face many problems affecting their learning process and programming success. Learning to program includes acquiring knowledge and skills in various domains: Using the programming environment, learning a programming language's syntax and semantics, understanding a problem and translating it into an executable plan, developing algorithms and programs, and testing and debugging programs. In order to aid novices develop such abilities, various systems have been devised. These comprise Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) (e.g., the CMU-LISP-Tutor (Anderson, Conrad, & Corbett, 1989), or BRIDGE (Bonar & Cunningham, 1988)) as well as knowledge-based programming environments and help systems (e.g., PROUST (Johnson, 1986), SCENT (McCalla & Greer, 1993), or ABSYNT (Möbus & Schröder, 1993)).

The knowledge-based programming environment ELM-PE is designed to support novices learning the programming language LISP. It has several features that are especially useful in learning to solve problems in a new, complex domain. These features are designed to avoid unnecessary mistakes, to give immediate feedback, to reduce working memory load, to support learner activity, and to support example-based learning. In contrast to an ITS like the CMU-LISP-Tutor, ELM-PE is an open, complete programming environment. Students are allowed to work on exercises with and without help from the system, to choose exercises on their own, to plan, to program, and to debug function definitions, and to ask the system for help if they need it. Students are allowed to produce programming errors, because students learn from debugging and from reflecting on their bugs and misconceptions. Therefore, debugging and helping facilities specifically designed for beginners are integrated into the programming environment. The system remains passive as long as possible and offers advanced help only on demand: Immediate feedback is given only for handling the graphical user interface, for syntactical errors, and if the student wants to work on a further exercise while the solution to the previous task is still incorrect.

The ELM-Programming Environment

ELM-PE can be run in three modes (LISTENER, EDITOR, and EXERCISE) among which the user can switch at any time. Modes differ according to the amount of support provided, so user control over the learning process is increased. For all modes passive as well as active help tools are implemented, using static as well as dynamic knowledge. Passive tools ensure the software-ergonomic principles of user definability and flexibility by leaving control to the student. Active tools interrupt students, but only when unnecessary errors (generally an attempt to use syntactically wrong input) or really serious errors (like switching to the next exercise when the actual solution is still incorrect) are detected that need to be dealt with immediately. This concerns the design
rules of tolerance and transparency. Basic to the system is the Listener mode. Each following mode inherits all features introduced in the previous mode. Users are thus able to choose the level of specific support they wish. The elaborated help system and the system’s flexibility make us believe that ELM-PE exceeds most traditional programming environments in assisting beginners.

To demonstrate the scope of the system some of the facilities of ELM-PE supporting beginners learning a new programming language will be sketched briefly here:

**Listener Mode**

The system always starts in Listener mode which is the least supportive way of interacting with ELM-PE. In listener mode, syntax-structuring facilities are not activated. Transparency is enhanced by dimming all menus which are not applicable in the current status of the system and by system messages in the status line at the bottom of the screen. Messages comprise hints about what the user is expected to do next, short feedback if an action was rejected or information about the time the system will take to perform some task.

All messages from the system displayed in the status line and all error messages displayed in the LISP listener can be explained. This is very helpful for novices because in the beginning most error messages may be more confusing than useful. For common and very often occurring errors a short description is given why such errors can happen. When running in Editor mode, that part of the code where the run-time error occurred is also highlighted in the program window. For every object visible on the screen, further information may be retrieved via special mouse clicks, so passive on-line help is available during all stages of working with ELM-PE.

**Editor Mode**

In Editor mode, most supporting features of the system are available, e.g. programming in a syntax-driven structure editor, using examples, visualizing the evaluation of LISP-expressions, and displaying that part of code of a function definition where an error was detected.

**Structure editor.** Coding function definitions is supported by a syntax-driven LISP-editor (Köhne & Weber, 1987) to reduce syntax errors. In the program window of the structure editor, LISP-code can be produced by filling in slots for LISP-expressions with syntactically correct LISP-code, or with schemata for function calls containing slots for their arguments. These schemata can be accessed from a menu of LISP-functions, or from typing in the first part of a function call beginning with the function name. Additionally, code can be inserted from a buffer showing the most recently typed in or deleted expressions or by directly typing in complete LISP-expressions in the input window. The structure editor accepts as input only code that would result in syntactically correct LISP-expressions. Otherwise the input is rejected and an explanation of why the input would result in an incorrect expression is given.

**Example-based programming.** Examples of LISP-code can be displayed in a separate example window to support example-based learning (Neal, 1989). Examples can be selected from examples discussed in the learning materials of the LISP-course as well as from the set of function definitions the student has coded on its own. The example window has the same functionality as the program window of the structure editor, so LISP-expressions can be altered and parts of the code can be copied into the program window.

**Visualization.** One central principle in learning programming is to visualize the flow of data during evaluation of programs. This is supported by a stepper showing all evaluation steps. Corresponding expressions from self-defined function definitions – including definitions of sub-functions – are indicated in the program window. The stepper is supposed to help students envision dynamic program properties and to encourage active and self-directed learning. Additionally, those parts of the program code that are responsible for errors or are explained by the knowledge-based diagnosis can be highlighted in the program window.

**Exercise Mode**

The highest level of support is given in Exercise mode. When working in this mode, students select a programming problem to be solved from a menu of exercises for the lesson he or she is working on. The description of the task and some input-output-examples are displayed in a separate text window. In addition to all other facilities, special active as well as passive help can be given in this mode.

**Dynamic analysis.** If work at a task is aborted and the student has completed the code, i.e., no slots remain, the code is analyzed dynamically. A list of input-output descriptions is used to determine whether the student's
code returns the expected result. In case this is not true, the student is informed in a dialogue box and asked whether he or she still wants to terminate work. This is one of the few situations where the system is active by its own and will interrupt the student. Based on the input-output pairs the system used to test the function definition, the system is able to offer a function call with arguments leading to an incorrect result. Thus, students are encouraged to try to debug programs on their own. This is important because frequently students omit a thorough testing phase. In previous programming courses we observed that functions often were tested only once. If the arguments used do not reveal the error, students mistakenly think their solution was correct. Therefore, for this analysis to work the list of input-output descriptions must be complete so every error can be detected. The goal of this tool is to point out to students that extensive testing is an important skill as it can yield information about the type and location of errors.

**Autom(atic cognitive diagnosis.** Students can ask the system for help if they do not know how to complete coding the function definition, if they are not able to find an error in the code, or if they simply want to know whether their solution for the programming task will be correct. To offer students a complete explanation of errors and suboptimal solutions and to explain which plans have to be followed to solve the task correctly, a "cognitive diagnosis" was developed as a central "intelligent" component in the ELM programming environment. This diagnostic tool is based on the episodic learner model ELM (Weber, Bögel, & Wender 1993). The diagnosis results in an explanation how the program code submitted to the cognitive diagnosis could have been produced by the learner. This explanation is the basis of the system's hints to the learner what part of the code is incorrect, which plans must be followed to solve subgoals during problem solving and possibly partial solutions in the context of the learner's solution. Explanations are stored in the individual, episodic learner model. They can be used as the basis for retrieving structural and semantic analogies (Weber, 1991). As this component is central to the knowledge-based programming environment, it will be described in some more detail in the next section.

**ELM: A Case-based Learning Model**

ELM is a type of user or learner model that stores knowledge about the user (learner) in terms of a collection of episodes. In the sense of case-based learning, such episodes can be viewed as cases (Riesbeck & Schank, 1989). To construct the learner model, the code produced by a learner is analyzed in terms of the domain knowledge on the one side and a task description on the other side. This cognitive diagnosis results in a derivation tree of concepts and rules the learner might have used to solve the problem. These concepts and rules are instantiations of units from the knowledge base. The episodic learner model is made up of these instantiations and later generalizations based on them. To understand this form of episodic learner model, a short description of the knowledge representation and the diagnostic process will be given.

When using the environment, students code function definitions in a structured LISP-editor (Köhne & Weber, 1987), so their function code is at least syntactically correct. The cognitive analysis of the program code employs an explanation-based generalization (EBG) method (Mitchell, Keller, & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986). It starts with a task description related to higher concepts, plans, and schemata in the knowledge base. For every concept, a set of rules is stated describing different ways to solve the goal given by the plan of the concept. These rules are comparable to the notation of implementation methods for goals in PROUST (Johnson, 1986). There are "good", "suboptimal", and "buggy" rules explaining correct, correct but suboptimal, and incorrect solutions of the current goal or subgoal. The set of buggy rules is comparable to an error library in other ITSs (e.g., in the CMU-LISP-tutor (Anderson & Reiser, 1985). Applying a rule results in comparing the plan description to the corresponding part of the student's code. In the plan description, further concepts may be addressed. The cognitive diagnosis is called recursively until a function name, a parameter, or a constant is matched.

The cognitive diagnosis results in a derivation tree (Weber et al., 1993) built from all concepts and rules identified to explain the student's solution. This derivation tree is an explanation structure in the sense of EBG and is the basis for building up the episodic learner model. Concepts and rules addressed in the derivation tree are the basis for creating episodic frames. These frames are integrated into the knowledge base as instances of their concepts and rules. Slots in these instances refer to the context in which they were used (especially the current task), to the type of transformations of concepts, to the observed rules, and to the argument bindings.

In the next step, episodic frames are generalized. If an episodic frame is the first instance under a concept of the knowledge base, this single case is generalized from structural and semantic aspects in the data. This generalization mechanism is comparable to the single-case generalization in the EBG approach (Mitchell et al.,
Additionally, similarity-based generalizations of data and plans can occur. Generalizations represent the class of types of plans and corresponding data which will be used in further cognitive analyses to interpret the student's code. With increasing knowledge about a particular learner, hierarchies of generalizations and instances are built under the concepts and rules of the knowledge base. They constitute the episodic learner model.

The ELM-approach differs from the case-based approach in SCENT (McCalla & Greer, 1933) in several aspects. In SCENT, pre-analyzed cases are stored as a whole with respect to a static granularity hierarchy that expresses aggregation and abstraction dimensions. These cases are used during analysis of the student's code to give detailed advice. In ELM only examples from the course materials are pre-analyzed and the resulting explanation structures are stored in the individual case-based learner model. Elements from the explanation structures are stored with respect to their corresponding concepts from the domain knowledge base, so cases are distributed in terms of instances of concepts. Generalization hierarchies of instances are built up from explanations of the program code that a student produced to solve programming problems. Therefore, generalization hierarchies reflect the process of knowledge acquisition for a particular student. These individual cases—or parts of them—can be used for two different purposes. On the one hand, episodic instances can be used during further analyses as shortcuts if the actual code and plan match corresponding patterns in episodic instances. On the other hand, cases can be used by an analogical component to show up similar examples and problems for reminding purposes (Weber, 1991).

Empirical Investigations

Programming Behavior

Students learning a programming language will be differently successful when finishing the introductory programming course, so we explored how students performing "well" vs. "poorly" on the programming tasks of the final exam after the recursion lessons differently used the help facilities of the programming environment and how they differed in their programming behavior. Good students in the practical test spent more time planning and debugging their solutions in the first lessons (Tab. 1). From the beginning they tested and evaluated their programs more frequently and used the help environment more often. Especially the cognitive diagnosis, but also the stepper and trace tools were called more frequently than by less successful students. This behavior is not restricted to the debugging phase of programming; good programmers actively seek additional information about their program using the help system while still planning their first solution. Looking at the two final lessons about recursion, one can see that this behavior changes to the opposite. Now, better students actually spend less time planning and debugging. They also do not use the help system as much as before. These effects also hold for the programming tasks on the final exam, where recursive programming exercises had to be solved. To explain these results, one must consider solution quality. Students who become good LISP programmers use the visualization of the evaluation of LISP expressions more often during most lessons and they seem to explore much more in the first phase of learning to program. These findings are in concordance with the interpretation of the self-explanation effect (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989). Often these students already have a correct solution but actively vary and test it a lot. This makes them gain more experience with different types of exercises on which they can rely later. In the lessons about recursion (lessons 4 - 6) where exercises tend to be more analogous they switch strategies and purposefully use their knowledge to program a correct solution quickly. At this stage of the course solutions are less frequently correct at the first try, but if they are correct, students are certain of understanding the problem and tackle the next exercise without further testing and exploring the solution as they did in the first lessons.

Comparing Programming Environments With Different Support

During development of ELM-PE we observed a substantial change concerning students' success in the final programming test. The more support is available during the learning phase, the better students manage to solve the final programming problems when they are cut off from the advanced help system. We want to illustrate this by comparing the results from students working in ELM-PE with the results from previous courses. In a first course (Others Group), no advanced help and no visualization was available and students were only supported by a structured LISP editor or a simple text editor matching parentheses. In a second course (TALUS Group), no cognitive diagnosis was available, but the complete program code could be analyzed by our version of the
Table 1
Tendencies of Differences in Means for Students Performing "well" (N = 10) vs. "poorly" (N = 8) in the Programming Tasks of the Final Exam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Final tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning time</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging time</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling help texts</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of STEPPER</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of TRACE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calling cognitive diagnosis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>not available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: + "good" students use/need more/longer
- "good" students use/need less/shorter
0 both groups same

TALUS debugger (Murray, 1988). In the final test two tasks were the same for all courses. One, "list-until-atom", requires a terminating case that was not practiced in the course material and as such is unknown to students. The other, "count-item", is of the car-cdr-recursion type and was very similar to problems in lesson 6. Using ELM-PE, most subjects worked on both problems and more than 75% succeeded in solving the tasks (Tab. 2). The task "count-item" was solved by 86.7% and 80% of all students from the ELM-PE and the TALUS Group, respectively. But, only 45% of the students from the Others Group who tried to solve this problem were successful. The problem "list-until-atom" was hardest to solve in all courses. While 76.9% of all students from the ELM-PE Group who worked on this problem solved the task correctly, in the TALUS Group 61.5% and in the Others Group only 16% were finally successful. Generally, the courses with the most support available to students on request have been the most successful in the final practical exam where support is temporarily removed from students.

Discussion

In several developmental steps, ELM-PE changed from a structure editor to an elaborated programming environment supporting beginners learning to program in LISP. As the system has not included an explicit tutorial component up to now, it is not a complete ITS when compared, for example, to Anderson's LISP-tutor (Anderson & Reiser, 1985; Anderson et al., 1989), but more a knowledge-based help system. Students are allowed to choose the number and sequence of exercises on their own, though it is recommended to work out all exercises in the given order. The system interrupts students only if serious errors (e.g., syntax errors and errors using the interface) happen. Students are allowed to produce programming errors, the intention being that students learn from debugging and from reflecting on their bugs and misconceptions. Therefore, debugging and helping facilities specifically designed for beginners are integrated into the programming environment. The system remains passive as long as possible and offers advanced help only on demand.

Results from empirical studies with ELM-PE support this point of view. Though there was less support from human tutors during exercises, we observed fewer drop-outs and better performance in our last version compared to previous versions. Students who perform better in a final programming test use the programming environment for planning and debugging in their first phase of learning LISP. Often, after having produced a first correct result to a programming problem, they explore alternative solutions and try to understand how the LISP interpreter evaluates function calls by using the stepper. Students profit from their freedom to explore the system, to debug programs, to ask the system for help, and to follow the LISP interpreter evaluating LISP expressions. This result fits in with the active learning view. Good programmers seem to learn LISP through exploring the environment early and connecting each relevant information to the programming situation at hand. Green & Gilhooly (1990) have named this "problem finding", the advantage being that when performance is measured without additional help (in the final test), they can rely on well-learned programming strategies. As Chi et al. (1989) observed, practice as a factor in learning success seems to be greatly influenced by individual
Table 2

Percentage of Correctly Solved Programming Tasks in the Final Test for Different Programming Environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming Environment</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Count-Item</th>
<th>List-Until-Atom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELM-PE</td>
<td></td>
<td>86.7% (n = 30)</td>
<td>76.9% (n = 26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TALUS-PE</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.0% (n = 15)</td>
<td>61.5% (n = 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>45.0% (n = 20)</td>
<td>12.0% (n = 25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

learning strategies. Self-monitoring of one’s own programming is very important. Accordingly, a programming environment should enable students to organize their programming in their own fashion.

As a second result, the evaluation study indicates that AI-techniques as they are used in the TALUS-analysis in the previous version of the programming environment and especially in the cognitive diagnosis of ELM-PE enhance the success of a programming environment for beginners.
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Abstract: This paper describes a collaborative project between Rensselaer's CIUE and AT&T's Bell Laboratories to create a prototype of an interactive, distributed multimedia desktop classroom environment. The prototype is called a "Virtual Classroom" because it brings instructors and students from remote sites together in a desktop computer environment that includes multi-point video, audio and multimedia data communication. This environment fosters real interactivity between students and instructors and among students who may be located at sites anywhere in the world.

Introduction

Interactive Multimedia Distance Learning (IMDL) is the model for the "Virtual Classroom" prototyped by Rensselaer and AT&T. The IMDL environment model combines the rich communication capabilities of 2-way video teleconferencing with real time, synchronous data communications for sharing of computer generated examples and data. The level of interaction is quite high and the environment offers the possibility of sharing between teacher and students and students with their peers.

The visual and auditory communication is enabled by multi-point video conferencing over the AT&T Digital Network, using Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) Primary Rate Interface (PRI) facilities. The 2 way video communication is integrated into the desktop computer environment via a video window on the computer screen. Instructors, and students, may control MS Windows-based applications on the other participants' workstations. The shared applications may include instructional applications, text and graphics screens, animations, video clips and audio clips used to enhance learning and collaboration.

CIUE is a research and development center at Rensselaer dedicated to the advancement of innovative undergraduate education. The CIUE is particularly interested in the applications of technology and cognitive science in education. We also act in a leadership role for the implementation of research in the classrooms of our campus and other institutions internationally.

AT&T Bell Laboratories is the Research and Development Center for AT&T and is an international leader in research in telecommunications and computing.

Learning in the Virtual Classroom

Let's imagine for a moment that you are a mother and a returning student in an engineering school. You are taking classes at home because you have family responsibilities. You have spent the morning doing library research at your home computer and now it's time for Physics class......

You save your journal articles on your local disk drive and then click on an icon on your screen to sign on for your class. After entering your name and ID information, a video window appears on your screen where you see the instructor giving announcements about today's class. "Just in time," you exclaim, as you enlarge the video.
window and turn up the volume in order to see and hear better. The instructor then begins to greet each student individually and switches the focus of the session to each location so that everyone may see and hear each student saying hello. You recognize other students who are participating in this class from home and on-campus locations.

The class begins with the instructor discussing the concept of acceleration. The instructor then explains a demonstration of gravitational acceleration that she is about to perform. You decide that this looks important and turn on your video capturing function in order to view the demonstration again at a later time. After performing the demonstration, the instructor then sends each student a copy of the demonstration, which is a digitized video clip of an assistant dropping a ball. Now the instructor begins to guide you through the process of graphing the position of the ball, stepping through the video clip frame by frame; writing notes on your screen to point out important points.

One of the steps of the exercise makes absolutely no sense to you and you send the instructor a question message. Apparently, you are not the only student confused. The instructor stops the session and acknowledges that she has received a lot of questions all at once. The instructor then turns the focus of the class to you and ask your question and point out on the screen where you got confused. After the instructor clears up the point of confusion, you add some notes to the screen for later use. The instructor then poses several problems for the class to solve on their own, using the data collected from the graphing exercise and the computational tools that you use every day for all your classes. After you perform the required analyses, you send the file to the instructor for review. The instructor then displays each student's work and writes comments about their methods.

This scenario may sound futuristic; however, it is based on the tools and capabilities of the IMDL prototype we have developed. The actions described in the scenario are detailed further below to show how they enable an efficient learning environment. The technical capabilities required for this kind of interaction to occur at home locations are rapidly being deployed by telephone and cable companies. Refer to the section entitled, "How Will Technological Advances Effect IMDL?" for further discussion of this issue.

We are attempting to recreate the "social construct" of the classroom. In order to recreate the traditional classroom, we must offer the capability to the participants to perform the actions that they perform in traditional classrooms. We will not attempt to discuss all the teaching strategies that educators have used, or how they may be implemented in the IMDL environment. However, in the next section we will discuss a few of the actions common to most teaching strategies and how we have implemented them in the IMDL environment.

Interactions in the Virtual Classroom

In traditional classrooms, teachers may create exercises for students to work with in a shared space (the blackboard). Teachers may also write comments on student's work. In addition, teachers use text, graphics, animations, videos, sounds or live demonstrations to present curriculum content to students. Students may work with exercises from the teacher in local (on desktop) or shared space (the blackboard). They may also collaborate on exercises with other students. Also, students may alert the teacher that they would like to ask a question.

Event Sharing

In the IMDL environment teachers and students share a workspace of identical instructional software applications. One participants' workstation is configured to be the leader of the session and all the other workstations follow the actions of the leader. The actions may be to present screens of text or graphics, play animations, video or audio clips, or simulate a phenomenon. The leader may pass the focus to a student workstation. When this happens, the student controls the flow of the shared events. The focus for video and audio may also be passed to the student, so that everyone may see and hear the student ask their question. However, in our model only the instructor may pass the focus of the session and only the instructor may take it away. This instructor control is important in order to maintain class structure in the distributed classroom.
Each workstation may work independently, as well, both during the session and on their own time, with all the instructional software applications. The students may want to research something that has just been discussed in class, or may need to perform a calculation to answer a question posed in class. These actions may be performed with local software applications.

**Annotation**

The participant whose workstation is designated the leader may draw on their own screen. These drawings will also appear on the other participants' screens. This feature of IMDL allows the leader to add notations to the material being presented, adding meaning and emphasizing the important points.

**Hand Raising**

The students may send a message to the instructor's workstation, letting the instructor know that they have a question. The instructor will see the message coming in and may choose to acknowledge the question or to respond at a more convenient time. When the instructor acknowledges the student, then the instructor may pass the focus of the session to the student (as we discussed in the section above on Event Sharing). Our testing has shown that this structured approach to teacher/student dialogs is helpful because it helps each participant to be sure who has the focus and who is sharing information with the other participants.

**Instructor Pointer**

The teacher may move a pointer around the student screens to direct their attention to the important points in the information displays. The teacher does not need to verbally describe the position of the point of interest. This shared pointer works similarly to the pointers used in traditional classrooms. The students also have their own pointers (the MS Windows mouse cursor) that they have control over, independent of the teacher pointer.

**Implications of Learning Theory**

At the core of any discussion of education is the fact that education is a communication process. Regardless of the model of pedagogy that one works with, communication between instructor and student and among students is central to the process. New developments in theories of learning make communications even more important to the process. We bring to this project the benefit of a great deal of education research. What this modern research is telling us may be summarized by the following points:

Teachers are not simply the delivery mechanisms of the content of a curriculum. A great lecturer can be very motivational, but research has demonstrated that the lecture is not efficient in stimulating student learning. (Laws, 1991; Hestenes, et al, 1992; Redish, Wilson, McDaniell, 1992) The model we work with is one of a teacher as "coach" of their students' learning process (Pea, 1992; Laws, 1991). The teacher is actively involved in helping the students construct their own understanding of the curriculum material. This activity is best carried out when the teacher and students have available to them a rich set of communication tools to enable the coaching process.

Learning is a highly interactive process. Students bring with them a highly developed set of preconceptions and beliefs. The teacher and student become involved in a learning "conversation" in which both parties clarify messages, test for understanding, compare and contrast with previous understandings and are both transformed by the experience (Pea, 1992). The learning "conversation" is a communication process in which meanings are negotiated to student understanding of curriculum material. What we seek to provide are a rich set of communication tools to help foster these interactions between teachers and students.

Education has been criticized as an endeavor that is too far removed from the context of its meaning. If learning is to be viewed as a process that has meaning beyond the classroom; the students must be able to reach beyond the classroom. Practitioners from the field of study can be brought to the classroom. However, this is not always possible, or practical. There have been several excellent examples of providing electronic mail and
conferencing between students and practitioners. The "National Geographic Service Kids' Network", Julyan (1991), allowed students to collaborate with other students and scientists on a study of acid rain. The "Collaborative Visualization Project", Pea (1992), a new project now being implemented, will allow students to collaborate with other students and access on-line data resources and scientists in a Project Enhanced Science Learning-at-a-distance approach. These projects each are important steps in bringing the student into the communities of practitioners.

Learning can be enhanced by providing students with access to powerful computing tools that can allow the student to interact with real data and solve open-ended problems. Learning-by-doing has been shown to be a successful pedagogical model to enable students to solve real world problems. (Laws, 1991; Redish, Wilson, McDaniel,1992) This learner-centered view allows the student to start with what they know and build their own understanding of the subject. This approach also has the advantage of supporting individual differences in learning styles. Students bring to the classroom a diversity of interests, levels of preparation, cultural backgrounds and learning styles. Included in our model is a set of powerful software tools that allow data to be captured, abstract concepts to be simulated and sets of data to be visualized. We advocate placing these tools for learning in the hands of each student, not only in the hands of the instructor for recitation.

Cooperative learning is a highly structured, systematic instructional strategy in which students work in small groups toward a common goal. This strategy has been shown to promote active learning, positive student attitudes toward learning and increase student interdependence. Increased interdependence is a positive goal for students because of its effects on student interpersonal skills, teamwork capability and self esteem. While working in teams on a project, students cannot be passive on-lookers; the contribution of each team member is important. (Millis. 1991) Teamwork is also becoming a widely implemented organizational strategy in many work settings, including manufacturing, services and government. Instructional practices should prepare students for working in this type of environment. Our IMDL model allows the instructor to set up groups of students who will work together on an assignment and then share their results with the group.

Comparison of IMDL Environment with Existing Distance Learning Environments

Traditional distance learning programs have most often replicated the teacher lecture model of education. These environments primarily utilize one-way satellite transmission of video signals, with limited student feedback via phone calls. Interaction between the teacher and students is limited and interaction between students at different sites is non-existent. The technology is not at fault; the problem lies with the types of activities to which it is being applied. This technology may be appropriate for delivering messages to multiple sites when interaction is not desired. However, it lacks any significant interaction that might foster teacher "coaching" of students, or learning conversations between teachers and students or students and their peers.

Other technologies used in distance education offer more interaction but support either video and audio interaction, or data interaction, but not both modes. Each mode has unique characteristics that allow enhancement of communication but suffer from limitations also.

Video teleconferencing offers 2 way and multi-point video and audio communication between sites. Video's strength lies in its ability to closely mimic "reality." Face to face communication is full of subtle actions and nuances that modify the meaning of the spoken words. Students also may see examples and demonstrations being performed. Unlike a "real" classroom, though, students cannot go to the blackboard and interact with the teacher's example or view other students' work.

Computer conferencing is primarily a means for sharing text or graphic messages that are deferred in time. This allows the sharing of work between teacher and students and students with their peers. Verbal communication is transmitted in text form, also deferred in time. This environment lacks the rich communication capability of video, because of the communication limitations of text and graphics. Sharing of a common data set for collaborative work is also rare in this environment, although the NGS KidsNet, Julyan (1991), does allow students to work with common, aggregated data to interpret acid rain studies.
The IMDL environment model that we have developed combines the rich communication capabilities of 2-way video teleconferencing with real time, synchronous data communications for sharing of computer application "events" between workstations. The level of interaction is quite high and the environment offers the possibility of sharing between teacher and students and students with their peers. The interactions are real-time, not delayed in time. This capability increases student motivation and may provide increased interaction and feedback between students.

Our learning model is a student-centered model; therefore, students and teachers all have the same software applications and databases installed in their desktop workstations. Students may work on their own with the software tools or use on-line tools as references while participating in a class session.

Teachers may use the IMDL environment for lecture when appropriate, or to guide students through exercises performed on their local workstations. Students may share their work with all the other participants and receive feedback. They may also engage students in learning conversations that include passing the control of the session back and forth from teacher to student.

Project Background

The Interactive Multimedia Distance Learning project evolved from discussions between RPI and AT&T about how to use the strengths of AT&T's Bell Labs and RPI's CIUE to collaborate on a project in the domain of computers and communications. AT&T Bell Labs planned to contribute their expertise in communications and networks and CIUE planned to contribute experience in developing multimedia instructional software and managing software development projects, such as CUPLE, the Comprehensive Physics Learning Environment (Wilson, Redish, 1992). The CUPLE project integrates hypermedia based computer activities and video material on the same computer screen. The environment also allows for live data acquisition from laboratory interfaces and from video sources. CUPLE has been created by a consortium of universities and is now in the testing stage at over 200 universities. Physics Academic Software, the publishing arm of the American Institute of Physics, is publishing the final version.

From these discussions it was decided that the project would involve re-designing a course from AT&T's University of Sales Excellence (USE). USE is an internal training and education organization supporting marketing staff in the Business Communication Services division of AT&T. The course chosen for redesign is titled, "How to Make Money Grow on Trees." This course teaches the features of AT&T Advanced 800 Services and how to apply them to customer applications.

Currently, the course is delivered in audio graphic mode. The students attend the course in a training room at their office site equipped with a conference speakerphone, with a large microphone, electronic polling devices and a video blackboard. The students communicate verbally with the instructor using the speaker phone and the AT&T Alliance Call Bridging Service in a multi-point voice conference. All the student sites hear the instructor's lecture, and the student questions from other sites, on their conference phone speaker. The students follow the instructor through the course content material in their Student Guides. The video blackboard is used to display text and graphics screens, with instructor annotation, to supplement the Student Guide materials. Also, students may give answers to multiple choice questions by pressing a button on their electronic polling devices.

We wanted to apply the IMDL environment model to a real life situation. Using our model, we would make the course environment more interactive. In the old version of the course, students could not see their instructor or the other students. They also had no way to share their work with the instructor or other students. The instructional strategy was primarily lecture and the students were only passively engaged in the experience. The IMDL environment model of instruction would also allow students to construct their own understanding of the material by giving them powerful on-line software tools and reference materials that they may access during the course.
We also wanted to investigate how the interactions between teacher and student and interactions between student and their peers change when the learning environment changes from a lecture environment to a highly interactive desktop computer based video conference environment.

Initial Findings from Prototype Testing

In June of 1993, we tested the IMDL environment with live participants. The University of Sales Excellence course that we developed was delivered by an instructor in Cincinnati, Ohio. The student participants were located in Dallas, Texas, Chicago, Illinois and Holmdel, New Jersey. The "students" were actually other AT&T instructors, who were volunteering to participate. This was done for 2 reasons. First, we did not want real student's success in the course to be impeded in any way by any unforeseen problems that developed in the delivery of the course. Second, instructors are accustomed to thinking about teacher-student interactions and we felt that this would give us better feedback.

The participants' reactions might be grouped into 2 areas. The first group of comments were positive about the user interface and software tools. Generally, the students enjoyed the experience. They also found that it had great potential to improve upon other modes of instruction delivery. The second group of comments described the participants' intimidation by the technology employed in delivering the course. The students and instructor felt that they would need some help in getting started using IMDL technology to deliver instruction. This reaction is understandable and may be addressed in the design of the IMDL interface and training materials.

How Will Technological Advances Effect IMDL?

The only thing that is certain is change itself. This couldn't be more true than in the field of educational technology. Our IMDL model is designed to use off-the-shelf technology and to accommodate technological change. We want to be able to port our model to whatever platform is accepted as a standard in the future.

The pace of technological change in the telecommunications industry is such that the cost barriers to entry are rapidly falling. The costs of the high bandwidth transmission necessary for IMDL may be prohibitive for some organizations and it is certainly difficult to justify for the home. Cable companies and phone companies are competing and collaborating to make high bandwidth transmission universally accessible. This will make implementation of IMDL environments easier to cost justify.

There are other technical hurdles to overcome in the implementation of IMDL environments. These mainly concern better digitization of video and resource management of large libraries of multimedia material (video, graphics, etc.). Developments in these areas are also proceeding well and the implementation of multimedia servers and new video compression algorithms will make the technological hurdles easier to overcome in the near future.

Applications of IMDL

The 1990's are presenting many challenges to institutions of higher education. Private institutions are facing declining enrollments as the number of college age students decreases. They are also facing the need to lower costs as students are finding it increasingly difficult to afford private education. On the other hand, public higher education institutions will probably experience level or increasing enrollments due to many factors. Among these factors are returning adult learners, the shift to more affordable education choices, and geographic population shifts. In addition, all institutions will need to accommodate a more diverse student population, including adult learners, cultural diversity and workforce continuing education.

IMDL will help address these challenges in several ways. Institutions will be able to create a more productive learning environment, with more learning going on in a shorter amount of time. This will address cost issues, as students will be able to complete programs of study more quickly. Students will have access to more effective
learning environments in a greater variety of locations. IMDL will enable instructors to reach out with course materials to locations outside the classroom and off the campus. This will address the needs of all institutions to reach out to a wider student body and enable life long learning for our entire population. In order for our educational institutions to provide more productive learning environments to a diverse student population institutions must share resources and collaborate in the delivery of instruction. IMDL will enable this kind of cooperation.

Finally, and certainly as important, are the needs of our secondary schools. They face a number of challenges for the 90's. Secondary schools have had more difficulty keeping up with technological advancements in industry and higher education. Teachers in secondary schools face isolation from their peers and the need to keep up with education technology. In addition, secondary schools face the familiar problems of lowering costs and providing a more productive learning environment with a lower budget. IMDL environments address these issues by offering the opportunity for teachers and students to reach beyond the classroom to receive instruction, collaborate/interact with peers in learning projects, receive faculty development programs and link to resources not even thought of today. Costs will be the major issue in creating these links, but the investments must be made.

**Indications for Further Research**

Our work to date has focused a "proof of concept" test of technology and techniques for IMDL. Further work needs to done to study the cognitive and pedagogical implications of learning in distributed classrooms. Our future work will concentrate on further testing IMDL these implications in the delivery of higher education courses, corporate training courses and faculty development workshops. We want to answer questions such as the following:

1. Does IMDL allow instructors to guide students to learning objectives requiring higher cognitive level thinking?
2. Compare the cost effectiveness of instructor led, Computer Assisted Instruction, non-interactive distance learning and IMDL instruction delivery.
3. What kind of cues will best alert users to system status during sessions?
4. What kind of preparation training will make the IMDL environment comfortable to use for the participants?
5. What kind of class activities are best performed locally and what activities are best performed in conference?
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Abstract: To meet the needs of an individual student an adaptive CALL package must have a dynamic model of student performance, a means of varying the difficulty of the learning task, and a mapping between student competence and task complexity. This paper analyses how these components can be implemented for lexical, syntactical and discourse skills using domain knowledge from the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and the Susanne Corpus, a fully tagged subset of the Brown Corpus.

Rationale for Computer Assisted Language Learning

Students who are learning English as a Foreign Language in an English-speaking country form a multicultural group with disparate motivations and goals, whose diversity cannot be adequately accommodated in a traditional classroom. There is no rate of imparting information nor sequence of instruction that will meet the needs of every student. Teachers can only construct in their mind a model of the ‘average’ student and have as their goal the adequate progress of this hypothetical student; frequently they are guiltily aware that the more able will be bored while the less able will be lost. Today computerised language learning packages offer the majority of students their only realistic opportunity for individual tuition. Even with the most mundane of CALL packages, each student can essay an answer to every question, repeat lessons not fully comprehended or skip lessons that merely rehearse previously acquired skills. A CALL package which permits a student to make this sort of choice is sometimes referred to as a user-tailored system.

Self-directed learning of this kind has been shown to benefit mature learners, that is, experienced students of proven academic competence (Kearsley & Hillelsohn, 1982), who are capable of determining their own educational needs. However, less experienced or less able students may not be able to make an accurate assessment of their own shortcomings or to devise for themselves a coherent and comprehensive study plan. For these students, a CALL package can be immeasurably improved by a user-adaptive interface i.e. an interface where adaptations in the order and pace of learning are made by the system, not by the student.

User-Adaptive Interfaces

A user-adaptive interface is one which can change its behaviour automatically in response to its experience of user performance, that is, it changes to suit the skills and knowledge of an individual student. The system designer or language teacher no longer tries to construct an interface for a stereotypical average user, to which no real learner conforms. Instead, the designer accepts that no single learning theory pattern is suitable for all students - or even for one student over a range of skills or a period of time - and realises that the teaching package must adapt to the student’s varying abilities in different skills by providing information and exercises at a level which matches the student’s current needs. To this end an adaptive learning package must have three components:

- a means of recording and measuring individual student performance. This could also be described as a dynamic model of the user’s past performance and current capability. This dimension of capability is inevitably continuous rather than discrete.
• a means of adjusting the learning task so as to change its difficulty. In the context of language learning this might simply be the ability to offer appropriate help and linguistic explanations to students of various levels of ability and to set for each student exercises commensurate with the student’s expected performance.

• mappings of help level onto student capability and of student capability on to degree of difficulty. How these mappings are achieved determines the type of user-adaptive interface.

Types of User-Adaptive Interfaces

There are two main types of user-adaptive interfaces for language learning: discrete-step interfaces and continuously variable interfaces.

Discrete-step interfaces

A discrete step interface is an interface which identifies the user as a member of a particular ability group and sets the interface to correspond with the skill level for the group. This, while more satisfactory than a general user interface, does not allow for continuous variation in student capability but assumes discrete ability levels. In language learning it is a practical solution for the organisation of expert procedural knowledge, which is the distillation of the rules that govern the lexical, syntactical, and discourse structures of the language. The traditional presentation format for this knowledge has been textbooks and reference books. Such books might be aimed at a specific category of language learner e.g. novice, intermediate, expert, or might be an exhaustive exposition of all facets of a language for scholars of comparative linguistics and languages. Knowledge of this kind has never formed a continuum; each text represents the independent view of one teacher or expert on the information needed by an average learner at a typical stage in the learning process. The order in which the information is presented may be said to represent the author’s strategy for how best to accomplish the learning task. Computerised learning packages, particularly those implemented in hyper-text, allow us to separate monolithic texts into fragments and to convert these fragments into many different virtual structures. This is useful for accommodating students whose ability over different linguistic skills varies widely: in one skill a student may be given a simple explanation from first principles while in another the same student may be given only a brief hint or reminder because past performance indicates a consistently high level of ability. In a skill where the student’s ability is intermediate, extra information and/or explanation of more abstruse points may be provided. But, however skilful the dissection of the information and however varied the virtual knowledge structures in which it can be stored, it is not possible for the computer, to re-write or even re-phrase the expert knowledge to cater uniquely for the needs of an individual student as a human teacher might be able to do. Thus, the interface for expert procedural knowledge remains a discrete-step interface.

Continuously variable interface

Although levels of procedural knowledge are discrete the domain knowledge in any natural language is, of course, a continuum. Domain knowledge consists of the accumulated oral and written records that are accepted by the native speakers of this language. While the documents that comprise these sources may in themselves be as discrete as the expositions of procedural knowledge, together they form a continuum that represents every aspect of language use in every sphere of human activity. That this is so, is recognised by the accumulation of corpora – collections of texts from different genres assembled to enable language scholars to investigate the evolution and current state of a language. The remainder of this paper will discuss how corpora may be used to build an interface which uniquely adapts to the linguistic needs of an individual student in the generation of exercises to improve the student’s linguistic skills. As a first step, it will look at ways of recording and measuring student performance.

Recording and Measuring Student Performance

Before designers can build CALI systems that ‘understand’ their users, they must be able to analyse the interactions between the user and the computer in the language learning task. This means that they must be able to specify the skills that make up the learning task and must have ways of measuring student performance in individual skills. Language learning skills may be divided into three major skills categories:
Lexical skills pertain to words; syntactical skills are the skills needed to produce grammatically correct phrases or sentences. Discourse skills are the skills needed to write coherent and cohesive text.

Obviously, all these skills overlap but nevertheless they provide the parameters for creating a student performance model. The parameters are given values which indicate the student’s past performance in the relevant skill. The student’s attainment can be assessed simply by measuring the student success in linguistic exercises to assess and improve the skill. In this way, student competence can be viewed as a continuum. The student exercises should, of course, be set at a level which is appropriate to the student’s current attainment so that every student is stretched to the limit of current ability: competent students should not be bored, weaker students should not be intimidated.

An initial user profile

The first task is to devise an initial user profile. This can be done simply by using a standard model for novice, intermediate, or expert. This model will rapidly self-adjust to give a more accurate assessment of proficiency in each skill as the student uses the package. A further refinement is to incorporate into the student model some element that reflects the average performance in a particular skill of students from different language groups.

Ensuring a Continuum of Exercises

The second task is to ensure a continuum of exercises. This is only possible if the CALL package has the ability to assign to an exercise a parameter which gives a measure of its expected difficulty. How this can be done depends upon the form of the domain knowledge on which the exercise is based. There are two main forms: continuous text and pre-selected passages, sentences or phrases that have been chosen by experts to illustrate precise linguistic features.

1. Continuous text

A simple way to assign a coefficient of difficulty to continuous text is to use one (or more) of the methods that have been developed to assess readability grades; the more difficult a passage is to read, the more demanding should be any exercise based on it. Two common measures of readability are: Gunning Fog Index (Gunning, 1952) and Information Density (Wainwright, 1984)

Figure 1 shows Fog Indices and Information Densities for texts in the Susanne Corpus, (Sampson, 1992). The coefficients obtained from these two methods do not always correlate and other factors must also be taken into account when selecting material. However, either method gives a continuous scale of difficulty which can be correlated against student proficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Snts</th>
<th>Wrds</th>
<th>Lwrds</th>
<th>Nouns</th>
<th>Adj</th>
<th>Fog</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A01</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1939</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>41.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G01</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>2069</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>31.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J01</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>41.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N01</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>2065</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>22.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Gunning’s Fog Index and Information Density coefficients for texts in the Susanne Corpus

2. Pre-selected passages

A general text database is not always a suitable source for language exercises, particularly for advanced lexical exercises, e.g. differentiating frequently confused words such as early, soon. There are two reasons:

- there is no guarantee that the word has been correctly used;
- the database may not contain enough usage examples to create a worthwhile exercise.
A more appropriate source for lexical exercises is a dictionary. Here the usage coverage for every word is exhaustive and the quality of the examples is assured. However, because the examples consist almost entirely of single sentences or phrases, it is not possible to use Gunning's Fog Index or Information Density to assess difficulty. For exercises where there is an abundance of material (e.g., verb particles) other methods can be used to choose appropriate examples. One of these is based on word frequency counts, e.g., use only verbs that are in the most frequently used 1000 words, 1500 words, 2000 words and so on. The word counts may be determined either from general literature or from texts relating to the student's primary discipline: the latter will increase student motivation. (Sometimes, even in a dictionary, usage examples may be inadequate.)

Hence, the type of exercise and the preferred source for an exercise of that type both influence implementation algorithms.

Implementation of the Exercise Generation Package

Exercise generation is dynamic. Once the student has decided what linguistic skill to work on, there are four stages to the generation process:

- Determine a suitable source text
- Retrieve passages which illustrate the required linguistic feature
- Sieve the retrieved examples to leave those examples most suited to the needs of the current user.
- Generate the electronic version of the exercises.

Determining a suitable source

Initially, only two text sources, or knowledge domains, were readily available to this project. - the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (OALD) (Oxford, 1974) and the Susanne Corpus (Sampson, 1992). Consequently, it was decided simply to have a two-column table of skill against source to determine the more appropriate knowledge domain. If the source assigned is the Susanne Corpus (i.e., a continuous text source), the program uses the parameter for student competence in that skill to compute a commensurate readability grade and then selects the Susanne text that matches that grade most closely. As the number of sources available to the project increases, a more complex algorithm may be needed. A project priority is to investigate automatic parsing so that texts directly related to a student's prime discipline can be used by the exercise generator. This should increase student motivation by making exercises more directly relevant to student need.

Choosing suitable passages

Once a source has been selected, there are two main methods of retrieving appropriate examples: direct lexical search and searching for tags.

- **Direct lexical search**
  This is the more straightforward search and needs little explanation. The program searches the selected source texts for occurrences of a precise string of letters, usually a word, occasionally a word-stem. The technique can be used with tagged or untagged sources. An indexed text affords a considerable increase in speed of retrieval.

- **Searching for tags**
  Complicating use of tagged sources is that every major database uses a different tagging system. Hence, the linguistic parameters for retrieval and even the retrieval algorithm vary with source. Consequently, rather than explain algorithms in detail, it might be more generally useful to compare the two main tagging systems encountered in this project and highlight features of each that are particularly valuable in exercise selection.

- **Susanne Corpus**
  The Susanne Corpus is a 128,000 word subset of the Brown Corpus (Francis, 1989) comprising 64 files, each of more than 2000 words from four Brown genres:
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>press reportage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Belle lettres, biography, memoirs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>learned (mainly scientific and technical writing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>adventure and Western fiction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The texts in Susanne have been manually analysed and annotated in a way that gives access to both surface and logical structure. Figure 2 shows a portion of text from Susanne. The most valuable fields in Susanne for exercise extraction are the word and lemma fields for finding examples for lexical exercises; the wordtag field for finding occurrences of syntactical features and for finding discourse frameworks and, occasionally, the parse field for lexical queries. The parse field has not yet proved useful for selecting discourse passages, but structural complexity may give another measure of degree of difficulty of a text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Wordtag</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Lemma</th>
<th>Parse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G04:0010i</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>[S+.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G04:0010j</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AT</td>
<td>the</td>
<td>the</td>
<td>[Ns:s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G04:0010k</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>NN1n</td>
<td>game</td>
<td>game</td>
<td>[Ns:s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G04:0010m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>VVDv</td>
<td>ended</td>
<td>end</td>
<td>[Vd.Vd][S+][S]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G04:0010n</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>YF</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Tagged text from the Susanne Corpus

Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary

In contrast with the Susanne Corpus, the example sentences and phrases in the OALD are not parsed. Thus, it is sometimes difficult to use these examples for the automatic generation of syntactical exercises. Tagging in the OALD is primarily associated with the headword for each dictionary entry, or, where a headword has several senses, with each sense. Grammatical information is detailed and includes plurals, comparatives and superlatives. Idiomatic expressions and phrasal verbs are fully enumerated and well defined. Words and expressions that fall into specialist English registers (eg accounts, aerospace, algebra, etc) are labelled. Every verb is classified by how it can be used, e.g.

\[\text{VP18A} \quad S + \text{vt} + \text{noun/pronoun} + \text{infinitive}\]

I felt the house shake

Many of the verbs can take several patterns and these are listed together after the sense number: e.g.

\(\ldots 6A, 8, 9, 10, 18A, 19A, 24.\)

then follows the definition and then the example sentences. Unfortunately there is not an explicit link between a verb pattern and the instantiation of that pattern. Consequently, it is difficult to extract an illustrative sentence automatically.

Sieving the retrieved examples

Retrieved sentences are sieved for two purposes:

- to remove as far as possible all sentences that may lend themselves to more than one interpretation, e.g. in an exercise on pronouns it should be quite clear from the context which pronoun to use.
- to retrieve only enough examples to create an adequate exercise. Selecting sentences at random from those retrieved ensures that students will be given a different exercise every time they rehearse that linguistic skill; however, if the exercise has not already been graded for difficulty, the use of word frequency counts is preferable.

Generating the exercises

Where appropriate the retrieved examples are re-ordered. Most exercises are generated as Cloze exercises that can be completed by the student using only a pointing device, e.g. a mouse. This has the disadvantage that it only tests recognition, not recall, but it requires little manual dexterity so the student can do it quickly. The hypertext templates used are described in (Wilson, 1992). Figures 3 shows exercises on *pronouns* generated from the Susanne Corpus; figure 4 shows a specialist vocabulary exercise for a student of architecture generated from the OALD.
Complete the following sentences by choosing the correct pronouns:

They saw it before ___ did, even with my binoculars.
Occasionally, for no reason that I could see, ___ would suddenly alter the angle of their trot.
For ten minutes, ___ ran beneath the squall, raising their arms and, for the first time, shouting and capering.
___ bent down, a black cranelike figure, and put his mouth to the ground.

**Figure 3.** Part of an exercise on pronouns derived from Susanne Corpus, G04, readability grade: 7.31

Select an architectural term from the column on the left. Then, from the column on the right, select the definition that corresponds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Select architectural term from the column on the left. Then, from the column on the right, select the definition that corresponds.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>caryatid</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>coping</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>corbel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corinthian</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cornice</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Doric</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Part of a specialist vocabulary exercise on architecture from OALD

**Evaluation**

The format of the exercise is popular: students have no difficulty in using it and are generally enthusiastic. The feedback given to them is clear and they have no problem in monitoring their progress. What is not clear from the evaluation so far is to what degree there is a correlation between readability grade and exercise difficulty. For certain linguistic skills, such as use of articles, students’ ability in the skill seems not to vary with readability grade of the text. This may not matter, but it requires further investigation. Other exercises, which were difficult to classify initially, such as differentiating word pairs, (early, soon) (imply, infer) (constantly, continually) (anticipate, expect) seem to be uniformly difficult even for native speakers. However, testing is incomplete: in particular, tests involving students with more widely differing levels of ability are a priority.
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Abstract: This paper examines the disparity which often exists between what students expect of a college education and what they imagine that they have received. It proposes undergraduate involvement in the creation of hypertext and hypermedia documents as a means of synthesizing study in the core curriculum with study in fields of specialization, and provides examples from the development of "The Philadelphia Project," a hypermedia text.

The learning theory of William G. Perry, Jr. is introduced as the philosophical foundation upon which development and design of several hypertext and hypermedia projects in the School of Drama has been built.

Introduction

U.S. participants in the Viet Nam war reduced the earth's geography to two coordinate positions: "the World" -- everything outside Viet Nam -- and Nam, "the Zone." The distinction was clear cut and comforting: the World was real; the Zone was unreal. Higher education today presents a similar duality. Outside the institution is "the Real World," the place to which, after a short tour of duty in the "education zone," students will repair to spend the remainder of their lives, often embittered by the costly four years they have spent in-country, finding little to use from their experiences in the Zone.

It is easy to blame students for this situation, but the cause of this duality lies to some extent within the institution itself. The student approaches higher education with an expectation that he or she will discover interesting, relevant and, above all, useful information; useful because of its content, its coherence and its connectivity. Higher education clings tenaciously to an essentially eighteenth century model of the educated citizen, however, a model predicated upon the notion that a body of knowledge exists to which one should be exposed if one who would be called educated. This view is especially common in liberal arts programs, which insist the student become acquainted with a "core curriculum," usually made up of English literature and composition, history or philosophy, some mathematics and physical sciences, perhaps a little economics and a year of foreign language.

Information in the university data pool is overwhelming in its volume and complexity. There is no author in the hyperspace of higher education, no one who makes the links. Conspicuously absent from the core requirements of many liberal arts programs is Synthesis 101, a course to link the various disciplines studied, which perhaps could help the student find the links between changes in demographics and consumer spending, for example, or between the breakdown of monarchies in Europe and the rise of Romanticism in novels and dramatic literature.

The absence of an authoring agency in higher education is often reflected in the bewilderment of students who feel they have been forced to take courses which have no relevance to their life goals and interests. "All I ever wanted," said a young woman with whom I spoke recently, "was to be a theatre major. Instead, I wasted two years studying ocean sedimentation and calculus and other subjects I will never use again."
The Hyperzone

All of which brings me to the "hyperzone," where creating hypermedia becomes as important a learning tool as using hypermedia. Imagine a great plain, like something out of Rod Serling, littered with bundles of information. People wander aimlessly among the data bundles, picking out a bit here, a fragment there. In the center of the plain stands a portal. Pass through the portal and enter the world of Hypermedia, which promises to bring order to information bundles, to provide pathways between related bundles, to enable the pilgrim to explore new frontiers with confidence. "We cannot bring order to the other side of the portal" the inhabitants of Hypermedia tell the newcomers, "but we can show you how the bits and fragments you have acquired along the way relate to what we have here. You will have to help us, though, perhaps even retracing your steps to bring more things from the bundles you have opened on the other side of the portal."

In this model, hypermedia becomes a process, rather than a product. In the "hyperzone," activity on each side of the portal is of equal importance. Indeed, the hypermedia artifact cannot exist without input from the chaos of the liberal arts. The preparation of the hypermedia document becomes the synthesizing process so often found missing in higher education today.

At the University of Washington School of Drama's Center for Explanation, the name for which is taken from an article by Scott Kim in "The Art of Human-Computer Interface Design," (Brenda Laurel, editor, 1990) we have been conducting research for the past several years to integrate the widely scattered course work of the core curriculum into the study of theatre history. The discipline of theatre history, essentially a product of the twentieth century, has been characterized from its inception by its insularity. Until quite recently, the student of theatre history learned of actors and directors, of plays and playwrights, and of theatre buildings and theatre companies. Rarely was the theatre presented in a social, economic or political context, however. Indeed, one came away from the study of the theatre's history with the sense that this art existed in splendid isolation, free from the censorship of Oliver Cromwell, the rigors of the French Revolution and the persecutions of the McCarthy era.

Hypermedia and Theatre History

The Beginnings

In 1988, a colleague and I determined to approach the discipline from a new direction. Our plan was to involve undergraduates in the development of an open-ended hypermedia document, building the document out of student's research and scholarship.

The seed of this project had been planted over a year before, when a number of students who had taken a CADD class with me asked if there was anything they could do to hone these newly acquired skills. I proposed that they assist me in developing a tutorial on "Florimène," a seventeenth century English court entertainment, which would be used by students in beginning theatre history classes.

Working with the primary evidence from the English court in London – mostly drawings and written accounts of the extravaganza – the students found it necessary to explore seventeenth century drafting and construction conventions, and to research the politics of the court, the writing traditions of this entertainment form, and the music, clothing and court protocols as well. In short, they turned outside the discipline of theatre history to resolve problems within the discipline. Moreover, they became immersed in the processes of scholarship, finding and evaluating evidence, relating one piece of evidence to another, and determining how best to sequence and display information so that others might learn through the experience of using the "Florimène" courseware.

"Florimène" consists of fifteen short tutorials, which are accessible from each other and from an index as well. The user may move freely among the tutorials, or abandon them entirely and search out specific aspects of the entertainment through the index.
The successful development of the "Florimène" tutorial, which was produced using IBM's "Storyboard," suggested that rather than learning by using a computer application developed by someone else, students could also learn by creating an application themselves. Moreover, in the process of developing the application, students could be guided to make connections between what they had learned outside the department and what they were studying as theatre majors. Parenthetically, but of no small significance, the application developed in this process could then be used by students in other programs in the School.

William G. Perry, Jr.: A Philosophical Basis

The structure of the courseware and the enthusiastic reception of "Florimène" among the eighty students who served as the test group for the program was of special interest. Much of the computer assisted instructional (CAI) material available in 1988 was designed with a single learning style in mind, often consisting of drills, with branching and remediation. Students who learned by drawing inferences from primary source materials, or who learned by looking at numerous examples and formulating conclusions, had little material to which they could turn. Was it possible, we wondered, to create a single learning application which could serve numerous learning styles?

The research of William G. Perry, Jr. at Harvard University suggested an approach to CAI which seemed promising. Between 1954 and 1963 William Perry, who was director of the Bureau of Study Counsel, and his colleagues undertook research to discover how students learn in the college years. (Perry, "Forms of Intellectual and Ethical Development in the College Years," 1970) Perry suggested a developmental model of nine positions. At one end of a continuum is what Perry calls the "dualistic" learner, the student whose intellectual frame of reference is in terms of right and wrong answers. Challenged by ambiguity and supported by structure, the dualistic student can be moved to a new position, what Perry calls the position of early and late "multiplicity." Here the student begins to understand that not all knowledge is known, and that there are perhaps areas in human experience where answers are unknowable. Slowly, the student begins to rely upon his or her own powers of intellect, rather than upon the work of others.

Finally, students may move to what Perry calls the positions of "contextual relativism" a position in which the student must examine evidence, draw conclusions from the evidence and the circumstances in which it is found, and make moral and ethical decisions regarding how to act upon his or her conclusions.

The Philadelphia Project

Research and Development

With the experience of "Florimène" behind us, and Perry's work providing a theoretical base from which to proceed, our goals as we began work in the fall of 1988 on what came to be known as "The Philadelphia Project" were to develop a hypermedia application which would provide different learning environments for various learner types, and to use students in the development of this application, engaging them in problems that would encourage them to draw on what they had learned in the core curriculum for solutions. Owl International's "Guide" authoring software was the centerpiece for this activity. The development platform is currently an Intel 486 machine, running at 50mh, which controls a Pioneer LD-V6000 laser disk player with output to a 21 inch Panasonic video monitor.

The decision was made to focus the project on the city of Philadelphia and the Chestnut Street Theatre during the period between 1790 and 1835, an era in which I have been conducting research intermittently since 1964. Culturally, socially and politically, Philadelphia in the Federal period was fascinating. For a brief period of time it was the Federal capital, it had a rich cultural tradition, was the center of strong feelings both against and in favor of the theatre, and had a constant infusion of emigrants — escaped Blacks from the South as well as newly arrived Europeans. Moreover, the Chestnut Street Theatre was the United States' first theatre building expressly constructed for a professional company. Its company enjoyed a long and prosperous tenure in the city.
Hypermedia seemed an ideal environment in which to manage the fragmented data which survives the Chestnut Street Theatre, often only a sentence or two, a scrap of paper with a sketch, or an engraving or watercolor. Computer management of the primary evidence would permit weaving together into a coherent and accessible whole the bits and pieces which otherwise virtually defy organization and presentation.

We began with an undergraduate seminar of about fifteen students. This seminar had as its goal to explore questions of how people learn, and of how CAI materials might be developed which could accommodate various learning strategies. The first half of the seminar focused on Perry's schema. In the second half of the seminar each student developed a short tutorial which would be appropriate for a specific learner type. Special effort was taken to build in challenges which would prompt each learner type to move toward a new position. The seminar concluded with sessions in which attempts were made to modify and integrate tutorials in such a way that a single tutorial might serve several learning styles.

A second seminar saw students, many of whom had been in the earlier class, working together to develop a storyboard of ideas from which the final project would be developed. Each student was encouraged to suggest topics relating to the theatre, from which "brainstorming" sessions would begin to suggest broad links to the key topic. A student with an interest in theatrical costume design suggested "costume," for example. This led to a separation of "theatrical clothing" and "street clothing," which in turn led to questions such as where clothing came from in the early 1800's; whether the U.S. was producing its own textiles or whether these were being imported from England and the Continent; who did the styling and sewing of clothing, and how fabrics were dyed. Students who had studied economics raised questions regarding tariffs, which carried discussion to the various embargo acts which gave rise, in part, to the American Revolution. Finally, questions were raised concerning the extent to which clothing was related to social and economic class: how clothes were signifiers and what they signifies.

In another example, "stage lighting" was proposed. This prompted questions of how homes, theatres and other public buildings were illuminated during the period of the study; how gas lighting was introduced to the theatre and how gas was generated; and of what the aesthetic effects of lighting with gas versus lighting with candles and oil lamps? Another line of inquiry developed around the question of how painting techniques had changed with the introduction of gas lighting, both because the viewer could see more clearly under the new illuminant and because many pigments blackened in the presence of the sulphur in the gas. The production of illuminating gas raised questions about the chemistry of distillation; about what role coke - a byproduct of the gasification process - played in the economics of manufacture in Philadelphia, and about the sources of bituminous coal and how it was transported to the city.

Once a basic storyboard of ideas had been proposed, students selected a topic and spent the second half of the seminar doing background research. While all these topics have their origins in theatre applications - costuming, candle and gas lighting, for example - the strategy of the seminar was to turn all inquiry outward. Not only did this encourage students to consider the institution of the theatre in the broader context of its parent society, but it encouraged students to draw upon their educational experiences outside the drama curriculum in an attempt to position the theatre relative to the society it served. To draw on my earlier metaphor, students were at work in the hyperzone without yet being at work with hypermedia tools.

Preparation

Owing largely to student enthusiasm for these topics, the Chestnut Street Theatre building and clothing were chosen as pilot projects for the construction of a hypermedia document. It was clearly understood by all involved that this was an open-ended project, one which would be concluded by entropy alone. Additional topics could be added as enthusiasms arose.

The actual accumulation of data for the hypermedia text took several directions. A three dimensional CADD model of the Chestnut Street Theatre building was developed. Students working on this project had only a measured elevation of the building's facade and a plan of the first floor. Additionally, the building, which
burned to the ground in 1820, is represented by sketches on the back of an envelope and on bits of paper, and by the fragmented comments of actors and others who worked at the theatre.

Reconstructing an historical building by developing a three dimensional model such as this requires essentially the same skills and understanding of architecture, construction and engineering that would actually have been required to build the theatre in 1794. Solving the problems they encountered led students to an understanding of the aesthetics of Palladian and Georgian architecture, as well as to an understanding of eighteenth century construction practices; the economics of the tontine system, under which the building was financed; and the social and political climate of eighteenth century Philadelphia and how this affected physical arrangements in the theatre building.

Meanwhile, and this "meanwhile" lasted over eighteen months, undergraduate and graduate students were at work preparing materials for the clothing portion of the project. These preparations included the rehearsal and production of live action footage which would illustrate nineteenth century stage settings with actors in period clothing moving about, the development of tutorials which would accompany the clothing and costume pictorial data, and the production of a laser disk. Much of this effort was carried out in conjunction with staff from the Historic Clothing Collection of Seattle's Henry Art Gallery. Drama students thus had a unique opportunity to work with professionals whose expertise led them to understand clothing and costume in ways uniquely different from the understanding of the theatrical costume practitioner.

A graduate student in theatrical costuming prepared a series of costume drawings which depict the silhouette and overall characteristics of clothing in each decade from 1790 to 1850. Clothing which corresponded to these plates was selected from the Henry Art Gallery and from the School of Drama theatrical costume collections by students and staff. Tutorials based on this material were roughed out by a group of graduate and undergraduate students. The tutorials paid special attention to the style, construction and ornamental details of each garment, and a shot-list was prepared from this work for use later when the clothing was readied for photographing. Finally, prints and drawings which supported the clothing tutorials were identified.

During this research and preparation phase a doctoral candidate in the School of Art mounted an exhibit for the Henry Art Gallery which traced the development of the Kashmir shawl in the nineteenth century. This exhibit focused not only on the art of weaving illustrated by this medium, but also on the shawl as a socio-economic indicator in society. Upon hearing of "The Philadelphia Project," the curator of the exhibit not only offered the opportunity to photograph the exhibit for the laser disk, but agreed to write a tutorial as well.

The involvement with the shawl exhibit led to a surprise offer by a clothing historian whose specialization was shoes. He developed a pictorial database of period shoes for inclusion on the laser disk, as well as a tutorial based on this material.

In 1992, nearly a thousand images were recorded to video tape in preparation for producing the laser disk. These included over-views and close-ups of each garment, shawl and print so that, in effect, a viewer may examine every detail of the piece as though it were in hand. Additionally, full-motion sequences show what appear to be actors on the nineteenth century stage. In reality, these sequences consist of actors from the School, in period costume, chroma-keyed into the settings of a three foot by four foot toy theatre. Undergraduate students were involved throughout with the decision-making process which led to the video disk, with the video shoots and with editing the master tape. With this data now available to them, both the Chestnut Street Theatre building team and the students working on the clothing database were ready to pass through the portal into the computer managed portion of the hyperzone.

Construction of the Hypermedia Document

Since there is no closure, no urgency to create a finished product to be hurried off to market, design in "The Philadelphia Project" has been evolutionary rather than prefigured. The underlying principles which have informed choices in design have been those of William Perry.
The project has been shaped so that users in need of structure may explore the entire database through tutorials. Expert users may choose to move through the database making use of indexes and search-and-browse structures, ignoring the tutorials entirely. The user in the middle ground might choose to begin in a tutorial on seating in the theatre auditorium, move out to explore the index to the shawl collection and women's dress in 1830, become lost in this rich visual environment and turn back to the tutorial for help.

Student developers are strongly encouraged to experiment: there are no mistakes, only choices that don't work as well as others might. Nowhere is this to be seen more than in interface design. The "look and feel" of this project has evolved over time, driven by the materials which are constantly being added to the project, by student's changing understanding of relationships within the database, and often by intense debate over how to structure links.

The problem of integrating the 3D model of the theatre building into "The Philadelphia Project" illustrates the typical evolution of an interface. Ideally, the model would be presented so that it could be rotated in real time, with every room in the building buttoned. The viewer would merely stop the rotation, click, and examine the history, uses and artifacts of the selected space. Failing this, the model might be kept in 3D CADD, so that it could be rotated easily for viewing.

Software and budgetary considerations do not permit either of these solutions, so students developed a series of bitmap drawings from the model, created an index, and linked the index to the drawings. This solution had the weakness of leaving the various parts of the building dissociated from each other. Although links in the drawings associated each graphic with other parts of the database, this was essentially a flat solution to a dimensional problem.

Anticipating difficulties in transferring a 3D vector drawing to a 2D bitmapped world, the CADD model was designed so that each wall and floor is on a separate layer. It is therefore possible to display the model from any rotation, removing walls and floors which are in the way. Thus, it was possible to create a kind of cell animation, or mosaic of views so that, in effect, a person can do a "walk through" or "fly around" of any portion of the building. After experimentation with "Guide," a solution was developed which places numerous drawings together on the screen. Each drawing is in a separate borderless window and all windows on the screen are simultaneously active. Careful placement of windows on the screen permits comparisons of various views. Buttons abound in each picture. Some buttons link to close-up details of the drawing, while others bring prints and drawings to the video monitor, or provide the user access to tutorials and indexes in which the user may find associated data.

The most important lesson to emerge from this experiment has been to understand the necessity for leaving loosely defined the shape of the hypermedia artifact. In architecture, form follows function. In the hyperzone, form follows problem solving and the discoveries which result from students synthesizing information into knowledge and knowledge into understanding.

"The Philadelphia Project" continues, changing shape each academic term as new students become involved. It is probably safe to conclude that few students who work on the project realize they are working in what I have referred to as the hyperzone. Students approach the idea of creating a hypermedia text warily if the idea is presented head on. It seems too daunting a task. But confront them with a problem, challenge them to organize complex data in such a way that it is responsive to this problem, and the hypermedia environment becomes a safe haven, a place where organization and synthesis seem to take place effortlessly, a place from which sorties may be made out of the comfort and safety of the major discipline and back into the intellectually challenging chaos of the liberal education.
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Abstract: This paper describes a hypertext application to assist with the design and study of courses by using a software implementation of a relational glossary. It is based on the established view that topics are made up of related concepts and that their relationships can be captured in a relational glossary. An entry in a relational glossary contains one concept as a grammatical subject, together with explanations for this concept consisting of grammatical predicates involving other concepts. These set the concept into the context created by other related concepts. The tool is a HyperCard stack with a well designed interface to enable the production and interrogation of the stack. The relational glossary can be used by course designers to check the relationships between the concepts covered in a course and by students to check that they have understood particular concepts and the relationships between them. In addition, when students become stuck, they can use the glossary to get themselves moving again.

Background

The Open University (OU) is the United Kingdom's university for distance learning. It also offers its programmes of study throughout continental Europe. In 1992 there were 136 courses in the OU's undergraduate programme and in this academic year over 126000 students have registered to study with the university. The degree programme is modular and there are relatively few constraints on how students can mix courses and subject areas.

The distance mode in which the Open University operates has a significant impact on its syllabi and its pedagogy. OU students are taught using correspondence texts, broadcast television and radio, and video and audio cassette programmes. The first of these is the main pedagogic vehicle. The relative isolation of students from their peers and tutors is important; there are no 'lab' sessions to help students, and so careful syllabus design is vital. It is also imperative that students develop independent learning skills and be provided with the means to use these skills. Therefore, in this section we set the context which has motivated us to design a computerized version of an artefact which assists syllabus design and student-centred learning.

The average age of students is 34 (mainly in the 25–45 age group) and the vast majority remain in employment throughout their studies. This makes courses that can be considered vocational very attractive to OU students; however, study is part-time and demanding. Computing courses are particularly popular for their vocational potential; the Computing Department's courses are much in demand, with over 2500 students per year taking the introductory undergraduate course alone, despite it requiring at least 400 hours of study over ten months. We have just begun the development of a new introductory course and this is the primary motivation for the work reported herein.

The current introductory course covers many topics in programming, software engineering, software systems, structured analysis and design, and the social impact of computing. Because of its level, certain assumptions are made about the ability (the self-sufficiency) of students. To some extent this has meant that the authors of the course were able to avoid some teaching of elementary study skills; however, changing regulations and governmental demands means that, increasingly, too many students do not have such skills. Furthermore, as is usual with OU courses, the introductory course for computing has no prerequisite and attracts students who have substantially different requirements of the course. For many it is the first of a number of computing courses which will build a computing profile for their degree. For others the course is a diversion...
from arts, the pure sciences or social sciences; in other words it may be used as an appreciation course. The consequence of this mix and the variable level of study skills is that any replacement must be accessible to a wide diversity of students following different academic careers. These interacting factors mean that the new course will have to provide greater assistance to students to enable them actively to explore the course syllabus, whether it be to take remedial action or to deepen their knowledge.

Relational Glossaries

One device which can be used to enable students to explore the syllabus to deepen their knowledge or take remedial action is a relational glossary – a glossary which defines the concepts in a topic in such a way as to make the relationships among all the concepts very clear (Zimmer, 1984). Before discussing how we might create such a glossary, we give three operational definitions as specified by Zimmer:

- A topic is defined as 'an agglomeration of concepts that are meant to be inherently interconnected.'
- A concept is 'anything that can be named as a noun.'
- An explanation is 'one or more sentences in which the name of the concept being explained appears as the grammatical subject.'

In addition, the relational structure of a topic must be represented in a way that is 'capable of displaying the three properties of uniqueness, completeness and connectivity' (cf. Pask, 1975):

- **Uniqueness:** Once one has named a concept in the topic, one never gives it another name and one never uses its name for any other concept in the topic.
- **Completeness:** One can explain any named concept in the topic in terms of other named concepts in the topic without recourse to concepts outside the topic (except for those in the everyday language of the learner).
- **Connectivity:** A thorough explanation of any concept in the topic presents several aspects of its meaning in terms of several other concepts in the topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERM</th>
<th>RELATIONSHIPS</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>SECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNCHRONISED CLOCKS at rest in any particular inertial frame of reference</td>
<td>can be thought of as all running at the same rate and reading the same instant in time no matter where they are. That is, they would all appear to read exactly the same instant in time for a hypothetical, non-physical being ... They are therefore exactly the same in concept both in Newtonian mechanics and in Einstein’s special theory of relativity, provided that one thinks about them only within a single chosen inertial frame of reference.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Einstein’s special theory of relativity, will not appear to be synchronized ... (See the relativity of simultaneity.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Newtonian mechanics, are assumed to appear synchronized regardless of the frame of reference from which they are observed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Einstein’s special theory of relativity, are embodied in a space-time diagram by the very existence of an x-axis or an x’-axis, ...</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can be set up, in Einstein’s special theory of relativity, by a simple procedure which allows for the finite speed of light ...</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A TEST CHARGE</td>
<td>is a particle bearing a known small charge (usually called charge q) which is used to measure the electric field at a point in space-time. (The charge on it must be small so that its effects on the charge distributions or current distributions that give rise to the fields being measured can be considered negligible.)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The THRESHOLD ENERGY for a reaction</td>
<td>is the minimum energy required to start the reaction. This energy is usually supplied by the relativistic energy of an incoming particle.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: An extract from a paper-based relational glossary

Copyright © 1979 The Open University. Reproduced with permission.
In Figure 1 we give, as an example, an extract taken from an Open University course in physics (S354, 1980). In this example, each term which appears in bold print can itself be looked up in the glossary.

Such a glossary can be used by students for exploration, revision and review. All that they need to do is to browse it and follow its rich cross-referencing.

More importantly, they also can use it to get 'unstuck' when – inevitably – they get stuck from time to time while learning from the main course text. All that they need to do is to write down the question to which they need an answer in order to get moving again – and then look up in the glossary the concepts which appear in their question. Provided that the glossary has been constructed with proper uniqueness, completeness and connectivity, the explanation needed will appear immediately or else through tracing of cross-referenced terms.

Students are not the only ones to benefit from a relational glossary. While they benefit from its completed form, the very act of constructing it can be of huge benefit to teachers when designing a course – particularly where the subject matter is complex (Zimmer, 1984) and awash with jargon, as in computing. For the educator, a relational glossary encapsulates the set of topics to be covered by a course although it does not order them according to some pedagogy. Indeed, any ordering is determined by the contents of the glossary. While this benefit has been recognized, there has been a reluctance to invest in the time and effort needed to create comprehensive relational glossaries; pressure to 'get writing' often precludes their use during syllabus design.

We conjectured that a computer-based relational glossary would encourage academics to use it as an experimental tool and that it could become an effective computer-based learning tool for students. Desire for such a tool has been expressed in other parts of the OU as well (Clark, 1989). We are in the process of testing these views.

**Student Use of a Computerized Relational Glossary**

A paper relational glossary can be of use to both course developers and to students, but a computerized relational glossary potentially even more useful. Firstly, a teacher can use it to record the specification of a course syllabus and to check it automatically for coherence. Secondly, with appropriate support, a teacher can experiment with and design syllabi based on recorded concepts. A prototype system has therefore been developed based on HyperCard; for the introductory software development course, a production-quality system will be written using the prototype as an oracle. In this section we describe the prototype as it might be used by a student. In the next section the computer-based system is described in terms of creating the glossary. For brevity we do not describe how a user is determined to be a student or a teacher.

The structure of the information held is a straightforward organization consisting of an unordered sequence of triples containing the *concept name*, a concise *explanation* of the concept, and an unordered list of *related concepts*. Hyperlinks may be established between concepts referenced in an explanation and the descriptions of those concepts, and between related concepts and their descriptions.

It should be noted that this structure is 'looser' than the structure shown in Figure 1: for the purpose of creating our prototype, we have gone for ease of construction in preference to clarity of access. Once the system is working well, the more exacting format shown in Figure 1 can be introduced.

The HyperCard prototype consists of a 'stack' of cards containing corresponding fields as shown in Figure 2, which shows a card from a computerized glossary called 'M206 Glossary'. The concept (or term) to be described is shown in a banner heading style; in Figure 2 it is *Computer System*. The explanation is given in the below (beginning *This is the sum total...*). A list of related concepts may be shown in a narrow field below the explanation (see Figure 3); these are terms not needed in a concise explanation of computer system, but should be explored for a full understanding. These related topics are only shown to to a student on request, by clicking the *Show Related Concepts* button shown in the figure.

The explanation of computer system contains references to three other concepts; these are operating system, software system and system. Clicking on any of these will transfer the user to the appropriate card containing the description of the reference term. For example, clicking on software system moves to the card shown in Figure 3.

Normally, the text in the glossary fields cannot be modified; however, a panel of buttons for editing them and for reading from text files or other glossaries can be used using a *Show Control Panel* button. This button is not shown in Figure 2 as students would not usually see this button; it is only available to users who are teachers. In addition to the glossary fields, a typical card contains a field (on the right) where a trace of browsed terms is maintained. The empty trace in Figure 2 indicates that no concept was browsed before Computer System. In the prototype, the introductory card of a glossary, though of the same general structure, is used differently from the rest. It is used as a general information card and contains additional fields and extra operations, provided by buttons (these are mostly for use of the author of the glossary as described in the next
section). An example from the glossary being used to develop a new syllabus is shown in Figure 4. There, general information is given in the largest field, as shown.

**Figure 2: Typical card from computerized relational glossary**

**Figure 3: Navigating a network of concepts**

Note that the right hand field in the information card is an alphabetically ordered index to all the concepts held in the glossary. A term can be found by scrolling through the list (or using a built-in 'find' command) and the user can move directly to its explanation by clicking on the term.
The buttons immediately under the large explanation field (shown by the general document icon and \TeX) are for producing reports of the glossary according to parameters which may be set via the control panel mentioned earlier. The first generates a plain text description of all concepts, their explanations and related concepts; the text can be copied for pasting to another application or written to a text file. The second generates a \LaTeX document (Lamport, 1986). The purpose of this is not just to produce an elegantly typeset document but to produce comprehensive cross references from explanations and related concepts and to produce various types of index.

**Syllabus Design Using a Computerized Relational Glossary**

The prototype has several facilities for experimenting with and designing a syllabus. Although a relational glossary is inherently unordered with a topic structure being like a well-woven string-bag which can be picked up and hung from almost any node, it is helpful to be able to order the concepts in some way. This facility and others are available from the Glossary Information card. The card now has a Try Structure button which, if clicked, reveals a field with a shadow style for recording concepts to be included and for ordering concepts. Also, the button changes to become the Hide Structure button at the bottom right of Figure 4. Using this field the syllabus designer can explore a two-level structure consisting of headings (prefixed by a bullet character) and concept names. Figure 4 shows an example of this structure in the larger field on the left. It may be edited in the usual way, so text may be selected and copied/cut and pasted. Concept names may also be copied into the structure by clicking on the index field on the right. In addition, the headings may be numbered (as in Figure 5) and the numbers recalculated or removed as desired using the (Re)Number button.

The report generation buttons operate somewhat differently when a structure is being developed; the user is given the option to report only on the headings, or headings and concepts.

When designing a syllabus it is often necessary to concentrate on the headings under which concepts are grouped to make a topic. The Headings Only button is therefore provided for use with the structure field; as the name suggests, it removes the detail of the concepts, leaving only a visual indication that concepts have been included under a heading. Figure 5 shows an unnumbered, elided version of the structure in Figure 4. The Headings Only button is replaced by an Show All button for restoring full details.

Another facility for the author of a glossary is an operation to check what concepts have not yet been entered in a glossary. The Check Entries button (top right, Figure 4) produces a report on the screen on topics not defined. Entries for these missing concepts may then be created automatically either en bloc or singly by clicking on the name of the missing concept. (This facility is also available for creating concepts enumerated in a structure such as that in Figure 4.)
While using our prototype in the ongoing design of the new course we, as educators, have been confronted with the uncomfortable fact that we tend to introduce too many concepts early in our courses and that we often do not make good use of the concepts we have previously described. This experience supports anecdotal evidence that students find the early part of the existing course too onerous. It also shows that construction of a relational glossary during syllabus design may expose the tendency of experts to assume too much of the novice.

Conclusion

We have described a need for a computerized relational glossary for syllabus design and student-centred study and have outlined a novel tool to implement this notion.

A relational glossary can help students to revise and review and get unstuck while learning. The act of constructing it can help teachers to produce course materials of much greater conceptual clarity, whether working alone or in teams. The problem is that proper construction of a relational glossary takes time and effort. Computer software to prompt and facilitate its construction can make the process much more attractive.

The software is still in a prototype stage, but it is being used to design a syllabus for the OU's new introductory computing course. The glossary facilities have already been tested by reproducing part of an existing paper glossary of a programming language standard (ISO, 1992). The syllabus design facilities were tested by analysing and inputting to a glossary material from an existing computing course. As part of normal quality assurance process the production-quality version of the computerized glossary will be tested and evaluated by students before it is used by their peers.

We have also found that using a hypertext system for creating teaching material has indeed many of the benefits expounded by others (Thimbleby, 1992).
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Abstract: The research in the area of Knowledge-Based Tutoring System (KBTS), or Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS), has great importance for computer applications in education and training. The objective of this research is to develop a framework upon which effective KBTSs can be built. We have developed SQL-TUTOR, a KBTS for the domain of SQL programming, which adopts a new architecture called curriculum oriented in the sense that both domain knowledge base and student model are built based on the course curriculum. The course curriculum is represented by a curriculum graph, which incorporates the knowledge about the goal structure of a course, multiple viewpoints of a goal, and prerequisite relations among different goals. This new architecture has such features as i) explicit curriculum knowledge representation; ii) multiple teaching sequences; iii) multiple viewpoints of a teaching goal; and iv) overall skill training to a student.

Introduction

The goal of KBTS research is to build instructional programs that incorporate well-prepared course material in lessons that are optimized for each student. In a KBTS, course material is represented independently of teaching procedures, so that problems and remedial comments can be generated differently for each student. Such a system can offer instructions in a manner that is sensitive to the student's strength, weakness, preferred style of learning and provide individualized tutoring. In the design of SQL-TUTOR, we have adopted an architecture based on layered curriculum to organize system components [Chan, 1992, Lesgold, 1987]. The idea is to capture a teacher's knowledge of the curriculum at the first place and make this knowledge explicit to the system. We believe that this architecture strongly supports the perspective that views a KBTS as a knowledge communication system [Wenger 1987]. Figure 1 shows the components in our system.

In this architecture, the knowledge in a KBTS is decomposed into four components and stored in Curriculum Knowledge Base (CKB), Domain Knowledge Base (DKB), Pedagogical Knowledge Base (PKB), and Student Model (SM). Another component in SQL-TUTOR is the Communication Agent (CA), which controls the interactions between SQL-TUTOR and a student. It consists of five modules: i) selecting module - selects a new topic for the student to study; ii) presenting module - choses the piece of the text to be presented and display it to the student; iii) answering module - reads and answers
the student's questions; vi) evaluating module - evaluates the student's performance; and v) remedying module - finds a remedical decision and applying it. In the following sections, we will discuss the design of the CKB in detail.

Content Tree and Simple Curriculum Graph

Suppose you are working on editing a textbook. How would you like to organize the subject materials that you are going to teach your students? Most people will organize them by chapters, sections and subsections, and use a contents table to list their titles. This is, in fact, a decomposing process. A book is decomposed into chapters, a chapter into sections, and a section into subsections. From a content table, a student can know the structure of the book: chapters, sections, subsections, and their relations. Thus a content table conveys some kind of meta-knowledge, the knowledge about the subject matters. We call this type of knowledge curriculum knowledge.

Because it determines the selection and sequencing of topics in a course, a KBTS must formulate a representation of curriculum knowledge. As we switch from the educational perspective that we have just used in our discussion to KBTS perspective, two changes are noteworthy: i) The subject materials are the target knowledge that a KBTS tries to impart to a student and is represented by the domain knowledge in the system. ii) decomposing subject materials is exactly a subgoaling process on the domain knowledge, and the resulting goal-subgoal tree corresponds to the content table. We call this tree a content tree. The goal associated with the root of a content tree is the topic of the book (e.g. teaching SQL). At the next level are a list subgoals, which are the topics of each chapters (e.g. introducing SQL). The goals of each chapter in turn are split into subgoals, which are the topics of each sections (e.g. teaching SQL concepts), and so on. The subgoaling process terminates at some lower level when the domain knowledge has been split into such simple sections that they could be taught to the student completely as one unit. So a leaf of such a tree is also called a unit. To summarize, we have the following two definitions.

Definition 1 The knowledge about the domain knowledge in a KBTS is called curriculum knowledge.[1]

Definition 2 A content tree for a course is a tree with the following features: i) each node is associated with a teaching goal (topic); ii) the goal associated the children of a node is its subgoals (or in another word, the goal at a node consists of a list of subgoals).[1]

Figure 2 shows a content table and its corresponding content tree. A node in a content tree is called a goal node, or simply a g-node. An edge in a content tree is called a goal edge, or simply a g-edge. A content tree is denoted by CT=(G, GE, R), where G is the set of g-nodes, GE is the set of g-edges, and R is the root of the tree.

![Content Table and Content Tree](image)

Figure 2: A content table and its corresponding content tree

Although simple, the content tree generated by the subgoaling is just a rough representation of curriculum knowledge in a teacher's mind. It suffers from two major weaknesses:
- **single sequence restriction**: the structure of the course is fixed, and there is only one sequence to go over the whole course. This restriction has the pedagogical meaning that a student can only follow one sequence to study the domain subjects and this sequence contains all the topics of the course. That is, a student has to study all the chapters and all the sections in a chapter in a predefined order to finish the course. Since generally there are several suggested ways to go through those topics of a course (some of them are required for all students, some of them are only appropriate for advanced studies, and some of them are only for readers with special interests), it is more desirable to organize them in such a way that the course could be easily tailored according to individual requirements of each student.

- **single viewpoint restriction**: each teaching goal is represented by only one perspective. This restriction allows the student to study the subject only in one perspective. Because things are not always so simple, a teacher might find that, depending on the different pedagogical purposes, there are different viewpoints on the instruction he wants to present. For example, there are three different viewpoints on the data objects managed by a DBMS: i) from the theory of relational database; ii) from relational algebra; ii) from file management system. Thus we have three sets of terminologies, \{relation, tuple, attribute\}, \{table, row, column\}, \{file, record, field\}, which refer to the same concepts.

In order to lift the first restriction, the knowledge about the prerequisite relations between the pieces of the domain knowledge can be added to a content tree.

**Definition 3** Let \(CT = (G, GE, R)\) be a content tree and \(l_1, l_2 \in G\) be two leaves. Leaf \(l_2\) is said to be dependent on leaf \(l_1\), denoted by \(dp(l_1, l_2)\), if the goal at \(l_1\) is a part of the background for teaching the goal at \(l_2\).

**Definition 4** Let \(CT = (G, GE, R)\) be a content tree and two distinguished nodes \(n_1, n_2\) be siblings. Node \(n_1\) is a prerequisite of node \(n_2\), denoted by \(pr(n_1, n_2)\), if either \(dp(n_1, n_2)\), or there exist two leaves \(l_1\) and \(l_2\) such that: i) \(pr(l_1, l_2)\); ii) \(l_1\) is a successor of \(n_1\), and iii) \(l_2\) is a successor of \(n_2\).

The prerequisite relation is the most important one among the topics of a course. It can be used to generate or check valid teaching sequences for a course in which a topic can be presented only if all of its prerequisites have been presented. It can also provide useful information to help the system to identify a student's missing conceptions or misconceptions in a diagnosing process. The prerequisite relation has the following properties: i) **irreflexivity**: for all nodes \(n\) in a \(CT\), \(pr(n, n)\) is false; ii) **transitivity**: for all nodes \(n_1, n_2, n_3\) in a \(CT\), if \(pr(n_1, n_2)\) and \(pr(n_2, n_3)\), then \(pr(n_1, n_3)\); In other words, it is a partial relation over the topics of a course.

**Definition 5** Let \(CG = (G, GE, P)\) be a content tree and \(n_1, n_2 \in G\) be two nodes. \(pr(n_1, n_2)\) is primitive if there does not exist a node \(n_x \in G\) such that both \(pr(n_1, n_x)\) and \(pr(n_x, n_2)\) are true.

If we add prerequisite information to a \(CT\), the result is a lattice called simple curriculum graph, or \(SCG\). In a simple curriculum graph, there is a directed edge from node \(n_2\) to node \(n_1\) if and only if \(pr(n_1, n_2)\) and it is primitive. Such an edge is called a prerequisite edge, or simply a \(p\)-edge.

**Definition 6** A simple curriculum graph is a four-tuple \(SCG = (G, GE, P, R)\), where \(G\) is the set of goal nodes; \(GE\) is the set of goal edges; \(P\) is the set of prerequisite edges; \(R\) is the start node.

When selecting a new topic for the student, the system can select any topic as long as the following constraint is satisfied: if \(pr(n_1, n_2)\), then the presenting of \(n_2\) must follow the presenting of \(n_1\). Since this procedure is nondeterministic, the system can generate multiple teaching sequences.

### Curriculum Graph

Sometimes, there are several valid ways to decomposed a goal into a list of subgoals. The different decompositions view the same goal from different perspectives. So, from any specific point of view, there are clear pathways that determine the sequencing of instruction, though of course there are other alternative sequences to approach the same goal. There may be psychological emotions which result in individual differences in aptitude or preference for different viewpoints.

As an example of multiple effective perspectives to view a teaching goal, consider the decomposition of **SELECT** clause of **SELECT** statement of SQL language. We can partition this goal according to
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the types of the data objects they applied to, resulting in two subgoals SINGLE-COLUMN-RETRIEVAL, MULTIPLE-COLUMN-RETRIEVAL; or partition them into those that have or have no qualifiers, resulting in UNQUALIFIED-RETRIEVAL, QUALIFIED-RETRIEVAL. If we incorporate this feature of multiple viewpoints to a simple curriculum graph, the result is a curriculum graph, or simply CG. In such a graph, the children of a node may represent the multiple viewpoints about the teaching goal of the node. We call this type of node a multiple viewpoints node, or simply a m-node, and an edge connecting a m-node and its children a multiple viewpoints edge, or simply a m-edge.

Definition 7 A Curriculum Graph is a six-tuple \( CG=(G, M, GE, ME, P, R) \), where \( G \) is the set of goal nodes; \( M \) is the set of multiple viewpoints nodes; \( GE \) is the set of goal edges; \( ME \) is the set of multiple viewpoint edges; \( P \) is the set of prerequisite edges; \( R \) is the start node.[J

Figure 3 is a curriculum graph evolved from the content tree shown in Figure 2, where Data Retrieval a m-node with two viewpoints: based on data objects (DBR) and based on qualification (QBR). Both of them are g-nodes.

Figure 3: A Curriculum Graph

A r-node or m-node is also called a regular nodes, or simply r-nodes. A g-edge or m-edge is called a regular edge, or simply a r-edge. A node \( m \) is a regular ancestor (successor) of another node \( n \) in a \( CG \) if they are connected by a series of regular edges. In the curriculum graph of Figure 3, the regular ancestor of SCUS include these node: An Introduction of SQL, Data Retrieval, RBOD, RBOQ, SCR, UR. What is noteworthy is that the decompositions of the multiple viewpoints of a m-node should always produce the same set of nodes at some lower level. We call this set of nodes the base of the goal. As shown in Figure 3, the base of Data Retrieval consists of four nodes SCUR (Single Column Unqualified retrieval), MCUR (Multiple Column Unqualified retrieval), SCQR (Single Column Qualified Retrieval), and MCQR (Multiple Column Qualified Retrieval). Nodes in a base are not necessarily units. Some or all of them can be interior nodes. The following is the formal definition of a base.

Definition 8 Let \( CG=(G, M, GE, ME, P, R) \) be a curriculum graph, and \( N_1 = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k\} \) be a set of leaves. A study graph of \( N_1 \) is a connected subgraph of \( CG \) with start node \( R \) and tipnodes \( n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k \). It is well defined if for any nodes \( n_i, n_j \) if \( pr(n_i, n_j) \) and \( n_j \in N_1 \), then \( n_i \in N_1 \).[J

Generally speaking, for a set of given nodes \( N_1 \), there are several study graphs, and we denote them by \( sg(CG, N_1) \). Obviously, the curriculum graph itself is the maximum well defined study graph of its leaves.

Study Graph and its Properties

Definition 9 Let \( CG=(G, M, GE, ME, P, R) \) be a curriculum graph, and \( N_1 = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k\} \) be a set of leaves. A study graph of \( N_1 \) is a connected subgraph of \( CG \) with start node \( R \) and tipnodes \( n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k \). It is well defined if for any nodes \( n_i, n_j \) if \( pr(n_i, n_j) \) and \( n_j \in N_1 \), then \( n_i \in N_1 \).[J

Generally speaking, for a set of given nodes \( N_1 \), there are several study graphs, and we denote them by \( sg(CG, N_1) \). Obviously, the curriculum graph itself is the maximum well defined study graph of its leaves.
Definition 10 Let \( CG=(G, M, GE, ME, P, R) \) be a curriculum graph and \( l \in G \) be a leaf. The \( a\)-closure of \( l \) in \( CG \), denoted by \( a^*(CG, l) \), is the set of prerequisite nodes of \( l \), or \( a^*(CG, l) = \{ m|pr(m, l), m \in G \} \). The \( s\)-closure of \( l \) in \( CG \), denoted by \( s^*(CG, l) \), is the set of nodes which take \( n \) as their prerequisite, or \( s^*(CG, l) = \{ m|pr(l, m), m \in G \} \).

Definition 11 Let \( CG=(G, M, GE, ME, P, R) \) be a curriculum graph and \( n \in G \) be a node. The \textit{learning graph} of \( n \) with respect to \( CG \), denoted by \( lg(CG, n) \), is defined as:

i) if \( n \in G \) is a leaf, then its learning graph is the maximum study graph of its \( a\)-closure, or \( lg(CG, n) = sg(CG, a^*(CG, n)) \);

ii) if \( n \in (G \cup M) \) is not a leaf, then its learning graph is the maximum study graph of the union of the \( a\)-closures of those leaves which are the regular successors of \( n \), or \( lg(CG, n) = sg(CG \cup a^*(CG, l)) \), where, \( l \) is a leaf and regular successor of \( n \).

In Figure 4, part (a) and (b) are two study graphs for \{UMR\} and \{UMR, QSR\} of the curriculum graph shown in Figure 3. Part (c) and (d) are the learning graphs of leaf QMR and interior node SR, respectively.
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**Theorem 1** A learning graph is always a well defined study graph.

**Proof** This is obvious from the definition, because for any leaf of a learning graph, all of its prerequisites are also there.

Given a curriculum graph \( CG \) and a m-node of \( CG \), if we only focus on one viewpoint and discard all others, do we still have a well defined curriculum? For the same graph, if we remove some node from it, how can we keep the remaining part well defined? The following theorems will answer these questions.

**Theorem 2** If \( CG=(G, M, GE, ME, P, R) \) is a curriculum graph, \( m \in M \) is a m-node, and \( n_1 \in (M \cup G) \) is a child of \( m \), then if we remove all the nodes which are regular successors of \( n_1 \), but not regular successors of \( n_1 \), from \( CG \), the result is still a well defined study graph.

**Proof** Omitted.

**Theorem 3** If \( CG=(G, M, GE, ME, P, R) \) is a curriculum graph, \( L \) is the set of its leaves, and \( n \in L \) is a leaf, then \( sg(CG, L - \{n\} \cup s^*(CG, n)) \) is a set of well defined study graphs.

**Proof** Omitted.

**Corollary 1** If \( CG=(G, M, GE, ME, P, R) \) is a curriculum graph, \( L \) is the set of leaves, and \( N_k = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k\} \subseteq L \) is a subset of leaves, then \( sg(CG, L - \{N_k \cup s^*(CG, n_1) \cup \ldots \cup s^*(CG, n_k)) \) is a set of well defined study graphs.

**Proof** Omitted.
Definition 12 Let $CG=(G,M,GE,ME,P,R)$ be a curriculum graph and $n \in (G \cup M)$ be a node. $n$ is monous if all of its regular ancestors are g-nodes. $n$ is single parent if it only has one regular incoming edge.

Theorem 4 If $CG=(G,M,GE,ME,P,R)$ is a curriculum graph and $n \in (G \cup M)$ is a non-monous interior node, then the removal of $n$ and all its single parent successors from $CG$ results in a well defined study graph.

Proof Omitted.

An Object-Oriented Implementation

We have implemented a curriculum management system called CM (Curriculum Manager) by Common Lisp Object System (CLOS)[Keene, 1989]. Four types of classes have been defined in CM: node: the foundation of all nodes in a curriculum graph; goal-node: whose instances are g-nodes; multi-view-node: whose instances are m-nodes; unit: whose instances are units.

The system interface to a student is defined by a group of system commands: display, focus, study, not-study, and skip. These commands provide tools for users to construct course curriculum according to their individual requirements before the selecting period. The purpose of focus is to allow a student to focus on one view point while ignoring others on a goal. A student can use study to select the specific topic he wants to study. The result is a new curriculum graph (study graph) with all the prerequisite nodes remained in positions but unrelated topics removed. On the other hand, he can use not-study to exclude whatever optional topic he is not interested in, while keeping the remaining curriculum well defined (in the sense that the result is a well defined study graph). The last operator is skip, is used to allow students to skip any part of a course. It differs from not-study in that the resulting study graph is not necessarily well defined. When students do not want to study some topic (because they have already mastered it), they can use skip to skip it; on the other hand, even if the students have not mastered some topic, they still can get rid of it by not-study (one possible reason is they have no interest in it).

In comparison with the existing KBTSs, our system has the following three major advantages:

- The curriculum knowledge about a course is represented explicitly in the system and the CKB is built up based on a theory of curriculum knowledge representation;
- The structure of a course could be tailored and multiple curriculum could be generated according to the special interests from students, thus each student can chose an individualized course from one system;
- Student can study the same part of the domain knowledge from different conceptual perspectives, and combined with the above feature, this offers well-prepared course material in lessons that are optimized for each student.
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Learning to program involves a complex range of abilities in the design, coding, and testing of software. Students have to acquire skills in expressing solutions in a programming language, visualising the run time behaviour of their programs, and constructing tests of correctness. Increasingly, for many institutions, these skills have to be taught to large numbers of students from a wide diversity of backgrounds. A number of sophisticated learning environments have been developed to meet this teaching and learning challenge. These approaches differ in their emphasis on pedagogical approach and the areas of programming skill covered. Some of the systems are in mainstream use by thousands of students. Others represent advanced hypermedia prototypes. In this panel we will review what has been achieved in the use of hypermedia for the teaching and learning of programming and consider the design features of the next generation of hypermedia-based systems for programming education.

The panel members will describe their experience in designing a variety of hypermedia or hypermodal learning environments for programming. The DESIGN TOOL (University of Texas) and the CLEM and Braque systems (Manchester Metropolitan University) provide advanced interactive environments for learning design and implementation skills. The Genie systems (Carnegie Mellon University) provide sophisticated support for multiple program views and an integrated visual debugger to support hypermedia literate programming. The ISIS-Tutor (ICSTI Moscow) aims to link ITS and hypermedia components to provide adaptive guidance for the learner. The problems of developing hypermedia learning environments for large distance learning communities are being tackled at the Open University in England.

Based on their extensive experience the panel members will discuss the use of hypermedia features to support various aspects of the programming process. These include:

- the learning of abstract design skills
- learning language syntax and semantics
- support for program comprehension, visualisation and testing

I will raise a number of points based on experience with the CLEM and Braque systems. The main issues are:

1. the need for a coherent base in the psychology of learning and problem solving for the design principles which guide the construction of such systems. The psychology of natural language development has proved to be a particular rich source of insights;

2. how to maintain coherence in very large learning environments used by a wide variety of learners;

3. the role of empirical feedback on systems, based on use in real learning contexts, for both formative and summative evaluation;

4. the potential for the integration of design ideas and tools developed at different international centres.

The problems and proposed solutions discussed by the panel should be of interest to those involved in using hypermedia to support the learning of complex, structured skills.
Integrating Intelligence and Hypermedia in the Teaching and Learning of Programming

PETER BRUSILOVSKY
International Centre for Scientific and Technical Information
Kuusinen Str. 21b, Moscow 125252, Russia

I will discuss our experience of designing a hypermedia component in an intelligent learning environment (ILE) for programming. An important feature of any ILE is the use of knowledge about the domain and the student. In our ITEM/IP and ISIS-Tutor environments we represent the domain knowledge in the form of a network of programming concepts and constructs. This network reflects the structure of the domain and is used as the basis for both the overlay student model and the hypermedia network, which represents all teaching material: explanations, examples, tests and problems.

One of the main goals of our ITEM/IP and ISIS-Tutor projects was to investigate the ways in which hypermedia components can be integrated with an educational programming environment and an intelligent tutoring system for programming. I will discuss the following three aspects of our approach:

1. Support of multiple navigation paths between hypernodes of different kinds.

Each of programming concepts or constructs has a hypernode as external representation. Each teaching operation of any kind (examples, problems, etc.) is also represented as a hypernode. Each relationship between concepts is represented as a bi-directional pathway. Moreover, each teaching operation has bi-directional hyperlinks to all concepts and constructs related with this operation. At any concept hypermode the student can get lists of related concepts separately for each kind of relationship, lists of all related teaching operations separately for each kind of operation and navigate to any listed hypernode. At any teaching operation hypermode the student can get the list of all related concepts and constructs and navigate to it.

2. Integration of exploratory environment and hypermedia

Each teaching operation which deals with programs or programming constructs (examples, tests, problems) is a door to the programming laboratory. The laboratory is equipped with visual interpreter and structure editor and used to play with examples, to answer tests, or to solve problems. The student can also work with the laboratory in the exploratory mode.

3. Integration of guided tutoring and student-driven learning

The tutoring component and the hypermedia component of ILE use the same student model to represent the results of student learning. Using this model the tutoring component can suggest at any moment of learning next “best” teaching operation, thus providing the required guidance. If the student is not satisfied with system choice, she can select next teaching operation herself with hypermedia links.

4. Adaptive hypermedia

The hypermedia component uses the student model to adapt itself to the given student. First, the content of the hypermedia page is adapted to the student knowledge. Second all the lists of hyperlinks to related concepts and teaching operations are adaptive. Not ready to be learned concepts and operations are dimmed and others are marked in two or three colors according to the current state of student knowledge on it. Visual marks support student orientation and navigation in the hyperspace of teaching material reporting what is new, what have been learned, or what needs further work.
The Use of Hypermedia in the Teaching and Learning of Programming

Philip Miller

Computer Science Department
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Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania U.S.A
plm@cs.cmu.edu

My remarks will be based on experiences gained in using the MacGnome Programming Environments. Included are the Karel Genie, the Pascal Genie, the Object Pascal Genie and the ACSE environment. These environments have been used in teaching programming and computational. We believe over 100,000 students have used one or more of these environments as a major programming environment in regular coursework. They have been used at a number of leading universities, colleges, and secondary institutions.

The Genies, as the MacGnome environments are collectively known, illustrate the power of multiple program views, complete incremental static semantics, a fully integrated visual debugger, a continual cycle of refinement based on user testing, and the full integration of hypermedia in support of hypermedia literate programming.

I will raise 5 issues:

1. What is the importance of the various system components? What can be eliminated from systems that actually do the job?

2. What is the impact of hypermedia as we have used it, on the learning process?

3. What role exists for hypermedia that we have not yet explored?

4. What does the distinction between teaching environment and professional environment imply?

5. What is our view of programming as an independent skill and how does that effect the tools we build and the way we teach?
An Environment Supporting Computer Science Education Integrating Hypertext, Program Design, and Language Facilities

WENDY A. LAWRENCE FOWLER  
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science  
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I will discuss our experience integrating a visually-based design and programming environment with a hypermedia presentation of course content. The environment provides students with a suite of pedagogically oriented programs. The programs and interrelationships among programs are designed to support independent development of each of the skills necessary for programming, while keeping the integration of the skills and the more abstract concepts of computer science in sight.

A student oriented CASE tool supports a pedagogy which focuses on developing general problem solving skills as an integral part of programming. Design Tool uses a visually based system for problem decomposition, program design via structure charts, data flow checking, Pascal code generation, and report writing. Students' first experiences in the laboratory environment involve the completion of design exercises.

Design Tool provides general tree display facilities for module creation and deletion, module reordering and repositioning, and the collapsing and expanding of subtrees and module windows. An overview diagram provides an orienting view of the entire design and navigation facilities for moving around within the design. A student oriented pseudocode language, focusing on data flow and consistency, allows students to focus on algorithm development. Constraint checking eliminates errors in data flow prior to code generation and a move to the implementation facilities. Code generation facilities allow the student to design moderately complex problem solutions and remain focused on the problem solution and design, rather than on a particular language or programming environment.

A hypertext notebook serves to integrate concepts introduced in the classroom and text with details of design and implementation. The notebook contains the course lecture material, course syllabus, schedule, laboratory exercises, programming assignments, and a large set of designs and example programs. One feature of the hypertext, Quick Look screens, provide a brief explication of a concept. The screens provide a readily available and easy to use help facility for programming language semantics and data structure concepts analogous to the syntax help facilities in most programming environments. The hypertext is implemented in a system which allows direct transfer of information to both Design Tool and the programming environment, serving to physically and conceptually relate more abstract concepts to details of design and implementation.

We have used questionnaires to assess student response to the tools. and attitudes toward design and implementation concepts. Pre- and post-test exercises, and a standardized series of assignments and exams provide insights as to the effect of the tools on student understanding and skill development in problem solving, design, and implementation in a structured programming language.

The discussion will focus on 1) how to integrate the principles of program design with the practice of programming through a student-oriented CASE environment, 2) how to broaden the scope of learning during the programming process through an integrated hypermedia presentation of information, and 3) the effect on students of the approach we have taken.
Hypermedia technology is of significant potential benefit to students in the distance learning mode—isolated from their peers and tutors. However, there exist significant problems to do with the design and use of such hypermedia systems to support the teaching and learning of programming.

I will report on current developments in multi-media teaching of programming and software development at the Open University and discuss issues which are of strategic importance for both distance learning and for student-centered learning in the conventional sector. The Open University is the UK’s distance learning university, offering an open-access modular degree programme which includes high-population courses in computing. The average age of student is 35. At present most students in the introductory course have previously studied a foundation course in mathematics or technology. Despite this fact we are observing a decrease in abstraction skills and a reduction in the ability to manipulate symbols. Over the past five years we have increased our number of students studying courses in software development to more than 6,500 per year. I will report on the use of hypermedia in a major project to replace our flagship introductory course at the beginning of 1997; the new course is planned to have in excess of 3,500 students per year.

A number of problems face the team developing the course and the solutions to these may lie in the use of advanced multi-media technologies. I will describe how these have been addressed in the functional specification and design of software for the new course. We are developing a hypermedia-based teaching environment to which our own and third-party software must interface.

In particular the following issues will be addressed:

1. Concepts of programming and software development are not being sufficiently deeply understood by students. To some extent we believe that current approaches to the teaching of programming do not develop abilities to reason about complex software and are developing tools to assist students in this respect. How can we use hypermedia to improve abstraction skills and deepen understanding of programming?

2. Increasingly students start software courses with little experience of manipulating symbols and many will have no experience of independent study. To what extent can a lack of mathematical, problem solving and notation manipulation skills be mitigated using hypermedia? In addition, how can the technology simultaneously cater for those who have few initial skills and those who are impatient to progress?

3. The cost of changing printed correspondence material and recording audio and visual material for broadcast is high. Do we need to organize our media differently if it is to be computer-based? Strategies for mixing computer-based teaching, printed material, and television and radio broadcasts will be described; in particular, paper-based hypertext that mimics computer-based systems will be discussed.

4. Software and hardware technology changes at a rate that is impossible to ignore and difficult and costly to track. Will the multi-media systems we develop really be amenable to change or will they become too tightly coupled to software development methods and programming language types?
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Introduction

Virtual Clayoquot is the name given to a science and social studies computer-based learning environment for teenage girls and boys from the Bayside Middle School, a Vancouver Island junior high school, to explore the controversy over the future of a rain forest, on the west coast of Vancouver Island, called Clayoquot Sound (KLAK-WIT Sound). Over the coming years, we expect to (1) find out more about how these teenage girls and boys make sense of complex scientific issues - when the issues are significant to their daily lives and when they are studied across the curriculum, and 2) to find out how using networked multimedia applications will build a distributed community of inquiry. The collaborative team represented in this panel at EdMedia'94 consists of students, teachers, professors from two British Columbia universities, industrial liaison members, community-based science specialists and educators, and representatives from the Ministry of Education. Produced over the next few years will be the product, The Virtual Clayoquot Magazine, a series of CD-ROM disks. The purpose of the Virtual Clayoquot project is to enable young people to conduct their own research in order to become informed decision-makers about socially important scientific issues. Our plan is to have these young people electronically discussing their research with other children from rainforest and wetland regions, using a mail program called CLIENT, developed at the Educational Technology Center (ETC). From the moment the young people began their investigations, a team of faculty and graduate student researchers initiated an ethnographic research about the thinking styles used by these young people, paying particular attention to the different approaches used by teenage girls and boys. Thus, issues concerning gender and science (Linn & Hyde, 1989) play a significant role in both the content and style of the video and text data that is being collected and analyzed. A data analysis software application called CONSTITUTIONS (Goldman-Segall, 1994) is the tool being used for building theories about the children's thinking and will be used as the interface for accessing the Virtual Clayoquot data on the CD-ROMs.
Theoretical Premises

Our research is based on three premises. The first premise is that a relevant subject matter, as controversial as the forest dispute at Clayoquot Sound will provide powerful content across the curriculum area for this group of young people to construct their own transformative theories. Another underlying premise is that learning occurs best when people study in a manner that is complementary to their own preferred way of thinking (Goldman-Segall, 1991). (This does not imply that learning does not occur when the subject matter is not relevant or requires using a non-preferred style of thinking.) The third premise is that emerging electronic media can support human inquiry by providing ethnographic methods of evoking and provoking the learning process. In fact, multimedia learning, in this environment, becomes a post-modern ethnographic encounter wherein the researcher, the researched (the content), and the reader of the research negotiate meaning. As Tyler points out:

A post-modern ethnography is a cooperatively evolved text consisting of fragments of discourse intended to evoke in the minds of both reader and writer an emergent fantasy of a possible world of commonsense reality, and thus to provoke an aesthetic integration that will have a therapeutic effect. (Tyler, 1986, p. 125)

Learning in a constructionist multimedia environment is also an aesthetic integration that blends the learner, the various media (including the teacher), and the message (or content) into one contiguous web.

The second premise requires explanation as it deals with how we know what we know about the world around us, our epistemological point of view. Traditionally, epistemological theories support the existence of levels or stages of knowledge – Piaget's stages of intellectual development being a good example. Carol Gilligan (1982) suggests that there is a "different voice" or model to the hierarchical one, Turkle and Papert (1991) call for an epistemological pluralism, where both "hard thinking" and "soft thinking" are equally significant styles of thinking. Papert's learning theory recognizes all learners as constructionists moving from novice to expert in accordance with their style of thinking. Papert and Turkle's theory is that, traditionally, hard thinking in science has been the basis of defining logical thinking. "And logical thinking has been given a privileged status which can be challenged only by developing a respectful understanding of other styles..." (1991). According to Papert & Turkle (1991), soft thinking is more negotiational and contextual, or what Lévi-Strauss terms, *bricolage*. In other words, science is not the pure, "objectively" neutral endeavor that traditional theorists once claimed it was. More and more, we are coming to agree that science is a culturally shaped construct by those who engage in its activities (Solomon, 1987). As the people who do science change, the paradigms change (Kuhn, 1970). A relational approach to conducting scientific explorations offers a wider range of ways to doing science. Fox Keller calls science a "deeply personal as well as a social activity" (1985, p.7). In the *Virtual Clayoquot* study, the relational and personal approach to doing science is expanded upon in order to closely examine epistemological pluralism. We might hypothesize that scientific knowledge is also a tool for relationships with the world in which we live, and not only an area of inquiry in and of itself. Thus, studying the Clayoquot provides an opportunity for students to use their relational, narrative, or empirical styles of thinking to build theories about a complex subject.

Method of Conducting Virtual Clayoquot Study

Young people are partaking in three diverse roles in this project: they are researchers, designers, and distance educators.

**Young People as Researchers:** Several teams of young people and their teachers are investigating the issues surrounding the dispute primarily concerning the future of old growth forests and the economic well-being of local communities. Teenage girls and boys have opportunities: to visit the site; videotape their impressions of the forests; interview loggers, protesters, community members, and government officials; and collect relevant articles from newspapers, magazines, and scientific journals. Along with adult expert resource persons, they interpret the video and text data from a variety of perspectives: forest and wildlife issues; employment needs; First Nations peoples' claims; municipal and provincial priorities; trade agreements; and, global concerns, to name a few.

**Young People as Science Curriculum Designers:** Girls and boys of the Bayside Middle School will use CONSEILLATIONS to classify, categorize, link, and analyze the data. Students will search through large databases, build "constellations" or groups of data, and construct interpretations based on their own findings. They will select the most relevant data as the basis for a learning module to be made available on CD-ROM.

**Young People as Distance Educators:** We expect that this multimedia module on Clayoquot Sound will be composed so that other young people will be encouraged to make informed decisions about this controversial social, cultural, and scientific issue. Our long-term vision is to take advantage of emerging technologies such as large networks that can encode and decode multimedia information. This will enable young persons from the
Bayside to have real-time video-based discussions with children in other schools. Currently, these young people are electronically linked to the World Wide Network using CLIENT.

The following is a list of the activities that the young people are either engaged in currently, or will be engaged in within the following years of the project:

- investigating the issues surrounding the Clayoquot Sound dispute from as many perspectives as possible and through as many recorded media as available.
- debating the issues in class on a semi-regular basis and have this be part of the database.
- visiting the site and conduct a series of interviews using video, tape, pen and paper, and portable computer.
- assembling the text, sound and video data to analyze using CONSTELLATIONS.
- designing the overall CD-ROM architecture for other young people.
- conducting school surveys about attitudes and ideas for change.
- becoming resource persons for others interested in the rain forest issue in BC.

The following is a list of the activities that the faculty and graduate student researchers are either engaged in currently, or will be engaged in within the following years of the project:

- involving young people in our research about them and let them study us, if they choose.
- co-ordinating the methodological approach for analyzing the data about the process.
- conducting interviews and observations of events that demonstrate the specific ways in which gender differences can enrich the scientific process.
- developing a more relational approach to reporting our findings.
- becoming part of the student research team so that we are all making contributions that bring out our best.
- studying and share what we know and what we don't know with our peers and our community.

**Multimedia Tool, CONSTELLATIONS, for Analyzing Data**

Over the past eight years, I have been working closely with colleagues from the MIT Media Lab and with computer scientists at UBC. During this time, I have been developing a theory of how to layer data so that the meaning of a recorded event could be easily communicated and understood in a multimedia documentation (Goldman-Segall, 1993). I also designed with two separate research teams different versions of CONSTELLATIONS, which are software applications for annotating, linking, and juxtaposing media forms into multimedia documents. In both systems, the researcher can build layered descriptions upon which she and others can evaluate the validity of her conclusions in the following ways:

- Building groupings that are similar (clustering, stacking)
- Thickening the description with annotations
- Linking across attributes: slicing through the layers
- Signifying the meaning by add "weight" to the attributes
- Adding perspectives and "points of viewing:" triangulation
- Juxtaposing video/text/sound in diverse configurations
- Making fine-grained selections
- Fine tuning, trimming, narrowing focus, reaching core concepts

Let me expand upon a few of these ways of layering and explain how students and researchers could use this method for their investigations. One way of layering our understanding occurs during the process of interpretation when multiple users comment upon, or annotate, the same video stream. As they annotate, they thicken (Geertz, 1973) the data because each user interprets the same event quite differently. Multimedia designers are now beginning to realize that diverse users manipulate video data differently. The likelihood of conclusions being the same is minuscule. The possibility of them falling into the same range (Geertz, 1973) is likely.

Having access to multiple forms of representations of research data – video, text, sound – also adds to the building of layers. The days where text was the only legitimate form of data are over. The use of sound, photographs, video or film, or drawings and sketches have become commonplace. However, most computer applications treat researchers as being married to one form — usually to text. It is possible to add a digitized image or a QuickTime movie to a text document, but if the researcher wants to codify this data with the other data, she must resort to using either a text-based, video-based, or sound-based application. In CONSTELLATIONS, all data forms can be codified and linked as equal but different forms.

However, the kind of layering that is more crucial is a result of what happens when data are shared. How can members of a research team explore the various significant ratings of colleagues? In other words, can
layering enable the researcher to get a sense of seeing the data from other perspectives in order to triangulate interpretations? These and other questions will be addressed in this panel discussion and demonstration of the tools we are using.

Panel Topics

Instead of concluding with the findings we have made to date, I would like to take this opportunity to highlight a few of the central topics that the team of panelists will be presenting as the first phase of the project. Jordan Tinney, a teacher at the Bayside, will describe the process of enabling his students to study the various points of view surrounding the dispute. Tinney’s students (grades 6 and 8) studied the Clayoquot Sound dispute for over two months in his social studies classes. He will describe the projects students assembled and the kind of thinking they had about the issues before and after the immersion. Lauri Roche is the teacher of a special needs class. Three of her students participated in Jordan’s class throughout this first stage. Roche will describe the creative approaches used by her students to offer solutions for how to resolve some of the issues. Kathryn Godfrey has been active in global education for several years. Her class has taken a broad view of how to understand ecological issues. She will describe several activities that her students have done to help them reflect upon these issues. Keven Elder, the vice-principal of the school, will provide the overall school commitment to exploring multiple points of view and will explain the philosophy of the school culture in light of new technologies, as it approaches the year 2000. Ted Riecken, a faculty researcher from the University of Victoria, will discuss the overall research agenda at Bayside and how this project fits into a pattern of research that he and his colleagues initiated three years ago when the Bayside teachers were still at the old school site. Riecken will also describe his methodological approach in building narrative ethnographic accounts. Leslee Francis Pelton, Riecken’s colleague at UVic, will describe how an issue such as Clayoquot can be studied across the curriculum. She will bring her mathematical perspective to the project showing how issues such as Clayoquot Sound help children to understand the interaction of Science/Math, Technology and Society. Michael Hoebel from the Educational Technology Center (ETC) will discuss network issues with other schools and the BC commitment to learning technologies. In fact, Hoebel and his team at ETC, have been the technology pioneers in British Columbia. Hoebel will be able to describe, not only the current work he is involved in at the Bayside, i.e., CLIENT, but provide the historical perspective of how computers have entered into the lives of children and their teachers in BC schools. Goldman-Segall will show data that has been gathered in phase one, show excerpts of the data, report findings to date, and describe the next phase of this action-oriented research project. We welcome you to join us to hear about the developments and contribute to its progress through your questions and queries.

This research is supported by a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) grant called Video and Validity: A Multimedia Collaborative Research Tool for Representing What We Record, Interpret, and Share with Others and by the Natural Science and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) of Canada Strategic Research Grant (#5 81457) called Logging, Annotation and Navigation for HyperMedia Video Analysis Tools.
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Internetworking for K-12 education
Internetworking for K-12 Education

VICKI L. HANSON
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The use of the Internet in K-12 education has the potential for radically changing the way students learn. This resource represents thousands of connected networks around the world that allow teachers and students to access and share resources beyond their school walls. It provides a unique ability to collaborate and communicate with other students and teachers world-wide. It also provides a timeliness for current events and data-gathering otherwise unavailable.

Simply giving access to this rich array of information, however, does not guarantee its effective use. If schools are to be more than passive receivers of this information, they will need to learn how to productively explore and use this resource. Spurred by interest and funding at the state and national levels, researchers have begun investigating issues related to training of teachers in the use of this technology and related to the exploration of new instructional techniques using collaborations of students from different parts of the globe.

Participants in this panel have all been involved in pioneering projects designed to make the Internet accessible for both students and their teachers. Panelists will discuss their large-scale state and national pilot projects on teacher training, classroom reform, and educational policy related to introduction of the Internet into K-12 education.

In Texas, for example, teachers and students use a state educational network to link to Internet resources. The number of teachers using this system has grown exponentially, indicating educators' interest in taking advantage of these resources. Their use of the Internet through this state system will be discussed.

The Kids as Global Scientists project deals with questions of classroom reform, centered around the use of the Internet. The results of this research suggest ways in which the type of knowledge students acquire through this collaborative learning experience differ from the type of knowledge they acquire through traditional instructional approaches.

The NSF-National School Network Testbed has been addressing technical and policy issues involved in scaling up the Internet to a point where it is universally accessible by all K-12 students, teachers, and administrators. In large part, this involves making available information, materials and services of sufficient value to generate investment by schools and government.
The Kids as Global Scientists (KGS) project focuses on the orchestration of classroom reform using innovative learning models and telecommunications technologies to bring the excitement of "real scientists" investigations into middle school classrooms. In addition, we couple our design of reform classrooms with detailed investigations of student learning.

Students in our Internet Hub classrooms utilize a Hypercard front-end software tool called InternetTrek to regularly access real or near-time spectacular satellite images and weather maps which characterize the path of weather phenomena over the globe. Simultaneously, they correspond through electronic coordinated exchanges with middle school students and professionals world-wide. Most importantly, the coordinated activities and software support students' investigation into their own questions in Atmospheric Science. Our activities promote questioning, collaboration and the exchange of first-hand information from students who are experiencing the phenomena and who might be thousands of miles from their correspondents' classrooms. In addition, the anonymity of electronic correspondence has, in several instances, encouraged students to excel who are sometimes marginalized by face-to-face peer activities.

Preliminary results indicate that students using our Global Exchange learning model and telecommunications technologies for the gathering and exchange of information demonstrate distinct differences in the type and value of knowledge developed from what might be obtained in more traditional learning environments. We have found that learning about science as the science is occurring (which we call today's knowledge) and through dialogue and exchange with peers who share similar perspectives (which we call interactive knowledge) are powerful approaches to learning. We have begun to characterize these emerging learning differences, and their influence on student knowledge development and motivation to learn science. To illustrate one aspect of today's knowledge, we share a quote from a student, "They [the students in the other locations] give you their point of view of the weather not what other books give you...every day is the same to books." We continue to investigate the nature of the knowledge developed, and the potential for our classroom reform to enhance understandings.
PANEL
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The Educational Potential of Electronic Games and the E-GEMS Project
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The panelists are members of the Electronic Games for Education in Math and Science (E-GEMS) research team. E-GEMS is a collaborative effort by educators, computer scientists, electronic game designers, scientists, curriculum designers, and mathematicians, to increase understanding of how math and science learning can be aided by the use of electronic games. E-GEMS is engaged in the study of existing electronic games and in the design of new games in an effort to encourage more children to explore issues in mathematics and science, combining learning through electronic games with school curricula, tools, materials, and practices.

Electronic games are an important part of the popular culture of many North American children. Video game arcades have been eclipsed by the home video game units found in countless living rooms -- Nintendo has become a household word. Even children who don't have a video game system at home are aware of this sweeping phenomenon: video games are popular and influential (Papert, 1993; Provenzo, 1991).

Few schools have incorporated video game technology into the curriculum. If electronic games are played in school settings, they are most often played on computers, and the games have ostensibly been designed for educational purposes. It is unlikely that the designers of commercial video games -- like Street Fighter II -- had explicit educational goals in mind. Nevertheless, the panelists hold the view that electronic games -- both computer and video -- have a place in the school curriculum, and moreover, that electronic games can be designed to enhance the teaching of mathematics and science in intermediate (Grades 4-8) classrooms.

I will open the panel by taking the position that electronic games can do more than entertain children. I believe there could be considerable curriculum content embedded in many electronic games, even in games that appear to be primarily designed for entertainment. The exploratory and interactive nature of electronic games is ideally suited to encouraging the exploration of mathematical and scientific concepts. Moreover, electronic environments facilitate visualizations and manipulations that are difficult to achieve with concrete materials. Existing games that could be used in Grade 4-8 classrooms as an effective aid to teaching math and science include The Incredible Machine for physics, SimCity for many mathematical concepts including percentages, rates, measurement, perimeter and dynamical systems, and Lemmings for logic, percentages, and programming. Many popular video games (e.g., Super Mario World, Zelda, Secret of Mana) contain excellent puzzles for motivating the study of patterns and structures. E-GEMS has developed Monkey Math, a collection of prototype games and activities for the exploration of negative numbers and fractions.

Future research includes the possibility of using the attractiveness of video and computer games to challenge children to take interest in math and science. I believe electronic games can enhance the interest and confidence of girls with respect to math and science, interest and confidence which often is lost in the intermediate grades (Linn & Hyde, 1989; Woods & Hammersley, 1993). Also, I am convinced that electronic games can be used to encourage boys who are likely to drop out of high school, by capitalizing on their interest in electronic games, and using those games to help them become interested in school curricula.
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Teacher Mediation in an Electronic Games Environment
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I will comment on the types of learning that can occur through the playing of electronic games. I take the position that learning is more likely to occur through effective mediation on the part of teachers and/or teacher-researchers.

Imagine a "school" in the future, where children clamber to learn about long division, fractions, percentages, negative numbers, spatial relations, and the laws of physics by playing exciting electronic games. Gone are the repetitious worksheets, the tedious blackboard explanations by the weary teacher, and the uninterested looks on the faces of the students. Sound unbelievable? I think so, too, at least in part.

Electronic games are attractive to children, and learning can occur through the playing of electronic games. However, learning by playing is more likely to occur if it is coupled with effective mediation on the part of teachers. That is, to increase the realism in the above scenario, add a knowledgeable teacher who is comfortable with electronic games as teaching tools. Add, too, some related activities where the children explore, abstract, generalize, and extend the concepts they first became interested in by playing the game. Try to leave out the worksheets and the lectures.

Most children learn better when the goal concepts are embedded in a known, likable context. Electronic games can provide rich, attractive environments for initiating interest in math and science concepts. Once the interest is present, exploration of the game can be made more conducive to learning if the player is guided by an insightful mediator. A teacher can help the student to identify concepts in the game environment, as well as to abstract and to generalize the concepts by applying them in novel situations.

In our studies, we have found that many children interacting with a computer animation learn more about spatial concepts when the use of the computer is mediated by a teacher-researcher, and when the teacher-researcher uses manipulative materials to demonstrate and clarify the concepts contained in computer animation (Upitis et al., 1994). In addition, when children work in pairs, along with a teacher-researcher, they find the learning more enjoyable, use the computer for longer periods, and perform better on an external measure of learning (Inkpen et al., 1994).

We have also found the need to supplement an electronic game environment while using a game to teach children about gears and pulleys. Teacher-researchers guided play of the game The Incredible Machine to emphasize target concepts, used physical models to clarify the graphical simulation, and offered explanations that corrected inaccurately simulated physical laws. Despite the need for teacher augmentation -- or perhaps because of it -- children still enjoyed learning about gears and pulleys by playing The Incredible Machine.

By understanding the role of mediation, we will be in a better position to develop games and supporting materials that facilitate meaningful intervention by the teacher. Understanding and promoting the relationship between the teacher and educational materials is an essential step in the design of appealing electronic games that can be sustained in a school environment.
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Gender Differences in an Electronic Games Environment
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Both boys and girls can learn about math and science through the playing of electronic games. However, I also recognize that there are gender differences in the ways that boys and girls approach electronic games environments.

Our studies indicate that girls enjoy playing electronic games, particularly computer games (Inkpen et al., 1993). Further, girls often prefer to play with a friend, and will play longer if a friend or teacher is taking an active interest in the game. When asked to design their own video games, girls tend to concern themselves with the personalities of the characters in the video games and on a story line. They seem less concerned with tools and logistics of game design. We need to keep these trends in mind if we are to capture the interest of girls through the electronic game medium.

Many boys are sophisticated game players, although this sophistication need not be at the expense of losing interest in other activities or in school. Boys are often attracted to the video game subculture -- they trade games and magazines, attend game-playing parties, and have many conversations about video games. They also appear to be attracted to the fast action and violence of video games, although our studies indicate that most boys will play cooperatively, or will develop sophisticated turn-taking systems to ensure that everyone gets a chance to play (Lawry et al., 1994). We do not endorse the violence in video games, nor the subservient role that female figures often play. But will we lose the interest of boys if we incorporate elements of cooperation and collaboration into electronic games, or create games that don't pitch good against evil? Are there ways to design games that attract both boys and girls, and contain substantive math and science content? I believe there are.

Gender differences are also apparent in the cooperative play of children in an electronic games environment. In a study using The Incredible Machine, children were observed playing the computer game in various cooperative settings (Inkpen et al., 1994). Girls appeared to perform better when a pair of children played together on one computer. Boys in the study were most successful when two boys played together, each using their own computer. Sharing of the mouse during cooperative play also yielded interesting results. Girls showed a higher proportion of non-contact requests and few requests involving physical touching of the mouse or their partner. In addition boys exhibited a larger number of refusals to pass over control of the mouse than girls. With the current emphasis on cooperative work in the schools, as well as the focus on cooperative work in the business world, it is important to recognize and understand the behaviours exhibited by both genders in cooperative environments. With that understanding, game producers can generate appropriate games and interfaces, which, when used with supporting curriculum materials, can increase the impact of electronic games in home and school environments.
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One of the potential contributions of electronic games is that they can simulate a variety of different contexts since the adaptable nature of the technology allows children to explore phenomena that would be difficult to simulate with other media. Another attractive feature of the electronic medium is that many different styles of play can be accommodated. These include having children play alone or cooperatively, or contributing without actually playing games (e.g., standing aside and watching and/or making recommendations). Children playing games can use a variety of strategies to solve problems, including trial-and-error or logical-sequential strategies. I have observed many strategies and styles used in the playing of computer and video games.

I also hold the view that children's playing strategies and styles can closely reflect their learning and thinking styles. Research shows that people have a diverse set of learning preferences and styles (Keefe, 1987; Lall & Lall, 1983; Schmeck, 1988). Keefe (1987) states that learning styles are hypothetical constructs that reflect the underlying causes of learning behaviour. He proposes a learning style model that has three dimensions: cognitive, affective, and physiological. All these dimensions determine people's preferred modes of learning. Torrance and Rockenstein (1988) provide an overview of a number of these learning preferences and styles: some learners are more inclined towards a logical-sequential structure in which thinking and problem solving are performed in a step-by-step and data-driven fashion, some prefer to learn through discovery, and some learn things in an intuitive way and make accurate generalizations. In practice, however, people seem to mix and match a number of these styles, adapting their choice to the particular problem they are trying to solve or to the creation they are trying to construct. Others, however, cultivate only a narrow band of styles, and by doing so, may fail to realize the potential of alternate approaches.

I believe that electronic games can be used to augment and broaden the skills, strategies, and styles in a child's repertoire. For instance, a slow-paced puzzle-solving game may promote a logical-sequential style. An adventure game, where the player has an array of tools from which to choose in order to overcome obstacles, may help develop discovery-based learning in children. In addition, there is research indicating that fast action games may contribute to spatial visualization (Lowery & Knirk, 1982). Traditionally, schools have promoted and rewarded a limited set of learning styles (e.g., logical-sequential approaches to mathematics). Even teachers who successfully accommodate a divergent set of styles can benefit from having electronic games that appeal to children with differing learning and playing styles. For these reasons, I am especially interested in hybrid learning environments -- where a single electronic game provides the player with multiple learning-style possibilities; where children learn through social interaction with their peers, parents, and teacher(s); and where the school setting provides many learning activities such as games, manipulatives, instruction, and so on, to support the playing of games in school and home environments.
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The panel will close with an exploration of both favorable and critical beliefs held by teachers and parents about the playing of electronic games. While some parents and educators hold the view that electronic games can be valuable learning tools, many others believe that electronic games, especially video games, are at the very least vacuous and a waste of time, and at worst, lead to violent and aggressive behaviour. It would appear that at least some research substantiates the latter view (Graybill, 1985; Silvern & Williamson, 1987).

Although I enthusiastically share the goals of my colleagues on the E-GEMS research team, I myself fall into the class of adults who find video games unattractive. I have grave concerns about the violence embedded in many of the games, and about the ways that female figures are often depicted -- as passive creatures to be saved or prizes to be kissed (Provenzo, 1991). I also worry about children spending time playing video games when they could be doing other things -- playing outdoors or reading a book. These types of concerns are expressed by those parents and teachers who limit the amount of time the children in their care are permitted to play video and computer games, or ban games completely from the home and/or school (Lawry et al., 1994).

Nevertheless, I recognize the enormous potential of electronic games, and I realize that many children balance video game play with other activities and appear not to be adversely affected by the violent aspects of some of the games (Dominick, 1984; Lawry et al., 1994). The potential of video and computer games is also recognized by parents and teachers who claim that children develop problem solving strategies, learn to recognize complex patterns, and use decision-making criteria in playing games -- reason enough to pay attention to the electronic game phenomenon. But perhaps the most important reason of all to pay attention to electronic games is that it is indisputable that many children find the game culture compelling. Leggo (in press) makes a convincing case for the need to be responsive to the popular culture within the school environment, arguing that teachers can help children make responsible choices as they interact and respond to various popular forms of media.

It is because of the seemingly magical appeal of electronic games, and video games in particular, that I am interested in understanding their allure and capitalizing on their appeal in order to help children learn about math and science. We need to explore the attitudes of parents, teachers, children, and society members in general to see whether both positive and negative beliefs are well-founded, and act in accordance as we take on the enterprise of developing new games. I am convinced there are ways to design electronic games that appeal to children without involving violence, or portraying females in subservient roles. By ignoring the popular culture of video games instead of meeting it head on, we would not only blind ourselves to a strong cultural influence, but lose an opportunity that could have a strong positive impact on math and science education.
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MULTIMEDIA PUBLISHING IN EDUCATION:
NEW PLATFORMS, PRODUCTS, AND MARKETS

K. B. LEVITAN, Chair
Tidewater Consultants, Inc., 2700 S. Quincy St., Suite 400, Arlington, VA 22206

PANEL DESCRIPTION: With the continued improvements in multimedia hardware and software tools, and the integration of technologies for voice, data, full motion video and graphics, the publishing arena for educational products has been split open and new forces are shaping the marketplace. In addition to traditional textbook publishers, multimedia and the converging computer/communications technologies have brought hardware and software companies, telephone and cable companies, movie studios, and others into the traditional marketplace of textbook publishers. What do these changes mean for education? What will new products look like - for the hand, desk top, client-server network, distance education? How will these new media products be delivered? What kinds of relationships will publishers/disseminators have with educational institutions and their faculty/teachers? How will the purchasing process change? What impact will this have on teaching and learning? Educators need to know the answers to these questions.

This panel brings together a diverse group to explore the changes in multimedia publishing for education from points of view of both traditional textbook publishers and nontraditional organizations entering the publishing arena. Representatives from major publishing and software companies to address the above questions from their own marketing and product development perspectives.

PANELISTS AND PRESENTATIONS:


Felicia M. Woytak, President, Beyond Books, 5337 College Ave., Suite 453, Oakland, CA 94618
New Media Brings New Ways of Teaching, Selling and Training

Fred Benz, Manager of Product Marketing, Kaleida Labs, Inc., 1945 Charleston Rd, Mountain View, CA 94043
ScriptX: A Cross-Platform Language for Developing and Publishing in Education

Amy Satran, Multimedia Product Development Manager, Wadsworth Publishing Company, Ten Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002. New Media and New Business Models in Higher Education
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Distance learning
Learning Without Boundaries
An International Overview of Distance/Distributed Learning
ROBERT J. SEIDEL
U.S. Army Research Institute
Advanced Training Methods Research Unit
(seidel@alexandria-emh2.army.mil)

The re-structuring of the U.S. military forces in size and composition, along with decreased funds for real exercises and equipment, has focused attention on how to maintain a well-trained and flexible force. These changes are affecting NATO as well. While NATO for years has been more interested in hardware and weapons technology, recent changes in economics, force structure, and the European infrastructure have stimulated a strong interest in education and training technologies. The Research Study Group on Advanced Technologies Applied to Training Design (RSG-16) was established by Panel 8 of the NATO Defense Research Group, in order to provide an active exchange of data, methods, models, and media throughout the NATO alliance.

While Distance Learning has been developed and used by the open university system for some time, the application to training in the vocational and school-to-work areas have had only a recent focus by Europe. The RSG has been focused on advanced technologies for team, multi-national, multi-service training. Such a focus allows the forging of conceptual links between the traditional approaches of Distance Learning (one-way knowledge dissemination from instructor to learner) and the requirements for distributed training (multi-way dissemination among teams, crews, etc). An RSG-16, NATO workshop was held in Munich, on September 29 through October 1, 1993 and dealt with these and the following topics.

1) Distance Learning/Distributed Training lessons learned - commercial and military.

2) C/E tradeoffs.

3) On-demand instructional value.

4) Impact of instructional culture.

5) Instructional Development requirement.

It was generally agreed at the workshop that Distance Learning has been used for generations. It follows from these topical concerns that the opportunity and the challenge now is for nations to integrate computers and other advanced technologies (e.g., networks, animation, DVI, etc). A modern comprehensive Distance/Distributed Learning program would take advantage of these. A model or approach for representing the various components which must be integrated when designing Learning Systems, was developed at the workshop and provided the framework for my presentation.
Interactive courseware (ICW) and video teletraining (VTT) are being used to distribute instruction to physically dispersed learners. This paper briefly reviews what we have learned about their effectiveness and cost.

**Effectiveness.** Meta-analysis has been used to combine the quantitative results from assessments of ICW. Meta-analysis uses a measure called effect size, which is defined as the difference between the means of two treatment groups divided by either a control group or a pooled standard deviation. Roughly, an effect size of 0.50 suggests an improvement in student performance from the 50th to the 69th percentile.

Two ICW media are considered: computer-based instruction (CBI) and interactive videodisc instruction (IVI). Effect sizes for CBI used in elementary schools, secondary schools, colleges, and adult education have been found to be 0.47, 0.40, 0.26, and 0.42 respectively. Effect sizes for IVI used in colleges, industrial training, and military training have been found to be 0.69, 0.51, and 0.39, respectively. Six studies of IVI compared different levels of interactivity. Effect sizes were higher for the more interactive approach in all six studies.

There are not sufficient data for meta-analyses of VTT. Four assessments of VTT have been performed by the US military using end-of-course achievement as the criterion. An Army study found that 1V/2A and 2V/2A were equally effective and both more effective than residential delivery in providing a specified course. An Army study of its SEP (1V/2A) system found that satellite, residential, and local (using a traveling instruction team) delivery of instruction were equally effective across 11 courses. A Navy study of a 2V/2A system found residential and remote delivery of 13 convenings of a single course to be equally effective. An Army study of a 1V/2A system found remote to be more effective than residential delivery on 3 of 4 outcome measures.

**Costs.** Since 1979 at least three reviews have concluded that the cost of CBI is less than the cost of conventional instruction due to an average 30% savings in student time. Cost ratios for 13 IVI programs were found. All 13 were lower than 1.00 indicating lower costs for IVI. Five ratios were for initial investment costs and averaged 0.43; eight were for operating and support costs and averaged 0.16. A times savings of about 30% was also found for IVI.

The Army SEP study of 1V/2A found costs per student week for satellite, residential, and local delivery to be $874, $1182, and $376, respectively. The Navy study of 2V/2A reported savings of $68,721 for the 13 remote convenings of their course. An Army study of costs alone to deliver a course found analog satellite, digital satellite, local, and residential delivery to be $611, $419, $877, and $2012 per student, respectively.

The issue should not be just if ICW and/or VTT should be used but how they can best be used to obtain the instructional results needed. The results thus far are promising, but conclusive evidence awaits more studies in which both cost and effectiveness data are collected under the same evaluation design.
An Air Force Perspective on Distance Learning

J. Michael Spector, Ph.D.
Armstrong Laboratory
Instructional Design Branch Senior Scientist
(spector@alhrt.brooks.af.mil)

The Air Force Air Education and Training Command (AETC) conducted an extensive baseline study of distance learning technologies in academia, industry, and government in 1991. Basic findings indicated that many organizations were using various forms of distance learning ranging from satellite delivery of course materials to distribute stand-alone computer-based lesson materials. The basic motivation for using distance delivery technologies was to save travel costs associated with training. Little innovation existed in the selection and sequencing of distance learning training materials.

Armstrong Laboratory has hosted two distance learning symposia to maintain currency with state-of-the-art practice in distance learning. The most recent of these symposia was held in Denver in October 1993. The trend reported in the earlier 1992 symposium was to use satellite technologies to replicate the classroom at a distance with as much fidelity and as little expense as possible. The 1993 meeting, however, revealed strong interest in using distributed networks as an integral part of instructional delivery. Satellite delivery is based on a mass communications model and it certainly has appropriate uses, both in terms of cost effectiveness as well as in distance delivery, however, is based on an interpersonal communications model. The difference in communications models implies a likely difference in areas of optimal utility. Where one kind of technology might be weak the other may be strong.

The differences in mass and interpersonal communications models suggests that consideration be given to rigorous testing of a wide variety of distance learning strategies, ranging from collaborative networked environments to very high fidelity two-way audio/video transmissions, across a variety of student profiles and subject matter. The point of conducting this research is to establish a guide for effective integration of technologies into instructional development. Current Air Force R&D in this area is explicitly directed to this last concern.
Implementation Issues in Distance Education

GREG KEARSLEY
Dept. Educational Leadership, George Washington University
Washington, DC 20052 (kearsley@gwuvm.gwu.edu)

Distance education is hardly a new development; correspondence study began in the 19th century. Instructional television, which is now experiencing a resurgence in the form of satellite delivery, is an innovation of the 1960s and computer-mediated communication (aka networking) appeared in the 1970s. A number of large-scale distance learning institutions and programs have been in operation for a decade or two. So we have had many years to learn how to do distance education successfully.

What have we learned? First, we have learned that distance education is a complex undertaking and requires a major overhaul of the existing infrastructure designed for classroom teaching. Teachers need to teach differently (and hence need to be trained with new skills). A high degree of planning and preparation of curriculum and materials is needed in any form of distance education, unlike the "seat of the pants" mode of most classroom teaching. Distance learning programs need different administrative procedures and structures than those currently used in traditional schools. For example, learner support (especially tutoring and counseling) is a critical component of successful distance education -- but not one that receives much attention in conventional classroom instruction. Finally, distance education tends to be capital intensive, requiring considerable initial funds for program development and acquisition of delivery systems. This usually means cost-benefit studies and business plans -- analytical methods that few educational administrators are comfortable with.

The successful implementation of distance education requires a systems approach -- careful attention to all instructional and administrative components and their interactions. Even small-scale efforts at distance education require major changes in the way things are done. Being aware of all these changes, and figuring out how to make them, is the biggest challenge of distance education.
SHORT PAPERS
Use of Multimedia Development Software for Engineering Courseware

R. ABBANAT, K. GRAMOLL, J. CRAIG
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0150

Over the last several years, integration of multiple media sources into a single information system has been rapidly developing. With the recent introduction of many high level authoring, animation, modeling, and rendering programs for personal computers, significant multimedia courseware programs can now be developed by professors and students. Even with these new tools, a considerable amount of time is required to produce an interactive multimedia program for engineering education. This paper examines various multimedia development tools and how they can be used for engineering education courseware.

With support provided by the NSF SUCCEED Coalition, we have initiated a research and development effort to produce engineering courseware using various multimedia technologies. The primary goal of the courseware is to illustrate a number of basic but highly abstract concepts in introductory engineering mechanics courses using integrated video, speech, and three-dimensional graphics in self-contained software modules. These modules supplement lectures and textbooks, and illustrate topics not readily accommodated in the printed format of a book. For example, data visualization can be an important factor in multimedia courseware to enhance concepts describable only in words or symbols in a textbook or lecture. The paper discusses our experience with currently available authoring, modeling, rendering, animation and data visualization software.

The engineering concepts best suited as a topic for an engineering courseware module are those which are highly abstract and difficult to visualize, such as a 3D stress tensor, or are dynamic, such as complex structural dynamic response. Concepts which are static (a two dimensional bending moment diagram) can still be presented but often are not as stimulating. On the other hand while a simple 2-D bending moment diagram can very easily be shown in a textbook, multimedia methods can link it to a video of a practical situation or illustrate how changes in loading affect the diagram. The presentation of highly abstract concepts which may have no physical form can be facilitated and enhanced using multimedia. Consider, for example, using multimedia to illustrate the behavior of a 2nd order tensor as it is used to represent stress or strain. In this case the multimedia techniques used may be closely linked to scientific visualization methods.

The development process for a courseware module is highly nonlinear (see figure), and although numerous multimedia software programs are needed, they can be separated into categories based on functions performed, e.g., simulation, modeling, rendering and authoring. Once an engineering topic has been chosen for implementation, the developer will in many cases, need to first simulate a problem or situation that is the engineering focus, then transform output from the simulation into an appropriate visual form, define animation to describe the system, render the animation, generate audio and text components, define the navigation topology and finally integrate everything using an authoring package. Depending on the nature of the topic, not all of the processes listed above are required for every module. Frequently a single program has the capability to perform many of the tasks simultaneously.

Our presentation describes experience with development of more than 12 modules. Several of these modules are demonstrated to illustrate some of the development issues.
Development of a Multimedia Interface Compatible with Changing South African Student Demographics

ALAN AMORY, AND LYNLEY MACKENZIE
Department of Biology
University of Natal, Durban, 4001, South Africa

DEREK WATT
Department of Botany
University of Durban-Westville, Private Bag X54001, Durban, 4000, South Africa

Inequalities inherent in the South African secondary education systems, directly attributed to apartheid (segregated schooling for white, black and indian South Africans), have rendered meaningless traditional University admission requirements. As a result, many tertiary education institutions have adopted progressive affirmative action policies to increase the accessibility of higher education to previously disenfranchised communities. The success of such policies requires the development of innovative and dynamic teaching methods that would cater for the academic diversity of both present and future student populations. Such mechanisms must allow for self pacing, while not marginalising into remedial programmes those students with the potential to succeed. Such was the promise of traditional computer based training (CBT). To date, the impact of CBT modules in South African tertiary education has been minimal. This may be due to the lack of vividness or fidelity of the presentations and may be overcome by a multimedia approach. Hence, the aims of this research were to: 1. Involve the target group (first-year science students) in the development of multimedia programmes; 2. Investigate possible cultural biases within multimedia presentations; 3. Attempt to identify the visual literacy and computer skills of these students; and 4. Discern the most useful and easy-to-understand icons required for clear communication with the target group. Questionnaires were used to determine the ability of biology students, from both historically ‘black’ and ‘white’ Universities, to identify and design icons (paper-based, 349 respondents). In addition, colour and voice preferences of these students were identified (computer-based, 65 respondents).

Indian students exhibited a greater ability to interpret 16 icons than did white or black students. Similarly, they outperformed the other two groups at pictorial representation of command or options. This capacity of indian students appeared to be correlated to a number of factors including greater access to and training in computers, more frequent viewing of television and movies and only sporadic reading of books, when compared to the other two groups. Furthermore, all students had a greater capacity to identify icons than to devise them. Some black student outperformed, or were equally competent to, white students in this exercise, although the percentage of non-response by black students was high. There appeared to be little intuitive understanding of iconic information among the groups tested, in that students preferred icons containing words and, therefore, reinforcing and enhancing meaning. Computer literacy was not developed highly. We identified icons that appeared to be understood by most students, which included: Next Page, Previous Page, Video and/or Movie, Start, Stop and Fast Forward. In addition, we obtained a number of icons better suited to the representation of Picture and Listen. Icons for Help, Dictionary and Index will have to be taught, while it will be necessary to develop new representations for Go to, Go Home, Exit, Menu and Memo. A sub-sample of students was used to identify voice and colour preferences. Most student selected a clear female voice without a discernible accent. Blue was the most popular colour, followed by red.

We believe that any user interface developed for use by our students will require not only pictorial representation of commands or options, but should contain text that clearly identifies the choices available. Also, it will be necessary to teach students how to use such software, especially as the syntax of operating the mouse-button is closely allied to the use of an iconic interface.
Harmony: A Tool for Navigating Through Deep Hyperspace

KEITH ANDREWS, FRANK KAPPE, AND JÜRGEN SCHIPFLINGER
Institute for Information Processing and Computer Supported New Media (IICM),
Graz University of Technology, A-8010 Graz, Austria

Harmony is a new tool conceived for navigation through deep hyperspace, i.e. large-scale (many tens of thousands of nodes), dynamic hyperstructures. One of the main problems of such hyperstructures is disorientation - the "lost in hyperspace" syndrome. Harmony draws on the real-world experience of "finding your way in an unfamiliar part of the world" to suggest promising approaches to the task of navigating through deep hyperspace.

The underlying infrastructure of a Hyper-G (Kappe, 1993) server provides the basis for Harmony's navigational metaphors. Based on the real-world observation that a hierarchical stack of progressively more detailed maps (e.g. The World - Canada - British Columbia - Vancouver) is better than a single global map, Hyper-G provides for the hierarchical structuring of hypermedia documents into collections and subcollections in addition to (and orthogonal to) the traditional plane of link-based browsing. Harmony's navigational facilities include:

- **Hierarchical Navigation**: Harmony's collection browser displays the tree structure of the collection hierarchy, opening up new levels of detail as the user navigates down the hierarchy. Sub-collections can be opened and closed and documents viewed by double-clicking. The collection hierarchy's representation is automatically expanded to show the location of documents reached by other navigational techniques (search, local browsing, etc.). Such location feedback is an important feature of Harmony not found in other comparable systems, allowing users to build up knowledge of the location of documents within hyperspace.

- **Search**: Harmony supports both attribute (title, keyword, etc.) and full text search, performed by default in the current collection. A ranked list of matching documents is displayed, from which individual documents may be selected. This is similar to looking up a historic building in the index on the back of a city map.

- **Local Browsing**: Local browsing refers to the process of following hyperlinks from within a document. Harmony presently supports linking from text, image, and 3D scene documents. Local browsing can be compared to visiting a historic building and then wandering down a few nearby streets.

- **Local Map**: A "local map" can be generated to show documents related to a particular document by hyperlinks. By default, two levels of incoming and outgoing links are presented. The local map is active: users can double-click on documents to view them. In our analogy, a local map corresponds to a kind of short-range radar, showing the vicinity around the current document.

- **Information Landscape**: Harmony's information landscape is a 3D representation of the collection hierarchy. Users can "fly" over the landscape looking for salient features, like taking a helicopter flight over a city and picking out its important buildings.

We believe this combination of new and traditional features helps alleviate the sense of disorientation commonly experienced when navigating deep hyperspace.
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A New Language for Defining Sample Answers in Authoring Systems

CHRISTIAN BACHER AND THOMAS OTTMANN
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Authoring systems for courseware development usually contain answer judging modules as constituent parts. Entering a text string as an answer to a posed question is a standard option. This so-called free form text question/answer facility is usually based on purely syntactic principles. Thus, the author specifies a class of legal sample answers by using an appropriate specification language. The system classifies student answers by syntactic comparisons with the sample answers.

In current authoring systems (like Authorware Professional[2], Autool[3]) an author typically may require that certain (key-)words must appear in a legal answer, he may define synonyms and make use of several options, like ignoring word order, punctuation, capitalization, blanks etc. Difficulties, however, occur when the author wants to characterize words or phrases as forbidden for a correct answer. A further desirable property of the answer judging module is to tolerate typing errors in student answers up to a reasonable extent.

We describe a new specification language, called TAL (TRAIN authoring language) which provably exceeds the expressive power of similar languages. It in particular allows to forbid the occurrence of words in parts of legal answers. TAL is defined inductively like a logical language. Thus, using TAL an author may require that “'red' and 'yellow' or 'blue' but not 'green' should occur in the answer”. First, the author can require that specific strings of phrases (defined by means of patterns) must occur somewhere in or at the beginning of an answer. For this purpose the elementary expressions of TAL are used. If \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) are TAL expressions, then \( [\varphi \& \psi] \) and \( !\varphi \) are also TAL expressions. An answer matches with \( [\varphi \& \psi] \) if it matches with \( \varphi \) and with \( \psi \); an answer matches with !\( \varphi \) if it does not match with \( \varphi \). Furthermore, TAL contains with expressions \( \varphi \) and \( \psi \) also the order expression \( 0(\varphi, \psi) \); an answer \( X \) matches with \( 0(\varphi, \psi) \), if the beginning of \( X \) matches with \( \varphi \) and the rest of \( X \) starting at the position where \( \varphi \) ends matches with \( \psi \). A more precise definition requires to define for every answer \( X \) and TAL expression \( \varphi \) precisely an end-position “end of \( \varphi \) in \( X \)”. This definition has also to take into account that typing errors up to a limit specified by an author should be tolerated in student answers. The following events in a text string are considered as typing errors: missing of a character, a superfluous character, a wrong character, or the interchange of two adjacent characters.

We illustrate the use of TAL by a number of examples. Then we show that TAL can simulate the specification languages of the above mentioned authoring systems. Finally, we report about the implementation of TAL as part of a new prototype authoring system TRAIN[1]. The evaluation of expressions \( \varphi \in \text{TAL} \) requires the implementation of a recursive evaluation function which takes \( \varphi \) and a student answer \( X \) as input and produces the output ‘true’ if \( X \) matches \( \varphi \). For the evaluation of the elementary TAL expressions Ukkonen’s improved dynamic programming algorithm for approximate string matching[4] and a version of the shift-or-algorithm for pattern-defined phrases[5] has been implemented.

The new specification language allows to specify very complex sets of answers even when using the logical operators alone.
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Dynamic Media for Electronic Books

Philip Barker
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Electronic books have become an important mechanism for the storage and delivery of multimedia information within a variety of different contexts. In situations where their use is appropriate, there are obviously many advantages to using electronic books instead of conventional ones. Some of the more important reasons for the growing use of 'electronic publication' is the substantial volume reductions that can be achieved (compared to publication on paper), the ease with which electronic information can be accessed and shared, the flexible ways in which it can be delivered and the ease with which it can be transferred from one geographical location to another. Of course, electronic information has two other important assets - it can embed interactivity and it can be highly dynamic (that is, it is able to change its form and content to fit particular needs and requirements).

The organisation of information within electronic books can be based upon the use of both linear and hypermedia structures. The particular approach that is used will usually depend upon the purposes for which a given electronic book is to be used. Although many electronic books have been published in a linear format, increasingly, there is now a move towards the more extensive use of hypermedia structures - primarily, because of the added flexibility that this approach can be used to achieve.

The types of information contained within a given electronic book will be dictated by the needs and requirements of the individual application for which it is to be used. Sometimes, the use of pure text will be sufficient. However, augmenting text with diagrams and static pictures is also a fairly easy thing to accomplish. Of course, the advent of multimedia personal computers and consumer equipment for handling sound (such as the Sony Data Discman and Philips' CD-I) means that sound is now becoming a valuable resource in many electronic books. Many publications are now also able to embed moving pictures - for example, the McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Mammalian Biology.

There are two basic approaches to the provision of moving picture sequences within electronic books: animation and digital motion video. Each approach has its associated attractions and limitations. Each also has a context in which its use is most appropriate. Indeed, there is a complex ensemble of interacting factors that must be considered when attempting to decide whether to use an animation sequence or a video sequence for a particular purpose within any given electronic book publication. We have been studying the use of these resources in different situations in order to explore how the important factors interact and influence each other. The intent of the work has been to formulate a prescriptive model which can be used to recommend which type of resource to use in any given situation. Some of the types of application that have been studied include: interactive training manuals; electronic brochures; on-line technical manuals; interactive video tutorials and simple surrogations based on virtual reality.
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Distanciation versus Illusion: a key issue in educational multimedia

C. BEARDON AND S. WORDEN
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Educational multimedia systems should not only provide access to off-the-shelf information, but should develop the critical awareness of students and their ability to transform what is given into something new. The concept of the Virtual Museum is an attempt to electronically recreate both the institution of the museum and its contents. It aims to reproduce the aura of the object, the prestige of the public gallery and the authority of the expert. In the Virtual Curator (Beardon & Worden, 1993) the user is a curator with a store of unexplored objects. Objects can be copied, assembled into groups (e.g. a poster, or a display cabinet) and arranged within a virtual exhibition space. Any such assembly can also be put back into the store for future re-use and new objects can be added. The user's task is to mount an exhibition on a theme. Using the Virtual Curator a student appropriates cultural images in order to construct her own point of view from her own perspective.

Many multimedia systems imply an illusory (virtual) reality inside the machine engendered by the use of photorealistic images, but photorealism in turn implies a single viewpoint from which the whole scene is authoritatively viewed. The significance of all objects in the scene, involving their position, their orientation, their relative size and the extent to which they are hidden, is determined by the location of this viewpoint. Objects are not displayed according to an understanding of their construction or significance but with respect to the single all-knowing eye, something that has been central to European culture since the Enlightenment.

Brenda Laurel compares the computer's illusory world to the theatre, with agents who act and directors who control the action (Laurel, 1991). She does not adopt a critical approach to multimedia but encourages the audience to willingly suspend belief in order to be passively healed and strengthened. Bertholt Brecht was opposed to the concept of a theatre of illusion - one which encourages users, "to read the proffered text naively, as a mirror-image of a preexisting world" (Wright, 1989, p.56). Brecht developed the concept of "distanciation" to refer to the creation of a critical distance between audience and play in order to break the illusion and make the audience aware of what is real. "Distanciation is not a style or aesthetic gambit but an erosion of the dominant structures of cultural consumption ... " (Pollock, 1988, p.163).

Brecht developed several techniques to achieve distanciation: events are represented so that the audience feels instant recognition; the play is fragmented into a number of discrete episodes that are interrupted and do not form a continuous unbroken narrative; the stage design is not naturalistic; collage and montage are used. These are good guidelines for the development of sophisticated educational multimedia software. They have been embodied in the multimedia system "Queen's Park" where the objective is both to explain the history of a local park and to explain the process of creating history. A guide is used who tells the story of constructing the history and various distanciation techniques are employed. For example, photographs are presented in a way that encourages a double reading as both part of the process and part of the product. Also, there are times when text and image interact to raise questions about the nature of historical enquiry.
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Integrated Telephony in Executive Education - the Auckland MBA Experience
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Competition in the executive education market in New Zealand provided the motivation for the University of Auckland to improve the quality and efficiency of the Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA) learning process in 1993, via a project involving the integration of telephone technology and Apple PowerBook computers.

The objective of the EMBA programme is to impart knowledge, skills and values to relatively computer illiterate students through a learning process which comprises large group, small group and individual activities. For the EMBA students the combination of one day per week on-campus instruction in a lecture room environment, off-campus preparation for group and individual assignments and work and family responsibilities results in inevitable scheduling difficulties.

A proposed solution was to enable programme participants to work anywhere, anytime, both individually and with their colleagues, and to be effectively “wired up” to the university. Scheduling difficulties associated with the group learning process would be mitigated by enabling students to use the telephone system to transfer files, send/receive mail, access databases, engage in real-time conferencing and use telephony-aware groupware.

Various hardware and software suppliers were asked to submit proposals. The Apple Macintosh PowerBook was selected because its intuitive user interface was ideal for users with little computer experience, and AppleTalk Remote Access (ARA) software allowed users to access a network and transfer text, graphic, audio and video files over standard telephone lines - all at the click of a button. Students were required to purchase a PowerBook, 14.400bps data/fax modem, printer, ARA, QuickMail, Microsoft Word and Excel and Aldus Persuasion. EMBA faculty were similarly equipped.

Initially AppleLink provided a bulletin board service which enabled participants to exchange files, communicate news items and send electronic mail using a very simple interface. However, since the objective was to provide more than just a bulletin board ARA was next used to enable direct communication between remote Macintoshes and campus network services. Dial-in access to the university network was achieved using a nine-line hunt group on the University’s Ericsson telephone exchange which connected to three Cayman Systems GatorLink ARA servers. These servers were directly connected to the ethernet backbone and a Macintosh Quadra functioned as a mail server and data repository for general access to information and secure areas for storage of individual and syndicate group files. Farallon’s Timbuktu enabled remote server administration and Claris FileMaker Pro was used for help desk information and call logging. NCSA Telnet provided access to the university’s IBM ES9000 mainframe-based “Notis” library catalogue. CE Software’s QuickMail allowed electronic mail exchange among programme participants and other university staff members and the QuickConference feature enabled groups to engage in real-time exchange of information.

The next phase of the project will involve the introduction of groupware, such as Group Technologies’ Aspects and ON Technology’s Instant Update, which will make it easier for students to collaborate on documents in a coordinated manner. It is in this area of electronic collaboration that we will be able to truly exploit the potential of distance education. Although e-mail facilitates the preparation of group projects edition control can become a nightmare, and even the “cut” and “paste” of modern software can become cumbersome when multiple authors are working between multiple versions of the same document.

A key question is whether the integration of telephone technology with personal computers has improved communication and learning. The short answer is yes. The computer has become an indispensable tool and many students applied the technology to their business environment. Staff and student presentations have become more interactive and professional. Collaboration has been made easier and more exciting. In terms of the success of the EMBA programme applications for places in the 1994 programme have increased and in contrast with past trends the majority of applications are for the EMBA programme.
Intelligent advisor systems and visual cues

MARIE-MICHELE BOULET
Dept. of Computer Science
Université Laval, Québec, CANADA G1K 7P4

Among the mandatory courses of the undergraduate curriculum in Computer Science at Université Laval, there is Systems analysis and design. Information modeling, and more specifically Entity-Relationship approach (Chen, 1976), is an important topic covered in that course. Data modeling is not easy. The learner’s task in data modeling is to figure out what types of data underlie the business function under study. The learner must also capture a replica of that structure. Each business function is different. Leshin, Pollock, and Reigeluth (1992) stated that: "Transfer tasks cannot easily be broken down into steps, because the activity varies each time the task is performed" (p.82). Elaborating an ERD corresponds to a transfer task. The Systems analysis and design course has two parts. Concepts, principles, and rules are taught during a theoretical part. Learners transfer this knowledge during a practical part; they have to resolve cases. The COnceptual DAtabase Modeling Advisor (CODAMA) was developed to further the transfer of knowledge during the practical part.

Summary of visual elements

Students enrolled in Systems design and analysis course have weak knowledge of the domain and no practical experience. They draw their ERD with a CASE tool. CODAMA is interfaced to that CASE tool. The CODAMA’s visual elements are the following (Boulet, 1992):

- ERD or part of an ERD is used. Each ERD refers to several kinds of documents used within the organization (such as forms, memos, lists).
- Underlined words allow the recall of prerequisites in the short term memory. Learners use the mouse to select the prerequisites to be explained.
- A network of prerequisites is presented in different ways. A learner can ask to visualize the explanations related to a particular prerequisite. In that case, the related part of the network is displayed. Another learner may want to know where she or he is within the network. CODAMA will take into account several data collected in regard of explanations requested and mistakes, to make an hypothesis about the level of knowledge. The corresponding part of the network will be displayed.
- A hierarchy of prerequisites can be displayed. A learner can ask to which objective a particular question or mistake is related. CODAMA will show where she or he is within the hierarchy. Another learner can ask which objective(s) is (are) not mastered. CODAMA will display the hierarchy. CODAMA can also provide an answer to a learner asking for the list of prerequisites to a concept or a principle. It can also show where the learner is within the hierarchy; it will make an hypothesis based on several recorded data.

Conclusion

Students, when asked what is an entity or a relationship, use less textbook like explanations and more examples. So, the advisor favors the transfer of knowledge. At the end of their curriculum, students have a training period within an organization. More than sixty percent asked to use CODAMA during this training period. A part of this success is due to the various uses of images and visual cues. They have to be carefully thought and planned during the development life cycle.
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A Computer-Based Learning Environment For Investigating Skills, Learning, and Teaching In Technical Listening
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This paper presents the development of a computer-based training (CBT) environment (Timbral Ear Trainer II) for timbral ear training, a specialized form of ear training aimed at sound engineers. The purpose of developing the environment is threefold: improve learning and teaching in timbral ear training, improve our understanding of the perceptual and cognitive skills associated with the domain, and improve our understanding of principles and fundamental mechanisms involved in learning and teaching. We present a set of initial assumptions about the skills involved, the learning mechanisms, and the training strategies that are appropriate for this domain. We then present a number of ways to implement versions of these assumptions and to test the relative effectiveness of these alternatives.

We are developing Timbral EarTrainer II in part to gain a better understanding of principles of learning and teaching, both within the specific area of timbral ear training and more generally. We describe our environment by systematically articulating choices that we make among theoretical, instructional, and technological alternatives. We also propose to test some of these design alternatives to investigate aspects of the phenomena that the environment is supporting, i.e., learning a specialized skill.

One of the main responsibilities of a sound engineer is to control the quality of the sound during the recording process. An important qualitative aspect of a recording, besides the musicality of the performance, is its timbral content. Proper level and spectral balance between the mixed elements of the recording and the absence of extraneous noises and distortion are key elements. The sound engineer needs also to associate timbre differences and desired sound qualities to objective parameters of sound commonly under his or her control. Therefore, timbre perception acuity and memory as well as listening strategies are essential skills for sound engineers. Analyses of these skills form the basis for assumptions that can be articulated and implemented in Timbral EarTrainer II.

The environment being developed is hybrid, using a variety of teaching methods depending on the nature of the skill being trained. For example, the memorization of an initial set of nine timbre categories requires extensive practice. For this part of the training, drill and practice exercises are used. In contrast, the development of effective listening strategies requires guided practice. Therefore, this part of the training is based on an apprenticeship model using coaching.

A research module is being developed as part of the learning environment to test our various assumptions. For example, different instructional sequences will be tested against each other. Different interaction modes, giving the students more or less freedom in navigating through the program, will be tested. The initial set of assumption stresses practice as the main learning mechanism. We will test how the presentation of theoretical material (e.g., on auditory perception, timbre perception) might contribute to the learning. We will also test the effectiveness of letting students control the difficulty level of the exercises. Different interface designs will also be tested.

The effectiveness of the different designs in improving the students' acuity and memory for timbre and their listening strategies will be verified using a pre-test / post-test procedure. The performance level of the students is evaluated both in terms of accuracy and speed of execution (e.g., long-term memory for timbre categories, the strategies used in complex listening tasks). The data collection methodology is non-intrusive: a "spy" module records all actions performed by students during their work.
An Interactive Case Study in Strategic Marketing: An Examination of Some Conceptual, Design, Development and Testing Issues

RICHARD BROOKES and SIMON DIXON
Department of Marketing and International Business
The University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

Cases are integral to most marketing courses (Kotler and Armstrong 1991; Cravens and Lamb 1993; and Jain 1993). They help bridge the gap between the formal class-room environment and the highly pressured, practical world of marketing. Cases require students to sift through a mass of material; to identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats and key issues facing the organisation; to specify and evaluate alternative courses of action; to make recommendations; including the expected costs and benefits of implementation. In the process, students must demonstrate a sound grasp of theoretical and/or conceptual issues under-pinning "real-life" situations. Weaknesses of the traditional "paper-based" case approach are the static nature and presentation of information and that students progress through the case in the same sequence, rather than according to their cognitive and/or perceptual preferences for assimilating information.

The Royal New Zealand Ballet Company was selected as the Department's first multi-media case, both because of its challenging nature and because of the extremely "visual" material. It provides all the elements of the traditional approach to case study work plus the advantages of an "interactive learning system" in that it is multi-centred; it includes multi-media; and it is in a multi-modal format (Barker 1991). The case structure is relatively non-directional. Sections in the Menu box are neither numbered nor suggestive of priorities (Figure 1). Students progress through the Menu items according to their own priorities, predispositions and/or on-going feedback results. At any stage they can access additional information, pictures, video and/or audio clips which supplement the material in the primary box, by clicking on any word or item that is in Bold type, to bring up a secondary box (Figure 2). Students need to judge for themselves how much this material is "worth" in terms of the amount of time and effort they devote to it. Finally, students can delve to various levels of analysis, depending on the "costs" they associate with analyzing the material to a level and standard sufficient for the task at hand.
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Adaptive Hypermedia
in an Intelligent Learning Environment

P. BRUSILOVSKY
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For a number of years we have been investigating the problem of creating intelligent learning environments (ILE) which integrates an intelligent tutor, a learning environment, and a hypermedia system. Such an integrated system can support learning both procedural and declarative knowledge and provide both guided and student-driven styles of learning. Our position is that an integrated system should be not just a sum but a real integration of its components. In particular, we propose that the results of students' work with any of the components during the session are to be reflected in the central student model and then taken into account by other components to adapt their performance to a particular student.

This paper presents our experience in creating an adaptive hypermedia component for ILE. There are two ways for a hypermedia component to adapt its work to the student's knowledge and learning goals. First, it can adapt the content of a hypermedia page, providing more explanation for newly learned concepts, shortening it for well learned concepts and sometimes hiding references to concepts which are not ready to be learned. Second, it can adapt the layout and the content of the list of hyperlinks to related nodes, providing an implicit guidance by reordering or marking the hyperlinks. The latter way is also known as adaptive navigation. There are several known works in the world devoted to both the ways of adaptation. We propose a special approach for creating an adaptive hypermedia in ILE which supports both the ways of adaptation. The main features of our approach are the following.

- The central part of the hypermedia network is designed as the visualized and externalized domain structure network (concept map).
- All teaching operations are directly represented in the hypermedia network and interlinked with all related concepts.
- An external hypermedia representation of a concept or a teaching operation is not stored, but generated or assembled from its internal frame-based representation.
- The content of the hypermedia page is adapted to the student knowledge reflected in the student model.
- The hyper-links from general index and from any node to related nodes are visually marked reflecting the current "educational state" of the related nodes for the given student.
- Student interaction with the hypermedia component is reflected in the student model and can be used by other components of ILE.

We have designed several ILE for different subjects which employ adaptive hypermedia. These systems use original adaptation techniques. More information about our work on adaptive hypermedia can be found in (Brusilovsky et al, 1993).
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A Windows-Based Speech Aid and Language Learning Tool
For the Speech Impaired
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Computer-based speech aids for the vocally impaired use indirect activation (e.g. iconically labelled keys) to reproduce synthetically or naturally generated vocal sounds. Our current research exploits existing flexible design models for development as language learning tools that may assist the speech therapist. Most vocally handicapped people suffer other forms of handicap; either cognitive, physical or both. System design for such a broad spectrum is therefore complex and it is a folly to assume any vocal handicap in isolation. Speech aids should offer some alternative means of input based on remote switches [1]. Where the user is quadriplegic or possibly suffering from varying degrees of spasticity, there is a need to transfer the functions of all the keys on a standard keyboard into one or two switches. Algorithms using predictor techniques have been investigated in order to improve user models [2].

User interface models

A touch screen system was built to test software linking a speech output to a softkey input. Various multi-level screen structures were explored. It was decided to create a program suite with two main components. One allows easy configuration of the user touch panel so that the human interface can be adapted to the specific needs of the patient. The other acts in accordance with the instructions to link a large digitally-stored vocabulary to unique key images on the flat panel of the speech aid, thence controlling a speech synthesiser. Within the parameters of this basic format, various alternatives were explored. Some included alphanumeric key symbols whilst others allowed full-size icons to be drawn freehand on the panel. The BUILDER program is capable of changing any individual pages presented to the user. The USER program may have a softkey or remote switch input.

A number of Windows-based models have been produced. Prototype versions offer the speech therapist the choice of setting up a virtually unlimited number of speech keys dependent on specific patient needs. The strength of the original design flexibility has opened the way for more complex interactive models which still make use of the BUILDER/USER concept. However, instead of merely following a conceptual path to a speech output, partial reinforcement can be offered in the shape of visual and audio feedback. This permits the therapist to design repetitive training programs for specific utterances making use of stored high quality speech. Work is currently being done on more complex techniques which will be particularly useful for patients requiring language skills. In this mode the system will initially be controlled by a speech therapist. For example, an iconic symbol could be displayed as a trigger for an utterance from the patient [3]. If necessary, partial utterance delivery may be given by the system as the patient seeks to produce the required speech.
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Coping with a Multitude of
Users in Multimedia
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Reduction in class contact time devoted to recreation and leisure studies led to the development of an
interactive multimedia database designed to partially compensate. Recreation Perth was planned initially as a
resource to assist therapy students select recreational activities to suit clients' needs. As this project has
developed, secondary benefits have become apparent which may outweigh the initial objectives. The exercise has
provided unique learning experiences for students, many of whom have had limited previous experience with
computers. Additionally, the database's design allows information to be presented in different ways using a range
of media options, thereby allowing it to be employed by therapists and accessed independently by clients with
special needs.

One of the initial concerns was that occupational therapy students, in the past, had displayed limited computer
knowledge and there may be hesitancy or resistance to use of the database. During 1992, the author interviewed
new undergraduates to establish the extent of their previous computer experience. The results found that although
only two students out of a population of 53 had no personal computer experience only one, from this mainly
female population, had completed a computing unit in final year of high school (Hattie and Fitzgerald, 1987).
Almost all considered their level of "expertise" and knowledge very limited. This restricted degree of computer
awareness and competency raised some concern, not only to the success of Recreation Perth, but to the ability of
qualifying therapists to serve the needs of their clients adequately. The undergraduate program currently has little
formal call for student involvement with computers, but this technology can offer so much to therapist's clients,
particularly those with developmental and physical disabilities (Niemec and Walberg, 1992).

To address these concerns, emphasis was placed on designing the database to make it appealing to the users
with appropriate navigation aids based on proven educational principles. Students have been involved
significantly in the design and development of this project. For instance, students working individually or in
groups, have undertaken research seeking appropriate design requirements for adaptations of the database to suit
the needs of both therapists and client groups. Over 100 students have provided the population in trials to test
the effectiveness of screen designs, navigation aids and help features (Lee and Cameron, 1994). To date, over 260
students have been involved in researching information on recreational pursuits and reporting their findings in a
range of media formats for database entry. This exercise is also providing a useful means to assess student
performance. Working in small groups, students are required to produce a comprehensive proposal on the
recreational activity they intend researching. On approval, they commence a structured procedure which includes
each student participating in the activity, collecting/producing information and presenting their findings to their
peers and submitting a formal report which includes a critical analysis of the activity.

Last year, Recreation Perth won a federal government Teaching and Learning award to enhance its design and
explore methods of assisting new users to interactive multimedia. This funding has allowed: ease of data loading
features to be designed; improved graphics; optional Help and Guide features researched; preparation for CD-
ROM mastering. A strategy has evolved in the design and development of this multimedia database which is
currently being applied and tested in a new multimedia project. This is a self-paced learning package covering
standardised tests for assessing clients suitability for particular vocational occupations. This strategy involves:
consideration for user's memory limitation; overviews for new users; quality graphical interface; "human" contact
with help features; and last but not least user involvement in design and development.
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An Intelligent System for the Education of Non-Linear Dynamical Systems
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We describe a computer program that can be considered an intelligent system for a domain of mathematics. The domain is known as "Dynamical Systems Theory". This domain is quite complex since it has been shown that even a very simple "dynamical system" can exhibit a behavior known as "chaos" (Devaney.R.,1989). The computer program uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques to model a human expert in the process of teaching "Dynamical Systems Theory." The computer program contains the knowledge of the human experts expressed as rules and facts (knowledge base), and uses as a tool of reasoning the inference engine of the PROLOG programming language (Covington.M.A.,1988). As a result of efficiently using AI methodology for the education of Dynamical Systems Theory, we obtain an intelligent system that can be used as a tool to teach this complicated and relatively new area of mathematics. To our knowledge this is the first intelligent system developed for the domain of Dynamical Systems.

Given a Dynamical System (DS) the computer program "knows" what numerical calculations have to be done to obtain all the possible behaviors of the system for different parameter intervals. For this the program has two modules. The first module has all of the knowledge about the theory of DS including the methods needed to identify the possible behaviors. The second module has all of the numerical methods needed to calculate the solution of the DS. The intelligent system also has a data base of examples of known DS that a student of this area of mathematics has to learn to get a deeper understanding of the theory.

The intelligent system has been tested with encouraging results with a group of students of the "Program for Mathematics and Physics" (PROMYF) of CETYS University in Tijuana, Mexico. The PROMYF program is aimed at young students from Universities, to motivate the learning of mathematics and physics through the use of computers in the education, and also through teaching exciting new areas of mathematics (like Dynamical Systems, Chaos and Fractals), and their applications to physics and engineering. The PROMYF program is organized by the School of Engineering of CETYS University each summer since 1992 and it is aimed at University students of the Tijuana area in Mexico. The goal is that this intelligent system can become a useful tool in teaching this new area of mathematics.
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Evaluation of a Multimedium Learning System with Social Context
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INTRODUCTION

Multimedia applications, with its rapid growth of related technology and dropping of hardware prices, is receiving considerable worldwide attention by educators within the field of instructional technology. By accessing and integrating versatile information, such as video, sound, image, and text, multimedia applications in education afford a great potential in improving teaching quality.

As the computer hardware costs dropping down with functions improving impressively, the computer assisted learning (CAL) has brought a dramatic potential. Nevertheless, the CAL environment causes other problems. One of the major disadvantages in conventional CAL environment is the lack of social interaction. It was argued that learning environments with various degrees of social context would affect learners' motives, which, in turn, will have differential effects on learners' performance (Berlyne, 1978). In the present study, the effects of three learning environments with various degrees of social exposure on learning performance were examined.

DESIGN METHODS

A total of four pairs of comparison on learning effects were examined in this study:

- self-directed learning vs. cooperative learning,
- self-directed learning vs. competitive learning, and,
- cooperative learning vs. competitive learning.

In cooperative and competitive groups, subjects know and can see each others during the experiment, whereas in self-directed learning group, subjects took an independent study via computer. It is assumed that subjects all acquire with appropriate entry ability levels to learn. Due to the environmental constraints, the experiment was held in two continuous days, only six subjects took the experiment on the same day.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

Both the pre-test and post-test scores in three groups did not show a significant differences. That means all subjects were with the same entry ability level, and there were no significant treatment effects. It was also found that more subjects preferred to learn in the competitive environment than in the other two environments. In addition, it was found from survey that most subjects would like to learn with companions who are better than himself/herself. This is an interesting finding which may be unique to Chinese culture. It is then suggested for future study to do homogeneous-ability grouping within treatments for maintaining subjects' optimal motivation.

The other important finding is that in the cooperative learning environment, subjects seldom exchange opinions with their partners by typing in text to the communication window. Another finding is that not many subjects in the competitive group sensed the pressure of time limit. In other words, subjects in the competitive and cooperative learning environments were actually in the self-directed learning environment. It is no wonder there existed no significant difference in post-test scores.

Researches of the different learning models' effects on learning performance and on motivation have been a lot, the results are not consistent - some are even contradictory. How to choose representative learning models with significant factors operating inside is still a big challenge. The study serves as a pilot one for future deliberation. By building up such a distributed social learning environment with multimedia support, it is the researcher’s hope to provide a prototype for futuristic learning environment and bring impacts on education revolution in the coming centuries.
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Does Maths CAL Help Third-World Students?

N.L.O. COWLEY, G.DE V. and M.M. DE KOCK, and D.J. KRIEL
Dept. of Computer Science,
University of Port Elizabeth (UPE), P.O. Box 1600, Port Elizabeth. 6000. South Africa

The project aimed to assess the effectiveness of computer assisted learning (CAL) in supporting the mathematics education of students from the disadvantaged communities (mainly Black) at a supplementary education Centre, called Ethembeni ('Place of Hope'). For various reasons the quality of education in most Black schools in South Africa has been and still is very poor. The Centre is building the learning culture essential for academic progress and its students are highly motivated, self-disciplined, and possessed of a desire to learn. The Centre is mainly funded by business. In order to help larger numbers of students the Centre considered CAL and approached us to advise them on starting a CAL facility, assist in the selection of a suitable systems, monitor and support the implementation of a CAL facility, and provide ongoing support thereafter.

A team of researchers from the Depts of Computer Science and Mathematics at UPE evaluated two candidate maths CAL systems experimentally. One of the systems is a locally-developed specialist maths CAL system and the other an internationally known content-generic system. Both systems provided course management facilities. The 140 11th grade students enrolled for a maths course at Ethembeni, were used for the project. From this population, 3 groups of 40 students each was chosen by stratified sampling; one each for the two CAL systems mentioned and one as a control group. The stratification was based on a standard pretest score, gender, age and school.

All groups attended maths classes at Ethembeni for the duration of the course (7 weeks). The control group received no CAL. One experimental group attended the CAL lessons on Friday afternoons and the other on Saturday mornings for a session of three hours. The same topics were covered in both groups. surds, and The CAL systems presented the students with problems, marked their answers, recorded their responses and provided help when necessary, BUT the students worked out the problems themselves on paper. Thus they remained independent problem-solvers, capable of functioning without computer support. We also played music while the students worked. They enjoyed this very much and it did not seem to affect their ability to concentrate. They solved math problems while keeping time to the music.

Finally the student attitudes towards the hardware, CAL systems and courseware used and the project administration were evaluated by means of a questionnaire. Learning outcomes were evaluated by means of an end-of-course test written by all the students. This test was set and marked by the maths teachers at Ethembeni and moderated by the research team.

Both experimental groups learned to use the interfaces of the CAL systems surprisingly quickly, becoming competent after one three-hour session despite the fact that the students were initially all computer-naive. The students proceeded at their own individualised learning tempos. The bright students rushed ahead, while slower learners were not demoralised by being left behind by the others. The students experienced the CAL systems as non-threatening and relaxing to work with, and had very positive attitudes towards the project and the use of CAL in teaching mathematics. We were astonished to observe that the students were able to concentrate and work for three hours at a time.

Student responses were positive to all the closed response questions. They did not mind doing the course in English, although it was their second or third language. The major sources of complaints were the sandwiches they received and the impatient bus drivers!

The statistical results showed that the null hypothesis, viz that the use of CAL does not improve the mathematics competence of the students at Ethembeni, can be rejected with a confidence limit of 95% in the case of one group. Although the other group also showed improvement it was not significant. A detailed report of the project and the findings is available (internal report no. 94/02). The team has learned a lot about the practical aspects of running a CAL facility, how to study the interactions of students with CAL software and the nature and needs of disadvantaged learners. After the experiment ended, it was decided in consultation with Ethembeni to continue and expand the program with the objective of educational upliftment of both students and teachers.
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In our educational Institute, we are trying to enhance Open Learning [JOHN 93]. We take into account the idea that learning is a social process [RESN 91]. It is based upon a certain type of "mediation", as Vygotsky said.

So, we propose two types of mediation, through two classes of resource:

- human resources: teacher, tutor, expert and learners together whose relations are based on the "socio-cognitive conflict" that W. Doise defines as a constructive interaction between peers [DOIS 84];
- technical resources: we have built a multimedia environment for education within the European Delta Co-Learn project [DERY 93][VIEV 93].

One of the four prototypes, named RTMConf, provides a group of students with an integrated learning environment. The learning activity is supported by a platform for the collaborative work (CSCW). The system is designed for a small group of participants using the metaphor of a virtual meeting classroom.

The experiment

The students have to solve together a mathematical problem using the different tools of the RTMConf: the public window, the teleporter, the opinion collector, the time manager, the audio tool and the welcomer tool. They communicate together through PC stations under Windows 3.1. These stations are connected to a server by ISDN (Integrated Services Data Network) and include an audio channel. They were four students sites (with four students in each sites) and a teacher site.

Results

The experimentation validated the physical architecture in terms of performance and usability of the different used networks and tools. The metaphor also seems to be correct and the proposed tools effectively help the communication between learners. The teacher must help the learners to use the right one, adapted to their current task.

The audio channel is necessary to establish a good and rapid of the task and the coordination.

But for the usability of the system, we have seen that to put more than two students by site was an error. The teachers need to manage simultaneously a great number of information (technical and pedagogical). They should also change their usual mode of teaching to benefit from the system. So, we have to plan a good formation of teachers who will conduct some Co-Learn session.
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Mathematica as a Conjecture Making and a Multimedia Tool
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Introduction

Today many university instructors across the world are integrating computer algebra systems (CAS) into their mathematics curriculums. One of their goals is to make the subject matter more appealing to the student. The wide availability of the CAS has indeed revitalized the teaching of mathematics as well as the research. If used the right way, it has a big potential of exploring every corner of a curious student's mind, giving him ample opportunities to form, test, and prove mathematical conjectures (de Alwis, 1993).

The popular CAS include, Mathematica, Maple, Derive, MacSyma, Theorist, Reduce and muMath. However, in this paper we will concentrate only on Mathematica. It is a CAS that can be used as a numerical or symbolic calculator, a tool for graphing, or as a visualization system to analyze data. One of the biggest strengths of Mathematica is its powerful built-in programming language. This provides an ideal tool for forming and testing conjectures of mathematical or physical phenomena. By combining the Mathematica programming language with its animation and sound capabilities, one can make mathematics spring into life! For example, in the subsequent sections, we will observe projectiles moving through the sky emitting various sounds and dynamic models for world population growth. These are excellent examples on how to use Mathematica as a multimedia studio. Not only that, we will also discover some useful theorems in the process. Our students will definitely be inspired by mathematics taught and presented this way. Consequently, they will be able to understand and appreciate the subject more.

What we have used is Mathematica standard version 2.0 on a Macintosh IIfx platform running at a clock speed of 40 MHz. Some good references on Mathematica are (Wagon, 1991) and (Wolfram, 1991).

The Motion of a Projectile with and without Air Resistance

Consider the motion of a projectile fired from the origin (0,0) with a velocity \( v \) ft/sec at an angle \( \theta \) radians with the horizontal. Let \((x,y)\) be its position at time \( t \) seconds and \( g \) be the acceleration due to gravity in ft/sec\(^2\). Then in the absence of air resistance, its equations of motion are given by

\[
x = v\cos(\theta)t \quad \text{and} \quad y = v\sin(\theta)t - \frac{gt^2}{2} \quad (\text{Symon, 1971})
\]

By eliminating \( t \) between the above two equations, one can obtain the equation of the trajectory of the motion

\[
y(x) = x\tan(\theta) - \frac{gx^2}{2(2v^2\cos^2(\theta))}, \quad \text{which is a parabola. In a typical calculus class one usually does not consider the motion with air resistance because of the complexity of the equations of motion. However, with a powerful CAS like Mathematica, students can analyze this motion as well. Let \( m \) be the mass of the projectile. As given in (Symon, 1971), one popular model is to assume that at any time \( t \), the frictional force due to air is directly proportional to the velocity at that time. By denoting this constant of proportionality by \( b \), one can show that the equations of motion are given by
\]

\[
x = \frac{mv\cos(\theta)}{b} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{bt}{m}} \right) \quad \text{and} \quad y = \left( \frac{m^2g}{b^2} + \frac{mv\sin(\theta)}{b} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{bt}{m}} \right) - \frac{mgt}{b}.
\]

Eliminating \( t \) between these last two equations and denoting \( y \) by \( y_{air}(x) \), one obtains the trajectory of the motion with air resistance.
Using these equations, one can write a Mathematica program to simulate the motion of a projectile with and without air resistance in the same set of axes. In the actual presentation, one can observe the motion of two projectiles, one in solid red (without air resistance) and the other in dashed blue (with air resistance). On the top of each graph, one can see the current time and the position of each projectile. Not only that, accompanied with every movement of the projectile, one can also hear an interesting sound. At the very bottom, the maximum heights and the ranges of the projectiles are displayed. One can export a few frames of this animation to a graphic program such as Canvas. Within Canvas, one can start editing these frames. One can also import images from popular Clip Art packages and then do the final editing within Canvas. Then import the final edited frames back into Mathematica.

World Population Growth - Exponential and Logistic Models

Let us consider two models for world population growth. According to the exponential model, one assumes that the rate of growth of a population is directly proportional to the number of individuals in the population at that time (Ross, 1989). Let \( t \) denote the time in years, and \( P(t) \) denote the population at time \( t \). This means that \( \frac{dP(t)}{dt} = k_1 P(t) \) for some constant \( k_1 \). It can be easily verified that the solution of this differential equation is \( P(t) = P(0)e^{k_1 t} \) where \( P(0) \) denotes the initial population. The exponential model seems to work very well over a short period of time for human populations and also for certain mammalian species under certain conditions. However, it is unrealistic for longer periods of time. The logistic model is proven to be more satisfactory for restricted environments with a limited amount of food supply. In such an environment, let \( M \) denote the maximal population. The logistic model assumes that the growth rate \( \frac{dP(t)}{dt} \) is directly proportional to \( P(t)(M - P(t)) \) (Ross, 1989). Hence one can write that \( \frac{dP(t)}{dt} = k_2 P(t)(M - P(t)) \) for some constant \( k_2 \). One can also show that the solution of this differential equation is given by \( P(t) = \frac{P(0)M}{P(0) + (M - P(0))e^{-k_2 Mt}} \). This equation implies that \( \lim_{t \to \infty} P(t) = M \). Therefore, unlike the exponential model, the logistic model is more realistic.

Based on the above equations, one can write a Mathematica program to simulate the world population growth. In the actual presentation, one can observe two graphs climbing up as the time \( t \) increases, one in dashed red representing the exponential model and the other in solid green representing the logistic model. The current year and the total populations predicted by the models are also displayed. One can also use the graphic program Canvas and a Clip Art package to create images of a big metropolis and import them back into our animation. This is a prime example on how to use Mathematica as a multimedia studio.
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An adaptive questionnaire based upon an automatic knowledge assessment tool

MICHEL C. DESMARIAIS  JIMING LIU
Centre de recherche informatique de Montréal
1801 ave. McGill College, bureau 800, Montréal, Québec, Canada H3A 2N4

One of the most praised qualities of computer assisted training (CAT) is its ability to deliver individualized training. In CAT, the pace of individual learning is not determined by the learning group's average, or maximum, or minimum learning pace. It adapts to the individual's capabilities. Even the content can be tailored to the individual's background knowledge and personal training needs.

Current state-of-the art CAT systems support individualization of the training process by allowing free or flexible navigation within the training content, as opposed to a rigid linear content presentation controlled by the computer. However, this flexibility imposes an additional burden on both the instructional designer and the learner. For example, the instructor must decide the appropriate sequencing of exercises according to the successes and failures of the learner. Or the learner must explore the whole training content and decide what is appropriate.

We present a method for reducing the effort and complexity of designing and delivering individualized training based upon the automatic assessment of the learner’s expertise. The method induces, from empirical data, the learning order of knowledge units (KU—they can represent mastery of concepts or skills). This ordering is thereafter used to infer an individual’s knowledge state (see Falmagne et al., 1990, for the cognitive foundations of this method). Through a sampling of a person’s knowledge state, the system assesses the probability that this person knows any given KU. The application of such method to adaptive CAT systems are numerous.

We built a system for an adaptive questionnaire based upon this method. A question represents a KU. Every time a user answers a question, the probability of correctly answering each other question is updated automatically, according to a success or a failure, based upon the empirically derived ordering of questions (which constitutes a partial order). The ability to use this information for adaptive purposes is shown in a mode where the system chooses the most informative question (based upon a question’s expected value of entropy reduction given an answer). If the user correctly answers the questions chosen by the system, the degree of question difficulty tends to increase gradually. On the contrary, if the user fails systematically, the degree of difficulty will tend to decrease. For example, we constructed an adaptive questionnaire on UNIX. The automatic assessment module was initialized with data from 20 subjects. The following sequences represent the mean failure rate of questions presented to the user for successive successes and failures respectively:

Questions’ mean failure rate for consecutive successes: 33%, 48%, 67%, 57%, 81%, 76%, ...
Questions’ mean failure rate for consecutive failures: 33%, 48%, 24%, 38%, 24%, 24%, ...

Moreover, the user’s global score will rapidly rise with the above successes and drop with failures:

User’s global score with consecutive successes: 61%, 69%, 72%, 77%, 81%, 84%, ...
User’s global score with consecutive failures: 61%, 54%, 51%, 49%, 47%, 45%, ...

Without the inference power from the automatic assessment, the resulting scores at the end of the above sequences of questions would correspond to 64% instead of 84% for successes, and 58% instead of 45% for failures.

Systematic validations of the method for correctly assessing an individual’s knowledge state were performed in a number of different experiments on the knowledge of WordPerfect™ text-editing commands (Desmarais et al., 1993; Desmarais and Liu, 1993). These results showed that, for example, a close to perfect knowledge assessment was inferred after sampling 70% of a subject’s knowledge state, and that sampling 50% of the knowledge state would reduce the standard error score of estimates to about half of the error score without inferences. The method thus successfully reduced the number of questions that needed to be asked to assess a subject’s score.
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Helping students get unstuck

Richard Feifer
USIU, 10455 Pomerado Road, San Diego, CA 92131

Douglas Holyoak
Center for Professional Education
Arthur Andersen & Co., 1405 North Fifth Ave, St. Charles, IL 60174

When students attempt to learn by doing, they will get stuck. If a human guide is available, the student can receive the support he or she needs to get moving again. We call this kind of support a procedural nudge. A student who is learning by doing in a computer-based environment has an even greater need for a procedural nudge. For maximum learning to take place, the student should receive just enough of a push or guidance to get past the sticking point without being explicitly told the answer. In addition to providing the right kind of help, designers should consider the personality traits students may attribute to the tutor. A clear, consistent personality enables the learner to appropriately interpret and use the procedural nudge. We have observed the following five human personality types providing procedural nudges within computer-based learning environments.

The Eager Expert understands the domain, knows the student's problem, is smart, and, because it doesn't have the patience to guide the student to the answer, it simply gives the student the answer. While it is probably the most typical kind of assistance currently available within educational software, it rarely results in learning.

A Gaming Genius also understands the domain, knows the problem, is smart, but seldom gives direct answers. This personality provides the student with vague hints and ambiguous answers. The Gaming Genius is usually implemented to give just enough information to get the student moving again. The student, however, perceives that the Gaming Genius is toying with the student and enjoys seeing the student struggle.

The Fallible Colleague may or may not understand the domain or the problem, requiring the student to carefully evaluate any advice he or she receives. This personality has good intentions, offering many solutions or answers, yet some answers are wrong. One pedagogic advantage is that the tutor can give the answer without fear of giving it away, since the student will not be completely confident that the answer is correct.

The Clever Confidant does not understand the domain nor does it know the problem, but it is smart. The Clever Confidant knows how to reason about problems in general and ask questions the student should ask himself. The advantage here is that the Clever Confidant begins to model the behavior the student should be exhibiting in the problem-solving process.

A Blind Brain understands the domain, is smart, but does not know the student's problem. With this personality the student is forced to conceptualize his or her problem before the tutor can help. Any answer the Blind Brain provides is only as good as the conceptualization the student provides. Unlike the Fallible Colleague, the appropriateness of the advice is not random, but dependent on the student's ability to understand and communicate the problem.

All of these personalities, with the exception of the Eager Expert, can provide a procedural nudge. Assuming the personalities are implemented in a clear and consistent manner, each will encourage the learner to develop different problem solving skills: Gaming Genius - making inferences; Fallible Colleague - judging the validity of data; Clever Confidant - asking oneself the right kind of questions; Blind Brain - conceptualizing the problem. Both Clever Confidant and Blind Brain have the additional advantage of accomplishing these pedagogical goals without annoying the learner.
The variety of programming paradigms widely used in practical situations stresses the importance of building computing environments aimed at helping students acquire the capability to computationally model problems independently of a specific language. Moreover, if such environments are endowed with the capability of automatically producing code in different languages (i.e. imperative, logic, functional, etc.), students are operatively motivated to study modelling problems, and are provided with a tool for rapid prototyping on different programming schemes. On this basis we have designed a system, called MEMO-II, intended to be used in the teaching/learning of programming with University students. A prototype version of the system runs on IBM/486 under SCO-Unix operating system.

MEMO-II is a programming environment which allows the user to build programs from formal specifications via interaction with the system. The process of generating a program from a specification is carried out by the system.

To help students understand the different processes intervening in the building of programs, that is how a model is built and modified, how interesting conjectures are made and verified, how a representation can be derived, MEMO-II places a series of facilities at the disposal of the user. Via the facilities, the user autonomously decides about the specification to be explored, formulates properties which must be verified and the knowledge to be used in the proof, establishes which links with mathematical structures should be analysed, decides which tests must be carried out. The system helps the user in this activity by guiding him in the description of the specification, by verifying its adequacy with respect to feasibility, by giving proof of the properties indicated by the student and by deriving programs from specifications.

The process is carried out interactively; the facilities of the system are accessed through commands. An algebraic specification oriented language, a validator of specification, an automatic translator and a theorem prover are the core of the system. A broad analysis of the technical organisation of the system and its components can be found in [Antoy et al. 1993].

From a pedagogical point of view, the work is based on three main observations: it is commonly acknowledged that we need efficient ways to teach abstraction; teaching modelling contextually with a language makes it difficult to understand the difference between the conceptual and technical processes leading to solve a problem computationally; the amount of time and effort needed to build computer systems devoted to teaching problem solving suggest making them applicable in a variety of educational contexts. To overcome these difficulties, we propose using systems endowed with the following features: 1) to support a variety of programming languages in order to be applied to several educational contexts; 2) to place at students’ disposal a series of tools for the development and testing of formal specifications, independently of a particular programming paradigm; 3) to grant the user facilities for producing effective programs focusing his attention on the cognitive aspects of programming rather than on the technical ones.

HCDE: A Hypermedia Based Courseware Developing Environment

LIU GANNA
Dept. of Computer Science and Engineering Research Center of CAI
Xi'an Jiaotong University, SHaanxi, China, 710049

The Hypertext and multimedia information is merging into the hypermedia at the present. A hypermedia based courseware developing environment, HCDE, has been developed and implemented at Xi'an Jiaotong University. The main functions and features of HCDE are as follows:

1. HCDE provides the multimedia information interfaces in the low cost hardware environment, so it can be popularized easily. These interfaces can link the hypertext nodes with the text, graphics, image, animation and the Chinese speech. They are constructed by software technology without speech card, video card and other special hardware.

2. A novel "bus oriented" message driving control model in HAE is designed for increasing the independence of modules, extensibility and maintainability. HCDE consists of the Hypermedia Authoring Environment (HAE) and a ToolBox which includes five special tools. HAE includes 12 object classes (or called modulus) to organize all forms of information into the card of hypertext and automatically generates a hypermedia courseware by defined 15 messages driving. The sending message and control transfer take place on the message queues, exchanging information between the modules occur indirectly.

3. HCDE is a non programming opening environment for teachers and allows them to write the courseware script in English or Chinese by simple authoring rules ( only 16 control symbols as prefixes of the objects ) rather than in programming way. The tools have friendly HCI and detailed help information. The efficiency of developing courseware can be raised tens times.

4. HCDE supports courseware engineering, creates knowledge base of ITS and student model. It also supports interactive teaching applications, instructional path control by logical lock. A good navigation algorithm is designed to avoided the 'lose — way' problem, in the meantime, deadlock problem has been solved.

5. The object oriented method and self adaptive are adopted in HAE to realize the compatibility, tailorability and adaptivity of system. A new and original speech signal compression algorithm ZBCOMP on Chinese Speech Synthesis System and the new ideas about generating animation are achieved. HCDE was developed in BORLAND C++ 3.0, running on IBM PC with 80x86 CPU, VGA, HD (> 20M ) and LOUDSPEAKER. The system owns Chinese character library, supports mouse and keyboard. It has been used to develop courseware, electrical document and knowledge base of ITS at more than ten universities.
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Cognitive and social sciences have pointed out some fundamental characteristics on the nature of learning (Pea, 1992):
- the development of intelligence is actively constructed by the individual,
- learning is situated in a community of practice,
- learning is a process of communication between human beings,
- learning aims to everyone’s autonomy and cooperation.

According to these results, a mediatized learning environment must provide two essential functionalities:
- it must provide the learners with an interactive and shared workspace. It is the field of the action and of the observation.
- it must enable and ease the conversation about the action in real time and afterward. It is the field of the communication and of the negotiation of meaning.

We are developing such an environment, called MOVIE, for learning mathematics. MOVIE is a visual interactive environment for the calculus. The objects of MOVIE are all kinds of usual objects (price tags, gauges, clocks...) or mathematical objects (formulae, graphs, figures...) it is possible to calculate with.

Composed objects are built by copy and by paste of basic objects. For the calculus we use a visual formalism which extends the algebraic coding to a third dimension, according to a spatial syntax.

MOVIE is thought from scratch for the collaborative work: the learners put on the shared workspace the objects they are appropriate to the studied problem. These one are given to everybody’s action.

MOVIE is multimodal: the one of the direct manipulation and the one of the language coexist for the managing of the calculus.

MOVIE is multimedia: the change of standpoint on the calculus can enable cinematical animations.

MOVIE is multiagents: we can put agents in the environment. They relieve human operators in some tedious tasks.

We have developed a first prototype in Smalltalk 80 (Gers, 1993).
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Glucomedia: How to integrate multimedia environments & ITSs through advisory strategies and learner modelling
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The combination of multimedia environments with ITS takes advantage of the various ways the information can be processed. The information is related to the facets of the content to be learnt but it is also related to the characteristics of the learner. Interaction is possible when the progression through the available network of information depends on what the system knows about the learner.

The concept of significant interaction

An intelligent system has the ability to reason about the direction which the learning interaction should take at any given moment. The accuracy of the model that is used to adapt the interaction depends on the quality of the inferences that can be made by the system regarding the learner's cognitive abilities, needs, believes and strategies. Significant interaction occurs when the information is interpretable by the learner in terms of meaningful units of information that can modify the learner's representations or motivate him/her to go further. The learner is thus participating in a multi-modal transaction defined as exchange cycles of information, more or less meaningful, to generate significance or understanding of a phenomenon or a particular state (Merrill, Li Zhongmin & Jones Mark, 1991). The main pedagogical issue is to give the learner more control over its interaction with the system and, at the same time, to allow the system to adapt its interventions during the learning session.

In the design of environments based on significant interaction, three dimensions are interwined:

- **The intervention level**: The systems interacts significantly with the learner at different levels: perceptive, transactional, cognitive, pedagogical and evaluative.
- **The structural components**: Objectives describe expected representations to be set up though the use of various strategies.
- **The quality criteria**: Every component, at every level, should be clear, coherent and relevant; it includes some analogy (denotative and connotative), some redundancy (density of information) and some degree of learner's control.

**An example: GLUCOMEDIA**

The main objective of Glucomedia is to motivate, inform and teach patients who suffer from diabetes to improve their control over the disease. The system presents day life situations which call for a decision from the patient. At any time, according to the evolution of patient's knowledge, Glucomedia can complexify the situation presented, incorporating new elements that may force the patient to revise his/her previous decision or to make new ones. The intelligent learning environment is based on two qualitative models: free exploration and apprenticeship. The multimedia components of Glucomedia have been integrated in the knowledge base. The multimedia functions can be activated by the advisor in conjunction with the evolution of the learner's knowledge.
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We have been developing a Hypermedia learning environment based on the Constructivist model of teaching for several years now (Gill 93). From our own observations and also those in other institutions we recognise that many students hold deep misconceptions, and incorrect models of many physical laws, such as Newton’s Laws of Motion (Osborne & Freyberg, 85). We have implemented the constructivist model within a HyperCard™ based system which allows the user to branch and follow non-linear routes of learning with extensive multimedia support for this particular topic. We have been experimenting with these principles for a number of years now, and have developed four discrete systems to date. We are committed to an on-going testing of the system, in order to gain important feedback, which is tremendously important in educational software development. Our systems have been successfully tested at the Department of Design, Brunel University; Fachhochschule Hannover, Germany; the Rivers School, Massachusetts, USA; and the Department of Education, University of South Dakota, USA. The age of the students range from 14 years to 24 years, with varying backgrounds, which has provided us with interesting data.

Results

Contrary to some of our earlier assumptions, the models held by the students are not self standing ideas that they apply universally to many different phenomena, but are a kind of sub-conscious fuzziness, which consists of some formal scientific explanation. A student will pick certain terms and definitions from the correct concept, and then mix it with their own wild inaccuracies to form their explanation. Students have a tendency to cling to key words like ‘resistance’ and cheat the system looking for correct answers, which inevitably hold recognisable key words. Many of the younger students treated the system as a game, always wanting to know if they were right or wrong. However the older students are quite happy with the informal approach, taking much more time, and was best summarised by one student as “doesn’t say you are right or wrong, you have to think and understand it”. The use of audio for signifying key interactions was greeted with a positive response. However the use of spoken human directions for certain activities was found to be ineffective and often annoying. Students were asked if they would like to have the texts read back to them and the answer was a resounding ‘yes’. Such a feature has been easy to implement with the new Apple PlainTalk extension. It must be noted that the younger students had an aversion to reading much of the card texts. Each card held a reasonable amount of text, with up to 15 lines and 180 words (on a 640 x 480 pixel card, with 14pt Palatino). This is not a large amount of text compared to many systems, but it was often too much. Extreme cases saw users flick to a card, be presented with a lot of text, and then move quickly on to the next card without stopping to read the text. These students were often on ‘the hunt’ for the Quicktime movies and animations. Macromind Director™ animations and Quicktime™ video sequences were originally played automatically on the opening of each card. However the students where not happy with this as they wanted to have more control when the animation appeared, when it played, and when it stopped. By allowing the user to open the movie at their request we have been able to improve card to card times, and to display multiples of the same movie on screen, allowing the user to examine sequences more thoroughly. All the students tested where more than happy to open these movie objects, and would often spend several minutes watching and rewatching a short movie. Comparing the success of the movies with the lack of interest for text, it is quite clear which holds more captivation for the students. Newer versions of the system now contain much less text per card, with more text, diagrams and explanations in the Quicktime movies. This is perhaps not a major surprise to anyone who has observed teenagers play computer games and the amount of TV they watch. These factors are undoubtedly important to the success of learning systems and these trials have provided us with many important points.
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Over the last few years, our research group has developed a series of case-based design support systems. Each system in this series represents an experiment in combining case-based and multimedia technologies for supporting conceptual design in complex domains. In the Archie project (Pearce et al., 1992), we explored the use of past designs for aiding architects in designing new office buildings. In the AskJef project (Barber et al., 1992), we investigated the use of multiple types of knowledge, including past designs, for advising software engineers on the design of human-machine interfaces. The more recent ArchieTutor system represents a cross-domain experiment in using AskJef's framework for supporting design teaching in Archie's domain.

ArchieTutor operates in the domain of architecture, as does Archie. However, instead of supporting professional architects in solving complex design problems, our goal for ArchieTutor is to support design teaching in beginning architectural classes. More specifically, the system is intended to support design teaching in two ways. First, building on the results of AskJef, it is intended to support design teaching by helping beginning architectural students in understanding the nature of the design domain of office buildings, and the structure of design problems and solutions in the domain. Second, following the results of AskJef and using Archie as a base, it is intended to support design teaching by exposing students to some of the knowledge sources and skills useful in design generation and design critiquing.

This form of "subversive tutoring" does not force the student to learn about the domain but invites the student to explore the domain in the context of solving a design problem, and presents knowledge in such a way that it is likely to be remembered. The most important features are:

- ArchieTutor makes the relationship between the different types of knowledge explicit: the student has access to a cross-indexed knowledge network (design cases, design principles and guidelines, and domain models) in the system's memory.
- ArchieTutor provides a vocabulary for cross-indexing design cases, principles, and domain models.
- Organization of ArchieTutor's interface strongly reflects the organization of knowledge in its memory.
- Graphical representation of the case allows the student to focus on a specific chunk of the design by zooming in, or look at the design as a whole by zooming out.
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Supporting the Learning of Recursion at a Distance
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Research in the area of artificial intelligence in education (AI-Ed) has made progress on three fronts. First, AI-Ed researchers have constructed discovery learning environments in which a learner can use creative play with the aim of achieving self-actuated goals. Second, AI-Ed researchers have explored reducing the complexity of learning by providing scaffolding that can slowly fade. Third, AI-Ed researchers have begun to understand how to individualize tutorial interaction so that the cognitive needs of the learner can be dynamically fulfilled. The key to this individualization is the ability to perform "student modelling" where learning states are diagnosed from learner behaviour and incorporated into a longer term model of the student.

We have developed two systems for supporting the learning recursion in LISP. PETAL (Bhuiyan, 1992) provides a scaffolding environment in which learners are supported in their mental model-level problem solving as they solve programming tasks. SCENT (McCalla et al., 1988) is able to diagnose strategic and logical errors in learners' completed programs and is able to provide English advice about their solutions. In this research we have shown how PETAL can be used "stand-alone" by learners at a distance to receive the local support they need as they develop solutions to their programming tasks, but, when they feel the need for individualized advice on their completed solutions, the learners can receive it remotely from a centrally running version of SCENT.

PETAL consists of three Programming Environment Tools (PETs) to support learners in the use of three mental models of recursion. As learners use a PET, they express mental model-level decisions by actions carried out in the PET. PETAL can generate runnable LISP code from the mental model-level descriptions the learners create. This helps learners to offload onto PETAL the necessity for dealing with the intricacies of LISP syntax and semantics, thus allowing them to concentrate on problem solving rather than coding. We have found that the PETs themselves serve as a powerful learning tool that scaffolds problem solving for novice programmers.

The SCENT advisor is a traditional intelligent tutoring system in that it builds an internalized model of the student programmer's strategy in order to comment upon it. It is non-traditional in its use of case-based and granularity-based reasoning methodologies to help it to build this model. At the heart of the SCENT advisor is a recognition engine that determines what strategies the learner has used in his or her LISP program. The recognition engine uses a model-based approach to recognition, comparing the learner's solution to models in a fixed strategy library. In our approach, we overcome fundamental problems of model-based recognition, especially problems in robustness, flexibility, and adaptability.

In order to connect PETAL and SCENT and to run multiple PETALs at the same time, it was necessary to convert SCENT into an advice server, managing advice requests from multiple PETAL clients. The protocol involves PETAL sending an advice request to SCENT and when the solution has been analysed, SCENT returns the advice. The learner then browses the advice in PETAL while SCENT proceeds to handle other requests.

We conducted an experiment with nine first-year university students using the PETAL/SCENT integrated system. The protocols confirmed that students would work for some time before requesting advice. During the exit interviews students were positive about PETAL but were split on the perceived value of SCENT. Some were frustrated because SCENT would not give specific instructions about how to fix their code but they appreciated the fact that it would show where their code was wrong and give hints about how to correct it.

This work integrates systems from two different streams of AI-Ed research to synergistically provide a truly useful learning environment in a cost-effective way. We believe that the PETAL/SCENT integrated system is a role model for linking scaffolding environments to a central AI-based tutoring system.
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The environment considered is an integrated and multi-site environment which must provide technical support for information management (designing and implementation facilities, maintenance), for information transmission (computer networks, mailing service) and for information processing (tracing and evaluation services). Such a tele-teaching centre requires two categories of pedagogical resource sites: • the main training centre which organizes, manages and diffuses the training services (pedagogical bricks) and • the training centres (remote sites), which provide the learners with all necessary human and technical services (ACTS : Adapted Class Training Service and AGTS : Adapted Group Training Service) required for the instruction process.

Training services in each training centre are structured in three layers: support, global and cooperative layers. Each training service of any training site is designed using an object-oriented approach, it is based on functional and independent 'building blocks' (Natarajan, 1992).

Support layer represents the information, network, software and hardware platforms.

Global layer represents four types of SITB (Service Independent Training Building Block): pedagogical service to manage apprenticeship of learner group, information service for supporting learning activities, evaluation service to evaluate a learner group, and cooperation service allowing the interaction between users (to exchange messages and pedagogical resources). Pedagogical service is represented by basic resources (multiple-choice-questions), isolated or grouped (questionnaire), which constitute pedagogical 'bricks' that can be teleloaded from each training centre. Information service is represented by knowledge source such as: lexical concepts of domain. Evaluation service is represented by multiple choice question and questionnaires.

Cooperative layer is represented by two cooperative services: ACTS and AGTS. ACTS is managed by a class manager controlling (by control interactions with the corresponding group manager) an electronic class according to a class teaching strategy. Each learner group is classified by a knowledge level (‘novice’, ‘confirmation’, ‘deepen’ and ‘master’). Each AGTS is managed by a group manager controlling a particular knowledge level according to a group teaching strategy. The components of each AGTS are: • actors (teachers, learners and reusable SITBs), • roles (actor’s behaviour), a set of roles has been identified in the ECOLE (European Collaborative Open Learning Environment) project (Eijkelenburg, 93): speak, react, ask, answer, observe and work, in addition to that we consider inform, evaluate, and tutor, • activities, a learning activity allows to establish a learning situation according to roles played by actors, and • the manager of pedagogical situation execution, it must to manage the training sessions, through a series of pedagogical activities adapting each pedagogical situation to learner’s needs (individual or in group) in a flexible training.

A multi-site environment such as SEMIEC (in french : ‘Système Evolutif Multimédia Intégré d’Enseignement de la Comptabilité’) based on the training architecture (Hernández, 1993) is being developed in the distance education context of apprenticeship of accountant at IPST (the ‘Institut de Promotion Supérieure du Travail’ is a french institute for professional training).
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Synchronizing parallel processes is a difficult and complex domain. To offer students practical experiences in this field we developed SYPROS, an intelligent tutoring system. SYPROS uses tree-like structured goals and plans for the representation of its problem solving knowledge (cf. [HeGo93]). An important aim in developing SYPROS was to make it able to observe a student's problem solving process and to understand a student's solution. For this reason the goal-plan-tree generated by SYPROS is enriched with buggy goals and plans.

Diagnosing a Student's Solution

The process of diagnosing a student's program consists of three steps: To each program statement a matching algorithm finds all plans which match this statement. The interpretation algorithm reduces this one-to-many relation to an one-to-one relation, i.e. for each program statement it determines exactly one plan which is fulfilled by the statement. Finally, the diagnosis algorithm assigns one or more diagnosis categories like correct, incorrect, necessary, inconsistent etc. to each goal (cf. [HeGo93]).

The Interpretation Algorithm

The interpretation algorithm of SYPROS uses information about the student's knowledge and behavior which can be obtained from the student module. But most of this information is uncertain knowledge.

In order to investigate which model fits best this kind of knowledge we followed Pearl's classification of theories of uncertainty (cf. [Pear88]) and looked into the neo-probabilistic approach, e.g. Bayesian networks, into the logicist approach, e.g. default logic or truth maintenance systems, and into the neo-calculist approach, e.g. Dempster Shafer-theory or fuzzy sets (cf. [Zade65]).

Comparing these models we found out that fuzzy techniques are well suited for the interpretation algorithm. Therefore, in SYPROS the uncertain information is modelled by fuzzy sets, and the interpretation component is implemented as an expert system based on fuzzy techniques (cf. [Zier93]).
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Educational Multimedia Software Development Model: A Revised Empirical Approach
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Until now, traditional software engineering development models (DeGrace and Hulet Stahl, 1992) have failed to meet the particular requirements for multimedia software production in general (Brooks, 1987) and educational multimedia software in particular. There is an important need for a simple software development model for producing educational material, particularly, in countries with different cultural realities and where teachers are not technology aware. This paper is the first step to produce a set of guidelines that help them to go with the technology.

Our educational multimedia software development model highlights the following principles: (a) Early study and definition of the user, assessment of the pedagogical value and usability of the proposed software (Dockterman, 1991). (b) Easy to build and low cost combination of sketches and prototypes that help during the design and implementation. (c) Early and iterative evaluation of the project in all of its dimensions (content, functionality, structure and usability). (d) Parallel work of the members of the team, allowing the evolution, evaluation and implementation (Boehm, 1989; Nielsen, 1992) of each component of the software separately but also integrating them into a tangible product at early stages.

We divide the software development model in five stages: (i) Project Definition: These are mainly brainstorming sessions of the working group (teacher, psychologist, engineer and art designer). Some of the points addressed here are: theme and contents, availability of information (text books, videos, etc.), the user and his/her environment and resources for development and use. (ii) Project Design: It has three main goals: to collect the maximal amount of information, to define the application's general structure and to formalize the design with a graphical representation of the components (like a softecture in Gilb 1988), the browsing structure and the helps available. This stage is divided in three minor steps that compound an iterative process with incremental contents and expressiveness. Each one represents an evaluation point, where the project is critically analyzed. (iii) Application Evolution. It is an iterative process in which users probe (test) alternates with rearranged computer prototypes. (iv) Software Product Production: This step includes all the additional and complementary material that the software should include in order to become a real market product. (v) Maintenance: It is not included as a real stage of the software development model, but must be considered in the development model because of the resources that it will demand to do it.

These five steps summarize the proposed software development model. Some additional considerations such as the role of each member of the team (designer, educator and engineer), the representation tools and the evaluation procedures, as well as the general features required for the end-product are currently being worked on.
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Our “Computerized Textbook of Psychology” (“CTP” for short) project has been promoting the development of a courseware for psychology on personal computers. Some parts of this study have been published elsewhere[1]. The aim of the CTP project is to develop an environmental CAI system so that it will provide a new technical environment for learning and teaching psychology, for not only students but also those scholars, who intend to reorganize the vast field of psychology. In contrast with conventional ICAI/ITS approach, which can not be applicable to such a field with large and/or non-linear knowledge structure as psychology, the CTP system brings the “browser frame” into hypertext structure, which help browsing and searching the target easily out of large knowledge space. The CTP system stands open to the selective modules in knowledge space in the forms of explanations, figures, animations and simulations.

Classroom Demonstrations Using CTP System

As a unique feature of CTP in contrast to other CAI systems, all the demonstration programs in the CTP system can be used for classroom demonstration as well as self-educational system. We have conducted two experiments(120 subjects each) to examine the effectiveness of the classroom demonstration function of CTP. The purpose of the experiments was to assess the visibility and understandability of the classroom demonstration under regular classroom circumstances equipped with inexpensive audio-visual system. Although no explanation about the demonstrations was given to the subjects in the experiments, high visibility and understandability in such a way as the experimental results showed the demonstrations attracted the students' interest and made them experience psychological facts.
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A Hypermedia-driven Computer Assisted Mathematics Remediation Package
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There has been a long-time concern about the adequacy of mathematical skills of many students entering primary and early childhood education courses. Because of resource implications, it has not been feasible to offer a remediation program. Therefore, it was undertaken to develop a computer assisted math remediation package.

Description of Requirements for the Package

Because there is a wide range of students' abilities and backgrounds, an underlying pre-requisite for the package is that it be self-paced. Furthermore, it was intended that the software developed be capable of catering for its users' different learning styles.

Analyses indicated that for this particular target group, the content needed to introduce students to unfamiliar mathematical content, particularly algebraic expressions and in doing this, equip them with skills to transfer knowledge to unfamiliar situations. Therefore, the package is intended to use problems which require a range of background mathematics knowledge and also require many steps in each problem's solution.

A group of 25 students and mathematicians was asked to solve a selection of problems and to describe the problem solving processes used. These processes were categorised as: visualising a 3-dimensional model of the problem; drawing a 2-dimensional representation; using equations, and using English expressions. For each problem, the package will offer a series of appropriate strategies across these four sub-headings.

Implementation of the Package in a Hypermedia Environment

The package is being developed using HyperCard to create a hypermedia environment. This will allow the incorporation of text and graphics into a user-friendly interface. The non-sequential nature of multiple problem solution paths is readily implementable using hypermedia. Marsh and Kumar (1992, p25) state that the multi-dimensional nature of hypermedia presentation is consistent with learning models of recent cognitive theories.

The figure at right gives a good indication of the user interface design. It can be seen that the student has access to a calculator; can leave the tutorial temporarily to attempt an answer; can have the original problem displayed at any time; has access to background knowledge, and can leave the present tutorial and return to the problem solving menu.

The advantages of developing a hypermedia system are consistent with Johnson and Grover's hypertutor model (1993, p7). These include learner control using an intuitive, consistent interface, immediate feedback, and easily accessible learning resources.
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CASPER: A Hypermedia Departmental Information System
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It is important for college students to have as much information available on their department as possible. This information should be up to date, and easily accessible and digestible. When students have a question, they should have the means to find their own answers quickly and easily.

To satisfy this need in our department we designed and implemented a hypermedia information system called CASPER - "Computer Assisted Studies Planning and Educational Resources." The CASPER software includes an Oracle database, a full colour Hypercard interface, and Quicktime movies. The CASPER hardware includes a Macintosh IIci with a 13" colour monitor, a mouse, and a laserprinter. The student interacts with CASPER using only the mouse.

CASPER contains information about our department, its instructors, its courses, and equivalent courses at other universities.

CASPER helps the student find information about our department. A student can see a list of presentations and other upcoming events, or read a list of answers to commonly asked questions. The student can see a full colour map of the department and click on rooms to see who it's occupants are.

CASPER helps the student find information on a particular instructor. A student can click on an instructor based on that faculty member's name, or their face from a set of full colour pictures. Clicking on a faculty member brings up information on that instructor including their name, title, phone number, office number, lab number, office hours, research interests, and teaching assignments for the current and future terms. The student can also play short full colour movies of the faculty members introducing themselves, allowing the student to see and hear them.

CASPER helps the student find information on a particular course. A student can click on a course from a list of all the courses taught in this department, or a list of all the courses taught this term. The student can see when and where the course is being taught, a sample syllabus for the course, and who the instructors will be for the next several semesters.

CASPER helps the student find information on equivalent courses at other universities. A student can click on a university and see which courses transfer to our department, or click on a course in our department and see a list of equivalent courses at other universities. This includes information on the equivalent course from the other university's Course Bulletin.

With all of this information available, CASPER helps the student choose which courses they will take in the coming terms. A student enters information about the courses they have previously taken, and the grades they have received. CASPER shows which courses remain to be scheduled, when those courses will be offered, and who will be teaching them. The student can then move term by term into the future scheduling courses. Once the student has created their plan of work they can print it out or save it onto a floppy disc. With the floppy disc, the student can return to CASPER at a future date and make changes to their plan.

CASPER has a friendly interface that makes the system fun to use, as well as informative - encouraging students to explore. CASPER allows the student to quickly and easily see related information. Clicking on an instructor's name or picture anywhere in the system brings up information on that instructor. Clicking on a term brings up a complete list of courses offered that term. Clicking on a course brings up information on that course. Clicking on a room number brings up the departmental map showing where that room is located.

In February 1993, CASPER was placed in our department's main office where it is always left running. Student reaction has been overwhelmingly positive. They find the system very easy to use the first time they sit down in front of it. Their only complaints have been that the system should contain even more information.
A relatively recent development in multimedia appears to be an excellent candidate as a wide-ranging resource for distance learners. CD-I (compact disc interactive) is both a media and a system specification and defines what can be present on a disc, how it is coded and organized and how disc/system compatibility can be maintained. Other advantages of CD-I include compatibility with the CD-Digital Audio specifications (the Red Book), compatibility with existing consumer electronic products (stereo systems and televisions), compatibility with other broadcast conventions (PAL, SECAM) and expansion possibilities which turn the CD-I system into a complete microcomputer system.

Given that interactivity has been defined in various ways in distance education and that interactivity is at the heart of CD-I, Lundin (1989) has identified six levels of interaction in the distance delivery of instruction. For this discussion, levels 3 through 5 are relevant:

- **Level 3:** 'limited interaction' in which the participant has choices regarding the exploration of the CD-I-based course content;
- **Level 4:** 'responses' which are requested from the learner;
- **Level 5:** 'simulated' interaction in which the material acts as a catalyst for real-time interaction among participants.

In each of these levels, the learner is in firm control of the pace of interaction and is actively engaged in the acquisition and mastery of the course-related skills and concepts. When using CD-I in level 3, the learner can choose to view the course materials from various perspectives if the disc designer has provided for unrestricted access to the disc’s contents in addition to the navigational tools (screen design and interface). Level 4 interaction would be commonplace as CD-I is designed for exactly this. Level 5 would occur during the real-time videoconferencing and would allow for the use of a common source of information for all participants.

Propositions about the use of CD-I in distance education, related to the above three levels, appear to emerge:

- **Proposition 1.** CD-I technology can provide the distance learner with more opportunities to employ personalized learning strategies than traditional distance delivery systems.
- **Proposition 2.** CD-I technology has the potential to enhance and to facilitate the exploration and organization of new information;
- **Proposition 3.** CD-I technology has the capacity to reduce the obstacles inherent in technological interaction.

This new technology (new, at least, in the way in which it is employed in instruction) can offer increasingly more convenient and more effective channels of educational opportunities for CD-I is a system that is at once flexible, individualistic, comprehensive, and easy-to-use.
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Information Gathering Styles in an Interactive Environment: the Influence of Computer Literacy and Technology Use
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Multimedia software permits users to access information in many new ways compared to traditional media such as books. In this study, subjects were instructed to find information on aviation heroes of the 1920s in a multimedia encyclopedia (Compton's Interactive Encyclopedia on the CD-I platform). Our goal was to discover the relationship between information gathering styles and levels of computer literacy and technology use. We also created profiles of the most and least efficient searchers.

Subjects with high levels of computer literacy on three dimensions ("anxiety," "confidence," and "liking," as operationalized by Loyd and Gressard, 1986) were more efficient searchers than those with low computer literacy scores. Heavy technology users on two dimensions ("everyday technology" and "information seeking") were more efficient searchers than light technology users. However, the computer literacy, and technology variables did not effectively predict satisfaction with the encyclopedia, which was high even among inefficient searchers (Kamerer and Wilcox, 1993).

The most efficient searchers typically used the "Title Finder," which is analogous to an alphabetical look-up. Title Finder searches were approximately twice as efficient as other, more associative approaches such as "Time Machine" (search by date) or "Fact Index" (search by category). The most efficient searchers were also more than twice as likely as inefficient searchers to use "hot key jumps," while the least efficient searchers were more likely to use a wide range of features. Inefficient searchers also spent a fair amount of time getting lost. In fact, four of 82 subjects failed to find the topic at all in 20 minutes.

In short, efficient searchers successfully used a few features, while inefficient searchers either explored many features or got bogged down in features which were inappropriate for the search. This suggests some implications for design of interactive materials. First, "bells and whistles" such as a "time machine," may help sell multimedia software, but they may not be very useful. Also, too many features seemed to create a kind of anomie in our subjects, who then were distracted by them at the cost of finding information. Content analysis of the sessions reveals that many of the iconic conventions of the interface are unclear to the user. The feature that seemed to most help searchers is the hypertext link, in which a user can jump from one article to another, related, article, without having to navigate back through earlier menus.
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By looking at the current state of Computer Based Learning we see that we definitely deal with a new type of computer related product which is called courseware. Although there exist sophisticated and well-established methods of hardware and software design, there do not exist such methods for courseware preparation. In other words, in courseware design we face a situation similar to the very early stages of software design when authors developed their own isolated programs without taking into consideration reusability and modularity of the software developed. In analogy a new technique of courseware design has to be implemented in up-to-date authoring systems.

Hyper-PC is a comprehensive software tool running on PCs under MS-Windows for developing interactive multimedia courseware. It brings together text, graphics, animation, sound, images and answer-judging procedures in order to create computer-based training courses. It should be especially noted that the creation of all components of courseware is a programming-free process. Even quite sophisticated animation and answer-judging algorithms can be defined by means of a special non-procedural model of courseware being developed.

The frame-channel model is a paradigm which allows to formally define the structure of a large courseware product and thus manage the process of its development. Within this model, the internal structure of a courseware system is perceived as a frame structure which includes: a number of so-called frames and a number of channels, which are functional relationships ("links") between frames. A certain frame can be defined in the form of either a primitive node or a frame structure. Note the recursive definition which allows to apply the same model on different levels of abstraction. In analogy, channels can be seen as an unified approach to the interface between functional parts of a courseware product.

The main action which can be applied to a frame is to activate it. When a certain frame is activated, its body is evaluated. If the body is a primitive node, then this chunk of educational information is visualised on the screen. If the body is another frame structure, then the activation procedure is recursively applied to this structure. Channels serve as a predefined message passing mechanism.

Three levels of detail exist during the definition of a certain courseware object. On the first level, the prototype developer deals with a number of basic functions, and with the rules of frame type definition. On the second level, the prototype developers deal only with previously defined types of frames, i.e. with the current library of types. They can apply simple rules in order to build new frame types on the basis of the current library of types. On the third level, the user has got a number of frame types which can be interpreted as complete courseware objects. The subset of such courseware objects is a user's own courseware design philosophy.

There are some properties of our model which are of potential benefit from the point of view of the management of courseware projects:

- the model includes a clear and convenient graphic notation and can be easily metaphorised;
- the model can be applied on the different levels of courseware specification and implementation;
- the model supports rapid prototyping, including the possibility to apply a previous version of the courseware system within the latest version.
On Adventure Gaming as an Interface of an Educational Microworld

M.I. KARYAKIN, V.A. EREMEYEV, O.G. PUSTOVALOVA
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One of the main forms of teaching natural sciences is an experiment, practical and laboratory researches. But our experience tells that a participation in the real experiment and even successful completion of it does not mean successful acquisition of a knowledge minimum which is assumed to be obligatory. The main goal of the system of a computer support of an educational experiment on mechanics "Labquest" described below is to induce students to apply all required knowledge and, in that way, to ensure its acquirement.

Learning and gaming

The intercourse of the students with the system is realized in the form of a computer game. There exists a number of reasons which justify this choice.

Both at teaching and at the knowledge control a student must feel himself free and liberated, and the game gives an opportunity to eliminate superfluous tension and nervousness. The game-like form of the system leads to a stimulation of an interest and to substantial increase of motivation. The process of joint computer gaming assists to the students in closer unity of their working group. From various types of existing computer games we have chosen so called adventure games. The characteristic feature of these games is almost full freedom of game's hero to choose ways to his targets. This feature is very attractive for the creation of educational "world" somehow adequate to real.

Educational and gaming problems

During the game a student has to solve educational problems of different types.

(i) Construction of a sentence. The student makes up sentences, formulae or diagrams by means of a given set of words, mathematical expressions and picture elements.

(ii) Calculation by formula. The student simply has to enter a number (e.g., value of critical load) which must be found beforehand by means of one of the main theoretical formulae.

(iii) Measurements. The aim of the player is to superpose screen images of the object and measuring tool, make necessary adjusting and read and interpret the readings.

Concrete representation of each problem may significantly changes even within the one type. It seems to be very important to coordinate with the plot an origin of every problem and necessity of its solution for further advancement.

When developing a game-like system it is not easy to resist the temptation to use some elements of traditional arcade games. But, as mentioned by G. Jones (1991), the criteria for success or failure in the simulation must be determined not by good hand-eye coordination but by the learning objectives. In the "Labquest" system arcade game sequences give an opportunity to cause the student to repeat some set of educational exercises and so to consolidate acquired habits and learned facts.

During the game the system constantly keeps a score. Such scoring allows a teacher to make prompt analysis of current situation, to determine the working stage at which students are situated. Moreover the increase of the score is an additional stimulus to the students.
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Teachers as Developers of Multimedia Learning Environments: a Vehicle for Professional Development
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Multimedia systems can be classified under the categories identified by Joyce (1988) as either 'exploratory' or 'constructive'. In the former category, users interact with a previously developed multimedia system, often by merely browsing the information. In the latter, users are involved more actively with the multimedia system either using it to construct knowledge while completing some specific task or to participate in the development of the multimedia system itself. A number of authors (Hutchings, et al.,1992; Kass and McGee, 1993) propose that significant learning only occurs when users are involved in 'constructive' multimedia experiences.

This proposition underpins the approach adopted in this study involving nineteen practising teachers enrolled in a post-graduate course at the Queensland University of Technology. The aim of the study was to investigate how requiring teachers to develop and evaluate multimedia learning environments affects their understandings of, and confidence in, using multimedia systems.

Procedure

This study involved three stages: (1) Evaluating teachers' initial conceptions of multimedia by analysing the data collected from a free-write exercise using grounded theory techniques (Strauss & Corben, 1990). Teachers also completed a Survey of Concerns (SoC) Questionnaire (Hall et al., 1977) which provided a quick-scoring measure of stages of concern associated with their use of multimedia as part of their teaching. (2) Training teachers in multimedia materials development by requiring them to conceptualise, develop, and implement a multimedia-based learning environment. (3) Repeating the free-write and SoC activities and their analyses on completion of the course.

Main Findings

F1: On completion of the course, conceptions of multimedia focussed less on the technology involved and more on educational and people-related characteristics.

F2: Initial non-specific conceptions of interactivity were replaced by specific statements defining interactivity as a means by which users take control of what is learnt and how it is learnt.

F3: The SoC questionnaire responses indicated that the course of study was a 'useful form of professional development in satisfying teachers' initial concerns relating to awareness of and information on educational applications of interactive multimedia.
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A methodology for configuring simulation-based learning environments
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Whether building information systems in general, or simulation-based learning environments (SLEs) in specific, it is preferable to avoid writing low-level code. The SMISLE (System for Multimedia Integrated Simulation Learning Environments) (de Jong et al, 1993) workbench aims to offer the author predefined tailored building blocks for building SLEs. A building block can be seen as a generic template for filling in knowledge about the subject matter, instructional measures, learner assessment or the interface.

With these building blocks in hand the author is faced with basically three tasks. He has to (i) analyse the required knowledge, (ii) mold the knowledge into a conceptual structure that is compatible with the existing building blocks and (iii) configure the building blocks into a consistent structure. To guide and monitor this process of analysis, conceptualisation and configuration the author is offered a methodology (Kuyper et al, 1993).

As with every design process, the authoring process is seen as an iterative process. Interim and partial solutions are constructed during the development process which are not part of the final solution. Design, in attempting to satisfy an initial set of goals, always results in the discovery of new goals. A workbench therefore should cater for change. The SMISLE achieves this by means of the modularity of its building blocks.

In addition, the authoring process is inherently unpredictable due to the idiosyncratic attributes of each individual situation and designer. That is why it seems ill-advised to prescribe the process of design. Well-advised support to an author should be directed at solving the local problems he faces, while leaving him the freedom of choosing his own path of development. This methodological viewpoint will be operationalised in the workbench by three different tools.

Firstly, the workbench contains a process-based entrance to the development task. Here, a decomposition of authoring tasks is displayed. The author can relate his current task to the overall development process and can denote the status of development of the different tasks. Also, representations of tasks that are computer supported give access to this support.

Secondly, an agenda mechanism is devised to support the author in linking building blocks. This mechanism keeps track of all the open plugs and provides immediate access to them by name at any desired position in the SLE's architecture. In this way, the burden of switching between parts of the SLE while searching for open plugs is removed.

Finally, monitors in the workbench see to it that the author does not fill in wrong values in building block slots. Because authors are watched on this syntactical level, they are spared the tediousness of having to debug unnecessary errors.
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A computer-managed learning environment for students of anatomy

Harry B. Lee and Ross Kemp,
School of Physiotherapy,
Curtin University of Technology, Shenton Park, Western Australia 6008.

Research has shown a Computer Managed Learning Environment (CMLE) to be most effective when learners are empowered to access materials to meet their own needs (Lee & Allison, 1992 & 1993; Lee & Cameron, 1994). Rates of progress can be accelerated by the ability to monitor individual levels of competence by instant feed-back (Lee, 1994). In a project funded by the Committee for the Advancement of University Teaching (CAUT) in Australia, a Self Operated Computer Controlled Educational Resource (SOCCER) was developed to provide a cost-efficient navigational instrument to Interactive Computer-assisted Learning Programs (ICALP) to enable physiotherapy students to assess their own performance whilst learning anatomy (Lee, 1994). Using SOCCER, each individual is registered by password with unlimited access to learning and testing materials. All activities are continuously tracked and recorded for evaluation thereafter. These data acquire information about learning from pre-tests and the acquisition of new information during progression to post-tests under controlled conditions for continuous review by learners and administrators alike. In this way SOCCER provides access to ICALP's, interactive Multiple Choice Question Test Items and interactive True-False Test Items in a sensitive learning environment with a Feed-Back Instrument to evaluate learner reactions to the CMLE.

Learning anatomy and validation of SOCCER by comparative studies

Jones, Olafson and Sutin (1978) compared freshmen medical students with those in traditional classes to show that they could learn gross anatomy equally well without lectures or dissection. Walsh and Bohn (1990) used CAL to teach gross anatomy to 48 medical students from a class of 151, to find no significant difference between the two groups. In the same way, Lee & Allison (1992) could find no differences between randomly selected groups of physiotherapy students whilst learning anatomy of the lower limbs, either by lecture or by ICALP.

In a further comparative study, Lee & Allison (1993) converted identical neuroanatomical information from ICALP's into lectures for computerised overhead projection to 41 students by lectures and to 37 students by ICALP. At pre-test, the mean for each group was 43.58 and 44.81, with a standard deviation of 8.67 and 6.54 respectively. At post-test, the lecture group achieved a mean of 73.19, with a 7.76 SD, whilst the ICALP group achieved a mean of 75.42, with a SD of 6.76. The same test was unexpectedly re-applied at 60 and 120 day intervals. The lecture group obtained 68.04, with a SD of 8.49 after 60 days, and 68.06 and 8.24 after 120 days. Whilst the ICALP group achieved 70.34, with a SD of 9.58 after 60 days, and 69.68 and 9.02 after 120 days. These results were validated by replication studies in neuro and cardio-pulmonary anatomy to subsequent student groups (Lee, 1994). From this, it is clear that SOCCER in a CMLE can facilitate ICALP software to provide individual learners with a continual review of the rate and quality of their progress together with instant feedback at the end of each procedure. These methods provide a continuous source of research data to empower learners to take responsibility for their own rate of progress, setting aside the need for formal lectures in anatomy in a climate of problem-based learning and thinking at a more advanced level than could otherwise be expected.
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Continuing distance education tools: 
Relevance of a contextual evaluation
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Adult education and training are increasingly relying on telecommunication and information technologies to support continuing distance education, on-the-job training and even on-the-job performance. Models of adult education suggest that the learner's motivation to learn is not simply instrumental and situational but in a large part developmental (Berbaum 1984; Piaget in Inhelder et al., 1977). Adult training innovations have to take this into account and go beyond mere instrumental support that can take the form of a "crutch" instead of an educational tool. These on-the-job educational/training tools are highly context dependent, whether for their design, their use, or their impacts. Questions have arisen as to whether the sophisticated technologies designed to support performance can contribute to developmental as well as instrumental educational goals, how, to what extent and under what conditions. We addressed these questions by conducting a contextual evaluation of the implementation of a continuing medical education technological tool for on-the-job performance support during a 14 month pilot project. The tool was a networked based information system aimed at developing competence and interest of general practitioners in the diagnosis and treatment of mental health problems through support of their day-to-day practice. The system had three components: 1) an expert consulting network using electronic mail; 2) an electronic education bulletin in the mental health field; and 3) a clinical pharmacology databank, which was a complementary incentive service. The implicit educational objective was to induce a shift in physicians' patterns of practice (a developmental goal, not a mere instrumental objective), away from a dependence upon prescription of drugs and towards adoption of alternative approaches through easy distance access to specialists (psychiatrists, psychologists, legal experts, etc.). As mental health problems are not exclusively treated by general practitioners, 62 professionals in 9 different types of healthcare settings participated in our case-study type evaluation: 25 physicians, 16 social workers, 14 nurses and 7 psychologists. We adopted an interpretive approach relying on the institutional aspects and interpretive flexibility of technologies (Kling & Iacono, 1989; Orlikowski, 1992) and on the search for the significances which different groups of actors involved in the process attribute to professional training and to the technological change (Jodelet, 1989).

In order for the expected changes in users’ behavior or attitudes to occur as the result of using the training technology, the evaluation showed that it is important that the general practitioners themselves, and not just the experts or the promoters, consider the new pattern of practice supported by the technology as a best practice in their organizational context. Otherwise, the users divet the technology from its intended purpose to reinforce their current behavior. We found that confirmation of this diversion effect of the technology was related to the professionals’ conception of training, to the constraints of their work context and to the stakes they invested in the tool. On-the-job intervention support was used to reinforce existing practice patterns of the physicians and did not encourage developmental learning and associated broadening of perspectives in treating mental health problems.
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Performing the experiments that support even one of the many principles in a typical introductory course would, in most cases, take a lifetime. Attempts to set up a "discovery learning" laboratory usually result in the discovery of why it took thousands of very intelligent scientists several hundred years to work out all of the observations and principles that make up the content of a typical introductory University course.

One way to alleviate this problem, and put a significant amount of laboratory evidence into a course, is to use simulations. These allow one to put before a class experimental evidence that would normally be too expensive, time-consuming or dangerous. There are many excellent audiovisual presentations, in a great number of media, that allow a lecturer to bring into class realistic representations of critical experiments. The difficulty is that they generally are "canned" performances, complete in themselves, so that the lecturer must adapt his or her presentation to them, and follow their pedagogical strategy.

Now that many lecture halls have computer projection equipment, it is possible to take advantage of the intelligence and graphical capabilities of computers. I have designed interactive computer animations which simulate a laboratory, and provide unlimited and immediate access to any appropriate experimental apparatus. The lecturer has complete control over the on-screen events, so that they support rather than constrain his or her pedagogical approach.

These programs are called "Smart Instructor's Resources" or SIRs. They run on any modern DOS-based microcomputer with high resolution colour graphics (vga) and a mouse. SIRs use an intuitive mouse-based interface. This is critical in a classroom setting. An instructor is entirely occupied with instructional material and interaction with the class; it is unreasonable to expect her or him to puzzle over the operation of the computer as well. The interface is simple enough that the instructor can think of chemistry and instructional strategy, and be confident that whatever is needed can be called up onto the screen immediately.

The instructor and class together may explore a phenomenon as if they were in the laboratory, and thus retrace the actual discovery of physical and chemical principles. They may decide what to do next: in effect, ask "What would happen if...", and, if their question is properly framed (here instructors earn their pay!) immediately receive a meaningful answer from the simulation. After a suitable sequence of experiments, the class and instructor together may attempt to infer the underlying chemical principles. Students identify with and retain better scientific principles which in some measure they have found out themselves, rather than have had dictated to them by authority.

During the 1993-94 academic year I have used about twenty of these SIRs in my classes. They cover most of the topics of a standard introductory Chemistry course: reaction stoichiometry, atomic structure and the periodic table, behaviour of liquids and gases, calorimetry, acid-base equilibrium, redox and electrochemistry and chemical kinetics.

Students' reactions have been mainly enthusiastic, although some seem rather startled by being asked to switch to active learning in place of their customary passive note-taking role.

This work was begun while the author held a CATALYST Fellowship from IBM and the American Chemical Society at the University of Texas in Austin in 1992-93. The Smart Instructors' Resources have been submitted to the Journal of Chemical Education: Software, which makes available executable copies of software that it publishes.
A Prototype Digital Science Center

Miriam Masullo
T.J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights, NY

Albert Snow
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By the end of this century large scale digital libraries containing the collective legacy of human knowledge and information will be accessed on-demand over gigabit networks. Books, videos and other traditional sources of information will be incorporated into these digital libraries in an almost straightforward move towards exploitation of the new technologies. That will not be so with other equally valuable sources of information, such as museums and science and technology centers. And, much research will be needed in order to understand how to effectively capture and represent learning experiences in digital libraries. But when we do this, equity access to such experiences will become a reality.

The intent of a science and technology center is to engage its young patrons in stimulating multi-sensory experiences in the hope of imparting knowledge and encouraging curiosity. The most obvious problem in doing that is access to the facilities. Thus, the educational value of museums and science and technology centers is currently minimally exploited. Teachers could make use of the educational value of the exhibits many times during the course of a single school year. But in fact students may visit a particular center only once during their entire K-12 years.

Capturing these experiences as interactive multimedia documents would facilitate integration of specific exhibits or groups of exhibits on related topics into lesson plans. It would permit gathering related exhibits (in various centers) for comparison and reinforcement of ideas. But most of all, it would bring these experiences to students that might never otherwise have access to them. Using technology it will be possible to extend the cultural power of museums, and science and technology centers beyond their physical boundaries. It will be possible to reach students and teachers with a wealth of information, for repeated analysis at individual pace. And, it will be possible to access them when they would be most relevant and integrate them with curriculum.

But, bringing these experiences to a remote site using multimedia technology presents some significant problems. The most obvious problem is the lack of interaction with the physical objects contained in the museum itself. The challenge is to come up with ways to capture the spirit of the museum and convey it to the remote user. Another problem is that it requires a lot of planning and effort to integrate these experiences (in its existing physical form) into lesson plans and in general curriculum. Therefore, in general these experiences are sometimes regarded as close to casual educational activities, undertaken only as class trips and family outings, and viewed mostly as only motivational. The digital museum and science technology center have the potential of changing that, but it will require the development of curriculum models that help to integrate digital experiences with classroom activities.

The Discovery Museum and IBM's T.J. Watson Research Center have collaborated to explore these issues. Experimentally, various exhibits have been captured using full-motion video, audio, graphics and text to create multimedia documents representing many experiences in digital form. The digital experiences are interactive and stimulating, much like the physical ones. Work is still in progress, but early results suggest much promise for the approach.
The Study of Student Conceptions in Geological Mapping: A Phenomenographic Approach

J. MCCRACKEN, D. LAURILLARD
Institute of Educational Technology, Open University
Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, England

This study of student conceptions in interpreting geological maps was carried out following the tradition of a research methodology referred to as phenomenography which seeks to discover and describe the qualitatively different ways in which students think about a particular topic as they are in the process of learning. The general aim of phenomenography is to use samples of student conceptions to construct categories which are expected to have some generality in terms of the student population as a whole. (Francis, 1993). These categories of description, also referred to as an 'outcome space of conceptions' reflect a researchers' analysis of emerging patterns in the way students describe both their approach to a task or problem presented and the reasoning they apply to the problem.

There were two aims for this study. The first was to gain insight into the difficulties students experience in learning to interpret geological maps. The second was to consider how the results of this kind of study could be used to inform the instructional design decision-making process.

Conceptual Difficulties and Learning Approaches

The study of geological maps requires the ability to "infer the meanings of patterns found in rocks" (Chadwick, 1978) and the ability to visualize three-dimensional structures which have changed with respect to the dimension of time. Students in this study experienced three types of conceptual difficulties in learning to interpret maps:

1. Students confuse the relationship between present-day topography and sub-surface geological structures.
2. Students have difficulty in determining whether a sub-surface structure is an anticline or syncline.
3. Students have difficulty in visualizing three-dimensional sub-structures.

Students also displayed two types of approaches to learning to interpret maps. The first and most common approach, referred to as 'surface' (Entwistle & Marton, 1984) was characterised by the student attending to discrete features of the map. A 'deep' approach was characterised as the student first gaining an overall idea of what the map represented, followed by positing a theory of the history of the events which may have occurred, then looking for features on the map which supported the theory.

A number of implications for instructional design can be drawn from these results, including clarifying instructional goals, developing sequencing, developing graphical representations, and guiding the student in their approach to the task.
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Student demographic composition in a multi-media class: Effects on attitudes towards computer-assisted teaching

ANANDA MITRA
Survey Research Laboratory
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL 61801

This paper is based on the findings of an evaluation of the attitudes and opinions of students towards the use of multi-media in a plant biology course. The course selected for the case study was an introductory plant biology class that was a requirement for all university students. The course was taught in a large classroom to about 230 students. The lecture used a multi-media platform for projecting a variety of images on a large back-projection screen. The Focus-Question-Analyze-Recommend (FQAR) methodology was used to do the evaluation. The process consisted of five focus group discussions with randomly selected students from the class. The final questionnaire consisted of four pages with separate sections that addressed student attitude and opinions, perceptions of the effectiveness of the tools, perception of the competence of the instructors, suggestions for improving the course and student demographics.

It was found that the students had differential exposure to computer and computer use. In general it was found that most of the students either frequently or very frequently used word processing. The results also indicated that a private dormitory or apartment room was the place where computers were most often used. Moreover, about 53% of the students indicated that they had taken at least one course in the year prior to the study where computer-assistance was used in teaching. Based on such findings it is possible to categorize the audience of multi-media assisted courses into several different groups and then ascertain if indeed there is a difference between their attitudes towards the introduction of computers in teaching. The primary categories are: 1) students who have taken computer assisted courses compared to those who have not, 2) students who have taken courses that require computer use as compared to those who have not 3) students who are regular users of computers outside of the classroom as compared to those who are not, 4) gender and 5) year in school.

Those who had been enrolled in computer assisted courses agreed that they felt comfortable using computers while the students who were not in such classes felt less agreeable towards the same issue. This suggests that other than attitudes towards personal use of computers, attitudes towards other computer-related issues are not particularly influenced by prior attendance in computer-assisted courses. This finding is supported by the fact that no significant differences were observed between the groups of students who were previously exposed to courses that had computer use as a requirement and students who had never taken such courses.

Noticeable differences were also observed between male and female students in terms of how the different genders felt about computer use and the introduction of computing in the work place. Women consistently had a negative image about the introduction of computers in teaching. This is a trend that needs to be observed carefully since this could suggest that instructors and course administrators need to pay more careful attention to the gender composition of their classes to see if indeed there is a need to modify the message or the computing techniques being used to teach the course. Finally, there were some significant differences between the ways the lower level students (Freshmen and Sophomores) and upper level students felt about computing in education and teaching. In general, the lower level students were less excited about the rapid introduction of computers in teaching and felt less comfortable using computers themselves. These findings highlight two specific issues. First, the classroom of the nineties is indeed a varied one and there are a large number of vectors of difference that cut across the classroom. This is important since the second finding of this study is that there are several instances where it is possible to find significant difference in attitudes of the students based on their demographic background. It is particularly important to know these differentials since this could ultimately impact the level of learning and the overall evaluation of a particular learning tool.
Towards a Hypermedia System for Teaching an Introduction to Computer Systems

Ahmad Nasri
Department of Mathematics
American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon

Multimedia systems are receiving a great deal of attention. Hypermedia systems is a combination of such systems and hypertext. These systems have a great potential in education and in particular in computer science education. This paper reports on the development of a hypermedia system for teaching an introductory course to computer system which will provide an ideal interactive environment for learning, teaching, designing and implementing students projects in related topics. The system consists of 10 nodes covering most of the traditional topics in the course. These are the History node, the Elementary Circuits node, the Digital Functions node, the Data node, the Organization node, the Peripherals node, the Simple Computer node and the Laboratory node. Finally, two more nodes, the Applications node and the IC Industry node, can be added to the system. A node may hold links to one or more sub-nodes each of which is designated for a sub-area of the topic involved.

MPW Object Pascal was used to develop several nodes such as the simple Computer. Other subnodes are built using Authorware Professional, Hypercard and MacApp. Ready packages such MacCAD, LogicWork and DigSim will be integrated into the design and analysis subnodes. Parts of the movies will be produced using existing software such as Macromind Director, Film maker and QuickTime. It is expected that the complete hypermedia prototype will be a living laboratory allowing students to navigate through the materials and to interactively modify the parameter of an environment in a particular node and study the results obtained.
Combining Hypermedia Authoring and Classroom Networking in One Software Environment

R. L. OAKMAN, J. A. WALLER, R. A. RISER, AND M. R. BLOEMEKE
Department of Computer Science,
University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208, USA

Studies show that whereas people retain only about 10 percent of what they see and 20 percent of what they hear, they can remember about half of what they see and hear together and even 80 percent of what they see, hear, and do. The educational advantages of multimedia presentation like television or movies (sight and sound) are obvious but even more so for interactive multimedia, with its component of interaction and response provided by the learner (Begley, 1993). Main advantages include the ability to share different sorts of resources on a computer, all stored in a similar technology, and user interactivity among different sources of information. A hypertext document is a wonderful multimedia tool, blending a variety of related materials into an interactive, highly visual mode of delivery. Readers can move around in a hypertext document at their own pace and direction, interacting with the material in a nonlinear fashion. But hypermedia applications are normally single-user and do not support collaboration and groupwork.

The educational software development group led by Dr. Robert Oakman focuses on multimedia authoring and groupwork editing tools. Since 1986 this laboratory has completed three nationally distributed pieces of educational software for the Macintosh. LiveWriter (Research Design Associates, 1990) provides interactive networked writing instruction. In LiveWriter a teacher can log onto a student's computer, see what he or she is writing, carry on dialogue about the work, and actually do editing simultaneously with the student. In 1991 LanguageWriter (Research Design Associates) added digitized voice recording and transmission features to the LiveWriter foundation. Teachers can record foreign language lessons in both text and voice; then students can read and listen to them and respond with either a written or voice response.

Expanding on the pedagogical ideas of the earlier programs, MediaLink (1993) allows teachers and students to author multimedia lessons (text, sound, graphics, digitized photographs, and movies) and then enter on-line collaboration for group work about these materials. Teachers and students can prepare their own Macintosh multimedia lessons by assembling a variety of text materials, sound files, digitized photos, or QuickTime movies. The program then becomes a collaborative learning environment with shared files and group work in a networked classroom. MediaLink allows sharing different sorts of resources on a computer, all stored in a similar technology, and user interactivity among different sources of information. The "drag and drop" interface used for linking resources and network users remains simple enough so that teachers and students can avoid the steeper learning curve of other hypermedia authoring tools and still be able to work together collaboratively. With MediaLink, the research paper of the future can be collaboratively created by several students and include a variety of multimedia materials.

Adding multimedia transmission and student feedback through the TCP/IP protocols of the Internet will make MediaLink a powerful distance learning tool. In fact, we are currently in the process of expanding these capabilities for the program to work in a long-distance environment. We are aiming for the same seamless delivery of multimedia materials and rapid user feedback through a broad band communication channel that we already have in a local area network. Research issues include the possibility of getting lost in cyberspace and the etiquette for turn-taking when multiple users are working cooperatively on the same MediaLink lesson.
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A development of multimedia CAI software with the expert system for learning environment problems

TOSHIO OKAMOTO, NAGAHISA KAWASHIMA
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Recently, the rapid technological advancement, the industrial activities, the sharp increases in population among developing countries, and the more mutually-dependent-international relations are altering many environments such as the one surrounding the earth.

In line with this trend, the necessity of preservation of the earth environment as a whole has begun to be recognized. How to make a balance between the environmental effects of human activities and preservation of the environment is a serious issue. To solve the environmental problems, the promotion of environmental education is necessary to educate the people to have good sensitivity and knowledge about the environment.

To reach these goals, we have developed a multimedia-based educational software which focuses on the environmental problem. This software has been developed for 5th and 6th grade students of a elementary school. In this study, cognitive science theory such as situated learning and knowledge-constructivism is considered. It is significant to provide the learning environment in which students can reconstruct their own knowledge through hypothesis-verification under the similar situated contexts.

The learning environment of this system is comprised of phase 1 and phase 2. Firstly, the students study the environment problems in the phase 1. Secondly, They go on the phase 2. In the phase 1, a student is requested to be a mayor who has the intelligence to improve the environment appropriately. The student can study the schemata and the causal relationship of environmental problems, which are classified and ordered systematically. In the phase 2, a simulator of designing a city is provided. A student becomes a mayor and is asked to make the city harmonized with nature under some constraints. The system illustrates the specified positions to become problem on the map, and gives the explanation of the consulting result by using the effective multimedia. The system shows the line of reasoning, and instructs the basic knowledge related to the situation of the region, with hypermedia of phase 1. In this manner, a student can learn the environment problems by himself. Moreover, the phase 2 is linked with the objects in the phase 1. Therefore, the system can give some advices which is suitable for each student utilizing the search method of objects-linkage in the phase 1. The teacher can arbitrarily set the system parameters by which the details-level of explanation is customized according to a educational purpose.

This system can teach a student the qualitative concept and superordinate knowledge of environmental problems. We have developed this system aiming to provide the learning environment under which students could raise up their critical mind and construct the profound knowledge of problem solving. Our further tasks are to develop the planning typed expert system in this frame work. Moreover, we need the function to have a student understood the scientific knowledge of environmental problems with qualitative simulators.
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A Multiple Knowledge Organization Environment
The Case of "The Emergence of the State of Israel"

A. OREN
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The project presented in this paper is based on the following theoretical assumptions:
1. Computers perform in learning environments as knowledge tools (Chen & Oren, 1991). This concept is manifested in the environment hereby discussed through the variety of information items and the inclusion of various tools needed for producing knowledge out of any information item.

2. People differ in the way they interact with Information systems. Factors like cognitive styles, search objectives, former experience with computers and the type of learning assignments might have an influence on the search strategy they use (Marchionini & Shneiderman, 1988; McNeer, 1991; Oren & Chen, 1992). The knowledge environment described supports these differences by classifying information in various ways, as well as create hypertext links.

3. Developing an autonomous learner is a main goal of an educational system. A learning environment, as the one we describe, allows the students to control the information search process and the knowledge production.

4. Developing historical thinking is a main goal of history instruction. Analysis of these objectives shows that learning by research and discovery is basically information handling like: searching for relevant information, analyzing different sources and evaluating relevance of information (Morris, 1991; Egartua, 1991).

The knowledge environment we developed has three main features enabling to realize its learning potential:

- A flexible knowledge organization, a curriculum orientation and a self-content structure.
- The flexible knowledge organization is achieved through various ways of information accessing: a menu-driven content list or Boolean queries, different modes of knowledge presentation or levels of information complexity, as well as browsing around in an hypertext mode.
- The curriculum orientation is manifested through the selection, amount and variance of information items which are important for comprehending the historical subjects: texts (written especially for the system, documents and historical research, memories and diaries, poetry and literature), graphical items (pictures, map, caricatures, schemes and diagrams) and voices (speeches and songs).
- The self-content structure of the system is manifested through a dictionary explaining difficult words, a lexicon supplying information about people, institutions and terms, atlas of maps, a synchronous true-line and authentic voices. A note book integrated enables the students, while collecting information, to write down their ideas or to copy extracts from information items.
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Remote Learning and Training Services: How Disabled People can use Multimedia Applications
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The multimedia systems can be particularly suitable for the intervention for people with special needs. This intervention should comprise the following aspects: restoring the loss of functions, compensating for the disability by enhancing other skills, compensating for disability through the use of technical and not-technical aids and changing the environment to adapt it to the skills of the person.

The TeleCommunity project in the context of RACE II (Research and technology development in Advanced Communications technologies in Europe) is a set of Advanced Communications Experiments (ACEs) which aim to carry out work in advanced communications and is concerned with how the transition to Integrated Broadband Communication (IBC) affects the implementation of advanced services for people with special needs. Within TeleCommunity, the Portuguese ACE exploits the potential of ISDN in the support of disabled people, namely visual, mental impaired and elderly, both in the social centres' context and in the support of residential patient. The different provided services, namely Learning and Training services, allow the target users the access to further specialise support (Pereira L.M., Rocha, N.P., Cidade, C., Lebre, P., Purificação, J., 1993).

The terminal equipment for these remote care services are modular multimedia terminals, based in personal computers with video codecs (Tandberg Vision Model 15), and whose development is one of the goals of our participation. Each terminal offers an integrated capability to set-up, simultaneously, point-to-point videophony and data connections, typically between a service provider and a client.

For the user interface, both the service centre and client terminal user interface, a consistent metaphor has been established: the Virtual Resources Centre (Rocha, N., Cidade, C., 1993). This metaphor is based on the notion of a three dimensional room with different pieces of furniture and equipment, each one representing a different application (tool) with functions to establish connections over ISDN and with hypermedia facilities for preparing, presenting, accessing and discussing information. These hypermedia facilities obey to a server-client scheme that has been implemented with Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) technology, which able the use of commercial OLE servers.

During the pilot experience most of the users had demonstrated satisfaction (only 11% of the users had show inhibition, insecurity or tension behaviours), and they present good performance in the use of the facilities (Pereira L.M., Rocha, N.P., Cidade, C., Lebre, P., Purificação, J., 1993). Considering the staff opinion, they considered easy to use the equipment and when asked about the viability of the services they referred that the disabled users could benefit very much from these types of services. Furthermore, they considered essential the use of the videophony, otherwise they could not see the users that could cause a lack of "human contact".
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The active participation of readers/authors is generally supposed to be one of the major advantages of hypertext systems (e.g. Landow, 1992). This is especially important for educational systems as there is some agreement that active involvement in learning leads to better results than traditional styles of instruction (Cunningham, Duffy, & Knuth, 1993). We therefore asked the students attending lectures at our department to develop their own hypertext documents. The students had technical as well as conceptual problems. To overcome their difficulties we decided to develop our own hypertext authoring tool. Many of the students' technical problems can be solved by this system, but some of the conceptual problems still remain. We have found out that there are basically three different areas which have to be considered when creating a hypertext authoring tool for inexperienced users: structure, text, and layout.

Many students apparently found it difficult to give their documents a clear structure. Especially the development of meaningful non-hierarchical links seems to be a complicated task. At an early stage of our project, most of the students made no non-hierarchical links at all. After the introduction of our authoring tool, link-making became much easier and students made many more links. But these links are very often quite irrelevant for the topic discussed at the source node.

The production of hypertext and of traditional linear text are two different tasks. In an essay, an argument can evolve over several pages or even chapters. In a hypertext document, text has to be self-contained and fragmented. It is necessary to be rather short and precise, and to restrict oneself to the essential points of a topic. This can be seen as an advantage of hypertext because it makes authors think in terms of structure. On the other hand, the fragmentation in hypertext documents can also be considered a disadvantage. Users of hypertext might learn to see information only as small separate chunks of text without any relation to a larger context. Students apparently found it difficult to adapt to the fragmented and self-contained nature of hypertext.

Some of the students had problems to create an acceptable layout for their documents. Generally, there is too little awareness of the importance of good user interfaces. In the context of hypertext, this is all the more detrimental. A good layout can convey much of the necessary structural information to give readers a comprehensive overview about the information available. In the documents we have analysed, good structure and good layout usually go together.

The authoring tool provides means which can be used to overcome these difficulties. There is an overview editor which not only gives students feedback about the structure of their documents but enables them to edit the structure of their documents immediately. To aid students in the link creation process we use "Typed links". "Typed links" are supposed to offer students outstanding link types they never thought of before and help them avoid irrelevant links. The authoring tool provides certain standard layout features to enable students to concentrate on the text. In the last version of our system we also included an automated monitoring system which can assist students and staff of the department in the analysis of the hypertext authoring process.
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Evaluation of a HyperCard-Based Application to Enhance ESL Interactions

Merce Pujol
English Department
Hostos Community College, City University of New York
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Although there has been a recent explosion of Hypermedia and Multimedia related applications in the last five years, and there are a great number of articles and books on the market about the advantages and disadvantages of such devices for education (Jonassen & Mandl, 1990; Ambron & Hooper, 1988, & 1990), we have little empirical research which shows the effectiveness of such applications for educational purposes. In this study, four pairs of Hispanic intermediate ESL (English as a Second Language) learners explored a HyperCard-based software application which was developed to generate learners’ oral interactions in English. Users were audio and videotaped on three different occasions while exploring the application to see to what degree they interacted with each other in English while they interacted with the software.

Description of the Software

This HyperCard software application consists of a 12-unit package where English is presented through dialogues in everyday contexts. There are four main activities in the software:
- the lesson, where users listen to and read a dialogue in context and learn the specific vocabulary of the setting;
- the vocabulary test, where users are questioned on the vocabulary learned previously;
- the writing of the dialogue that allows users to type and print their own version of a dialogue;
- the scrambled dialogue game, where users are supposed to put a scrambled dialogue into the correct order.

Findings

The four different activities proved to be very different as far as English interactions are concerned. In activity 1, the lesson, users were highly engaged in navigating the application and exploring the different options built in the software, but little oral talk occurred. When talk occurred, it was mainly procedural and in Spanish. In activity 2, the vocabulary test, users' interactions with the software were clearly merged with their negotiation of meaning with one another. Users needed to discuss the answers with each other in order to successfully interact with the software. Their interactions, however, were reduced to one or two isolated words in English. This was due to the nature of the activity, which did not require users to create more sophisticated structures in English. In activity 3, the writing of the dialogue, users mainly interacted with each other to reproduce a dialogue in English. This activity produced the most English use. Users continuously rehearsed the dialogue to be typed and read aloud what they had written in English. In activity 4, the scrambled dialogue game, users interacted with the text on the screen by arranging the boxes of text correctly on the screen. Their talk was basically procedural and in Spanish in this activity.

Conclusions

Hypermedia and multimedia computer applications can be used to create communicative activities for ESL learners. However, users should not simply navigate these programs; they also need to take an active role in the production, oral or written, of long stretches of discourse in order to carry out a specific task at the computer.
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Software Tutorials vs. Instructional Video Sessions for Introducing Educational Technology to Teachers in a Chilean Elementary School Network

LUCIO REHBEIN, ARNOLDO VIDAL, MIGUEL RIPOLL, PEDRO BARRIENTOS and PEDRO HEPP

Proyecto Enlaces
Universidad de La Frontera, Casilla 380, Temuco, Chile

The school network which is presently in growth, began with 6 school-nodes in Santiago during 1992 (see Hepp, et al., 1993), and it was then given full support and a decentralized implementation in Araucania, one of the poorest and educationally worse-off regions of the country. The project, best known as "Proyecto Enlaces" represents the first official attempt ever done by the State of Chile, through its Ministry of Education, to generate new and pertinent answers to questions pertaining the role of technology, particularly that of computers and communications, in improving the quality and equity of education in the Chilean elementary school system. Until now, once admitted in the network, teachers have received on-site face-to-face training on each software application put at their disposal.

Our cumulated data thus far indicates that, before training began, 25% of the teachers thought they were incapable of ever learning to use a computer; 23.3% believed that, given their cost, computers would never become part of their schools; 18.7% believed computers were meant for any other use but education; a similar proportion of teachers (18.5%) feared that if he/she made a mistake, the machine would brake apart or explode; and, a 12% of them feared computers could take over the role of the teacher. Only 0.2% had prior knowledge and experience with computers.

Two months after training, 97% of participating teachers declared having developed a significantly more positive attitude towards computers than the one they had at the beginning, and 70% of them felt that, even though they needed considerable more practice, they could successfully use the computer in support of their regular teaching requirements.

In quest for a new approach to teacher training

The training scheme which has just been discussed proved to be beneficial while there was just a dozen schools in the network, and all of them located within a reasonable geographical distance. The planned expansion of the network for 1994 will mean at least a fourfold increase in the number of schools, and quite probably a similar increase in the number of teachers in need training. Furthermore, new schools will be distributed an area of approximately 31,850 Km². Any attempt to give live, on-site, teacher training in this new scenario, would be completely impossible.

From these new conditions, there derives an extreme need for implementing a new teachers training program: One that would not require the presence of specialized professionals for it to be successful and, at the same time, one that would retain the quality and avoid the errors of the previously implemented program. Two proposals for such a program are briefly sketched along the following paragraphs. Both programs will be put into test during the next expansion of the network in March, and their effectiveness assessed and compared, by May 1994.

Briefly, this proposal implies to compare, under as similar conditions as possible, the effectiveness of two self-administered instructional packages: One, consisting in an interactive software developed as a Macromedia Director application. The other, consisting in an instructional video containing exactly the same information contained by the software, but with emphasis on referencing actual recorded information from previous training programs.
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Research on conventional dictionary usage as insight for the design of online dictionaries in scholarly workstations
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Dictionaries are integral to hypermedia workstations (Weissman, 1988). These online resources would seem to be especially welcome in areas such as foreign language study where dictionary use is heavy. However, one cannot automatically assume that more resources guarantee more learning. This paper summarizes studies of the use of both conventional and computer dictionaries and glosses in foreign language learning. It is argued that the conclusions drawn from them may inform the design of online dictionaries on academic workstations.

Benoussan, Sim, & Weiss (1984) concluded that "less proficient students lack the language skills to benefit from the dictionary, whereas more proficient students know enough to do without it." (p. 271). Lantolf, Labarca, and den Tuinder (1985) identified three usage strategies: an avoidance strategy, a semantic field strategy, and a lexical formalism strategy. Aust, Kelley, and Roby (1993) found that subjects using computerized versions of dictionaries looked up significantly more words ($F=26.96$, $p<.000$) than those using the paper versions of the same dictionaries. In a followup study, Roby and Aust (1994) replicated this finding and also found that subjects who had text-specific glosses in addition to the dictionary read significantly faster ($F=4.62$; $p=.034$) than subjects who only had access to a dictionary (be it paper or computerized). No comprehension differences between the various kinds and formats of dictionaries were discovered in the Aust and Roby studies, but subjects preferred bilingual versions to monolingual ones. Davis (1989) found that subjects who received glosses understood significantly more of a passage than those who had no reading support.

Book dictionaries are said to be "arduous" to use, whereas on-line dictionaries are supposedly fast and easy (Keller, 1987). If such is the case (evidence to that effect has been cited above), it may be that users employ different strategies in their interactions with these aids depending on the media they are in (Daniel & Reinking, 1987). There is almost certainly a novelty effect for many users of computerized aids; this suggests that advisement needs to be built into online dictionaries to encourage their proper usage. Learners need to be counseled by teachers and reminded by online systems that a lexical "quick fix" is no substitute for careful reading and inferring from context. Although both bilingual and monolingual (e.g. Spanish-to-Spanish) dictionaries and glosses can exist online, language learners need to be nudged away from overdependence on the former.
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Hypermedia project: Audio, video, and HyperCard combined to improve student strategies for foreign language comprehension
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The Input Hypothesis, an integral component of Krashen's Natural Approach to language acquisition, contends that conversational fluency is acquired when learners are exposed to and understand verbal messages that are a little beyond their current ability. Language is "picked up" from target language input which is comprehensible enough for the listener to connect meaning to new linguistic forms through context. For second language acquisition to take place, both texts and tasks must be matched to the listeners' abilities.

A 1984 Texas study finds that 74.8% of college seniors with second language degrees achieve an Intermediate High rating on the ACTFL scale (Hiple & Manley, 1987). This means they leave the learning environment dependent on simplified speech, without sufficient receptive skills to interact comfortably with native speakers in a natural environment or to benefit from authentic language input provided by media. If graduates are to avoid stagnation of their communicative skills upon leaving the classroom, they must develop comprehension strategies which allow them to take advantage of authentic language in the real world.

ACCESS, an interactive audio program designed to help second language students develop comprehension strategies, uses unsubtitled films as the source of input. It interrelates key sequences recreated in audio and text form, vocabulary helps, cultural explanations, and comprehension questions with feedback. The aural segment, temporarily accessed through tape players, will be script-linked upon resolution of program/hardware incompatibilities. The program will serve as a template for use with other foreign language films whose content is beyond student skills. The pilot project is based on a film version of the Argentine epic poem Martin Fierro which evolves around a single character, maintains a limited point of view, and focuses on a single sequence of events narrated in chronological order. ACCESS is tailored to deal with the specific regionalisms and unfamiliar cultural material to be expected in unsubtitled foreign films.

In the pilot study, Martin Fierro was viewed by thirty second-year and twenty fourth-year Spanish students who wrote questions after the first viewing which they answered after the second. Between viewings, half of each group explored the computer program and half participated in class discussion.

Initial results show surprisingly little difference in expressed frustration and incomprehension among second and fourth-year students after their first exposure to Martin Fierro, though questions written by the latter indicate much greater actual comprehension. Plot summaries written by students who spent time on the computer are less accurate but more individual than essays written by students who participated in discussion groups. Self-evaluation of comprehension based on a 1-5 scale indicates that second-year students felt they improved by an average of 1.4 points, and fourth-year students rated their average improvement at .9.

Text reduction through cloze activities and the addition of audio input, even under less than optimum circumstances, significantly improves student evaluations. Text alone rates 3.6 whereas the combination of text and audio rates 4.4. Cloze exercises rate 4.6. Self-evaluation of comprehension does not increase significantly with access to audio, but whereas only 20% of general comments are positive from the groups accessing computer text only, 80% are positive when students can see the text and control the audio.

Students tend to consider unsatisfactory anything less than complete comprehension. Preparation for real-world comprehension tasks must include increasing student tolerance for the unknown and decreasing frustration thresholds. Student satisfaction and the reduction of frustration levels are more significant than measures of comprehension when the goal is an increase in voluntary exposure to authentic language input.
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The Design of an Effective Software Interface for Interactive Video
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In this paper, guidelines for designing an effective software interface for interactive video are examined. At a basic level, software interface is defined as the communication system between the computer and the user. At a higher level, interface is the process whereby the learner interacts, participates in, and contributes to the learning event (Rieber, 1994, 211). The design of the interface can significantly affect the quality of interaction that the learner has with the learning environment as well as the construction of one's own knowledge base. From a constructivist view, one's knowledge is constructed while interacting with the learning environment. Thus, the design of the interface with which the learner interacts impacts the kind and quality of knowledge and learning experiences derived from this interaction.

Interactivity, cueing strategies, global control, local control, learner control and pacing, use of symbols for navigating, and the use of consistent applications are interface design factors that are examined for their relationship to interactive video.

Interactive video should allow students to select from various options and to branch, as well as to create their own material--demonstrating imagination, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills. If the interactive video does not attempt to provide directions for students, be concerned with levels of student achievement, or account for different individual learning styles, then whatever interactivity exists is of limited worth in an educational setting (Semrau, P. & Boyer, B. A., 1994). Passive video viewing, lecture formats, the use of drill and practice, and student-chosen paths without direction or feedback tend to be the poorest use of interactive video (Yoshii, Milne, & Bork, 1991).

The issue of how to relate abstract, formal knowledge to particular real world situations can be addressed by the interface design. Students have difficulty linking their abstract understanding to actual applications. Being able to alter and manipulate microworlds in interactive video programs allows students to use both formal cognitive information to applied knowledge in the sciences, the arts and humanities.
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Authoring Considerations in the Imaginary Museum Project: The Sistine Chapel
A Case Study
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The Sistine Chapel Project has been created based on Andre Malraux's (Malraux, 1947) conception of a virtual, or imaginary museum. Its basic idea is that given the invention of photography and mass production of picture books, it is no longer necessary to travel to see a museum. Each book containing a reproduction of a work of art is itself a virtual museum. The project extended this conception from books to multimedia. Among the many educational goals envisioned by it, the most important ones concern the integration of cultural and artistic aspects into a regular curriculum scenario. The inherent complexities involved demanded the use of two authoring methods. Both authoring-in-the-large and authoring-in-the-small approaches had to be used to model the application. The methods chosen were HDM (Garzotto, 1990) and Hiper Autor (Breitman, 1993) respectively. The authoring-in-the-large approach allowed us to create a framework where other applications can be developed, e.g. The Brazilian Museum of Folklore, while the authoring-in-the-small approach helped us in modeling the Sistine Chapel application in particular.

The conjunction of both methods proved to be a very useful strategy. The combination of the advantages offered by both approaches have resulted in the production of a high quality and reliable application that is being used now by students at schools. Among the benefits are:

- completeness, in the sense that it is possible to model the application in two levels of abstraction, given by authoring-in-the-large and authoring-in-the-small, providing total understanding of the application's objectives while avoiding inconsistencies and mistakes;

- expression, allowing the description of concepts and structures at the appropriate level;

- simplicity, so that the methods can be used by any authoring team, independent of their previous experience in developing hypermedia applications (Garzotto, 1991; Breitman, 1993, Alty, 1993).

We believe that in the near future we will continue to use the strategy derived from the use of both methods to underline the construction of new applications in the imaginary museum context. Among the possibilities are the production of an application concerning the works of art in the Brazilian Museum of Modern Art.
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Interactive Video in Preservice Physical Education Instruction: Comparing Two Interaction Approaches
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The purposes of this study were twofold. The first purpose was to develop an interactive video system designed to introduce preservice teachers to potential discipline issues experienced in physical education. The second purpose of the study was to determine the impact of an interactive video system and group decision support systems technology on the acquisition of discipline content knowledge. Specifically, the study examined:

(a) the effectiveness of an interactive video system in acquiring discipline content knowledge; (b) the effectiveness of group decision support systems technology in acquiring discipline content knowledge; and (c) the effectiveness of interactive video in combination with group decision support systems technology in acquiring discipline content knowledge

Subjects were 55 college students enrolled in two Analysis and Movements of Volleyball courses during the 1993 spring semester at the University of Northern Colorado. The subjects were assigned to one of three treatment groups based upon two characteristics—gender and pretest scores on a Discipline Content Knowledge Test.

The interactive video (IV) group consisted of six females and twelve males who received instruction in discipline content knowledge using interactive video. The decision support (GDSS) group viewed the discipline scenarios using the group decision support laboratory. Six females and twelve males comprised the second group. The combined (COMB) group consisted of seven females and twelve males who received instruction using interactive video and the group decision support laboratory.

Results

A one-way analysis of covariance (pretest for content knowledge was the covariate) indicated no significant differences among the three treatments groups on posttest scores, F(2,51) = 0.33, p = 0.717. However, all three groups did show improvement from pretest to posttest with only the IV group showing a significant increase in discipline content knowledge as shown by t-test, t=-2.81, p=0.006. Both the GDSS and COMB groups required 135 minutes to complete all six scenarios, while the IV group averaged 45 minutes with range from 32.6 to 65.6 minutes.

From these results, it is evident that the IV treatment is at least as effective as the other two treatments. In addition, the IV group completed the material in one third of the time and without instructor intervention. This time savings and the fact that the material was learned without the instructor suggests that implementation of this type of instruction will reduce training time and provide opportunities for instructors to either cover more material or cover material to a greater depth, concentrating on problem solving or other "high level" skills that benefit from instructor intervention.
Designing Effective Multimedia: Guidelines for the Interface

Eric E. Smith
Gayle M. Munson
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Multimedia is fast becoming THE buzzword of the interactive training world leaving both consumers and developers of interactive training confused by the vast array of widely differing products and options with little guidance for selection or implementation. Practitioners involved in developing multimedia computer-based interactive training systems are currently producing their systems in a standardless world. The lack of standards creates more uncertainty for students, end users, and novice developers than is desirable. For example, students may be unfamiliar with icons that developers take for granted. The "return" icon may be confused with the "previous page" icon. In addition to the possible unfamiliarity with the interface conventions used, the students also bring their own preconceived notions of how a system should work. When the interface and the student's mental model match, the student may find the system easy to use and effective. When there is no match, the student may find a system difficult and possibly frustrating to use. In general, the goals of interface design for the instructional/educational use of multimedia are: an environment that supports learning, a system that does not frustrate the user, and a system that allows the user to accomplish learner goals. A set of guidelines would be helpful in meeting these goals. However, Shneiderman (1992) cautions that "A clever design for one community of users may be inappropriate for another community. An efficient design for one class of tasks may be inefficient for another class" (p. 12). Our search for guidelines examined information structures, navigation structures, and icon use.

There are two general types of information structures for multimedia design: the physical structure for the development environment and the cognitive information structure (concept map). While a number of different ways to analyze and design these structures have been identified, there is little empirical guidance for the effective use of the structures. Several studies have investigated navigation structures but the results appear to be user purpose and context dependent. Little is known and even less has been investigated concerning icons used for instructional/educational multimedia. Icons should be intuitive representations of the object or action for which they stand. Where confusion may arise, the icon should be replaced by either a different icon or unambiguous words.

In searching for a "better way" to develop multimedia documents for learning/instruction, many offers of guidance have been found, but few with any empirical basis. For the most part, guidelines derive from two sources, theory (whether untested or based on what works for individual media) and experience. While experience can often lead in the right direction, it can just as often lead in the wrong direction. Those studies that are reported suggest that many of the techniques tested made little or no difference in learning performance. However, the short duration of the treatments in many studies may provide misleading results. Only with long duration treatments can the actual impact of multimedia designs on learning and attitudes be determined. Until validated guidelines for the design of hypermedia and multimedia documents are developed, the facilitation of the learning process will be hit or miss at best. While the available, largely untested, guidelines are useful, they should be used with a "grain of salt." To be effective, any interface must be thoroughly tested. Where the guidelines are accurate, follow them. Where they are not, experiment and test using your audience until an adequate solution is found.
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Educators have used the term multimedia in a global sense for years: outside the classroom the term was rarely heard. Research in multimedia was spurred after the second World War by the military interested in increasing training effectiveness and conducted by new research graduates eager to carry out the studies.

In recent years, the prospects of huge businesses to be spun out of the multimedia and information superhighway efforts has brought the term multimedia out of the closet and into the public view. For example, Naisbitt (1994) has written that multimedia will become a dominant force in the next decade and the two most significant applications will consist of entertainment and education.

Multimedia may be defined as the components of conventional media (computer, video, graphics, animation, audio, color) along with their path to complete integration, which is now just in its infancy.

This paper examines research and guidelines for use for the multimedia components of color and animation. Color was chosen because there is so much incorrect information in common folklore about the alleged effects of color on achievement. Animation is examined as it is the new kid on the block which will likely grow quickly as the hardware and software systems bring us desk top animation. The paper will conclude with a summary of a research study which demonstrates positive learning effects of animation on learning and attitude.

Most instructors would agree that color used in instruction (1) increases learning, (2) makes the instructional environment more appealing and therefore increases attention and motivation to learn, and (3) does not distract from the learning tasks at hand. Unfortunately, they are not completely correct. Extensive research on using color to increase the level of reality in an instructional situation shows that learning is not generally enhanced by color (Wise, 1982; Dwyer, 1967, 1968, 1970), with certain exceptions. Several recommendations for the use of color will be provided.

Animation refers to the use of a series of graphics which change over time or space. There is a significant body of research on graphics in instruction in training with considerable evidence as to their effectiveness. Although animation does not have the rich research history that is associated with color and graphics, the results are encouraging. For example, Baek and Layne (1988) compared learning conditions of text only, text plus graphics, and text plus animation. The adults in the study scored higher in the animation condition than either text or graphics. The animation condition also resulted in less study time, suggesting that animation results in more efficient learning. In another study with adult learners, Mayton (1991) found increased scores in the animation condition immediately after study persisted and were measurable one week later. The authors recently found that animation results in increased achievement of the learning task and improved attitude.

A major recommendation presented in this paper is to analyze the relevance of graphics/animation and color cues to the learning outcome and use those cues appropriately in the instructional, practice, and testing situations relative to the particular learning objectives.
Knowledge Based Tutoring System for Learning Lithuanian Language
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The purpose of this work is to build up Computer Based Lithuanian Language Learning System which will satisfy needs of various users (school-children, students, etc.). The Computer Based Lithuanian Language Learning System is considered as a part of the general Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS), which include the following modules: subject oriented tutoring modules, subject oriented data base modules (vocabularies, tables, specific subject information), tasks and lessons making data base modules, and knowledge based students modules. The project of ITS for learning Lithuanian language includes such steps: 1) building up the vocabulary; 2) filling in the vocabulary; 3) making lessons; 4) learning process control.

The main goal of the computerized vocabulary is to accumulate and supply systematized and classified information about words and their constituent parts. Commonly, a word can have more than one constituent part of the same type. On the other hand, the same constituent part can be a member of a great variety of words. Therefore, to avoid redundancy we have used a relational form of the vocabulary. Within the limits of the School Orthographic Dictionary of Lithuanian (about 16000 words), classification, structurization and characterization of information presented in the dictionary was made. Classification means assigning each word to one of the parts of the language (e.g. Noun, Verb, etc.). Structurization means singling out syllables and parts of a word and indication of stress. Characterization is connected with indication of certain attributes and additional information, and is performed for each of the parts of the language according to a separate pattern. The Lithuanian language model implemented in the vocabulary base allows to perform syntactical and morphological analysis of student answer (Baniulis, Dmuchovska, & Tamulynas, 1993).

The tutor designs lessons using vocabulary and task bases, forms his own teaching strategies preparing compound lessons. The teacher can use an ability to add new subject knowledge into the data bases if necessary. Traditional exercises, game situations and dynamic models are being employed for the lessons modules, using various techniques: to answer, fill in the gaps, compose the answer from separate elements. In the game-play approach traditional tasks are supplemented with visual illustrations (a train, stairs, a balloon etc.). Dynamic models make the original graphic illustration of the verbal text. The special authorized editorial programs and modules are used to make easy the design process of all types of these lessons.

The ideal behaviour of an ITS system for knowledge based learning process control is required to be similar with that of human tutor. This purpose is achieved by making references to a human tutor's desired characteristics and simulating natural learning process. ITS consists of the four types of knowledge based modules. They are the problem-solving expertise, the knowledge based student model, the tutoring strategies and the model of natural interaction process student-computer.

All these ITS's modules as well as another constituent parts and data bases are implemented in C++ object-oriented manner. So, they are closely interconnected with each another and have possibility for corrections and additions. Currently the ITS for learning Lithuanian language is on going research under testing and verification presented modules and data bases. We hope the first version of this system soon will be used in Lithuanian schools and universities for training school-children or teaching foreign students.
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An introductory physics course is taken by approximately 100,000 pre-engineering students in the United States each year. More than 30% of these students fail to graduate as engineers. Most of that attrition occurs during the first two years, in part because of struggles with basic mathematics and science courses. The present effort focuses on developing and assessing computer-based instructional systems for enhancing student performance in the second-quarter physics course in electricity and magnetism. This course is perceived as the most difficult of a three-quarter sequence, with some 30% of students making 'D', 'F', or withdrawing.

Part of the difficulty of the course resides in erroneous notions about concepts such as voltage, current, and electrical energy brought to the course by students [3]. While a basic course in mechanics deals largely with forces and moving objects accessible to everybody in everyday life, electricity and magnetism are phenomena generally accessible only through complex measuring devices. Thus, establishing intuitions about such concepts is a hard task when only traditional materials are available. Another problem identified by veteran instructors and a diagnostic test is a less than automatic application of basic mathematics. Students spend a great deal of cognitive energy executing routine calculus procedures.

Two very different instructional strategies are currently being applied to these problems, precision teaching of basic skills and interactive simulation. Precision teaching, a concept pioneered by Lindsley [4] is a technique for the enhancement of basic skills and achieving fluency. Students undertake a large group of simple problems and their success is measured by the number of correct responses in a fixed time interval. Fluency of correct responding, or the rate of correct responses, is a critical feature of the evaluation [1]. With repeated exposure to different problem sets, rate of correct responses typically increases. The rate is actively recorded by the student. It has been demonstrated that using this approach basic skills are enhanced, performance in standard courses is improved and the improvement is retained for extended periods [2]. A prototype exploratory simulation microworld, Electroworld, is currently under development as well. This environment allows students to interact with forces, fields, and charges in a concrete visual manner. As a result of engaging this simulation environment students are learning to visualize many abstract concepts of electromagnetics for the first time. Preliminary analysis of a group of students using the precision teaching material as compared to a more traditional approach of assigning additional homework problems has shown a significant shift in final grade distributions from D and F to A and B.
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Computer Based Instruction in Traffic Theory
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Traffic legislation is the primary source for deriving education in traffic theory in the Netherlands. Consequently, programs are formal and abstract, emphasizing definitions, the meaning of signs, and right-of-way rules. For example, students learn to identify the sign indicating a motor-way, learn that a car belongs to the category of motor-vehicles, and that the speed-limit for motor-vehicles on motor-ways is 55 miles/hour. It is up to the student to acknowledge the implications of the newly acquired knowledge for driving behavior in actual task situations. Thus, the relation between theory and practice is very indirect. This approach appears to fail at teaching students the necessary knowledge and skills for driving a car, as indicated by a non-existent or low contribution to driving performance (Brown, Groeger, & Biehl, 1987). It is our belief that if instructional material is selected on its relevance for every day traffic behavior, education in traffic theory can contribute much more to the development of proficient driving.

This paper reports the development of a program for teaching traffic theory, based upon principles of learning and instruction. Recent technology offers ample opportunity for effective application of these principles. The program is therefore designed for use in a multi-media environment. The project is carried out under contract to, and in collaboration with, the driving schools of the Royal Netherlands Army.

Cognitive psychology has shown that the prerequisite knowledge and skills to perform a certain task are best attained if the material to be learned is selected according to its relevance for actual task behavior, and presented in a representative context (‘situated action’, e.g. Norman, 1993). The present program meets these principles by giving instruction on how to recognize traffic situations, how to identify potential problems and conflicts, and how to act appropriately when in such situations. To illustrate for the example presented above: students are instructed how to recognize motorways (on formal, but also on informal characteristics, like dual carriageway) and how actual task behavior is affected by various factors (such as speed limit, road- and weather conditions, traffic intensity, etc.).

The situated action framework indicates that students can make the link between theoretical knowledge and practice more readily if the information is presented in real-life like contexts. The efficacy of instruction can be further increased by comprehensive student activity. Recent technology is utilized to accomplish these objectives. For example; digitized photo's offer new possibilities for instruction in road classification; features of a road category can be added or deleted at will, thus allowing for effective highlighting of essential characteristics. Defining sensitive areas in the picture permits program-student interaction (e.g. by mouse-clicking). Until recently, dynamic aspects of driving could not easily be implemented in interactive learning situations. The present program utilizes digitized video to show (potential) problems and conflicts in traffic situations, to show the outcomes of different reactions to a certain problematic situation, and to show the antecedents that produced the problematic situation in the first place.

The development of the program is currently underway along the lines presented above. Two modules (of 12 in total) have been developed in full in a prototype. An evaluation that was subsequently carried out produced very promising results. Especially the video fragments turned out to be very instructive and motivating. Instructional materials for the other modules will be implemented in an inclusive program of which we hope to show that it optimizes actual driving performance by providing students with comprehensive and relevant knowledge and skills.
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The Multimedia Nutrition Project (MNP) was designed and developed to improve the delivery of nutrition instruction by means of multimedia technology. MNP consists of a series of modules which are to be used in both lecture presentations and student labs. Some of the specific topics include dietary behavior modifications such as low fat food choices and low fat cooking methods, dietary guidelines, food guide pyramid, dietary fat and heart disease, and composition of foods. Each module had two levels of interactivity: 1) multimedia classroom presentation (MCP) used by faculty members to deliver instruction of a selected topic and 2) multimedia labs (ML) used by students for drilling and testing of concepts introduced in lectures.

MNP Modules

The following are some of the module highlights of MNP.

1. The MCPs were developed in Freelance Graphics 2.0 for Windows. Many link other customized applications created in Toolbook, Excel, 3D Studio Animations, and Digital Video Interactive (DVI). For example, one MCP embedded a graph produced in Excel depicting the fatty acid composition of oils in foods. As new formulations of products occur, the graph can be easily updated. Another interesting aspect of MCPs is the random student picker icon developed in Toolbook. When clicked, it displays name and image of a randomly selected student in the class. Another MCP focuses upon processing of fats. Hydrogenation becomes more than a word when the students view a three-dimensional animated model (developed in 3D Studio) of the fatty acid structure. The rotating carbon molecules demonstrate the difference between the cis and trans forms of the molecule. MCPs provide faculty members with the ability to incorporate relevant video material into a digital video library using DVI technology. At the touch of a button, such video clips can be retrieved and played when appropriate.

2. MLs were developed using Multimedia Toolbook, 3D-Studio, and DVI. One ML contains a variety of activities to reinforce the concept of lowering dietary fat. The activities include browsing through audio-visual material depicting appropriate meat serving sizes, low fat cuts and grades of meat as well as low fat cooking methods. Video clips pertaining to heart disease and artificial fats can be accessed to relate current research. In another ML students interactively review the U.S. Dietary Guidelines. Each of the 7 principles is presented using animation and hypertext capabilities. The student also can move through the Food Pyramid interacting with each of the food groups. Each group describes the appropriate serving size and number of servings. Voice over is used to present additional instructor comments. The student can also navigate further through the pyramid to learn about sample menus which illustrate the amounts of actual food recommended.

The purpose of this project was to design and develop an interactive multimedia system to aid instructors in teaching and their students in learning basic nutrition concepts. A pilot test involving twenty two students in an introductory nutrition course was carried out. The results from the post-evaluation were very promising. However, more research is needed to assess the impact of this method of instruction. The next step is to further explore the usefulness and acceptance of the system.
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Cost-Effectiveness in Decision Making about Media in Education and Training: An (Inter)active Decision Support Approach
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The main reasons that cost-effectiveness of media in education is so difficult to analyse are the different definitions of the term cost-effectiveness, measurement problems and interpretation problems. The first problem automatically causes the second which is additionally improved by differing measurement methods, criteria values and infrastructures within analysis takes place. Differences between people, cultures, systems improve the problem of using a consistent frame of reference (Kozma, 1991 and Clark, 1990). Because of these differences, assisting decision makers in the use of general frameworks should have priority then over the construction of more strictly defined methodologies that constrain the individual flexibility that is needed in personal and organisational settings which have the majority in decision making settings.

Cost analysis of educational media projects has been topic of research for a long time and there are some useful frameworks developed in the past (Levin, 1983). The effectiveness of educational media is a greater problem. Technical problems with measurement instruments, comparability and validity, and media which are often used as a part of a curriculum, make results, if available, rather questionable to draw reliable conclusions from (Strittmatter, 1992). The use of indicators of effectiveness like test score increase, change in attitudes or performance improvement and the expectation of decision makers about the potential of the media in reaching criteria values on these indicators can be a solution to reliability and interpretation problems in this area (Moonen, 1990).

To assist decision-makers in cost-effectiveness analysis an instrument has been developed. This instrument (called ESTIMA) is a computer program consisting of nine units. Three units deal with the selection and evaluation of media. Three units deal with the product level when a media selection has already been made. One unit is on resource allocation where decision makers can allocate their resources to a large set of cost items (people, equipment, etc.) and analyse also the sensitivity of certain allocations on other items. One unit deals with effectiveness estimation where expectations, empirical data and experience should be combined to come to a reliable estimation of the effectiveness of the use of a media application. The final unit deals with return on investment and here the decision maker can analyse the costs and returns of the use of modern interactive media compared to the use of traditional classroom teaching strategies. The program had to be flexible with regard to the users background, easy to learn, user friendly, well documented and not too much time consuming. The program has been developed with the Visual Basic programming environment under Windows. An evaluation of ESTIMA is planned where the value of the program will be evaluated and also the general usability of decision support systems in cost-effectiveness analysis and differences in the use of these systems between decision makers in commercial and in non-commercial organisations, between decision makers in large and in small organisations and between decision makers in different academic levels.

A Decision-based Hyper-multi-media Case Environment for the Computer Productivity Initiative, a Large Undergraduate Project
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This paper describes our experience in using a multimedia project management and problem solving tool to support a multi-year Computer Productivity Initiative (CPI) project [1]. The purpose of the CPI project is to provide undergraduate students with a diverse set of skills required for the conception and development of solutions to large real world problems. In order to organize and develop a solution effectively, the students must work with a broad range of documents including video tape interviews of experts, presentation graphics for slide shows, computer drawn figures, charts and graphs, spreadsheets, as well as postscript of other forms of textual documentation. To organize and access the various media documents developed during the course of a CPI project, we are employing DHC (Decision based Hyper-multi-media CASE tool developed to support the Decision Based Systems Development (DBSD) paradigm [2]. At the same time, DHC is used to guide and support the problem solving process the students employ to arrive at their solution. DBSD organizes the process of project management as well as the project document base around the decision making process. Our experience has demonstrated the value of a hyperlinked, multimedia project space in the development of large, group collaborative real world projects [3].
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Improving qualitative reasoning with an anchored computer simulation

SUSAN M. WILLIAMS
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Research in cognitive science has demonstrated that expert problem solvers have "deep" knowledge about the structure of their domain, i.e., they understand the relationships among variables in the domain and know the general principles that help to make predictions and solve problems. In contrast, novices remember problems in terms of easily observable surface features that may not be important to the problem's solution. Interacting with computer-based simulations can help novices move from knowledge representations that are based on the surface features of specific problems to representations that are based on the deep structure of general classes of problems. In the typical instructional approach, novices create a series of related problems by changing the values of variables in the simulation and observe how the corresponding outcome changes when the simulation is run.

There are, however, several reasons that novices may fail to develop more expert knowledge representations while using simulations: First, using a simulation requires some initial knowledge. If novices do not have this knowledge, they may be unable to use the simulation or to understand the feedback that it provides. Second, they may be unsystematic in exploring the problem space and may create a series of unrelated problems. Third, even when problems are related, novices may fail to compare successive executions of the simulation appropriately.

Anchored simulations can minimize these problems by situating learning in the context of a single problem over an extended period of time (CTGV, 1992). First, prior to using the simulation, students view a video that presents a complex mathematics problem as a story and work with their classmates and teacher to learn to solve this "anchoring" problem. In this way, they acquire basic knowledge of the problem and its solution that provides a foundation for using and understanding the simulation. Second, students cannot create unrelated problems, because an anchored simulation only enables creation of variants of the anchoring problem. Third, an anchored simulation creates an activity that causes students to automatically reflect on differences between problems.

The prototype simulation is anchored in a trip planning problem in which the main character purchases a boat and must decide if he has sufficient daylight and gas to drive the boat home. The student learns to solve this 16-step problem in class before using the simulation. Within the simulation, the student is challenged to a race by the main character and must make a single modification to an otherwise identical boat in order to win the race. The student then makes qualitative predictions about the race and confirms them quantitatively. When the simulation is run, the two boats race against each other, giving the student feedback on the predictions and calculations. The student is encouraged to undertake a systematic series of changes to the parameters affecting the boat's performance. Through this process, the student acquires a general model of trip-planning problems.

An in-school evaluation was conducted with 62 high- and average-achieving 6th-grade students who used the anchored simulation following classroom instruction in the anchoring problem. Use of the simulation helped students at both levels of ability improve their qualitative predictions about the outcome of trip-planning problems in the context of the anchoring problem and in other contexts (Williams, Bransford, Vye, Goldman, & Hmelo, 1993).
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Hyper3D: Stereoscopic 3D Hypermedia

John E. Williamson

VRex, Inc., 8 Skyline Drive
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Hyper3D is a novel approach to interactive multimedia and hypertext/hypermedia presentations. Through the use of stereoscopic 3D LCD computer panels, the images are presented in stereoscopic depth with the ability to perform searches. This allows students to have both a better understanding of the material as well as increase attention and possibly retention. Prior to Hyper3D, there was no method of displaying and selecting stereoscopic 3D images which would allow both a large audience and assure high quality stereoscopic 3D images.

The long term goal of Hyper3D is to develop a complete history of stereoscopic photography from 1850 to the present day in digitized form. An estimated 8 million different commercial stereocard titles were released in their 60 year history in addition the many Hollywood movies produced during the 1950's. This does not include the many millions taken by amateurs or for office or educational uses. Two prolific amateur stereophotographers include President Eisenhower and silent film star Harold Lloyd.

Prior to Hyper3D, the majority of the public have not been able to see truly good stereoscopic 3D images. Subsequently, they are unaware of the long and varied history of stereophotography and more importantly the wealth of images represented in that format. Consequently, they have not been exposed to an important part of history in its original format. Using the flexibility of a hypermedia front end, the same images can be used to illustrate the history of photography, the development of photography as an art form, historical events, historical figures, architecture and any subject the user would wish to explore.

The ALPHA version of Hyper3D was designed on IBM 80286 with a Tektronix stereoscopic 3D monitor with the support of the USAF. The BETA version was developed on a IBM 80386 with a StereoGraphics stereoscopic 3D monitor. The final, commercial version is being developed on the VRex, micro-Pol system. This allows the conversion of nearly any active matrix LCD panel including stand alone monitors, laptops and project panels to be used. Both individual use on a laptop and projection to a large audience are possible.

Current chapters in Hyper3D include: Introduction to Visual Perception, The Evolution of Photography, How to Make Your Own Stereophotographs, Wonders of the World (both natural and manmade), Famous Personalities, Fashion Through the Ages, Weddings Through History, Religion, Sports, and Humor. Each of these will be released separately with links to each other allowing the user to add to their title collection through the same interface.

Each of these chapters may be searched on key phrases as well as be the image title, photographer, publisher and geographic location. Using the same database of images, several interfaces are used for various age groups and interests. These include very simple GUI's in a 3D Atlas style, allowing the user to click on a map location and subsequently showing an image from that location. These include both antique stereoscopic images from the 19th century, contemporary stereoscopic 3D images and computer generated reconstructions.

Other interfaces include a modified VCR interface allowing the user to page and fast forward through sequences of stereocards. Many sequenced stereocard sets where released in the 19th century that would explain an event (or even tell a story or joke) through sequence of stereocards, sometimes numbering in the hundreds of views.
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Teaching foreign languages is often associated with a considerable degree of frustration: one seldom achieves a desired degree of fluency in a class, even after two or three years, let alone a single course. This certainly holds true for what one may term "standard language courses" - the kind through which one seeks to impart "total" knowledge of a language on a group of students. Considerable progress can, however, be made in the comparative short time of one academic year if one stresses solely one particular aspect of the language learning process, that of reading comprehension. At UBC we are currently producing a computer-based program that will enable students to gain competence in dealing with technical texts in German. With the aid of software that we are developing here, we hope to address the needs of students from various disciplines, assisting them in acquiring reading knowledge in German through working with texts from their particular field. We have also been careful to stress an approach through which students will master proper reading strategies so as to avoid the traditional pitfall of translation that is potentially destructive in the fostering of true reading ability.

Since we had emphasized reading strategies above all else, we were unable to find an authoring system that would meet all of our needs in the development of the software. We had envisioned a program through which the individual student would not only be tested on the content of a passage via short answer type questions, but also be given the opportunity to work with that particular passage in a way he or she desired, to mark the text in any of a number of different ways, identifying key elements as well as those which pose the most difficulty, or even (temporarily) deleting portions of the text. We have also developed the idea of answer screens with which students can, for example, compare their own summaries of a particular text with "standard" ones, that is to say, with our own. To integrate all of these features into our computer program, we were forced to link some form of word processing program to an normal authoring system. The result may be somewhat complex, but the program has already proved itself to be highly successful in our German for Reading Knowledge course. In the years to come, we hope to develop a new authoring system that will greatly simplify our present program.
Designing and Using Virtual Environments: The Advantage of Immersion.

W.WINN
College of Education and Human Interface Technology Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle, W.I., 98195, US.

Although a variety of multimedia formats are now called “Virtual Reality” (Heim, 1993), the greatest innovation that the new VR technologies offer, and their greatest potential for educational applications, arise from those technologies that permit immersion. In an immersive environment, participants experience the illusion of being in another place in which they can move and look around in the same manner as in the real world.

An immersive environment has two advantages over non-immersive VR. First, it permits the participant what Clancey (1993) has called “first-person” experience of events. Much of formal education requires students to learn from descriptions of events and phenomena prepared by a third person. Immersive VR allows participants first-hand experiences. Second, interaction with a virtual environment can be achieved non-symbolically. Looking, pointing and manipulating objects in a virtual world are natural actions. It is not necessary to master a complex linguistic, mathematical or other symbol system before interacting with the virtual environment. It is therefore possible to master concepts before mastering symbols (Winn & Bricken, 1992), which is a great help to those who have difficulty thinking symbolically.

Because of these characteristics, the design of virtual environments for education has a different emphasis from “traditional” instructional design. Any knowledge or skill that are acquired from virtual environments are constructed by participants, not imparted didactically. This means that virtual world designers are concerned primarily with designing ways for participants to interact with worlds as easily, freely and imaginatively as they wish. The designer is therefore less concerned with presenting content so that it can be interpreted in one correct way, and is probably not concerned at all with the mastery of predetermined knowledge and skills described in performance objectives. Next, the designer is concerned with the appearance and behavior of objects, alone, in interaction with each other and with the participant. This is because the power of virtual environments stems not from their ability to simulate aspects of the real world but to make accessible to the senses and to interaction aspects of real and imaginary worlds that have hitherto not been represented. The designer is therefore concerned with such things as how to represent complex data sets, the inside of an atom, or the edge of the universe. Finally, the designer is concerned with how the participant may be guided -- not coerced -- along potentially fruitful paths. A virtual world without this kind of structure can be a disorienting place. This draws the designer’s attention to the rules that govern the virtual world, and the extent to which they are enforced. For example, a world that obeys the laws of algebra rather than of physics could, if enforced, prevent participants from making mistakes when they factor algebraic expressions. Or they might be relaxed to allow mistakes from which participants will learn subsequently through “debugging”. Varying the enforcement of rules governing virtual worlds provides a great variety of learning strategies for participants to employ.
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This paper describes a project to study the feasibility of implementing the inquiry teaching method of [Collins & Stevens 1982] as tutoring software. In building the Tutoring Agenda Planner (TAP), we seek to integrate the two sets of architecture presented in [Collins & Stevens 1982] and [Peachey & McCalla 1986]. Collins and Stevens illustrated their theory, which was developed almost inductively by "observing" expert teachers. The theory which is meant to be domain-independent contains three parts: the goals and subgoals of teachers; the strategies used to realize different goals and subgoals; and the control structure for selecting and pursuing different goals and subgoals. Teachers typically pursue several subgoals simultaneously. Each goal has associated with a set of strategies for selecting cases, asking questions, and giving comments. In pursuing goals simultaneously, teachers maintain an agenda that allows them to allocate their time among the various goals efficiently. There are two top-level goals that teachers in inquiry dialogues pursue: (a) teaching students particular rules or theories; (b) teaching students how to derive rules or theories. There are several subgoals associated with each of these top-level goals. The dialogue control structure that the teacher uses to allocate time between different goals and subgoals is a crucial aspect for effective teaching. The control structure consists of four basic parts: (a) a set of strategies for selecting cases with respect to the top-level goals; (b) a student model; (c) an agenda; (d) a set of priority rules for adding goals and subgoals to the agenda. Given a set of top-level goals, the teacher selects cases that optimize the ability of the student to master those goals.

Peachey & McCalla introduced a course planner which is capable of planning global teaching strategies by using local information. The work reported here attempts to combine the planner portion of both sets of architecture. The integrated planner is complemented by an executor of plans with various teaching strategies and a domain-dependent natural language processor.

TAP is intended to serve as a tool which can be used to design the tutoring component of an intelligent tutoring system using an inquiry approach of teaching. The focus of the work is the planning process involved in conducting an inquiry dialogue. It is also an application of AI state-space planning approaches to the domain of planning teaching actions for an inquiry approach of learning.

We have written several sample inquiry dialogues in the domain of teaching the causes of rice-growing. With the assistance of a local gifted education specialist, we created different dialogues by postulating responses of students at different levels of competence. We have been able to generate some of these dialogues using our implementation of TAP using a pseudo-dialogue NLP component (see [Wong 1994] for a fuller account). TAP is intended to demonstrate the basic integrated architecture of GCP and ITP which enables combination of macro- and micro-planning techniques. Finally, some issues and problems concerning the implementation of inquiry teaching within the framework of a global course plan will be discussed.
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Developing A Framework for Delivering Technology-Enhanced Physics Instruction

JANICE E. J. WOODROW
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The Technology-Enhanced Physics Instruction (TEPI) Project was established to research instructional strategies for introductory Physics instruction which implement "state-of-the-art" technology. A recurring problem in Physics education is the inherent conceptual difficulty of the subject for many secondary students. This problem has been the focus of much research and debate. Emerging technology has made it possible to put into Physics classrooms, rich, problem solving environments and powerful, mind-extending tools that enable students to define and solve complex problems unencumbered by the necessity of first mastering complex quantitative skills. Content can be represented through a multiplicity of "languages"- verbal, mathematical, symbolic and graphic. But while the introduction of such technology affords the possibility of producing change and educational benefits, none of them can be assumed to become automatically realized only because of the technology's presence. The implementation of technology requires major adjustments in the traditional roles and instructional procedures of teachers. It takes careful preparation and planning to realize the educational benefits of technology and to make innovative things happen.

The Project has established a Macintosh-based, technology-enhanced environment in two Physics classrooms. Both classrooms are equipped with 8 student computers and 1 teacher computer, a printer, an active matrix projection panel, MBL equipment, and a multimedia center consisting of a TV monitor, a VCR, a laserdisc player and a CD-ROM player. By having two schools and two teachers involved in the study, the Project expects to develop a "thicker" description of effective instructional strategies as well as a "richer" context in which to conduct the study and a strong environment for collaboration.

The instructional focus of the Project is the use of computer-based simulations as both instructional and learning tools. By making Physics more visual (concrete) animated, and manipulative, simulations promise to motivate students, broaden student understanding of scientific principles and encourage more students to enter and remain in scientific studies. In addition, the Project is incorporating laserdiscs as both teaching and learning tools, multimedia technology for classroom presentations, MBL applications, and computer-based evaluation procedures. Plans and materials for implementing these resources are being developed and evaluated collaboratively by all three team members. The actual classroom teaching is being done by the two teachers as an integral part of their classroom instruction. The participating students view their use of technology, and that of their teachers, as part of the normal, year-long procedures of the classroom, not as some short-term novelty introduced for the purpose of research.

Results and Findings

1. A framework for integrating the many forms of technology-enhanced instruction and learning has been developed and successfully implemented.
2. Comprehensive Study Guides based upon this framework have been produced for eight Physics 11 units and eight Physics 12 units.
3. Student attitudes toward science and technology showed a significant increase.
4. The collaborative nature of the Project design has been extremely effective and perhaps essential in reaching the goals of the Project.
5. Both teachers have experienced a major shift in their instructional strategies.
6. The implementation of the technology engendered positive student collaboration, much increased on-task behaviour and increased student responsibility.

697
The purpose of studying the natural language interface is to help the users to obtain the information from the system conveniently. Through many years' study, we have developed a regulated power-supply circuit trouble-diagnosis system (TEACH). This system can understand eleven English sentence patterns. Chinese is different from English, as the Chinese words are usually complexly combined and one word usually has several meanings, and it has no definite part of speech. There are no special dividing symbols between the Chinese words. All these make the natural language of Chinese difficult for a computer to understand. In practice we have put forward a set of rules based on the contained parts of speech in the multimedia education system. Thus the natural Chinese language interface has been developed.

The contained parts of speech can be divided into seven parts. Based on the above division, we can establish the dictionary bank with three segments: containing words, parts of speech and words meaning.

The application of the multimedia education system has achieved evident successes in class teaching and analogue training, and both the teaching efficiency and the training result have raised. The rules based on the contained parts of speech have been applied to the multimedia education system, which has broken down the conventions and has redivided the parts of speech. Thus the natural language understanding of the basic sentence patterns has been achieved and a feasible plan has been put forward in view of the specified branch of learning in natural language understanding. But whether this method is perfect or feasible to other domains has yet to be further proved in the future work.
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Learning Units and their Realisation Using New Media
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Programmes of study are complex systems of teaching-learning activities which generally reflect current understandings and practices of a discipline, and anticipate future needs. Programmes, by this philosophy, must have built-in mechanisms and flexibility to react appropriately. However, many current programme designs are typically based on defining a set of courses. Courses are either subject-based or integrative, but nonetheless prescribed by the teacher. Such design frameworks suffer several shortcomings, for example (1) it is committed to a didactic, teacher-led mode, (2) the aggregation of educational material into courses and that they exist only in such a form hinders any significant form of individualised or negotiated learning, and (3) a course in practice is too large to be adapted quickly to advances in the discipline, changing market needs or social relevance.

Learning Units

Our approach to overcoming these is to uncouple the subject matter from their aggregation into meaningful courses, i.e. devise a high degree of independence between educational material and courses that utilise them. The creation and upkeep of such material are then not driven by course requirements but by the current body of knowledge. We call such educational resources “Learning Units” (LU). Such units may be broadly categorised as one of: (1) Knowledge Units (KU), with emphasis on the exposition of theories, abstractions and facts of the subject matter, (2) Activity Units (AU), with emphasis on know-how or skills acquisition, and are developed through active learning situations such as games or laboratories, and (3) Experiential Units (EU), with emphasis on real life application of acquired knowledge and skills, and are the opportunities created via project work or industry residency.

LUs are like tangram pieces that may be creatively juxtaposed later on to form interesting courses. They should be combined so that the composite subject matter forms a coherent body of topics. This approach provides greater flexibility than traditional course modules which tend to be of a fixed size and purpose. Different teaching-learning approaches can be supported, including problem-based/multi-disciplinary approach, learner managed learning, negotiated learning (Stephenson, J. & Laycock, M., 1993), and even traditional prescribed course delivery.

Global Digital Repository

Digital media integration, computers and communication systems define a new media to store and organise information for instant access, correlation, and assembly. Our basic strategy is to develop LUs on the new media, using for example the large hypermedia system, Hyper-G (Kappe, F. & Maurer, H., 1993). This will not only facilitate their maintenance, but also provide significant opportunities to realise new teaching-learning paradigms and innovative modes, more suitable perhaps to the Nintendo-generation. We seek international participation as this would help produce up-to-date repositories that can be made accessible to areas not having resident expertise. Such distribution and globalisation would therefore support true international cooperation in education.
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Object-Oriented Data Modeling in Hypermedia: A New Data Model
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Although the object-oriented paradigm is well suited for the modeling of self-contained independent objects, it is not suited for modeling relations (or static links) between abstract data objects. At the same time, the concept of computer-navigable links is a main part of the hypermedia paradigm. In contrast to multimedia, where the object-oriented paradigm plays a leading role, this "confrontation" considerably reduces the application of object-oriented methods in hypermedia.

The HM data model incorporates the well-known principles of object-oriented data modeling for actual management of large-scale, multi-user hypermedia databases. The model is based on the notion of abstract hypermedia data objects called S-collections. Computer navigable links are encapsulated within a particular S-collection and are also bound between S-collections. Thus, a hypermedia database is nothing but a set of S-collections. Each S-collection has a unique identifier and a so-called content. The content can be seen as a primitive node attached to an S-collection. The content (text, pictures, audio, video-clips, etc.) is visualised when the S-collection is accessed in some way.

An S-collection encapsulates a particular navigable structure. The navigable structure is a set of other S-collections (called members henceforth) related by a number of computer-navigable links. Note that we connect S-collections but not primitive nodes. Note also that the links are encapsulated within a particular S-collection. In other words, links may be defined only between members of a certain S-collection, and in this sense, links belong to such S-collection, but they do not belong to a hypermedia database or to members that are related by means of links. An S-collection devoid of such an internal structure is called a primitive S-collection.

All S-collections can respond to the message "access". It implies executing the S-collection's content (i.e., presenting some text, picture, audio, video clips etc.). Typically, a chunk of hypermedia information associated with the current S-collection is visualised on the user screen, but any kind of action can happen in response to the message "access" if the corresponding method has been overridden. Complex S-collections without content forward the message to their head.

Link following within the HM Data Model is simply a form of message passing. At any particular moment in time, the user can navigate only through a single, specific S-collection called the current container. Only members of the current container can receive messages during navigation. A concrete member of the current container is the current member for each particular navigational step. More precisely, the member that most recently received the message "access" is the current member. Only members related (linked) to the current member can be accessed (can receive the message "access") in the next step of navigation.

Since links are encapsulated within an S-collection, they become available (or become activated) for navigation only if the S-collection has been "entered". Such an entering of an S-collection to activate the encapsulated links will be called the "zoom in" operation. In analogy, the operation "zoom out" is the complement to the most recent "zoom in" action. More precisely, the operation "zoom out" recovers current container and current member to the state they had just before the previous "zoom in" operation. Extending the functionality of "zoom out" to give access to any S-collection of which the current collection is a member is provided by the operation "zoom up". Generally, the "zoom in", "zoom up" and "zoom out" operations provide users with the possibility to navigate in direction orthogonal to the conventional plane of link-based browsing. Thus, we can say that the HM data model supports an additional dimension of browsing hypermedia databases.

The HM Data Model has been implemented as a prototype system called HM Card. The system, its documentation, and a number of articles are available via anonymous ftp from "iicm.tu-graz.ac.at" in directory "pub\hmcard".
Software to Involve the Instructor in Creating Multimedia Listening Comprehension Lessons
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The Goals and Challenges

Our research supported the sense of some students, faculty and staff of a lack of student material requiring comprehension of, and engagement with, spoken language. We decided to develop such material based as much as possible on principles used in reading comprehension exercises. Development would be computer-assisted - exploiting instructor’s teaching and content expertise and interests, and minimizing their design, development and detail work. Self-administered listening lessons require the use of mechanical devices, and the control of those devices in response to student input calls for a computer. We had to accept limits on the degree of control of audio/video presentation and on accepting and evaluating natural language input, especially sound.

The Solutions: Ideal and Actual

Ideally, we want to allow authors to apply their instructional goals easily to a variety of source media (audio/video on disc or tape, text, graphics, digitized audio/video) by accepting a variety of input from students (typing, clicking, utterances), and using a variety of output media (computer/video monitor, speakers, printer).

Currently, our program accepts videodisc, CD audio, text and graphics. We intend to add animation and digitized sound. We do not yet accept oral input from the student because of its technical demands and our inability to evaluate it. The program corrects only short pieces of text (a few words). Testing indicated that tape players were not mechanically practical, and that pressing CDs can be a viable alternative.

We hoped to be able to divide the process of developing a lesson into modules, and provide a computer program for each module. Ideally, the modules would reflect different skill sets (such as planning versus data entry), and should reward, but not require, advance planning of material and of the development process. Each module’s program should make suggestions at each step, but allow the author to override whenever possible.

After research, we divided the development process into Planning, Detailing and Creating modules. The Planning module of the computer program helps the author (likely a professor) decide on the overall structure of a lesson, the number and type of instructional goals, and of activities (such as multiple choice) for each goal, drawn from a total of about twenty. The Detailing module helps the author decide for each activity which elements (clips, introduction, hints, feedback etc.) to include, and to fill in as many details as are desired. The Creating module prompts the author (likely a teaching assistant) step-by-step to fill in the required information for each element of each activity. It then adds the activity to the program the student sees.

The program the student sees allows him or her to follow the path set by the author, move to any activity in the lesson, repeat activities that were answered unsatisfactorily, or search other lessons for related activities.

Still to Go (or Making Multi Media Marginally More Manageable)

Transfer source audio and video from tape to disc, and simplify the transfer process.
Solve technical and instructional problems introduced by recording student utterances.
Improve listings of instructional goals and mapping of instructional goals to activities.
Complete full-scale testing of planning, detailing and creating programs and resulting student material.
Minimize features that cause authors to construe formalizing lessons as mere computer programming.
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LECTURE: A Macintosh Multimedia Authoring System and Self-instructional Student Video Program
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Lecture was created to provide a self-instructional vehicle to the student for the total comprehension and mastery of authentic language video in the CAV laserdisc format. Exploiting video of native speakers directing themselves to other native speakers creates too many classroom obstacles to the student in terms of comprehension and feedback problems and to the instructor in terms of time restraints to permit adequate utilization and mastery of such video material in a normal classroom situation. Our first objective was to provide the student with the means to raise his/her aural understanding from 95 percent to 100 percent of the spoken target language. As the program developed, we saw the need for variety and breadth in the self-instructional program in order to enable the student to explore and practice the language being comprehended through problem-solving and a hyperenvironment which would permit a variety of activities built around selected video segments.

The project required both an overall student program design containing varied and demanding student input activities and an authoring program which facilitated the easy development of such activities. The result of our effort was the creation of the Lecture Authoring Program which permits the exploitation of CAV laserdiscs through simple typing and "point and click" lesson production. Lecture now links texts to video frame numbers and to specially designed internal dictionaries which in turn link to other texts, graphics, QuickTime video, CD-ROM, and sound files. The program also contains reinforcement exercises (multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, and question/answer exercises with error feedback), a composition creation activity, a stack editing feature, the ability to convert a student program to another target language, and the ability to build activities on a second laserdisc sound track when available.

In the demonstration we will exhibit the student self-instructional program and discuss the pedagogical rationale behind the program's structure, its varied activities, and the emphasis on student input. We will show the flexibility inherent in the self-instructional program when used in conjunction with video and also discuss how the program can also quickly create classroom presentations which in turn feedback to the self-study program. Although the program may be used and converted to a variety of languages, we shall use examples from the intermediate to advanced ESL programs based upon Welcome to Bellingham, a laserdisc created at Western Washington University. I may also include excerpts from the beginning Italian BBC program, Buongiorno, Italia, and/or France-TV Magazine, French in Action and Destinos.

Next we will give a survey of the Lecture Authoring Program and explain its case of operation in creating text and video control exercises, multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, question and answer, and composition creation. We will demonstrate how the editing capacity of the program permits all aspects of the student program to be developed, edited, and amended.
Multimedia Technology in the Calculus Classroom

MAUREEN BARDWELL AND ANNE PASQUINO
Departments of Mathematics and Computer Science
Westfield State College, Westfield, MA. 01086, USA

Over the last ten years there has been an ever increasing focus within the mathematics community to examine and modify the traditional college calculus sequence. It has become apparent that the "chalk and talk" presentation style is not successful with many of today’s students and that the technology that is now readily available to calculus students forces their teachers to reexamine what material they are teaching to their classes as well as how the presentation should take place. Most of the National Science Foundation funded Calculus Reform Projects strongly encourage the incorporation of technology into the mathematics classroom. Typically, the technology that is used is a graphing calculator or a PC with a graphing software package. In this poster session, we will demonstrate some multimedia applications that are used for presentation and tutorials in Calculus I and II at Westfield State College.

Westfield State College has gone through a natural progression in its reform of the Calculus sequence. Initial change in the course was introduced by assigning occasional computer labs with a graphing package on a PC. At present, we have just concluded our fifth year of teaching a Reform Calculus course. Major components of the course now include assigned computer labs, the requirement of a TI82 graphing calculator, group projects, and the use of a Reform Calculus text.

The use of multimedia to present application problems in calculus is a natural extension of the use of technology within the calculus courses. The development of calculus was initially motivated by physical problems, and today’s student is more clearly able to appreciate this if the situation being modelled can actually be demonstrated at the time of study. Video is a natural medium for presentation of physical problems. The use of the authoring package Toolbook allowed development of calculus lessons where difficult points could be reviewed and expanded upon by the learner; it also gave us the opportunity to present the visual and auditory reinforcement which is helpful to today’s student.
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Creating a Multimedia Infrastructure for Faculty Development

ELLEN YU BORKOWSKI*, NOEL ANDERSON†, WILLIAM MAKI‡, VAL TARESKIT, AND RICHARD HANSON**
†Department of Electrical Engineering, ‡Department of Psychology
*Multimedia Project, **Vice President for Academic Affairs
North Dakota State University, Fargo, North Dakota 58105 USA

North Dakota State University (NDSU) is establishing an aggressive, university-wide approach to incorporating multimedia into the classroom. NDSU has been working on building an infrastructure of support and resources for faculty development of multimedia in the form of personnel, equipment, training and support for information sharing.

A multimedia project was funded through an internal funding process run by the University's Planning, Priorities & Resources Committee (PPRC). The project was formed through the combination of ideas from several of the proposals submitted that were related to multimedia. The faculty involved in the funded multimedia proposals have formed a campus Multimedia Coordinating Committee (MCC).

Personnel for supporting the multimedia project came in the form of the MCC, a full-time multimedia specialist and student assistants. The MCC has defined ambitious goals for supporting multimedia on campus. The multimedia specialist supports the component parts of the multimedia project. Her responsibilities include taking care of the equipment, conducting training, working with faculty and supervising the student assistants. The student assistants were trained on the authoring software taught to faculty and provide technical support (telephone and on-line) to faculty. Other services, such as slide scanning and CD-ROM mastering, are also handled by the student assistants.

Understanding that many of the faculty who wanted to get involved with multimedia did not have the funds to purchase high end computers for their office, the multimedia project purchased authoring stations which were made available to faculty. To support both platforms, a Macintosh Quadra 800 and an IBM Ultimedia Model 77 were purchased. Both have video and audio capture and editing ability. A 35mm slide scanner was purchased and is supported on both the Mac and DOS/Windows platforms. To handle storage and access to the growing amount of information associated with multimedia, a CD-ROM mastering unit was purchased. This also is supported on both the Mac and DOS/Windows platforms. A third computer (DOS/Windows based) was purchased to support slide scanning and CD-ROM mastering.

Another "form" of equipment available to faculty is a multimedia classroom. This is a 180-seat lecture hall which is equipped with a Mac and an IBM computer along with several audio/visual devices. All video is projected through a ceiling-mounted SONY projector. Audio is played out of a stereo sound system.

Training is conducted by the multimedia specialist. Introductory and advanced workshops on selected authoring tools were offered. Both Macintosh and PC classes were conducted.

Support for information sharing were offered in two mediums. A multimedia user group (MMUG) was formed which met monthly to hear presentations and have discussions about methods and software and how to apply it in the classroom. Electronic support was also provided through the creation of a local newsgroup. Announcements of upcoming meetings, software tips, and conference announcements from Internet were posted to this newsgroup. It also supported on-line discussions & questions from faculty.

Many lessons have been learned about slide scanning, CD-ROM Mastering, and courseware development. They include: acquire wisely, be realistic, start small, establish a scheduling priority for appropriate use of multimedia classrooms and equipment, and be aware of copyright issues.

For successful implementation of campus-wide use of multimedia campus-wide, it is crucial that a foundation of support be built. Providing technical support through training and hiring of support personnel, providing funding to purchase the required hardware and software and providing the means for fostering partnerships through user groups and on-line discussion builds the necessary foundation that faculty can "stand on" to start developing multimedia materials.
The Shaping of Knowledge: Aesthetics in Designing and Engagement in Educational Multimedia

J. Blatter and A. Breuleux
McGill University; Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 1Y2. Internet: ed13@musica.mcgill.ca

The development of Collector's Box a HyperCard stack to be used as an off-site natural history museum enhancement led us to consider: a) the design process rather than simply the product, and b) explore the aesthetic point of view on design, i.e., the epistemological issues of interaction between designer, object, and viewer.

Aesthetics, a branch of philosophy, provides reflections on the process of creating objects and events that engage users. Creating computer-based multimedia environments may be considered in a similar way. And, in effect, issues of engagement and motivation are being included in current research on educational multimedia. Aesthetic issues, far from being decorative or secondary to the instructional goals (Levin, 1987; Rieber, Boyce and Assad, 1990), form an inherent part of design, furnishing the basis for its motivation and evaluation. They allow the designer to mentally juggle the instructional and multimedia design components in order to create an organic, meaningful whole. This analysis draws on the interaction between cognition, motivation, and aesthetics (Barleant, 1991; Dufrenne, 1987; Polanyi, 1975), and the rhetorical dimensions of art and design (Buchanan, 1989; Eco, 1979).

Similarly, the role of the user (to paraphrase Eco, 1979) in this aesthetic process, is one of involvement, interpretation, and “imaginative integration” (Polanyi, 1975) in order to construct coherence, meaning and knowledge. This provides the basis for investigating genuine engagement between multimedia and user.

We will be illustrating aesthetic considerations that occurred in the design of four features of the Collector's Box, presenting the most recent version of the stack in progress, along with digital “sketchbooks” showing the aesthetic, problem solving process of idea, action, judgment, and re-action. The four features are: 1. stack metaphor; 2. “field tools”; 3. user “field notebook”; 4. networking. Briefly, the Collector's Box is a multimedia museum enhancement for Grade 6-12 that presents fundamental concepts and procedures of identification and classification used by natural historians, and seeks to positively affect attitudes toward natural history. Basically, the Box encourages students to think as natural historians, and stimulates the students' interest to explore the “real world”.

Stack development began with metaphors establishing the relationship between the student and the Box. Metaphors furnished the visual inspiration and structure needed to direct, objectify, and unify domain and instructional information, and resulted in stack structure. Meanings associated with the metaphor of a collectors' box generated ideas for other instructional features: “field tools”, including binoculars, magnifiers, video, etc., support multiple representations and enhancement of observation skills; user’s “field notebook”, including graphic and text applications, encourages user cognitive strategies, and gives the user symbolic and functional screen space; networking applications linked to the Collector's Box provide a “real world” overlay to the metaphorical context.
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Intelligent Strategies For The Presentation And Interpretation Of Video In Intelligent Tutoring Systems.

S. BUTLER AND A. P. PARKES
Computing Department
S5:CAMPS, Lancaster University, Lancaster, Lancashire. LA1 4YR. U.K.

Multimedia systems can now have cheap video, and Multimedia Authoring Systems are being used for creating Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS). Thus interactive film/video is now available as a resource for ITS designers. Film however must be used carefully because film clips take on new meanings when juxtaposed with other clips. D. Kuleshov in 1920 conducted an experiment (from Pudovkin (1958)) which highlights several aspects of film clip juxtaposition. Visualise five clips of film...

1. A young man walks from left to right. 2. A woman walks from right to left. 3. They meet and shake hands. The young man points. 4. A large white building is shown, with a broad flight of steps. 5. The two ascend the steps.

"The pieces, separately shot, were assembled in the order given and projected upon the screen. The spectator was presented with the pieces thus joined as one clear, uninterrupted action; a meeting of two young people, an invitation to a nearby house, and an entry into it. Every single piece, however, had been shot in a different place; for example, the young man near the G.U.M. building, the woman near Gogol's monument, the handshake near the Bolshoi Theatre, the white house came out of an American picture (it was, in fact, The White House), and the ascent of the steps was made at St. Saviour's Cathedral. What happened as a result? Though the shooting had been done in varied locations the spectator perceived the scene as a whole."

It is investigation of film phenomena like this that leads me to formal rules for film editing.

The strategies (from the title) consist of a film structure, an event structure and a set of rules for translating the event structure into the film structure. This approach was first described by Carroll (1980), however I have taken his embryonic film grammar and extended it with particular relevance to film being presented as part of an ITS or any Multimedia Application. I feel Carroll experienced problems with his film grammar because he scoped it too widely. By narrowing a grammar's application area I feel it becomes more relevant. A fragment is shown below.

1. Scene \(\Rightarrow\) Scene*
2. Scene \(\Rightarrow\) Establishing Shot + Detail Shot*
3. Scene \(\Rightarrow\) Detail Shot* + Revealing Shot
4. Establishing Shot \(\Rightarrow\) Extreme Long Shot | Long Shot
5. Revealing Shot \(\Rightarrow\) Extreme Long Shot | Long Shot
6. Detail Shot \(\Rightarrow\) Detail Shot + Scene + Detail Shot

(* meaning one or more, + meaning concatenation, and \(\lor\) meaning exclusive-or)

The problem with such a notation for expressing the structure of film is that the structure is dependent on what you want to communicate. Thus, on the whole, rule 2 would be used for scene structure, but rule 3 used when we want to bring the viewer to a particular point then reveal some extra information which shows them the actual conclusion. Such strategic decisions would be made by the ITS. The ultimate aim is to amalgamate this grammar with a knowledge base describing the content of some film (see Parkes (1989)) into an ITS which dynamically edits the film for presenting a given concept and parses user input in the same manner. Research is currently underway at Lancaster into this problem.
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Computer Use with Adult Students:  
Addressing Multiple Learning Styles

PATRICK O. CHAMBERS  
Department of Educational Administration and Foundations  
Western Washington University, Bellingham, Washington, 98225-9087, USA  
pats@henson.cc.wwu.edu

All individuals do not process information in the same ways. For some, a verbal description or a lecture can be a very meaningful form of learning. Others process visual information much more readily. Still others need the physical act of writing something down to fully process it. And most individuals who have been successful in the educational system have learned to gain information from printed media. The degree to which meeting of the individual’s learning styles has selected those who have succeeded is only now beginning to be more clearly understood. Recognition of various learning disabilities is one example of this.

Some individuals who work with adults have come to recognize that an adult’s learning style may play a very significant role in learning, and that it may have had an effect on past educational success. It is not easy to always meet these various learning style needs. And when those working with adults attempt to incorporate computer-assisted instruction into the learning program, many adult students, who may be more technophobic to begin with, do not always find a good match between the approach of the software and their individual learning styles. The difficulty in learning continues. But designing software that accommodates multiple learning styles, while more work, may pay significant benefits in meeting the needs of this broader audience.

For purposes here, the following learning styles will be considered, with the recognition that even this list is not complete. Print-based learning is the most commonly used method of acquiring information and may be the most acquired learning style; one that individuals have adapted to in order to succeed in the established educational system. Individuals who cannot adapt to this style often find educational failure, both as children and adults. Auditory learners are those who need to hear something to fully process it. In lectures they may sit with their eyes closed to focus on the auditory stimulus. Visual learners may focus more on what is said than what is shown. For them, a picture may be worth a thousand words. Graphs and charts may also be quite helpful in retaining information. These individuals can frequently see the information in their mind. Interactive learners may need to respond to the information to fully incorporate it. For example, they may need to repeat the information aloud or respond verbally to it. Kinesthetic learners often need to be doing something (or moving) while learning. For some this may take place by physically writing the information. For others it may mean doing something while listening—like knitting or doodling. And, it is possible that another learning style may involve the keying of information to symbols. Few people have only one learning style, but commonly one is prominent.

The Demonstration Programs

A short diagnostic element at the beginning of a program determines some characteristics of an individual’s learning style and in turn accesses a matrix of learning elements designed to fit that style. The programs contain modules appropriate to different styles but covering the same material. Students use the software modules covering the material in the most appropriate manner. An added benefit of this type of programming is that having available the additional modes for use after a student has viewed material in a primary mode can be used to reinforce the learning in the activity.

This demonstration will utilize simple HyperCardTM programs designed to do a very simple diagnosis of the learning style of the user and then demonstrate some strategies for meeting those needs. One of these programs was created to show graduate students in adult education the nature of some adult learning styles and how given material can be presented to more closely meet those needs. These programs cover print-based, visual, kinesthetic, interactive and aural based elements. Some symbols have also been incorporated. An additional goal in these programs was to encourage practitioners to develop their own simple programs to meet specific learning goals.
Learning Research Skills: a HyperCard Lesson

MAY YING CHAU

Sciences & Technology Department
Colorado State University Libraries
Fort Collins, CO 80523, USA

Information retrieval skills are essential for successful research and the achievement of sound scholarship. Students should be taught efficient research methods as early as possible so that they can develop critical thinking skills. In order to help students acquire research capability, Colorado State University Libraries offers scheduled classes each semester to teach students efficient research methods. Although these classes are highly successful, student enrollment is limited. An alternative for students who cannot enroll in the scheduled library classes is, in the opinion of the author, crucial.

In recent years, multimedia technology has been implemented as a learning aid in the classroom. Multimedia is a system that combines text, graphics and sound to present training and information (Dahmer 1993) and is an excellent tool for a non-traditional learning environment. Students can engage in interactive dialog with the computer and choose various lessons from the menu provided. Although this HyperCard program is not exactly a multimedia courseware, the author has incorporated text, graphics and animation into the content. Menus allowing student to choose their own learning options provide interactivity.

The stated objectives of this HyperCard program are:
* familiarize students with the physical layout and collection arrangement in the Colorado State University Libraries.
* teach students to use SilverPlatter CD products.
* help students to define and identify different types of reference sources.
* guide students through the intricacies of using the CARL system.

Since computer learning programs provide students with an individualized learning environment, students from diverse groups who may have different learning styles (Wayman 1984) and language barriers would benefit from this HyperCard program.

Future Planning

This HyperCard program is a preliminary study for future multimedia projects. The future goals include:
* incorporate sound - music and speech (in different languages)
* create full-color versions
* create 2 versions - Macintosh (HyperCard) and IBM (ToolBook)
* include reference sources in different disciplines
* demonstrate research methods - how to narrow down the topic and verify information
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How to Reach Large Library User Populations with Instruction

The University of Toronto has three large campuses, over 60,000 students, and 49 libraries. In 1992, the University of Toronto Library (UTL) introduced a new online information system, called UTLink which contains the 7-million-item UTL Catalogue, online periodical indexes, a campus and library gopher, and other programs. Many students and others using UTLink and other online library services, access these remotely from their home or office by modems or through networks.

Instructing such a large and diverse library user population, which includes undergraduates, graduates, and part-time students is a challenge. The Library continues to use classroom-based instruction and other methods to teach information searching skills and strategies. But to meet the challenge of numbers in a more comprehensive way, the Library has developed an online interactive learning module called UTLearn.

UTLearn Offers Interactive, Online Instruction

UTLearn consists of two programs: MedLearn, which instructs users on how to access and search the locally installed Medline databases; and Teach Yourself, which contains information on how to search catalogues and databases, research and write essays, and find information in libraries. UTLearn contains more than 500 screens of information, is self-paced, and allows users to choose the level of detail they want to view. It contains both concept-based and procedural units. The premise of the concept-based units is that procedures on different systems vary but that general search principles remain similar on many systems. The procedural instruction units deal with the specifics of searching the Library’s catalogue, which uses the Data Research Associates (DRA) interface, and the locally installed CD-Plus Medline.

The UTLearn project grew out of the Library’s previous CBL programs in HyperCard and studies of users’ learning methods and preferences on University of Toronto Library system. UTLearn offers a cost-effective way to reach more users than possible by other instructional means.

UTLearn: Successes and Limitations

- approach of choice for many learners
- gives identical approach in all locations
- available whether or not staff is available
- reaches a large audience of remote learners
- eliminates interpersonal bias (gender, race, age)
- gives no opportunity for real-time dialog
- is relatively easy to do and update
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An Architecture for Interactive Hypermedia Training Systems

DORIS F. DE ARAGON, AND LAURA MARIA COUTINHO LOPES
CELTEC
Av. Epitácio Pessoa, 874 - Ipanema - Rio de Janeiro - Brasil - 22471-000

MÓNICA ARAGON
Departamento de Inteligência Artificial - ILTC
Rua Alme. Teffe, 637 - Niterói - Rio de Janeiro - Brasil - 24030-080

We developed an Architecture for Interactive Hypermedia Training Systems based on our experience in constructing Knowledge Based Systems, Hypermedia interfaces and Computer Based Training. To test these ideas we have prepared a prototype system to train people to repair a car.

The architecture consists of 4 modules: an interactive hypermedia interface, a knowledge base, an inference engine and a pedagogical strategy including evaluations.

The hyperdocument permits the user to choose among the options and thus create his own training.

The development of the architecture considered the following aspects:

. The advantages of using a Multimedia interface (texts + figures + images + videos and so on) which provides motivation and makes possible the use of both sight and hearing senses.
  (Researches in training shows that learning is more significant when students' senses work together.)
. The interactive power of hypertexts giving the user the freedom of making his own training.
. The necessity of a pedagogical strategy with evaluations orientating the student and completing the learning cycle: motivation, perception, understanding, assimilation and the transfer of knowledge being exploited.

This Interactive Hypermedia Training System generally speaking, also stimulates the development of a critical sense once a constant interaction with user is needed. Aspects such as agility and organization of thoughts, as well as formulation of new ideas are also developed by trainees. When using this system Multimedia provides the motivation and the use of all senses helping to improve perception.

Conclusion

Our experience in constructing such systems has shown that putting together technologies on Education, Multimedia and Artificial Intelligence improves Computer Based Training Systems substantially.
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Computer supported co-operative problem handling

D. J. DETOMBE

Faculty of Policy Analyses, System Engineering & Management
Delft University of Technology, P. O. Box 5015, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands

The method COMPRAM supports the process of co-operative problem analysing of complex interdisciplinary societal problems. Interdisciplinary problems are problems which are often undefined, on which it is hard to find a "solution", which has a great impact on society, and in which many people are involved. Knowledge and data of these problems are only partly available. An example of a complex interdisciplinary societal problem is the Aids problem, education in general, or building a world wide computer infrastructure. The method is specially developed for those problems, which can be analysed in causal relations. It can be applied to policy problems, but also for learning creative co-operative problem solving in education.

The knowledge of a complex interdisciplinary societal problem is, as far as it is available, known by experts of the different disciplines. Each expert has a good and detailed view of the problem on his or her domain, however often a vague view of the whole problem. In order to get an overall view of the problem, what phenomena are involved and how they are related, the knowledge of the different domains should be combined, and the white spots should be filled. In order to combine the knowledge the experts should come in contact with each other, discuss and exchange their domain knowledge in order to construct in a mutual effort the conceptual model of the problem. However communication in a multi-disciplinary team is difficult. Except from the normal problems in group-interaction such as hidden agenda's, group think, and blind spots, there is the difference in professionally habits, language and methodology.

COMPRAM is an interactive method that supports the information exchange of a team of multi-disciplinary experts in their attempt to analyse complex interdisciplinary societal problems. The method is based on ideas coming from cognitive psychology, computer science, theories about group-processes, using system dynamic modelling and group decision support tools. The method can be regarded as a framework which includes several information retrieval methods from social science in combination with computer tools to support the exchange. In order to cope with the different professional background of the team, the method emphasizes the defining of concepts and the explanation of the theoretical ideas. A six layer model is used to express the model. In this model the problem is next to words, also expressed in graphical models, such as a semantic model, a causal model and a simulation model. The six layers together express the conceptual model of the problem. These different ways of expressing the problem makes it easier to understand the way the phenomena are related with each other and create a kind of mutual language.

Because complex interdisciplinary societal problems are seldom fully defined the problem should be defined first before interventions can be considered. In several sessions of alternated individual preparation and group sessions the multi-disciplinary team will try to formulate the conceptual model and with this define the problem. In order to prevent group think on moments of discussion and brainstorming, groupware software is used to guarantee anonymous information exchange. The co-operative information exchange takes place in a Group Decision Room, and the whole process is supported by a facilitator. The method COMPRAM is developed by DeTombe ©.

Further research

Until now the method COMPRAM is defined and described till the definition of the problem, the first sub-cycle of problem handling. In the next years the method will be further defined till it includes all the phases of the problem handling process from awareness of the problem till evaluation of the implementation.
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Appropriate technology for a developing society: CAL for Basic Concepts in Chemistry

M.M. DE V. STEYN and R.A. HASTY, Department of Chemistry and
P.M. ALEXANDER, Department of Computer Science and Information Systems
University of South Africa, P.O. Box 392,
Pretoria, 0001, South Africa

The University of South Africa (UNISA) is the oldest (1946) and one of the biggest (120 000 students) distance teaching institutions in the world. Most of UNISA's students are located in southern Africa. For economic and geographic reasons, all aspects of teaching are handled by academic staff situated on a single campus. The method of communication with students is mainly by means of the postal service.

We need to use new methods or approaches to teaching that will benefit not only the student, but will leave more time for the teaching staff to improve the standard of tutoring in their specific subject areas. We also need to overcome third world's distance-education problems. These problems include:

- a sparsc and dispersed population,
- a poor telecommunications network,
- students with varied cultural, technological and educational backgrounds,
- restricted financial resources resulting in limited options regarding hardware, and
- the expected increase in the number of young students that will result in an even poorer ratio of students to teaching staff than exists at present.

These are in addition to the normal disadvantage of distance education in that students feel isolated due to lack of interaction with lecturers and fellow students.

We have met these challenges by producing CAL that:

- does not rely too heavily on infrastructures outside our control,
- can be distributed to our geographically dispersed student body on diskette by post,
- motivates students by requiring active participation, and
- provides intelligent and individualized responses.

The study package for chemistry has consisted of study guides, prescribed text books and tutorial letters. In addition, a practical component is conducted over a limited period of time at a central venue. Distance teaching of a practical subject such as chemistry has many short-comings which can be overcome using computer-based learning. Animation is used to advantage to explain complex concepts as it is dynamic and visual and therefore students can see what happens; interactive problem solving gives practice; and simulations augment wet-laboratory experiments. We have developed our courseware package, "Basic Concepts", for first-year analytical chemistry students. This will be used to supplement the usual study material. The courseware is designed to run on standard, DOS-based microcomputers with EGA screens, equipment which is reasonably affordable and available throughout South Africa. This approach meets most of our teaching requirements. Our courseware:

- provides structured tutorials and detailed examples,
- generates questions randomly which require students to practice basic skills,
- accepts and analyzes a wide variety of student inputs, and
- gives detailed model solutions and appropriate feedback depending upon student input.

The results of pilot testing for a group of 27 students on campus are encouraging. Factors which were identified as being improved are increased motivation, mastery of concepts and active participation by students.

Rebecca Denning and Philip J. Smith
Cognitive Systems Engineering Laboratory
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
The Ohio State University 210 Baker Systems 1971 Neil Avenue Columbus, Ohio 43210 USA

The Biology Sleuth is an interactive learning environment developed to give high-school students exposure to health science issues and medical problem-solving. Learning is explicitly supported in the following areas:

1. Increasing students' understanding of the scientific method and diagnostic reasoning, and helping them to develop skill and confidence in applying these methods.

2. Reinforcing and extending students' knowledge of concepts pertinent to the biological and health sciences.

3. Supporting "incidental" learning of certain skills (computer literacy; social and communications skills; algebra; reading graphs and interpreting data) and knowledge (geography; history).

The Biology Sleuth software has two components. The first allows access to factual information about several diseases which are genetic in origin or may be caused by nutritional deficiencies or environmental effects. The second component is a series of problem-solving exercises in which students must determine which diseases could account for a patient's symptoms.

Initial formative evaluations of The Biology Sleuth have been conducted. These evaluations have allowed the developers the opportunity to observe two classrooms of high school students using the software. These evaluations were video taped and segments will be available as a part of this demonstration to show students working through the problem-solving exercises.

The video tapes show that The Biology Sleuth was successful at encouraging students to participate in the formation of hypotheses, to discuss the methods used to generate those hypotheses, and to select additional data to be gathered. The performance of the students while working with the system raises two questions:

1. Should group members be solving problems individually at some point in order to maximize their development of the problem-solving skills involved?

2. How does the design of the system influence such group problem-solving behavior?

These questions should be addressed in future studies.
Speech Interactive Strategies Learning with Hypermedia System Assistance

SVETLANA DIKAREVA

Department of Russian Language
Simferopol State University, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine 333036

The animated debates on the last East-West Conference in Kiev have proved that modern computer aided education is characterized by swift changes of information technologies and concept paradigms. In information technologies, key positions are now occupied by Multi, Hyper, and Telemedia systems being actively used in creating educational courseware. These technologies significantly expand the opportunities for learning speech interaction with computer.

In Simferopol State University, we have a three years research project for investigating cognitive and environmental principles of verbal communication and elaborating computer language usage courses on this theoretical base. Some results of the research work were published in (Dikareva, S., & Ilovajskaya, H., 1992; Ronginsky, V., Dikareva, S., & Ilovajskaya, H., 1993).

This poster presents a module LANA (Linguistic ANAlysis) of the linguistic educational-information system, which support learning speech strategies by access to an Interactive Knowledge Base (IKB).

Theoretical background. Speech activity is a complicated social and cognitive process based on a different type of knowledge: language, encyclopaedic and interactive. Language usage is determined by complex interrelation of these types of knowledge, and depends on opinions of communicants. A distinguished Russian scholar L.P. Yakubinsky (1986), in his paper 'O dialoguicheskoi rechi' (first published in 1923), mentioned 2 manners of language usage: a conscious choice preceded by 'a struggle of senses', and speech automatism (using speech stereotypes, or patterns). A person falls into 'a struggle of senses' when he/she is confronted with a speech problem. We mean situations in which one senses conflict about an answer to the questions 'What needs to be spoken (or written)?'. To analyze such situations we use an approach to decision making developed at the field of AI (Underwood, John H., 1989). According to this approach making decisions is seen as a heuristic search among alternatives in a problem space. The decisions which determine one's speech behavior over some time is a speech strategy.

Module LANA's architecture. LANA's learning material is a collection of texts, pictures, schemes, and graphics. The IKB consists of interactive rules; dialogue types; dialogue diagrams; speech acts vocabulary articles; illustrative examples. Each dialogue type is connected with dialogue rules and diagrams. To solve a speech problem means to answer to some questions with the aid of the IKB. (what is desired, under what conditions, by means of what tools - spoken, written, or electronic, etc.).

In organizing Multimedia material, we use an authoring Hypermedia system (Dikareva, S., & Ilovajskaya, H., 1992). The system functions on the base of IBM PC/AT or compatible PC.
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In the arena of elementary and secondary education there have been many technological innovations that have been introduced and placed into hiding in audio-visual closets. Computers and computer based instruction is next in line, after many technological innovations, to fall into disuse because of lack of preparation and guidance for the teaching population. In order for diffusion of the innovation to occur, teachers need to receive the necessary support for them to successfully utilize computer technology in the classroom. The computer can be a powerful educational tool if incorporated into the curriculum properly. With the advent of microcomputers teachers gained a valuable teaching tool, a tool that is able to instruct, involve, and motivate almost any student; unfortunately, the computer is also able to bore, infuriate, and confuse almost any student. What the computer succeeds in doing is determined by the quality of software being used and the expertise of the teacher who is trying to incorporate microcomputers into the curriculum.

With the use of appropriate software and a certain amount of teacher expertise, the computer can be an asset to many educational programs. If used properly, the computer can aid students in the mastery of curriculum content and teach skills such as: math comprehension, reading comprehension, computation, vocabulary, grammar, punctuation, brainstorming, problem solving, scientific investigation, sequencing, editing techniques, and building mental schemas. These and many other skills can be easily and effectively taught with the aid of computers. In teaching these skills, the computer, when properly programmed, is able to use multiple learning modes: bright contrast and movement enhance the visual; kinesthetic learning is brought about by the use of the keyboard; and group interaction facilitates auditory learning (Morrison, 1983). Because a variety of learning modes can be used during instruction, retention of concepts that have been presented may be improved.

Unfortunately, many teachers are ill prepared to take advantage of the many teaching and learning opportunities the computer could afford them. According to the Turner Broadcasting System (1990), 97% of the schools have computers but only 50% of the teachers know how to use them. One teacher expressed the problem quite clearly, "There could be some giant mistakes if we think technology alone is going to change things. We need a staff that looks at how a child learns and asks the question 'What learning do you want the child to do?'" (Schulz, 1991). In order to utilize the computer effectively as a teaching tool, teachers need to know how to use the computer and to be familiar with the many teaching activities that it will enhance. For these ends to be accomplished, teacher inservice needs to be provided in these areas.

The use of computer technology needs to be addressed by and exemplified by our public schools. The question, "Why use technology?" was addressed by Finkel (1991) in his text Technology Tools in the Information Age:

1) To prepare students for the world they live in.
2) To prepare students to be a part of the technological work force.
3) To increase productivity of teachers and students.
4) To teach problem-solving.
5) To make it easier for teachers to provide a variety of learning and teaching strategies to meet the individual needs of learners.
6) To give teachers more time to spend with individual students.
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Developing a hypermedia package on reproduction in plants, protists and fungi.

C. DONALD, M. SANDERS AND A. CRITCHLEY
Department of Botany, University of the Witwatersrand, Private Bag 3, WITS, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2050

M. DONALD
P.O. Box 29, Lanseria, South Africa, 1748

A hypermedia remedial package has been developed for first year students studying botany at the University of the Witwatersrand, who find it difficult to understand and apply certain fundamental concepts about organisms' life cycles. This problem is especially prevalent amongst educationally disadvantaged students, and is found in other courses on plant reproduction at both secondary and tertiary levels.

An action research approach has been used, comprising three stages:
1. A combination of research methods was used to identify specific learning problems of the students.
2. A hypermedia package was developed to remedy the learning problems identified. Formative evaluation was carried out as sections of the package were developed, and consequent modifications were made.
3. A summative evaluation of the package will be conducted during formal implementation.

The outcome of the first stage of the study was the definition of instructional objectives for the package, in the light of the learning problems identified. Elements of constructivism, meaningful learning, schema theory, and conceptual change formed the theoretical basis for the design. The instructional objectives are to promote deep level conceptual learning with large numbers of students by ensuring that:
- the relevance of the practical component to the theoretical component of the course is made explicit,
- students practise transferring and applying fundamental concepts to different representative organisms, divisions and life cycles,
- alternative explanations are provided (to those given in class, as well as some in the application),
- students are offered a conceptual model of reproductive mechanisms in order to expand, re-structure or practise using new knowledge structures.

The following broad instructional design strategies were used during the second stage of the study, in order to meet the instructional objectives:
- Traditional computer-aided instruction modes (tutorial, quiz) and hypermedia features were combined to provide a flexible, yet structured learning environment.
- Varying levels of detail of explanation and questioning, as well as a variety of explanations for similar concepts were used to cater for the diverse learning needs of the heterogeneous student group.
- A conceptual model for learning about reproductive mechanisms, with visual "cues" to show similar patterns for different organisms, was used within individualised interaction sequences.
- Fundamental concepts that were incorrectly understood by students were incorporated into feedback cycles, which differed according to students' responses to specific tasks.

Students' lack of exposure to computer-based learning environments, and a predominance of learners with poorly developed metacognitive skills, necessitated that:
- "high risk" features (such as the user-interface and content structure) be identified, developed and tested with students and staff early in the development cycle,
- cognitive demands of the hypermedia user-interface be minimised to enhance ease of use,
- a strong diagnostic research component precede and supplement design and development.
The Design of a Computer-Based English Composition Prewriting Assistance Program
for use in the Classroom

William J. Doriri, Ph.D.
Data Processing and Information Systems
Indiana University Northwest, Gary, IN, USA

Susan L. Sebok, J.D.
English and Foreign Language
South Suburban College, South Holland, IL, USA

A great deal of research in the eighties focuses on using the computer as a tool in English composition courses. Many researchers (Flood, et al., 1991) maintain that the word processor has helped students in English composition because students are able to compose and revise essays, and share text with other members of the class. Selfe (1985) finds students reluctant to use the computer for more than the final draft of an essay. Higgins, Flower, and Petraglia's (1992) research focuses on the planning process or prewriting. They believe the collaborative effort makes students better writers. Because of this research the authors have undertaken the design and programming of a computer assisted prewriting program called CAPP.

Model Based Development

To develop CAPP, the authors sought a basic model that describes the planning and organizing techniques of writing compositions. Two main sources, Axelrod and Cooper (1991) and Sorenson (1992) provide the main ingredients for the model. By combining these models, a typical CAPP session guides the student through finding a topic, gathering information, discovering what is already known, and writing a thesis sentence. Because of the structure of the program, students can analyze their audience or assemble their research either before or after choosing a topic.

The overall design and implementation follows a typical menu-driven model. The top-level menu has five main choices: FILE, PROJECT, RESEARCH, EVALUATION, and HELP (see figure 1). The entire program centers around the idea of the composition being a project.

The testing of this software is qualitative in nature to determine how students will react to mechanics and aesthetics of the program. The primary concern for the authors is to learn how the students interact with the program and to learn if any kind of logic error or failure to consider user needs have been overlooked. The primary question that must be answered is, “Will instructors or students use the program?”
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Curriculum Delivery via Remote Means

CHRIS FEIL
State Education Manager ( Vic / Tas ); Apple Computer Australia

This paper will centre on a program called Electronic Classroom. It will also be hopefully possible to see the program in action via a live demonstration across Australia where a colleague of mine, Richard Owens, from the Apple office in Queensland will use the Electronic Classroom program to show the audience how the program works. During the course of the demonstration, we will be showing aspects such as an ability to read compact disks remotely as well as the ability to transmit graphics and quicktime movies.

In the state of Victoria, there is burgeoning interest in distance education or remote delivery mechanisms. The reason for this lies in the fact that given that the state is small by Australian standards, there are still some very large distances within it.

The program has been written in the Pascal programming language by Robert Crago who has a company called Revelation Computing in the state of Queensland.

In principle, it behaves like a very powerful electronic whiteboard which supports graphics transmission as well as Quicktime. It can connect up to five remote locations simultaneously thereby making it possible for a teacher to use it in a distributed teaching situation. The teacher can enable the program to accept student input which all of the other participating students can view.

The Electronic classroom arose out of a need to teach subjects in a situation where there were great distances between teachers and students. One of the main uses of the program lies in the LOTE or Languages Other English Area. For example, the program has been used in the teaching of Japanese in a situation where there are small groups of students and one teacher in geographically isolated locations.

The state of Victoria is in the throes of condensing the number of schools especially in the senior high school area. The object is to provide a smaller number of larger secondary colleges where a more comprehensive curriculum can be offered. A consequence of this is an interim arrangement where some of these colleges might have multiple senior campuses. In much the same manner as above, the Electronic Classroom program has been employed to teach classes across the campuses which might never have been able to run due to a shortage of teaching expertise or an insufficient number of students.

It has also been used to enable classes to be conducted between secondary colleges and feeder primary schools, thus enabling valuable links to be developed.

By the time this paper is given, there will be a community-based project called the NE telecentre. This is situated at Wangaratta (200km NE of Melbourne) and the people in the centre will be using this program to run a series of community based education projects situated in towns over 130km away from the centre itself.

Over 650 copies of the program have been sold as at February, 1994. In Victoria, there are over 200 users of the program.
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Distance Education
At California State University, Chico

Kathy A. Fernandes
Microcomputer Consultant
California State University Chico, Computing Services, Chico, CA 95929-0407

Distance education (DE) is a concept that has been around for sometime. Certainly the concept of a "book" originated so that information could be communicated to people throughout time and at a distance from the information's original source. DE spans both these dimensions: time and distance. Budget problems are forcing education to think about new paradigms for teaching more people with more diversity, but with less money and fewer resources. As technologies become more affordable and the capabilities ever-increasing, more attention is being brought to this field.

Flexibility, equality, cost efficiency and cost effectiveness are some of the advantages that DE has to offer. For students in the rural communities and students in big cities, avoiding the commute saves both time, money, and frustration. The flexibility of learning in the students' own environment makes distance education appealing to students. Students who need to stay closer to home to manage a family or to supervise employees can now have the opportunity to educate themselves. No longer are the students reliant exclusively on the education that is available within their own area. DE gives students the possibility to be taught in their field of study by some of the best teachers around the world. Universities no longer need to have a faculty member teach 4 sections of the same class. Less real estate is needed to teach a larger number of people and maintenance costs therefore decrease.

Simplistically there are seven tools used to achieve DE: print, radio, phone, TV/monitor, playback devices (e.g. tape recorder, VCR), computer, and FAX machines. Each of these devices can be used with different "delivery methods" to create a rich learning environment. Methods include the use of ISDN, tele- and videoconferencing, satellite, and multimedia. The use of these tools and methods are changing rapidly and allow unlimited possibilities for the future.

California State University, Chico is using five different methods of DE on campus. First, the ITFS Program, Instructional Television for Students, has been serving 16 sites in Northern California since 1975. Over 650 courses have been offered in 40 disciplines to the 11,159 students enrolled in the off-campus ITFS program. Second, Chico State also the SEN Program, Satellite Education Network, which delivers courses for a BS or MS in Computer Science via satellite to 14 corporate sites in 12 states. Many of the participants in this program are employees from companies such as Alcoa, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, MCI, and Pacific Bell.

Two separate software products are being used on campus to promote DE and develop interaction in the classroom. CUSeeMe is a free program developed by Cornell University that allows a Macintosh equipped with video capabilities to view a colleague over the Internet. FirstClass is a "groupware" product which is used by students in Physical Education and Recreation courses to send e-mail to one another, the instructors, and teaching assistants. FirstClass also allows conferencing on particular subjects, and uploading/downloading Hypercard and multimedia files for use in their projects.

The last DE method being developed on campus is curriculum for CSU's Project DELTA - Direct Electronic Learning and Teaching Alternative. Curriculum modules are being developed to run with multimedia, ISDN, and/or videoconferencing.

Chico State has an outstanding reputation for doing DE over the last 20 years. Still today Chico State continues to develop new ways to do DE with the new technology as it becomes more affordable and more available.
Hooked on Hypermedia

Susanne Flannelly
Clifton T. Barkalow School, 498 Stillwells Corner Rd., Freehold, N.J. 07728

Introduction:

Today, tomorrow, and for tomorrows after that, our students and ourselves will be bombarded with a continuous and relentless stream of massive amounts of information. To turn these quantities of material into usable knowledge, we have to be able to organize it in such a way that permits us to retrieve information efficiently. HyperStudio, HyperCard, and HyperScreen software programs are information organizing tools, that enables our students to present information effectively. Using hypermedia, students are able to relate text, scan images, draw, and include sounds for original and interesting presentations in a variety of subjects.

Background:

Eighth grade students in Freehold Township School District have successfully used these hypermedia programs over the past four years. To focus and motivate student interest, a student project is to design a stack that is based on one of the topics covered in the fourth grade science or social studies curriculum. The students plan, revise, and test their individual stacks until they are error-free. Then, they demonstrate their stack to a group of fourth grade students in our district. A copy of their stack is left with the fourth grade teacher so it can be used during class time for review. The eighth grade students print-out each screen and put it in booklet form to take home. Stacks are also videotaped so they can show their programs at home.

Educational Advantages:

In the process of planning and creating a stack, students develop and refine skills for problem solving, goal setting, analyzing data, synthesizing ideas, thinking in a non-linear way, organizing information, thinking visually, making decisions, developing a point of view, designing, testing, and revising a system as well as locating, gathering, and evaluation information.

Using hypermedia programs has enabled students to realize the importance of computers as a tool. They find that using the computer is a highly motivating and develop a greater appreciation for the skills involved in creating stack presentations. Student self-esteem rose as they realized near professional results achieved in their final projects. They were able to analyze their perceptions about their work and realized that one of the primary goals of computer education is to effectively integrate information assimilated in a computer class across the curriculum.

Conclusion:

This project has proven to be effective. It has enabled students to understand the importance of the computer as a tool. This was demonstrated by students realization of the value of the experience by applying what they learned to other areas of study. They are hooked on hypermedia.
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Continuous advances in VLSI technology have recently made it possible to produce more and more complex microprocessors and, as a consequence, the need has arisen for innovative documentation tools. Conventional purely textual technical manuals, even if supported by several graphics, fail to clearly explain the dynamic behaviour of these devices.

The key concept of the illustrated work is to combine a hypermedia information framework with interactive graphic animations to simplify the educational and training activities on microelectronic devices. The Hypermedia approach has been adopted to develop an original form of technical documentation for the INMOS T9000 transputer (INMOS is a member of the SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics Group). The T9000 is the last member of a family of parallel microprocessors which are normally used to build distributed computers. To complicate documentation issues further, it can simultaneously perform internal parallel operations and exchange messages and data with similar devices; this makes its description very difficult.

The developed system consists of a fully interactive graphic model of the T9000 which can be explored to observe the architecture and the working mechanisms of the transputer. Dynamic behaviour is made much clearer by interactive graphic animations integrated in the model. The modelling of the T9000 has been performed through multiple levels of abstraction of the real physical architecture of the system. At the highest level, we consider the T9000 as a whole; at the next level, the T9000 is structured as a set of subsystems, which in turn can be broken down to obtain deeper and deeper detail levels. Consequently, at increasing detail levels there are correspondingly more and more accurate explanations and animations.

User interaction is based upon a direct manipulation of the objects shown on the screen; these can be labelled boxes representing the model circuital components or buttons providing users with tools to control navigation. Components are explored by clicking on the corresponding labelled boxes. A backtracking button provides a link to the previous abstraction level.

An animated guide acts as the presenter of the microprocessor. Users can watch the guide at work on the screen, while it explains - through typical balloons - the component or animation of their choice. Consequently, the developed hypermedia application resembles a fully interactive comic-strip story of a rather sophisticated subject such as the INMOS T9000 transputer documentation.

Vocal comments can be activated through a "microphone" button during lessons and animations, in order to have more details on a component or mechanism.

The user interface has been designed in such a way that users are not aware of the hypermedia structure of the documentation. Yet, the fully interactive model adopted by the system permits users to establish their own navigational paths through the model: at each level, users are allowed to explore components in the order they prefer. As a consequence, users have complete control over the presentation order. A pleasant side effect of the multilevel model is that the system can be used by users with different knowledge requirements. In fact, users can stop their navigation at the wished detail depth.

In the opinion of the authors, hypermedia presentations, such as the illustrated system, can be used as effective communication media to document microelectronic devices and, consequently, to reduce technical training costs and teaching efforts.
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Many applications for an intelligent tutoring system involve problems that require quantitative judgment -- for example, scheduling, automotive repair, and manufacturing design. We wanted to use a single paradigm to model these problems so we could build a library of lesson material on different subjects while minimizing resource requirements. The solution we found is a tutoring shell, called ASTutor, using the A* search algorithm. A* has the advantage of being able to handle the widest range of search problems. Problems that can be adequately solved using best-first or branch-and-bound can be solved in A* by eliminating the use of some A* functions. Conversely, we would be unable to model an A* problem using best-first or other search techniques.

Overview of the ASTutor System

ASTutor is a problem-independent interface shell written in Quintus Prolog and provides the main command loop, standard input and output routines, and general-purpose tutoring rules to detect a student's errors. ASTutor problems can be compiled into an executable file, or interpreted from within the Quintus Prolog system.

Teachers build lessons by writing Prolog rules for problem-dependent A* search routines (goal description, cost and evaluation functions), database management requirements, and input/output routines. The database management requirements are the lesson-specific facts and rules. For input/output, the teacher must prepare templates for displaying the current state and providing means for a student to query for more details about some aspect of a state or potential actions to take. We do a qualitative comparison of actions ("better", "much better", etc.) since numbers produced in an A* search will rarely mean anything to the student.

Upon running an ASTutor problem, the student will receive an introduction to the problem along with a display of the initial state. He then must perform an A* search towards the goal, aided by ASTutor. At each step, the student must choose from a list of possible actions. If the action does not appear to be the best action based on the results of the problem-dependent A* routines, ASTutor will notify the student. The student may try a different action, continue ahead, place a bookmark on the current state while he explores other possible actions, backtrack, or prune known incorrect actions. He continues to run the problem until he reaches a goal state.

Case Study of Decryption and Future Research Directions

Our primary case study is the problem of decoding a monoalphabetically encrypted string. This is a good case study because of the large number of choices a student has at each step. It identified some key problem areas to explore: First, that we must provide a system of tolerances so that ASTutor will accept approaches not significantly more costly than ASTutor's solution. Second, that we must build checking and heuristic-naming routines to ensure the cost and evaluations functions are adequate. Third, we need to build lesson-construction tools in order to hide the Prolog code implementation from the teacher.

We are exploring combining ASTutor with means-ends analysis based tutoring. This will afford us the ability to quickly evaluate both the student's choice of action and the student's choice of parameters. We have built a preliminary lesson-building program for teachers which uses object-oriented modeling of the scenario and provides checking routines to ensure a lesson description is both complete and consistent.
Neuroinformatics at the Secondary and Post-Secondary Levels of Education in Lithuania

Algis GARLIAUSKAS

Neuroinformatics Department,
Institute of Mathematics and Informatics,
Akademijos 4, 2600, Vilnius, Lithuania
Ph.: (370 2) 359608, Fax.: (370 2) 359209
E-mail: Algis.Garliauskas@mii.lt

The traditional informatics is based on the paradigm of sequentional computations to evaluate functions and solvings. Today a wider and more complex notion is necessary. The computer is to be seen as a component in a distributed, interactive systems of human, computers, machines and other artificial and natural dynamical systems such that the paradigm of a group of communicating individuals is more adequate. In particular the areas of artificial intelligence and of artificial neural networks are considered to be subareas of informatics. Therefore the neural computational linguistics and cognitive science are very important for engineering, communication theory and cybernetics as well as for education processes at the secondary and post-secondary levels. The main aim is to get to know pupils and students new ideas of informatics: neural models, neural networks, parallelism in computing, learning with/without supervisor and recalling, introduction in neuroinformatics, neural network software applying in different practical areas.

The main objectives of this activities are following:

a) to introduce a new area of informatics, i.e., neuroinformatics for older classes of Lithuanian secondary schools and students as well as in other Baltic Countries;

b) to create simple with high visualization education neural network software and to promote in practical classes of the secondary and post-secondary levels of education;

c) to use wide the computer-electronic networks for education process together with new ideas of neuroinformatics;

On the basis of the teaching of informatics (Bauer, Goos, 1982, 1984; Brauer, 1987) and the neural network software made by NeuralWare, Inc. (Klimasauskas, 1989) and ourselves we have been created the neural network introduction curriculum for older classes of the secondary schools. This course will be promoted by computer network using the electronic mail principles.
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Computerized Testing Using an Authoring System

M. L. GLOWACKI, AND A. C. MCFADDEN
Laboratory for Interactive Technology
The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, 35487, USA

Currently available computer software authoring packages offer many options for the development of educational applications. One such application is that of computerized testing. Considerable research has been conducted regarding the feasibility, advantages, and effects of using computerized testing in educational settings (Bugbee & Bernt, 1990; Legg & Buhr, 1992; Mizokawa, 1991; Powell, 1992). Although much research has been conducted regarding computerized testing, its use in the classroom has not been widespread. This may be due to the fact that many educators do not have the programming skills necessary to develop this type of application (Mizokawa, 1991). An alternative for those who lack the necessary programming skills and/or the time to learn a programming language is one of the many authoring packages currently available. One authoring package, Authorware Professional, employs an object-oriented interface and has been used in the development of a computerized testing system.

The purpose of this presentation is to demonstrate the use of multimedia technology using the authoring package, Authorware Professional. The computerized testing system that has been developed using Authorware Professional enables the user to develop many different types of testing formats and generate equivalent tests with randomly selected items. The tests are computer-administered and utilize several types of formats including multiple choice, true-false, and short answer. Some test items include graphics, digitized video, and/or sound, and responses are given in several different ways, including pushbuttons, text, and use of the mouse. Testing systems have been developed for use on both the Macintosh and Windows platforms.

Advantages of using a computerized testing system have included more time for direct instruction and teaching, rather than using class time for exams; students are able to take the tests when they feel they are ready; tests can be adapted for students with disabilities (i.e., key pressing vs. mouse); instructors spend less time developing and correcting tests and more time in preparation and research for class instruction; students receive immediate feedback on test scores and incorrect items; the test can be stopped for students whose responses indicate they do not know the material, thus reducing frustration; different versions can be administered to discourage cheating; because items are given one at a time, it's difficult to use clues from other items; and test items can be added, revised, or deleted with little difficulty.

The advantages of using an authoring package to develop a computerized testing system include less learning time than that needed for learning a programming language; use of graphics, digitized video, sound, etc. within a test; ease of use; and because models can be developed and used over and over in various applications, less development time. These advantages make the use of an authoring package for development of computerized testing as well as other educational applications a feasible alternative for educators.
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Distance Learners’ Perceptions of a Computer-Assisted Learning Programme Designed to Enhance Their Decision-Making Skills Integral to Nursing Practice

D. GOLDSWORTHY
Faculty of Health Science
University of Central Queensland, Rockhampton, Queensland, Australia, 4702

Developing Decision-Making Skills by Using CAL

Decision-making experience in nursing practice is essential for nurses to develop skills in management. Yet, practitioners cannot normally acquire these skills except by experience in a management environment itself. A specially designed computer simulation programme in decision-making allows the development of these skills in such a situation without risk to student or client (Curry, Elliot, Wheeler, and Robert, 1991). In pursuing this point Lauri (1992) describes how computer simulations can be used as a means of assessing the decision-making processes of nurses who are working in public health. However, students need to feel comfortable with CAL in order to obtain maximum benefit from its teaching programme. Additionally the structure, content and presentation of CAL needs to complement the individual student’s learning style. Most nurses are adult learners and, according to Knowles (1986) are orientated towards and motivated by learning which is relevant to their purpose. This is of especial importance to distance education nursing students, many of whom select distance education courses as a means of development.

Decision-Making Skills, CAL and Distance Education Nursing Students

Distance education programmes for nurses in Australia still depend mainly on printed text-based materials. Little has been done to make computer-assisted learning (CAL) available to these students, lack of research into learning styles and CAL compounding the problem. A study was conducted to investigate the students’ perceptions of a CAL programme designed to enhance and develop their decision-making processes. The programme was based on theories of problem-solving and decision-making, and on knowledge of nursing management and leadership styles. The programme uses a case study simulation approach, presenting nursing management situations common to the health care environment. The distance education students responded positively to the simulations and the programme worked well. Two of the main conclusions from the study showed that the programme was effective as a learning strategy for the majority of the participants, regardless of their individual learning styles. The interactivity between the student and the computer programme combined with the feedback to the student, emerged as a factor crucial to the success of the programme. The main findings suggest computer simulation case studies can stimulate, enhance and motivate learning and be used as a means of promoting the development of decision-making skills for distance education nursing students. Other findings include:

F1: CAL content, structure, format and presentation are more important than sophisticated technical or visual capabilities.

F2: Written guidelines and lecturer support are a priority for distance education nursing students who are using CAL.
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Using Distance Learning Technologies to Provide Mathematics Inservice for Middle Grade Teachers

Terry Goodman
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Central Missouri State University
Warrensburg, MO 64093

The concept of distance education using information technology has been explored and found to be a viable substitute for traditional modes of delivering instruction. Distance education in such forms as correspondence courses and instructional television has been used for some time. Distance education via satellite has emerged only within the last decade with extensive efforts in the state of Alaska as early as 1983. Other agencies, such as Oklahoma State University have taken the lead in the development of this form of distance education.

Information technology, as it relates to distance education, continues to develop with dramatic speed. One of its major contributions is to provide training and staff development in locations where formal instruction, expert teachers, and sorely needed resources are difficult to obtain. Distance and lack of resources make it difficult for many teachers in Missouri to receive continuing education. The major goal of this project was to make use of information technology to update and revitalize the training of middle grade mathematics teachers.

Overview of the Project

In this project, a one semester hour, graduate course was developed using a video tape format and broadcast via satellite to 19 school sites in the state of Missouri. The focus of the course was on identifying strategies, activities, and resources useful in teaching middle grade mathematics. The course consisted of eight meetings, one per week, of which six were broadcast sessions. The mathematics content of the course focused on estimation, statistics, probability, geometry, patterns, and problem solving.

For one-half hour before the start of a broadcast, participants engaged in a variety of activities at individual Host Sites. At each site there was a designated Site Facilitator who directed discussion of activities that the teachers had used with their students the preceding week. The Site Facilitator also provided introduction to the topic(s) to be investigated during the broadcast session to follow, provided the participants with materials they would need, and answered questions concerning the topic(s) of the previous week's broadcast.

For one-half hour after the one hour broadcast, the participants worked on homework and other assignments and discussed the broadcast session they had viewed that day. The Site Facilitator clarified homework and other assignments, monitored each teacher's portfolio, and served as a resource person during this time.

The broadcasts were interactive in that a school site could call the broadcast facility on a designated toll-free line and ask questions about the current lesson or seek other information regarding the course. These questions were answered "live" at specified times during a broadcast.

The six video tapes were planned, scripted, and narrated by eight TV Presenters, each of whom was a practicing middle grade mathematics teacher. Resources, technical expertise, and production facilities were provided by Central Missouri State University while broadcast facilities were provided by The Missouri State School Boards Association. Each video taped lesson contained the following components:

1. Two or three TV Presenters introducing and developing the topic for that particular lesson
2. Computer generated graphics used to illustrate and amplify the mathematics concepts for that lesson
3. Vignettes showing middle grade teachers and students in classrooms engaging in a variety of activities
4. Vignettes showing how the mathematics from the lesson is applied in "real-world" settings
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Communications media—in the form of radio, television, motion pictures, telephones, and computer controlled information systems—have defined modern culture on a global level since the 1930s. Burtenshaw's (1993a, 1993b) ideas about distance education and previous experiments with video conferencing have provided us with a glimpse of how video conferencing technology could revolutionize music instruction transcontinentally. Rather than fully-interactive sessions, where participants are able to immediately respond in an echoic (rote) or sequential manner to a teacher's instructions, most video conferencing experiments involve the observation of teacher-student interactions in live teaching situations. In a distance education context, Gouzouasis (1994) has successfully experimented in a limited interactive context with preschool children. Based on that study, he concluded that even though video resolution quality was not optimal with a two line transmission, video conferencing is a cost effective communications technique and distance education tool.

With the intent of exploring mass media in education, the purpose of this live demonstration experiment will be to learn more about the use of video conferencing in a music learning environment. Specifically, the primary problem will be to examine the efficacy of video conferencing—between sites in Vancouver, British Columbia and Sydney, Australia—in a multifaceted, interactive, music instruction segment with preschool children. Concomitant with the purpose, the secondary problem will be to further develop objective techniques for the evaluation of teaching techniques and materials in video conferencing instructional sessions.

This work is important from a number of perspectives. First, although music is an essential component of multimedia, visuals are usually the emphasized media of expression. Second, children's educational programming does not adequately provide a broad base of music information to young children. Moreover, the developmental appropriateness of televised materials may be questioned on a number of levels, especially in a music education context. Third, video conferencing applications in distance education tend to lack total interactivity between presenters and participants. It is from that perspective that the researchers wish to explore the full potential of video conferencing technology in an interactive setting that requires the transmission of sophisticated acoustic and visual information.
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PRABODH: An Intelligent Tutor for Teaching Language Skills to Young Children

REKHA GOVIL AND MADHAVI SAXENA
Department of Computer Science
Banasthali Vidyapith -304 022, Rajasthan, INDIA

Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is characterized by inclusion of three kinds of expertise, domain knowledge, knowledge of students learning behaviour and tutoring strategic knowledge. The programmes incorporating these expertise are embedded in a sophisticated instructional environment which facilitates tutorial communication.

PRABODH is an ITS designed for teaching Hindi language skills to young children to provide them meaningful practice to develop the requisite level of automaticity in grammar skills. It is an authoring system which allows a teacher to construct individualized tutorials, drills & tools for students. It can be easily integrated into the curriculum of primary level language teaching and learning by practicing teachers.

Description of the framework

It has six components. The domain knowledge component contains the knowledge of Hindi grammar appropriate for primary school teaching. The sequencing of this knowledge is maintained by a topic network where a topic represents a unit of knowledge that can be taught.

The strategic knowledge base, acquired from teacher experts, contains knowledge of how to teach. PRABODH has a structured curriculum. There are lessons linearly structured but topics in them are componentially structured. The tutor module facilitates acquisition of strategic knowledge from the tutor and presentation of the information to the student and acquiring students' responses, by tutor interface, student interface and tutor engine respectively.

The student model component keeps track of students' knowledge and needs through diagnosis and modelling. It allows to detect the students' misconception or missing conception and then through the presentation of right remedial material the errors are overcome. The student model also has a learning component to incorporate learning new facts about students' behaviour from their responses.

Beside teaching Hindi as mothertongue it can also be used to teach Hindi as a second language or foreign language by the inclusion of right kind of tutorial material.
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Developing Effective Simulations for Problem Solving

M. GREDLER, K. BARANICH
College of Education and Southeast Manufacturing Technology Center
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina 29208 USA

Simulations provide an environment in which learners interact with a knowledge domain in ways different from that of either direct or tutorial instruction. However, many computer programs which purport to be instructional simulations are instead a type of adventure game or simply graphic representations of events or processes. Essential criteria for simulations are identified by Gredler (1992). First, simulations for instruction are dynamic evolving exercises in which the student accepts a functional role and/or responsibilities and interacts with other individuals or with a complex evolving situation. Second, simulations involve the ongoing interactions of at least two variables according to a verifiable qualitative or quantitative model that relates the changes in one variable with changes in others.

Types of Simulations

Analysis of the relationships between the learner's role and other variables indicates two major types of simulations (Gredler, in press). They are (1) experiential and (2) symbolic. Experiential simulations establish a particular psychological reality and place participants in defined roles within that reality to interact with an evolving scenario. Examples of experiential simulations include diagnosing and managing the treatment of a comatose patient in the emergency room, managing the finances of a bank or corporation for several business quarters and interacting with one's neighbors concerning the proposal of a nuclear power plant to locate in the village. In contrast, symbolic simulations are intact data bases, complex systems (e.g., an ecological system or complex equipment system), or sets of processes in which students conduct research on the data base or attempt to discover key components of the system or set of processes. In an experiential simulation, the student is a major component of the situation whereas the student operates on but remains external to the symbolic simulation. Experiential simulations, in other words, provide students with opportunities to practice complex professional roles whereas symbolic simulations provide opportunities for developing mental models and conducting complex projects.

The creation of effective simulations is a complex task, much more difficult than preparing a classroom lecture. However, their use adds immeasurably to the development of the students' repertoire of higher order thinking skills including those such as cognitive strategies, decision making, and problem solving.
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Infusion and Transfusion of Instructional Technology at NAU: Exploring Models for Professional Development in Higher Education
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The Transfusion for Infusion Model

The Center for Excellence in Education (CEE) at Northern Arizona University (NAU) prepares teachers, school administrators, educational psychologists and counselors for our nation's schools. CEE's Mission Statement includes a technology initiative which calls for the infusion of technology by faculty into all discipline areas, where educational technology is modeled for undergraduate and graduate students in all courses where appropriate. With most faculty teaching full time and with overloads, with growing student numbers causing increased class loads, and with research and service obligations, most faculty have not had the time required to learn new technologies or develop classroom applications supported by technology.

The CEE Technology Committee received a 1-year grant which funded release time (transfusion) for one faculty member from each of the following areas: special education, instructional leadership (elementary & secondary), educational leadership, educational psychology, bilingual and multicultural education, and instructional technology. Each of these seven faculty members were granted 1/4 release time for two semesters for staff development in the area of multimedia. College administrators have taken seriously the recommendations of their faculty to provide release time in technology development and provided this release time as their match to a university-funded technology grant. The grant participants believed it was through the transfusion of time that infusion of technology would take place.

Using a trainer-of-trainer model, the faculty spent the first grant semester learning a particular application or portion of multimedia (i.e., still video camera, interactive video, HyperCard) and are teaching other grant participants that application. Participants are applying that knowledge by developing an application for their particular area or discipline, and will demonstrate the direct application to classroom instruction to colleagues in that area. This development process is documented throughout the project by journals and through a tracking model for innovations in technology. Four seminars are planned during the second semester: three instructional seminars for CEE faculty on instructional design and goal setting. A fourth general session on multimedia equipment available at CEE has been held for all interested NAU faculty. The grant participants will also write working papers which will be published and distributed to CEE faculty, then to any interested NAU faculty.

Two areas for future study have emerged. 1.) Participants report that release time for technology learning and development is not a particularly ideal solution when administrative priorities do not also include finding teaching replacements. Six of seven participants are participating in the project as an overload and time still appears to be a critical issue. All 7 participants have continued their involvement to various degrees, and overload compensation has been appreciated. Real release time, however, will be sought for future projects. 2.) Goals set by individuals with guidance from educational technology faculty, rather than the goals outlined in the project, also became important for successful participation. Just as with our preservice teachers, amount of familiarity and comfort with technology available determined the extent of participation by faculty on the grant. Three faculty participants, who were minimally involved with instructional technology before the grant, worked with an educational technology faculty member to find an appropriate place for themselves in this project--finding software applications and infusion strategies that worked in their content areas. All other participants spent their time in learning to use multimedia hardware and software. On reflection, it may be these three faculty who were able to move the farthest in technology infusion and to impact student use of technology integrated into course projects the most.
Distance Education Technology: A Course for Teachers and Librarians

Curtis P. Ho, Ph.D
Department of Educational Technology
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Description

Distance Education Technology is a course offered by the Educational Technology Department at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. The course was developed to serve two populations: teachers and librarians; therefore the course was cross-listed with the Graduate School of Library and Information Studies. The goal of the course was to explore various technologies used for delivering and retrieving information for school-based and distance instruction. Voice, data, and video served as the topics as well as the mechanisms for interactive delivery of course content and student projects. Emphasis was placed on the application of technologies in Hawaii's public schools. The course was delivered live and interactively over the Hawaii Interactive Television System (HITS), a 2-way audio/2-way video system. Class activities included lectures, guest speakers, demonstrations, mediated instruction, class discussions and team presentations. Assignments were telecommunicated to the instructor using fax and electronic mail. Class projects were presented by students live over HITS.

The course was aired daily for 3 weeks during the 1993 summer. There were 45 students enrolled in the origination site and 22 enrolled at 5 receive sites on 4 neighboring islands. A combination of fiber-optics, coaxial cable, microwave and ITFS technologies were used to broadcast the course statewide over HITS. All students were given Internet accounts and used modems, videotex terminals, computing center terminals, and computers on ethernet LANs.

Course Objectives

1) define terminology and acronyms of technology used in education.
2) describe major characteristics of information technologies and analyze their strengths and weaknesses in delivering school-based and distance instruction.
3) describe applications of technology being used to solve instructional problems in Hawaii's schools.
4) discuss implications of telecommunication systems and networks in providing and accessing information from libraries, government and other public resources.
5) discuss potential problems educators face in designing, producing and delivering direct instruction and resource information over telecommunication systems.
6) write a grant proposal for improving the accessibility or delivery of direct instruction, resource information, or communication at a school or resource center through technology.
7) present grant proposal orally and visually over HITS.

Outcome

A course evaluation confirmed the appropriateness of the content to both teachers' and librarians' needs. There were no differences in overall course ratings between on-campus and receive-site students. The use of electronic mail was clearly identified as a critical component for the course's success. The grant proposal was another component of the course receiving especially positive ratings. Students worked hard on their proposals. A number of proposals were submitted for actual grants and one of them was awarded $44,000 by a school district in Honolulu.
The Effects of Videodisc Training on Student Learning

DIANE B. HOADLEY, J.D.
Associate Professor of Business Law
University of South Dakota, School of Business, 213 Patterson Hall, Vermillion, SD, USA 57069

MICHAEL R. HOADLEY, PH.D.
Director of the Center for Interactive Technology in Education and Corporations (InTEC)
University of South Dakota, School of Education, 414 East Clark Street, Vermillion, SD, USA 57069

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of using videodisc-assisted instruction on student learning in a business education classroom as part of the regular curriculum offering.

Methodology

Subjects were drawn from the four sections of BADM 350: "Legal Environment of Business" offered during the 1993-94 school year at the University of South Dakota. There were 69 students in the experimental group (two sections) and 46 students in the control group (two sections).

A 20-item knowledge test was developed by the investigators to reflect the objectives for the section in the course which deals with "Contracts". The instrument was tested to determine its readability and clarity and was reviewed by School of Business and Law School faculty at the University of South Dakota for content validity.

The study took four class periods to complete the unit, which spanned a two-week period. The control group received coverage of the material using traditional lecture methods. In addition to the lecture method, the experimental group received an intervention consisting of commercially prepared videodisc supplements presented by the instructor.

Results of the Study

Statistically no differences (p<.05) existed between the two groups at the time of pretest, so the groups were considered comparable. Comparisons were then made between the groups to determine the effect of the experimental intervention. Statistical analysis of the group data was performed using paired t-test and analysis of variance. Results revealed no significant differences between the control and experimental groups (p>.05).

Findings and Recommendations

Results indicate that the use of technology may not always improve student learning, no matter how well-developed the medium. Two factors which must be considered and which warrant further investigation are the ability of the instructor to use the technology effectively (which involves training, familiarity with the equipment, and ease of use) and the role of students in learning (active vs. passive) when technology is used.

Findings of this study could prove to be significant in further development of the business law curriculum at the University of South Dakota and other institutions which prepare business professionals. Decisions must be made relative to the emerging role of technology, but the pedagogical value of the technology must also be determined. Ultimately, innovations in the use of technology must lead to better student performance in terms of their comprehension, as well as their application of the material to real-life situations.
Evaluation of a Video as Distance-learning Material for Dental Practitioners

R D HOLT (1), D C RULE (2), R M BASKER (3), J C DAVENPORT (4), J P RALPH (3),
J J MURRAY (5) AND K A EATON (6)

(1) Institute of Dental Surgery, 256 Gray's Inn Rd, London, WC1X 8JD, UK.
(2) BPMF, 33 Millman St, London, WC1N 3EJ, UK.
(3) Leeds Dental Institute, Clarendon Way, Leeds, LS2 9LU, UK.
(4) The Dental School, St Chad's Queensway, Birmingham, B4 6NN, UK. (Principal presenter).
(5) Dental School, University of Newcastle, Framlington Place, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 4BW, UK.
(6) Department of Health, Room 326, Richmond House, 79 Whitehall, London, SW1A 2NS, UK.

Conventional dental postgraduate courses often require practitioners to give up clinical sessions and to travel a significant distance to a postgraduate centre in order to attend. These barriers are common reasons given by practitioners for not attending such courses. Distance-learning methods overcome these disadvantages. Therefore in 1986 the UK Dept of Health commissioned the British Postgraduate Medical Federation (BPMF) to produce educational videos for dental practitioners to study in their own homes. The videos were planned by a steering committee of general dental practitioners, dental academics and postgraduate advisers. Dental specialists produced the scripts but the final results were very much influenced by the general dental practitioner (consumer) advisers. Professional television teams were hired to produce the videos which were then distributed free to all principal dental practitioners working in the UK General Dental Services. Many of the videos were accompanied by an illustrated booklet which expanded on the topics covered in the video and also provided a bibliography to guide further study. It has been reported that a large proportion of those receiving the videos perceived them to be of value (1). However, a formal evaluation of individual videos had not been carried out prior to the present study.

This study was set up as a joint initiative between the BPMF and the Committee on Continuing Education and Training of Dentists (COCET) and was funded by the Dept. of Health. The video ("THE ALLIANCE") which formed the basis of the evaluation was concerned with the design of dentures and was produced by three of the authors (RMB, JCD & JPR) in 1991. The investigation was carried out through two postal questionnaires sent to a random sample of 636 dentists in England and Wales before and after watching the video. The questionnaires covered the dentist's profile, method of designing dentures, and preferred options from a variety of denture designs. The objective was to identify any change in design practice resulting from watching the video and also to record the dentist's opinion of the usefulness of the video.

Both the pre- and post-video questionnaires were completed and returned by 257 (41%) of the practitioners. The vast majority of those (82%) felt that the video had been useful. Intentions to improve design practice by providing more satisfactory types of denture than previously were recorded by 68% of practitioners. These positive effects of the video were greatest amongst the most recently qualified. In spite of these effects 40% of respondents indicated that they would not always carry out the whole of the denture design process, leaving some or all of it to the dental technician who does not have the clinical training necessary for the task. The lack of a denture design fee within the National Health Service was identified as the main reason for this resistance to change. In the final section of the questionnaire there was little evidence for a shift of preference following the video from examples of less satisfactory designs to more satisfactory ones.

It was concluded that the programme had been well received and in the short term had produced some favourable changes in intention; more objective evidence of improvement in practice was less evident.
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Various Hypermedia Presentations Developed for Huge Amounts of Data
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We present hypermedia applications that have been developed at the IICM (Institute for Information Processing and Computer Supported New Media, Graz University of Technology) and the IHM (Institute for HyperMedia Systems, JOANNEUM RESEARCH). The demos include:

- HyperM: A PC-based hypermedia system that can handle large amounts of different kinds of data. It has been successfully used as a presentation tool at various expositions (e.g. EXPO'92 and EXPO'93) and for research projects (as for example the use of question/answer-dialogs in hypermedia systems which is especially suited for educational purposes). The project "Images of Austria" e.g. contains some 3000 high quality images with texts in six different languages, extensive maps and a number of video clips, all fully digitized.

- Hyper-G: A workstation-based hypermedia and information system that operates in distributed networks. All kinds of multimedia information can be stored in databases on different machines. The data which can be browsed, searched, linked and annotated, can be accessed from different platforms such as workstation, PC or Macintosh.

- PC Library: An archiving system for the PC under Windows containing encyclopedias and dictionaries which pays special attention to hypertext features. Included features: keyword and full-text searches in phonetic, prefix and exact form; bookmarks, links and annotations.

Figure 1: Start screen of "Images of Austria"

Figure 2: A part of the detail map of Austria
Application of an Intelligent Tutoring System Authoring Shell to Develop a Course for Teaching the Fundamentals of Orbital Elements

CAROL D. HORWITZ, M.S.
Command Technologies, Inc.
USAF Armstrong Laboratory, 7909 Lindbergh Drive, Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5352

JIMMY L FLEMING, M.A.
Intelligent Training Branch
USAF Armstrong Laboratory, 7909 Lindbergh Drive, Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5352

Although simulation-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have been shown to be instructionally effective (Johnson, Fath, 1983; Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo, and Eggan, 1992) the cost to develop, deliver and maintain them is high. The USAF Armstrong Laboratory is seeking solutions to this cost-effectiveness problem by developing and testing a variety of ITS authoring shells. These shells reduce the cost of developing and delivering tutors by attempting to permit instructional developers and subject matter experts with little or no programming experience to develop, deliver, and maintain ITSs without relying on software programmers, knowledge engineers, or expensive hardware.

One of the first such ITS authoring shells was the Rapid ITS Development System (RIDES). RIDES was built by Behavioral Technology Laboratories at the University of Southern California for the Armstrong Laboratory. In order to test and demonstrate RIDES functionality, the Orbital Elements Tutor was built. It focused on familiarizing students with the classical set of six orbital elements, using quantitative modeling to simulate earth satellite orbits and explaining the relationship of each element to the resulting orbit. The tutor provided a test of several desired capabilities including ease of building simulations, kinds of instruction that could be generated from the simulation, and the ease with which the instruction could be modified or augmented.
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Hypertext As A Theoretical and Practical Tool: The TIP Project

GREG KEARSLEY
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Despite the plethora of theories and research findings about human learning, educators seldom find this information useful. This situation arises because the information is descriptive in nature whereas practitioners need prescriptions that are specific to the learning tasks at hand. In addition, learning theory and research tends to be distributed across many separate documents, making access difficult.

At a theoretical level, there is a problem of isolation between the various theories and research paradigms. Each theory and paradigm uses different constructs and terminology and hence it is hard to identify commonalities. A meta-theoretic framework is needed that makes it possible to see the overlap among theories and research paradigms as well as their unique contributions.

The purpose of the Theory Into Practice (TIP) project is to develop such a meta-theoretic framework that will also be useful to practitioners. Hypertext is used as the methodology for meta-analysis. By putting learning theories and research findings into a single hypertext database, it is possible to create links between common ideas. In addition, each theory and set of research findings can be linked to task-specific prescriptions. Thus, the database allows practitioners to investigate specific concepts across different theories as well as locate all principles that pertain to a specific learning situation.

The specific research issues addressed in this study are: (1) What are the common and shared elements of past and current theories of learning and cognition? (2) To what extent can extant theories of learning be mapped onto a prescriptive framework for instruction? (3) How can inferences from a theory be made explicit? and (4) How useful is hypertext as a meta-analysis tool?

TIP currently exists as a HyperCard stack for the Macintosh and a Hyperties database that runs under MS-DOS/Windows. TIP is intended for use by teachers and training professionals in the design and implementation of instruction. It will also be of interest to educational researchers who are interested in hypertext as a theoretical tool.
The Hands-On Image Processing Project*

R. A. Kolvoord, M. Magisos, and D. Lahem
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

We have developed a multi-media package to introduce teachers and their students to the principles and techniques of digital image processing. This package is explicitly designed for teachers who cannot participate in a more detailed "live" workshop due to constraints of location or funding. In order to better understand the context for this package, it is necessary to look at the Image Processing for Teaching project, of which this effort is a part.

The Image Processing for Teaching (IPT) program, developed at the University of Arizona Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, is educating teachers in the use of digital image processing and in the scientific content of digital images. Recent advances in computer and imaging technologies make it possible to place professional quality research tools and materials in the hands of learners of all ages. Using these resources, master teachers in the IPT program have developed classroom activities for students in a wide range of grade and subject areas using the technology currently available in schools.

In the pilot phase of the IPT program, funded by the National Science Foundation and Apple Computer, students have been introduced to image processing in over 80 schools in 16 states, from kindergarten through high school. These schools represent a diverse range of student populations and geographical settings. Experiences at these test sites show that we have discovered an extremely effective way to excite both traditional and non-traditional learners about science and mathematics. IPT activities place the student in the role of decision-maker, using a constructivist approach to learning and encouraging the use of cooperative learning strategies in the classroom.

The IPT program is currently in its dissemination phase. Funded by the National Science Foundation, the program is conducting in-service workshops for schools nationwide through the Center for Image Processing in Education (CIPE). Curriculum development is continuing, with the production of activity units and data sets on CD-ROM. In addition to curriculum materials and resources covering a wide range of disciplines, CIPE provides follow-up support for teachers by phone and computer network.

There is considerable demand for the Image Processing for Teaching materials and workshop. A number of rural districts now have satellite receivers and sophisticated hardware. We have found this to be the case in areas as disparate as the Alaskan bush and Navajo reservation schools. Our standard workshops, with large groups of teachers from a district or a combination of local districts, cannot easily serve these rural populations. There are many schools that for various reasons (insufficient budget, size or remote location) cannot obtain the group training. There is a need for a remote education capability.

We have met this need by developing a CD-ROM-based package using the latest advances in computer-based learning, thereby allowing us to disseminate this unique program to locations and student populations that would not otherwise have access to it. This remote education course will integrate video from teacher workshops and classrooms where the program has already been implemented and which model the IPT style of open-ended inquiry and discovery, real-time interactive software demonstrations, and exercises using an integrated multi-media package centered around an interactive hypermedia program. As a teacher works through the course she/he will learn to use the NIH Image software by working through training activities, see image processing activities being developed, listen to teachers talk about IPT implementation in their own classrooms and see students as they work with the material. The course will be self-paced and open-ended, in the spirit of inquiry and discovery that is the IPT hallmark.

We will demonstrate our hypermedia package and give people an opportunity to have their own hands-on experience.

*Funded by the Annenberg/CPB Math and Science Reform Project
**R-WISE**  
*Reading and Writing In a Supportive Environment*

**V. LARRALDE**  
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**Goal:** The goal of this project is to design, develop, field and evaluate an intelligent tutoring system to teach critical thinking skills, as manifested in the reading and writing of expository prose.

**Method:** The R-WISE project uses a problem-solving paradigm to explain writing and emphasizes the power of representation in helping the writer to move gracefully through the activity spaces of the task (Neuwirth. 1989). The complete tutoring system adapts Bereiter & Scardamalia's (1987) notion of a content space (summarizing, analyzing, and synthesizing information about the topic) and a rhetoric space (planning and organizing the domain information into a logically and stylistically appropriate formal artifact). Six distinct suites of tools work in tandem to teach powerful patterns of behavior and to help with the mental overload: Crossword Puzzle, Sticky Notes, Freewriting, Cubing, Idea Board, and Revision. The R-WISE package also includes two other "free-writing" spaces called Thought Log and Writing Pad.

**Prototypes:** R-WISE has been in development since 1991 in an object-oriented programming environment. During the 1992-1993 academic school year, a prototype was implemented at MacArthur High School in San Antonio, Texas. In that same time period R-WISE was modified, readjusted and generally improved in response to comments and evaluations that it received during its pilot year. In the fall of 1993, the tools were shipped out to various schools across the nation for further prototype testing.

**Results:** Each test site is required to have both a treatment group and a non-treatment group. All students in each group take a pre-test and a post-test (at the beginning and end of the academic year, respectively) which include a reading test, a writing sample, and an OLSAT (Otis-Lennon School Ability Test). During the school year the treatment group uses all of the R-WISE tools while the non-treatment group uses only its "non-intelligent" subset of tools (Sticky Notes, Crossword Puzzle, Thought Log, and Writing Pad). Results of the writing sample for the 1992-1993 year showed a gain of approximately 7% in the treatment group. (Please note that although this figure alone is encouraging, caution should be used considering that the software was in beta version during the pilot study.)
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Issues of Phenomenography and Learning Using Hypertext Systems

S.K. Lau
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This paper discusses issues on the use of hypertext system as learning and teaching aid in relation to achieve learning as defined in phenomenography. Lawrence (1990) proposes a need of developing a tutoring software which simulates the one-to-one interaction between dealers as a means of teaching and reinforcing the bid and offer concept in financial training. The tutoring software supports classroom teaching and helps the students in consolidating their understanding of the bid and offer concepts. Bid and offer concepts should be taught and learned in relation to the context of financial markets and not separating from the complexities of money and foreign exchange markets. It was initially thought that if students can grasp the idea of selling prices in relation to daily commodities, such as apples and oranges, then they would be able to make transition to financial markets. However, experience of teaching staff highlighted a need not to separate the content (Lawrence, 1990). This is consistent with the view that how students learn about a concept should not be separated from what the content is (Prosser, 1993). With this in mind, a tutoring software with hypertext as an instructional medium was developed.

Laurillard (1988) proposes two models of knowledge, the "didactic" and "communication" models. In the didactic model, teacher has the control of the subject content and how it is taught. On the other hand, in the communication model, students are given control on what the content can be, how it is learned and teacher plays the role of facilitator. Thus hypertext system provides a more "communicative" medium of instruction. Students formulate their own conceptions and develop their own experiences about a phenomenon individually. However how do we ascertain that students' conceptions have changed as a result of learning in a hypertext environment? A good teacher takes initiative in understanding students' weaknesses and allow students to ask questions. A good teacher also provides guidance and advice appropriate to the levels of students' state of understanding. There should be no difference for learning in hypertext environment. In Laurillard's (1988) discussion, research into student misconceptions in the subject area is necessary because it helps students to be aware of their conceptions and decide what knowledge to receive. With this in mind, a phenomenographic study was carried out to identify the outcome space which show the relation of conceptual view of two-way price (Lau, 1992).

By carrying out phenomenography study before designing the system, a systematic approach is used to incorporate outcome space, which is a set of relation, in understanding a concept. The hierarchical structure of outcome space also serves as a mechanism of linking pre-defined path. The study provides a logical way to segment information and subject content according to what the students already know, what the students should learn, and what the missing conceptions are and misconceptions students have, in relation to each category of outcome space. It provides an opportunity to depict conception as a logical relation which form the basis of knowledge structuring and linkages in hypertext systems.
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DEMONSTRATION OF A CANCER PREVENTION HYPERBOOK

K.B. Levitan and L.M. Devore
Tidewater Consultants, Inc.
2700 S. Quincy St., Suite 400, Arlington, VA 22203

Cancer has become one of the three main chronic diseases of our time. Many forms of the disease can be prevented through lifestyle changes that can be learned at school, at home, and at work. It is especially important to reach college-age students, who have the chance to adopt healthy lifestyles that can prevent many major cancers. With the aim of reaching both college students and general public audiences, we designed a hypermedia/multimedia system that can serve as both an instructional and reference system.

PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES

In designing and developing a Cancer Prevention Hyperbook, we confronted and resolved several key problems related to the dual purpose of the system and to its many audiences. To support classroom teaching requires a focused knowledge base that complements course materials, as well as interactive presentation techniques to engage students in acquiring and using information, and study activities to help students learn topics relevant to classes. To provide a reference tool requires a broad knowledge base with comprehensive coverage for continuous, often unplanned reference, as well as a complete index to the subjects, and interactive presentation techniques for personalization of information. Satisfying these different purposes and audiences presented many opportunities for creative design and development with multimedia/hypermedia.

APPROACH

The knowledge base is organized into five main topics that allowed us to address differences in interest and coverage required by our targeted audiences: 1) general cancer information to introduce the disease, screenings, prevention tips, early detection, diagnostic tests, cancer statistics, and treatment methods; 2) specific information on the 19 most prevalent cancers in the U.S.; 3) diet and cancer, including general guidelines to reduce cancer risk through diet, diet and exercise, and dietary assessments, as well as specific shopping, preparation and eating tips to prevent cancer; 4) tobacco and cancer, covering physical effects of tobacco use, secondhand smoke, assessment of smoking behavior, benefits of quitting, and strategies to quit smoking; and 5) cancer in the family, with information on cancer treatments and support services to help cope when the disease strikes the family.

The functional design aims to reach the largest installed base of IBM compatible PCs, and with such a goal, emphasizes graphics and animation that can run on a common PC, as well as includes small sound bites for special effects. The functional design highlights multimedia capabilities for interaction, personalization, and various modes of reinforcement including: numerous hyperwords and hypergraphics that allow users to get many or few explanations; color coded topics or chapters; numerous assessment tests for users to personalize screening and prevention; a note pad that is activated across all topics, subtopics and hyperwords/hypergraphics for personal notes and study tasks; study activities that actively engage users; hypersound to pronounce new, technical terms about cancer; graphics that reinforce common associations, practical steps, positive approach; a comprehensive index and glossary, as well as a full text search capability.

The poster demonstration is an opportunity to share our design principles as expressed in the system and get feedback from AACE colleagues.
Multi-User Shared Environments (MUSE) In Education

SUSAN MACKEY
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Goal
To provide an interactive environment for students to acquire and practice communication skills.

Solution
Multi-User Shared Environments (MUSE) are text-based, virtual worlds for people to explore and adapt to their own needs and desires. During the exploration of a MUSE one has the opportunity to meet other players and talk to them in real time. Meeting with others actively encourages communication. Students connect to MUSEs from all around the world. During any one visit a student might communicate with people living in the same town or country as they live in or someone on the opposite side of the world. MUSEs encourage the growth of truly global communities.

The text-based nature of the game improves reading skills. As the student wanders from place to place in the world each area is described and directions for looking at objects or moving to other areas are laid out. There are no pressures to rush when the student is wandering about or when interacting with another person. It is not difficult to explain that for one reason or another you may be a little slow in responding. People tend to be patient and helpful when they encounter newcomers. The student has time to formulate a thoughtful response before replying.

If the MUSE is being used for second language acquisition, one has the advantage of interacting with native speakers in the target culture. This summer the University of Victoria’s Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) facility hopes to integrate some English as a Second Language (ESL) students into an existing educational MUSE. The object will be to have them create their own area based on a story they have all read. As they go through the tasks of creating characters for themselves, building homes and outdoor areas they will encounter native English speakers with whom they will communicate. Along with a multitude of English MUSEs, there are also worlds created in German and Swedish.

In this demonstration I will show, with input from participants, how to create and flesh out a persona, how to communicate with other players, how to explore existing areas and how to build an environment for others to explore.
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The Courseware for Learning Technical English Using Hypermedia

Tsutomu Matsumoto
Department of Electronic Control Engineering
Kumamoto National College of Technology, Suya, Kikuchi, Kumamoto, Japan
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Introduction, Concept and Design

The Japanese Technical Colleges have suffered a bad reputation regarding their method of teaching English. It is a fact however that the industries of our country require graduates to possess linguistic abilities. Generally speaking, technical English terms are translated into 'KATAKANA' for books on technology. This tendency makes the present situation more complicated. Most students can’t spare the time to master English phrases and its grammar because technical colleges have adopted special curricula emphasizing the necessity for studying technology oriented subjects. As our courseware is well organized based on computer skills and incorporates voice and movies etc., we believe that learners will find it fun to brush up their command of English, while looking at the screen of computer. To achieve this, we started to develop new courseware which realizes our aim. We regard Robotics as a sort of technology because our speciality focuses on mechatronics.

This courseware has several features: (1) Recording the learner’s progress (2) Introducing to robotic manipulator (3) Offering G.U.I.

This is implemented using HyperCard on Macintosh. The stacware consists of five parts as follows. (1) Introduction (2)Contents (3) Main Par's (4) Quiz (5) Final Test The main parts is made up of three sections. Each section has ten or twenty cards to learn fundamental robotic manipulator and each card provides English and Japanese texts, movie and voice sounds. The outstanding feature of this courseware is that users read the English texts. In this case, a movie can be a clue to full understanding. As for voice sounds, we can listen to them in the book order as shown on the card. Quizzes are planned to check whether a user's comprehension is correct or not.

Conclusion

We produced and worked out the courseware for Japanese college students to practice short-term, quick English of specialized words using Hypermedia. If we memorize Japanese pronunciation of technical terms only through 'KATAKANA', then we run a great risk that students won't be able to grasp the technical words necessary for oral communication. Applying this new courseware is worthwhile for all language learners to improve their listening abilities in the field of technology. This courseware is now improving.
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Learning through hypermedia supported cooperative work: a case study in the field of environmental education

V. MIDORO AND R. BRIANO
Istituto Tecnologie Didattiche
CNR, via De Marini, 6, Genova, Italy

Hypermedia supported cooperative work (HSCW) is a particular instance of CSCW (Computer-Supported Cooperative Work). HSCW refers both to cooperative production based on a hypermedia development environment and to the fact that the product is a hypermedia system.

Exploring HSCW as a learning strategy has been one of the main aims of a research project in environmental education (EE), dealing with the problem of the decay of Genoa's historical centre. This research activity involved 60 seventeen-year-old students of an artistic secondary school, 8 teachers and 2 researchers.

In our approach the pedagogical design involves choosing an environmental problem, choosing a specific real environment, defining aims and content domain and linking the content domain to the curriculum. A significant understanding of an environment problem can be reached by interacting with a real environment embodying that problem. Interacting with this environment implies dealing with several tasks such as: formulating the main problem related to the specific environment; detecting the relevant components of that environment and their relationships; studying the dynamics of this environment. Summing up, interacting with a specific environment means performing field research, in which the students gather, interpret and communicate data and information related to that specific environment.

A single student working individually cannot conduct a significant study of any real environment given the complexity this involves. How then can a task that would be unfeasible for the individual be accomplished? Cooperative work can be a suitable solution to this problem as it augments the mechanical and information processing capacities of human individuals. In our case, the students were divided into 15 small groups. Each group studied a particular aspect of Piazza delle Vigne, a little square of Genoa's historical centre, in depth and got a general view of the whole system through the results of the studies carried out by all the other groups.

"Cooperative work" signifies people working together to produce a product. In our project, this product is a Hypercard system, which has been used in a demonstration in Piazza delle Vigne. Six computers were used by the students to guide people through the space and time of the square. The aim of guiding people by means of hypermedia was twofold: making the students understand the whole system (not just the single component they developed) and promoting a general awareness of the problems in that environment.

Piazza delle Vigne was modelled by representing its components and links and one or more groups were assigned with the task of developing a stack related to each component. Seven stacks were devoted to the buildings, one to the history of Genoa, and one to the socio-economic functions of the square, changing over the time. In general, a hypermedia system allows us to deal with system complexity through the encapsulation of each component in a module corresponding to a stack in Hypercard. This structure determines also the work organisation, since each stack is a work package assigned to one or more groups. The main stack linking the students' ones was provided by the researchers as a shell to be filled in.

Several studies claim that hypermedia systems are effective learning tools only when used by gifted students. This seems to hold true for hypermedia used in individual learning. However our experience suggests that when hypermedia are used in HSCW they can bring great innovation to the school environment and make learning motivating and fun.
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The Use of the Macintosh as an Augmentative and Alternative Communication Aid

Mark Mizuko
Department of Communication Sciences & Disorders
University of Minnesota, Duluth, MN 55812-2496

The use of augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) aids with individuals who are unable to speak and/or write through natural modes has increased in the past two decades. AAC aids include both dedicated communication aids and computers. Dedicated communication aids are electronic aids that have been designed and manufactured specifically to be used as communication aids for speech/writing impaired individuals. Computers also can be used as communication aids when they are adapted with special hardware and software.

HyperCard can be used to create customized augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) aids with individuals who are unable to speak and/or write through natural modes. These HyperCard stacks may include both text and visual symbols and control buttons (so the user can activate the synthesized or digitized speech). For those users, who can not activate the buttons with the mouse, they could access the buttons by programming linear or row-column scanning. Conventional input devices such as a trackball mouse or touch sensitive tablet can be used to control the scanning technique. An alternate input device such as Ke:nx (Don Johnson Developmental Equipment, 1990-91) could be used for individuals that require special switches. Another possibility is the use of a voice activated switch.

To create an AAC aid, you start by deciding whether you will using visual symbols or pictures, or text or both. If you are creating a AAC aid with symbols or pictures, you can create them by drawing with a paint or draw program. The easiest way to include symbols or pictures is to import them from a clip art program, where a library of different pictures is available, or another HyperCard stack. Most clip art programs are organized according to different themes. If text is used, you must define and position fields in the card. Once these fields are defined and positioned in the card, text can be entered. After you have created the symbols and/or text for the card, you then define and position buttons to activate synthetic or digitized speech. Each button that is created has a button number, name and script associated with it. A button script contains instructions detailing the actions the computer is to perform when the button is activated. If you are using synthetic or digitized speech, you would program the message to be produced in the script of the button.

In order to use synthesized speech, you must have a speech driver, such as Macintalk 2.0 (Apple Computer, 1988-89), installed in your Macintosh. Macintalk is a software speech driver that produces speech on demand. After the Macintalk driver is installed in the System Folder, strings to be spoken may be delivered to Macintalk either in traditional English text or in a special phonetic alphabet. The installation consists of copying all the XCMDs associated with Macintalk with ResCopy XCMD 4.0 (Apple Computer, 1987-88) or some alternative copying program. Although the voice sounds robotic, especially compared to the digitized speech, the advantage of using Macintalk is that it does not take too much space on the floppy or hard disk.

If you are interested in using digitized speech in your AAC aid, the audio pallette within the HyperCard program is recommended. This tool enables you to record, edit, play and store sounds and speech. This application works well and the software is generally easy to use, but the digitized speech and sounds take a great amount of space on the floppy or hard disk.

In many cases, providing a AAC user with access to computers may open many other benefits, such as educational, vocational, and environmental control applications. In closing, it should be noted that computer applications for speech and/or writing impaired individuals have already begun and continue. The decreasing costs and increasing capabilities in computers should lead to the rapid exploration of this technology as a viable solution for many speech and/or writing impaired individuals.
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Online tutorials even YOU can create!
Computer-based, multi-media, training slide shows

Rachel Moreland
Kansas State University Libraries, Manhattan, KS 66506-1200 USA

How can one be sure specific training is available when it is needed? One answer is to create your own computer based slide-show. Add narration and you have a special training tool that can be produced at a workstation in your library. Slide shows work especially well for relatively static information that must be repeated over and over to new or changing staff. My poster session demonstrates a slide show our library uses for NOTIS Fundamentals staff training.

The necessary equipment includes a 486 microcomputer with a soundboard, attached speakers, and a microphone. Enhancing the slide show with sound not only makes it more fun to watch, it increases the level of comprehension by engaging both the eyes and the ears of the trainees!

We used WordPerfect's PRESENTATIONS® software. It took me most of the summer to create my first slide show, learning the Presentations software as I went along. Once one gains some experience the production time is much less. I can do now in two weeks what it took me two months when I first started. We started out with inadequate equipment although we did not realize it at the time. I cannot over stress the importance of having adequate equipment, which for WP Presentations mean having a 486 with a minimum of 8 mg of memory regardless of what you might read to the contrary.

The necessary equipment includes a 486 microcomputer with a soundboard, attached speakers, and a microphone. Enhancing the slide show with sound not only makes it more fun to watch, it increases the level of comprehension by engaging both the eyes and the ears of the trainees!

One develops the information presented in the slide-show the same way any other training guide is done. I worked from the training guide we were already using for our NOTIS Fundamentals training. Thus, the goals, the objectives, the scope and the audience were already defined, freeing me to concentrate on the production aspect. I recommend this approach for the beginner.

WP Presentation software has many built-in helps, including 30-35 pre-designed backgrounds. One begins by selecting the background that will be used for all the slides. Then you're ready to start designing the slides. I did this at the computer. The outline feature is a wonderful help for the text. You type the information and the system automatically formats it. Creating appropriate graphics is more time consuming, but very important to the finished product. Remember, protect your efforts by SAVING YOUR WORK OFTEN!

The Presentation software lets you attach a text file to each slide. These files will become the narration script. If you work from an already developed training guide, creating the text files is mostly just typing. Be prepared to revise, revise and revise some more--especially when you are just getting started. I found discussing the slides with a colleague very helpful. All the slides need to be pretty well completed before you begin recording sound files.

Create a copy of the script by printing the slides and speaker notes. Each slide will have a separate sound file. The software lets you preview the recording before naming and saving the file, thus always giving the option of doing it again. After everything is recorded, sound files must be attached to appropriate slides. The new file is very large because the sound files run from 250K to 600K each. Twenty slides without sound is approximately 350K. The same file with sound will be from 8-10 megabytes in size. Creating a run time program is the final step. Run time shows can be viewed without having to access the WP Presentations software. Run time makes the slide show very portable and, of course, reduces the cost since the expensive presentation software needs to be installed only on the creator's workstation.

We like having the ability to create quality, narrated, computer-based training with ordinary software and a minimum of cash outlay for equipment. I hope some will leave the demonstration today inspired to go home and create a slide show tailored especially for their own library.

Marketing of public services

The University of Economics and Business Administration, as a public-service institution, has for the last two years sought with great success to market its computer-services. The target group is students. Through professional marketing we have reached a better utilisation level of our high investments (about 5 million US$ in the last 5 years) in networking, hardware and the development of multimedia-based software. At the same time we have been able to reduce costs of pc-classrooms, energy, personnel and hardware through the application of technical innovations.

Situation of the University of Economics and Business Administration

With 25.000 students this university is Europe's biggest business-university. Computer training and internationalization are the major focuses of all student courses. This summer we will open a new training centre fitted with 250 networked high-performance computers (investment US$ 1,600.000) which will be accessible 24 hours per day. The use of computers and communication-technology is the principal educational goal, through which new work methods such as cooperative or workgroup-computing, mobile computing etc. are encouraged and trained.

PowerStore

The project PowerStore based on the idea to issue notebook computers to students on a loan-basis, thereby enabling students to maximize the use of available facilities. The number of 50 notebooks at the beginning of this project increased to 250 after one and a half years because the acceptance by students of this new service has been very high. Importantly the implementation of notebooks technology has led to the reduction of service costs, such as electricity, staff and rent by more than 95 percent. The initial hardware investment in notebooks is approximately a third of normal desktop-computers. The students pay a small fee, which is used to cover insurance, maintenance, staff-costs and a part of the reinvestment. In our opinion this project represents a revolutionary step towards a new form of computer-based education.

PowerNet

On October 28 1993, we opened the campus network, which is connected to the Internet, to all our students. Now students can use all Internet-services via the PowerNet-system from any pc-classroom, faculty-department as well as any telephone outside the university. Our goal was to attract 1.000 new student-users before the end of 1993. To achieve this aim and increase general awareness of the PowerNet-system we organized a grand opening-event, the „PowerNet-Party“ . As result of this presentation the target was reached within four days of the opening.

Next „Power“-Projects: PowerCard & PowerBrain

PowerBrain, a professionally organized multimedia library, with contents ranging from economics courses, through behaviour-training, to language-learning courses for different computer-platforms, loadable over PowerNet and over PowerStore-docking-stations. PowerCard is the project-name for the introduction of a machine-readable student-ID-card, with additional debit-functions.

Conclusions - Why is marketing necessary?

Enormous investment in communication and computer infrastructure must be used to an optimal level to reach the expected benefits. For the first time in its history, the University of Economics and Business Administration has begun to actively market its computer services. Up to now the marketing of two projects, PowerStore and PowerNet have been trusted to a professional advertising agency. Planning, execution and post event analysis were conducted in close cooperation with the IS-team. Both events were mainly financed through sponsorships of well-known computer companies. The marketing costs amounted to US$ 40.000,- for the first event and US$ 60.000 for the second. The success justified the costs in both cases. PowerStore and PowerNet will be continuously expanded and broadened to incorporate new services. Only through ongoing information of potential "clients", special marketing events, a high service level and reasonable prices can the optimal price/service-ratio be achieved, so that the demand for services never sinks below the offered services.
VISUAL (VIdeo-SUpported Active Learning) Resources

RODERICK I. NICOLSON, PETER J. SCOTT
Learning Research Group, Department of Psychology,
University of Sheffield, POB 603, Sheffield S10 2UR, UK.

DIANA SYDER, MARGARET FREEMAN
Speech Science Unit, University of Sheffield, Sheffield S10 2TA, UK.

Children growing up in this television age take it for granted that TV and video are an important source of information, but until recently most CAL specialists and course designers have made little use of video-based resources, owing not only to the obvious resource difficulties but also to conceptual difficulties in how to harness the power of video to the directed support available in traditional CAL packages. Although videos are excellent for creating interest, it is by no means clear that they are an effective means of fostering learning, since they tend to force a passive attitude on the learner, they sweep the watcher along inexorably giving no time for reflection, they create a high working memory load, and, unlike a book, they are well-nigh impossible to index or skim. A meta-analysis of existing interactive video materials (McNeil and Nelson, 1991) indicated that they were typically about as effective as traditional CAL, though the variability was high.

The objective of the project to be reported was the development of a methodology which exploited the recent technological development of low cost video digitisation for enhancing immediacy and motivation, while maintaining the tutorial support available from traditional CAL programs. The specific project described is the creation of such a resource using a video of a session between a speech therapist and a client with a voice disorder, winner of the Apple Computer Prize in the 1993 UK national ‘Partnership Awards’ competition. The poster will describe the ‘Voice Disorders’ resource and outline the methodology required for creating such a resource. A demonstration will also be available. Further information is available in Nicolson, Syder and Freeman (1994).

In brief, Apple’s QuickTime™ conventions allow digitised video to be stored and played from the hard disc of an Apple Macintosh™ or IBM PC microcomputer. This provides an opportunity to create interactive video-based tutorial support which combines the motivational attractions of videotape material with the targeted, active learning available with CAL. The VISUAL (VIdeo SUpported Active Learning) shell has been developed for creating and using such resources. The technique required involves, first, digitisation of the video into a QuickTime ‘movie’; second, analysis of the movie into individual segments which correspond to meaningful units of the transcript; third, creation of a hierarchical outline of the transcript into ‘scenes’, ‘sequences’, and ‘clips’, and ‘segments’. Finally, tutorial questions, answers, and discussion issues may be interleaved with the script so that they may be asked at specific points. The VISUAL resource allows the user to interact with it via the hierarchical descriptive script of the contents, and to select and reorder just those parts of the video that they wish to use, thereby giving unprecedented user control over the resource.

A generic methodology has now been developed for the construction of VISUAL resources, and we are currently developing a meta-shell which allows the user to select from, and integrate a number of such resources. We believe that the VISUAL technique provides a cost-effective method for adding value to existing video resources, and that it is particularly powerful for applications involving ‘learning by observation’, one of the most natural of human learning capabilities, yet not easily captured until now in computer-based learning.
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Today's Level of Multimedia Development in Higher Education of Russia

A.V. OSIN
Infostudio "ECON" of the Russian Federation State Committee for Higher Education
109028 Moscow, B.Vuzovsky, 3/12, Russia

The problem of multimedia implementation into education being acute, the Russian Federation State Committee for Higher Education made a decision to organize and finance Russian scientific and technical program "Multimedia Technology" in 1991. This allows to financially support scientists' teams of different Higher Schools and to join their efforts in the frameworks of a single research program.

The Infostudio with a team of specialists in fields of both technical sciences and humanities has become the leading organization for multimedia products development.

Principles of Multimedia Titles Development

We use the technology of distributed development of multimedia titles on the basis of the original software. On the first stage the script of the product is inputted into the central data base. It includes a formal description of scenes, their parts and connections. Specialists at the audio, video working stations and that of computer graphics and animation, realize the scenes of multimedia titles on the basis of these descriptions. Then the realized elements of the product are sent into the data base. And at the final stage all the elements and scenes are assembled at the Editing Working Station. A data base can store several versions of separate scenes realization to give a script-writer an opportunity to choose one of the versions.

The main special feature of training courses and home application multimedia title developed in the Infostudio is using the game methods. The product script connects all the information units on the basis of either a single plot or its several versions. Besides the training courses have game exercises for mastering the material learned.

All these help the student to quickly adapt and the process of understanding information is more intensive. Besides such an approach arises greater interest for a title. The instrumental software developed by our specialists uses an object-oriented approach. The basic notion used in describing a scene is an animation object. It's described by a set of rules, defining reactions to the user's actions and the influence of other objects. Various methods can be used to visualize animation objects, i.e.: RLE-coded frame sequences, bitmap sprites, calculated projections of 3-D sprites. This concept makes rapid creation of interactive games possible. In fact we have an instrumental shell for creating computer games.

The Infostudio script-writers are specialists from various fields of art and culture as well as from Universities' Faculty.

The Developed Multimedia Titles

The products worked out by the Infostudio are produced either on CD-ROM or a video tape used both as a carrier of analogue live-video and of digital information. Mainly these products and training courses concern humanitarian subjects: "Business in Russia" (the Russian language for businessmen), "The Russian language: for foreign school-leavers", "Cathedrals of Moscow", "The Power of planets" (home application horoscope). Universities in cooperation with the Infostudio have developed and now use in training multimedia titles on fundamental disciplines: electrical engineering, optics, theoretical mechanics, electrical dynamics and others.

Multimedia technologies in Russia Higher Education have been used not for long. But great interest they arise and today's rates of their development will make them successful in education in future.
THE USE OF OBJECT ORIENTED APPROACH TO MODELIZE AN ENVIRONMENT OF DISTANCE LEARNING

Souleymane OUMTANAGA
Département Formation Scientifique
Institut National Superieur de l'Enseignement Technique B.P. 1093 Yamoussoukro (Côte d'Ivoire) Tél. : (225) 64 05 41 Fax. : (225) 64 04 06

Laboratoire API, Université Paul Sabatier-Toulouse III France

We have been seeing for some years a growing development of computer systems. The communication network which is one of its branches does not escape this rule. Such a development has been possible thanks to some progress, made about the production of hardware as well as that of software. Among the latest, computer networks take an important place. It also resulted from a study [Diaz 90] that there is a great shortage in the field of network engineers. Situated between computer science and telecommunication, networks constitute a theme which is judged to be too applied. It is advisable to first of all teach and promote this domain. This should start first with an effort of identification of the tackled concept in an approach system, putting an emphasis on the richness of the domain. Three steps are unavoidable. These are: • Make a particular effort in order to develop post graduate training so as to put an end to the shortage of researchers. • Develop in every scientific training a teaching of network which will be complementary to computer sciences knowledge. • Promote specialisation teaching in schools of engineers, either by teaching tools or by training in the presence of a teacher.

Our motivation to conceive an apprenticeship environment which will allow an integration of knowledge in communication network comes from this fact.

The objective of apprenticeship environment presented here is to maintain the technological training in the context of computer networks. This can be achieved either locally or remotely in the case of teleteaching. It aims at students, also to teachers wishing to create and send their courses to learners of training centres in the field of computer networks. Most of network books available now on the market are too theoretical. So a study for more practicability allowed us to set a system of teaching of networks.

For this objective we have chosen to use an Object Oriented Programming for several fundamental reasons: -The paradigm of object is particularly adapted to distributed systems because objects are entities which contain data, methods to handle data, and attributes (properties) and these objects can communicate by messages. -The object oriented approach is also the basis of powerful User Interface Management System. -The object oriented approach is well adapted to multimedia project at user's level. From these consideration we have chosen the [ISO 10165] as ideal platform. The modelling of the environment entities is based on the object oriented approach. The preceding defined model and object formalism [ISO 10165] will allow us to build pedagogical objects (lesson, module, apprenticeship units, didactic objects, exercises, glossary, bibliography).
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Campus Support for Multimedia Information Retrieval: A User Interface Configuration

Charles B. Owen, Fillia Makedon
Dartmouth Experimental Visualization Laboratory (Dev Lab) and Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755

Multimedia and digital resources have enormous potential for enhancing the learning process in the University of the Twenty-First century. Given rapid access to large quantities of information using advanced search methodologies, a student spends less time hunting and more time learning. This poster presentation and accompanying paper illustrate a viable architecture for such a large scale information retrieval system.

A Multimedia capable information retrieval system must include a repository for large quantities of information combined with mechanisms for searching and delivering this information to end users. This information may be locally stored, or it may be public and private information available via national networks. The data involved includes digital video clips, reference volumes, image data, sound and voice recordings, scientific data, and private information services [1]. Access to this information must be equitable across the entire campus population, including students, faculty, and staff. Since the user base is very diverse, encompassing both instruction and research, the available datasets are also necessarily diverse. A practical system must adapt to changing user, data, and equipment needs.

In this presentation, we describe and analyze the components of an architecture for a campus wide information retrieval system with emphasis on the central depository. We argue that such a system is not merely an expansion of the campus networks of today, but a vast and powerful repository of diverse types of information that can be accessed at high speed by a large number of users. It is important, therefore, to carefully plan for and design a system and interface that will anticipate the new types of data that will be available in the future, rather than simply networking large numbers of general purpose computers. This paper addresses issues which should be considered in such a design, including volume information delivery, adaptability, redundancy, storage backup and scalability.

Large Scale Information Retrieval: An Architectural Model

The architectural model presented can be broken into several major components: end user equipment, the multimedia network, network routers, data storage nodes, and central depository nodes. In order to maximize immediate utilization, the model is designed to integrate into existing computer networks and, therefore, attaches to those networks and coexists with existing storage. The major new components described in detail in the presentation are the new links in the multimedia network, new network routers, and the central depository nodes.

The presentation focuses on the Central Depository Node, as this is the common throughput bottleneck of traditional approaches to high-volume information systems. The purpose of the central depository node is to provide a very large central storage point that can be accessed by a large number of users. It is argued that a large, scalable system can not be effectively built from general purpose hardware. Even using very fast general purpose hardware combined with an optimized design for multimedia server applications, the StarWorks video server can only support twenty users simultaneously [3]. Hence, our modular Central Depository Node design is built from storage nodes, stream channel controllers, and network interfaces. Additional components, including knowledge processors and a master catalog are integrated into the design. The model allows for evolutionary growth as the number of users and the volume of data increases.

A storage node consists of storage devices and control. The stream channel controllers provide buffering to manage the delay sensitive delivery of the multimedia data streams [2]. An important proposal of the model is the isolation of the stream channel controllers from the storage nodes. The stream channel controllers are thus shown to be usable for not only buffering, but synchronization and object composition.
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Mesa Verde National Park, Mesa Verde Museum Association, The Avalon Group and Kansas State University

An Interactive Collaboration

John D. Parmley
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Robert F. Hower
Associate Professor
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The development of interactive materials to be used in schools or homes across the United States or in international settings as well as within the host Park site, is the major focus of a partnership which involves Mesa Verde National Park, the Mesa Verde Museum Association, an interactive multimedia development company known as The Avalon Group and Kansas State University. The partners have entered into this formal collaborative arrangement to enhance the educational opportunities of the clientele served by schools as well as the clientele served by the Park. The products being designed by the partnership are interactive and take advantage of a variety of media. The first product is currently under development and is designed for students in school settings, but may also be used by visitors and others with an interest in the cultural history of the area. It will feature an instructional CD, a resource or “scrapbook” CD, a teacher’s manual, learners’ guide and an excavation simulation project. This product should be ready for distribution before September 1994.

Mesa Verde National Park as the first United States National Park dedicated to the preservation of a cultural heritage, offers significant opportunities for visitors of all ages to explore a wide variety of issues and problems that impacted a prehistoric Native American culture known as the Anasazi culture. This culture developed in the American Southwest from about the time of Christ to approximately 1300 A.D. The use of interactive computer technology, such as those incorporated in the partnership’s first product, provides opportunities for student users as well as visitors and interested individuals in distant locations who are not able to visit the Park, to explore the cultural and natural resources of the area with a degree of specificity often not available to traditional on-site visitors. Such interactive products are seen as very beneficial in helping the Park meet the needs and interests of many visitors including those who are physically challenged and unable to traverse the often steep terrain.

The special talents combined within the partnership provide opportunities for teacher educators and curriculum material developers to interact with graphic artists, dynamic media specialists, technology specialists and the Park’s archeological and interpretative specialists. Kansas State’s College of Education faculty bring effective teaching talents, related experiences in developing curriculum materials and talents in the use of instructional technology to the collaborative team. At the same time, since many cultural practices are difficult to recreate and many locations are extremely difficult to access, the involvement of the Kansas State University Department of Art is especially important. Graphic artists and dynamic media specialists have been asked to conceptualize and animate numerous concepts including working with members of The Avalon Group to develop the overall aesthetic quality of each product, thus enhancing the effectiveness of the product.

Initial conceptualization of a project involved representatives of the four participating groups developing the framework from which each group will contribute their expertise. The Avalon Group provides leadership for the development of a storyline and presentation approach employed within the product. Avalon Group staff members work with the Park Service to gain access to remote or restricted locations to develop many of the video and still image resources needed for the product. KSU teacher educators work with the Park staff to provide leadership for identifying the educationally significant aspects of various sites and the Anasazi culture in general as it evolved over time. Teacher educators then develop curriculum materials to be included in the teacher’s manual and student guide. The Art Department is providing the leadership to develop the resource of “scrapbook” CD to be used by students as they develop their interpretation of the Anasazi culture. Finally, all members of the partnership interact with the Park Service staff to establish the authenticity of the product. Finally, The Museum Association is providing additional consultation on the look and feel of the product as well as input into the development of marketing strategies.
A Computer-based Interactive Physical Education Resource

B. PASTERIS
President
INSEGNA INC., 103 Bracebridge Cr. S.W., Calgary, AB, Canada T2W 0Y6

As class sizes are increasing, it is difficult for students to receive the amount of one-on-one instruction they desire and need. Normally, the teacher demonstrates a skill in front of a group of students and then gives instructions on how to practice it. As much of the instructor's time is spent answering 'routine' questions, the teacher rarely has enough time to help individual students with skill analysis.

Sports Software

To overcome these difficulties, INSEGNA has developed an interactive multimedia sports program which contains all the skills, strategies, and rules for a particular sport. Our programs are organized in such a way that the learner is able to progress from skill to skill following the correct scope and sequence; or can choose to focus on a specific skill, rule, or strategy.

Our programs feature the best of multimedia technology: animation, digitized video, and sound. These elements are used to instruct learners on correct skill technique as well as to test their knowledge of correct skill performance, game rules, and game strategies. Complete, detailed instructions on correct skill technique and lists of performance cues are included. Both the performance cues and detailed instructions can be printed out and presented to students for study purposes once they leave the computer.

Other key features of our programs include a list of appropriate drills, and colour skill coding to differentiate beginner, intermediate, and advanced skills.

The Advantages

INSEGNA's sports software is a valuable resource for students and teachers alike. It functions as a teaching tool, an instructional tool, a remedial tool and it allows for individualized learning. Students who have already mastered a skill can return to the program and receive additional instruction in new skill areas, as well as related drills, game strategies, and game rules. Whereas students who are having difficulty performing a skill correctly, can receive additional drills and reminders on correct technique. Our programs also free teachers so they are able to spend more time on skill analysis, error detection and error correction.

Finally, our sports software makes lesson planning much simpler, as all of the required resources are provided in our packages. Consequently, teachers with little sports related knowledge can provide instruction which is pedagogically correct, effective, and relevant.
Implementing Hyper on the Library™: Computer-Assisted Library Instruction on HyperCard®

ELLEN J. PERLOW
B. Davis Schwartz Memorial Library
C.W. Post Campus, Long Island University, Brookville, NY 11548, USA

Hypertext-based interactive computer-assisted instruction [CAI] programs increasingly are being utilized as alternatives to traditional instruction models. Whether they produce as high a level of conceptual learning as the traditional methods or are "a superior way to learn" (Bourne, 1990) is still an open-ended question. In any case, evaluation of their effectiveness is required to properly judge when, where and how they should be adopted.

One critical variable is whether the program is used as a supplement to or a stand-alone replacement for classroom instruction. Reported research results suggest that differences in post instruction performance may indeed be small. However, a combination of classroom and cost-effective hypermedia instruction may offer the best solution in terms of user performance (van-den-Berg & Watt, 1991).

Hyper on the Library™, CAI on HyperCard® (demonstrated at ED-MEDIA 93 at a pre-testing stage), was developed by the author for the University’s expanded library competency curriculum. During the 1993-94 academic year, it was piloted in independent study and laboratory class settings and compared to traditional classroom instruction, in anticipation of its implementation as a course option in the Fall 1994 semester. Like another such program (Mackey, Dugan, Garrett, & Freeman, 1992), its content and basic structure parallels those of hard copy manuals employed in other course options. From observation, analysis of participating student evaluations and consultation with colleagues, the program's instructional design, whose importance cannot be underestimated (Grabinger, 1993; Okolo, Bahr & Rieth, 1993), has been significantly revised, enhanced, simplified and improved. The program's positive reception by students with varied prior computer experience substantiates the advantages often attributed to hypermedia systems, in particular, HyperCard®: flexibility, user-friendly interface, multimedia audio, visual, and now color capabilities, and nonlinear user discretion for content, time, place, and pace of instruction (Okolo, Bahr & Rieth, 1993).

However, the lack of any imposed structure also may be a disadvantage. The student can become disoriented within the nonlinear program, and can suffer from information or "cognitive" overload (Conklin, 1987). To avoid this pitfall, Hyper on the Library™ is divided into independent learning units or "conceptual neighborhoods" (Spoehr & Shapiro, 1991), corresponding to the Library's various departments. In addition, a set of preprinted worksheets are completed while navigating through the computer units. Answers to the questions, found in sequence on program screens, assist students in completing accompanying hands-on exercises in Library departments (common to all course options). Though certain nonlinear freedom is lost, using computer-based and print media within an imposed yet still flexible structure has been found to be beneficial both to the learning process and to program management, evaluation and revision.
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DEMON : A Distant Educational Monitoring Project

VALERY A. PETRUSHIN, VLADIMIR I. GRITSENKO, ALEXEY M. DOVGIALLO
Glushkov Institute for Cybernetics, 40 Prospekt Akademika Glushkova, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
E-mail: petr%itslab.kiev.ua@fuug.fi

Today in Ukraine there are enough number of computers which are connected to distributed networks. From five worldwide computer networks (BITNET, INTERNET, UUCP, FIDONET, OSI) two networks UUCP (RELCOM) and FIDONET are widespread supported in Ukraine. Last year we have obtained a direct connection to INTERNET. Mostly these networks use for supporting e-mail, for commercial and research applications. There are also several BBSs for software exchange. There are no applications for educational purposes but this kind of applications is the most prevailing in Western countries using INTERNET network (Krol, 1992). However we had some experience of educational networking in Ukraine because we have here about 150 schools which were chosen for participation in the IBM program "Pilot schools" for the USSR. These schools took part in HELLO and ACID RAINS projects which included exchange of letters and data by e-mail (through UUCP) between Soviet and American participants. At present a project for creating and providing the Educational System Integrated Computer Network is under development.

Last year at the Glushkov Institute for Cybernetics the DEMON (Distant Educational MONitoring) project was started for solving software and pedagogical aspects of the third problem. Since “monitoring” means a process for supporting something in stable state then “distant educational monitoring” means the process for supporting knowledge of educational administrators, teachers and students about current state of educational systems in Ukraine and other countries, teaching methods, curricula, learning materials on various media including computer tutoring systems, and etc. on the base of distributed computer networks. We consider the DEMON project has many goals in common with the HYPER-G (Kappe, F., Maurer, H., Sherbakov, N., 1993), and GOPHER and W2 are the samples of successful design of user interfaces.

The main goals of the DEMON project are following:

- Creating software and courseware for distant learning.
- Developing structure of databases and teleconferences on teaching methods, curricula, learning materials, and etc. for various subjects and levels of education.
- Developing software for creating, modifying, and maintaining distributed educational databases.
- Developing the technology for creating computer-based tutoring systems.
- Developing techniques for using computer networks for distributed pedagogical experiments and expertise.

We consider educational administrators, teachers, and students as three categories of users. The administrators’ activities using DEMON will include: searching and maintaining of relevant legal documents, rules and regulations; meeting organization and maintenance of minutes; room management and timetabling; maintenance of student records, budget reports, etc. The dominant teachers’ activities will be: creating and distributing courseware and other learning materials; discussing questions of common interest through teleconferences; answering students’ question by e-mail; taking part in distributed expertise of learning materials. The students’ activities will be: searching for relevant learning materials; browsing through relevant documents; choosing, fetching and executing courseware; asking questions e-mail and teleconferences. In the future we consider to add other services such as the access to telephone directories (white and yellow pages), e-mail address directories, encyclopedia, specializes handbooks, and bi- and multilingual dictionaries.
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An Evaluation of Computer-assisted Learning Programs for Training General Dental Practitioners in Denture Design

DAVID POLLARD AND JOHN DAVENPORT.
The School of Dentistry, University of Birmingham, St Chad's Queensway, Birmingham, B4 6NN, UK.

Computer-assisted learning (CAL) can combine all of the commonly used modes of presentation (concrete, symbolic and visual). it can promote deep, self-paced, active learning and can accommodate both a problem-solving holistic, and the more fact-oriented serialist, approaches to learning.(1) Dental practices in the UK are increasingly becoming computerised and it is the policy of the Dental Practice Board that the majority of practices will be computerised within the next few years. The Dept. of Health has made a grant available to cover part of the cost of installing computer systems and, as a result the availability of hardware which can support dental CAL is increasing steadily.

The objective of the present project was to evaluate CAL programs on aspects of denture design as a distance-learning package for dentists. Four CAL modules were developed from chapters in a textbook on the subject by one of the authors(2). The programs were developed using the Toolbook programming language for PCs using Windows version 3.0 with 2 MB of RAM, a 386 processor, a colour VGA screen and a mouse. Particular emphasis is placed on rich forms of interaction creating a constant dialogue which includes the direct manipulation of on-screen graphics. Action by the user results in feedback to explain the basis for the correct answer. Three consecutive incorrect attempts bring up a help button which gives the correct answer if required.

An index allows the user to navigate easily through the program. A glossary can be accessed by clicking on any dental term with the right button of the mouse. On completing the program the user is given a performance rating.

Sixty-five dentists were recruited as evaluators. Those with suitable computers were sent the programs for use at home, while the others used the programs at the dental school. All participants completed a questionnaire consisting of fixed and open questions with the former requiring answers on a scale of 1-5 where 1 was the most negative response and 5 the most positive. The costs of this evaluation were met by a grant from the Department of Health. The results indicated that modules took 10-45 minutes each to complete. The positive results of the survey were: 85% found the programs easy to use; 78% reported that the programs extended their knowledge of the subject; the programs were considered to be more useful than videos (66%), audio tapes (83%), journals (74%) and books (65%); 80% were interested in using other CAL programs. 64% would consider buying other CAL packages (35% £20, 47% £50, 18% >£50). The commonest positive open comments related to the clear graphics and to the use of animation. Negative responses were that only 43% considered that the programs extended their practical skills (however, this was not an objective of the programs); 30% were frustrated by invisible target zones being too precise; a few suggested that the clarity of some of the diagrams and text could be improved.

The programs were modified extensively in the light of these comments and 60 copies of the revised versions have now been purchased by the Department of Health and distributed, with appropriate hardware, to postgraduate centres throughout the UK.
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The Bell High School Video Portfolios CD ROM

BRIAN REILLY
Division of Language and Literacy, School of Education
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Overview

The Bell High School Video Portfolios CD ROM is an interactive electronic portfolio containing QuickTime™ versions of 28 videos produced by students in the Bell High School Television Production program. Each video is accompanied by an interview with a student producer, along with comments on the video by the television production teachers, Ed Murphy and Larry Stone. The videos represent the range of productions done by Bell students, including Public Service Announcements, Video Essays, Video Poems, and Music Videos.

This CD ROM is unique — it collects the work of students into a group portfolio, giving the reader/viewer an opportunity to learn about the award-winning Bell High School Television Production program by seeing videos, watching and listening as students describe their work, reading comments by their teachers, and seeing student work in the context of similar projects by other students. The interface provides a number of ways (genre, title, author, interviews, video index) to access the more than 1 hour and 50 minutes of Quicktime video on the disc.

Background

Bell High School has a very successful video production program, certainly the leader in the Los Angeles area and probably throughout California. Bell students won twenty-three different awards during the '92-'93 school year for their videos in local, state, and national competitions, and they've won about the same number of awards each of the previous two years.

The success of the students in Bell High School's television production program is even more noteworthy given the context in which they work. Their school has 4200 students and due to crowded conditions, has operated on a year-round schedule, with three tracks for the past 13 years. Many classes are over-enrolled, with more students than available chairs. Like many urban schools in California, Bell High has a 40% dropout rate, and is not far from gang and drug activity. The Bell video production facility has one editing set-up with an Amiga Video Toaster, three or four working camcorders, and four Apple IICs for scriptwriting. Despite these conditions, Bell students continue to produce a range of high-quality videos that have brought themselves and their program considerable recognition.

Figure 1 - Screen shot from Video Portfolios CD ROM showing entry for “Civil Wars,” video essay by Melanie Alvarenga and Leonor Martinez.
The success of information technology utilization in the distance learning environment is strongly dependent on the communications media/platform. For the population of learners in the distance learning environment, there is a need for the development of communications networks upgrading them from leased or switched telephone lines to wireless, satellite based communications networks. Satellite networked communications platform and information bases are the tools for creating new independent, and open educational environment. Open learning environment has the idea that education is important not only because it contributes to one's career goals but also because of the value it adds to the general quality of one's life. Schools in distance learning environment develop networks that link any number of computer/desktops at learners' and teachers' sites, and let them share programs, files and messages. Educational institutions are acquiring networks for the same reasons business are - in increasing productivity and the quality. Interactive technology needed for computer supported collaborative work in distance learning environment can assist students inquiring on their own and that frees the teachers to work on specific teaching/learning problem. Many school libraries tap into on-line services, and provide access to thousands of university databases through Internet (through CarNet in Croatia specifically). When students can reach all that from their desks, the teacher's role changes from delivering information to helping students understand it. In the same time, computer and communications technology make the room for new methods of learning that replace detailed curricula with multidisciplinary projects and emphasize teamwork. This is why computer supported workgroup (electronic group) and communications networks are needed for today's learning environment.

It is available today for any type of digital communications network to be established in VSAT environment. The cost of satellite airtime and space segments as well as the cost for earth stations therefore depend entirely on the functionality of the network. In the same time, various data rate requirements and bandwidth options offer different cost-benefit performances, thus making a really trade-off between the cost of the earth stations, the total number of earth station/VSAT units envisaged in a network, and the recurring cost of the satellite airtime/space segment based on the degree of the providing satellite power (in spot or other means of beams) and bandwidth required to establish an operational network for dedicated distributed applications environment. The currently available 22/30 GHz frequencies range offers the opportunity to achieve relatively high bit rates with very compact ground signal status rearranging VSATs to be capable of transmitting and receiving information thus providing interactive medium. Given the identical antenna sizes of VSAT stations, the high frequencies result in higher antenna gains as compared with the 12/14 GHz frequency range mostly in use across Europe. This is attractive momentum that benefits applications in which learners and teachers are dominantly oriented toward interactive communications services at low costs. The implementation of an interactive VSAT system distribution network should be aimed to users' environment and should provide flexible and variable organization of distance learning; it must be open to various types of contexts in which it can be used. The organization of telecourses made by VSAT network opens up three main activities needed to create educational environment:

- creating of central lecturer function with adequate administrative and technical installations
- creating of central information (multimedia) base reachable by any point connected to VSAT network
- implementing minimal technical (software and hardware) and instructional elements

This is only general plan that is proposal for one year task schedule including the parallel activity considering the selection of the space segment operator (that will be EUTELSAT for the first stage), the selection of the Hub equipments and terminals (stand-alone earth stations/transceivers). All of them lay in the field of technical solutions that are known recently. The problem to be solved is to find right organizational form that accommodates both the visited formal school system and the acute requirements found in the informal education. VSAT systems improve the communications facilities only, so I found that organization of distance learning environment should be done prior any decision for startup VSATS for educational purposes.
A Conceptual Framework for Building Hyperstories

J. Sánchez and A. Mallegas*; L. Cernuzzi**; G. Rossi, M. Lumbreras, A. Diaz and L.M. Bibbo***
* Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile; ** Universidad Catolica de Asunción, Asunción, Paraguay; *** Universidad Nacional de La Plata, La Plata, Argentina

We present a modern view of producing multimedia software for learning. This study was developed to enhance thinking and learning through the use of hyperstories (Ref. 1). Stories are narratives of true or fiction events that intend to capturate and involve actively the learner. Based on the static metaphor of a typical iberoamerican neighbourhood ("el barrio"), representing a place were children live and develop socially and culturally, we have designed a dynamic metaphor we call hyperstories. "El barrio" is a metaphor where we can find houses, buildings, parks, schools, churches, cultural centers, etc. Interesting stories occur in "El barrio" involving and motivating the learner, as well as giving him/her control over the stories, tools and construction materials to build things and develop strategies to test hypotesis with the implicit idea of fostering the development of cognitive structures that determine tempo-spatial and laterality relationships among children ages 6-8. Hyperstories are, in some way, the electronic version of conventional literacy stories in the same way that hypertext is the electronic version of text. However, we push forward the metaphor in order to allow a "dynamic binding" between characters, the world in which they move and the objects they act on. This binding is performed by the learner thus allowing greater flexibility in the learning process. Thus, a hyperstory is the combination of a virtual world where the learner can "navigate", a set of objects on which the user can perform certain operations, and a set of characters that can be manipulated by the learner. Objects and characters may have their own behavior and act autonomously.

A conceptual model for hyperstories

Conventional hypermedia authoring tools does not provide an adequate set of facilities for building hyperstories. The static environments involved in a hyperstory (the virtual world) can be simulated easily, but several aspects such as dynamic objects behaviors and complex interactions between the main character and others exceed the conventional "nodes and links" model. By using a specially defined a conceptual model for hyperstories we can describe the virtual world as a nested context model (Ref. 2). The world can be enriched with objects and characters and thus "instantiating" a particular story. A virtual world is defined as a set of contexts. Each context contains an internal state, a set of objects, and links to other contexts. Different relationships may be held between two different contexts. Different "real world" metaphors can be implemented easily with this simple model. Moreover, contexts may be reused in different virtual worlds.

The main difference between our model and traditional hypermedia models (Ref. 3) is that nodes (contexts) may be nested. However when we add objects, the world is enriched. State variables and a behavior describe the attributes of a certain object. The object's behavior is specified by using rule-based scripts. Each rule contains a pre-condition and a list of actions that must be performed when the pre-condition holds. Objects are further classified into statics and dynamics. A static objects always belong to the same context and dynamic objects may be carried from one context to another. Note that certain contexts, for instance books, can be also carried from one container context to other. We call them dynamic contexts.

In addition, objects can perform discrete or continuous activities. A door can be opened or closed (discrete) and a recipient may get full of water (continuous). Finally, one of the most interesting characteristics of certain objects is the capability to represent links between contexts. When manipulating characters the learner acts upon the world, navigates, performs actions on objects, carries objects from one context to another, etc.

Considering the aforementioned, a hyperstory is then the combination among contexts, objects, characters, and the interaction patterns performed by the learner. Events produced by the learner while interacting with the virtual world, the time sequences, and the interaction among objects determine how a particular "instantiation" of a hyperstory will look like.
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Creating CAL resources using PsyCLE: the Psychology Computer-based Learning Environment

PETER J. SCOTT
Learning Research Group, Department of Psychology,
University of Sheffield, POB 603, Sheffield S10 2UR, UK.

NICK HAMMOND, JEAN MCKENDREE
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The PsyCLE Project is a three-year large consortium project involving over 30 Universities to develop computer-based material to support introductory University level teaching in Psychology. The project aims to deliver significant modules in 10 areas of the subject on both PC and Macintosh microcomputer platforms. The initial direction of the project involves the development of a suite of authoring tools and templates based in HyperCard on the Macintosh to support the 10 development teams. The current prototype PsyCLE development platform is focused upon a concept-mapping tool which allows the lecturer author and the student to construct node and link maps of information.

In August 1992, the UK Higher Education Funding Council announced a call for proposals for an ambitious plan to promote use of computer technology in higher education called the Teaching and Learning Technology Programme (TLTP). The ultimate object of this Programme “is a decisive extension in the use of technology in learning so that, where appropriate, it becomes an integral and established feature of the delivery of higher education”. A major focus is on the efficiency of the educational process whilst nevertheless maintaining effectiveness through the potential benefits of improved quality of courseware and flexibility for students.

The Universities of York and Sheffield are the lead sites for the Psychology TLTP consortium. We are working on a courseware design and delivery platform known as the Psychology Computer-based Learning Environment. We have nine major sub-discipline development sites at Universities in the UK. Each is responsible for a particular sub-discipline based module. These ten modules are: Auditory Perception (Bristol), Visual Perception (Birmingham), Developmental (Warwick), Social (Kent), Statistics (De Montfort), Experimental Design (Reading), Psycholinguistics and Neuropsychology (Manchester), Collaborative Group Work Support (Nottingham), and Philosophical Roots (Middlesex). Each development site is matched with some of over 23 evaluation sites in the UK and 8 overseas sites in the USA, Australia, Denmark, Sweden, and New Zealand. We are developing core material plus additional topics in each of the modules, whilst also providing a means for instructors to modify content, sequencing and associated learning tasks to suit the needs of their particular courses. For instance, we evaluators teach a range of students from different colleges. They may not want to show the same material to nurses as to honours psychology classes.

Our emphasis is on interaction and engagement with multimedia materials rather than primarily on presenting textual and graphical information, as in many current CD-ROM and other multimedia products. We are concentrating in many cases on demonstrations and laboratory experiments which are hard to convey in conventional teaching and which can effectively exploit the power of the computer to make more informative and advanced experiments possible. For instance, the student can work with the experimental design module guiding them to run an experiment numerous times, but with different population samples to see the effect of sampling size and characteristics. In the developmental module, the students make predictions about children’s behaviour according to various theories and then will be able to compare their predictions to video clips of children performing the tasks.
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Towards a multimedia and multimodal courseware architecture
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A multimedia courseware enables the manipulation of multimedia information (texts, sounds, graphics, bitmap or video images). A multimodal courseware enables the analysis and fusion of events from the keyboard, the mouse or the microphone devices. A multimedia architecture needs techniques and tools to organize and browse through the multimedia information. Moreover, the multimodal architecture needs a protocol to generate multimodal events from the simple input events but also to analyse them in the learning situation.

In the domain of interactive application design, searches have already proposed and ratified several architectures [Kazman 93]. These architectures are absolutely transposable to C.A.I insofar as a courseware is also a high interactive application. The architecture that we propose relies on the integration of specific components such as the Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) in the Seeheim architecture [Pfaff 85]. As the Seeheim model does our architecture distinguishes three layers:

- **Application** is composed by a set of semantic functions which represents the courseware functional core. For example a courseware on Computer Assisted Design (CAD) concepts needs processing to manipulate curves and surfaces.
- **Control** is based on two components i.e. the training adviser and the learning manager. The adviser task is to put the learner into the most suitable learning units. The learning manager controls the temporal execution of the learning units and captures the learner cognitive behaviour. The adviser analyses the behaviour parameters captured and generates a new learning situation.
- **Presentation** distinguishes several components i.e. the presentation manager, the monomodal events managers and the multimodal generator. The presentation manager takes care of the restoration of the multimedia information on the output devices. It selects the information to present by browsing through the multimedia database. The monomodal events managers control the end user interactions. Each one generates a monomodal event and put it in the monomodal events queue. This queue is used by the multimodal generator to produce multimodal events. The generator continuously searches command events in the queue and merges all monomodal events which have relation with the command event. The fusion method uses the general model of interaction <Command-Name, Objects, Parameters>. The generator seeks the value of each parameter of the requested command. The multimodal event produced is directly sent to the learning manager which establishes an association between the event and a semantic function.

Our architecture distinguishes two kinds of components. The specific components of a courseware such as the learner profile, the learning units or the semantic functions units. The common components of all coursewares (the generic components) such as the learner manager, the training adviser, the presentation manager, the multimedia generator and the monomodal events managers components. These components can be implemented once and for all and reused to develop all the coursewares.

As an experimentation, we implemented two releases of the generic components. One is developped under the Ms-Windows system with the Turbo Pascal and the C++ programming languages. For the second we used the Macintosh Hypercard system.

We reuse the generic components implementations to build two coursewares : MATH-MAX and EAO-CAO. They are respectively dealing with the basic arithmetic learning and the CAD concepts. They respectively use the hypercard and the Ms-Windows releases.


A Case Study of Hypermedia Assisted Learning in "Life Environment Studies" II
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From April 1992, new curriculums have come into practice in Japanese elementary school and "Life Environment Studies" took effect at the same time. Most important object of "Life Environment Studies" is to support the growth of children's independence. To realize of this object teachers need to change their past typical teaching for all students in class. In "Life Environment Studies", students need to study with strong consciousness about the problem and to have their solution concerning of the problem. So the most necessary ability bringing up in "Life Environment Studies" is for children to investigate with their problems.

Meanwhile characteristics of hypermedia as Media are non-linear, non-continuance, non-structure and control by learner. Considering merits of hypermedia, it is very effective for children to study "Life Environment Studies" applying hypermedia.

In this paper, we would discuss about hypermedia as one of the most effective materials to realize the object of "Life Environment Studies" and to lighten the burden imposed on teachers in the process of development of hypermedia materials.

Software development and practice in teaching

Computer Assisted Instruction(CAI) which was bound by text and teacher's guidance has strong historical roots in Japanese Education. But in the learning style of CAI, recently there is growing recognition of the need for changing to the children-focused learning environment. Hypermedia has been represented as new and powerful tools to help and support the transformation of Japanese classrooms. Children can study not by force but independently their own mental curiosity by applying hypermedia strategies. In "Life Environment Studies", it's most important for children to interested in relationships between themselves and near society, nature. So hypermedia materials is more useful than other materials to study for student's divergence of thinking.

We created stacks by HyperCard from the numerous computer files (text, graphics, audio, movies etc.). Each data of the card could linked other data of the appropriate cards in the stack. Clicking the "button" of the card by a mouse, children who use the stack easily enabled to dynamically search for their needful various type of information which is text, graphics, audio and movies. Movies are shown another TV monitor and they are easily controlled by HyperCard through the interface.

We used the development stacks in teaching 2nd grade class. After the lesson, we got to know that children were very excited and strongly motivated to study with the hypermedia System. Most of all children had the impressions that the lesson was very interesting and they wanted to go the place to get more information. The main findings are the following:

F1 We can create stacks more easily and shortly than developing traditional CAI system.
F2: It make children possible to study along their individual interest because of the structural flexibility and interactive operation of the stacks.
F3 The stacks are designed to hold various type of data. Children can study more independently by operating these data as they like.
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Interactive multimedia books, also known as CD-ROM storybooks, greatly appeal to educators who wish to stimulate the reading interests of beginning readers and reluctant readers. The sound effects, music, illustrations and speech associated with such electronic literature bring stories alive for the reader by presenting a dynamic retelling of well-known children's books. The multi-lingual options offer additional appeal to students who are learning a second language, for several of this genre of books present retellings in English and another language, most often Spanish.

Interactive multimedia books have been used successfully with elementary grade students who are native speakers of Spanish and with students who are learning Spanish as a second language. The student may elect to read and hear a Spanish or English version of the text. Likewise, he/she may select specific vocabulary from the text or from the illustrations to hear in both Spanish and English, thus allowing him/her to review pronunciation and to build vocabulary. For example, while reading Grandma and Me by Mercer Mayer (Brøderbund), the student may repeat any part of the text in order to hear Spanish or English pronunciations as well as definitions. In The Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter (Discis), the student may select text or significant parts of the illustrations to hear pronunciations in either language. The interactive nature of the reading allows the student to control the rate and the format of presentation and to repeat any part of the story as necessary.

These electronic books are ideal for students who have not yet discovered the joy of reading or who are learning a second language. Some criticism has accompanied the proliferation of such electronic storybooks, however. The genre is viewed by some as nothing more than excessive stimulation for the reader who engages in an MTV-like viewing of a story by passively listening and watching. These critics would suggest that the reader should be focusing simply on text and the imaginative images that it can induce. To the contrary, the dynamic interaction with text and images permits the reader to respond to the text by clicking on words, passages, or illustrations to make them come to life. Furthermore, the reader builds vocabulary and improves comprehension by monitoring his understanding of the passage easily and individually with no pressure from instructor or peers. In addition, several editions of these electronic books are accompanied by the books themselves so that the student may have the traditional reading experience as well, either before or after participating in the electronic version.

In order for bilingual, interactive multimedia books to be effective in developing students' understanding and appreciation of text, they must allow students to read independently and to explore stories interactively, controlling the pace of the program and choosing to read on their own. Furthermore, the best of this genre also encourage extension activities such as writing and oral discussion in response to the reading. Finally, for students who are learning a new language, many of these CD-ROM storybooks provide stimulating opportunities for independent language exploration which result in a non-threatening and thus natural acquisition of a new tongue.
"Physics by Pictures"
New Interactive Learning Environment for Physics Education

N. SOBOLEVA, S. KOZEL, P. ZHDANOVICH, K. GALICHSKY, M. ENTING
Scientific Center PHYSICON
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
Box 13, Dolgoprudny-1, Moscow region, 141700, RUSSIA
E-mail: sob@scph.mipt.msk.su

Educational computer courseware "Physics by Pictures" is an integral base of knowledge in the field of physics which provides an interactive learning and teaching environment. "Physics by Pictures" includes a set of dynamic computer simulations of physical experiments and a reference book. The courseware includes various information and functions using simulation, multi-media, gaming, testing, etc.

"Physics by Pictures" is an educational computer courseware for both teachers and schoolchildren developed in Scientific Center PHYSICON (founded by Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology and Russian Physical Society).

"Physics by Pictures" consists of a reference books in physics and a set of computer programs. It includes colorful computer simulations from Mechanics, Thermodynamics and Molecular Physics, Electricity, Optics, Atomic Physics, as well as portraits and biographies of famous physicists, historical experiment examples, etc.

Some questions and various problems are included in the courseware with the possibility to enter and check the answers of schoolchildren. It is possible to choose all parameters of computer simulations. Some of the examples are designed as a flexible constructor, which allows one to develop different experimental schemes and to investigate them. There are also a calculator, lists of physics and mathematics formulas, and tables of physical constants. The hypertext is used to ease learning physics.

The "Physics by Pictures" courseware is intended for schoolchildren with different levels of physics knowledge. It can be used as a convenient reference book for the first level physics, and for deeper learning of physics at higher levels.

The distinguishable features of "Physics by Pictures" are:

a) the courseware includes various information and functions using simulation, multi-media, gaming, testing,
b) a friendly interactive graphics interface,
c) the courseware provides wide possibilities for more intensive teaching and attracts considerable interest of schoolchildren.

Hardware requirements for the courseware: IBM AT/286/386/486 compatibles, EGA or VGA graphic card, Microsoft compatible mouse, MS DOS 3.3 or higher. Now the new version of the software for Windows 3.1 is in progress.
Intelligent Performance Support for Courseware Authoring

J. MICHAEL SPECTOR
Armstrong Laboratory, Technical Training Research Division
7909 Lindbergh Drive
Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5352

Courseware authoring (developing computer-mediated instructional materials) consists of a variety of tasks often performed by several individuals. Some of these tasks are repetitive and involve skills that are easily and quickly acquired (e.g., invoking a particular computer-based authoring environment to open and edit a file containing a particular lesson module). Other tasks are less mechanical and require years of practice to achieve mastery (e.g., specifying a particular instructional strategy for a given instructional purpose and setting). Still other tasks require collaboration in order to insure effectiveness of solution (e.g., planning the use of interactive media so as to engage learners) (Rowland, 1992).

Instructional design intelligence consists of expertise in one of more of the tasks involved in the courseware authoring process. This suggests that there are multiple instructional design intelligences and, therefore, multiple ways to represent courseware authoring intelligence in a computer program. An intelligent courseware authoring performance support system could be categorized and evaluated by the type of intelligence provided. At least these three types are possible: (1) intelligent tool set (e.g., brings the right tool set to the job arranged in likely order of use); (2) intelligent design advisor (e.g., offers one or more solutions elaborated for similar instructional problems); and (3) intelligent design problem-solver (e.g., presents the user, perhaps a novice designer, an executable framework for solving the user's design task) (Duchastel, 1990; Spector, Polson, & Muraida, 1993).

Evaluating Intelligent Instructional Design Support Systems

It is likely that different evaluation concerns arise with various types of courseware authoring support systems. For example, for those systems which purport to provide an intelligent set of tools, then it would be reasonable to examine some task analytic hypotheses (e.g., providing dynamic lesson plans which adjust to type of lesson objective will enhance productivity) as well as various human-factors hypotheses (e.g., providing drop-and-drag reusable objects in a particular window enhances productivity). Likewise, in evaluating an intelligent courseware design advisor it might be appropriate to examine various cognitive hypotheses (e.g., providing case-based, context-sensitive elaborations of specific instructional design guidelines enhances understanding of courseware design processes, with effects on improved instructional design performance). Evaluating an intelligent design problem-solver would include evaluation of products with regard to instructional effectiveness. Evaluating a collaborative courseware authoring performance support tool presents new and unsolved challenges.
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Multimedia Portfolios: Tool for Classroom Assessment

MARY L. STEPHEN
Department of Arts and Sciences
Harris-Stowe State College, 3026 Laclede Ave., St. Louis, MO 63103, USA

As the use of technology in educational settings increases, traditional methods of assessment such as written tests and reports often prove to be unsatisfactory. Newer technologies appeal to a variety of learning styles, while the familiar methods of assessment do not necessarily address these differences. With the availability of low cost, relatively easy to learn multimedia authoring systems, traditional methods of assessment can be replaced by more innovative means of assessment. Multimedia portfolios that contain samples of student work and document student progress offer one alternative to the traditional assessment tools. The use of such portfolios poses several challenges for the teacher. These include questions of evaluation, and selection of activities for inclusion that do not simply duplicate traditional written forms of assessment.

This project focuses on the use of multimedia portfolios as assessment tools with two different populations. The first group consisted of first grade students from an inner city school. These students created multimedia math journals to illustrate concepts studied in their class. Journals included original artwork, clip art, buttons, text items, digitized pictures and verbal comments recorded by the students. Cards selected from individual journals were also combined into a class math journal. One unit included counting in other languages, and students were able to include in the journal recordings of themselves counting in these languages. An advantage of this type journal is the ability to record a student's spoken explanation of a math concept. Much of the artwork and writing could have been produced with paper and pencil. The ease of duplicating clip art made the students more willing to work with larger numbers in their examples, and the ability to resize clip art using the program reinforced the concept of relative sizes.

The second population consisted of preservice and inservice teachers in a college technology course. These students created multimedia portfolios that illustrated uses of technology in education. Students created simple stacks explaining, and when feasible, demonstrating output from a variety of technologies such as scanners, digitizers, video discs, CD-ROM, and MIDI music. Text items describing the use of these technologies in educational settings were included in the stacks. Creation of a portfolio in this manner enabled the students to learn how to use a hypermedia authoring system as a tool. Inclusion of samples of the technology in the stacks required the students to demonstrate proficiency with each of the types of technology. Students enjoyed this approach and felt it demonstrated what they had learned more effectively than traditional written assignments would have demonstrated. At the end of the semester, students used their stacks to create videotapes on technology in education. This provided an alternative for those students without access to a computer after the course ended to continue to use the material.

Both groups used HyperStudio to create the portfolios. Samples of portfolios produced by both the first graders and the preservice and inservice teachers will be displayed.

The problem of creation of large educational hyperbases and navigating them is especially vital for loosely-structured subjects, e.g. the humanitarian ones. The possibility of representing such a subject from various points of view is very significant. It is often difficult to define the limits of a material, or its "beginning" and "end". For these fields the hyperbase should not be organized as plain electronic textbook. The main intention of it is to provide for a student the possibility to perceive the material as it is, in multiple aspects, and to promote for self-learning and free navigation.

When a hyperbase is intended for the free navigation, linking of nodes in it is a very complicated and ambiguous problem. It is hardly possible to perform linking manually, not only because of the large quantity of nodes, but also because it is difficult to choose the unified criteria of linking. You never know in advance what will be the place of a particular node in various paths while in navigation. The pragmatic approach would be to link everything close by sense; in other words, each pair of nodes which could be joined with some linking expression or just could follow one another in a navigation path should be linked. The authoring system should provide facilities for automation of linking, performing search for nodes-candidates. The methods of information refining and powerful linguistic engines can certainly help in this matter.

The probability of getting lost in this hyperbase is very high. Of course, the "trail blazers" can do a lot of work, paving "good" paths in the base, but the ability of free navigation is also necessary.

On this stage, the automatic (algorithmic) navigation methods are suggested. The algorithms use only the structure of links in the hyperbase. They are based on the correspondence between topologic and semantic connectedness of nodes in a hypertext net. Speaking about topologic connectedness, we mean that every node has an unique position in the network (number of links, distances from other nodes, etc.) When the links are established by content, the topology of the network corresponds to the semantic interrelations of the nodes.

On each step of navigation the possibility exists to choose the next node upon criteria of high degree of its topologic connectedness with all the nodes previously included in the navigation path. The resulting navigation path forms a logical exposition of the theme set by the initial nodes.

The authoring and algorithmic navigation means are demonstrated on the IntelText system (Subbotin & Subbotin, 1993), which was developed basing on the abovenamed principles. IntelText works on the PC under DOS or Windows.

In IntelText, a hypertext node is a separate text fragment expressing one thought or idea or one small section of a textbook - in other words, a monosemantic unit. The links are bi-directional and go from a node to a node as a whole. Linking can be performed manually or automatically or in semi-automatic mode.

The navigation has three modes: manual, when the user traverses among nodes and can remember the navigation "path"; automatic, when the user sets the theme and the system automatically picks up the nodes and arranges them in a linear text according to the built-in criteria; and the combined mode, when the result of the automatic navigation is decompiled into a path which can be explored manually.

Thus, the learner has the following capabilities: traverse from one node to another, ask the system to automatically compile a path beginning at any particular node, walk along this path, look at the neighborhood of the nodes in it, leave the path for independent, manual navigation, return to the path, etc.

The author has additional capabilities of establishing and changing the links structure, remembering good paths, etc. He/she also can ask the system to construct paths automatically, consider the result and accordingly correct some links, thus improving the base.
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AlgoBlock: A tangible programming language for collaborative learning

Hideyuki SUZUKI and Hiroshi KATO
Information Technology Research Laboratories, NEC Corporation
1-1, Miyazaki 4-chome, Miyamae-ku, Kawasaki, Kanagawa 216, JAPAN

AlgoBlock as a conversational tool

In the belief that learning through discussion and cooperation is more effective than that in isolated environments, the authors intend to design a computer-aided learning environment in which primary and secondary students can improve their skills for planning and logical thinking through social interactions. The authors have designed AlgoBlock system (Suzuki et al. 1993) as a conversational tool that facilitates discussions among learners and activates collaborative programming. It is a set of tangible blocks that can be connected to each other manually to form a program. Each block corresponds to a command of a programming language. Learners can control a graphically displayed submarine on the CRT through Logo-like commands.

Collaboration on the tangible tool

With this tangible tool, learners can manipulate the programs manually and directly, and can share them on their collaborative work space. We believe that tangibility of AlgoBlock helps learners build programs through social interactions. To investigate the effect of the tool on learners' collaboration, we have had an observational session, in which three 12-year-old students were engaged in group programming works using AlgoBlock for 90 minutes. Results of the observation eloquently tell us that the tool is qualified as a communication facilitator. Following is a typical conversation in the session.

Subject1[01] "This [Tried to insert Rotate-block between GoForward-block and GoRight-block [action-1]]
Subject2[02] "No! We only have to change this (parameter) to 3 " [Stretched out his hand toward blocks [action-2]. and removed Rotate-block that Subject1 connected [action-3]] "Be...Because this is..."

(1) Easy operation: Handling tangible blocks is so direct and easy for Subjects that they could manipulate programs immediately when they wanted to [action-1][action-3]. Easy operation promotes trial-and-error activities that encourage conversations among learners.

(2) Social display of ideas: In [01], Subject1's idea was socially displayed to the others by the obvious action [action-1] and physical changes in configuration of the tangible blocks that were placed on shared work space. Subject2 thus could understand the idea easily and intervene immediately [02]. Subject2's response here is also displayed to the others [action-3]. In this way, manipulating the tangible tool necessarily generates sequence of social display of ideas. AlgoBlock works as an open tool (Hutchins 1990) which enables users to monitor their cooperative activities mutually. This feature contributes to support collaboration.

(3) Gesture based turn-taking control: AlgoBlock also enables gesture based turn-taking control to access the tool because of its tangibility. In [02], Subject2 stretched out his hand toward the blocks [action-2] to express his idea. By the external gesture that was naturally generated in trying to manipulate the tangible tool, the turn-shifting was smoothly achieved and confirmed. The gesture based turn-taking control supports vigorous collaboration because the rules, which are the same as that in everyday activities, are so familiar to learners that they do not have to learn extra rules for the control.
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Multimedia and Teacher Training:  
A Videodisc Application For Exploring Conceptions of Effective Teaching Practices  

KAREN SWAN, CARLA MESKILL, and DAVID CHAPMAN  
State University of New York at Albany, Albany, NY 12222  

MARCO MITRANI  
Interactive Generation, Box 183, Marlboro, VT 05344  

Teachers' (and students') conceptions of effective teaching practices play an important role in the teaching and learning process, but are typically given footnote status in teacher preparation programs. This lack of attention to conceptions of effective teaching may have particularly critical repercussions, as when teachers are trained and/or curricula designed with a particular sort of teacher-student interaction in mind, then injected into cultures in which teachers and students are accustomed to interacting in dramatically different ways. The purpose of an on-going project at the University at Albany is to develop materials that explore differences in perceptions of effective teaching practices and that stimulate preservice teachers to reflect on their preconceived notions of the same. Primary among these materials is a videodisc which presents loosely scripted interactions between a teacher and her students.  

Teachers' perceptions of effective teaching are subjective. They are influenced not only by beliefs about the effectiveness of particular teaching strategies and styles (factors we are interested in exploring), but by expectations concerning classroom environments and what should be covered in particular disciplines, as well as by affective reactions to the personalities of differing teachers and students. These latter biases may be particularly troubling in cross-national studies. Although video is generally recognized as a useful tool for exploring teaching effectiveness, most of the video used for such purposes consists of tape made in actual classrooms, making it difficult to partial out differences in perceptions based on differences in teaching strategies and styles from differences in perceptions arising from other factors. Our approach, therefore, has been slightly different.  

The video used in the work discussed here was designed to focus on particular teaching strategies and styles while holding other factors constant. It consists, therefore, of quasi-scripted vignettes of a teacher and her students exploring a non-traditional subject area, black history. The teacher and all her students are African-American. The segments were shot in a circular meeting area in a local community school. Two cameras were used to capture both teacher and student behaviors, edited into segments which vary by teaching strategy and style, then put on videodisc. The use of videodisc allows for the random presentation of these segments.  

We are currently using the videodisc in two ways. Firstly, it is being used in a cross-national study of conceptions of effective teaching practices. We are showing the vignettes to educators from a variety of different countries and asking them to rate the effectiveness of the teaching shown in each on a ten-point scale. We are using comparisons of response patterns, in particular comparisons of the responses of educators in the United States with the responses of educators in African countries where we are working, to inform our international curricular work. In addition, we are comparing the responses of preservice and inservice teachers and teachers and students in this country. Because the vignettes are on videodisc, we can also explore the effect of presentation on responses.  

Secondly, we are using the videodisc in our teaching methods classes as a prompt for discussions of teaching strategies, styles, and reflective practice. We are finding that the vignettes elicit a rich discourse around these topics, topics that have not traditionally been as well covered as we believe they should be in preservice training. The use of videodisc in these classes allows us to explore particular parts of each vignette in microcosm and to relate different vignettes to each other without struggling with videotape. Students' response to these discussions have been very positive, so much so that we are currently considering integrating our more conventional videotape examples into a similar structure for teaching purposes.
Interactive Multimedia for Preservice Elementary Teacher Education

T. E. Thompson
Department of Curriculum & Instruction
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois, 60115, USA

Six videodiscs were developed for use in a preservice elementary education science methods course. Each contains a twenty minute hands-on science lesson taught by an exemplary teacher, and a reservoir of thirty second episodes that also deal with the specific topic of the videodisc. The disc titles include: Process Skills I, Process Skills II, Interdisciplinary Science, Methods of Instruction, Classroom Management, and Questioning. Each disc contains four separate sound tracks: 1) the lesson as it happened, 2) the teacher's comments, 3) the children's comments, and 4) a science educator's comments.

This project was designed to facilitate instruction in science education. Current trends in education call for providing meaningful instruction. In science education this means hands-on activities that allow students to construct their own meanings. This series of videodiscs is an opportunity to bridge research into practice. It provides an opportunity to capture positive role models implementing outstanding pedagogy in their practice.

Six elementary school teachers (grades 2-7) were identified as exemplary science teachers. This process began in the fall of 1992. After the teachers were recruited they met at Northern Illinois University where they were inserviced with regard to the project. Philosophy of the project, science methodology, process skill acquisition, questioning strategies, and videotaping details were discussed.

After the initial taping a rough edited version of the 1/2" betacam videotape was created. Upon completion the videotape was taken back to the school for the children to view. Their comments regarding what they remembered taking place were recorded.

The teachers were brought into the production studio at the university to record their comments. The science educator's comments were also recorded at the production studio. At this point two 3/4" parallel masters were produced for each lesson. One tape contained the video and the sound tracks for audio one and two. The second tape with identical timecodes contained the sound tracks for audio three and four.

The discs are currently being used in Level I applications while the software is being developed. Elementary science methods instructors are integrating selected video segments into lecture/discussion sessions. The two objectives are to provide role models for preservice teachers and to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Access is obtained through the use of a remote keypad.

Preservice teachers are provided with sets of barcodes that correlate with class discussions and textbook readings. Access is obtained through the use of a barcode reader. The videodiscs are located in the Science Education Laboratory and are available to students outside regular class time.

LinkWay Live is the software selected to develop the interactive multimedia component. When completed, preservice and inservice teachers alike will be able to interact with all six videodiscs in the following ways: 1) A lesson plan containing standard elements such as concept and process objectives, procedures, key questions, etc. serve as the primary shell for each featured science lesson. The viewer will be able to click on any icon found within the lesson plan and view the application of the plan and the resulting behaviors. 2) Assessment issues are another focus of the software. Opportunities to correlate with the Illinois State Goals for Learning, the American Association for the Advancement of Science document, Benchmarks, and common evaluation techniques will be provided. 3) Decision making opportunities allow the viewer to make choices about instructional alternatives that he/she might make during an activity.

Two additional videodiscs are currently in production on the topics of authentic assessment and technology. By the end of 1994, all eight videodiscs under the title: Capturing Excellence will be placed in the hands of the science educators involved in teacher preparation programs in the state of Illinois. Beginning in September, 1994, the project director will visit each Illinois public institution involved in teacher education to conduct staff development activities and disseminate the videodiscs.
Domain Analysis for CAI Design

LORNA UDEN
School of Computing
Staffordshire University, The Octagon, Beaconside, Stafford ST18 0AD, England.

Educational software currently being produced suffers from seven design flaws which result in poor quality. For designers of Computer-Assisted Instruction to produce effective instruction, it is necessary to provide a set of procedures and guidelines that designers can follow based on sound instructional design and learning principles.

A methodology known as GOMS can be used to assist designers during the first phase of the design model [Roblyer 88]. Determining what is learned is the Goal of the design. Lessons are designed to accomplish goals for specific learners. Having identified the instructional goal, it is necessary to determine the type of learning Outcomes required of the student. According to Gagne [92], learning outcomes can be placed into five categories. Each requires a different instructional method to accomplish it effectively. Since the underlying structure of the instructional content differs by domain, determining the domain of learning outcomes gives the CAI designer an initial idea about organising and sequencing instruction contents for teaching those outcomes.

Different Methods must be used to analyse subject matter in different domains because of different learning outcomes. There are four different methods that can be used for analysing different learning outcomes.

For educational software to be effective, what is needed is the incorporation of higher order learning Strategies within the courseware. Learning strategies include techniques that learners can be taught to use during instruction to support effective learning [Uden 93]. Good guidelines and design methodology can enable designers to achieve effective courseware production. The GOMS methodology offers such an approach.
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"Power Users" in Academe: Who are They?
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With respect to computing, the people who might be labelled "Power Users" are an important group in any organization. They often provide the necessary internal training (formal and informal) that an organization needs in order to respond adequately to rapid technological change. Moreover, they are often models for computing resource development within their organizations. In addition, by learning how to respond to the challenges of the new technology, they are typically pioneers who smooth the way for those that follow. Finally, they often occupy leadership roles in the decision-making processes regarding the integration of computing within their organizations. This paper suggests a set of criteria that can be used for the definition of "Power Users" in academic environments. It also describes the "Power Users" that were identified in a survey of the faculty at Western Michigan University, and discusses some of their attitudes about and perceptions of academic computing.

Toward a Definition of Academic Power Users

Based upon the literature, a number of criteria were identified that are central to the notion of "power users." These included: technical expertise, amount of time spent using a computer, the range of applications used, the expertise of use, and integration into a larger group of skilled computer users. Based on a 1989 survey of 500 faculty at Western Michigan University, six criteria were tentatively established as the initial definition of "power users:" 1) Total time working on a computer in excess of 15 hours per week; 2) Use of a word processor a few times a week or more; 3) Use of electronic mail; 4) Use of at least one application in addition to word processing; 5) Teaching or expecting to teach classes that require the use of computers by students; and 6) Purchase or acquisition of a computer for use at home or at the office.

To assess the relative importance of each of these criteria, we simply removed each of the six criteria in reverse order and observed the consequences. For example, when the sixth criterion "using one other application" was removed, exactly the same number of "power users" was produced (n=54). Since it makes no difference, clearly this factor is redundant to the definition. Also, since the fifth criterion "bought/acquired a pc" affects only one person, it is also redundant. Indeed, even the fourth criterion, "using a wordprocessor" affects only 4 individuals. In contrast, removing the third criterion "taught classes" increased the number of tentative "power users" to 72 (an increase of nearly 25 percent). Clearly, this criterion should be retained. Since the other two criteria accounted for the most Power Users, the final definition of "academic power users" among the faculty at Western Michigan University in 1989 should be based upon the first three criteria in the definition:

1) the use of electronic mail;
2) at least 15 hours of computer use per week;
3) teaching or expecting to teach classes that involve the use of a computer.

Although Power Users currently make up a small percentage of computer users (perhaps 10%), they are the prototypical faculty computer users of the future. What only the power users are doing with computers today will become commonplace among faculty in general within a few years.
Techniques for Converting Analog Interactive Videodisc Courseware into Digital CD-ROM Programs: Conversion of The Anatomy Project
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During the past decade, educators in the health sciences have effectively and widely used interactive videodisc technology for the delivery of instructional material. Many videodiscs have been produced that contain very high quality still and motion images of anatomy, physiology, and medical procedures. The Anatomy Project is a joint British and American effort to produce a series of high quality instructional programs that uses multimedia technologies to combine technical content in an artful format. Currently, a set of seven videodiscs and programs exist that are used in medical schools around the world. When completed, The Anatomy Project will contain 26 volumes of interactive videodisc courseware, covering all of clinically oriented human anatomy. Recent advances in CD-ROM and digital video technologies enable high quality digital adaptations of these interactive videodisc programs to be created and presented using personal computers.

A large number of critical decisions must be made before attempting to convert an interactive videodisc program into a digital format. One of the most important is the hardware requirements for using the program. Many medical schools have already invested heavily in a variety of computer equipment for instructional purposes. One goal during the conversion of The Anatomy Project was to redesign the program to take advantage as much as possible of existing installed bases of equipment. These decisions included designing for 14 inch monitors, requiring only 5 MB of RAM, and requiring no additional display or conversion hardware (i.e., software only decompression). In addition, it was decided to design for double speed CD-ROM drives since they have replaced single speed drives as the computer peripheral standard. The tools used in the conversion from analog videodisc to digital CD-ROM included a video capture and compression board (VideoVision Studio™), Adobe Premiere™ and VideoFusion™ video editing software, HyperCard™, QuickTime™ compression and playback, Adobe Photoshop™, and various graphics programs.

Obtaining good performance from digital programs stored on CD-ROM (i.e., smooth video playback with synchronized audio) requires the developer to carefully consider and manipulate a wide range of complex system and media factors. Some of these factors are: CD-ROM bandwidth; video frame rate and resolution processing; video decompression processing; video display processing; audio sampling rate and bit depth; audio playback processing, processing time for “de-interleaving” and scheduling video and sound; and flattening. A number of techniques have been developed to enhance movie playback. One of the most useful involves capturing a video frame as a still image, digitally enhancing the image, and then inserting copies of the still image in place of the original video segment. A second technique involves replacing full motion video with a montage of still images while maintaining the sound or narration.
Within the last decade biotechnology, the techniques and procedures used in genetic engineering, has become increasingly important and well known in universities and industry. However, this knowledge has not crossed over to the general public or even high school students moving towards a scientific career. The HyperCard stack described in this paper takes the theoretical concepts and experimental procedures of biotechnology and incorporates them into an interactive computer simulation of a basic biotechnology application. The student is given the task of producing human insulin using genetic engineering techniques.

The simulation takes place in a virtual laboratory where the student can move from room to room and work station to work station at the click of a button. The student starts the experiment by preparing the vector DNA to be spliced with the human gene. The student selects the bacterial culture which has the desired plasmid and uses enzymes to release the plasmids. From there the student isolates the plasmids using a centrifuge and then selects the appropriate restriction enzyme to cut the plasmid DNA at the desired DNA sequence.

The next task for the student is to prepare the insert DNA by first extracting mRNA from human pancreas and using reverse transcriptase to create the DNA sequence which produces insulin. The insulin gene is prepared for splicing by attaching the regulatory sequence to the gene. This will activate the gene and allow the host cell to produce human insulin. The final procedure after the insulin gene and plasmid are spliced is to introduce the hybrid vector into bacterial cells. The student then screens for bacterial cells which have accepted the hybrid vectors and will naturally produce insulin. These bacteria are then placed in a culture broth where human insulin is harvested.

Though the necessary steps are outlined in the protocol stack, the student interactively performs the tasks using equipment that would be found in a real laboratory. In the protocol stack there are links to supplementary stacks which further explain basic concepts to the student. For example, there is a linked stack which explores the use of vectors in genetic engineering. Both viral vectors and plasmid vectors are demonstrated.

At all the work stations the student can click on a virtual microscope which shows an animation sequence to help the student visualize the biological processes that are happening inside the test tubes. The graphical nature of the laboratory along with the simulations of what is happening at the cellular and molecular level provide an insightful and entertaining introduction to genetic engineering. This virtual laboratory is an affordable alternative to having a fully stocked biotechnology lab at every high school.
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The overwhelming ills faced by education today will never be cured by using outdated traditional processes for education. Worn-out lectures, tests and homework fall far short in challenging high school students to learn the skills they desperately need to face their rapidly changing future. The process is changing in Orange County, Florida. The Naval Air Warfare Center Training Systems Division (TSD) and Edgewater High School, supported by Apple Computer, Inc., have joined under the Partners in Education Agreement to provide a new learning paradigm in one classroom environment.

The Training Systems Division needed a method to explain the underlying concepts of Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) and Edgewater High School was looking for ways to utilize their computer animation lab. Edgewater and TSD jointly planned a learning venture for the students to produce the Distributed Interactive Simulation Instructional Animation. This project provided a "real-world" multi-media production that would enrich students' skills in visual arts, group dynamics, computer operation, and problem solving in a multi-disciplined team environment.

The primary objective was to make the entire project a creative product developed by students. The teacher and facilitating partners encouraged students to learn to structure a task from conception to completion, work in groups and independently, communicate ideas verbally and visually, manage time and set priorities. To provide the students with a non-traditional, highly effective learning environment, the organization of this student team was modeled after a real corporation complete with a customer, TSD.

The facts that the corporation had the capability to interview, hire, promote, or dismiss employees based on production needs and work performance, helped motivate all students to carry their share of the workload. The student and teacher held regular corporate meetings to make work assignments, prioritize time, delegate project responsibility, critique the animation, and evaluate progress. Student communication and organizational skills improved rapidly as they assumed their full corporate responsibilities.

With this type of partnership project, the teacher becomes a resource person, facilitator, and stage manager, creating a cooperative learning environment. The students develop effective working skills as traditional classroom assignments are minimized and more of the students' effort is directed by self-initiated tasks. The teacher serves as a resource manager, identifying and securing community people with specialized skills to enhance the learning production process.

Throughout the project's lifespan, subject matter experts assisted the students in the areas of engineering and DIS, computer technology, creative writing, theater, and visual arts. Parents volunteered clerical skills, transportation, food, technical skills, equipment, and family time. Their support was invaluable.

Students reported learning important skills from participation in this project such as: cooperation, drawing, color theory, organization, public speaking, advertising, brainstorming, animation, working with others, problem solving and business planning. This partnership effort allowed students to develop real world competencies such as imagination, flexibility, leadership, and responsibility. What started as a simple classroom project, evolved into a revolutionary teaching and learning experience.
Application of the Russian Language Processor
Russicon in Language Learning

S.A. YABLONSKY
Department of Computing St.Petersburg’s Transport University, St.-Petersburg, 190031, Russia

New electronic media now provides fast and easy access to the authoritative language information. Natural language processing as a part of Artificial Intelligence is seen by some as one of the most promising directions in computer based language learning. In Intelligent Language Tutoring Systems of various types, natural language processing is one of the most important components. There are many popular linguistic applications for Romance and Germanic languages that could be used for language learning. Unfortunately, we can’t confirm the same about Russian language processing, in which good results were achieved for IBM 360 (Popov, 1986) and only first steps are made for personal computers.

We shall describe the design of, and the possible applications of Russian language processor RUSSICON capable of acting as an intelligent system for analyzing and synthesizing of Russian text.

Processor RUSSICON (Yablonsky, S.A., 1990; Belyaev, B.M., & Surcis, A.S., & Yablonsky, S.A, 1993) includes six main blocks: 1) Set of machine dictionaries. Base machine Russian dictionary consists of 36611 word-building stems. One word-building stem generates from 1 up 80 word changing stems. Wordbuilding stems of the dictionary give birth to 84167 word-changing stems. Word-changing stems in there term give birth to 3600000 different words. 2) System for construction and support of computer dictionaries. 3) Morphological analyzer allows to define following grammatical characteristics of a word: part of speech, changeability, animation, case, number, gender, person, aspect, tense, transition, mood, form, reflexive (verb), length of word-building and word-changing stem. 4) Normalizer which modifies a given word to its normal grammatical form (lemma). 5) Syntactic analyzer. 6) Semantic analyzer. The processor is designed as C library (Borland C++) of mentioned functions.

Several applications are build on the base of the processor. Russicon Russian Spelling Corrector checks wrong spelling. Russicon Russian Electronic Thesaurus provides users with complete synonym information for words or phrases. Russicon Russian Language Expert System provides all functions of processor, allows to receive morphological information of the word and to build normal form for the word, shows paradigm for the word, constructs new words lexicon, constructs frequency lexicon, provides morphological information treatment of new words not in the base dictionary. Russicon’s Russian Electronic Dictionary for any form of input Russian word outputs a) one or several lemmas (lexical homonims); b) one or several sets (the case of morphological homonyms) of such grammatical characteristics: part of speech, case, gender, number, tense, person, degree of comparision, voice, aspect, mood, form, type, transitiveness, reflexive, animation; c) the synonym row(s); d) the antonyms; e) the precise definitions; f) the explanatory comments; g) the examples of usage etc. All linguistic applications could be used as a seperate systems or inside of some Tutoring Systems.
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